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Preface
The 24th European Physical Society Conference on Controlled Fusion and

Plasma Physics, under the auspices of the Plasma Physics Division of the
European Physical Society, was hosted by the Max-Planck~1nstitut fiir
Plasmaphysik Garching, Germany. Following the guidelines of the Board of
the EPS Plasma Physics Division, the 1997 Conference included topics from
the areas of: Tokamaks; Stellarators; Alternative Magnetic Confinement

Schemes; Magnetic Confinement Theory and Modelling; Plasma Edge Physics;
Plasma Heating; Current Drive and Profile Control; Diagnostics; Basic

Collisionless Plasma Physics; Highly Compressed and Non Stationary Plasmas.

The scientific programme and paper selection were the responsibility of the
International Programme Committee appointed by the Board of the PPS
Plasma Physics Division. The Programme Committee selected 523 contributed
papers (out of 651 submitted abstracts) for presentation as posters in four
sessions at the meeting. Guideline for the composition of the poster session was
to display the various contributions of larger teams in one session and to place
teams of similar goals and interests into different sessions.

As in the past, the Proceedings are printed after the meeting, giving authors
the opportunity to present their latest results in four—page papers. According to
EPS Plasma Physics Division regulations, the Conference Proceedings contain
the four-page papers of all those contributions for which at least one author
was a registered participant at the Conference. All submitted papers satisfy this
condition. 51 papers were not presented at the Conference and not submitted to
the Scientific Secretary though they had originally been accepted by the
Programme Committee. This caused some problems in the organisation of the
poster sessions. As only in a few cases the cancellation had technical reasons, it
is strongly recommended for future conferences that along with the submission
of an abstract a guarantee has to be provided that an accepted paper will be
presented

The four volumes of the proceedings will be mailed to all registered
participants of the Conference. The papers of the 8 Review Lectures and 20
Topical Lectures will be published in a Special Issue of the journal ‘Plasma
Physics and Controlled Fusion’, which will also be mailed to all registered
participants.

M. Schittenhelm, 1R. Bartiromo and F. Wagner

July 1997
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ITER Fusion Performance Projections

D. Boucher, F. Louchem, N. Karolina) and
ITER Joint Central Team and Home TEams

ITER San Diego IWS, La Jolla, USA
(“Boole Royale Militaire - Association Euratom I Etat Beige

(ziRRC Kurchatov Institute - Moscow - RF

A vigorous international effort has been undertaken to provide the physics information
necessary to predict ITER expected fusion performances: clarify Operational limits,
determine scaling of key plasma parameters such as energy confinement time and finally
translate this information into predictions for fusion power in ITER.
As shown in ITER Detail Design Report [I] a number of plasma quantities are needed to
determine the fusion power in ITER: temperature profiles including H-mode pedestal and
sawteeth activity, impurity level - determined largely by plasma facing components and the
divertor - and density profiles. These quantities have been simulated using a 1—1l2 D
transport code (PRETOR [1]) by adopting the following prescriptions:
- flat density profiles,
- impurity level is determined using either the simplified set: 2% Beryllium, rains/15 = 10
or the more elaborate set: 2% Beryllium, helium and Argon level determined consistently
from coupling with a divertor model [1].
- edge [3T at 90% of the toroidal flux consistent with JET/DlH—D observations in ELMy H~
mode operation.
The energy confinement is then specified in two different ways by using either:
- global scaling law (the normalized temperature shape being prescribed separately),
- a number of local transport models that compute the entire temperature profile with a given
boundary value at 90 % of toroidal flux. '

Fusion performance versus global confinement and operational limits

The global energy confinement time - represented by the HE factor (ratio: ‘EE ,t‘rEGTERl-I—
97P(y)) - is varied between 0.3 to 1.5 to study its impact on the fusion power. The
normalized temperature profile is fitted to the JET/ DIH-D ITER demonstration discharges
by an appropriate choice of normalized local transport coefficients [1].

Fig. 1 indicates the expected fusion performance in ITER as a function of the HH factor (By
definition, extrapolation from present experiments corresponds to ill-l = l) and for two
values of the operating density: either the density is freely chosen to maximize the fusion
power and maintain it at 1.5 GW - if necessary auxiliary heating up to lOOMW is applied,
ignited points are indicated by a thick line » or the density is restricted at the Greenwald
value. The region on the right is where [3N exceeds the reference value of 2.5. The lower
limit of this region indicates fusion power obtained if [5N is restricted below 2.5 while
adjusting the input power to satisfy the L- to H-mode power threshold.
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Fig. 1: Expectedfuswn power versus confinement normalized to HERE 97P(y)

Plasma current: 21 MA, auxiliary heating up to 100 MW.

The figure also indicates the presently estimated uncertainties on confinement. The current .
position of the Confinement Modeling and Database expert group is that the 95%
confidence interval for the energy confinement in I'I‘ER is 1:13: 3.5 to 93 which"is translat
in this study as HH—- 1.0 +/- 0,45. If however. a power law is the correct form for the global
energy scaling law than the expected uncertainties are down to +/- 17%. Both cases are
indicated in figure 1. In the lower confinement region (HH < 1.0) the expected fusion power
can be significantly increased by raising the density above the Greenwald limit or by raising
the plasma current as seen on fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Theflm'on power is significantly raised by increasing the plasma current to 24 MA instead ofZJMA.
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Within a wide range of confinement (+/- 45%) significant fusion power is achieved: 1.5 GW
can be achieved if confinement is better than —40% and full ignition better than -25%
compared to the reference ELMy H-mode confinement. Contingency plans such as
operating above the Greenwald density and/or increasing the plasma current to 24 MA are
however needed to achieve these performances under the worst confinement conditions. The
possibility - compatible with the present design - to increase the amount of auxiliary heating
above 100 MW is also being considered [1].

Fusion performance predicted by local transport codes

Under the auspices of the Confinement Modeling and Database expert group 9 different
local transport models are being tested against experiments in view of determining their
reliability - or accuracy ‘ against ITER predictions. These models have been applied to
ITER and their prediction are summarized on fig. 3:
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Fig. 3: Expectedfusion power and global confinenwnt nornwiized to ITERR-97Hy)for local transport models

It is found that the height of the edge temperature (at 90% toroidal flux surface) is the most
important factor determining the fusion power (once density, etc.... and given as above).
Therefore the edge temperature is varied between the very pessimistic 1 keV and the upper
limit 4 keV. The reference case where the boundary is moved to the top of the H—mode
pedestal at 1.5 keV is also shown (point labeled 1.5 keV estimate on the plot). The
predictions at this oint vary between Q~3 for IFS/PPPL and GLF23 models [3] to full
ignition at 1.5 G for the Multi—Mode, RLW and Itoh-Itoh-Fukuyama models [3] with
more than SOOMW with IOOMW of heating for the Culham. Mixed Shear and RLWB
models [3]. These cases were done at 1.5 times the Greenwald density. The spread across
models is comparable but somewhat larger to the generalized confinement uncertainties
given by the global scaling laws. The testing of these models against experiments is not
completed and does not yet allow to distinguish convincingly among these models.
However, the Multi - Mode model gives presently the best fit against the data.
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Preliminary Modeling of ICRH heating

One issue common to the above studies is the need to obtain an H—mode in the first place.
The power reaching the plasma edge must exceed a power threshold which is found
experimentally to increase with density (except at very low density) . Simulations show that
dominant ion heating is beneficial because it leads to a higher ratio TilTe thereby
maximizing alpha heating and minimizing electron radiation. The benefit of ion heating
however strongly decreases at higher densities (typically > 5 1019 m'3) because of the
stronger ion I electron collisional coupling. ICRH is a possible candidate for strong ion
heating and to study this possibility, the transport code PRETOR has been interfaced with
the ICRH package PION [4], which calculates the power deposition profiles and the velocity
distribution function of resonating ions in a self—consistent way.

These combined codes has been used for simulating second and third harmonic tritium
heating schemes in ITER Deuterium-Tritium plasmas (assuming 100 MW input power).
Preliminary results have shown that the latter scenario only lead to strong ion heating at
relatively high density: 65% at 9 1019 m'3. At lower densities needed for the H—rnode
transition ion heating became smaller ~ 17% of total beating. It is was found that these
conclusions still held even when varying the ratio xi / xe from 1 to 3. Additional studies are
therefore needed to refine these scenarios and optimize ion heating with ICRH.

Preliminary Evaluation of the non inductive operation

Non—inductive operation in ITER has been investigated using the ASTRA transport code
which implements NBI and ECl-l heating and current drive systems with ITER parameters
and geometry. A simplified choice of local heat and particle transport coefficients has been
adopted in the study: parabolic shape is used and the coefficients are normalized to recover
the global energy confinement time from H-mode global scalings. It is found that under
ELMy H—mode (HI-l = 1) and fully non-inductive operation the total plasma current is low
and typically c is less than 5. Therefore improved confinement with respect to the
standard ELMy H—mode is required. A key candidate for improved confinement is the
negative shear configuration which is associated with me formation of transport barrier and
the reduction of heat transport coefficients down to nee-classical levels. If is found that a
modest amount (10 MW) of NBI current drive is sufficient to control the central current
profile and that about 90 MW of ECl-l current drive applied at r/a -— 0.75 can drive sufficient
current off axis to maintain a stable reversed shear configuration with 1.5 GW of fusion
power. Further studies and optimization are needed to further quantity the fusion
performances of this regime as well as its robustness against physics assumptions in
particular the choice of local transport coefficients.

[1] ITER Detailed Design Report ITER Joint Central Team, November 1996.
[2] Energy Confinement Scaling and the Extrapolation to ITER J.G. Cordey et al., this
conference.
[3] Validation of 1—D Transport and Sawtooth Modelsfor ITER J. Connor et aI., IAEA
Montreal, October 96, Fl—CN—64/FP—21
[4] PION code: L.-G. Eriksson, U. Willen and T. Hellsten, Nuclear Fusion 33 (1993)
1037.

LG. Eriksson and T. Hellsten. Physica Scripta 55 (1995) 70.
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EFFECTS OF HELIUM ASH ON THE DYNAMICS OF ITER-LIKE PLASMAS

H. Biirbaumer and G.”Kamelander
Austrian Research Center Seibersdorf, OAW-EURATOM Association

A—2444 Seibersdorf, Austria

INTRODUCTION
It is an important goal of ITER to reach ignition and to keep the plasma for periods of about
1000 seconds in an ignited state. A fully ignited regime is very difficult to maintain in a quasis—
tationary equilibrium as a consequence of strongly interrelated processes leading to transients
of power and temperature. The subject of fusion reactor dynamics research is the identification
such processes and the investigation of control mechanisms to suppress or mitigate such tran-
sients. In the present paper we investigate oscillations due to helium ash identified by Ref.[l]
including also spatial effects.
The thermonuclear energetic alpha particles are slowed down by collision with the bulk plasma
transferring their energy to the plasma. The helium population in equilibrium with the bulk
plasma becomes an impurity referred to as helium ash. The helium ash population is determined
by the slowing down source and by the losses due to diffusion. The time scale of slowing down
is about half a second and the ash confinement time about 50 s. If the temperature in the
plasma core is increased the supply of helium particles increases also and ash accumulation
takes place diluting the fuel and decreasing the reaction rate. Thus the supply due to slowing
down decreases. As a consequence of diffusion the helium density decreases also reducing di-
lution and increasing power. This is the reason for helium oscillations.

ZERO DIMENSIONAL PHYSICAL MODEL
The physical model is based on the flux surface averaged energy equation which has been
transformed into a zero dimensional equation averaging over the plasma volume

Klgz(nuo+nm)Tgn=Pn+nuPu+Pm—Pl—wP (l)r

where parabola profiles for density and temperature

ni =nm(l—x2/a2 ~~yz/tc2 212]v",T:TO(I«~x2/a2 —y2/K2az)vr (2)

are prescribed.PmPu,PMPLJ’b,PS ( Ref. [2] ) denote Ohmic power, alpha power, auxiliary

power, loss power , Bremsstrahlung and synchrotron radiation. VT and v" are profile parame-

ters, a is the minor radius, ‘K represents the elongation. x and y are local co-ordinates in the
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plasma cross section. The fast alpha density n:l respectively the helium ash density 11..le satisfies

are modelled by the continuity equation

and/at = Si: _ “(I/13D tnu‘ antic/at =nu/15D —nHe/rHe ' (3)

S, = nTnD(6fv) denotes the fusion source, tsp the slowing down time, v,_ the fast alpha loss‘
factor and I“: the helium confinement time. Keeping the electron density nc constant and us-
ing the quasineuttality we express the ion density as ni = n‘(l — 2 na/ne - 2 nut/rte).

Introducing the dilution factor D =(1- him/ne - 2 nBc/nc)z we can write

Sa =(n3/4)D(ov). (4)

Modelling the loss power by PL = K, (ne0 + ni0 /1.;_ and using the I'I‘iiRS9-P scaling

13m” = 0.04811Ifi'55R;=a°'3x°-‘1133132.“?/P°" , (5)

with P = P““ + PR , we find that eqs.(1) to (5) constitute a non—linear system.

Investigating a subignited plasma near to ignition we have combined this plasma model with a

control system based on modulation of auxiliary power [2] reacting with a delay time id in

‘ the order of magnitude of about 0.1 s.
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Fig.1 Plasma is heated by Pm=i 5 MW. zHe=eo s Time (S)
a) He-ash constderd b) not considered Fig.2: Transient oi Fig.1, but with rm=80 s

We find that the plasma evolution depends critically ontm. From experimental evidence it is

known that this parameter is 5 to 20 times of 15. Assurrting IE =60 s we show the evolution of
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an lTER-likc plasma (Ru 36m. a=2.l5m, Bn =4.85T, IP :22 MA, K =2, n==1020 m“3 ). which

is heated without control by 18MW (Fig.1), The temperature peak is a consequence of the he-

lium effect. Repeating the simulation with THE-30 s we obtain oscillations which are just

weakly damped (Fig.2).

25 no) 5-20
5‘

.— 20 E 0.15> E2 5I 15 a 0.10

19 10 §
8. i”) g 0'05
E 5 =,2 f 0.00

Do 500 “"1000 1500 o 200 400 600 800 100012001400
Tune (5) Time (5)

Fig.3: Translent 01 HEN but wlth {“570 5 Fig.4: Transient at Fig.3. He-ash density
a) without control b) with control a) without control b) With ”mm.

Next we present a simulation with 1“: =705 (Figs.3 and 4). The full line shows the temperature

for the uncontrolled plasma (like Figs] and 2). Again we find oscillations which are

unacceptable for reactor operation. However if the plasma is controlled by modulating the

auxiliary power as proposed by Ref.[2] the oscillations are considerably mitigated (dotted line).

It is concluded that helium induces oscillations can be satisfactorily controlled by the feedback

control system [2]. Of course other control systems like density control could be used.

ONE DIMENSIONAL SIMULATIONS

The simulations presented above neglect spacial effects. Keeping Tu. and n,as constant are

oversimplifieations. For this reason we investigated the helium ash problem modificating the

wellknown one-dimensional JE'ITO-code {3]. This code is based on the solution of the flux

Surface averaged transport equations retaining thus also ZD-inforrnations. in opposition to the

zero dimensional code with I“: and the confinement time scaling law as input. JE'ITO is

equipped with transport models. I“: and 15 are calculated. In our calculations we used the

REBUT-Lallia transport law [4]."I'he distribution function of the fusion alphas is obtained by

solving a kinetic equation by means of a multigroup procedure (30 groups). The slowest group

is taken as helim ash and treated as an impurity
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[n the actual paper we present the first simulations with our modified JE'I'I‘O-code. The simu-
lations have been performed using the same tokamak parameters as for the zero dimensional

case without control. We start with a parabolic denstty profile with the central electron density

1.3 ><102°m‘a . After the Ohmic phase the plasma has been heated with 30 MW. The Figs.4 to 7
show some results.
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CONCLUSION

% 500 The possibility of helium induced oscillations
E
g 400 dangerous to reactor performance are pre~
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E zoo lions. For quantitative results more reliable
g 100 transport models are necessary. The sup-

; ° pression or mitigation of such transients by
o 200 400 .

600 800 means of a control system seems posstble
Time(s)

“97: He_confinamem “m vs_ time and Will be the subject of further research.
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An Analysis of the H-mode Threshold in ITER
The ITER H-mode Threshold Database Working Group

presented by J A Stripes“

*MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center, Cambridge, MA USA

Introducti0_n Attempts have been made for several years to accurately predict the threshold
power required to achieve H—mode in ITER [1-2]. These studies have concentrated on
regression fits to global quantities, with the line averaged density, toroidal field, major
radius, aspect ratio, and elongation as the dominant terms. This paper extends these analyses
to the most recent ITER H~mode Threshold Database DB2.2, which includes more than 5000
time slice records each with 156 variables from Alcator C—Mod, ASDEX-Upgrade, Compass,
DHLD, JET, J‘FLZM, JT—60U, and TCV. In addition, more than 600 records of older data
are included from the previous DB2 version of the database from ASDEX and PBX~M. The

new database includes global quantities as well as local edge temperature and density

measurements at the 90% and 95% flux surfaces under a variety of plasma conditions

including ohmic, ICRF, and neutral beam heating. More attempts have been made to reduce

the scatter in the data from many tokamaks with very different first wall properties to try to

reduce the uncertainty in the threshold power predicted for ITER. The main reasons for

scatter in the data vary for different machines including the step size of the input power, the

change in stored energy, and neutral particle effects. Recent work suggests that sawteeth

may play an important role in the threshold and could also increase scatter in the data. The

result is that there remains a large uncertainty in predicting the threshold power for ITER.

Global Analyses The threshold power required to achieve H~mode can vary by more than a

factor of two within a tokamalc. So, one approach is to include only H-mode threshold

points that have no known reason for having an unusually high threshold power and flagging

them as SELDBZ = 1111111111. Using these standard selection criteria and performing the

usual n, B, and R regression on the latest dataset with equal weighting between points from

dWall 10 tokamaks (N=518) yields (Fig. 1): PL = Pm —F = 0.65» ail-93 113%36-112'15 (Eq. 1),
20 -3 .

where the power is in MW, the line averaged density is in units of 10 m , the toroidal fleld

is in Tesla, and the major radius is in m. This analysis yields a predicted threshold power in
20 -3

ITER of Pth(ITER) = 139 MW, using a line averaged density of 0.5 X 10 m , BT = 5.68 T,

and R = 8.14 m, with a one standard deviation uncertainty interval of about 107 to 182 MW,
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assuming the model is correct and the main engineering variables that influence the threshold
power are included.

Alternatively, if the elongation of the plasma is included as a regression variable with
the same selection criteria, the following threshold scaling is found (Fig. 2):

PL ___ 042 £3.30 -B9}'90 R199 _ K0.76 (Eq. 2),

which yields a predicted threshold power for ITER of 108 MW and a one standard deviation
uncertainty interval of about 78 to 151 MWA This point prediction is close to that of
Takizuka [2]. If the points are weighted so that each tokamak carries equal weight, W 2

UN, where Nj is the number of data points from tokamak j, the scaling becomes:

PL =o.67<n;~°7113%73.R2-17-x°-44 (Eq. 3).
With this scaling. the predicted threshold power for ITER is 131 MW with an uncertainty

interval of 92 to 187 MW. Note that each of these regressions was performed as a free fit,

yet all except Eq. 3 came out very close to satisfying the Kadomtsev constraint [3]. Each of

these predicted thresholds falls within the 50 - 200 MW range predicted by Takizuka.

One attempt to further reduce scatter in the data has been to specify an "ITER

Oriented” dataset, which includes elongations from 1.4 < 1c< 1.8 and safety factors from

2.8 < q” < 4.0. This seVerely restricts the data in the database (N=221), and eliminates

ASDEX, DIII—D, PBX—M, and JFF-ZM. The uncertainties do not decrease and the point

predictions for equal weighting between points, 102 MW (10 = [72 - 147] MW), or between

tokamaks, l 12 MW ([78-l61] MW), remain in the same range as the previous scalings.

Another potentially important effect to consider is the radiated power. Due to the

lack of reliable radiated power measurements from within the last closed flux surface,

Compass, PBX~M, and TCV are eliminated when radiated power is subtracted from the input

power. The resulting regression fit betWeen the remaining seven machines (N=142) with
0.73 0.94 2.27 ,

'r R , which is not very different from theW = MN gives PL - Prad = 0.35 ne

expression without subtracting radiation and yields nearly the same threshold prediction for

ITER of 124 MW with a larger uncertainty interval of [77 — 200] MW because of the smaller

dataset and the increased uncertainty due to the inclusion of radiated power measurements.

Local Analyses Another approach to the threshold is to consider local edge measurements

instead of global ones since some machines have found a dependence of the H—mode

threshold on edge conditions, most notably the electron temperature. New data was added to

the DB2.2 version of the threshold database including temperatures and densities at the flux
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surfaces corresponding to 90% and 95% of the square root of the toroidal flux. Due to the
difficulties in obtaining accurate edge temperature and density measurements, Compass and
JFT—ZM were eliminated from the analysis and the scatter in the data from the remaining
machines leads to large uncertainties in any predictions based on the edge measurements.

Nonetheless, an attempt was made to predict the edge electron temperature at the

H-mode threshold in ITER. The best fits were obtained regressing Te(95) and T:90) as

functions of toroidal field, line averaged density (statistics were poor using ne(95)), c195, and

major radius. The results with equal weighting between points are (Figs. 3-4):

(N262) ' Te(95)(eV) =126.38vBr11~'32 ago-311056 .n (Eq. 4)
(N:102) T490) (eV) = 170.294 13%” ago-3 no“ - (59-94 (Eq. 5).

The predictions for ITER are then TCITERQS) a 1250 eV, with a one standard deviation

man
uncertainty interval of about 500 eV to 3200 eV, and Te (90) z 2000 eV, with an

uncertainty interval of 950 eV to 4200 eV, The L—mode gradient is then predicted to be
about 6 keV/m, which is somewhat low compared to existing devices. This scaling has the

same density dependence but a stronger plasma current dependence and a weaker toroidal

field dependence than the recent scaling found on ASDEX-Upgrade for edge Te in terms of

edge ne {4]. Assuming the transition is governed only by plasma physics and that atomic

physics can be neglected, the criterion for a transition should have the form

Xmy-v* -BZ : consti {3,5} and the exponents in the edge temperature scalings should satisfy

the constraint 80c ~ 4 + 5 = 2. E s. 4 and 5 do not satisfy this constraint to within ann “R “a q
exponent of 2. So, either the assumptions are incorrect or the regression has not found the

correct dependences within this limited dataset.

Conclusions DeSpite continued attempts to reduce the uncertainties in the prediction of the

H-mode threshold power in ITER, large uncertainties remain with global predictions in the

range of 50 - 200 MW. Narrowing down the selection criteria results in poorer statistics with

equally large or larger uncertainties than using the full dataset. The observed variation in

threshold power in existing machines must also be expected in I'I'ER, New analysis of the
ITER

edge electron temperature at the H—mode threshold predicts Te (95) = 1250 eV with edge

gradients on the order of 6 keV/rn.
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BOOTSTRAP FRACTION IN TFTR, TORE SUPRA AND TEXTOR

GT. Hoang*, R.V. Budny, V. Basiuk* and I. Ongena#
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Advanced tokamak reactors will require a large bootstrap current, 11300:, in order to sustain
a large fraction of the plasma current without consuming large amounts of power in current
drive systems. This paper examines the bootstrap fraction, fboot, for a wide variety of
discharges provided from three circular cross-section tokamalcs TFTR, Tore Supra,
TEXTOR, with different auxiliary heating. Discharges with both monotonic and non-
monotonic q-profiles are included in the dataset. An empirical scaling of fb00t is given,
using the ratio of the peakednesses of the thermal pressure and of the total current density.

DISCHARGES STUDIED

TFTR: A dataset of more than 170 discharges was assembled to study the tritium influx
and tranSport in discharges with D—only neutral beam injection (NBI) [l]. The neoclassical
bootstrap current [2] generated by the thermal pressure is caiculated using the TRANS?
plasma analysis code. Measured profiles of [’15 and Te, the impurity carbon ion temperature
and toroidal rotation, and, when available, the measured safety factor (q) from MSE
diagnostic are inputs. The dataset includes a large range in plasma parameters:

0.6 s lp[MA] s 2.7; 0.04 s IbDodMA] s 1.6; 2.3 s q(a) s 11; 1.9 5 arm 3 5.7
0.2 s ne(0)[1020m-3] s 1.2-, 2 s PNBflMW] s 35; 1.5 s PICR}1{MW] s 6

Also, a wide variety of regimes is included: L~mode, supershots [3], discharges with
reversed shear (RS) and enhanced reversed shear (ERS) [4], and discharges with
increased~lj [5]. High bootstrap currents are generated by peaked pressure profiles caused
by strong ion hearing (Ti /'1‘e up to 3) and/or a peaked density profile. In Fig 1, fboot is
plotted versus the thermal B-poloidal, [39. For ERS discharges a high Iboo; is driven inside
the region r/a S 0.4, caused by the peaking of the pressure (due primarily to the strong
increase of density profile pealredness), and the high central q about varies as qz). fboot of
l00% and quasi—stationary ERS discharges with high fboot are achieved [6]. In some ERS
discharges, fboot transiently surpaSSes 100% .

Tore Supra: The database consists of 182 time slices of more than 100 discharges using
fast wave electron heating (FWEH, dipole operation [7]). Since the central FW power
deposition strongly peaks the electronic temperature, more than 80% of 11300: are induced
mainly by the Te gradient, contrary to the TPTR regimes, Te IT‘, is up to 4. Note that the
electrons are in banana collisionnality regime, and the ions in the plateau regime. The
bootstrap current is determined by two ways [8, 9]:

i) a theoretical approach with a matrix formulation [10], valid in all collisionnality
regimes and aspect ratios, 6 = a/R
ii) a determination of the non-inductive current which is, for the FWEH Tore Supra
cases, almost totally the bootstrap current with a method [1 l]

The dataset includes various plasma parameters:

0.4 s Ip[MA] s 1; 0.025 s lboodMA] s 0.26; mm = 2.2, 2.8 and 3.4;
3 s q(a) s 8.7; 4.5 s ne(0)[1019 m-31 s 5.5; 1 s Ppw[MW} s 9.4
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Most of the shots are stationary compared with the diffusion time of the current (durations
of several seconds). One example has a fboot of more than 40% during Ss, at
new) = (15x1020m’3 with PFW = 6 MW.

1 v v r v r IA - . v I t . t l v v z . 0.6 If v I I i T I I l 1 I ‘10

‘ f OStand.supershot ' . ‘ _
: boot I Increased 13 O 5 bOOt e 0

0,8 A A A RS/ERS F - L J
; All + L—mode : Q o O

- 0.40.6A ”3?; J _ ”e
_ A f I 2 0.3

0.4 “2 . - '
‘ Com: 4Wol. I ' ‘ 0.2- -

7 _ ..
O“. 0.1
O—Fintittttnut (litllll‘ -ll1| llll pull

0 0.5 1 1,5 2 2.5 'B9 0 0.5 I39 1 1.5

Figure 2: Bootstrap currentfraction versusFigure J: Boot strap currentfraction versus ‘
thermal [39 in Tore Supra, wath FWEH.

thermal ,89for various regimes in TFTR.

TEXTOR: 13 discharges using the combination of N31 and ICRH minority heating are
included in our database. 1boot is dominantly generated by the density gradient.

0—D SCALING

An expression for fboot has been derived in the case of simple monotonic plasma densities,
temperatures. and currents [12]:

fboot = 50-5 tie Cb Eq. (1),

with the function Cb depending on the peakednesses of the plasma profiles. [39 is the ratio
of the thermal plasma pressure and the magnetic pressure. For Tore Supra, the diamagnetic
diagnostic gives :39 since the electrons are directly heated by FW. For TFTR and
TEXTOR, [39 is determined by subtracting the anisotropy (calculated by TRANSP) due to
fast particles from the diamagnetie poloidal-B.

An approximate fit of fboot for all regimes is given by

fbootfit = 0.5 20-5 [39 (ap/ «90-5 Eq. (2),

where up is the ratio of the central and the volume-averaged values of the thermal pressure,
and “i is the ratio of the central value of the total current density‘and (Ip / naz). Eq. (2)

assumes a linear dependence of fboor on be . However, without this constraint, a very
similar dependence on £39, (1p, ocj is found; {boot is given by

fbomnmons 50-5 590.92 ap0.47 (150-45 Eq.(3)

ln Figure 5, we compare the computed fboot with fbootfit in Eq. (2).
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Figure 3: fboa: versusfir in Eq. (I) Figure 4: fboot versus 50-5 [39
(TFTR, Tore Supra, and Textdr)

PRESSURE AND CURRENT PROFILE DEPENDENCE

In general, when fboot is relatively low, [59 , up and 0tj are coupled since the Ohmic current,
which is still important, is linked to the pressure profile through the temperature and the
density. In our database, up and ccj vary independently: up = 2-12 and aj = 1~10. The ratio
0613/ aj varies over a large range. from 1 to 14. This allows us to study variations in these
parameters separately at fixed [33.

2 1’1 l l IIIIIIIIIIIIIII 2 .II'IIII ll‘lll|l|ll

‘ 0a <5 " ' 0V< '
:++ p 1 :olioc-<2 . O .:
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1.5 — +(Xp>7 ~ 1.5—0 5 ~ -
3+I= : :o :

Cblw ACb 1; _.

O - — .

I O I I I

0,5 — w 0.5” -‘

0-.IIIIIIIIIIIIIII...~ 0-.I.I..I7I.Int.I.I..4_

0 2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 12
ot- at

J P

Figure 5: C}; versus 0!} Figure 6: Cb versus otp

In Fig 4 we plot fboot as a function of the product 605 139 for ranges of self inductance
which characterize the peaking of the current density profile. In this figure. the discharges
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with 1.2 < 11 < 1.8 corresponds to the TFTR standard supershot and Tore Supra FWEI-l
discharges; the it > 2 case corresponds to the discharges using special techniques for
increasing ii; and the li < 1.2 case correspond mainly to RS/ERS discharges. Fig 4
indicates that Cb in Eq. (1) has a wide variation, and depends on the current density
profile. In the range of 59 = 0.5-1, Cb decreases, comparing to the standard discharges,
with the peaked current density profiles (i.e. high-11, the ratio op / ctj decreases in this
case). Contrarily, the non—monotonic profiles of the current density are favorable for high
bootstrap operation: (31;, significantly increases (up / otj strongly increases up to 12) in the
RS/ERS case.

Figure 5 shows the variation of Cb versus OLj for ranges of up. When the peaking factor of
the current density profile increases, Cb decreases approximately as ego-5. Figure 6
shows the dependence of Cb on up, for ranges of at}. Cb varies approximately as ap05.
This weak dependence on the thermal pressure profile is due to the fact that the high
gradient region is inside a small plasma volume.

SUMMARY

A large database, including a wide variety of discharges provided from TEXTOR, TFI‘R
and Tore Supra, allows us to examine the dependence of the bootstrap fraction on the
profiles of the thermal pressure and total current density, through the global parameters.
The bootstrap fraction varies from 10% to 100%, with duration of a few hundred ms to
several seconds.
The fraction of the bootstrap current is found to vary with the ratio of the peakedness of the
total thermal pressure and current density profiles, approximately as (ap/ OLj)0-5. High
bootstrap fractions are achieved at relatively low thermal poloidal—B (05—1) and high up
/ 0:}.

Since these two parameters are generally coupled when the plasma current is partially
non—inductive, a external non-inductive source for controlling the plasma core. allowing
separate control of the pressure and current density profiles could be useful for optimizing
1'booe
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NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTION AND ROTATION IN ITER PLASMAS

R.V, Budny, G.W. Hammett, D. Mikkelsen,
Princeton University, P.O. Box 451, Princeton NJ, 08543, USA

and D. Boucher
ITER Joint Work Site, San Diego, CA, USA

Introduction - The TRANSP plasma analysis code has previously been used to study
effects of high energy neutral beam injection (NBI) into lTER plasmas {1,2}. The beam
current drive, heating, sawtooth mixing, and ripple loss rates were calculated for SOMW of
D—NBI with an energy of lMeV. This paper extends those studies to include 21) predictions of
the beam-induced toroidal rotation of the thermal plasma, b) a proposed reversedwshear (RS)
mode of plasma operation with non-monotonic club and c) the alternative of using lSOkeV
NBl (which deposit more torque near the edge per unit power) to cause sheared toroidal
rotation. We discuss the possibilities of using rotation to suppress locked modes, resistive
wail modes, and turbulence.

The TIER plasmas studied are steady state cases from the ITER interim database [3]
producing 1.5 GW of fusion power. All have a toroidal field of 5.7T. Two have a plasma
current II) = 21MA and monotonic qw profiles with relatively flat or peaked density profiles

[1,2]. The third is a preliminary RS plasma with a high bootstrap fraction, relatively low 113 =
13.5MA and low electron density. The confinement is enhanced with Bnorm = 5 and B'norm =
7. TRANSP models the plasmas within the full poloidally-asymmenic separatrix boundary.
Profiles versus the flux coordinate x (the square~root of the toroidal flux normalized to the
=98% poloidal flux surface) are shown in Figs. 1-3.

Predictions of NET-Induced Rotation - TRANSP has been upgraded to predict
toroidal rotation velocities from the torques and a specified momentum transport coefficient
m. Here we consider the torques on the thermal plasma caused by the NBI. In steady state,
this is balanced by viscous losses. Three types of fast ion torques are normally computed by

TRANSP. Examples are shown in Figs. 4—5. The .IxB torque, which is the reaction of the
plasma to the Stix shift [4} (and the banana-trapped analog) of the fast ions when the beam-

injected neutrals are ionized, dominates at large radii. The torque of fast ion collisions with
the thermal plasma dominates closer to the center. The residual torque transferred to the
plasma when the fast ions become thermalized is small relative to the first two. The torque
caused by the ripple loss of fast ions is also computed by TRANSP; however an additional
assumption for the fraction of this torque that is absorbed by the thermal plasma must be
specified. This fraction is estimated to be very small, with the rippled field reacting to most or
all the momentum [5]. The ripple field computed for the 20 toroidal field coil interim design I
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produces small fast ion ripple losses for the monotonic q“; plasmas [1,6], but large losses for
the RS case. Techniques using ferromagnetic in scrts in the vacuum vessel wall to reduce the

ripple field have been proposed [7]. Here the ripple losses for the RS case are ignored.

The NBI is specified as 50 MW of D, injected in the direction of Ip with a tangency radius of
6.5m, from sources elevated 1.65m above the midplane. Twenty-five sources are modeled.
Each source represents a rectangle of 4 x 13 bearnlets in the conceptual design for the
negative ion injection system. The neutral energy is assumed to be either lMeV (interim
design) for the baseline cases, or 150keV to give an extreme example of a low energy
alternative. For the lMeV case. the beam deposition is computed to peak near the plasma
center, and to have abroad profile, at 1/3 the peak value, extending past x = 0.3. In steady
state, the beam density is centrally peaked. The beam ion ~ electron heating dominates in the
edge for the flat profile case.

TRANS? calculates Xion and x5 from the assumed plasma profiles and the computed heat

deposition prefiles. There is considerable structure in the Xian profiles for the I'I'ER cases,
with values near x = 0.5 around 1 trig/s for the monotonic cases. The profiles for the RS case
were originally computed [3] assuming the transport is reduced, and assuming 100 MW of

electron cyclotron heating and current drive instead of the 50 MW of NBI assumed here.

Therefore the TRANSP does not compute a consistent Xion for {his case.

In TFTR, the profile of m can be approximated by my / 30011 = 1.0 for supershots [8] and L—
mode plasmasiQ]. Both m, and Xion are very low in the core of RS plasmas with enhanced

confinement (ERS) [10]. For simplicity, and easy comparison of the cases, we report results

assuming that m is constant. Results for the steady state rotation frequencies assuming 35¢ =
l mZ/s for the flat case with lMeV are shown in Fig. 4, and for the RS case with 150keV in
Fig. 5. We also did runs using the more Optimistic assumptions of M m 0.01 and 0.1 mz/s.
The results assuming lMeV are shown in Fig. 6, For lSOkeV, the profiles in steady state
have similar central values, but are flat to about x = 0.8, so the (0n shear in the edge is

much larger.

Implications of the Predicted Rotation Frequencies — For the RS case, the Alfven
frequency is about 0.2-MH2 and the rotation frequency corresponding to the ion sound speed
is about SMHZ in the center. Even with the optimistic assumption of X? = 0.01 mZ/s, the

thermal rotation is at a low Mach number.

Locked Modes: Whether the rotation speeds are sufficient to avoid locked. modes is difficult

to assess since the locked modes have several aspects. The first drags down the plasma

-4
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rotation and MHD modes to a halt. Then the stabalizing effects of a conducting structure
disappear, unshielding the plasma from field imperfections, causing growth of Ml-ID modes.

Resistive wall modes: Measurements in PBX~M indicate resistive wall modes are avoided if
edge rotation frequencies are greater than few % of Alfven rotation frequency and about 10
times the inverse of the L/R time of the wall [11].

Sheared flow: The case of 150keV NBI into the RS plasma with low momentum transport
(assuming xq, = 0.01 m2/s) is predicted to ignite using the IFS-PPPL transport model [12]
for Xion and Xe- The computed temperature profiles become broader, and the fusion power
increases. The TRANSP simulations end when the bootstrap current becomes much larger
than the total plasma current. A more se1f~consistent simulation using m s: Xian has not been
done.

Conclusions - These results suggest that NBI-induced rotation could be useful for
avoiding locked modes and resistive wall modes. Low energy (= lSOkeV) NBI appears

useful for generating sheared flow in the edge. The sheared rotation could be used to grow

RS ITER plasmas into ignition with enhanced confinement.

Work supported by US DOE Contract No. DE-AC02-76-CH03073.
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Simulation of ITER discharge rampdown by injection of impurity pellet

V. Yu. Sergeev, V. M. 'l‘imokhin, V A. Sega! and B. V. Kuteev
State Technical University, Politeknicheskaya 29, 195251 St, Petersburg, Russia

1. Introduction.

Use of pellet injection for the tokamak plasma quench or rampdown is widely considered
[1-5]. Injection of a high-Z impurity pellet provides powerful energy losses but may stimulate
runaways [2,3]. Injection of large low-Z impurity or hydrogen pellets [3] does not generate
runaways but requires a large abundance of the electron density so that it may initiate or
accelerate a plasma major disruption instead of mitigating it.

Here, development of the zerowdimensional model of Ref. [1] and recent results of 1D
transport simulations of the ITER plasma quench by means of injection of high-Z impunity
pellet alone and in combination with deuterium ones are presented.

2. Model.

The following set of 1]) equations for the electron and impurity density (1), energy
balance (2), Ohm's law (3) and a Maxwell equation for the toroidal electric field E (4) was
solved numerically:

9511+ % surf): n imp (32;?!) , angp-i— 1—§r(r1“imp]= 0 (I)

%%I+%%[r[q+~§—FTD=ntus+Qoh—Qimp—Qbr) <2)
i: he; GE (3)

_ Here, n z: DDT + 2nHe + Zimpn imp -electron density; P = *D% — nvp,

rjmp = —D angrnp "nimpvp q = —x% —particle, impurity and heat

fluxes; QfilS’QOh’Qbr- power of the alpha—particle heating, Ohmic heating and

bremsstrahlung losses. For the impurity line radiation Qimp and averaged charge of impurity
ions Zimp’ the coronal equilibrium model [6] was used. The Alcator-like scaling for

transport coeflicients x=10‘7/ne, D=x/2 was chosen. The pinch velocity vp was calculated to
reproduce a steady state profile of the electron density for the BBP regime of ITER
(R=811 crn, a=300 om, B= 5.7 T, Ip1=24 MA, <1>=11 keV, <n¢>=l -10” cm‘3) [71. The equal
temperature T for all plasma species were assumed. The current density j was calculated
using the Spitzer conductivity law and the current produced by runaway electrons Inn:
was calculated using the Parail-Pogutse approach [8] and the 'avalanching effect’ [9].
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For a reason to examine the model we have simulated the task of Ref [3] where an
evolution of plasma parameters after injection of 1% Xe (uniform distribution of Xe density)
into the BPP regime was considered . The simulated plasma profiles at t= 30 ms alter Xe
injection were similar to those obtained in Ref. [3].

3. Results of simulations and discussion.

First, we modelled the injection of one Kr pellet (1 cm size, 8 km/s velocity) into the
EFF regime. The pellet ablation rate and perturbations of plasma parameters calculated using

the model ofRef. [1] are shown in
f Fig. 1. With these initial

5 — dN/dt,1025atjs . conditions, fiarther evolutions of
plasma temperature, denstty and

0A current produced by runaway
electrons are shown in Fig.2. The
plasma , temperature quickly
decreases in the region of pellet
deposition. It results in
displacement of the plasma current
out of this region to the hot
narrow region at the plasma core.
‘The runaway cun'ent is generated
nearby this region where the

- - plasma density is not large but the
0 0'2 0‘4 0'6 0-8 temperature is small. The temporal

r/a behavio f the ot lasma
Fig. 1. Perturbations ofplmmza density n and temperature T (solid th 31%;] 0 t' t“? iier . 3
lines) afier injection afrhe Krpellel injected into the BPP regime em in, magne 1‘: I“ e gm

ofITER {dashed lines), and the runaway current Inn for
this case are shown in Fig. 3. The
thermal quench lasted about of 30

10 _. .. - j _ ms and then the runaway current
K‘-.__ 1' 7 was generated up to the plasma

Wm/Wm(0) ./ current value 11,1 because no losses
4 / ‘ot‘ runaways were taken into

10 /' account in the model.
Wth/m) .r'; It is known that generation

, « ’ of runaway can be suppressed by
/ increase of plasma density {3].

/\ With this goal we have modelled
.’ Inm/ In! additional injection of several

.’ deuterium pellets (each pellet had
.a .’ 10 mm size and 100 m/s velocity).

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0,03 0.1 First deuterium pellet was injected
t, sec at t= 40 ms after the injection of

Fig.3. Behaviour of the rhermal, magnetic energies and the the Kr pellet When the runaway
runaway current afier injection of one Kr pellet into the BPP Curfenl was about 0f 1% 0f the
regime- total plasma current 11,1 (see

Fig. 3). This pellet deposited

D
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The second deuterium pellet was j I. j
injected at this time. Afier these two .
injection, a redistribution of the 10D Wm/Wm(0)
plasma current profile was observed.
The current density diffused to the
periphery due to cooling of plasma .1
centre by deuterium pellet injections.
To initiate the current quench at the
plasma periphery, the third deuterium
pellet was injected at t = 250 ms. As a 10'
result, the total thermal and current
quenche were occurred at about of
400 ms. The current of runaways was ,3 .
less then 3% of the total plasma 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
current (see Fig. 4). t, see

Fig.4. Behaviour of the thermal, magnetic energies and
the runaway current after injection afone Kr pellet into
the BPP regime and the firrther injection of deuterium
pellet (10 mm size. 100 m/s). Times of the hydrogen
pellet injections are shown by arrows.

4. Summary.

The one dimensional model for describing of the ITER plasma quench by means of
injection of pellets have been developed. The results of simulation show that injection of the
single Kr pellet with 10 mm size and 8 kin/s velocity can provide a fast thermal quench (30 ms)
before the generation of the runaway current that starts to rise near the plasma core which the
pellet does not reach. In the vicinity of this zone the runaway current may grow up to the
plainsa current.

Nevertheless, suppression of runaway's generation can be caused by injection of several
deuterium pellets alter the Kr pellet injection. For instance, we considered injection of three
deuterium pellets of 10 mm size and 100 m/s velocity at 40, 70 and 250 ms after the Kr pellet
injection correspondingly. This has allowed us to suppress the runaways current and to quench
plasma during 0.4 5.
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1 . The ITER Poloidal Field system
The ITER Poloidal Field (PF) system will be capable of operating in three main modes:

Nominal Pulse Operational Mode (21 MA, 1000 s of burn), Long Pulse Operational Mode
(2000 s of burn) and "Steady‘State” Operational Mode (about 10000 s of burn). Moreover the
PF system will support: High Current Operational Modes (24 MA) and Low Current
Operational Modes (10-15 MA for physics studies).The design of the PF system (particularly
the maximum current in the PF coils and the magnetic field on them) is driven by requirements
for the first mode (nominal 21 MA). For this mode the PF system must be capable of operating
over a specified range of plasma pressures, characterized by a range of "beta-poloidal"
(OSBpSI.2) and current profiles, characterized by a range of internal plasma inductance
(0.7Slj(3)$l.l). Other scenarios should not affect peak coil currents and voltages, as well as

the maximum power.
The ITER PF system as described in the Detail Design Report (DDR) issued in 1996 is

reported in [1]. In 1997 the PF system was slightly modified, to allow all PF coils to use NbTi
superconductor. For this purpose, the DDR coils PF2 and PF? were each split into two coils to
reduce the magnetic field on the superconductor. The other PF coils are identical to the old
system. The PF coils for the Final Design Report (FDR) are shown in Fig. I. In this system,
the Central Solenoid (CS) uses Nb3Sn superconductor, whereas the PF coils use NbTi.

Error field correction coils are also part of the ITER PF system. To avoid locked-modes
(and associated disruptions) in ITER, the amplitude of the helical error field modes normal to
the q=2 surface (particularly the m=2, n=1 mode, where in and n are the poloidal and toroidal

wave numbers respectively) should be limited to approximately 10'5 relative to the toroidal
magnetic field. Active correction coils are being implemented on I'I'ER to reduce error fields to
this level. To provide the mode control flexibility needed to meet presently foreseen
requirements, the correction system consists of three sets of coils (see Fig. 2). It is able to

reduce simultaneously three helical modes (2,1), (3,1) and (1,1).
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2. Operational scenarios

The nominal inductive 21 MA mode of operation has a scenario of 7 phases lasting in total
approximately 2000 s (see Fig. 3). These are: Initial Magnetization of the PF system. Plasma
Initiation, Current Ramp-up, Additional Heating and Burn Ignition, Burn, Bum Termination

and Current Ramp-down.
At Initial Magnetization (IM) the currents in the PF coils are determined to maximize the

poloidal magnetic flux and reduce the "stray" poloidal field over the desired breakdown region
at plasma formation. Its center is located at lie-10.5 m and 2561.5 m. At IM for the reference
breakdown, the PF system produces positive magnetic flux of about 209 Wb. Oment in the PF
coils at IM have been chosen using a dynamic analysis of the plasma initiation to minimize the
magnetic flux loss before breakdown. After Initial Magnetization. a negative voltage up to 15 V
per turn is applied to the CS, a positive toroidal electric field E arises and penetrates the
conducting structures in about 1-2 s. This electric field provides breakdown and plasma
initiation by Townsend avalanche. To increase the “robustness" of the plasma initiation,
Electron Cyclotron Heating (up to 3 MW) will be used. Delay of breakdown leads to a loss of
magnetic flux available for the plasma scenario. The flux loss depends on the details of plasma
initiation (eg. value of the vertical magnetic field in the breakdown region at M and
Waveforms of voltage applied to the PP coils). The maximum flux at breakdown is about 197
Wb.

At the end of the current ramp-up phase which lasts about 150 s, a full—size diverted
plasma with the nominal current is obtained. Up to about 15 MA, the plasma is attached to the
outer limiter and the PF system provides plasma aperture expansion consistent with the plasma
current rise. This strategy avoids a flat current profile (li< 0.7) at X-point formation, which
would require excessive currents in PF9, PFS and PF6. Moreover. this “onion-skin” current
rise strategy keeps the plasma in the stable region of the (q~li) plane (where q is the safety factor
at the 95% flux surface). Evolution of the plasma configuration during current ramp—up is
shown in Fig. 4.

When the plasma current reaches its flat top value (21 MA), additional heating power up
to 100 MW will be applied for about 50 s to achieve the ignition condition. As a result, HP will

increase up to Bp=0.9. High control accuracy of the separatrix is required during this and the
following phase (burn), to prevent damage of the first wall and divertor structures. Moreover,
1:50 mm accuracy of the separatrix position near the Ion Cyclotron Heating 8: Current Drive
antenna is required for effective plasma heating.

The burn duration (tum) must be about 1000 s. The resistive flux consumption A‘llbum
depends on the plasma loop voltage Vbum : A‘I’bum = Vbum tum The value of Vbum depends on
the plasma temperature, impurity content and profiles of plasma parameters. According to
present estimates, Vbum =3 0.06 V. The value of A‘Pbm is limited by the maximum field on the
CS, which at the End of Burn (BOB) is 12.75 T. Depending on details of plasma initiation. 80-
90 Wb of magnetic flux are available for bum.
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At the BOB, a controlled termination of the fusion burn must be started. The plasma will
be cooled in about 100 s prior to the current ramp-down to avoid large negative currents at the
plasma edge. The upper limit of the ramp-down rate is determined mainly by the minimization
of negative currents in the plasma boundary (to avoid too-high ii), arising due to the negative
voltage applied to plasma. Taking into account that a post—bum plasma has a longer skin
penetration time than the plasma during ramp-up, the ramp-down time (about 200 s) will be
longer than the ramp-up time.

Alternative scenarios are also being analyzed with the FDR PF system. As an example,
Fig.5 shows magnetic configuration of the 12 MA plasma at end of the second heating phase of
the reverse-shear scenario (“Steady—State” Operational Mode).

3 . Error fields and correction coils
Helical error fields (m=l,2,3, n=1) in ITER are, expected to arise primarily from

misalignment of the current centerlines of the Toroida] Field (TF) and PF coils owing to coil

manufacturing and installation and assembly positioning tolerances. The dimensional tolerance
analysis of the coils taking into account anticipated deviation of the coil centerlines from the
nominal position and shape. gave the following value of the error field relative to the toroidal
magnetic field (5.7 T): CS and PF coils: 7x10'5, TF coils: 3x10'5. The error field due to TF
and PF coil joggles and bushars is negligible (S 10-5) in comparison with what is expected
from the coils. The error field from ferromagnetic inserts in the vacuum vessel due to errors in
the shape of the vacuum vessel is also negligible, if the error in the vessel shape (n=1 mode) is
about 10 mm. As far as the neutral beam injectors are concerned, a combined magnetic
shielding (passive and active) will be used to reduce the injectors error field in the plasma
region to an acceptable level. Design of other ITER elements (tag a test blanket module
containing ferromagnetic materials) should be such not to create an error field higher than 10's.
The resultant error field from all sources in ITER has been estimated to be below about 10“.

To reduce the error field to the acceptable level (10'5), a system of active correction coils

will be used. The Correction Coil (CC) system consists of three sets (see Fig. 2): Top coils
with maximum current 45 kA, Side coils with maximum current 150 [CA and Bottom coils with
maximum current 240 kA. Top and Bottom coils have four sections in each set. The side set
has 8 coils with series connection of two adjacent coils. Opposite sections in each set are
connected antiseries (to produce a n=1 helical component of the magnetic field). Each set has
two power supplies. With the present current capacity of the coils and depending on the phase
(sources) of the error field, the CC system is able to correct error fields between 8x10‘5 to
20x10‘5. _

Further analysis is required in the area of error field diagnostics and control algorithms.

Disclaimer
The disclaimer contained in ITER Publication Procedures S AC PP 1 93-10-12 W2 applies to
this paper.
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1. introduction

In evaluating the lifetime of lTER plasma facing components (PFC) against not
normal heat loads credit is taken from the existence of a plasma shieid which effec-
tively protects the wall from excessive evaporaton [t]. The plasma shield formed

’ from vaporized PFC material though beneficial for the PFC could become a potential
threat for the tokamak because of possible penetration of the impurity ions into the
central plasma [2].

For the analysis of the lTER slot divertor the 2D radiation MHD code FOREV-Z is
developed. The paper describes recently performed improvements in the numerical
scheme of the 20 radiation transport and in increasing the computational speed of
FOREV—2 by one order of magnitude and discusses latest results of modelling of hot
plasma wall interaction for the lTER slot divertor.

2. FOREV-Z code improvements

FOREV—2 based on the method of large particles [3] is a ZD-MHD code with a
21/20 MHD model which takes into account that the main component of the magnetic
field is in the z (toroidal) direction FOREV-Z uses a Lagrangian and an Eulerian
mesh. At the beginning of each time step the Lagrangian and the Euierian meshes
coincide. After each time step all physical values are redistributed from the Lagran-
gian to the fixed Eulerian mesh.

For lTER relevant conditions typically 2000 meshes with nonuniform grid for the
MHD part and minimum 25 frequency group opacities for the :zdiation transport part
are needed. With typical time step sizes of the order of 10'° 5 those 2D calcu-
lations require extensive CPU times at workstations. For routin1e02D calculations thus
a drastic increase of the time step size is required. For this the characteristic Alien
velocity being inversely proportional to the density of the background plasma has 3to
be decreased but without increase of the background density (typical value 1013
1i.)M cm 3). This can be achieved by deviding the mesh space into the 2 regions with
target plasma (TPR) and background plasma (BGR) and introducing in the Lagran—
gian time step a larger mass for the particles of the background plasma

Despite the related decrease of the Alien velocity in the BGR equilibration of mag-
netic field pressure and background plasma pressure by ion sound propagation re-
mains much faster than comparable processes in the TPR. With this procedure com-
putational speed increases in FOREV-Z by a factor of up to 30.

Originally in FOREV-Z a modified 2D forward reverse method (MFR) based on the
assumption of isotropy of the radiation flux inside the meshes and at the mesh
boundaries was used for calculation of the radiation transport. lsotropy of radiation
fluxes is oniy valid rigorously for optically thick plasma. The plasma shield in its es-
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sential parts is optically thick only for line radiation but optically thin for continuum
radiation. To account for this situation and for calculation of angular dependent leak-
age radiation fluxes an improved version of the 2D forward reverse method (tFRM)
was developed adopting and generalizing a method developed for 1D radiation
transport [41. This method uses information on the mean cosines of the radiation flux
at the mesh boundaries as obtained from 2D SN calculations [5]. As the 2D SN
method is about a factor of 20 more time consuming than the MFR method the fol-
lowing compromise was adopted: once per 500 time steps mean cosines are calcu-
lated with 20 SN, new lFRM radiation fluxes are calculated once per 20 time steps.

After implementation of both improvements into FOREV-2 typical CPU times for
2D R-MHD calculations with 10000 meshes. 24 frequency groups and physical time
up to 100 ps were 25 h at a RS-GOOO work station. Thus now for the first time it be-
came possible to perform routine 2D calculations with up to 70 opacity groups and to
study the influence of the number of frequency groups and of Planck and Rosseland
opacities on target erosion. on angular distribution of lateral leakage radiation fluxes
and on side wall evaporation. Moreover the MHD expansion of the bubble of evapo-
rated impurities in the divertor siot can be modelled. '

FOREV 2 results with ZD radiation transport using MFR and lFRM are shown in
Figs 1 and 2 for a perpendicutar graphite target and a hot magnetized plasma of 10
MW/cmZ with GauBian profile of half WIdth2of 5 cm along (Bx. By, Bz)-— (0.5 T 0,5 T).
The computational region of 300 x 20 cm2 was covered by 60 x 20 meshes nonuni-
formly distributed in x- and uniform in y--direction Rosseland opacities with 24 fre-
quency group optimized groups were used. With MFR lateral radiation fluxes are
overestimated resulting in larger side wall erosion and in broadening of the erosion
profile at the target. in total the eroded mass is a factor of 2 less for the 2D-IFRM
radiation transport.
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Fig.2. Comparison of radiation fluxes a) to the wall. D) x-component of radiation fluxes at 20cm
from target. at lateral radiation fluxes
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3. Results of 20 modelling
3,1 Tilted targets

FOREVQ was used to analyse the situation with targets tilted in the poioidal
plane. An unsymmetrical power density pofile across the SOL was used. The power
density profiles and the corresponding erosion curves are shown in Fig. 3. The dif-
ferences in erosion can be understood from Fig. 4. In both cases target plasma is
flowing along the tilted target in upward direction. Thus if the sharp rise of the power
density is at the lower edge (Fig. 3a) then the upward flow results in a continuous
depletion of plasma at the position of maximum power density and thus in higher
erosion at this position.
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Fig.3. Power density profiles along inclined target (dotted lines) and erosion curves (solid
lines).

incoming

hol. plasma

Fig.4. 2D density and plasma velocity of plasma shield at 100 us.

3.2 Plasma shield modulation

The periodicity of the erosion profile of Fig. 3 indicates an evolving density modu-
lation in the plasma shield triggered by an incidental density fluctuation. An analytical
model describing exponential growing of the modulation amplitude due to direct
heating by the impacting hot plasma was presented in [2] describing the early situa-
tion of interaction. Somewhat later after plasma shield formation erosion is deter—
mined by radiative energy transfer to the target.

Analysis of this situation shows that aiso in this case there is obtained an expo—
nential growing of the modulation amplitude h(t) according to

h(t) h M" B= ex K10 p pH
fly

with span“1 the radiation intensity
p density of plasma shield
Hay specific heat of vaporization
B constant of order OH
x opacity for absorption

The analytic consideration, thus confirms that modulation of erosion for tilted tar-
gets and inclined impact ofvhot plasma exists for direct heating and radiative energy
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transfer. From FOREV~2 calculations the modulation amplitude (maximum to mini-
mum) for a tilting angle of 20" was obtained to be a factor of 5 after 100 ps. The
modulation wavelength is proportional to the mean width of the plasma shield,

3.3 impurity transport in the slot divertor

The plasmal shield ions are impurities moving upward in the [TER slot diveitor
towards the x—point The MHD motion of these impurities was studied with FOREV-2
for a perpendicular and a tilted graphite target For the incoming hot plasma a2 Gaus-
sian distributed power density profile with peak power density of 1 Mcm2 and a
half width of 5 cm was assumed. The time duration of the heat load was 40 ps
These conditions simulate a powerful ELM. interactions of the impurity ions‘ with the
neutrals from the gaseous divertor and with the stationary SOL plasma were not
taken into account in these first calculations.

The movement of the plasma shield in the (xy) plane along and across the mag-
netic field lines with 8,. = 0.5 T and Bz = 5 T is shown in Fig. 5 for a perpendicular
target at x = 0. Early in time there is an effective diffusion of cold plasma close to the
target across B which stops the impurity expansion. After about 400 ps formation of
an impurity plasma bubble of temperature below 1 eV is completed. This bubble
driven by pressure gradients moves upward in the slot at velocities of about 5 x 105
cm/s as is seen from Fig. 6 About 1.1 ms after switching off heating the density of
impurities reaches a value of 4 x 1015 cm 3at a distance of 2 m from the target Dur-
ing a time period of 0. 5 ms the impurity flux at this position remains at a level of 2 x
1021ionslcmzs.
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Fig.5. Time evolution of plasma density in the divertor slot Fig.6. Time evolution of
showing formation of impurity bubble and its upward move- density profiles in the

men! slot center
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Runaway Generation during Disruptions in ITER
Taking Account of Particle Trapping

M. Schittenhelm
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Introduction: In a fusion reactor relevant plasma, like in ITER, a noticeable part of the
electromagnetic energy of the plasma can be transferred to kinetic energy of runaway electrons
which are generated during disruptions. In ITER, the dominating process is the runaway
generation by close collisions (secondary or avalanche like generation): A runaway is scattered
by a thermal elecn-on and transfers a small part of its kinetic energy to this electron. If the

fie nelnA
4 Emliz,flr-r-S for runaway

7mg
generation, the thermal electron will become a new runaway [1]. In general, an additional
condition for the occurrence of runaways in tokamak is that the toroidal electrical field is larger

1 . lnAthan the critical field [2, 3] EC — %— = 0.05 V / m for typical parameters in ITER
47138011100

After a thermal quench in ITER, the electric field exceeds this critical field by two or three
orders.

transferred energy exceeds the critical energy WC

Secondary runaway generation: The rate for secondary generation is given by
dN

[#41] =NrvrneO'(Wc <AW<Ein —WC)
dt 0 Gen

with the velocity v, of the runaways (with the kinetic energy E“ =(y~1)m0c2) and the electron

a —1 ‘1scattering cross-section (S for an energy transfer A mgc2 is given by vr=c (1+( 7/“ —l) J

’7 7 A!)
2m“ 7 2- _ ~ 2 _ __ -

and 0(A1<A<Aq]= ,, e -y (7 I)? 4. 7 llny 1 A+A .
" y~_[ y—I‘A A(y—i—A) y—l A A1

"Runaway trapping": Since the necessary energy transfer for runaway generation {some
keV) is small compared with the kinetic energy of the scattering runaway (some 10 MeV) the
scattering angle for the thermal electron in the labour frame is large and the thermal electron
would become a new runaway With a perpendicular momentum much higher than its parallel
momentum. Considering the formula for the scattering angle 92, the ratio between the

. . _ . VJ_ (y+1}A
perpendicular and parallel veloc1ty lS given by —— = tan 62 = tan arccos o . 2 .

WI \i y~ ~1«j(a+1) —1
Many of these new runaways are trapped and are hence not accelerated further in spite of the
high loop voltage after the thermal quench. The condition for particle trapping is [4]

2 _ 2 2 B
1’11“n < 2%[vi+2.(%) )[1—27G3‘E) ] with vE-ag and 6):n

‘ r
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Due to the relatively high electron velocity ( Vr> 0.01e), the term vE/G is very small compared

to the electron velocity (vE/GKIO—fic) and can be neglected. Hence the limit for particle

trapping simplifies to the well-known result: i < 1 2%.
VJ.

The lowest energy transfer at which the new runaway is not trapped depends on the energy of
the scattering runaway and the considered position in the plasma due to the spatial variation of
the strength of the magnetic mirror. ‘

v +1
Starting with A: = tan arccos 92 = tan arccos 2 (y )4 = 15, the equation for

"ll iiy miii(A+1)2—1 i7- r
2 —2

1/? —1 . 1R]
COS arctan -'~'the lowest ener transfer is: A =—2/ l-

gy ” [ (y+1) 2 r

There are new two critical energies for the secondary generation that must be considered for the
calculation of the cross—section. To get the rate for secondary runaway generation, the
differential cross~section must be integrated between the lowest and the highest energy transfer
that results in a new runaway. The lower boundary is the maximum of the two critical energies

Alzmax(At,,WC/m0c2). Due to the scattering with identical particles and the resulting

symmetry in the formulas, the upper boundary is the kinetic energy of the scattering electron
minus the maximum of the two critical energies A2=y~lemax(A,,,Wc/mocz).

The secondary generation rate at the plasma radius r is:

W —1 ”1 27e 2 2 (y—1)72 2 —1 has A2
(—41) = NrngcJ(1-i-(72‘1) ] ne 2 e 7’ —_.._.a._+_l_ln7_,#_+A

dt 2. Gen. 7 —1 rel-A A(r—1—A) 7-1 A A1
To get the growth rate of the total runaway population, it is a good approximation to assume
that the energy spectrum of the runaways decreases exponentially [1] like
exp(—Ekm / lSMeV) After the integration of the generation rate over the runaways energies
with this assumption the resulting growth rate only depends on the electric field and the
strength of the magnetic mirror. In Fig. 1 the results are plotted versus the minor plasma radius
for the electric fields 2, 10, 40 [Win] (dotted lines). Due to the large cross-sections for low
energy transfer. large scattering angles are dominating and many of the generated runaways are
trapped and are not considered in the plotted rates that strongly decrease outside the plasma
centre.
The scattering of the trapped runaways with the thermal background plasma results in both a
momentum loss (thermalization) and a momentum transfer from their high perpendicular
momentum into parallel momentum (detrapping). If the trapped runaways leave the area of
trapping, before they slow down below the critical energy, they are accelerated and become
free runaways again. Under the assumption that momentum transfer to the parallel momentum
is a factor two faster compared to the momentum loss to the background plasma, the generation
rates are in good agreement (better than 5%) with Monte-Carlo and Fokker-Planck calculations '
presented in [5].The resulting growth rate is shown in Fig. 1 (solid lines). In spite of the
strong detrapping the resulting growth rate shows a radial dependence and is approximately a
factor two smaller at the plasma boundary compared to the centre.
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Fig. l: The secondary generation rate vs. the normalised plasma radius. The generation rates are shown for three ‘
different electric fields. Since most runaways are generated as trapped particle. the generation rate strongly
decreases outside the plasma centre (dashed line). Due to thermal scattering. most trapped runaways change their
perpendicular momentum to parallel momentum before they thermalize and become free runaways again. The
effective generation rate (solid line) shows an only weak radial dependence

Calculation of the resulting runaway current: For calculating the growth of the
runaway population during the current quench. the following model is considered. The initial
temperature profiles are fixed during the calculation. No power balance equation is considered.
The initial plasma current decays according to the induction law. The initial number of
runaways is zero. The Dreicer and the secondary runaway generation (presented above) are
considered in the calculation, The generated runaways approximately move with the velocity
of light and carry the resulting runaway current virtually without resistivity. Due to the low
plasma temperature, flux diffusion must be taken into account. The numerical calculations were
done with the ASTRA Code [6]. Starting with the fixed profiles of temperature and density of
the background plasma as well as the initial value for the plasma current, the plasma current
density, the plasma equilibrium, the resulting electric field and runaway population are
calculated self—consistently. No plasma movement is considered in the calculations
Results: The resistivity of the plasma strongly depends on the temperature and the 221?. At
low resistivity the current decay needs some seconds and the resulting loop voltage is so low
that the current resistively decays before a large number of runaways are generated.
Considering a fast current decay due to disruption mitigation, a huge runaway population
(>109) builds up and carries up to 100% of the initial current. A typical example is shown in
Fig. 2. In case of disruption mitigation by killer pellets, a low plasma temperature of 10 eV and
2,313: = 5 could be assumed. In spite of the weak radial variation of the generation rate, the
current density carried by the runaways after many e-foldings becomes comparable with the
resistive current density in the centre although the total number of runaways is small. The loop
voltage in the centre starts to break down. Due to the large flux diffusion at low temperature,
the runaway current density can exceed the current density of the initial plasma current by a
factor of 3 or more in the centre (Fig. 2 b). The current density in the outer regions decreases
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further until the complete plasma current is carried by the runaways and the electric field breaks
down in the entire plasma. Due to the strong current peaking, the central q-value quickly falls
below one and reaches the stationary value of 0.23, when the current peaking saturates. The
radius of the q=1 surface extends to 0.5 m (r/a=0.2_). Due to the large area with q<1 (compared
to the gyro-radius of the runaways), the development of instabilities should be considered in
further investigations.

1 1
(a) u an axsls 131 j(r,t) [3MA/qm] (b)
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Fig. 2: Development of the runaway current lra- Electron and ion temperature are 10 eV. Zeff = S, electron

density is 1.5 1020 m3. The initial current is 21 MA, the resulting loop voltage is 1813 V. (a) The time
histories show the total plasma current, the runaway current. the resulting q-value on the axis and the loop

voltage in the centre and at the edge. (b) The total current density is plotted versus the normalised plasma radius

every 10 ms The initial profile l5 given by the top flat line at 0.6 MA/m2 (in the model the current density

vanishes at the limiter). The flat profiles slowly decrease like the total plasma current. After 60 ms, the strong
current peaking starts for 20 ms. After 110 ms the profiles do not further change.

For an assessment of the possibility of damages to in-vessel components, the energy per
thickness of the plasma layer which is scraped off and the energy spectrum of the runaway are
important The maximum of energy per layer thickness (33 MJ/m) is reached at r/a=0.7. Due to
the lower volume in the centre and the small runaway density at the edge the energy per
thickness vanishes in both directions virtually linear. The maximum of the kinetic energy of a
runaway is given by the balance between the accelerating electric field and the synchrotron
radiation. Only a few runaways reach high energies such as up to 500 MeV. More than 75% of
the runaways have energy below 30 MeV. There is a small (<10%) increase in the total energy
of the runaway beam (here 45 MJ) compared to the calculation neglecting the radial dependence
of the generation rate.
For a more detailed analysis of the heat load to the plasma facing components by the runaway
impact, the movement and shrinking of the plasma column will be included in further the
considerations.
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Introduction
In the H—mode, very steep gradients of temperature and density, and therefore pressure,

occur just inside the separatrix. The pressure gradient can however be limited by the onset of
ballooning modes. It is therefore necessary to examine how the stability of such modes is
affected by the presence of the separatrix, the x—point and the finite edge current density of
reactor-relevant current and pressure profiles. This issue is also related to the achievable density
limit. Analytic stability considerations have so far been applied to circular (or slightly elongated) '
flu'x surfaces with constant poloidal field. Several analytical studies[ 1, 2] have shovVn that the

features of the ideal ballooning mode are significantly modified by the presence of the x—point.
In this paper, a numerical model which takes into account the actual field geometry is

developed for calculation of the marginal stability. The following Scheme is implemented. The
DIVA code [3] is used to calculate an I'I‘ER equilibrium for a given pressure profile. The
equilibrium values of the poloidal magnetic flux ‘i’(R, z) are then used as an input to the
CARRE grid generator [4], which creates an orthogonal grid. The latter is used to determine the
values of the metric coefficients gmrequired in the stability equation. The ballooning equation is
solved numerically along several flux surfaces near the separatrix, providing the pressure

gradients corresponding to marginal stability for this equilibrium. This marginal pressure
gradient is then used to calculate the next equilibrium, and so on, until the marginal pressure
gradients are equal those used for the equilibrium calculation. Such a procedure, if successful,
would provide the pressure profile at the plasma edge which is marginally stable against
ballooning modes.

Theory Background
The theory of ballooning modes [5] allows one to calculate the stability of the plasma at

a given flux surface in terms of the equilibrium quantities on this flux surface. Bishop [6,2] has
used the expansion of the equilibrium quantities in powers of the distance from the separatrix,
with prescribed poloidal magnetic field at the separatrix. In that case, however, the existence of
global equilibrium is not guaranteed, since a continuation of the solution towards the magnetic
axis could yield a singularity. Such an approach reminds one of the solution for a circular
magnetic surfaces, when the shift and its derivatives are prescribed on the boundary. In reality
the derivative depends on the pressure profile ower the whole plasma column and has to be
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defined from the condition that the solution is finite at the magnetic axis. It has been found that
there is no significant stabilising effect from the strong global shear near the separatrix. but
rather that marginal stability is controlled mainly by the finite toroidal current near the
separatrix. Since the net toroidal current does not enter in a straightorward way in the
ballooning equation, it can affect the stability mainly through the variation of the equilibrium
parameters. In order to find whether the ballooning modes limit the pressure profile we
consider below the real ITER magnetic configuration instead of a simplified model.

The ballooning mode equation for marginal stability is solved in the flux co-ordinate
system p, 9, (p, where p E wmm = (w — wa)/(yib _ w“). (111., is aflux value at the axis,

III" at the separanix) labels the magnetic surfaces, 9 is the magnetic poloidal angle and (p is the

geometric toroidal angle. In such a co—ordinate system, the ballooning equation has the form:

6eel/“6 Omit/.91)45-3}+B(9,90.w,[%].q)(l—r)=0 (1)

where:

l
£91292! (2)A(9 eo‘w.q>=—f+ctffgil

+Q

liR—J-l—[an2 1

Memo. g)=[ap]4”°‘l—Ca R Q (3)Rig—Z] 99 1+n2 ”n332

use,” to). “It .C<eo QM <fi> KR «19 <4)
727 8

Here i is the perturbation in ballooning space, 7 is the eigenvalue (positive if unstable), p is
the equilibrium pressure. gW = l?2 , R is the major radius, (...)9 indicates the averaging
over 0,

- _ 1EQEq(w[}«/§],<2I/T§> and t>- mo< R2) (5)
9 a.

J( 1;!) is the poloidal current. Equation (1) together with boundary conditions

§(9m)=§(6m)=0, ié—;69—"“'"l=e and 9%:4, £<<I,fomisaneigenvalue

problem which is solved numerically.
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A domain of integration of 501: in poloidal angle was found to be adequate. The most

unfavourable position along the poloidal direction 0:80 in the outmost boundary has been

found for each magnetic surface. The growth rate has been calculated in a poloidal range

{Es 95 7: for 50 points

Numerical results .
Preliminary results are shown below. Several ITER equilibria with different pressure

profiles were calculated using the free-boundary equilibrium code Diva [3]. On the basis of the
external conductor system of I’I‘ER, the plasma current (IF = 20 MA) , a value for the global

beta—poloidal Bp, two profile-shape functions (one ac I'm!) the other ac p'(l|I) ) and a prescribed

position of the magnetic axis, an equilibrium is determined and its stability—relevant information
put into a data interface accessible to our calculations.

The maximum eigenvalues 'y are plotted versus Ilium, in Fig.1 and 2 for two ITER

equilibria corresponding to different profiles of the plasma pressure. him" varies from zero at

the centre to l at the separatrix. Both equilibria have a finite pressure gradient at the separatrix.

These equilibria prove to be stable against ballooning modes at the edge. The corresponding

marginal pressure gradients are shown in Fig.3 and 4, and they are about of 50-30 times higher

than the gradients used in the equilibrium calculations. Whereas the values apparently shift

towards zero with an increase of pressure gradient, the marginal pressure profiles reveal no

strong dependence on the pressure gradients, used in the equilibrium calculations. The Mercier

criterion also indicates stability of these equilibria.
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Fig. 1. Equilibrium pressure gradient and Fig. 2. The same as in Fig.1 for the second

the value of 7 (dashed line) for the first case. case Of higher equilibrium pressure gradient
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Con clusions
The preliminary calculations show that the pressure gradient at the edge in ITER configuration
is stable against the ideal high—n ballooning and Mercier type perturbation ( [3p < 2.7 %),

and the marginal pressure gradient at the edge is insensitive to the pressure gradient used in the
calculation of the equilibrium.
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1 Introduction:
With the advent of improved diagnostic capabilities on several divertor tokamaks, it has

recently become possible to define the operational space of Hvrnode and L—mode in terms of Te
and He just inside the separatrix [1], Le. in terms of the plasma parameters at the top of the H-
mode pedestal. From such a diagram we can see that the edge operational space of a particular
machine is governed by 4 boundaries (Fig. 1), namely:
. The uppermost boundary divides the unstable

from the stable operation space and is defined by we I ELMSV
the ballooning limit which together with the H— ' t .
mode pedestal width defines a maximum pedestal Tped L 2 -
temperature for a given density. . . .t “J 4

- The second boundary determines the transition 1% . T\elll
between Type I and Type 111 ELMs. Achievement _m00€‘x"‘ VP
of an H—mode with good confinement requires T
close to, or above this boundary, yielding a
minimum edge temperature. Thus the intersection nped
of boundary 2 With boundary 1 can be interpreted Fig, 1: Schematic: of thefour boundaries
as an H—mode density limit (Hot density limit [2]) governing the operational space ofa

- The third boundary determines the threshold machine
temperature for the L to H-mode transition.

- The fourth boundary describes the temperature related to the onset of full divertor
detachment leading to an X—point marfe (cold edge (Is-mode) density limit [2]).
In order to predict the operational space for ITER on the basis of edge measurements

performed on different machines a theoretical expression for each boundary had to be developed
and tested against the data, the width of the vode pedestal had to be determined and a scaling
of this width to ITER had to be found.
2 Theoretical expressions for the boundaries and for the pedestal width:

Boundary 1 is assumed to be governed by the ideal ballooning limit. We thus evaluate the

S-ot diagram for each experiment using the analytic formulation in [3].The shear value S a L?
q r

[3,3, :1” :23“ E by introducing a
271%}?! 2

rather broad current density profile. The resulting average shear in the pedestal region varies
between ~ 8.5 and ~ 12 depending on the machine and on BT and IF for the particular set of
discharges. The critical pressure gradient for the onset of type I ELMs and thus for the
ballooning limit has been found in several machines to depend on triangularity. In order to take
this into account We multiplied "a" from our model with a function derived from a triangulatity
fit to the results of [4]. Multiplying this marginal pressure gradient by the pedestal width A
gives the pressure on top of the pedestal, from which the boundary 1 can be plotted assuming a
particular ratio between Ti and Te. The above current density profile was derived by adjusting it

required for this calculation is derived from qw =
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until the ASDEX—UP Te values were reproduced with A = 2.2 and then kept constant for all
machines (for consistency) yielding the discussed shear values (limitation of analytic approach).

The pedestal width can be obtained from measurements or from an analytical expression
adjusted to the boundary 1 data. The accuracy of determining A from measured data is quite
poor in most machines and in order to extrapolate to ITER an analytical expression is needed in
any case. Therefore A was obtained by fitting an analytic function to the boundary 1 data.

Whereas Te vs no measured at the pedestal before a type I ELM in ASDEX and to some
extent in DIII—D suggest a constant pressure and thus a constant A over the whole density range
(Fig. 3,4), IET data are better fitted by assuming a temperature dependent A [5] (Fig. 5,6). In
addition, when plotting the measured Aexp (tanh fit to data) from DUI-D versus the pedestal
temperature a trend for Aexp to increase with Te-pedestal can be inferred (data scatter is big).
We assume also that electron turbulence driven transport (Drift Alfven mode see below and [6])
is stabilised after the L-H transition over a wider range of the minor radius than the pedestal.
The width of the H-rnode pedestal is therefore probably governed only by the stabilisation of
ion turbulence due to poloidal rotation shear (radial electric field) which is observed only over a
limited width (e.g. [7]). Assuming further that this width may be related to the banana width
and thus to the ion poloidal gyro radius and following the suggestion in {4] we find: a = f pPR
where "f" is a scaling factor (see below) which allows extrapolation to ITER. The factor T"
was adjusted for each machine such that the resulting boundary agrees with the measured data.
In addition Acalc was compared to the experimental values (within a confidence range) in the
middle of the density range covered by measurements. The agreement between Acalc and the
experimental values is rather good except for DIII-D where Aexp is 1 cm to 2 cm (and
sometimes 3 cm) and Acalc ~ 4 cm (Fig. 4) and for C—rnod where Aexp is estimated to be ~8 mm.
while Acalc = 4 mm. The differences can probably be explained for both machines with
deviations of the critical pressure gradient from the ballooning limit. While DIII-D might enter
second stability at the edge [8], C—mod might have gradients below the ballooning limit (no
Type IELMs). Again in order to apply a consistent approach for all machines we nevertheless
assumed that the pressure gradients are governed by the ballooning limit. A more accurate
evaluation of the width can only be done by sofisticated MHD code calculations (in the future).

A plot of "f“ versus minor radius for the e 0 I lam-"MW .. Alan!
different machines is consistent with an 0.5 *— ‘ “‘3‘" ‘9’ m 2 in
approach of "f" to an asymptotic value around
0.275. From this plot it can also be seen that
JET is already close to this value and thus
ITER should have a value between JET—
(f:0.26) and the asymptotic limit resulting in 0‘2
"m" ~ 0.27, An = 9 cm (Fig. 2). Another
way of extrapolating "f" to ITER is using a non
linear fit which results in "f"=0.46, AITER = 19 . 0
cm (Fig. 2). The reason for choosing the minor aIm]
radius instead of "R" for the extrapolation is
that ASDEX and DllI—D have different "i" and
different "a” values but the same ”R". With this
kind of scaling Acalc depends on the pedestal temperature and thus varies with density resulting
in a boundary 1 which deviates slightly from a constant pressure curve.

However, as already indicated above a nonconstant pressure seems not to be a good fit for
ASDEX (Fig. 3). A tentative explanation is that due to the relatively low temperature of
boundary 1 at high densities the ratio of Ti to Te might vary with density in ASDEX and
possibly also somewhat in DIED. Thus also the critical gradient for To will vary and counter
balance the variation of A. We have therefore introduced a variation of the ratio r=TiITe from
i=2 at 1019 m3 to r=1 at 1020m-3 in ASDEX and from r=l.5 to F1 over the same density range
for DIII~D. The scatter of the data would allow also for somewhat smaller variations. In the
other machines including ITER we assumed that the ratio of Ti/Te is constant over the density
range covered which is justified by the high pedestal temperatures found in JET (and predicted
for ITER) and the high densities in C—mod. With this assumption the experimental data of all
machines is fitted quite well. With the above scaling for "f", boundary 1 for ITER can then be
derived.

0.4 1 E

12

a
.0.. 4 [cm]
I Afilll'z (cm:

0.1 l 4

Fig. 2: Two matingsforfactor "f" and afthe resulting
‘A versus minor radius
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For Boundary 2 a model is suggested by Igitkhanov and Pogutse relating the threshold
temperature to a Tcrit for stabilising a flute dissipative mode which remains unstable above the
threshold temperature for the drift Alfven mode (L to H transition [6]). When this expression is
adjusted to ASDEX data (at the position of the pedestal), it also fits DUI-D data quite well (Fig.
3,4) but not JET (ITER) and C—mod for which a different multiplication factor which does not
scale with the pedestal width Would be needed. Further investigations are needed to predict the
intersection point between boundary 1 and 2 and thus the H—mode density limit for ITER.

Boundary 3 is defined by the critical temperature at the position of the pedestal above
which the drift Alfven mode is stabilised T [ s 1 ’1 [’2 where ”f1", "f2", "f3". "f4" are

, a“ 3 :5] WfdAcalc

weak functions of density as defined in [61. As can be seen from Fig. 3 to 'l' theory, and data
agree quite well in all machines.
A qualitative physics picture of the H—mode could be that stabilisation of both electron and ion
turbulence is required to establish the transport barrier. Ion turbulence is stabilised by poloidal
rotation shear but during L mode A and the electric field are small [7] and the electron
turbulence due to the drift Alfven mode may dominate transport in the edge region. When the
heating power is increased the temperature at the edge increases, A and the electric field increase
somewhat, but no large effect is expected (observed) on transport. Only when the drift Alfven
mode is stabilised and thus electron transport is strongly reduced a sudden further increase of
the edge (pedestal region) temperature and density becomes possible. As a result A and the
region of electric field shear grows, increasing the width over which ion turbulence is stabilised
by poloidal rotation shear. Therefore the drift Alfven mode becomes the important trigger.
mechanism [6] but the H-mode transport banier develops only in the region where both electron
and ion turbulence are stabilised and thus over the width defined by the poloidal rotation shear.
However, confinement also improves in the core if the critical temperature gradient for ion
turbulence is determined by the boundary condition (temperature) on t0p of the H-mode
pedestal as suggested in [9]. -

The fourth boundary is derived from a set of analytic equations (two point model [10])
describing the onset of full divertor detachment leading to an X-point marfe (cold edge (L—
mode) density limit). Calculations performed for ASDEX fit the measured data quite well and
suggest that the boundary derived for ITER should be a good approximation. As can be seen
from Fig. 8 the cold density limit should not pose any problems [for ITER.
3 Discusision and Conclusions:

As one can see from Fig. 3 to 7 the theoretical expressions and the data agree quite well and
thus give confidence for the extrapolation to ITER. The absolute values of temperature versus
density for ballooning and L-H mode transition in ITER depend on the extrapolated pedestal
width (Fig. 8) for which presently no theory exists and which therefore remains uncertain.
However, due to the fact that these values are derived from a critical gradient times A, an
uncertainty in the prediction of A only shifts the operation space temperature up and down but
does not change its shape. Also results from transport codes which might use the derived
expressions for calculating e. g. the H—mode power threshold (future plans) will therefore not
depend strongly on the predicted width. Another important feature which can be seen from the
comparison of two different triangularities (5:0.21, 8:0.31) in JET (Fig. 5) is that discharges
with higher tn‘angularity allow H—mode operation at temperatures above Tcrit for Type 111 ELMs
at higher density (higher H-mode density limit) pointing towards the importance of achieving
reasonable high triangularity also in ITBR (5~0.25). The relatively high value of Tcrit for Type
III ELMs as seen in JET (~ 3keV, BT‘=3.5T, Fig. 5) would result for ITBR in an estimated H-
mode density limit of ~ 6x1019m‘3 at the top of the pedestal when the ratio of the two As is used
for extrapolation. The triangularity of 5 ~0.25 in ITER, higher than ”that of JET (5 ~O.21),
might increase this value to ~ 7x1019rn'3 implying a line average density of ~ 0.91x1020rn'3, Lo.
1 1% above the Greenwald density. However due to the lack of a model for Type III ELMs the
exact extrapolation and thus the H—mode density limit for TIER remains unknown. »

It is a clear conclusion that the temperature on top of the H-mode pedestal is ~ 4 to 8 keV at
the H-rnode density limit and higher at lower densities. These values are higher by more than an
order of magnitude than the value assumed in [11] (Tpedestal = 300 eV) which was used in the
model of [9] to predict a confinement for ITER well below the one obtained from the global
scaling laws. If the pedestal temperatures obtained from our scaling were taken as boundary
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conditions it is likely that even this model would predict adequate confinement values for ignited
operation in ITER.
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Introduction
Material surfaces surrounding the plasma in Tokarnaks play an important role on the

transient plasma density and particle balance. In fusion reactors like ITER, pumping and
fuelling by walls will also affect the overall DT fuel particle balance and determine the amount
of radioactive tritium in the walls. A dynamic model of the plasma and walls has been
developed, which solves a time dependent coupled system of equations for 0-D plasma

densities and surface and bulk concentrations for representative walls. The wall model includes

both metallic and non-metallic materials. The model is applied to the density behaviour and

fuelling characteristics of a long pulse discharge and transient density experiments between

different configurations in Tore Supra and JT-60 . The goal is to understand the governing

processes for the wall and to identify their dependencies upon the various design parameters
such as operational conditions, material properties, discharge history and wall conditions.

2.. Wall and Particle Balance Models and Equations
Wall and particle balance models are extension of the existing models so far developed

in various groups, c.g., [1]. Five representative wall regions are considered; (1) First wall near

gas puff port, (2) General first wall, (3) Limiter, (4) Divertor plate, (5) Divertor side wall.
a i in ' notation la er

Schematics of particle balance in each wall is shown in Fig. 1. Balance equation for the

particles implanted in this layer , particles desorbed from this layer by diffusion/recombination,

and particles diffusing into bulk of the wall is expressed as

%NJ=(r‘;')—(rj”‘)+nj(pj 73:01)” (1‘1)
where Nj is the total particles stored in the implantation layer of the wall (j), C101) is the particle

concentration (concentration is assumed constant in this layer, width 8). Ff" is influx to each

wall (j). Particle flux on the limiter and divertor plate 13"" is determined by fim=Np / 1p. Here

prp are total plasma particles and the particle confinement time including the recycling,

respectively. Flux amplification is considered by appropriate choice of ’l'p. For limiter

configuration, 13m on the first wall is determined by some fraction of the influx on the limiter,

e.g., 0.15 [1]. For divertor configuration, I‘jm on the first wall and divertor side wall are

determined by the neutral density in divertor and main plasma region, respectively. Desorbed
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flux from the layer 00‘” is determined by the desorption model. In the caSe of CFC based
materials; If“: ={Nj I1‘G',rn.ax)1:1'ini where NJ;max is maximum absorbable particles. In the
case of metal wall (e.g., Be, W), F10” =2k,J(NJ-)2/Aj52, where k,J is recombination coefficient.

Diffusion into bulk materials imam”a (72 / Bulk
Ecj(x):Dj'é;FCj(x) (1'2) Influx "'| .
Earticle balance model in plasma Backtlux<__ I in"1,53:
d d—N = r — MN.— ‘6’ —r (1.3)(if P ( pufi' ) €51? J TM}? (”Mp Recombination fl

- - Sputtered I ConcentrallnnCode osrtto f dro en m“ \y / I prollle
m H. Y 1""!‘f N-
NET: YDI lam—LYLU'YM) J (1.4) A

1'"fr rs Nj.max
Codeposltion

where YD, Yflfr are the coefficients for hydrogen ”- Dr T
and self’sputtering and return fraction of sputtered Fig' 1 SChem’i“ ”fpa’fim balm” i" ”ML
atoms [2]. Codeposition is considered only for limiter and divertor plate. Eqs (1.l)—(l.3) are
simultaneously solved with initial values adjusted for each of the problems considered.

3. Model Validations by Tore Supra and JT-60 Experiments
(1) Transition experiment from outboard limiter to inner wall in Tore Supra

Series of wall pumping experiments have been done in Tore Supra by using the
transition from outer limiter to inner wall configuration without actual pumping system [3}.

These shots have been performed with CFC wall materials after long hours of wall

- conditioning. We haVe selected two shots #5070 and 5080 from this series. First, initial particle

contents in the walls are adjusted to obtain
reasonable fit to #5070 experiment. Then, the
initial contents for #5080 are somewhat increased

P

Simu InfinnN

a. 4
to obtain a reasonable fit to #5080 with fixing g ' g
other simulation conditions. Results of simulations E a E
are shown in Fig. 2. Fit is reasonably good only 5 _ 2 a:

by adjusting the initial particle content in the walls. g 1 H
In the simulation, the increase of initial particle '3
content between these shots are N0(#5080) — - - -2 -- - - - - ”100

N0{#5070) = 1.28x1021 (p), Where No is the total Time (st
initial particle content in the walls. This increment ‘
' - - . . F' . 2 Ex erimemal dens-i behaviour solid
IS much smaller than the total particles injected into L3 p . 0' (

lines) and simulation (closed circle, square).

the torus during these 10 shots, which are estimated as 2x1027- (p). This is consistent with the

previous finding in Tore Supra [3], which concluded some reduction mechanisms of the wall-

absorbed particles. By simple examination, it is shown that the particle diffusion into the bulk

materials is too small to explain this reduction, unless wall temperature is very high (>1000 °K ‘
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is required for diffusion to be effective), which is unlikely in the experiments. Thus, most likely
mechanisms for this reduction are either thermal desorption between shots (=9OO s) or surface

diffusion to other part of the wall, which are not directly exposed by the particle. These
speculations still need further confirmation by further detailed study. Another necessary
adjustment in the simulation is 1}. Here, 1'}, z 90 ms during gas puffing is needed and 480 ms
for the rest of the period for both shots. This confinement time is consistent with that obtained
by detailed study of the density decay after transition in [3]. This adjustment of ”5,, need further

investigation. One possible interpretation is that during density ramp-up with strong gas-
puffing, density profile is flat and the flux amplification is generally high and during the density
decay phase after gas—puff is stopped, density profile tends to shrink.

(2) Transition experiment from inboard limiter to outer divermr in JT-6tl

In JT-60, transition experiments

(1
0“

) t:

have been done from the inboard limiter to
me outer divertor with TiC coated wall [4]. 2" 1 ° 3 5
Gas puff of 2 Parn3/s was constantly 1:: 8 I g
injected up to 7 seconds. During transition, E 6 E
density decreases very rapidly due to large 2 4 . a“
pumping by the diVertor plate and side wall. g 2 _ 3-
Fuelling efficiency during the divertor phase .2 o -
is half of the iirniter phase. Whole of these E “m ‘3’
characteristic features 0f density behaviour Fig. 3 Experiments (solid line) and simulation result

' are target 0f simulation. In order to mOdel (closed circles) for the density behaviour during

the Pan-i015 flux on the fir“ W31] 311d divert“ limiter, transition and divertorphases in JT—60.
side wall, we will use the experimental results for the neutral density 710 both in the main
plasma and divertor regions as a function of main plasma density, which scales as <ne>2 [4].

The particle flux on each wall is evaluated by 11"=novgt$},lwhere vo‘ S}- are neutral velocity and
wall area of (1‘), respectively. Result is shown in Fig. 3, where 1,, is set = 80 ms throughout

whole phase of the discharge. After the transition, divertor plate is saturated within = 0.5 s, so
that this choice of 1", does not affect the result since the wall absorption is dominated by the first

wall and side wall. Density decay after gas-puff stop is slightly slower in the experiment. This
discrepancy could also be improved by reduced neutral pressure due to longer 7],.

(3) Long pulse operation in Tore Supra
In Tore Supra, long pulse operation has been done with LHCD [5]. Plasma density has

been maintained almost constant even under the continuous gas fueliing with no pumping, so

that the walls absorb all of the fuelled particles. For these long pulse discharges, it is expected

that some continuous absorbing mechanisms should be necessary, since the surface will be

saturated during the discharge. Thus, we examine following mechanisms. (1) Enhanced

diffusion into the bulk of the wall as suggested in [6], (2) Enhanced codeposition of hydrogen.
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We examine the time evolution of total puffed -|
. . . . g‘ 10 so 9.

particles when the denSity behavrour IS a a

reproduced. Fig. 4 shows the results for total : 8 4° “5

puffed particles with and We appropriate 2 6 30 g
. . r . m 'u

enhancement of the dlffusmn coefficient. By g 4 20 9'2,
choosing the appropriate initial particle ‘21 2 1 3

. . . u no
content, it is possrble to match the total puffed '5 ‘-‘6

- - ‘5 o - o “'particles at the end of the discharge. t— 0 10 20 30 4o 50 60 5

However, the global time behaviour is convex Time (5) J

upward in time, which reflect the saturation ,
. I . Fig.4 Time evolution of total pufied particles for

character in surface trapping. This can not . . .
three dijj‘erett! initial pamcie content in the walls when

been seen for a short pulse discharge (S 10 - _ .
total particle (density) is matched With experiment.

20 s), which indicate the importance of long pulse (‘2 60 s) to identify dominant effect by walls.

Another mechanism of enhanced codeposition of hydrogen could also reproduce the
experimental result. Required enhancement, however, are fairly large (fr < 0.3 and large flux

amplification 17p<10 ms), which needs further study in experiment.

Conclusions and Future R&D Needs
Dynamic wall particle interaction model is developed and applied to the experiments.

The model can reproduce the density behaviour with large wall reservoir in transient

experiments as well as constant wall up—take mechanisms, such as diffusion, codeposition in

long pulse discharge. In addition to the Wall modelling, it is identified that the modelling of the

particle flux on each wall region are also important to reproduce the experimental results. This

Will be done by coupling the core plasma transport code with some sophisticated divertcr/edge

plasma models. Dedicated particle balance experiments under well controlled and diagnosed

wall and plasma conditions are also essential to further develop and improve the model.
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Numerical studies of the expected performance of the ITER divertor have been carried out
intensively during the last few years. Different operational regimes with divertor plasma
ranging from partially attached to fully detached have been modelled [1, 2]. The results showed
a possibility to maintain divertor conditions which provide simultaneously acceptable power
loading on, and erosion of, the divertor components and adequate helium exhaust from the
burning plasma. However, the necessary level of radiation was ensured in those calculations
only by neon seeding of the edge plasma, without allowance for the intrinsic impurities, such as
sputtered carbon. Thus rather high neon concentrations, 0.5% or higher were required and high
values of Zeff resulted at the edge of the core plasma.

The present paper shows the effect of the intrinsic light impurities on the divertor radiation. The
model (B2-Eirene code package) has been elaborated to include both physical and chemical
sputtering of the wall material together with a full multi-fluid description of the transport of
sputtered impurities in a self-consistent way.

Effect of light impurities
At present, we use a simplified model for the chemical sputtering, assuming that the carbon
atoms are sputtered by hydrogen atoms and ions with a constant yield, typically, 1%. The
cross-field transport coefficients have been selected as in Ref.[1,2], Di203 m2/s and Ky;
1 111%. An TIER-relevant level of helium concentration, 10% at the core boundary, has been
maintained in all the calculations. and Qmum bommmd and detached
neon seeding has been added to control ”m . . l ”sworn.“

- Gnu—e C+Ne attach
the power balance. In order to study m 3......4: “9‘0"“.

. . , N itchthe sensitiVity of the result to the , a—vEI +q: a
. . . . . I 2'0 "°'impurity production and radiation m, 0 F a flamdu‘“

um
characteristics, two further cases have . // e- 5;
been run. The first assumes reduced ‘" /4 dill: det.

. . » ...e... Qua»:yield, 0.5%, for chemical sputtering. New,
Carbon is replaced by beryllium in the 1 1,5 2 wt 2.5 high?

second case" artl‘flctally keeping the Fig. 1. Total radiated power vs. 2:" at the core-edge boundary
sputtering yield at the same 1% level. for different operational regimes (the case at 2,“: 1.6, 140 MW,

is the reference case)



First results show that, for similar
divertor conditions and similar
radiation from neutrals, higher power
is radiated by impurities at lower Zeff
when bodi carbon and neon are used
(see Fig. 1, curves marked C+Ne, C,
and Be vs. Ne). The total power
coming to the targets is reduced
accordingly. With an increase of neon
concentration, the plasma starts to
detach from the inner target. The
distribution of radiation sources along

Q"d m" both attadted and detached
1 s

' Quiz!"
C+Ne attach

Acceptable range > f 8 0mm

Ne attack
10 _.__

'1' I Qudgau

@l U . —0-- C reduced
_’ QM.
' Ben: 5/ _.

. ,' B- QM”!
C+Ne clet

‘ —e-— Q
"d!“

”E ' Ne det.
G ,

n 1 A.Kt&h5hfin,

1 1.5 2 M 2,5 Hang-7a.,

Fig. 2. Power radiated i‘rom‘the core edge vs. Zm for different
operational regimes

the poloidal co—ordinate is also worth noting. The radiation from the plasma edge inside the
separatrix increases with 2f at the core boundary, Fig. 2, being somewhat lower in presence

of carbon. The poloidal distribution of the radiation can also be represented as the poloidal
integral of the power radiated between a
refeience point and the current position,

35 ’nm

rpm) = ldz qdlz,r)dr
D rmin

These integrals are shown in Fig. 3 for
two different cases in three separate
regions: the two divertors and SOL
together with plasma edge. The integrals
are accumulated from targets in the

divertors and clockwise from X-point in
the main chamber. Fig. 3a shows fpoi
for the semi-attached operation with
sputtered carbon, whereas the profiles

for the "deeply detached" case of
Ref. [2] are given in Fig. 3b. For the

semi~attached operation, Fig. 3a,
essentially all the radiation comes from
the divertors. The radiation source is
somewhat peaked near the outer target,
otherwise well spread out. No peak is
seen near the X—point and little is
radiated above the X—point. Therefore,

imp. rad. by species (pol. integral)
w main &_>_ <_ divr +

semi-attached

<—‘ ' -—> (—- 1%C (#136)

-——tutal

—----csrbnn

———neon

---- helium

—— neutral

A. Kul'ushtm,
l-I.D F'ndlu

5/3?
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imp. rad. by species (pol. integral) detached Ne
divr ' diV- idea (#124)(— —)- <—"“““ 5‘» <— —>

—fulfil
"nu H
---neon
‘ ' ' . 'helium

neutral

80

0 1 2 0 10 20 Z 1 0
target X X target length [m]

(b)
Fig, 3. Poloida] distribution of the radiated power for semi-

attac-hed (a) and deeply detached 0:) operation modes
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there is no trend to form a MARFE. This picture remains similar with variation of the neon

seeding level up to detachment from the inner target. Only in a strongly detached case, Fig. 3b,
which is not proposed for operation, is there a considerable radiation (30 MW) from above the
X-point. Replacement of carbon by beryllium results in profiles similar to those with C.
provided that enough Be is produced.

NmC °' Be both men and detached Qfld'mNe °r 5‘ bath athehed and detached —a—-0 mac.‘ 1‘“ C+N= attach
—E—- ”C E QMN:

C+Nn Much DJ +34% mach
'3‘:+N: 1 _ .........i....D- ’M C reduced(Induced l ‘0 “even”,

N n (:12da a. U QPM ,.a: ‘50 . E:
--B--Nc .0 "6"Qu4x

C+Ne det. . _ - C+Ne det.
El 9 '9' ' Quart.

Allah-dbl. n " C+T:::;H1 1.5 2 z.“ 2-5 ”"35"“ 1 1‘5 2 7‘“ 2'5 ”"l-irfl'

(a) (b)
Fig. 4, Variation of C (or Be) inventory (a) of, and impurity radiation (b) from. the whole edge plasma with Zcf,
at the core-edge boundary

The relation of the carbon source to the flux of hydrogen isotopes coming to the surfaces gives
rise to a self-regulation which could have a stabilising effect on the plasma detachment. When
radiation from the divertor plasma increases, the particle flux to the surface decreases due to
reduction of the pOWer spent for ionisation. As a result, the carbon influx becomes lower,
tending to reduce the radiation. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the carbon content and
total impurity radiation are plotted versus Zeff at the core.

ITER implications
The presence of the sputtered carbon in ITER has a favourable effect on the trade~off between
the target loading and Zeff at the core. Therefore, highly—radiating, semi-attached plasmas with
peak power loads onto the targets below 5 MW/m2 become possible even with Zeff< 1.6 at the

core boundary. This peak load
appears to be rather insensitive to the PH. bomauachzdanddetached

. . . 1 J P .specified value of the chemical C1“ mm
sputtering yield. The radiated power, _,...+:i_€ #123:

5-“?! 9"” Ne atlach
although somewhat peaked towards 0‘1 +P,.

. I Required e athe outer target, 15 well spread out and /PHH2100 ma/s _@_:wdm
produces loads below 1 MW/mz, 0.01. a if i CHINE m
concentrated mainly in the divertor 5 ”am?“

2 2.

region. The total power radiated from
_ 0.0L“ AKIdushkmthe plasma edge and divertors can be 1 1.5 2 2‘” 2,5 Mimic,

as high as 140 MW Of 200 MW Fig. 5. Helium partial pressure at the pumping duct vs. leg at the
entering the edge plasma for semi- Plasma core for differentl‘egimes
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attached operation.

The conditions for helium exhaust are also acceptable for this regime, Fig. 5. There is a margin
of one order of magnitude over the required minimum helium neutral pressure near the pumping
duct, Moreover, a stand-alone calculation of neutral particle transport done with the Eirene code
indicates favourable effect of elastic collisions between helium atoms and plasma ions
(disregarded until now in coupled calculations) on the helium pumping efficiency. These
collisions heat up the helium atoms thus facilitating their penetration through the divertor
plasma.

Conclusions
Light (intrinsic) impurities — in a certain amount — are beneficial for the l'I‘ER divertor. They
ensure higher radiation from the divertor at lower Zeff at the plasma edge compared with the

neon-dominated cases [1, 2]. The radiation in the divertors is weighted more towards the

targets, inhibiting therefore formation of an X-point MARFE. Moreover, the impurity
production by sputtering can have a self-regulating effect on the operational regime, reducing
release of carbon when detachment becomes imminent.

Semi-attached operation with a realistic impurity mix can be taken as the primary option for
ITER. It allows, in presence of carbon, to attain the ITER design criteria of low Zeff ( S 1.8)
and low peak power load on the target ( S 5 MW/mz) simultaneously. The design value of

200 m3/s for the pumping speed appears also to be adequate.

Further studies are necessary to explore the parameter space of ITER operation and to make the
predictions of the divertor performance more reliable. Essential here are the model validation
against experimental data from existing divertor experiments (ongoing effort) and model
development which would provide a more accurate description of the divertor plasma on the
long time scale of the ITER pulse.
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introduction
We present results of Fokker-Planck modeling of the scrape-off layers (SOL) plasma

with parameters accepted for design of the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER). Though there were attempts of hybrid BGKmhydrodynamic simulation
[1], most current modeling of lTER’s SOL are done using transport codes [2] entirely
based on fluid theory [3], which assumes short electron Coulomb collisional mean-free
path, A, along the magnetic field in comparison with the connection length, L=300
m. The Coulomb Knudsen number, 7 2 ML, for ITER is usually about 0.1, which
indicates that condition 1’ << 1 is valid for thermal particles, but can easily fail for
the super-thermal particles due to quadratic dependence of A on particle energy. Tail
particles are known to be responsible for plasma heat conduction {4}, sheath potential
value [5], and plasma-neutral particles reaction rates [6].

Long mean free path nonlocal effects become particularly pronounced for detached
ITER. SOL plasma operation regimes which are characterized by very high gradients in
plasma parameters along the magnetic field. In Fig. 1, we present calculated effective
Knudsen number '7 = ’11,e versus parallel dimension, X, for typical detached ITER
plasma temperature, T, and density, 11, profiles obtained using B2-EIRENE modeling.

Symmetry plane
4:“

13
9v

&
n.

10
"

m’

Inner plate Outer plate
x=0 .1 -' x=L

20 . ,.

° 1 am
Inmrphb X, m Dumping

Figll Plasma temperature, density and 7 for Fig.2 ITER poloidal cross-section
[TEE parameters from fimd modalmg' ' .. , “ illustrating simulation domain

Our simulation domain (and abscissa variation in Fig.1) corresponds to an open
magnetic line which is close to the separatrix surface (thick line in Fig.2) and connects
inner and outer plate. Symmetry plane defines the plasma stagnation point on this line,
tWork supported by US. Department of Energy Contract No, DE—FG02~97~ER»54392 at Lodestar and
DE—FGOQ-Ql-EEMlOQ at MIT
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I. Linear problem

Fully kinetic simulations are performed using one—dimensional in the real space, and
two-dimensional in the velocity space, adaptive Fokker—Planck code ALLA [7}. The
evolution of the electron distribution function fe is described with a simplified kinetic
equation where we approximate the Coulomb term by using the Maxwellian Rosenbiuth
potentials 99M and it,” with background T. and n for electron-electron interactions, and
the pitch—angle scattering operator (no energy exchange) for electron-ion collisions:

We We 1 £9__ m___ .2 6ft _33 _ 26ft '_ __
('91 +14” ('31: 1)? 622(1) pmefs van (1 'u)me f6 how-POE“

. l 0 o 34.911 (92%; 3f: <9 1 — #2 1 BIZ’M 3f;efc __ _ I __ _" _._. _ _

L ( 113 81) [U i (722 f: ('31)2 6v 5;]. v2 c an an (1)

e/r‘i #2__1- 13—};
+L ani U3 n 51.4 ’

here 3 E [0, L], o = « Wfi + vi is modulus of velocity, u E win/v is the cosine of the angle
between particle velocity and 2: axis, we and rims are the charge and mass of electrons,

E“ 2 the parallel electric field evaluated via. Braginskii approximation. and we use
EM 2 L‘W m 1006‘m The initial electron distribution is assumed to be a nonvdrifting
Maxwelliap with the background plasma parameters. ‘We split simulation domain into 2
segments: iivith X=L corresponding to the symmetry plane, and x20 to either inner or
outer plates.

Results of the kinetic modeling are the following. In Fig.3 we present the electron
parallel distribution function component directed towards the plate (,u 2 :hl) at both
divertors versus Maxwellian. One can se that the distribution function starts to deviate
from equilibrium at energies around iOT, forming highly populated tail, which at WT
and above has roughly a temperature of the hot symmetry plane region (about 200 eV).

lnMr plaIa

/
r M axwelllan

/

e <_ loplata /’ .

.5 o .40 so -2u -1 u o
-EIT

Fig“? Downstream wing off at both i .
diuertor plates Fig.4 Namaizzed heat flux ([(E)

In Fig.4 the normalized heat flux, q(E)/q(oo), (q(E) = fl; fu‘fg fluvadvdp), is plotted
versus normalized energy, E/T. As can be seen half of the flux is carried by particles
with energies higher than 20T and 30T respectively, in a contract wit Spitzer—Harm heat
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flux is carried by particles in interval 4~8T [4]. Thus the strong deviation from short
mean free path limit results in large departure of heat flux from Braginskii result, (13, in
downstream reason, as shown in Fig.5, In upstream region q as 0.3115 because of f6 tail
depletion. For the same reason electron collision rates with neutral particles can alter.

10‘ ' 10‘ _____________q/qB /’/ \\, ‘A10‘ 10‘ I; Inner K/Kn

lnnerplate "..7.___-_

‘°' Outer

"’4 a so 100 150 a so 100 150
X, m X. m

. , .. . Fig.6 Ratio of ionization rate constant K to
Fig-5H8“ flux ‘0 Bragm‘Fk” flux mm Maxwellz‘an, KM, and divertor value, K];

To illustrate this in Fig.6 we present the plasma ionization rate constant K 2
f are fadfignormalized to Maxwellian value KM, We see, that K many orders of magni-
tude exceeds KM in the cold divertor region (TSTeV‘), and it stays visible with respect
to its midplane value. This indicates the possibility of high ionization rate in cold gas
blanket region with high neutral density.

II. Non-linear problem

In non-linear case the actual kinetic equation solved has form given in work [8]. The
Rosenbluth potentials are obtained via two coupled Poisson equations in. each spatial
grid node. The ambipolar electric field is obtained self-consistently from two conditions:
(i) it balances parallel electron pressure and friction between electrons and ions, and (ii)
suppresses charge polarization on artificially increased Debye scale AD/e:

E” = $111£Wv3n[05g~ vn%] d‘Ud/J. + 523/: [m - [:1 [:0 fcvzdvdp] dm’ (2)

In addition, we simulate the whole magnetic line with two sheath boundary conditions
with self-consistently obtained potential drop by using the logical sheath condition [9]
(as spatial resolution A3 >> AD). Loses of energetic electrons through the sheaths are

balanced by a source of secondary electrons generatid by neutral ionization, which spatial
shape is taken from the fluid modeling {2], while its total power varies self-consistently.

To obtain reasonable accmacy we used fine mesh of size 82(2)x257{v}x129(p). Along
with other complications listed above this makes runs very time consuming. We were
able to follow system evolution up to 10 mks ( dosen electron-electron collision times
measured in the symmetry plane region). The preliminary results are the followings.
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Deviation of f6 was found to be as strong as in the linear case7 and amplitudes of
plasma-neutral reaction rates and parallel conductivity modifications with respect to
Maxwellian are very close too. In Figs. 7a and 7b we plot obtained twovdimensional
distribution functions near X-point (at inner plate side) and at outer divertor plate.

Xupoint (inner plate) Outer plate

vL
/vT

. I!
uninfiulfllnmn

e plate v,,/v, v, lv, Pl”e -> m
Fig.7a 1n fe near the X—point (inner plate] Fig.7lz ln f: at the outer plate

Near X-point distribution function is asymmetric, with elevated downstream (towards
plate) and depleted upstream ’side’, which results in 10% difference in their temperatures.
Because of high plasma collisionality (1 z 0.04) thermal particles E S T are perfectly
maxwellized, and the difference between parallel and perpendicular temperatures is about
percent. At the symmetry plane this ratio is exactly opposite. Because we are using
real sheath boundary condition, which forces predominant loss of energetic particles at:
the plates, distribution function becomes more asymmetric as we are approaching them.
In the plate vicinity (Fig.7b, where we additionally superimposed the variable 1), ,u grid
used in the modeling) all electrons with parallel velocities bigger than VACDf/me (<1);-
divertor floating potential) are absorbed. We have found increased <I>f=3.5T and 3.7T
at inner and outer plates, respectively, It can be also seen that f,3 is more peaked near
the plate than near X~point. Reason for this is that ionization there produces more cold
secondary electrons (we assume their temperature to be 0.1 eV). Thermal core looks also
less equilibrated. Note that Coulomb Knudsen number falls up to 10“ in the divertor
region. We also see that heat flux several times exceeds fluid results. Thermal force
coefficient was fOund to be about —0.5 in downstream region. To be more conclusive we
have to include important electron-ion Coulomb energy exchange into our model.

However, our kinetic modeling shows that combination of sharp gradients, volumetric
sources of cold particles and presence of absorbing wall can cause significant departure of
electron distribution function from Maxwellian even in the presence of strong Coulomb
equilibration (T=1eV, 1121021 I‘ll—3) in the ITER divertor.
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Dimensional Analysis of Turbulent Transport at the Edge:
the Role of Electro-Magnetic Effects in the L-H Transition
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JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3EA, UK

lPermanent affiliation: RSC "Kurchatov Institute", INF, Moscow, Russia

Introduction
Recent three~dimensional computations confirmed a universal role played by drift
turbulence at the tokamak edge [1,2]. The turbulence is non—local and originates due to
non~linear instability. It was traditionally assumed that the drift turbulence has a
predominantly electrostatic nature, with MHD mechanisms located inside the separatrix.
Recently, however, it has been recognised [3,4] that in high power tokamak discharges the
edge plasma is sufficiently "hot" and "dense" (high T and B) for electromagnetic effects
to influence plasma transport by interacting with drift fluctuations.

The dimensional approach (see tag. [5]), in conjunction wim experimental results, provides
a reasonable complement to modelling efforts. One can capitalise on the fact that both
measurements and modelling reveal the typical characteristic scale length for low
temperature collisional drift turbulence, namely the ion Larmor radius p3. Electro-
magnetic effects, by introducing new turbulence scales which fall with density/temperature,
may lead to a bifurcation in the plasma transport, thereby enabling one to explain the
phenomenon of the L—H transition.

Characteristic scale lengths and critical conditions for the edge transport
The radial scale of electrostatic drift fluctuations Aflm m n/ k, is determined by the

Larmor radius p5 = Cs /e),- (we adopt as = 12(i + 1;)/m,- here). Typically, kips << 1. In
addition, various mechanisms (e.g. the existence of critical gradients for instabilities) may
introduce a dependence of Aflu“ on p" = p: / a (a — minor radius).

The way electro-magnetic scale should be introduced is clear from the requirement of the
2

dimensional transformation of the equation: ‘33—]: = curl(V x B) + 46—AB . The curl(V x B)
1120'

term of this equation is responsible for Alfvén and magneto—sonic waves. Their interaction
with drift waves occurs at [3 = mg I m, or even higher [3 ([35 a 47ml; 1 B2 = me / m,- can be
derived by equating an upper limit for parallel phase velocity of drift waves.
Va = M; / me , to Alfvén velocity VA = B/ 1/47mm, [3]). A much lower threshold for B,
characteristic of plasma parameters near the separatrix, is required for the c2AB/ 4m;
term, which describes the field diffusion into the plasma, to make a strong impact on the

drift turbulence (see below). Together, the 613/61 and CZAB Mao terms yield the skin—

depth Aw" = c/«i4nov (v - fluctuation frequency) for the Afluc, scale. There are two

skin-depths to be considered: the collisional Skin-depth C/n’47mcauv (0'60“ — Spitzer
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conductivity), which decreases with temperature due to own ~73” lZe , and the

collisionless skin—depth c/ (up, = c/1l4nne2 lme (follows from |ol = ma2 / mew ~ parallel
conductivity due to electron inertia), which decreases with density. That is why at high
temperature and/or density, when electro-magnetic effects become important, A flue, should

decrease, in contrast with its increase with temperature (approximately as Q, ~ f7: ) at low
T. By reducing the magnitude of Aflm , electro-magnetic effects influence transport
coefficients DJ_ , x, and 1), so that they will reach their maxima along a certain curve in
the (rte , T) parameter space. The existence of such maxima prompts a bifurcation in the
plasma transport: the L-H transition.

Which of the two skin-depths defines the size of turbulent eddies and is responsible for the
magnitude of transport coefficients, depends on the collisionality. In general, since both
contributions to the parallel conductivity (electron—ion collisions as well as electron inertia)
are important, there must be a smooth transition between the two. For the purposes of
dimensional analysis we consider the two extreme cases of high (collisional conductivity)
and low (collisionless conductivity) densities. At high "29 the important threshold is
reached when Awash-n becomes equal to Afluc!‘ This equality can also be expressed as

A2flmv=cz f47t6w” . Since the left hand side of this equation is in fact the diffusion
coefficient DL , the critical condition for the turbulence suppression by the collisional skin
effect (the L—H transition threshold), can be formulated as:

Di z c2 Meow” . (1)

At low densities (callisionless limit), for k, > [:9 the criticality condition is:

Aflm z nc/mpe . 7 (2)

Scalings for the L-H transition threshold
A number of thresholds for the LuH transition can be derived from Eqs. (1—2), depending
on the particular form of scalings for A flat, and Di. We first consider the Afluc, ~ p,
(kipx =const), or "local" scaling. The diffusion coefficient Di can be derived self—

consistentiy on the assumptions:

Di WW xkgz, mm, ~keffé/eBAW, Am, hows/cm”, k9 ~k, ~1/p,. (3)

Eq. (2) combined with the scaling Aflm}, ~95 gives the threshold for [3 (*) (more

precisely, for Aflm :n/k, the analysis gives [30m =(k,ps)2me fmf, which is

significantly below the limit associated with the interaction between drift and Alfvén waves
722/305; +3)“ a -

mentioned above). Eqs. (3) yield the DJ_ ~ —m
B2B (qR)l/2

scaling which, when

Teas/s (Te + 7; )3/8
(a).BZ$(qR)1/4combined with Eq. (1), results in the following threshold parameter:
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The two thresholds are schematically shown on Fig. 1. Typical separatrix parameters in
medium to high density discharges fall on the collisional scaling provided kl p5 < 0.3 .

Fig. 1. H—mode operational space for
local (kip: = cons! ) dnfi—type scaling
with a radial fall-o]? length given by the
density decay scaling in the, SOL.

e+Ti3 on tBza/rzqg(R)1/4=C 5
(I)

Boundaries are defined by (*) ' "*1.- ' -Co-m5j-onal -
(e = const ) and (a) thresholds. L-mode ne

If the SOL physics is totally ignored and the decay length Am, in Eqs. (3) is replaced with

cm+mmthe minor radius a, one obtains the Gyro-Bohm scaling Di ~ B:
a

, and Eq. (1)

T514 (T + T)l/4
then yields the threshold parameter 9 3212201’52 (b).

E

For the "global" scaling Aflm ~ 0: (kips ~ p‘), Eq. (2) gives the threshold in nea2(**). ,
Eq. (1), together with Eqs. (3) in which the last dependence is replaced with

Ten/6U + ”yea
BZ3/2(qmm

physics is ignored and An, in Eqs. (3) is replaced with a, one obtains the Bohm scaling
D ~ r /B which leads to the threshold m 7;?”- / 32w (:1).
Finally, the scaling DJ_~ve,‘psq2 R/itn for resistive interchange instability may be
considered as an alternative to drift-type scalings. For density decay length A" we consider

two limiting cases: 7t” ~ p: and it" ~ a, yielding thresholds in (Te +T,-)(nq2R/B)2(e)
and (Y;5 + 7;)rzq2R / aB (f) respectively.

k6 ~k,. ~1/a , gives the threshold in (c). If, in addition, the SOL

Comparison with experiment
There is growing experimental evidence for the existence of the edge Te threshold for the
DH transition. The threshold Te increases with the magnetic field, but shows no strong
dependence on q or fie (the latter — only for medium to high densities, see e. g, refs. inside
[4]). This is in a qualitative agreement with the threshold parameters (a—d). "Global"
scalings incorrectly describe the low density limit for the L-H transition: the rice2 = const
(**) scaling is in a disagreement with experimental data. An observed increase in the edge
Te at 10v.r densities rather points to a critical [3 as being the threshold parameter [6], in line
with predictions following from "local" drift-type scalings. However, an increase in the
pedestal T2 prior to the L—H transition observed in experiment may also be caused by some
other reasons (high 28 , locked modes etc.) and not necessarily be related to the criticality

condition (2). Thresholds (e) and (f), corresponding to resistive interchange instability
seem to contradict the experiment by predicting a rather strong inverse dependence on
density and safety factor and therefore should be discarded.
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The critical Te measured near the edge of the pedestal in Alcator C~Mod, ASDEX—U,
DHI-D and JET prior to the LB transition, was found to increase with toroidal field as
7; ~ B0L , with at :1—2. In contrast, threshold parameters (a-d), relevant to all but very
low density plasmas, correspond to a fairly weak B-dependence: 7; ~ B“ , with a < 0.7 .
This discrepancy indicates that the location of the temperature measurements carried out so
far (usually near the ‘1195 surface) does not correspond to the critical position for the onset
of the L—H transition and it is the Te near the separatrix or even inside the SOL, rather than
at the edge of the pedestal, which determines the transition. This is because the SOL Te is
relatively constant (compared to the Te in the core) owing to the rye” ~ 7;.” dependence for
the heat sink onto the target. The importance of the scrape-off layer as a possible source of
the edge turbulence is manifested by measurements of radially increasing x9 inside the
SOL (perhaps, due to the increased collisionality, see e.g. [7]), indicating that "a complete
understanding of the L—H transition will require a proper treatment of the interface between
the SOL and closed flux region" [2].

Conclusions
Electro-magnetic effects introduce the skin—depth as a scale length M of the edge
turbulence at [3 > my 1 mi x (kips): (which is only the necessary condition), as Opposed to
7% ~ 95 for the electtatic drift turbulence at low 13. As a result, transport coefficients
are expected to reach maxima at sufficiently high temperanire and density, thereby
prompting a bifurcation in solutions for the plasma transport. The analysis is valid up to
[3 z me / mi (1cLP; << 1 at the edge), when the drift—Alfvén interaction occurs.

"Local" drift~type scalings for Di with kips =com‘t yield the threshold parameters for
the L—H transition which are in a qualitative agreement with the measurements near the
edge of the pedestal. However, the predicted weak dependence of the threshold T on B:8

Te ~ B“ (0t <07), disagrees with the strong dependence (on =1~2) observed near the
edge of the pedestal. This discrepancy is: a} expected (the L1H threShOId criterion derived
must be applied near the separatrix), b) attributed to the ‘121 ~ 2;” dependence for the
electron heat sink onto the target, which makes 3,32,; relatively constant (compared to the
Tc in the core) and c) indicates that the extreme edge (near separatrix or even SOL regions)
plays a crucial role in the L—H transition.
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1 Introduction

In recent lower hybrid (LH) current drive experiments in tokamaks, generation of im-
purities in the grill region has been observed at Tore Supra and Tokamak de Varennes
[1, 2]. A possible explanation for the impurity production is the sputtering caused by fast
electrons generated by the near field of the LH'grill. The grill is tuned for the low parallel
refraction index n“ 1’ 2 but the higher 11.” values can not be avoided. These modes With
high 11," are absorbed by electrons within a short distance of a few millimetres in front of
the grill [3, 4].

In this report, the absorption mechanism described above is investigated by a self-
consistent two-dimensional particle—in-cell (PIC) code XPDPZ. The self—consistent PIC
simulations give the key parameters of the problem: the absorbed power, the radial
deposition profiles and energy spectrum of the accelerated particles close to the grill
mouth. Possible consequenses for ITER are discussed

2 FIG Model for an LH Grill

The grill parameters in the present simulations correspond to the Tore Supra launcher [5].
The main peak at n“ r: 1.9 does not interact with the cold edge plasma. The grill structure
generates, however, also extra peaks with higher n" values. In the present simulations, the
most intense extra peaks in the high 71," simulation correspond to n“ 2 9.6 and n" 2 13.5.
When the temperature is Ta = 100 eV, the parallel phase velocity of the mode ”ll z 21,
also existing in the spectrum, is 1),,t E 2.41),, Where a3 is the thermal velocity. The
density of the homogeneous plasma was 7n = 1.0 x 1018 m"3 and the magnetic field was
B = 2.78 T.

The PIC code XPDP2 [6} used in this work, is a self—consistent electrostatic particle-
in-cell code. The code is two—dimensional in space having periodic boundary conditions
in the toroidal y direction and bounded in the radial 2: direction. The magnetic field and
the grill mouth are along the y axis, and the wave is launched from the antenna in the
radial x direction. In the poloidal z direction, the wave guides are assumed to be infinite.

In the periodic y direction, we have four waveguides of the width n = 8.5 mm
with 2 mm septa between them. An external oscillating charge density pert at the grill
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mouth has been used to model the LH grill

:y Uy__nPam—190(1 + E ) sin (wt — 1115.42) , (1)

where 3],. is the y co—ordinate in the middle on the nth waveguide. The frequency of the
grill is 1/ z 3.7 GHz, and the phase difference between the waveguides is Aqf) : n/2.

Two simulations have been performed. One is with a constant charge density in
the waveguides, resulting in a spectrum with only small amount of energy in the high
71.“ modes. This simulation is here called the reference simulation and was obtained with
e = O in Eq. (1). In the other simulation, a nonconstant charge density with very sharp
peaks at the edges of the waveguides was used1 is, 6 = 3 and ,u = 4. The sharp behaviour
at the edges increases the amplitude of the modes with high 11” values. This simulation
is called high 11" simulation.

3 Fast Electron Generation in the Near Field

Figure 1 shows the Poynting fluxes of the wave modes at timeyt = 8 for the high 71,"
simulation at two locations in the radial direction. In addition to the principal mode
”ll 2 1.9 and an additional lower mode n“ '2 5.8, the higher modes n" n: 9.6, n,” 2 l4 and
“'1! a 21 carry power into the plasma edge.

The Poynting fluxes for the reference simulation at time ut—m 8 are shown: in Fig 2.
In this reference simulation, there 15 only the mode with n“_N 14 surviving in the plasma
in addition to the lower modes n"_N 1. 9 and 17.11 N 5.8.

In Figure 3 the coupled intensity is shown for the high on simulation and the
reference simulation. As can be seen in Fig. 3(a) much power is coupled to a few mm in
front of the grill. In the reference simulation, the power is coupled more homogeneously
and the intensity level is approximately the same as in the high n” simulation further
inside the plasma. The total intensity integrated over the radial iength is for the high n"
simulation Ii" 2 38 MW/m”, and for the reference simulation [in C: 48 MW/mz.

The amount of intensity absorbed by the electrons per unit iength is calculated
as Iabs'e : (AEkmle ~ Dh’kin,¢}/AtAmA where AEHn'e is the change in the kinetic energy
during the time interval At, and WM” is the kinetic energy of the electrons due to the
oscillation with the wave. I’VE” is obtained from an analytic model where the velocities
are calculated with the help of the cold plasma conductivity tensor.

Figure 4 shows the absorption profiles in front of the grill for the high 11,” simulation
and the reference simulation. The total absorption to the electrons in the high it" simula-
tion is In M = 7 MVWm2 which means that 18 % of the coupled power is absorbed to the
electrons. As much as 56 % of this absorption takes place in the very edge of the plasma.
Within 1.7 mm in front of the grill the absorbed intensity is Iabs'edg = 3.9 MW/mg. In
the reference simulation the absorption is less, only 6 %, despite of the higher coupled
intensity The total intensity absorbed to the eiectrons is 1“,,” = 3 MW/m2 of which only
10 %'is absorbed within the 1. 7 mm at the edge plasma.

Figure 5 shows the velocity distribution of the electrons for the high n" simulation
in two legions of the plasma The dashed curve is the initial thermal distribution and the
solid line describes the distribution at time ut : 8. The velocity distribution closest to the
grill mouths shows a fairly iarge tail population extending up to try/11,3 :1 6 corresponding
to maximum energies of 4 keV. The horizontal lines in Fig. 5 indicate the trapping widths
of the individual modes at different 11” shown on the right-hand scale.
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Figure 1: The power Spectra in the high n“ simulation (a) at the plasma edge x—— 0 mm
and (b) inside the plasma at x—— 2 mm
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Figure 2: The power spectra in the reference simulation at (a) the plasma edge :6 = 0 mm
and (h) inside the plasma at a: = 2 mm
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Figure 3: Coupled wave intensity versus the radial co-ordinate for (a) the high 12.” simu-
lation and (b) the reference simulation.
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Figure 4: Absorbed wave intensity versus the radial co-ordinate for (a) the high n” simu-
lation and (b) the reference simulation
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Figure 5: Parallel velocity distributions of the electrons, for the high 71.] simulation, in the
regions (a) O S x S 0.5 mm, (b) 1.5 mm S I S 2 mm. The trapping widths of the wave
modes are shown on the right-hand scale.

In the reference simulation, the overlapping of the trapping widths of the high n”
modes is smaller, and fast particles are no more generated. The tail population is smaller
than in the high n.“ simulation and the maximum velocities are much lower.

For ITER two 25 MW launchers are being designed but the detailed spectra of
the launchers are at the moment not knowu. The calculations described above and the
investigations of Fuchs et all. indicate that the amplitude and the spacing of the high
n" modes determine the amount of the parasitic absorption in front of the launcher.
Therefore, the calculations described above can not give very accurate estimates for the
parasitic absorption in ITER. A more detailed analysis would be desirable before the
design of the ITER launcher is finished.
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Prospects for Electron Cyclotron Current Drive
Stabilization of Neoclassical Tearing Modes in ITER

F. W. Perkinsl, R. W. Harveyz, M. Makowski3, and M. N. Rosenbluth1

1. Introduction. Neoclassical islands [1—4, 6] are observed to arise at the major rational

surfaces (mm) = (2,1), (3,1), (3,2) etc. of many tokarnalcs. Confinement degradation

and/or disruptions associated with these modes can limit [3, for example in DIII-D [4]. The

situation in IET [5] appears to be different. A recent review by O. Sauter [6] summarizes the
physical origin of neoclassical islands that result from the loss of bootstrap current density
when the pressure gradient becomes zero due to rapid parallel n'ansport within the island.

A key feature of neoclassical islands is their slow temporal evolution — estimates suggest 10—

305 for ITER {6] — which provides the opportunity to apply feedback techniques that could
both increase the operational B—limit and fusion poWer of ITER as well as providing a technique

to suppress locked modes arising from error fields. Electron Cyclotron Current Drive (ECCD)

can provide current profile control [7], and is an evident candidate for modulated CD to replace

the lost bootstrap current, thereby stabilizing toroidally rotating islands[8,9]. The key result of

this work is a criterion on the modulated current density needed to stabilize islands. We note

that the temporal modulation will suffice for rotating modes but that ECCD stabilization of

locked modes will require 4 ECCD launcher ports, spaced toroidally.

2. Analysis. Our approach is a generalization of the island evolution equation as set forth in

[10] , specialized t0 the (2,1) mode. A helical flux function is defined
1 + cos(2a) Bs

X=XO[T]_ZXZ (1}

and an associated nondimensional variable tit

_ x2 1 + cos(20r) 2 fl‘ 0 A q
_. w h 2 W “ .qB5 (v)

where at = 8 — (¢—(ot)/2, (i) denotes the island rotation rate, and w the island half—width.

Following stand techniques [10], the island evolution equation becomes

l1 2C1 aw I I !fiiT §=A+Am~5cd (3)

where

4uoqss 4lrLoR‘Ilcd w ,
’ =—.«—C A’ =—Amf d W .T 4b5 “WEB 2 cd TCWSB W! ‘V (W) (Ii!) ( )

1I'I'ERilSan Diego. 11025 North Torrey Pines Road. La Jolla. CA 92037
2Compx. 12839 Via Grimaldi, Del Mar, CA 92014
3lTER/Garching, Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik, D—85748 Garching bet Munchen, Germany

Max-Planckmlnstltut tor Plasmaohvslt
n:l_l'.~l-lnnl.l .
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and A’ is the usual tearing mode stability parameter defined by the external solution and is

assumed to be negative (tearing mode stability). The following flux surface average quantities
enter

“nfl“ do, (5)
I 2 WW) = “id—EMTq! + cos (on) V \p + cos‘(0t)

2
J(in, r, W/c) = Villa ii; dot _M(0ti exp {_ w_2 {\p + c052(u))} (6)

V 111+ cos2(ot) wed

whereffi denotes the region -7t<ot<1t for l|l>0 and the interval‘wherc ty+c0520t20 for —1<q1<0.

We parameterize the modulation function M(ot,'c) in terms of the fractional “on” time ”c, which

takes on the range 0<t<1.0,

1 0 < tal < “Ur/2
M(0t, 1:): l m17d2< Eocl<1t . (7)

0 TIE/'2 < locl < 19—11(12

The constants Cn are

.. W2 0
c1: dlp v =2.58 C2=ld1|1 =16”? (3)

-1 -

and we note that f d=0 . We have assumed a Gaussian driven current density
—1

distribution jcd = c exp(—x2/wcd2) (Zn-WI wed)'1 centered on the rational surface. The current
led is to be evaluated as if the ECCD power is on continuously. The bootstrap current density
is given by lbs within the island (-1<1|1<0) and zero outside. Since A'bs is positive, Eq.(3)
supports growing islands in the absence of ECCD which saturate when A‘bs = -A’.

3.5tabilization Criterion. The key observation [8] is that, in the thin island limit
w/d—m, both bootstrap and current drive contributions to A’ have an inverse dependence on

island width. It follows that one can prevent island growth when

. . l WK1 in >11”; Km. waved) = a L dv 1w. 1. was won . (9)
Figure 1 plots K1 versus the modulation on-time 1: and island width. Note that for a system

oontinuosly on, 1:1 in the thin island limit W<<c, so that K1 :0. Note also that currentdrive

effectiveness increases with island width for small islands and, for thin islands, there there is a
broad maximum in effectiveness K130.68 around 1:05. Thus, ECCD modulated 50%"on”—

50%"off‘ can prevent the growth of neoclassical islands when
0'68jcd>jbs ' (10)
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Of course, there must be reference signal obtained from magnetic diagnostics to select the

correct phase for the modulated feedback.

4. Unmodulated ECCD. It is also of interest to ascertain what effect unmodulated ECCD
power (17:1.0) will have. In this case, no direct stabilzation can be obtained but the saturated

island width will be modified according to

Figure 2 plots K1 for an unmodulated system as a function of island width. In this limit, K1
achieves a maximum of K1=0.60 for wed/w = 0.5-1.0. In general, K1 depends on island size
and Eq.(1 l) must be solved iteratively. For smalLbut—finite islands w<wcd, one can evaluate

C2K1= w7t3/2(2wcd)‘1leading to the expression for the saturated island half-width
W = jhs C2

[_ A’ as B + jcd 753,2)
4 “-0 R q 2 Wed

(12)

Equation (11) is in qualitative accord with the general observation that current drive localized
near the q=2 surface can affect island saturation sizes [11]. In the other limit where current

drive is concentrated into a thin layer relative to the island size, K1 takes on the asymptotic form
K1 = 1.55 vFEAx/w]-(wcdlw) , where Ax denotes the offset of the driven current layer from the

rational surface. Figure 3 plots the function F. As expected, when Ax exceeds 75% of the

island half-width, the stabilizing properties of current drive are lost.

5. Implementation. It follows that an ECCD mode stabilization system should have a

modulation rate comparable to anticipated island rotation frequencies, which in ITER can be as

large as 5 kHz for low-density NBI-heated discharges. The launcher design should localize

current drive centered on the mode rational surface. This leads to launch configurations with

off-midplane launch so that spatial focussing of the ECCD power coupled with a variable

poloidal launch angle can select the flux surface for ECCD power deposition. Fig. 4 reports

preliminary ray—tracing calculation which indicate that a 50 MW ECCD system for ITER can

fulfill the stabilization criterion (10), given a representative boostrap current level of

0.1 MA/m2 for ITER (see Fig. 9, ref[6]).
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ITER 2D X—ray imaging system based on the X-ray fibre optics.

A.V.Sushkov, P.V. Savrukhin,V.M.Trukhin.

RRC “Kurchatov Institute” 123182 Moscow, Russia.

1. Introduction

X—ray imaging systems are used on modem tokamaks for identification of plasma shape and

position, studies of MHD modes, testing feedback systems, etc. However, hard radiation

environment in ITEvike reactor devaluates traditional semiconductor detectors due to their

high noise and damage induced by neutrons. This problem can be solved using radiation

hardening detectors or by use of additional X—ray optics [1]. Present paper summaries initial

analysis and testing of the X—ray fibre optics (Kumahov optics) and its application for ITER.

2.'Principles of Kumakhov optics and laboratory testing.

Kumakhov optics [2] are based on multiple total external refleCtion from smooth surfaces of

glass capillaries. The X—rays are reflected from glass surfaces only at very small angles of

incidence. The maximum reflection angle (critical angle) for borosilicate glass may be estimates

by equation:

®c(mrad) E 30/E(keV) (1)

where E is the energy of photons. ‘

The necessary condition for optimal deflection efficiency is given by inequality:

R¢>2dl®sz (2)
where Rc and d are the radius of curvature and diameter of the capillary. Re = 4 In. at E = 15

keV and d = 8 um.

Modern technology [2] allows to fabricate polycapillary fibres fi'om borosilicate glass with

channel diameter down to 1 pm and wall thickness of less than 0.1 ttm.

Special testing of the prototype X—ray deflector was made using polycapillaries

assembled from 250 capillaries with inner diameter 8 pm . The polycapillaries with length 220

mm are placed between source of X-ray radiation and Si(Li) detector with spectra analyser.

Transmission of the polycapillaries are measured for case straight polycapillaries and

polycapillaries curved with radius 6 m and 4 m (the deflection angle 2° and 3° accordingly).

Results of this testing are presented in Fig 2
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Laboratory testing of the 8 um polycapillaries indicated possibility of X—ray deflection

in energy range 5-35 keV for angle 2° with efiiciency 2—25%. In accordance with results of this

testing we propose the scheme ofthe ITER X—ray imaging system.

3. X~ray imaging system in ITER.

Schematic view of the X—ray imaging system based on Kumakhov optics is shown in Fig 1.

The diagnostic channels are placed in ports by traditional pin hole chamber scheme with fan-

like geometry. The detection channels view the plasma from the slot between blanket sections.

Each detection channel has polycapillaries deflector with diameter 2 cm which deflect X-ray

for the angle 2° in toroidal direction. Polycapillares placed in sealed metal tube with beryllium

windows. The distance between the first wall deflector and detector for horizontal port are 1.5

m and 5 m accordingly. This allows to deflect X-rays on 17 cm from axis of incident neutrons

those providing wide space for radiation shielding and insure efficient protection of the

detectors from fusion neutrons.

4. Performance of the system.

The total 'X—ray radiation intensity on the detector are proportional VQ (emitting

volume of plasma x solid angle of detector). The relation Vang/Vilma are equal 2.1 and

‘ 1.35 for horizontal end vertical detectors’accordingly. The intensity ofX-ray radiation in ITER

at least 100 times higher than in T-lO where X-ray flux is high enough for similar

measurements, This allows to compensate all loses in deflector.

Experience of using gas ionisation detector in T—10 X-ray imaging system indicates that

such detectors can be suitable for ITER. The gas ionisation detectors are radiation hard [3] and

have high sensitivity in energy range 5-40 keV. The efl'iciency of proposed system with

supposed gas detector (gas: CH4 10%, Xe 90% « 30 cm; filters: Be - 5 mm, 2° deflector ) as a

function of photon energy and the dependence of registered X-ray intensity on Te for this

system are shown in Fig 3.

Initial testing was made using 8pm polycapillaries. Additional testing of various

polycapillan'es is required for Optimal design and improvement'perfonnance of the system.

Moreover, glass fibres have low sensitivity to neutrons '[2]. However, detailed testing in

reactor-relevant condition is required.
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5. Conclusion

1. Initial analysis of the X-ray imaging system based on Kumahov optics and laboratory testing
of the poiycapillaries indicates good prospects for radiation hardening X-ray diagnostic in

future tokamak—reactor (ITER).

2. X-rays (5-35 keV) can be deflected for angle 2° with efficiency 242%. This allows to
ensure efficient protection of X—ray detector from fusion neutrons. ‘
3. X-ray transmission system is compact and requires small room in the port. Up to 150
detection channels can be easy placed in the diagnostic port that allows to have the spatial

resolution down to 5 cm

4. Real performance of the system depends from many parameters: length end diameter of

capillaries, radius of curvature'and deflection angle, distance between the blanket, deflectors
and detectors and so on. Design of the system needs advanced testing and optimisation.
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Compact Tokamak and Stellarator Reactors

A. J. Wootton, J. C. Wiley, P. H. Edmonds and D. W. Ross
Fusion Research Center, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712, USA

We discuss the possible use of tokamaks and stellarators for thermonuclear power plants. Two
approaches are presented. First we review and summarize the existing literature. Second,
using simple analytic estimates, the size of the smallest power plant is derived.

Tokamaks. A survey of recent reactor designs has been completed [1,2]. In Flgure 1 the
major radius R0 of the various designs considered is plotted as a function of aspect ratio
A = R0 / a, with a the minor radius. To quantify ‘compact' We use the machine encompassing

volume Vm, the volume of the smallest cylindrical box into which the plasma will fit:

Vm =2mcRg(.6.+1)2 /A3 (1)
where K is the elongation. Then the low—A Cu coil designs with large bootstrap current
fraction f)” are generally less compact than the normal—A superconducting designs. An
exception is the pilot plant [3], marked by 'x' and labeled 'D', which assumes high fbs, high
confinement, large K and large neutron wall loading 13,. Also, compact designs can be

achieved if a very efficient current drive (nCD) scheme can be used, in conjunction with a low
value of safety factor g. In these TAR designs Vm is reduced by = 30%. The low—A designs
have approxilnéately the same CoE as the superconducting designs [1]._ i \

R \ superconducting IE
‘\ inefficient

(m) a ’ \ a. fficient '

‘ ‘ o
6 -

4

2 .

1 2 3 4 A 5

Figure I. The solidpaints correspond to the results found in the published reactor studies. The lines can‘espond
’0 the results of the analytic ”WM, for both superconducting (broken line) and normal copper (solid line) TF
Systems. for completely efi‘icient ( ”on = no. lower branch) and completely inefficient (17m = 0. fb; = 1, upper

branch) auxiliary current drive. The comparisons are made for flu = 3.5, F" = 5x106 Wm“2, for both the
110, = 0 (R0 independent of recirculating powerfraction 1) andfar Tim = Do with recirculating powerfraction

25 = 0.62. Also shown as a dotted line is the superconducting not) = 0 orff}; = 1 case with I}; = 2x106 Wm“2.
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An equation relating R0 of an ignited tokamak to various parameters is required,
together with constraints. The power heating the plasma is the sum of the power required to
drive the plasma current, and the alpha particle power (assumed all deposited in the plasma).
The power required to produce the toroidal field is accounted for. The neutron power is
converted to electric power with an efficiency f“. The electric power is converted to current

drive and toroidal field power with specified efficiencies. The power to the grid is Pgr.
Details of the analysis are found in [1}. Referring to Figure 1, considering first the

superconducting cases, their although there is a small decrease in R0 as A is decreased in the
completely efficient auxiliary current drive case, the machine encompassing volume Vm always
increases as A is decreased. Considering the normal copper cases (with resistivity 11), only the
completely efficient (17w = no) auxiliary current drive case exhibits a smaller R0 as A is
decreased. The usual operational mode is restricted by 1"", or almost so, because of the strong
dependence of the major radius on A in the beta—normal (file [4]) limiting cases. For 11m = no

the functional dependence of R0 (i.e. Rr) is

Rr
2 2 1+2 0‘36

(”an“) 2; 352x101: 7W gt( (7,. + VT» )1] 1n(A)0.64KAL136-0,15 (2)

fcufimzllH392(1 + 7n + 77
where the term [.,] is the analytic dependence [1], and the dependence on geometric factors (A,
K, 6) represent a fit to the analytic solution in the parameter range relevant to the TAR designs.
Parameters are: H: confinement improvement factor, 5: tn'angularity, 14:,1‘ profile factors, g, g2:
fuel dilution and impurity parameters, fcu: the fraction of Cu in the TF core, )5: recirculating
power fraction. For 7750 = 0 the functional dependence of R0 is

retina +7»)Rn" =0)=2.421104 .r 4 2 n 2 A—OAGICVLISa—OJS (3)

m l“nH g (1+YI1+1,T)

In both cases, if K is a decreasing function of A, then low-A benefits. At very low A either BN

or .BT becomes limiting, while at high A [3N becomes limiting (the solid lines turn up for A =
5). That is, increasing 5N at low A would allow a lowerA to be accessed.

Comparing the data points for the published designs with the results of the analytic
model, the low-A points, all for normal copper coils, are well described by the relevant simple
model (solid lines). We conclude that there is little advantage in using low aspect ratio to obtain
a more compact device (and low cost of electricity) unless either high efficiency plasma current
drive and low safety factor are combined. or unless confinement, the permiSsible elongation
and the permissible neutron wall loading increase as the aspect ratio is reduced.

Stellarators. A similar study has been performed for stellarators limited by 1"" [5].
Figure 2 shows the geometry of the smallest reactors, either ignited or driven, assuming either
the 3-D {6] or tckamak [7] scaling relationship.
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25 ‘r" ignited 3—D

R i I driven 3-D
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1 D t
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5 .

o
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A
Figure 2 The major radius R as a function ofas aspect ratio A of the smallest reactor, either ignited or driven,
assuming either the 3-D or tolmmak scaling relationship,. Also shown are the spot points for specific published
studies. All published data refer to superconducting coils, with the smallerpoints representing tokamaks. the
Iargerpoints representing stellarators {and torsatmns). The lowest line is the radius of the smallest device ifonly
wall loading is limiting (no confinement restrictions)for a grid power af500 MW.

For the ignited case:
R,- = 2.44x109 (AAl‘ZM r:,oa§—o,ssH-o ssi—osa9fie—oasBfiogk-oss (4)

For the driven case:
A 765 _ 1

Rd = 2.5X109 (A _ 00.7 1:10085—0.55H-0,35%-0.339n:—0,43B$.€. C—OJE (5)

Here §, g are coefficients as 1, t is the rotational transform at r/a = 2/3, k the fraction of alpha
particles which deposit their energy in the plasma, if, is the line-averaged particle density. BM

is the maximum field allowed at a conductor (13 T in the examples). Also shown are the points
for specific published studies. The lowest broken line represents the smallest device limited
only by wall loading, so that F}, = 41r2R3T‘" IA, for Pg, = 0.5 GW, I), = 3 MW m4.

The published 3-D cases lie approximately between the two relevant analytic curves.
The published tokamak cases lie below the lowest relevant analytic curve. This is because the
published tokamak case studies all use K) 1, whereas in the analysis we have assumed K'= I
(because of the definition of A for 3—D systems). To account for this the values of A for the
tokamaks should be corrected by a multiplicative factor < 1: Astellarawr /A,0W = «F = 1.4.
Alternatively the more complete analysis should be considered [1], and then R 5¢1/K. We
conclude that the analysis can be used to approximate the A—dependence of 3-D reactor systems

The analysis also demonstrates that significant direct alpha particle loss is not a
catastrophe. Importantly, reducing A will reduce Vm of 3-D systems but not for tokamaks.
This conclusion is a consequence of the differing scaling relationships used for the energy
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confinement time, and thus it is crucial to perform experiments at reduced A to determine the
reality.

There are three requirements that a low-A 3-D system must satisfy, in addition to those
common for normal—A systems. These are:

1) The coil system must allow room for the nuclear blanket. .
2) Low—A 3-D systems must operate at larger total ,8 values that their higher-A counterparts.

Introducing plasma current has been proposed as one means to achieve this.
3) Neoclassical losses must not exceed empirical losses, or conclusions concerning

reductions in size are negated. This is usually considered to imply strict optimization of
the magnetic geometry. An alternative solution is to develop a partial magnetic
optimization, sufficient for alpha particle confinement in the very low collisionality
regime (or to accept alpha losses and develop driven systems), and to rely on E, to
ensure thermal plasma confinement.

Conclusions. Concerning tokarnaks, we conclude that there is little advantage in using low A
to obtain a more compact device (and low cost of electricity) unless either high efficiency
plasma current drive and low safety factor are combined, or unless confinement, the

permissible elongation and the permissible neutron wall loading increase as the aspect ratio is
reduced. Concerning stellarators, we conclude that there is great potential for making them
more compact. However either a very low effective helical ripple is implied, or radial electric
fields must be effective at reducing losses. The required [3 are above those currently attainable.

Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the USDoE under grant DE-FG03-94ER-
5421, Grant DE—FGO3-95ER54296, and the Texas Atomic Energy Research Foundation.
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Parameter dependence of the operating regime and performance
of D-T tokamak reactors in a current-versus-size diagram

E. Rebhan, U. Vieth*

Heinrich—Heine—Universit'at Dusseldorf, Institut fiir Theoretische Physik II
Universit'atsstrafie l, D40225 Dusseldorf, Germany

* supported by DFG Graduiertenkolleg Hochtemperatur~Plasmaphysik

Abstract. On the basis of a zero—dimensional plasma model, taking into account profile effects
and employing ITER scaling laws for the energy confinement time as well as semi~empirical
expressions for the beta limit and the Greenwald density, the operating regime of D-T tokamak
reactors in a current-versus—size diagram is determined for fixed values of the magnetic field,

the aspect ratio, and the plasma elongation. The reactor performance in this regime is discussed,
including sub—ignited scenarios with different amounts of auxiliary heating.

Ignition contours g 2 must in n, T-, ,8, T-, and fl, n-diagt'ams. In [1, 2] burn equilibria
of an ignited D-T plasma have been calculated for a zero—dimensional plasma model, self—
consistently taking into account the effects of helium accumulation by assuming a transport
scaling Q 2 Tp/TE = const where TE is the energy confinement time including transport losses
only. The resulting ignition contours g = const are closed curves in the nBTET, T—plane, The
basic equations of the plasma model employed here are the alpha particle balance equation and
the energy balance equation,

”ha/’6: = Museum, (1)
p(121)%ntotT/TE : P41 + Paux - m1 = P (2)

where n; = nD+nT, em = 2n1+3na+(Z+1)nz, PM 2 p(2, %) [neniRBVI(T)+nenaRB.2(T)],
RM. (T) = CEZfT1/29,,(Zf/T), P, = p(2, 2) §n$0,(T)E,, and u6 = n, + 2120, + a
according to the requirement of quasi—neutrality. "D and -nT are kept equal and constant by
corresponding sources. The profile factors p(:n, y) are defined by (ay) : p(z, y)(n)”(T)F
where the brackets ( ) denote volume averages and are omitted in (l)—(2). For the profiles
n = n0(1 - rz/a.2)°" (same profile for the density of all species) and T(r) = To(1 — 7'2/(12)uT
they are given by p(:z;, y) = (1 + an}“‘(1 + al/(l + 51:01,, + year).

It is possible to express T3 in terms of tea and T by assuming ITER scaling laws such as
ITER 89-P

TE 2 0048 fHAlDfiIOfiSBOJRlvza0.3mO.SP—0.5ng.l , (3)

where f}; is the H mode enhancement factor taken to be fH = 2.0 in our studies, M the isotopic
mass (= 2.5 for a 50:50 D—T mixture), I the plasma current in MA, B the toroidal magnetic
field in teslas, R and a the major and minor tokamak radius in meters, K, the elongation of the

plasma cross section, 72.8 the electron density in 1020 m‘3, and P the net heating power in MW.
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Figure 1: Operating regime in a fi, T—diagram and a ti, n-diagram; [i 2 [SN 1/{0130}.

Using the equilibrium equation (2), P can be expressed by gnmgT/TE and (3) rewritten as

TE 2 (0.048 fHMu.5Io.ssBo.2Ri.zaossnos) ane—usT—io (4)

With this relation ignition contours can be translated from the ne'rET,T‘plane directly into
the he, T—piane or ii, T-plane (see [3]; note, however, that in [3] the lTER scaling laws where
applied to the energy confinement time i3; including radiation losses while according to [4] they

_ should, in fact, be applied to the confinement time excluding radiation losses). Fig. 1(a) shows
the “ignition curve" 9 2 5 in 21/3, T—planeu there is some uncertainty about the value of g to be
expected in a fusion reactor; we showed in [3] that g 2 5 is a plausible value -—-, the operational
limits and the boundary of stability with respect to burn instabilities [3]. A similar diagram
can be obtained in the ne, T—plane. (As in all other figures, for the profiles We have assumed
an 2 0.5 and (IT 2 1, i. 6. flat density and more peaked temperature profiles.) Fig. 1(b) shows
curves 9 = const, Pm = 5P0 = west and the operational limits in a [3, n—diagram. It is seen
from this figure, that ignition is only possible in a very narrow range of these quantities which
is still further limited (not shown in this diagram) by the requirement of burn stability.

Safe reactor regime in a current-versus-size diagram. Eq (4) depends on the parameters
R, a, B, It: and I , the first four of which are design parameters that are essentially fixed in a given
device while I can be varied within certain limits. For B, K, and A = R/a, it is quite obvious
that they should be as large as possible while on the other hand they are subject to certain
practical limitations. We therefore hold these quantities fixed, taking the present I'I'ER interim
design values B = 5.7 T, K = 1.6, A = 2.8, and are left with only two free parameters I and a.
The regime of possible values for these is restricted by (a) the requirement q.z _>_ 3 where qfl is
the edge safety factor, (b) the Greenwald density n,a S m; where 115 = I[MA] / (7ra.2[m]), and
(c) the Troyon beta limit [1’ 5 31‘ Where 151‘ = gTI[MA]/(a[m] BOETD and gT : 2.5 %.
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Figure 2: Curves L, (a), I.n (a), and I6 (a) bounding the safe reactor regime in the I, a-plane
for g = 5. In the shaded area all stability conditions are satisfied.

Using qa = Bo 27m2(1+a2) /(2/.LOIR), the first of these constraints yields the condition

2IiMAl s Iqta) 2 20;: 1
i. e. an upper limit I g Iq(a). In order to trace the implications of the density limit, we consid-
ered the ignition curve 9 = 5 in a n3, Tudiagram. If I is too low. the ignition curve lies above
the density limit and no stable plasma operation is possible. Raising I increases the Greenwald

BO [T] n[m] a

density while the ignition curve is lowered. Therefore, depending on the radius a, there exists
a minimum current In(a) such that for I 2 In(a) a part of the ignition curve lies below the
Greenwald density. Exactly the same kind of behavior is found for ignition curves in the ,6, T-
plane in relation to the beta limit, i. e. there exists another minimum current Ip (a) such that for
I 2 I5(a) a part of the ignition curve lies below the beta limit.

Fig. 2 shows the three curves 1q(a), In(a) and Ida.) bounding the safe reactor regime for
g = 5. For safe reactor operation, I and a must be chosen in the shaded area. It is seen that

the Greenwald density provides a more restrictive limitation than the beta limit. The location

of the ITER device according to its present design parameters is also indicated in the figure.

For sub—ignited operation with auxiliary heating, a safe operating regime can be determined in

a similar way which is also shown in Fig. 2 for several values of the gain factor Q = Hus/Pa“.

Reactor performance. An important figure of merit for the performance of a reactor is the

fusion poWer Pgus = 5P0 that can be achieved. On the ignition curve 9 = 5 there is still
some liberty in the choice of the operating point. In [3] we arrived at the conclusion that the

optimal choice is close to the point where the plasma assumes its minimal density. In View
of the fact that the density limit provides a more stringent limitation than the beta limit we
have therefore chosen the point of minimal density as the optimal one. Other possible operating
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Figure 3: Fusion power achievable in the safe reactor regime.

points compatible with the requirement of burn stability are all points to the right of this (towards
higher temperatures) but below the Greenwald density and the beta limit.

Fig. 3 shows the fusion power as a function of the plasma radius a, where B, A and is are
hetd fixes as explained above. At the points where the line I : 1,1(a) is intersected by the lower
boundary of the safe reactor regime in Fig. 2 (there is only one point for each value of Q) we
have either it = m; or )6 = fir and there is only a single point of operation on the curve 9 = 5.
The corresponding fusion power is indicated by the solid line in Fig. 3.

In the ignited regime, we have n 2 he on the lowrr boundary and therefore again there is
only a single point of operation on the corresponding curves 9 = 5. The fusion power obtained
on this boundary, which corresponds to the lowest possible current Irz(a) in the ignited regime,
is represented by the continuation of the solid curve into the (shaded) ignited regime. If in
the latter we go to the highest possible current Ida) and take the “optimal” operating point as
explained above, we obtain the fusion power on the dashed line bounding the Shaded area from
below. On the other hand, if for qa = 3 and g = 5 we go to the highest possible temperature that
is still compatible with the density and beta limits, we obtain the fusion power on the dashed line
bounding the shaded area from above. Similar lower and upper boundaries for the achievable
fusion power can be obtained in the sub-ignited regime with auxiliary heating. In Fig. 3 the
corresponding curves are shown for Q = 10, 20 and 50.
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Introduction

The distribution function of fast alpha particles in low current tokamaks was shown [I]
to be significantly influenced by the pitch-angle scattering. However the consideration of this
work was carried out for the case of circular flux surfaces. The main purpose of this report is
the investigation of the effect of the pitch angle scattering on the distributions of charged
fusion products confined in tokamaks with elongated flux surfaces.

Model magnetic field

We will use the model of an axisymmetric magnetic field with the elongated and shifted
flux surfaces given by

R=Ro(r)+rcosx; (1)

z = k(r)r sin 75 . (2)

Here R and z are the spatial variables of the cylindrical coordinate system (R, up); r is the flux
surface radius in the equatorial plane. 2: = 0; x is the poloidal angle; R0 (r) is the major radius
of a given flux surface and k(r) is the elongation of the latter. It should be pointed out that the
radial inhomogeneities of the flux surface shift. 5 : dRu/dr , and the elongation,
l = dlnk/dln r , can significantly influence the rotational transform of the magnetic field lines.
According to the Ref. [2] the safety factor, q, on the flux surface given by the Eqs. (1, 2) is
determined by the following expression

J 2 1+ 1:2q=q<")<;(e,a,l,k); q‘” = i 2 . (3)
where e = r/R0 ; q‘o) is the safety factor in the paraxial approximation (6 = O) and 8 = l = 0;
J = J(11!) is the total (essentially external) poloidal current outside a given flux surface and
I: [(w) is the total toroidal current inside, i.e. they are the flux surface funch'ons. G is
defined by

it E kzl 5 HA.2 law— 2_ __ _._i 1_ 2 ___
= i 1+Jlu52] klul+e’_(k Di! 6] 2 __(k 1+5 >5 2 (”85) (4)

(”that“) be] «helm—52) J(lvez)(l—52)(lwl)

Here 7t=—2l/(1+J1-52).u=(l+eS)/(1+l). Note that 0(0, 0, o, k) = 1. The levels of G =
cons: for k = 2, A = 3 are shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that depending of the inhomogeneities
of the Shafranov shift and the elongation there is a significant increase of the safety factor.
Thus, c.g., for an experimentally relevant choice of (8 z —05. t' = 0) one obtains q/qw’ = 1.4,
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In the case of a homogeneous elongation and a vanishing Shafranov shift the increase
of the particle orbit width is given by the factor (k+l&)/2 , [3]. Since the above found increase
of q is larger, one can conclude that 5 and l are the important parameters in the description of
charged fusion product confinement in tokamak plasmas. As the result the total increase of the
particle orbit width is given by the factor

—lk + k G
2

K: (8.5.1.10. (5)
and is mainly determined by the second term of the RHS of Eq. (5). For a JET-like tokamak
plasma (k = 15,8 2 0.3, 5 = —05, l E 0) we obtain with the help of Eq.(5) K = 1.4. Taking
into account that the increase of the orbit width by a factor K corresponds to the effect of a
decrease of the plasma current by the same factor K , one can generalize the results of the fast
particle transport treatment carried out for the circular flux surfaces with plasma current I‘ on
the case of the elongated ones with plasma current 15,. where the following relationship is
employed

21 G(s.8,0,1)= :l . 6

‘ ic+k'1 G(s,5,l,k) ( )
Note, that for the case of 8 << 1,5 << land Ill <<1

2 2 2 iG(s,5,0.l) _ _ k is +E5+6 <1. (7)
G(e,5,l,k) “+1 4

Since the effect of plasma elongation is equivalent to the case of a circular plasma with
reduced plasma current it means that the elongation increases the influence of the pitch-angle
scattering on the alpha particle distribution function [1].

Modeling results

In the present report we examine the effect of the pitch—angle scattering of alphas on
the spatial distribution of their density, on the heating profiles of electrons}; and ions,P,.. and
on the alpha driven bootstrap current. For this purpose we carry out the 3D Fokker-Planck
modeling of the alpha particle distributions in an antisymmetric tokamak plasma with
Ic = 1.6 MA, aspect ratio A = 3 and TFI‘R—like plasma parameters [1] and compare them
with the convective ones obtained in the absence of the pitch-angle scattering.

Fig. 2 shows the flux surface averaged radial profiles of the density of the alpha
particles with energies E 2 0.25E0 and their birth source, as well as the heating profiles of
electrons and ions. It should be pointed out that all profiles turn out to be monotonic, in
agreement with results from TRANSP modeling in Ref. {5, 6]. On the other hand, the heating
profiles for ions in the present paper are in contradiction with that obtained in Ref. [8], where
nonmonotonic P} (p) at r < 0.3:; was observed. This figure does not show profiles of
P, (p), E (p) and n(_ p) corresponding to the convective approximation, since their difference
to the diffusive curves is less then 1%. That is in agreement with low level (<1% ) of
collisional alpha loss {see [7]). Finally Fig. 3 shows the flux surface averaged radial profiles of
the longitudinal current driven by alphas with energies E 20.25137”. These profiles were
obtained in both diffusive (solid lines) and convective (dashed lines) approximations. One can
see that the part of the current density induced by pitch-angle scattering has a maximum in the
central region of the plasma. There it is about 40% of the current calculated in the presence of
slowing down only. It should be pointed out that this increase is in qualitative agreement with
analytical results for alpha particle bootstrap current obtained in Refs. [4, 9] (it is greater then
that of [4] and is less then predicted in [9]). The density of alpha — driven current is strongly
dependent on the poloidal angle. This is confirmed by the distribution of the longitudinal
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current versus major radius, represented in Fig 4. It follow/5 from the convective and diffusive
profiles that the pitch-angle scattering affects the alpha bootstrap current mainly at the inner
side of the plasma column. This effect is caused, probably, by a stronger anisotropy of the
convective alpha-particle distribution at the inner side of a TFTR-like plasma.

Conclusions

The present treatment demonstrates that in an axisymmetric plasma, pitch-angle
scattering has only weak influence on such global alpha particle characteristics like density or
plasma heating profiles. On the other hand, from the comparison of the convective distribution
function with the 3D boundary value solution we conclude that even weak pitch-angle
scattering (vl cc 10‘2 vs, where vi and V, are characteristic collisional frequencies of
pitch-angle scattering and slowing down. respectively) can significantly affect the fusion
product distribution function (at least in the range of small pitch-angle cosines and in the
vicinities of the loss-cone boundaries and the separatrix between trapped and circulating
orbits). The reason for the strong influence of pitch-angle scattering is the strong pitch-angle
dependence of the distribution function at the pointed out pitch-angle ranges. The elongation
of the flux surfaces results in the enhancement of the pitch-angle scattering effect on the alpha
particles. Evidently, as current increases the role of pitch angle scattering weakens.
Distortion of the alpha particle distribution function caused by pitch-angle scattering is
important for the magnitude of the alpha driven bootstrap current even in the axisymmetnc
limit. It is evident that this distortion should be taken into account in the investigations of
alpha~driven instabilities.

Finally, note that present paper treats the minimum effect of pitch angle scattering in
the phase space distribution of alpha particles in a low < current tokamak. It should be
significantly enhanced by ripples of toroidal magnetic fields
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Introduction
The theoretical determination of the transport properties in a thermonuclear plasma from

first principles is still an open question. Most of the proposed transport models, relying on small
scale instabilities, result in the so called gyro—Bohm expression for the transport coefficient
X98 m p?w., where pg is the ion Larmor radius and w. z ctr/a is the diamagnetic frequency
(1),.- being the ion thermal velocity and a the minor radius). On the contrary, the presence
of turbulent processes with long radial correlation length (say, L, as (spam) would result
in a Bohm, rather than a gyro-Bohm transport, XB m p,v,,-. It has been shown by several
experiments that both the local transport and the energy confinement time may exhibit a
behaviour which, depending on the confinement regime, may be either Bohm or gyro-Bohm.
On the basis of this observation, in Ref.[l] a mixed Bohmegyro-Bohm model has been proposed,
generalizing a previous Bohm model.[2] The strenght of Bohm term is related to the radial
correlation lenght of the turbulence Lr. Lr in turn is realated to the strenght of the coupling
of the poloidal harmonics in which a general perturbation may be decomposed in a toroidal
configuration. The degree of coupling may be associated to different physical mechanisms. The
model presented here relies on the simplest one, which is related to the effect of magnetic shear.
Indeed, as shown in Ref.[3] if the magnetic shear parameter s E rq’/q (Where qfip) is the safety
factor, being p the normalized flux coordinate) is decreased, the distance between neighbouring
harmonics increases faster than the width of the mode eigenfunction, decreasing in such a way
the overlap between neighbouring harmonics and, ultimately, the degree of coupling. Thus, if
a large region of weak shear is obtained, a. corresponding decrease of the Bohm transport is
expected. ,

The beneficial effect of magnetic shear has been observed in several experimental condi-
tions. A strong reduction of transport is currently observed in the central part of tokamak
discharges, where magnetic shear is low, if sawteeth are suppressed. Perhaps the first experi-
mental evidence was achieved with the pellet enhanced performance (PEP) mode in JET,[4] in
which the injection of a deuterium pellet yielded a flattening of the safety factor profile inside
the deposition region. Confinement enhancement with pellet injection have been reported by
several tokamaks, even though usually attributed to the peaking of the density profile, rather
than to changes of the safety factor profile. More recently, confinement improvement has been
observed in the presence of large low or reversed shear regions produced by lower hybrid current
drive or by freezing the current density profile by strong auxiliary heating during the current
ramp. In the present work we will check the model against the some selected discharges of the
ITER data base[5] and against the JET PEP and hot ion mode discharges.

A magnetic shear dependent transport model
Following Ref.[3] the radial correlation length in the short wavelength, moderate shear iimit

has been found to scale as L, 0: 3‘1”, whereas in the long wavelength, low shear limit the
radial correlation length has been found to scale as L oc 9"”, thus vanishing very rapidly
for decreasing shear. In the low shear region it is thus expected a radial correlation length
which scales with the ion Larmor radius, thus giving rise to agyro—Bohm scaling of the thermal
difl'usion coefficient.

According to these theoretical suggestions, a thermal difiusion coefficient can be modeled
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assuming a Bohm like dependence in the radial regions where the magnetic shear is s 2 1 and
which vanishes with decreasing s, and a gyro—Bohm like dependence which survives where the
shear 5 << 1.

We write the thermal diffusion coefficient as x = D5F(p‘, ”T, q, s), Where F is a function
of only dimensionless plasma. quantities, 193(m5) E TE/llieB = TE(eV)/16B(T) is the Bohm
diffusion coefficient1 p“ E ps/a and RT E LT/a are, respectively, the gyroradius and the
characteristic length of the temperature profile both normalised to the minor radius of the
plasma. column a. The thermal coefficients for electrons and ions are then assumed to be:

Xi/e : “Bi/eDBLeiqlsl 'l' agBDBPITLE—l‘l'Xneolv l1)
TU: Til! '

Where the last term in parenthesis, containing the neoclassical ion thermal diffusion coefficient,
is not included in the expression for electrons. For the shear dependent function f(s} the follow—
ing expression has been chosen: f(5) = 52/(1+lsl3), ifs > D and f(s) = 0, ifs g 1. This choice
respects the desired dependence of the radial correlation length L, oc 54/2 in the moderate
shear limit and makes the radial correlation length vanishing for s which goes to zero. If the
shear profile is flat or even ‘reversed’ the Bohm term of the model thermal difiusion coeificient
is cut—off and the transport is made purely of the gyro-Bohm type. Finally, 03,5, 013,,- and
0:95 are numerical coefficients used for calibration which have been tuned on a typical L—mode
JET discharge and kept fixed to the following values: as; 2 8.61 x 10‘3, a3}; = 3.50419“=1
0:93 :2 5-07 X10_1.

Transport simulations and comparison with experiments
The semi-empirical transport model described in the previous section has been inserted in

the transport code JETTO in order to compare its predictions with experimental results. To
better focus on the results of the thermal transport coefficient proposed, we have solved the

ion and electron energy conservation equations together with the evolution of the Faraday’s
equation, assuming neoclassical resistivity and including the bootstrap current. Ohmic input.

, thermal exchange between electrons and ions, power losses via thermal difiusion are calculated
self—consistently (convections losses have been neglected). The other quantities which enter in

the transport equations (as, e.g., profiles of density, Z3”, auxiliary power deposition, radiation
power, as well as boundary conditions) have been prescribed according to the experimental
database. Also the equilibrium quantities necessary to solve the transport equations have been

assigned accordingly to the experimentally reconstructed.equilibria. Moreover, no sawtooth

model have been included in the simulations.
We present firstly a. comparison of the magnetic shear dependent transport model previously

described with some of the experimental results collected in the ITER Profile Database. In

particular results of simulations of L~mode JET and DIII»D discharges will be considered.

For all the JET discharges analysed a good agreement with the ion experimental profiles

is obtained, whereas the computed electron temperature profiles are more peaked than the

experimental ones. Indeed, if a sawtooth mechanism would be included in the simulations,

more flat temperature profiles would be obtained in the central region of the discharges.

Five DIII—D L—mode NB—heated discharges have been analysed, with electron density ranging
from 0.4 x 10mm“ to 1 x imam—3, electron temperature from 1.9KeV to 3.3KeV, magnetic
field from 1 to 2 Tesla, plasma current fromlM/i to ZMA and with different values of ,0".

These discharges are well reproduced, especially the two ones at high p", whereas those at
low ,0“ are somewhat understimated in the central temperature. In fig. l—a the steady state
computed temperature profiles of the shot 69627 are compared with the experimental ones. In
fig. l-b the total electron and ion thermal diffusion coefficients are shown. One can observe
how the Bohm term in the central region. due to the presence of the shear function f(s), tends
to switch off, meanwhile the gyro-Bohm term becomes dominant.
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As a second step, JET discharges which belong to enhanced confinement regimes in which
there are evidence that the thermal diffusion is reduced in the central region have been analysed.
A list of the principal parameters characterising the discharges are reported in Table 1. The
analysis of the discharges will be performed only for the L—mode phase, before the transition
to the H—mode regime. All these discharges show an improvement of the confinement in the
central region of the plasma where a very low or even reversed magnetic shear is present.
The improvement of the confinement is reflected in a strong thermal barrier shown on the
temperature profiles between one third and half radius (in particular on the ion temperature,
profiles).

Table 1: JET Hot ion discharges
shot (n.)(x10?°m73) T.(0)(KeV) 1,.(MA) PNB_RF(MW) W,‘,{"‘/Wf,f”

17749 0.37 9.4 3.07 5.(NB) + 114m“) 1.077
13757 0.11 9.0 3.10 10.(NB) 1.020

T 24464 0.36 4.7 3.01 12.(NB) 0.946
38480 0.15 13.1 I 2.90 10.(NB) + 10.0%“) 0.925

Our model considerably improves the results obtained by a previous mixed Bohm—gyrow
Bohm model without shear dependence.[l] In particular, the ion temperature profile is always
well reproduced, being our model able to closely follow the thermal barrier shown between one
third and half radius of the plasma column. The experimental electron temperature profile
show a thermal barrier only on the discharge 17749 (this discharge has also a q—profile with a
negative shear for p < 0.4). and in this case the result of the mixed shear-dependent model is
excellent. The ion temperature is in this case slightly overestimated, even though the profile
is well reproduced. Nevertheless, the general reliability of the model is brought out by the

excellent agreement (shown in Table 1) between simulated and experimental total (electron plus
ions) thermal energy Wm. In fig. 2-a the comparison between the experimental temperature
profiles and the ones predicted by the mixed shear-dependent model is presented. In fig. 2-b

- the corresponding total electron and ion thermal diffusion coefiicients are shown.

in the other discharges (which by the way, have very low shear in the central region, but
a monotonic q—profile) the thermal barrier on the electron temperature profiles is not so much

pronounced or even it is not present at all, whereas it tends to appear in the simulated profiles
obtained using the mixed shear—dependent model which nevertheless show a very good agree-

ment in comparison with the experimental ones. This suggest that better agreement with the
experimental results could be obtained treating the shear dependence of the electrons difier-

ently from that of the ions in the thermal diffusion coefficient expressions.

Conclusions
The proposed transport model has shown capable to predict standard L-mode discharges

like those contained in the ITER Profile Database. Moreover, it has succesfully employed in
predicting the thermal barrier e'fi‘ect in presence of reversed magnetic shear in the so-called
hot~ion mode and PEP discharges in JET. The results of our model are very promising in par-
ticular for these type of discharges where a previously proposed mixed transport model without
a magnetic shear dependencefl] does not give satisfactory results. It has to be noted that the
proposed transport model do not contain a self-consistent mechanism of ‘pedestal’ generation
in the temperature profiles and thus no attempt to simulate H-modes discharges have been
done. In conclusion, the mixed Bohm~gyro~Bohm shear dependent model seems to be very
promising in simulating standard L-mode discharges and interesting new confinement regimes
like the ones characterised by very low or even negative magnetic shear.
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Figure 1: DIII-D discharge 69627: (a) experimental (solid line) and computed (dashed lines)
electron and ion temperature profiles at t = 2.4 s and (b) total (solid line) electron thermal
diffusivity radial profiles and Bohm and gyro—Bohm component-s (dashed lines) at the same
time. ‘
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Figure 2: JET discharge 17749: (an) experimental [solid line) and computed (dashed lines)
electron and ion temperature profiles at t : 44.6 s and (in) total electron and ion thermal
diffusivity radial profiles at the same time.
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ABSTRACT

The stability analysis of Alfven drifi type modes leads to a threshold condition for the L—H transition.

This condition yields the scaling for the edge temperature, which is in agreement with the

experimental results.

1. INTRODUCTION

, The measurement of the electron edge temperature To and density no on JET and other tokamaks

suggest that there is an ideal @[2 beta threshold for the onset of Giant ELM’s. Furthermore, the

data reveal also the existence of a second beta threshold (below the ideal ballooning limit) for the L—H

transition and a. third threshold for the onset of type III ELMs. These findings suggest that the Alfven

drift—Wave instability (ADW) plays an essential role in the edge plasma dynamics. There is strong

experimental evidence that the main plasma instabilities change from ion temperature gradient modes

in the plasma core to electron drift modes near the plasma edge. The stability theory gives the result

that with increasing piasma pressure, the Alfven waves mix with electron drift waves and suppress the

unstable long wavelength perturbations, which are dominant in the transport,

2. DISPERSION RELATION AND DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS

The expression for the ion density perturbation follows from the kinetic equation:

. ew‘ ra—aB.- _ 2) » eqo' m—m_, 1
n»: —1+~,q_.__'ex ("II (2] (v J 'n =_[_1+____,___. j”

’ TOi <[ w .. kllvll P ) 0 ) fa; H I To, a) l + z D

The perturbed electron density follows from the electron hydrodynamic equations:

a) the linearised electron density equation is:

"'e 9W‘_ _ l 'n “Mir—“invall'
0 02

h) the parallel component of the electron motion equation yields:
. .

Tl +"_‘a.= ei”'_fi_'_h2_"nl+g vll';
TI. "0 To. kllc Tu. VT-

a) +iv,
where R are the dissipative terms R = -————-— ;

k u" r:

e) Ampere’s law gives:
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“1'” _ ”'c
T0: v%£

d) The temperature perturbation follows from the energy equation:
.2 2I‘HVTE T' 6133' 2 F

—--— rwvrTOE=—ku"ug'(r0- w+fV¢ 70¢ 3

From these equations the expression for the perturbed electron density is derived:

on (kn'vr'.k:5'} .1+2_(‘”"‘3’2W -T)‘5
n _" [w—m.P+:ii-ki52] 3 maiwkflzvg. ep‘

4— 0 2 2 Tm (klvA-ir ) -1+2_ m .E o.
[w«m.p+6-kf52] 3wéi-kfv},

Here a). = “(055,113,3 I’eBo)~€ln(nD)/o‘ir is the electron drift frequency for the density, lq is the

)1/2longitudinal wave number, VTe = (T09 /me is the thermal electron velocity; v, is the electron

collision frequency and 5 = claim is the collisionless skin length, (T)=a1+ive. We define the

dimensionless fi‘equenc and transverse wave number as Q = a) - x f c k = k 'Y 0 p 5, J. p s ,

where as = (Te /M ) ”1 is the sound speed; p s = es la) Bi is the ion Lannor radius and

Tc the electron temperature. The relevant dimensionless parameters in the problem are:

mammal/831mm), v: hire/ct
p = which, lc‘, q. = d lung/d inn“), I=TgelTOI-,

The quasineutrality condition n}: )1} yields the dispersion relation for the Alfven drift wave instability.

It is an algebraic equation of fifth order with complex coefficients containing five independent

parameters: [3 U , V , ,u , n . , r , A more detailed analysis shows that after additional

renormalization:

o” =Q/‘fiI—-, kflzk/fi., fln=fio/,u, V" = v/JI.
the ADW instability can be characterised by only two dimensionless parameters the normalised

plasma beta and the normalised collision fiequency
Ha HA ”Ifl~=flu=[M,] 4“.e 1 ’ V“: v = [214,] My.”

lit in B, kw?” :iy m 1,1rH

Here x0 characterises the pressure scale length, l is the mean free path and k” is the parallel wave

a a

number. All quantities are taken near the separatn‘x.

3. TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS

The difi'usion and thermalconduction coefiicients for the ADW instability are evaluated as:
to, _— 3 z =D = - =__ a: .s F)“ xi<flntvnl)’ K” Znofixiffi..V.,)
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1/2
m 1+(Va/V<r)zx:VLi’—-[—-——]——v

[livir + (vn lvn)‘”]m

wherev” = t /(l + fin”: (SeeFig.l-Fig.2).

4. L-H THRESHOLD CRITERION

The analysis of the turbulent coefficients shows that the transport decreases for
5,, > 1 + v.3“.

This condition yields the scaling for the edge temperature at the L «H transition, The estimate of X4;

(inside the separatrix) is derived fiom the assumption that the turbulent transport coefficients are

continuous across the separatrix and that the convection (collisionless) or conduction (collisional)

model in the SOL applies. ’

5. COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERMENTS

The temperature inside the separatrix is approximated by: T(a — Ax) = To .04. Ax ”a ) 4 Then

we obtain for v,‘ > I:

T”, (a e Ax) = 32‘6-A“”5J’Sng,’g”°B,,’;5Ij/jaA7” -Axm (theory)
1T‘“”(a _ 2 cm) : l4 Sugwilh B ,°-'=3i-‘1;-5=31% [e V ] (ASDEXUP)

andforvn<lz

TEV (a “ Ax) = 23-3‘A ‘1’25’101-9‘Bor1smai42‘Axm
The general expression for T.v reads:

' -osfl . _ f“T” (a _ Ax) = c, L£MJ .Axm,
/3 2

"me am

where f1=(i+2/5.v1)/(i+vi), f2=(l+3fIO-Vl)/(l+vl), f3=(1+vt)/(1+7/1o.v1),.

f4=(1+3/5-v1)/(l+vl) and “=0.” /n‘,)“”°, ,1" :(Bw-IW x31)”,

31 = cuA ”ls-"’agnyl This formula contains two parameters CT, (:31. The theory gives c1=23.3,

ca;='1.4. The fitting with the ASDEX experiment gives 01:10, cm=0.7. The same values are used for

all the other tokamaks too. The comparison theoretical prediction with the experimental data [ITER
Internal Memo, Yu.Igitchanov at. al, No 117MD82970423F1 (1997)] is given on Figs. 3 - 6.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions are. 1) the Alfven drifi model predicts that the turbulent transport is suppressed

when the conditionzfin > 1 + v,“ is satisfied; 2) the transport coefficients change their dependence on

plasma parameters from x ~ Tum/no“5 (for B“ < vi“) to x ~ now/Tom”3 (for B“ > VI”); 3) the Alfven
drifi model predicts the edge temperature scaling in agreement with experimental findings.

Furthermore, the qualitative character of the scaling depends only weakly on the SOL transport.
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INTRODUCTION
The dimensionless parameter approach to energy confinement scaling studies has put the
empirical approach to predicting the energy confinement in ITER on a sound physical
footing. Since the plasma geometry (shape, safety factor qgs), toroidal beta ([5 cc nT/Bz) and
collisionality (v' oc nZefiLfI‘l) required by ITER can be achieved in current machines the
standard approach used for type I ELMy H-modes [Cordey] is to keep these 3 dimensionless
parameters fixed and scale the confinement with normalised ion gyro—radius (5 0c TO'SIBL).
To perform these p. scaling experiments in JET the toroidal field was varied in the range 1-
2.6T. Collisionality can be kept constant by varying nocB'u3 which is achievable.

p‘ Scaling in Radiative Regimes
Matching of the three parameters p', v' and [3 should ensure that all plasma physics
phenomena, including collisional effects with Coulomb-like cross-sections are sealed
correctly [Connor]. Lackner {Laclmefl has showu that atomic physics effects such as
radiation, charge exchange and other ion-neutral interactions of importance in the plasma
edge can only be scaled when the absolute temperature, T, is also matched. In JET, detached
divertor plasmas are obtained at similar values of total fractional radiated power fwd and so
this has been used as a closely related alternative dimensionlesa parameter. Using lower Z
impurities (nitrogen and neon) the radiation distribution will be similar to that expected in
ITER for argon. Fixing fad also avoids any confusion between changes in confinement and
direct losses from within the core plasma.

Constraints
In the JET experiments [Stork] qgs(3.1) , f,8d(~60%), fi(:e1,2) and Zcfl(=3) were kept constant.
Fractional radiated power fmd=PrwmfPhcmm can be written in terms of Zefi and line
averaged density n by using the multi-machine Zcfi scaling law [Matthews] given by:

left = 1 + 7 fmdt/nzs, where S the main plasma surface area. PM, can then be substituted
with an expression in terms of dimensionless parameters via an appropriate confinement
scaling law: Gyro-Bohrn BtE cc 5% ITER93H) or Bohm BIB oc p"2(~ ITER89L). These
relationships then imply that key parameters are constrained as follows:
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6/7 -lfl ‘ -1 I7 ‘ «3/7
11/nGtccnwald V OCB 0 P OCB Pheatc’cB 12H

. .1 v - r 2whammy const. v mB p ocB 1" PhtCB

Ideally We would find a means to keep v' constant and one possibility might be to allow Zefi‘
or B to vary but it turns out that the required parameter variations either do not exist or are
impractical. Fortunately the v‘ dependence of both the commonly used confinement sealings
is rather weak (Bram ac \7'0'23, BtEm o: vw‘u) so that the failure to maintain constant v'
may have only a small effect on the results.

Scaling of global confinement
Figure 1 shows the variation ofthe Hung”, factor with p. from the JET series of radiative
p. scaling series. Data have been restricted to pulses with fmd>50% and multiple points have
been taken from two pulses for each value of toroidal field. Also, shown are data from
radiative discharges in ASDEX—Upgrade and DIII—D. All this data is consistent with a
degradation with respect to the Gyro-Bohm like ITER93H scaiing as p° decreases. This is in
contrast to the type I ELMy H-modes [Cordey] which are also shown.

'l1
OJETTypeiELMs CJETTypeIELMs It
*JEFiMNiT * O-l“ warmmr

10» OJEHBMA/LET g, 0JE|'1.BMN1.9T
”amen/went frad>507s 012.. ”325191“s frad>50%
OAUG * ’ +AUG +
:1 D1Il~D g] g 0 Dill-D a0.9— o l” O 0.10- ,

$ 1'

x .. M" 0.09-0.e~ 1“ a‘ -, ‘
E: ‘F °t I": 0.06— O I:

0.7— oi, 0.04» ‘ t ‘6
co0.s~ ! 0.02— ' 0‘9 00 i

3 rren
0,5 l I a I i n I I r 0 L o r E0 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 00004 00:05 0 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004 0.0005F. P.

Figure 1 H93 vs p‘for H—modes with12090.5 Figure 2 p' vs u'for H—moder withf,,,,,> 0.5

Figure 2 shows variation of p‘ with v' for the same data. Although v‘ cannot be held
constant in these discharges the existence of similar HITER93_H factors for widely differing v.
indicates that the confinement is weakly dependent on collisionality as is characteristic of
existing scaling laws. There also appears to be no strong beta dependence.
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Local transport analysis
Local transport analysis ofJET pulses using the TRANSP code shows that the thermal

diffusivity of the core (q<2) retains its gyro-Bohm like scaling whilst the outer region is

strongly degraded. Profiles of 1],, Tc, Ti, PC, total thermal pressure P3+Pi and xm (dominated

by xi) are shown in figures 3~8. All discharges were with lp= 2.5MA, BT'=2.5T and BMW

of NB heating. A reference unfuelled type I ELMy discharge is compared with discharges

seeded with nitrogen impurity. In one of these cases (37997) the density fell due to the loss

in confinement but in the other (37991) strong D2 was used to maintain the density.

The observed decoupling of the core and edge confinement are not obviously consistent

with confinement models in which the edge and core confinement are strongly linked

[Kotschcnreuter]. It is also appears different from the profile resiIience reported by

ASDEX-Upgrade [Sutrrop] in which the core confinement appears to be set by the value at

the top of the pedestal leading to self-similar TE profiles. '

In radiative discharges there may be a concern that the increase in liar near the edge is

merely the result of direct losses which have not been correctly accounted for in the

analysis. However, tomographic inversion of the bolometric data [Ingessori] shows that a

majority of the radiation is emitted from outside (195 and as a result, the derived Xeff is very

insensitive to the assumptions made about the radiation profile. Monte-Carlo calculations of

the charge exchange losses coupled with bolometric evidence show that these losses are too

small to influence the transport analysis and in any case are mainly located outside c195.

CONCLUSIONS
JET experiments have been described which are a first attempt at applying the

dimensionless parameter approach of discharges with ITER relevant levels of radiated

power and small high frequency ELMs. Global confinement scaling appears to be Bohm

like which seems to result from degradation of the cross-field transport in the region outside

q=2. Inside this flux surface the transport is unaffected. Rigid profile consistency does not

seem to be observed in either the ion or electron temperature profiles
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1. Introduction

Understanding neutral pumping in tokamak divertors is of great importance for the design of
next step divertor devices such as ITER. Neutral pumping at the divertor determines the
amount of’plasma convection in the SOL and the rate of Helium removal from the core
plasma, which greatly influences the performance of the device.

Existing results from divertor tokamak experiments display apparently contradicting features,

in particular with respect to the dependency of pumping (or neutral pressure at the pumping
plenum) on the divertor geometry and proximity of the strike zone to the plenum. DIlI—D
shows a strong decay of the pressure (a factor of 2) in the plenum when the strike point is
moved 2—3 cm from the pumping baffle [1,2] for low density H—modes and a somewhat
smaller drop at high densities. However, for discharges in. JET with the Mark I and Mark II
divertors [3, 4, 5] and Alcator C-mod [6] a plenum neutral pressure variation of a factor of 2 is
obtained only by moving the strike points over the whole divertor target (10 - 20 cm). In this

paper the physical reasons behind this behaviour will be discussed in the light of results from
simple models and multimachine simulations with the 2—D code EDGE2DINIMBUS for the
plasma edge [7].

2. Simple blade] for the Line of Sight Neutral Flux Through a Pumping Slot

The neutral flux trough a pumping slot (which determines the pressure in the pumping
plenum) is made up of two components : neutrals that arrive at the slot in the first flight after
they are born at the divertor target and those that suffer multiple scattering before reaching the
slot. The contribution of the first flight component to the total neutral flux will be dominated
by the geometry of the divertor, i.e. the solid angle for the neutrals to reach the slot. The
dependency of this first flight component on the distance from the separatrix to the pumping
slot can be easily estimated under the following asstunptions : a) neutrals are born with the

same spatial distribution as the ion flux onto the divertor and b) neutrals emerge from the
divertor target with trajectories following a cosine distribution (l to the target) :

Palor=j;e—x/7L[1 ._ (wyvaz + [El—ff] dx (1)
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where P05!” is the proportion of neutrals that reach the slot in the first flight, I) is the distance

from the strike point to the pumping slot, a is the slot width and it is the ion flux e—folding

length at the divertor. The x axis runs along the divertor target surface and the pumping slot
width, a, is projected perpendicular to the divertor target. The proportion of this first flight
neutral flux component that reaches the pumping slot for several values of a and b is shown in

Fig. 1. From this figure, it is clear that this component of the neutral flux is expected to decay

by a factor of 2 when the strike points moves away by (1.5 — 2)7t from the slot.

3. JET—Mk I and JET-Mk Il EDGEZD simulations

Following the dependencies described above, it was expected that the neutral pressure in the
JET-Mk II divertor (basically a slot configuration) would depend much more critically on the

strike point position that in the JFIT-Mk I divertor. The Mk I divertor target was made of rows
of tiles separated by toroidal gaps, which lead to a weak dependency of pumping on strike

point position [3,4]. However, it was found experimentally in Mk II, that the dependency of

pumping on strike point position was similar (or even weaker) than in comparable
experiments with the Mk I divertor [5]. Simulations with the EDGEZD/NIMBUS code,

including the whoie 2-D structure of the divertor and pumping chamber, have been performed

to understand this unexpected behaviour, for typical ohmic and L-mode conditions (for which
the experiments were performed). The results of such a comparison are shown in Figs. 2 and 3

for JET-Mk I and Mk II divertors respectively (P501: 12 MW, nsap = 9.0 1012 ms, Dl = 0.1

mZ/s, {'1 = 1.5 mzls}. While the absolute magnitude of the neutral pressure in the Mk I

divertor simulations is very dependent on the value of the effective transparency of the

divertor plates to neutrals used in the code, its dependency on strike position is very weak and

similar to the experiment. The Mk II simulations produce the same results despite the slot-like

configuration of this divertor (according to Eq. 1, the expected distance to get a factor of 2

pressure drop for the first flight neutrals is 5 cm). This is due to the formation of a high

neutral pressure region at the divertor corner between the horizontal and vertical plate

regardless of the strike point position on the horizontal plate. This high neutral pressure has

been seen to affect the characteristics of detachment both experimentally [8] and in B2-

EIRENE simulations [9]. The physical mechanism that leads to this high pressure formation is

the divertor target geometry of the Mk II divertor (see Fig. 4). The Mk 1] horizontal target is

tilted towards the vertical plate and, therefore, neutrals that are not ionised, or lost in their first

flight to the pumping slot, reach the vertical target from where they are reflected back into the

divertor plasma. In this way, a high neutral density region can build up at the divertor comer,

at some distance from the separatrix. These multiple scattering processes dominate the neutral

flux to the pumping plenum leading to its weak dependence on the strike point position. '

The sensitivity of the simulations results to several parameters have been tested, such as the

effective values of the transport coefficients in the SOL (Df 0.02 —> 0.1 m2/s, xe‘ifi 0.3 —-+

1,5 mZ/s), separatrix density (nswm 4.5 1018 m'3 w) 9.0 1018 m'3) and input power (P50.= 1.2 ——>
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4.8 MW). Although the calculated values of the neutral pressure in the pumping plenum
depend strongly on the modelling assumptions, as expected, its dependency on the strike point

positions is weak under most circumstances. A typical variation of less than a factor of two is

found when the strike point is moved across the whole horizontal target, in agreement with the

experiment.

4. DIII-D and Alcator C—mod EDGEZD simulations

A similar study with the EDGEZD/NIMBUS code has been carried out for DIII-D and Alcator

C-mod. In this case, the experimental separatrix scan is simulated in the calculations by
modifying the diveitoz' target so that the pumping plenum entrance is moved with respect to

the separatrix. Moreover, the detailed pumping chamber structure of these experiments is not

used in the calculations, but the pressure at the plenum is assumed to be proportional to the
neutral flux through a test surface located at the plenum entrance. Simulations for typical L—
mode and H-mode discharges have been carried out for DIII—D (L—mode : P501: ZMW, rim, =
1.0 1019m'3, DL = 0.2 mZ/s,x“'1i= 2.5 Inzls and H-mode : Pm: SMW, [1,, ,= 2.0 1019 m“, DL=
0.02 mZ/s, x"; = 0.1 mz/s} and for Ohmic discharges in C-mod (P501: 0.8MW, nsup = 4.0 1039
mg, DJ_ = 0.05 rug/s, xe'ii = 0.5 mZ/s ). Despite the simplifications, the modelling reproduces
the reported differences for the dependency of the neutral pressure at the divertor plenum. For
DIII-D a very sharp decay of the plenum pressure is expected as the strike point moves away
from the pumping plenum and this is found in the experiment and simulations (Fig.5). For C—
mod 3 much weaker dependency is found both in experiment and simulations (Fig.6). While
in C-mod the neutral flux to the pumping plenum is dominated by multiply scattered neutrals,

in DIll-D this flux is dominated by first flight neutrals and, hence, sensitive to the solid angle

accessible by the neutrals recycled from the divertor (see Fig. 5)

5. Conclusions

The differences in the reported results for the dependency of the neutral pressure in the
divertor plenum on the strike point position can be understood and reproduced when the
divertor pumping geometry is taken into account. While the plenum pressure in DIII-D is
dominated by direct scattering of neutrals into the pumping slot, in JET and C—mod is
dominated by multiply scattered neutrals. This results in a less critical dependency of divertor
pumping on the exact position of the strike point, which facilitates the achievement of divertor
pumping in these experiments for a wide range of diverted magnetic configurations.
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Plasma Parameters and Detachment in Divertor Simulators

T. K. Sobolevat and E. Cruz
Instituto de Ciencias Nucleares, UNAM, Mexico D.F., Mexico

S. I. Krasheninnikovt and A. Yu. Pigarovt”
MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Introduction. In the experiments on divertor simulators plasma with density ne ~1013 cm'3
streams from the source region into the long (LWCh ~100 cm) working chamber where
different neutral gases can be puffed in (see Fig. 1). At low neutral gas pressure in the working
chamber, the plasma stream hits the target. HoWever, with increasing gas pressure, the plasma
flux onto the target, jt, starts to decrease. and when the gas pressure exceeds some critical
value ~ 10 mtorr, jt exhibits a rather steep drop. This type of plasma behavior is observed for
different working gases [1, 2]. Simplified analytical analysis of a plasma flow in simulators {3]
suggests that plasma recombination can explain this experimental data and predicts a rather low
electron temperature ~02 eV in the recombination region which seems to be in reasonable
agreement with experimental findings [1]. It also predicts that molecular activated recombination
(MAR), which involves ro—vibrationaly excited molecular hydrogen and is characterized by a
high rate constant [3. 4] (see Fig. 2) will substantially alter plasma parameters and enhance
recombination when some small amount of molecular hydrogen is puffed into the working
chamber as a Hefl-Iz mixture. Here we discuss the results of this analytical analysis and verify
them with 1D numerical modeling of plasma—neutral gas interaction (for He and He/Hz mixture)
in a divertor simulator with the parameters close to that of NAGDIS l1.
Model. For a Working chamber radius of about 10 cm, and a neutral gas pressure about 10
mTorr, the neutral—ion, km, and neutral-neutral, ANN, mean free paths exceed the radii of the
plasma stream(~ 1 cm) and working chamber, PLNi>1 cm, KNN>10 cm. Therefore, to lowest
order we can assume that the neutrals are in the Knudsen transport regime and their drift
velocity is small. For the same parameters, the ion-neutral mean free path MN: VTi/ViN
=VTi/(KiNN) is smaller than LWCh: where N is the neutral gas density. Therefore, the
plasma flux, j, can be found from the plasma momentum balance equation written in the
diffusive approximation as j: ~(dP/dx)/MviN, where M is the ion mass and P is the plasma
pressure. For a plasma with a temperature ~ 1-2 eV, 3 density — 3>i1013 cm‘3 and helium as the
working gas with a pressure 5 10 mTorr, the main ion energy sink is due to ion—neutral
interactions, while the electrons are cooling down due to electron—ion collisions [2]. For the
conditions we are interested in, the ion-neutral collision frequency ViN is higher than the
electron-ion energy equilibration frequency, v: 2(m / M)vei, where m is the electron mass, and
Vet is the electron—ion'collision frequency. Therefore, we can assume that the ion temperature is
equal to the neutral gas temperature TN=const., while Te can be higher than TN. Then, we
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can write the electron energy balance and plasma continuity equations as follows:
axpceaxre) = (2/3)v new, - TN)+ (HEWEIR + EMARVMAR + Emvion )ne , (1)
_axj E ax((MViN)_1 exp) = (VEIR 1" VMAR — Vion)ne a (2)

where K3013): 3.2neTe /mve,- 0: (Te)5/2 is the electron heat conduction coefficient; VEIR=
KEIR n3, vR= KMAR [H2]. and vim, = KionN are the electron-ion recombination (EIR),
MAR, and neutral ionization frequencies; [H21 is the molecular hydrogen density; KEIR
(EEIR), KMAR (EMAR), and Kim (Eion) are the rate constants (effective electron energy
loss) of (per) EIR, MAR, and neutral ionization. Notice that Eion >0, while Em and EMAR
(depending on plasma parameters) can positive or negative. We omit in Eq. (1) the convective
part of the energy flux which is small for our case of subsonic plasma flow.
Analytical results. First we consider pure helium gas in the working chamber (VMAR =0)
and assume that TB is low enough that ionization processes can be neglected. Adopting
KEIR on (nc)2/(Te)9/2 scaling one finds that for the 1mm of Te>> TN and vEm, vMAR<<v
(which allow us to neglect contributions of EIR and MAR to electron energy balance equation),
Eqs. (1, 2) can be written in renormalized variables p= PfPt, 5: Min... and IzTe/Tr,
where T,‘ is determined from the relation

v“,\s(n,T.,)(1v1/m)2 = (Vej(n,T*))2 . (3)
Notice that since vei(n,T..) oc n and vEm(n,T*) cc u2 there is no plasma density dependence
on the left hand side of Eq. (3). For helium as a working gas at a pressure of 10 mTorr, Eq. (3)
gives Tl =02 eV. The asymptotic behavior of the solutions of Eqs. (1, 2) are
mt) ea [film j =const., P ecltl, (ram, {3—) —oo) (4)

. Tera) ac Tiltntt), j» t‘2(en<t))“5’4, P o< t‘1(zzn(t))“5"‘, (Tcsri. t—> m) <5)
From Eqs. (4, 5) we see that the main reduction of the plasma flux j due to EIR occurs in the
region with T6 ~ Ti. Before this region the plasma temperature drops sharply, while after it the
temperature varies very slowly. The reason for this behavior is: i) the strong dependence of EIR
on both plasma temperature and density, and ii) electron cboling due to electron-ion collisions.
Indeed, upstream of the recombination region the temperature is higher and recombination
negligible. There the plasma density is relatively large and, therefore, electron energy removal
via electron-ion collisions is very efficient causing the electron temperature to drop sharply. As
we approach the temperature Te ~ Tl, the efficiencies of energy and particle transport, and
electron cooling and plasma recombination become comparable. In this temperature range
plasma recombination occurs. After the plasma recombines, the plasma density drops and
electron cooling via e-i collisions becomes inefficient so the electron temperature varies slowly.
Consider the effects of MAR assuming some percentage of H1 in the working chamber. From
previous analysis we see that EIR only weakly affects the plasma parameters at Te> Ti. MAR,
however, reduces plasma density and slows down electron cooling via electron-ion
equilibration. Analysis of Eqs. (1, 2) for Te >'l‘,t suggests that the upstream plasma density,
nu, and temperature, Tu, play important roles in the competition between plasma cooling and
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(VMARhm'
(vi/1mm, =((vertnu.Tu>>2/viN)(m/M)2. (6)

the electron temperature remains higher than T..., and plasma recombines due to MAR and ER

do not play a significant role. For a helium discharge (with neutral pressure ~ 10 mTorr, Tu ~
1—2 cV, nu ~ 3 ><10I3 cm‘3, and KMAR ~ lO'locm3/s) just a few percent of molecular
hydrogen in the working chamber (recall VMAR= KMAR [H2 ]) exceeds the critical level (6).

Numerical modeling. Analytical results discussed above are obtained using simplified of
Eqs. (1, 2) including simplified models for both EIR and MAR rate constants, ignoring the

effects of ionization and the boundary conditions (at the target and at the entrance into working
chamber). To verify the main conclusions of analytic analysis we solve Eqs. (1, 2) numerically.
The dependencies of the rate constants and related quantities of EIR, MAR, and ionization
processes on T6 and 116 are calculated with the atomic data code CRAMD [4]. We take
LWCh=100 cm; TN=0.1 eV; NH6=5><1013 cm"3 (5 mtorr pressure); specify the fraction of
molecules, CL}; 2 [H3 UNI-lei electron density, nu, and temperature,iTu, at the entrance to the
working chamber; and apply a sheath boundary condition at the target. For a pure helium
discharge 013:0) we find (see Figs. 3, 4) that at relatively high (low) nLl (Tu) the electrons
cool down very effectively due to electron—ion coupling [2], thereby switching EIR wich cause
plasma recombination (Fig. 3). At lower (higher) nu (Tu) electron cooling is weaker and EIR

recombination occurs close to the target (Fig. 4). Although these results agree qualitatively with
the physical picture of [3], they show that the electron temperature saturates (after strong plasma
recombination occurs) at a higher level (~0.25—0.4 eV), than the T*m0.2 eV found from

. simplified analytical analysis, probably due to more accurate account of density and temperature
dependencies of KEIR, and boundary conditions. EIR is very strong in die high (low) uu (Tu)
case; therefore, adding a small amount of molecular hydrogen (otH $0.1.) does not have strong
impact on the plasma parameters. At low (high) nLl (Tu), where EIR is weaker, the influence '

of MAR can be substantial even for otH<0.1. In agreement with physical picture of [3], MAR

slows down electron cooling (due to reduction of the plasma density) and makes EIR ineffective
(compare Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). The transition from EIR to MAR with increasing fraction of
molecules can be seen from the dependence of electron temperature at the target, TI, on em:
MAR effects (Fig. 6) show up at high To
Conclusions. In pure helium discharges the electron cooling due to e—i coupling can result in
EIR switching on and strong plasma recombination. After recombination occurs the electron
temperature saturates at ~0.25—0.4 eV. Adding a small percentage of molecular hydrogen can
result in effective plasma recombination due to MAR which slows down electron cooling and
turns EIR off. Numerical modeling supports, in general, the simplified analysis of Ref. 3.

Acknowledgments. Work performed under project E3104393 DGAPA—UNAM at UNAM.
Mexico. and USDOE grant DE~FGOZ~91~ER—54109 at MIT, USA.
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Effect of Radial Electric Field Shear on Tokamak Transport:
Flow Shear and Magnetic Field Scaling

s. H. Batha,l s. D. Scott} D. R. Mikkelsenfii c. c. pettyf
E. J. Synakowskifii G. Taylor} and M. C. Zamstorffi

iFusion Physics and Technology, Inc, Torrance, CA USA; jiPrinceton Plasma Physics
Laboratory, Princeton, NJ USA: *General Atomics. San Diego, CA USA

I. Introduction
Numerous recent tokamak experiments using reversed magnetic shear have renewed interest

in the connection between reduced energy and particle transport and large shearing rates of the
radial electric field.{1,2} A simple criterion has been suggested[3] for turbulence and transport

suppression. Transport is suppressed when the shearing rate, 1%, is larger than the linear
growth rate, 'm of the fastest growing mode involved in the transport. The shearing rate is
defined as 'sn E RBp'ME/RBPVBI' where BF and Bt are the poioidal and toroidal magnetic
fields, respectively.[4] Force balance determines the radial electric field to be E, = VP/nZe +
VIBp — VPBI. In plasmas with small pressure gradients, such as in kinetic discharges, the ratio
ymlym is expected to scale as MBp/B‘ where M is the toroidal Mach number (M = Vs and Cs
is the ion sound speed).

Although complete turbulence suppression requires ym = 7m, nonlinear numerical
turbulence calculations have indicated that transport could be reduced even when 7m < 7m.
Thus, shear-flow effects could potentially affect confinement in a variety of plasma regimes 7
including L—mode and the H—mode core. For this reason, the dependence of the shearing rate on
the toroidal velocity may be a concern for the validity of p* and other scaling experiments that
use only unidirectional beam injection. The results of those scaling experiments may be
confused by a favorable scaling of transport with increased flow shear. Also, empin'cal
expressions for the global energy confinement time, T5, typically do not explicitly account for
rotation effects. Scalings deduced from rotating plasma experiments could be misleading for
extrapolating to devices such as ITER where the external momentum input is small.

II. Experimental Results
Experiments were performed on TFTR to examine the effects of both toroidal rotation and

magnetic field on transport in L-mode plasmas with monotonic q profiles. The toroidal velocity
was varied by changing the net torque applied to the plasma using neutral beam heating directed
in either the same (co—) or opposite (ctr-) direction to the plasma current. For the analysis
presented here, the plasma rotation is assumed to track linearly with the mix of co— and ctr—
injected power. More detailed analysis using measured carbon velocity profiles is in progress.
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The magnetic field scaling was determined by changing simultaneously the plasma current and
the toroidal field at fixed edge q.

The plasmas were formed at a major radius of 2.52 m with a minor radius of 0.87 m. The
line—averaged density during the discharge was kept to a programmed level of 5.5 x 10'9 m‘3
(Fig. l) by puffing deuterium gas. The plasmas were heated with 11 to 15 MW of neutral beam
injection (NBI) power for two seconds. The directionality of the heating power was changed
from all co- to balanced and then to all ctr- by substituting individual sources on successive
discharges. The plasma current and toroidal field were either 2.0 MA and 4.8 T or 1.0 MA and
2.4 T, respecn'vely. The confinement times were typical of L—mode discharges on TFI‘R, 100 —
120 ms for the high-field discharges and 50 - 90 ms for the low—field discharges. All of the
discharges had sawteeth.

Global plasma performance on TFTR is critically dependent on edge conditions (edge
density and particle influx). The nansition from low~petformance L-mode discharges to high—
perfonnance supershots is a smooth function of edge conditions. Examination of the edge
density and electron temperature show that these quantities were well matched. Therefore, a
variation in edge conditions was not responsible for the observed confinement variations. ‘

The radial profiles achieved in the high-field discharges are shown in Fig. 2. The
discharges were well~matched in density, beam deposition, and electron temperature profiles.
Torcidal velocities between +1.5 x 105 and -1.0 x 10’ m/s were obtained, corresponding to
Mach numbers between +0.3 and -0.3.

It was found that global energy confinement was the highest for pure co-injection compared
to balanced or pure ctr-injection, i.e., it took less cowinjected power to match the same stored
energy at the same line-averaged density as it took either balanced or ctr-injected power. Figure
1 shows that this was true for both high- and low~ficld discharges. However, to conclude that
plasma rotation is favorably affecting energy confinement for co-rotation, it is necessary to

Pb (MW) is (1019 m3) TE (msec)
_ t.“ it «L. “1- El _ I I “F El" 140
1. _ 5 _ . ' — — “1%- -

1o - — ' ‘ — , -lp=2.0 MA ; : _ _ _ “ix m _
sterner - - j : . .

o ‘ ' o 40 I . . I
: : 5 _ _14o ‘ p

I 1 1° -_ H 3
- i M _p- .0 MA _ 1 _ _ _ 1 -

Btor=2-4T — .. H ‘4‘t “I . _

o ‘ o I . I I I 40 | “'r'l‘r "‘1" {II ‘
3 4 5 3 a 5
Time (see)

Figure 1. Energy confinement is better with eo-injectianfor both toroidalfields. The discharge: had
ratios ofco- to total injected neutral beam power of 1.0 (solid line), 0.4 (dashed). or 0.2 (dotted).
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Figure 2. Profile informrionfer the: high-field discharges ofFig. 3 at 4.15 sec. The discharges had
ratios ofc0~ to total injected neutral beam power of 1.0 (o), 0.4 (A), or 0.2 (solid line).

include beam-orbit effects which reduce the effectiveness of ctr-injected beams. But as shown
in Fig. 2, even when the orbit effects are taken into account, the co—injected plasma achiCVed a
higher ion temperature.

Kinetic analysis shows that improvement of the ion energy transport accounts for the
increase in global confinement. This is shown clearly in Fig. 3 in the elevated ion temperature

’25 cm from the magnetic axis (r = af3) for the pure co-injected plasma. There is no increase in
the density or cenn‘al electron temperature. The density, Ta, and Ti at the edge of the plasma
showed no systematic change due to rotation.

The experimental results are summarized by Fig. 4. Both pure co— and pure ctrvinjection led
to improved global confinement compared to balanced injection (non-rotating plasmas). The
figure of merit is the energy confinement time compared to standard L—mode scaling.
Confinement is improved by 20% for the high-field discharges and by 50% for low-field
discharges. Simple models of flow-shear stabilization would suggest that the effects of rotation

Be (1019 m3) Ti (keV) Te(0) (Rev)
5 _ I . I . 'WI‘ __ 7 I ' I I I _ I I I ' I _

_ / - 5 m A.-. 25 cm_ 5 J; _

IF, = 2.0 IIIIA : [I : _ (PM 5; «’1;- _ WWI. -
Btor=4.8T _ _ - 2 W H: » —

0 I I l I I I] ‘ I I l I I > O I I I I I l
3 4 5 3 4 5 3 4 5‘

Time (see)
Figure 3. The care ion temperature increases greatly with co-injectian. There is little reflect an the

electron temperature. The discharges had ratios ofcor to toral' injected neutral beam power of 1.0 (solid
line), 0.4 (dashed), or 0.2 (dotted).
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$0.3. Mach numbers up to +0.8 and -0.6 have been produced in supershot discharges which
have large pressure gradients, T. >> T9, and peaked density profiles. The co~injection
discharges exhibited significantly improved core ion heat confinement compared to balanced or
ctr-injection, with local xi (r=al3) decreasing an order of magnitude in some cases. The effect
on global energy confinement was masked by several classical effects of rotation on beam
deposition and thermalization which made global IE a maximum for slight co-injech'on rather
than pure co-injection.

III. Conclusion
The effect of rotation on global energy confinement was clearly observed in discharges with

'1“i x Tc and weak pressure gradients. Increased confinement was observed for both strong co—
and strong ctr~rotation. Kinetic analysis indicates that ion energy confinement was affected
most by rotation. The effect was stronger at lower toroidal magnetic field (B, = 2.4 T).
Suppression of transport by radial electric field shear is supported by both of these
observations.

These results suggest that shear—flow effects should be considered in the analysis of
empirical global TE scaling and dimensionless scans for estimating 17E in next-step tokamaks.

Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy Contract No. DE~AC02~76~CH03073.
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SOL Currents for Feedback Stabilization of MHD Modes
Robert J. Goldston, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

Abstract
A new technique is proposed for the stabilization of resistive wall modes and resistive tearing

modes in tokamalts and other fusion devices. Time-modulated non-axisymmeuic currents ate

driven in the scrape-off layer (SOL), with the purpose of generating a modulated poloidal field.
capable of providing sufficient magnetic pressure for feedback stabilization of slowly growing
MHD modes. Estimates of required currents and voltages are provided for near—term
experimental tests, and for the International 'I‘hermonuclear Experimental Reactor (I'I‘ER). The

requirements are found to be reasonable.

Introduction
A number of authors have considered the role of scrape-off layer (SOL) currents in magneto-

hydrodynamic stability [1} Most recently, Schmidt and Jar-din [2} have considered using SOL

currents as a means to provide n=0 position feedback control. Here we consider the use of non—
axisyrnmen'ic, time—varying SOL currents to suppress the growth of resistive-wall modes and
pOSSibly resistive tearing instabilities, through the generation of time and space varying

magnetic pressure. (All units are S] unless otherwise noted.)

MOdES to be stabilized
The basic idea of this approach is to use non-axisymmettic currents in the SOL to inject helical

flux into what would otherwise be considered from an MHD point of view, the "vacuum

region" surrounding the plasma. This helical flux would be phased in such a manner as to

provide a restoring force on a growing instability. For the force to be maximum. it is
advantageous if the injected helical flux is contained between the plasma edge and a conducting

wall or vacuum vessel. Thus it is necessary that the mode to be stabilized rotate fast compared

with the resistive penetration time of a relatively nearby conducting wall. This is generally the

case even for unstable resistive wall modes, in a plasma rotating at a speed too far below the

Alfvén velocity for stabilization by ion-acoustic effects. For the case of unstable resistive tearing

modes, even modest plasma rotation makes wall penetration times and resistive island growth
times long compared with rotation speeds. The technique discussed here could, in principle. be
applied to tokamaks, spheromaks. RFP’s, or even FRC’s.

Configuration
The proposed configuration is a toroidally segmented divenor electrode on the outer side of a

single—null plasma, or on the outer top or bottom of a deublevnull plasma. The divettor

segments (4 segments to provide control for an n=1 instability at any phase, 8 segments for an
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n=2, etc.) must be independently biasablc. In the single-null configuration an unsegmented
inner divertor could be solidly grounded, while in the double-null case the opposite outer
divertor as well as the inner diver-tors would be unsegmented and grounded to the vacuum
vessel, as illustrated in Fig. 1. (This electrical configuration could be achieved in the absence of
divertors through use of appropriately located toroidal belt limiters.) By using the divertor
segments as electrodes, one can inject helical flux into the crucial region between the outer edge
of the plasma and the surrounding conducting wall. Resistive links or other special techniques
might be required to control breakdown between adjacent electrodes, and to provide well-
defined paths for halo currents during plasma disruptions. It is possible that the best location for
the electrodes would be in a region somewhat removed from the highest heat flux on the
divertor plate, in order to separate the functions of flux injection and power and particle
removal.

It is interesting to note that the helical flux injection pattern which comes naturally with
this technique is almost ideally shaped for control of external kinks, in that the helicity of the
injected flux will match nearly exactly the dominant eigenmode of the kink. For the case of the
resistive tearing mode, the poloidal mode structure will not match the instability precisely, but it
may be desirable in any case to tailor the structure of the feedback fields by the inclusion of
higher it and/or m components to constrain the island motion and thus minimize the “phase-flip"
instability.

Current requirement
’ The requirement for feedback power depends in a complex way on sensing capabilities, the
physics of the mode to be controlled, and the frequency response and phase stability of the
feedback circuit. For present purposes we will characterize the required response capability in
terms of 5B9/B3. For practical estimates of required currents and voltages, we will assume
BBS/Be - 5%. Now we consider a single helical “stripe" of current, running from the biased
divenor plate, along the field lines, to the grounded plate. This stripe has, by construction,

radial width 1,, poloidal width 1'9, and parallel length I". The radial width. 1,, we will consider to
be a control variable, depending on the SOL width and the width of the electrodes employed.
but much smaller than any of the other characteristic lengths of the system. For an instability of

poloidal mode numberm (~ nq) we can estimate 19 ~ tra‘lK/m. and I" ~ a. This allows us to

estimate BI, the current in this stripe required to achieve the desired BBS/Be.
Ewing/(2min) 6M1)
8139 ~ [4.051 I (219) eq (2)
giving
81 I rp~ sag/(mes) ~ 1% eq (3)
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For a moderate-scale present-day device, operating perhaps at 750 kA, this corresponds to a
“stripe" current of about 7.5kA. For I‘I'ER operating at 21 MA, this corresponds to about 200
M per stripe.

It is interesting to ask the queStion as to whether this current density can be provided by
simple biasing of the divertor electrodes, or if some more complex form of current injection is
required. The ion saturation current will limit simple current injection at sheath voltages of over
a few times the local electron temperature. We estimate for a deuterium plasma
3,” ~ 0.6 neCs ~ 10’15nglrev eq (4)
where we take T = Ti ~ Te. The current density in the injected “snipe” is estimated at
til/(1,19) ~ Ip (6139/39) / (I, a 7c the) eq (5)
If for the present-day experiment we estimate It at 0.1111, and take it ~ 0.4m. K ~ 2 we find a
requirement on the plasma properties at the electrode of 7
mire. —- 2 102° 7 eq(6)
which can be achieved, for example, with a density of 6 1019 at the divertor plate and a
temperature of 10 eV. A similar estimate for ITER, using I, ~ 0.2 m gives a requirement on
tit/Tm, of 5 1020, which is in the range of what is expected.

There is not a great deal of extra “room" in these estimates. however, and it may be
desirable for a near-term experiment to include methods to enhance the emissivity of the
electrodes. One possibility might be the use of the small 1 Mt current injectors recently
developed for use in the MST reversed«fie1d pinch (Ref). 20 such injectors distributed
tomldally around the device, just outside the highest heat-flux region on the divertor, would

provide adequate current injection capability.

Voltage Requirements
First we estimate the resistive voltage drop along the field. The parallel Spitzer resistivity in the
SOL can be estimated at
11.. ~ 1.7 10'3 my)“ eq (7)
assuming 235 ~ 2, giving a voltage drop of ‘
v ~ 1.7 10'3 (Twfi’2 (BBB/Be) I], R q / (I, a in) cq (8)
If we assume the electron temperature in most of the SOL for a present—day experiment is about
30eV, this gives a very reasonable 45V for the resistive drop in the present-day case. and
depending on the SOL electron temperature, similar or even lower for ITER. The RMS resistive
power dissipation in the SOL, counting 2 “stripes", would be ~350 kW for the near-term
experiment. and ~10 MW for ITER. A similar power dissipation would be expected in the
sheath, for the case of simple plate biasing.

Next we estimate the inductance of a current stripe, from an estimate of the stored
poloidal field energy.
(1/2)L(5n2~ (1,191“) (seer/2:10 eq (9)
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L~(I,l.|/le)u0/4~(uomRCt1,/48V'K) eq(10)
For present-day parameters this gives L ~ 1.3 1043 H; in ITER the inductance could be perhaps
twice higher. If we wanted to limit the reactive power to be no greater than 2): the resistive
power, this would limit the frequency range to about 4 kHz in a present-day device, and about
50 Hz in ITER. These frequency ranges are appropriate for stabilization of resistive—wall modes
and tearing modes in these devices.

Conclusion
Modulated non—axisynunetric SOL currents could provide a reasonable “actuator" for feedback
control of slowing—growing MHD modes in a near-term experiment and in the ITER device.
These currents have the advantage of providing a nearly ideal field pattern for control of the
external kink/resistive wall mode. The n—spectrum should be optimized to limit the phase-flip
instability of the tearing mode. Current, voltage, and power requirements. as well as frequency
range, are all reasonable both for present-day experiments and for ITER.
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I. Introduction - The likely role of EXB shear in fluctuation suppression and tranSport
barrier formation and relaxation in TFTR ERS plasmas has been described recently in the
literaturelvw The strongest evidence comes from forced variations in the radial electric field
E, through the application of different torques with co- and counter—directed neutral beam
injection in ERS plasmas. There, transport and core fluctuation levels increase when the local
EXB shearing rate“ is driven below a threshold value, but remain low when the shearing rate
is above this threshold. Studies outlined here point to success in devetOping further
understanding of the role of E, in bifurcation phenomena. A one-dimensional
transport/nansition model5 is used to examine core plasma and density fluctuation dynamics.
Also, a signature of a possible trigger mechanism for ERS transitions has been identified
with impurity poloidal rotation measurements made deep in the core of 'I‘F'I'R plasmas.
II. General Characteristics of Fluctuations atBifurcatians — Attention is paid to three basic
characterisitcs of density fluctuation behavior. First, the fluctuations often exhibit a bursting
character. Second, changes in the envelope of the fluctuation amplitude across a forward
transition is rapid compared to the time scale for changes across a back transition. Third,
during a back transition, fluctuations reappear at the outer boundary of the good confinement
region before they reappear nearer the axis, suggesting that the degradation of the high
confinement region begins at the boundary of this region and propagates inward.

A 1~dimensional model is used to examine these bifurcation dynamics. It consists of a
time-dependent multimode transport model which is evolved in conjunction with calculations
of the temporal and spatial evolution of the envelope of the fluctuation amplitudes.
importantly, EXB shear is included self-consistently. Resultant fluctuation and profile
dynamics are the result of nonlinear interplay between instability growth and EXB shear
suppression of the turbulence. The fluxes are evaluated self—consistently, with the calculated
fluctuation levels serving as input in the transport model. The dominant instability is taken to
be an ion drift-wave (m). The calculation uses of energy and particle source profiles

evaluated with the TRANSP code for conditions similar to that of the plasmas of interest.
The response of the particle and energy fluxes in the model to a given fluctuation amplitude
is adjusted to reproduce the confinement characteristics of the pre—transition plasma.

The observed bursting character of the fluctuations and bifurcations to states of
enhanced confinement and low fluctuation levels are anticipated in the calculations. The
nonlinear quenching of fluctuations and the existence of bifurcations in the calculation hinge
on a combination of a radially hollow instability drive, caused by shear reversal and peaked
density profiles in the prelude, and a calculated centrally peaked beam deposition profile,
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Which increase pressure gradients in the region near qmin and nonlinearly increase the role of
EXB shear through Vp. Shown in Figure 16)) is the calculated fluctuation amplitude at r/a =
0.25 for a reverse shear plasma with neutral beam heating power similar to that used in
generating most TFI'R ERS plasmas (25 MW). The bursting character of the fluctuations is
the result of the nonlinear interplay between Vp—dominated EXB shear and m drive. As
neutral beam heating continues, the local heat flux reaches a critical value. At that point, the
nonlinear dynamics between Tli drive and EXB shear suppression yield a sudden cessation of

the bursting fluctuations. In the observations (Fig. 1(a)), residual fluctuations of unknown
origin persist after the bifurcation; these may be related to the lack of suppression of energy
flow through the electron channel. While the bursting character and bifurcation in the
fluctuation behavior are reproduced in the calculation, the calculated value of the amplitude
is smaller than the measured value. However, the amplitude’itself is the least certain of the
quantities calculated.

Forward transition Back transition
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Figure 1. Measured and calculated density amplitudeflucruations. Measurements were made with refleclomerry
(Ref. 1). The minimum in the 1] profile is near Via = 0.3for these plasmas. (a) data. forforward transition. (b).
calculation, forward transition. (c). data. back transition induced by err-injected torque. Also shown is the
effective particle dtjfusr'vity Def, inferred from TRANSP. (d). calculation. back transition. The results have
been smoothed over 1 ms. (e) data. back lranslion. at three radii, on an expanded time scale.

The back transition was modeled by using a plasma that is already in a state of
enhanced confinement, and choosing a toroidal velocity profile that reduced the EXB

shearing rate to a level at which the bursting fluctuations began to occur. After the onset of
the fluctuations, the pressure profiles and the EXB shearing rate were allowed to evolve self~
consistently. The time scale for the return of the high fluctuation levels is of the same
magnitude as that observed (Fig. 1(c,d)), and is significantly longer than that of the forward
transition. In addition, the qualitative prediction6 of the erosion of the high confinement
region during a back transition from larger to smaller minor radii is seen in the reflectometry
data, and is also reproduced by the calculation (Fig. 1(e)) The difference in time scales can
be understood in terms of improved core confinement that is maintained by EXB shear. When
Vp dominates the determination of E, and its gradient, EXB shear suppression during a
forward transition leads to higher values of Vp. This leads to even more effective shear
suppression, resulting in a positive feedback cycle and a fast transition. For a back transition,
however, loss of good confinement at the boundary of the high pressure core is impeded, not
aided, by large values of Vp. During a back transition, the receding boundary of the high
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pressure core is constantly presented to the rapid transport region, yielding a high pressure
gradient and shearing rate as long as there is still a reservoir of core energy to be tapped. The
result is a comparatively slow fall of the shearing rate, and therefore a slower transition.

HI. Measured poloidal rotation, and E, at barrier formation and relaxation - A
spectroscopic diagnostic has been designed and installed to measure the carbon poloidal
rotation V9 in the core and edge of TFI‘R plasmas. This high throughput system uses views
that look both down and up across the path of a heating neutral beam in the core and in

regions of the plasma towards the periphery without beam neutrals. This hybrid coverage
will ultimately permit application of a novel inversion technique" for the determination of
local carbon V9. The opposing views permit removal of the effect of the energy dependence
of the excitation rate coefficient for the spectral line on the central wavelengthfi:9 .

Measurements of the chord-integrated V9 reveal several striking features. ERS
plasmas are usually, but not always, characerized by a large transient excursion of the carbon
V9 just prior to the change in confinement (Fig. 2). The rotation is opposite the ion
diamagnetic drift direction, and can far exceed predictions from steady—state neoclassical
theory. Pairs of reverse shear target plasmas exist between which q, ne, T1, T3, carbon
density, and V4, profiles are, within error bars, identical. However, shortly after the start of
high power heating at the same power levels, only one undergoes a V9 excursion and'
transport bifurcation. The mechanism responsible for the excursion is a therefore likely to
involve a highly nonlinear response to plasma conditions. In the dataset available. no
excursions have been found in reverse shear plasmas Without confinement transitions. Radial
profiles of the chord~integrated Ve indicate that the precursor activity is localized near the
region that ultimately becomes the transport barrier region (Fig. 3), and emphasize how well
localized the region of sheared V9 is. This location is near the minimum in the q profile, as
measured with the Motional Stark Effect diagnostic. Since this excursion precedes strong
deviations in other plasma quantities, its change potentially represents the change in the
plasma Er at that location. In fact, preliminary MSE measurements of changes in E; from the
same plasma nearly parallel the temporal and spatial behavior of V9. The proof-of-principle
of this technique has been demonstrated on a shot-to-shot basis,19 and recent improvements
in the system pemiit measurements of E, in a single discharge. The similarity in the temporal
behavior of V9 and E,— suggests that the bifurcation in confinement may have as its origin a
spontaneous generation of electric field that is accompanied by an increase in poloidal flow,
rather than a spontaneous poloidal spinup to which the electric field responds. If the origin
were some mechanism that acted primarily on V9 itself, the reSponse of B, would yield a lag
with respect to V9 on the order of the ion~ion collision time (30—50 ms). The similarity of the
changes in E; and V0 provides confidence that use of the carbon force balance equation is a
reasonable means of inferring E, in these plasmas. Although the cause of the excursions is
not known, the fact that Ve returns to pro—excursion values after the confinement transition
indicates that ERS transitions are not caused by a neoclassical poloidal viscosity
bifurcation.“ However, it is consistent with a fluctuation-driven flow generatiOn which is
teminated by the Vp-dominated suppression. Finally, measurements across a back transition
indicate that the loss of ERS confinement precedes poloidal rotation changes, consistent with
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the interpretation from Refs. 2 and 3 that the’ stem of tha confinement collapse is forced by a
reduction of E, and EXB shear by cum—directed W.

This work was supported by DOE Grant Nos. DE~AC02—76~CH03073 and DE—AmS-960R22464.
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1. Introduction
The confinement and loss of fusion alpha particles are examined for reversed

magnetic shear plasmas in TFI‘R. Such plasmas, with high central q and non-monotonic q
profiles can exhibit remarkably reduced energy and particle uanSport of the thermal ions.
However, these same conditions are theoretically predicted to produce high levels of stochastic
ripple loss of suprathermal particles, which may reduce the efficiency of plasma heating by the
alpha particles and other heating schemes involving fast ions. This paper presents calculations
of guiding-center code alpha particle orbit loss from deuterium-tritium (DT) simulations of
TFl‘R deuterium-only experiments. They are compared to results of measurements made in DT
reversed shear plasmas of both the confined alpha particle distribution and the alpha particles
lost from the plasma. Large fast particle losses have also been found in reversed shear l‘TER
simulations (up to 20%)1'2 and from measurements of triton burnup in reversed shear
experiments on JT—60U (12%)3.

2.. Guiding-Center Code Method
A new, fast, Hamiltonian-coordinate guiding center code, ORBIT“. has been used for

the simulations which makes use of a rapid accurate algorithm for the stochastic—free,
confinement domain. Figure 1 shows the confinement domains for alpha particles in reversed
and monotonic shear as a function of energyS. In the reversed shear plasma, the entire plasma
is above threshold for stochastic ripple loss of trapped alpha particles at the birth energy, 3.5
MeV. All of the 33% trapped alphas are lost rapidly through unconfined orbit losses or
stochastic ripple loss, as q(r) 2 2 throughout the plasma. Pitch angle scattering of passing
particles refills the trapped distribution and leads to continued alpha loss throughout the
slowing down process.

In Table 1 are shown results for reversed shear plasmas with large major radius where
toroidal magnetic field ripple is most significant. They are compared to those previously
published6 for similar experiments on TFI‘R but with a monotonic shear profile, at both high
and low current. The predicted losses for reversed shear (~40%) are about twice the total alpha
losses predicted for the high current plasma with a monotonic shear profile.

It is found that the simple renormalized Goldston, White, Boozer7 ripple loss model8
used in the TRANSP code for TFI'R leads to alpha ripple losses in agreement with the guiding
center code simulations for both the reversed shear and monotonic shear cases. The
simulations show that transport due to TF ripple, for both monotonic and reversed shear q
profiles, lies primarily within r/a = 0.5. Ripple loss is not greatest at the plasma edge, nor is
there enhanced ripple broadening of the alpha profile toward minimum q in the reversed shear
region. Including radially—varying collision rates or increased alpha profile peakedness does
not significantly change the predicted losses. Strong synergism between collisions and ripple
transport, predicted for high current, monotonic shear plasmas, is not found in reversed shear
because of high first orbit loss and strong collisionless ripple diffusion.

3. Comparison with Confined Alpha Particle Data
ORBIT was used to model the observations of the pellet charge exchange diagnostic

(PCX)? Alpha particles with initial profiles consistent with Abel-inverted neutron profiles
measured on l'FIR were followed for rs and 21's in monotonic and reversed shear magnetic
geometries. Because the PCX diagnostic has an observation window which detects only very
deeply trapped alphas with pitch V///V =—0.05 at the midplane (6 :0), it was necessary to follow
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a very large initial ensemble of alpha particles to obtain adequate statistics within a window of
constrained pitch and poloidal angle to model the diagnostic. For simulations of PCX in
monotonic shear plasmas an initial ensemble of 50,000 alphas was sufficient (as compared to
256 alphas for global estimates of alpha loss rates which takes ~4 hours Cray C90 cpu time).
In reversed shear on TFTR, however, because only passing, nee-natal alphas pitch-angle
scattered into trapped orbits can be seen by PCX, it was necessary to simulate ~2,000,000
alpha particles to obtain adequate statistics of ~400 alphas, within the simulated PCX window
having V///v =—0.15 to +.05 and 10 l g 0.1 . Time dependence of the initial distributions was
not modelled. ‘

To minimize computational run time, ORBIT used the new stochastic loss algorithm and
accelerated collision rates, VPA and v5, This method of speeding up the loss calculations
gives good global loss estimates even for reversed shear equilibria. Use of conservation laws
for ion energy and magnetic moment were also used to project the final orbits to 6 = 0 to
further improve statistics. Without the rapid calculation features of the new code the
simulations would not have been possible and even so are just at the edge of present
computational resources.

In Figure 2 the simulated profiles are compared to PCX analysed data for monotonic
and reversed shear plasmas. In monotonic shear, at one slowing down time (1.3 MeV) and at
two slowing down times (0.5 MeV) the profiles are similar to those-observed with PCX. The
simulated profile at 0.5 MeV extends over a larger region in r/a as expected from the larger
stochastic free region at lower energy.

In reversed shear two features of the PCX analysed data are distinctly different from the
monotonic shear case: 1) a flat or hollow distribution at 1.71 MeV, which appears to be filled
as the energy of observed alphas decreases to 1.3 MeV and 0.5 MeV; 2) a very steep profile at
0.5 MeV. The model predicts the general characteristics of alpha loss in reversed shear which
clarify how a hollow profile could arise. In reversed s'hear no trapped alphas would be
observed at 3.5 MeV, while at lower energies at peaked, flat or hollow profile can result
depending on pitch angle scattering and the passing alpha distribution. The simulated profiles
for reversed shear were obtained with a pitch angle scattering rate twice that of the experiment
for which data is presented. 50,000 particle simulations with various collision rates indicate

~ that agreement with PCX would be achieved with a reduction in VPA- At 0.5 MeV, ORBIT
results are in good agreement with the data, showing a steep profile obtained after 2179‘

4. Lost Alpha Particle Data
Measurements of alpha loss 90 degrees below the midplane during Ip=1.6 MA RS/ERS

discharges showed an alpha loss per DT neutron t be about three times larger than during
standard 1.6 MA DT supershots, roughly consiste t with the expected increase in first orbit
loss at the vessel bottom due to the higher q(r) near the center. Measurements of alpha ripple
loss to the outer midplane could not be made due to the large minor radius of the RS/BRS
plasmas and the shadowing effect of the outer limiters.

5. Neutral Beam Ion Ripple Loss in Reversed Shear
DT enhanced reversed shear plasmas exhibit neutron levels a factor of 2-3 lower than

expected from extrapolation of the neutron emission from DD plasmas with similar
confinement. The effects of ripple diffusion of neutral beam ions and the Maxwellian tail of
thermal ions on the neutron rate are being investigated. Preliminary guiding—center code
simulations predict losses for tritium beams to be about the same as for deuterium beams at the
same energy and pitch angle, although higher triton less rates are expected from the reduced
stochastic threshold (20% lower due to the higher Lannor radius). The TRANSP ripple loss
model is being upgraded to make use of the new confinement domain algorithm and may
account satisfactorily for low DT reversed shear neutron emission. The present GWB ripple
loss model predicts ~20% loss of D or T beams for R=2.6m TFTR supershots8 and in reversed
shear. TRANS? simulations adjusted to match the neutron emission are found to have reduced
tritium neutral beam ion heating corresponding to 20-30% additional tritium loss. TRANS?
has been used to see if anomalous impurity accumulation to deplete reacting D and T ions
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would reduce predicted neutron emission while retaining good confinement and agreement with
measurements of the perpendicular stored energy. Simulations of RS plasmas into which short
tritium beam pulses are injected show that the uncertainties in recycling and Zeff are not
sufficient to account for the DD/DT neutron discrepancy”.

6. Conclusion
Simulations with a Hamiltonian coordinate guiding-center code of a reversed shear

plasma in TFI'R predict that alpha particle losses are near 40%, about double the total alpha
losses from a comparable plasma with a monotonic shear profile? In the reversed shear case,
the entire plasma is above threshold for stochastic loss of trapped alpha particles at birth
energy. Pitch angle Scattering of passing particles refills the trapped distribution and leads to
continued alpha loss throughout the slowing down process. '

The simulations are in qualitative agreement with PCX confined alpha profile data for
monotonic shear. In reversed shear at low energy, the ripple loss modelling and pitch angle
scattering rates from DT simulations give profiles roughly consistent with PCX. At high
energy agreement is less good. The simulations were based on a TFI‘R experiment having a
pitch angle scattering rate twice that of the plasma in which the PCX data was taken.
Predictions for this profile are most sensitive to the pitch angle scattering rate because of the
loss of birth energy trapped alphas.

Qualitative agreement of ORBIT simulations with measurements of confined alpha
profiles and alpha loss data gives confidence in the simulation method for predicting the global
losses of TFI‘R and lTER (3—19% for some reversed shear configurations). Guiding center
code simulations of neutral beam ion ripple loss and TRANS? analysis of the effects on the DT
neutron emission in reversed shear are also needed. The discovery of reversed shear plasma
configurations with dramatically improved transport holds promise for future applications of
controlled fusion. The high losses predicted for TFI‘R and ITER reversed shear scenarios
support new Constraints on the allowed TF ripple for such reactors. The exploitation of
reversed shear equilibria for reactor design will require minimal magnetic field ripple and
impurity levels to reduce collisional ripple loss and to optimize alpha particle confinement and
heating.
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Table l. Guiding Center Code Alpha Losses (%) for R=2.6m TFTR Cases
Reversed Shear Monotonic Shear Monotonic Shear

(1.6 MA) (1.8 MA) (0.9 MA)
First Orbit 18 6 21
Delayed Particle Loss 22 17 13
Total Particle Loss 40 23 34
Total Energy Loss 38 19 32
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Figure 1. Confinement region for alpha particles in reversed shear (13,10) and
monotonic shear (Tb,1d) as a function of alpha energy.
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INTRODUCTION

The control of plasma pressure and magnetic shear profiles has become increasingly
important in the light of the theoretical and observed stability and transport advantages of
certain profiles.[l—4I The recent phase of RF experiments in TFTR has focused on plasma
heating and current drive, with the ultimate objective of internal transport barrier generation.
using both directly launched and mode-converted ion Bernstein waves. The Ion Bernstein
wave (IBW) possesses properties that make it attractive for heating large, hot dense
plasmas.[5] A new fourvstrap direct launch IBW antenna was installed to investigate the
coupling and localized heating characteristics in the NB heated Supershot regime and the
possibility of forming a velocity shear driven transport barrier, Two of the two-strap fast
wave antennas have now been replaced by fourvstrap versions to give better launched wave
directivity and improved power handling capability for mode-converted IBW experiments.

IBW DIRECT LAUNCH TRANSPORT BARRIER

Biglari et a]. [1} have suggested that externally driven ion Bernstein waves can create a large
gradient in local ion motion in the wave damping region, leading to sheared plasma flow
through the Reynolds stress tensor. If the flow shear is large enough, inherent fluctuations
are strongly decorrclated, large amplitude growth is suppressed, and that part of transport
attributable to the fluctuations is reduced. Experiments on PBX—M have demonstrated plasma
core profile and transport modification through the application of direct launch IBW power,
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leading to the formation of an internal transport barrier and a Core High confinement (CH)
mode. [2] Theoretical estimates indicate that 1—2 MW of IBW power should suffice to form a
similar barrier on TFI'R.

inner mnper Ilmim
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FIGURE 1. TFTR 113 W launch configuration

The IBW launch and damping configuration is
shown in Figure. 1, left. The wave is launched
from the low field side of the plasma and
damps on the selected ion resonance. Two
IBW direct launch scenarios have been
attempted. The electron plasma wave launch,
EPW, is consistent with localized ion heating
on the low field side of the plasma (desired for
CH mode), but is very sensitive to the edge
density profile. The cold electrostatic ion
cyclotron wave launch, CESICW, is less

sensitive to the edge density profile due to greater power flux at the edge. [6]

A new poloidal rotation diagnostic [7] provides measurements of carbon poloidal velocity in

the core plasma. A chord~averaged profile showmg the change in the profile upon

application of IBW power is shown in Figure 2. The change in poloidal velocity with and

without lBW for two Chords in Figure 3 shows the dcveiopment of shear. The location of the

induced shear is consistent with the lBW damping location calculated from ray tracing. The

EPW launch was used for these shots, with the 391) resonance at 280 cm.
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FIGURE 2. Incremental chord-averaged carbon

poloidal velocity profile resulting from lBW.
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FIGURE 3. Change. in carbon poloidat velocity

or two different radial locations.
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Within the error of temperature data for these shots, the observed velocity shear cannot be
accounted for by local changes in T; or T3. A quantitative assessment of this shear flow and
its potential for internal transport barrier formation is in progress.

We could only couple 10-40% of the rf power to the plasma core [8]; antenna power up to
1.7 MW was launched, but no more than 0.35 MW could ever be accounted for in the core.

This was insufficient to form an internal transport barrier and the CH mode. Coupling was
higher for (0,035.10 antenna current phasing than for (0,0,0,0). [9] The edge density profile,

as determined by the ORNL edge reflectometer, was consistent with that which was expected
to provide good coupling RF probes only sporadically measured a weak indication of
parametric decay instability; they also determined that their received signal was not localized
toroidaliy. Core microwave reflectometry at the RF fundamental detected occasional signals

on the high field side of the plasma, when core ion resonances were expected‘to damp the

waves. During CESICW launch, when the only ion resonance was on the high field side
(3H6 minority at 254 cm), core reflectometry measured the wave throughout the plasma core.
Although. some of the power may have been dissipated in sheaths in front of the antenna (D.
A. D‘Ippolito, this conference), no thermal heating was observed in the outboard limiter
closest to the IBW antenna. All these measurements suggest that coupling to surface waves
may have been the chief reason for our poor core performance.

MODE CONVERSION OF FAST WAVE T0 lBW

As can be seen from the plot of the D—T dispersion relation, Figure 4 , strong mode

e7 i/
. conversion electron heating requires both that

DD 30 MHZ
no ion cyclotron resonance exists between the

I D and T cyclotron layers and that there exists
I Iowllald side no Doppler broadening (i.e. low Ti) of ion

-last wave
launch resonances into the MC layer. Strong ion

absorption is expected if an ion minority is
Mal” radius “W” present or T1 is high.

FIGURE 4. Made conversion ofrhe fast wave to the

raw, During initial tests of D-T mode conversion in
1996, 7Li minority absorption was believed to

dominate. Natural Li metal (~93% 7Li) had been used heavily for wall conditioning, and this
was subsequently replaced by metal isotopically enriched to 95% 6Li. With the practical
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elimination of this intermediate absorbing minority, the fast wave can now propagate to the
modenconversion zone, where it either damps locally on electrons or the Doppler broadened
T cyclotron resonance. Those experiments relying on Be metal as a plasma facing
component will run into this same problem, with no isotopic solution since Be is 100% 9Be.

Efficient ion heating was observed in high
- performance Supershots with Ti ~ 30 keV

(large Doppler broadening), Figure 5, left.
Efficient electron heating and current drive
had been observed earlier in D—3He—4He MC
experiments, and electron heating was
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lowering Ti through deliberate confinement
reduction. Numerical modeling using the

FIGURE 5. D«Tmode conversion ionhean'ng COdCS FELICE (M Brambilla) and NIETSQS
(D. Smithe) show 75% of the wave power

damping on ions for this Supershot (Ti 2 30 keV + 25% tritium beam ions, Ta = 8 keV, B0 =
5.1 T, 115(0) = 4.51019 iii—3).
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1. Introduction
New theoretical and experimental tools are applied to the analysis of ICRF antenna»

edge plasma interactions on the T'FTR tokamak. New theoretical advances include develop—
ment of the ANSAT (ANtenna Sheath Analysis Tool) numerical code[1] for computing the rf
sheath voltage distribution for realistic antennas, and a new SOL transport model including
the effects of diffusion, rf—induced E x B convection, and particle losses to the antenna. A
novel feature of the experimental work is the use of a microwave reflectometer to measure the
density profile in front of the TFTR Bay-K antenna [2}; the reflectometer viewed the plasma
through a diagnostic port in the geometric center of the Faraday screen (FS), allowing a
precise comparison of measured and predicted density profiles. Here we show that the
measured density depression at the antenna during the rf pulse, and the measured FS-impurity
(titanium) concentration in the core plasma in n phasing, are in reasonable agreement with
predictions of rf antenna sheath models. The impurity influx in iii/2 phasing is due to a
combination of the local antenna source and a non—local secondary source which grows in
importance as Ti atoms are deposited on the limiters. A full discussion of this work will be
presented elsewhere [3}. In this paper, we discuss two important results of this study:

(l) of sheath-induced E x B convection decreases the density but increases the
perpendicular plasma outflux in the vicinity of the antenna;

(2) the Ti impurity concentration on TFI'R is due to a combination of a local antenna
source with weak phasing dependence and a non-local source with a strong dependence on the
antenna phasing and the limiter condition.

2. Convective Cell Analysis
It is often observed that the plasma density near the antenna decreases during the If

pulse, even when the density rises farther from the antenna. The reduced density is sometimes
attributed to ponderomotive density expulsion, but this effect is negligible for TFTR
parameters (at 1 MW, a typical E“ of 30 Vlcm produces a pondercmotive potential of only 5
V). By contrast, sheath—driven convection [44)] is a strong effect for TFTR antenna
parameters. The spatial variation of the rectified sheath potential ¢(x.y) drives rapid E X B
convection near the antenna [4], where x,y denote the radial and poioidal directions. The
convective cell (CC) eddy size is determined by the poloidal ripple of the rf En field (due to
the FS-antenna box structure) and by its radial decay length. ANSAT calculations of Macy)
for the Bay—M antenna [1] showed that there are two radial regions of CCs: a layer of closed
CCs centered on the surface tangent to the FS protection 1imiter,-and a region of open CCs
which sweep particles rapidly into the F5 on a timescale of the eddy time tn. The closed CCs
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flatten the density profile and the open CCs increase the particle loss rate. The antenna
structure itself acts as a particle sink, and the rf convection depletes the density when the eddy
time. is shorter than the parallel flow time, 'tC < I” [5]. For TFTR parameters, this inequality is
typically satisfied during higit-power operation. The region of density depletion is comparable
to the eddy size, which is dependent on rfpower Prf and antenna phasing (see below). All of
these features agree qualitatively with the density profiles measured by the reflectometer.

For quantitative comparison, a "two-sheet" fluid model [6] was developed to solve the
particle continuity equation including diffusion, flow in both directions around the CC (iVx),
particle sources, and the particle sink at the FS. This model has been applied to analyze the
measured density profiles for a series of shots comparing 0 and it phasings at different values
of Prf [3]. For each shot, the particle source (ionization profile) is chosen to give good
agreement with the ohmic density profile and is then assumed to be the same during the rf
pulse. Bohm diffusion and the convective velocity profile, vx(x) = v3 exp[(x — xF5)/e], are
assumed and lip; denotes the radial location of the surface tangent to the FS . (The radial
positions x are defined at the toroidal location corresponding to the center of the antenna.)
The values of va and egiving the best fit of the model to the measured density profile during
the rt‘ pulse are determined for each shot. The best-fit values of v3 and Luc agree reasonably
well with those calculated from rf sheath theory by the ANSAT code, indicating the self-
consistency of the model. A comparison of the experimental and CC model profiles is shown
in Fig. l for shot 84102 (O phasing, Pl-f = 0.5 MW). Note that the theory gives a good fit to the
data for reasonable values of the parameters. The CC model reproduces the general features of
a linear decay near the rf limiter at xRF = 359.5 cm, depleted density in front of the antenna,
and a flattened profile in the FS region (x > s = 360.7 cm). For this shot the density
depletion region extends out to the rf limiter, but the size of this region is parameter
dependent. The observed depletion is stronger for 0 phasing than for 1: phasing and increases
with rf power [2.5]. The good agreement between the model and the data for this series of
shots suggests that the rf poWer and phasing dependences are explained by the scaling of the
convective veloeity. V): 2 (c/B)(¢/Ly), where Lyn] = q dot'yp'dy; the rectified sheath
potential is phasing dependent and scales as o o: (Filo-5 {41.

The radial plasma flux to the antenna TX can be computed from the CC model. We
define I‘nh = eiF3) and I}: Fx(x F5) for the ohmic and rf density profiles, respectively, and
plot the ratio I‘rffnh vs Prf in Fig. 2. The curves are the theoretical predictions using the CC
parameters from the ANSAT sheath analysis, and the data points are the values inferred by a
least—squares fit of the CC model to the measured profiles. The closed circles and solid line
denote it phasing. the Open circles and large-dashed line denote 0 phasing, and the small—
dashed line corresponds to 0 phasing with twice the ANSAT sheath voltage to indicate the
range of uncertainty in the theory. There is good agreement between the first»principles sheath
mode] and the data fit, suggesting that the CC model gives a good estimate of the plasma flux.
We conclude from Fig. 2 that the flux 1} is enhanced by the rapid convection during the If
pulse (I‘M/[bi1 > 1) despite the observed density depletion at the antenna. The result is an
increased interaction with the antenna, which is consistent with the observation of increased
impurity production during the if pulse, as discussed in Sec. 3.
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3. Impurity Influx Analysis
On TPTR the only source of titanium impurities is the TiC-coated PS. The formation

of rf sheaths on the antenna provides a mechanism for ion acceleration to keV energies and
for rf—enhanced sputtering. The Ti influx is observed to increase by a large factor (> 40 for Pd-
: 4 MW) when the antennas are powered. Most of the sputtered Ti atoms (90 — 95%) are
screened by ionization in the SOL and are redepositod on the poloidal limiters and inner wall
of TF’I‘R. which then provide a secondary source of sputtered Ti. An analysis of the total Ti
concentration in the plasma core for a series of consecutive shots in it and int/2 phasing and a
comparison with rfvimpurity models indicates that the Ti concentration in it phasing is due to
the direct influx from the FS, whereas in 1t/2 phasing the secondary source is important and
grow larger as the. limiter contamination increases.

The core Ti concentration due to the direct influx from the FS, f1;(FS), has been
modeled using (i) the ANSAT code to calculate the average energy E = Ze(¢v) of particles
striking the F5, and (ii) the measured density profiles to determine the impurity screening
factor and the plasma flux to the screen (employing the CC analysis of Sec. 2). Thus,
f-nt'FS) = T (has tP/(Oie) Vp), where 1p m 0.25 s is the measured impurity confinement time,
V1) and (me) are the core plasma volume and average density, T is the "transmission coeffi—
cient" for Ti atoms to stream across the SOL without being ionized, T = ep—u idx ne(x)}
with it = (CW)/vo (assumed constant), (131:5(atoms 5'1) x NA 11 A.L Y(E) is the local influx of
Ti atoms from the Faraday screens of all NA antennas, Ai = LyLz is the antenna area normal
to the plasma outflux, and Y(E) is the sputtering yield per ion incident with energy E. The
details of this modeling will be given elsewhere [3].

In Fig. 3, we plot fr; =ll'1'1/ne vs f1; (FS), where in is the total Ti concentration inferred
from soft X-ray spectroscopy and fmFS) is the theoretical prediction for the direct Ti influx,
for selected shots in 3I'Ic-4l-le-D plasmas from the. TFTR mode conversion current drive
campaign. These shots were selected to compare different phasings [1: (solid circles), +1112
(open squares), and —m'2 (filled squares)] at comparable rf power for Prf = 3 MW and 4 MW.
The solid line denotes agreement between the direct influx theory and the experiment. The
dotted lines indicate the time sequence of the shots: the 4 MW (3 MW) group began (ended)
with the tit-phasing shot. Note that in it phasing the Ti concentration is dominated by the direct
influx. whereas in 7:0 phasing at 4 MW the direct influx is a small fraction of the total,
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indicating that the secondary influx from the limiters is important. The magnitude of the
secondary influx is larger at high rf power and grows larger on later shots, presumably
because of Ti accumulation on the limiters.
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Figure 3 . Comparison ofrhe experimentally
inferred Ti concentration with the theoretically
predicted concentration due to the direct influx
from the FS .
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The most likely source of the observed phasing dependence is the kpdependence of
the fast wave propagation. There is significantly more power below kll = 2—4 In’1 in ME
phasing than in 11: phasing, and there are two effects associated with this low—k” part of the
spectrum: (i) the right—hand FW cut-off surfaces approach the plasma edge [7], allowing
tunneling of the RV fields and interaction with the nearby walls and limiters, and (ii) global
surface or coaxial modes are induced in the plasma edge and SOL. In both cases the
interaction with the limiter may induce an E” component, and a substantial "far—field“ sheath
voltage, V : ids E“, can be generated [8,9] leading to rf—induced impurity generation
associated with the low—kit part of the spectrum. This process may explain the phasing
dependence observed in Fig. 3. The importance of low—k" waves in achieving fast wave
current drive suggests that more work is needed to understand and model far—field sheaths.
surface waves. and other far—field rf processes.
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TRANSPORT MODEL TESTING AND COMPARISONS
USING THE ITEFI AND DIII—D PROFILE DATABASE"

J.E. Kinsey,T R.E. Waltz, and DP. Schisse]
General Atomics, PO. Box 85608, San Diego, California 92186-5608 USA

A fast steady-state transport code is used to test and compare several theory-based trans—
port models including the IFS/PPPL, GLF23, Multimcde, and Itotoh-Fukuyarna (11F)
models. Statistics for both local and global quantities as a ratio of model to experiment are
computed to assess the performance of each model against a profile database comprised of
more than 50 L— and H—mode discharges. These discharges, which include parameter scans in
gyroradius, collisionality, beta, plasma current, density, and power, have been obtained from
the DIE-D and ITER profile databases.

1. OBJECTIVE TESTING OF TRANSPORT MODELS
In dds paper we assess the performance of several dreary-based transport models by

comparing the predictions for the temperature profiles against experimental data from DlII—D,
TFTR, and JET using the MLT transport code. We use an experimental database comprised of
nearly 50 L— and mode discharges from the ITER and DIIIwD profile databases [1]. All
the models are treated equally within a single transport code using the same methodology and
figures of merit to quantify the level of agreement with both global and local quantities. Using
the experimental density profiles and analyzed sources, the boundary conditions are set at
p/a = 0.90 for all simulations. Here, no consideration is made to test the models against data
from Ohmic discharges or from plasmas in advanced operating regimes (eg. supershots,
VH—mode, reversed shear).

Included in the study are the IFS/PPPL model [2] and the more comprehensive GLF23
model [3] which are based upon gyrofluid simulations of the toroidal ion temperature gradient
(ITG) mode in a three-dimensional nonlinear ballooning mode representation with extrapo~
lated trapped electron (TEM) physics. The Multimode mode] [4} combines the Welland two~
dimensional ITGI'I'EM model with contributions from drift—resistive and kinetic ballooning
modes. While its physics is not as rigorous as the gyroLandau fluid models, it has been more
extensively tested in a full time-dependent transport code to successfully predict the evolution
of density and temperature profiles from a wide range of discharges. All three are critical
gradient models and can be characterized in terms of their “stiffness" which determines how
much power flow is needed to move away from marginality. In general, the gyrofluid models
tend to be very stiff while the Multmode model is moderately stiff. The IIF model [5] differs
in that it is not a drift wave based transport model. It can be characterized as a current-diffu-
sive model based upon one fluid electrostatic “inertial" MHD equation. Unlike the ITG based
models, it has no threshold and, therefore, little stiffness. While testing the HF model we
found that better agreement with the database is found if the thermal diffusivities were
reduced by 50%. This is justifiable since the model was not originally calibrated against a
large database. All results shown here are for the recalibrated version.

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Grant No. DE—FGOS«95ER54309.
i'Oak Ridge Associated Universities. Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
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I}. SIMULATION RESULTS AND RANKING 0F MODELS
To assess the performance of each transport model, quantitative comparisons are made

between the model predictions and the experimental data for both global and local quantities.
Figure 1 shows that the Multimode model yields the best overall agreement with the database
followad by the IFS/PPPL model (without EXB shear), HF, and GLF23 (with EXB shear)
models, respectively.

1 .......................................... n. nu .
ARw = 28.9% L-mode H-made ‘ Afiw = 21.8%
<Rw>= 1.05 ‘2” ‘25] . <nw> = 0.94

J ll I. . l I II I]“W ”Li mr -I I - "
GLF23.v4 w.‘ ExB Shear IFSIPPPL wlo ExB Shear

.Igmrsnmt :Mam“ Jet: “Dammflflmw- -
1 ............................... . . ............ V, .ARW = 14.7% ARw = 24.1%

(Rw> = 0.98 ‘ <Rw> = 0.97

0 l l: .I . I l I
‘ [III "III I" I

.’ ' Hecalibrated
Mum-mode Itoh-ltoh—Fukuyama

-1l DIlE-D 'JETJLYFTR Dfl-D . JET H fillll-D JET TFTR D -D

Fig. 1. Stored energy ofisetfor the GLF23, 1FS/PPPL. Mulrimode, and [IF models.

Here, the stored energy offset fw, defined as WS/Wr—l. is plotted versus discharge for
each of the four transport models. The L— and H—mode results are divided left and right by a
thick black line with the discharges also being conveniently grouped according to machine.
Here, a positive (negative) offset indicates the model overpredicts (underpredicts) the stored
energy. A hollow circleis shown when no numerical result was found for a particular dis-
charge. In the upper left corner of each panel is the average and the root—mean—square error
(nns) for the total stored energy.

Furthermore, we find that the ranking of the models is independent of the figure of merit
Chosen. Here, the global figures of merit include the average (KW) and ms error ARWfor the
total stored energy

(RW)=§'(WSi/Wxil/N ARR/=12i (Wsi/Wri_1UZ/N (1)

where N is the total number of discharges and W},x refer to the simulation and experimental
stored energies, respectively. The local figures of merit include the offset fT and rms error O'T
between the predicted and experimental temperature profiles where

e 2
fT=§(5“Txl/\ET§ 0r“. {JiTS—Txl AFT)? ' (2)

Table 1 shows the average and rms error for the total stored energy along with the rms error
and average offset for the temperature profiles. Notice that agreement with the database gets
worse when EXB shear is included in the IFSfPPPL model, but agreement improves when
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included in the GLF23 model. Specifically, the offset becomes closer to unity and the average
error remains essentially unchanged for the GLF23 model while the offset increases from
0.94 (too cold) to 1.20 (too hot) and the average error worsens from 22% to 37% for the
lFS/PPPL model. This illustrates that the implementation of EXB shear effects is crucial and
can be as important as describing the physics within the I'I‘G model itself. In fact, it is a
necessary ingredient in reproducing the experimental profiles in reversed shear discharges
where models lacking E><B shear significantly underpredict the observed temperature profiles.

Table I. Rank According to Figures of Merit

<RW> MW ”Te “Ti (fire) (00
Multimode 0.96 0.15 0.17 0.22 —0.05 0.01
IFS-PPPL (wfo EXB) 0.94 0.22 0.28 0.26 —0.04 ~0.07
HF (recalibrated) 0.97 0.24 0.25 0.39 «0.05 —0.02
GLF23.V4 (w/ EXB) 1.05 0.27 0.32 ‘ 0.34 0.02 0.03
GLF23.V4 (w/o EXB) 0.83 0.24 0.28 0.28 —0.13 —0.12
[FSvPPPL (w/ EXB) 1.20 0.37 0.53 0.34 0.17 0.08

III. SCANS IN MACHINES AND DINENSIONLESS PARAMETERS
To test the intrinsic scaling properties of the models we examined simulations of DIII—D

parameter scans within the database including H—mode scans in plasma current. heating
power, and electron density. Also studied were L— and H—mode dimensionless similarity
experiments where the normalized gyroradius, coilisionality, and beta were systematically
varied. Table 11 details the predicted transport confinement scalings for the DIII~D H—mode
scans in plasma current (IP varied from 0.75 to 1.5—MA at fixed Pb, rig), neutral beam power
(Pb varied from 4.7 to 13.6~MW at fixed 1?, ne), and electron density (power changed as
density varied from 2.9 to 5.4 X 1019 m-3 to keep temperature gradients fixed). All the
models fail to reproduce the observed scaling in one or more of the scans.

Table II. Scaling Exponents for DIII—D Fixed Parameter Scans

t:1,PaP.n:‘N “(Baa firmvzlfiaz

Scan [p P ”e P: 9». V. V» B 9

flpe H— Ha H— Low-q H— Higl‘tr-q Hm L— H— L» H—
Exponent 0!] Dip OW (X5 or]; on Oil 062 (12
Multimode 0.65 —0.59 ~1.21 0.83 0.19 —0.08 «0.41 0.41 0.23
IFS-PPPL (w/o EXB) 0.89 —0.86 —1.62 0.87 0.05 ~0.25 ~0.42 0.32 —0.22
GLF23 (w/ EXB) 0.91 —0.73 71.39 0.54 —0.13 —0.10 ~0.14 0.47 0.03
HF 0.56 —0.69 0.86 0.18 —0.07 —0.26 0.15 ~00?
Experiment 0.91 ~0.60 —0.94 1.00 0.00 0.01 —0.23 —0.07 0.09

In Hemode plasmas a substantial portion of the stored energy is in the pedestal region.
Therefore, it is of interest to test the extent in which the predicted scalings from the models
result from enforcing the boundary conditions at the top of the pedestal. We find that if the
pedestal temperatures are held fixed going from the low to high current discharge that the
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observed linear current dependence is not reproduced. This implies that most (>70%) of the
H—mode current scaling is an artifact of the changing temperatures at the top of the pedestal.
In the experiment, Te and T," at p/a = 0.9 changed by factors of 3.5 and 1.8, respectively. For
the power scan, however, we find that the experimental powor scaling is reproduced when
holding the boundary temperatures fixed going from the low to high power discharge
suggesting that the power scaling is not determined by the pedestal boundary conditions.

Table II also describes the results for the H—mode pt. and L“ and H—mode vs and [3 scans.
Interestingly, it is found that all the models, which are intrinsically gyroBohm, follow the
apparent change from gyroBohm confinement for low—q H—rnode discharges to Goldston—like
confinement for high—q discharges where the normalized gyroradius was varied by a factor of
1.6 holding all other dimensionless quantities fixed. With the exception of the L—mode
fi-sean, all the models reproduced the observed weak dependence of B ”Ctr on collisionality
and thermal beta in the Lu and Humode where w. was varied by a factor of eight in the v1,—
scans and [3m was varied by a factor of two in the B—scans.

IV. ITER PROJECTIONS
To test the intrinsic scaling properties of the models we examined simulations of DIII~D

parameter scans within the database including Humode scans in plasma current, heating
power, and electron density. Also studied were L7 and mode dimensionless similarity
experiments where the normalized gyroradius, collisionality, and beta were systematically
varied. Table H details the predicted transport confinement scalings for the DIILD H~mode
scans in plasma current (1}) varied from 0.75 to 1.5 MA at fixed Pb, ne), neutral beam power
(Pb varied from 4.7 to 13.6 MW at fixed 113, he), and electron density (power changed as
density varied from 2.9 to 5.4 x 1019 m’3 to keep temperature gradients fixed). All the
models fail to reproduce the observed scaling in one or more of the scans.

A large uncertainty in projecting to lTER to
ignition is whether or not H~mode pedestal M—IFSII‘PPL is") +Mulllmnde

~:>- eem «we momtemperatures can be sustained. This is crucial 30
because many transport models are relatively
sensitive to the pedestal temperature.
Comparing the predictions from the models,
we see that they vary considerably from veiy
optimistic (HF actually exceeds B~limit) to
optimistic (Multimode) to pessimistic (IFS, Tped (kW)
GLF). Figure 2 illustrates the sensitivity of Fig. 2. Fusion energy gain versus pedestal temperature.
the model predicted fusion power gain (Q =
5/[Paux/Potl) to the pedestal temperature assuming a line—averaged density of 1.2 x 1020 m4,
1H,, = 10 “CE, and Paux = 100 MW. Typically, the Multimode model predicts ignition even for
luv-mode edge temperatures.

[ll 1W. Connor, et al., in Proc. of the 16th IAEA Fusion Energy Confi, Montreal, 1996 (International Atomic
Energy Agency, Vienna, in press), paper Fl-CN—64fFP-2 1.

[2] M. Kotscheureuther, W. Dorland, M. Beer, and G. Hammett. Phys. Plasmas 2, 2381 (1995).
[3] R.E. Waltz, G.M. Staebler, G. Hammett. and 1.17. Konings, in Proc. of the 16th IAEA Fusion Energy

Conf.. Montreal, 1996 (lmemational Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, in press), paper Fl-CN-64/D1~6.
[4] 1E. Kinsey and G. Bateman, Phys. Plasmas 3, 3344 (1996).
[5] $11. Itoh, K Itoh, A. Fukuyama. and M. Yagi, Phys. Rev Lett. 72, 1200 (1994).
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UNDERSTANDING TRANSPORT THROUGH
DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETER SCALING EXPERIMENTS*

C.C. Petty and TC. Luce
General Atornics, PO. Box 85608, San Diego, California 921869784 USA

Introduction. The related methods of dimensional analysis, similarity, and scale invariance
provide a powerful technique for analyzing physical systems. For example, the complex
plasma dynamics governed by the Vlasov—Maxwell system of equations can be characterized
by sets of dimensionless quantities through the application of these techniques [1,2]. Signif—
icant progress has been made recently towards predicting and understanding radial heat
transport using dimensionless parameter scaling techniques. Previous experiments on the
DIII—D tokamak have measured the variation of heat transport with the relative gyroradius

(in) [3—6]; in this paper, the scaling of heat transport with plasma beta (,8 ) and normalized
collisionality ( v) for mode and H—rnode plasmas on the DJII—D tokamak is reported.

Following the scale invariance approach to confinement scaling, the thermal diffusivity
( x) is assumed to depend only on local dimensionless quantities. One possible form for x is

'x=zBBa”V““F(p*,q,R/a.K,Te/Tiw), (1)

l

l

l

where x}; =cT/eB. By varying either ,3 or v while keeping the other dimensionless
quantities fixed, the scaling exponents (1)3 and (xv can be determined since the unknown
function F remains constant. Understanding the beta and collisionality scaling of transport
helps to differentiate between various proposed mechanisms of turbulent transport and allows
the origin of power degradation and density scaling of confinement to be determined.

Egla §caling of Heat Transgofl. Experimental results from the beta scaling of confinement
should help discern the anomalous transport mechanism. Theories for which E x B transport
is dominant show little enhancement or perhaps even slight reduction in transport with
increasing beta, while transport models that invoke electromagnetic effects like magnetic
flutter transport are generally expected to have a strong, unfavorable beta scaling.
Empirically—derived scaling relations seem to favor the latter transport mechanism; the HER-
89P L—mode scaling gives up = 0.525 , whereas the ITER-93H H—mode scaling gives
0:5 = 1.235 .

In these experiments on the DIH~D tokamak, scaling of L-mode and H—mode confine—
ment was determined for a factor~of—2 scan in beta. In order to keep pr, 1/, and g constant
while varying B , the plasma parameters were scaled like u a: 13", T cc 82, and I cc B at fixed
plasma geometry. Fast wave heating was utilized for L—mode discharges while neutral beam
injection (NBI) heating was used for H—mode discharges. The global parameters for these ,6
scans are given in Table I, which shOWS that the dimensionless parameters were well matched.

The energy confinement was found to depend only weakly upon beta for both the
L—mode and H—mode scans. Table I shows that the normalized confinement time scaled like
B't'fl1 ac fi—OflSiOJO for L-rnode plasmas and Btm e: fiO'ISiO'B for H—mode plasmas. This

*Report of work sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE—ACO3-89ER51114.

anck-lnstltut n: Plasmaohyslk. 1 l
Max P _ nthllolhek . l
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Table 1: Global dimensionless parametersfor ,6 scans

L—mode Hemode

Parameter #90118 #90108 #90117 #90108
B (T) 1.63 1.91 1.62 1.93

(195 3.66 3.64 3.76 3.88
.7134 0.25 0.28 0.53 0.53

aim/13‘S 5.0 5.1 15.4 16.3
131:.“ 0.26 0.49 0.80 1.71
Bah 0.166 0.161 0.229 0.257

beta dependence was much weaker than the prediction of empirically-derived scaling rela-
tions, which indicates that the (apparent) beta scalings contained in these scaling relations are
not due to an actual beta dependence of heat tranSport.

A local transport analysis verified that the beta scaling of the thermal diffusivity for the
L—mode plasmas was weak or possibly non-existent. The beta scalings of the ion and
electron thermal diffusivities are plotted as a function of the normalized radius in Fig. 1. The
error bars indicate that the beta scalings of la and 251 are not statistically different from each
other. For H—mode plasmas, the local transport analysis found that the beta scaling for the
electron fluid was weak, but a significant beta scaling was‘observed in the ion fluid, as shown
in Fig. 2. The nearly linear, favorable beta scaling for ion transport is not explained as yet;
however, any comparison of these experimental results with theoretical models should include
the effect of the outward shift of the magnetic axis with increasing beta since large Shafranov
shifts can stabilize trapped particle modes and reduce anomalous transport [7].

1.3 2.0

\‘1-5 \ \ 1.5
5 {Ew: 1.4 .4
5 .5 1.0

'52 1.2 E
X N 0.5

1.0 .

0.8 0.0
0.3 0.5 0'7 0‘9 0.3 0.5 P 0.7 0.9p

Fig. 1. Ratio ofelectron (solid line) and ion (dashed
line) thermal défiusivitiesfor the L—moa'e beta scan.
The lined shading indicates the standard deviation of
the random error, while the dotted shading indicates
the potential eject of systematic error.

Fig. 2. Ratio of electron (solid line) and ion (dashed
line) thermal difffitsivitiesfor the H—mode beta scan.

Collisionalily Sealing 01 Heat Transport. Drift wave models of anomalous transport can
generally be classified by their predicted dependence on collisionality. The thermal dif-
fusivities for m and coilisionless trapped electron modes are expected to have no dependence
on v, while the thermal diffusivities for the dissipative trapped particle and resistive balloon-
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mg modes are expected to have strong v scalings [8]. In addition, neoclassical transport has a
linear, unfavorable v dependence in the banana regime. Both the ITER-SQP L—mode scaling
and the HER—93H H—mode scaling have the same 11—028 dependence.

In these experiments, the scaling of L—mode and H—mode confinement was determined
for a factor-of-S scan in collisionality. In order to keep pt, 5 , and q constant while V varied,
the plasma parameters were scaled like 71 cc B0, T 0: 82, and I at B at fixed plasma geometry.
Combined NBI and fast wave heating was used for L—mode discharges while NBI heating
was utilized for H—mode discharges. The global parameters are given in Table II, which
shows that the dimensionless parameters were well matched for these v scans.

Table II: Global dimensionless parametersfor v scans

mode l-I—mode

Parameter #90765 #90753 #90768 #90740
B (T) 1.14 1.91 1.15 1.92

495 3.60 3.56 4.04 . 3.98 .
HBO 2.4 2.6 6.6 6.1

Wm/B2 63 63 240 230
mm,“ 0.15 0.019 0.090 0.011
Btth 0.128 0.123 0.180 0.406

The confinement was found to be almost independent of collisionality for L—mode
plasmas. whereas a moderate V dependence was observed for H—mode plasmas. Table II
shows that the normalized confinement time scaled like Btu1 o: V0.02t0.03 for the L—mode

. scan and 3701 a: $0371005 for the H—mode scan. The v dependence for H—mode plasmas
was similar to that of the HER-93H scaling, but the v dependence for L—mode plasmas was
much weaker than in the HER—89F scaling.

The local transport analysis found that the v scaling of the thermal diffusivity was weak
for L—mode plasmas, in agreement with the global confinement scaling. This is shown in
Fig. 3, where the v scaling of the ion and electron thermal diffusivities is plotted as a function
of the normalized radius. For H—mode plasmas, the local transport analysis found that the
one-fluid thermal diffusivity had a moderate, unfavorable v scaling similar to the global
confinement scaling, as shown in Fig. 4. It is not yet clear if this v scaling is present in both
the electron and ion fluids. Since the anomalous transport is only 2-«3 times the neoclassical
level for these H—mode plasmas, the measured V dependence may be a manifestation of the
linear collisionality scaling of neoclassical transport.

C_on_t;|L.I§_iQ,n§. Experiments in the DIII—D tokamak found weak beta scaling of heat trans-
port for both L—mode and H—mode plasmas, For L—mode plasmas, the electron and ion
thermal diffusivities had no measurable beta dependence and the normalized confinement
time scaled like Brm ac ,B'O'Ojio'm. The confinement time for H—mode plasmas scaled like
Btu, «Bo'lflo'la; the ions had a favorable beta scaling whereas the electrons had no
measurable beta dependence. Since a strong, unfavorable beta scaling of transport was not
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Fig. 3- Ran'o ofelectmn (solid “’19) "mil-0'1 (433,151 Fig. 4. Ratio ofone—fluid thermal dijj‘ilsivt'n‘esfor the
line) thermal diffusivities for the L—mode Hnmgde collisionalirv scan.
collisianah'ty scan.

observed, these experiments indicate that electromagnetic effects like magnetic flutter
transport are not a significant part of the turbulent tranSport process.

The collisionality scaling for L—mode plasmas was also close to zero, Brth ac v
The v scalings of the ion and electron thermal diffusivities were the same to within the
experimental error. The lack of v scaling, even in the plasma edge, indicates that the
dissipative trapped particle and resistive ballooning modes are not significant at any radii for
these L—mode plasmas [8]. For H—mode plasmas, a moderate, unfavorable v scaling was
observed in the local heat transport. with the confinement time scaling like 37th
oc $0310.05. This v dependence may be a manifestation of neoclassical transport.

The parameter scalings found in these experiments are more Optimistic than the present
ITER scaling relations. Assuming a power law form for the scaling relation, the power
degradation and density sealing of confinement are completely determined by the p»: , 13 and
v scalings. Combining the measured [3 and v scalings of confinement for Irmode plasmas
with Bohm-like pt scaling [3], a global confinement scaling of TOWOSP—Oj is obtained.
For H—mode plasmas, taking the measured sealings for B and v along with gyro~Bohm—1ike
pt scaling [5,6] results in a global confinement scaling of roe n0'3P”O‘4. These scaling
expressions lead to a more favorable prediction of the confinement time for future ignition
devices than the present ITER sealing relations such as ITER<93H.

0.021003
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H—MODE THRESHOLD POWER SCALING AND THE VB DRIFT EFFECT*

T.N. Carlstrom, KH. Burrell, R.J. Groebner, and GM. Staebler
General Atomics, F20. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92186—5608

One of the largest influences on the H—mocle power threshold (Pm) is the direction of the ion VB
drift relative to the X—point location, where factors of 2—3 increase in PTH are observed for the ion
VB drift away from the X~point. It is prOposed that the threshold power scaling observed in single-
null configurations with the ion VB drift toward the X—point location (PTH ~ nB, where n is the
plasma density, and B is the toroidal field) is due to the scaling of the magnitude of the VB drift
effect. Hinton [1] and later Hinton and Staebler [2] have modeled this effect as neoclassical cross
field fluxes of both heat and particles driven by poloidal temperature gradients on the open field lines
in the scrape-off layer (SOL). The VB drift effect influences the power threshold by affecting the
edge conditions needed for the L—H transition. It is not essential for the L»H transition itself since
transitions are observed with either direction of B. Predictions of this model include saturation of the
B scaling of PTH at high field, ”B scaling of PTH with reverse B, and no B scaling of PTH in
balanced double-null configurations. This last prediction is consistent with the observed scaling of
PTH in doubleunull plasmas in DIE—D {3].

Neoclassical cross field fluxes

In the model by Hinton and Staebler [2], the VB effect is attributed to neoclassical cross field
fluxes of heat and particles driven by pcloidal temperature gradients on the open field lines in the
SOL. In cylindrical geometry, the radial fluxes are given by:

s gel-an Aget-"E eeBg 1' 319 4'q (1)

_ 5 CT‘ B (9T Atin—‘5 rafiriaséfii'qir (2)
c B 8P (9‘?

rer=rirnggffig(fi“enefi)+rf (3)

where qc, is the radial electron heat flux, qt; is the radial ion heat flux, 1“r is the radial ambipolar
particle flux, and 46A,. qfi‘, and If are the anomalous fluxes which represent ali other transport

processes which are not included in the Coulomb collision treatment. A diagram showing the
direction of the gradients and fluxes is shown in Fig. 1. Integrating poloidaliy, they find that the ratio
of the classical heat flux to the anomalous heat flux can be large, on the order of ~0.5 for typical
scrape-off layer conditions. The direction of the poloidally integrated flux is radially inward when
the ion VB drift direction is towards the X—point and outward when the ion VB drift direction is
away from the X—point.

Following the work of Mahdavi e: at. [4], we have developed a 1D heat conduction model to
estimate the poloidal gradients of Te and '1‘; in the SOL. These gradients are peaked near the X—point

*Work supported by the [1.8. Department of Energy under Contract No DE~AC03-89ER51 114,
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ion VB drift
(forward B)

Fig. 1. Classical cross-field ion heat flux (qfl) for the ion grad»B dn‘ft towards the X—point. The anomalous energy flux

(Q5) is strongest on the outboard midplane.

region and (Hi/819 = 25 [HE/819, consistent with experimental measurements of midplane
temperatures of Tc(0)=80i20 eV, and Ti(0)=190i20 eV [5]. Assuming these gradients are the same
for the inside and outside SOLs, the net cross field heat fluxes are given by the difference of 1/B on
the inside and outside. Using the cylindrical approximation, this difference is given by

Li - 39—] : ZEsinfl (4)
Bout Bin

where e is the inverse aspect ratio.
Estimating the power flow across the separatrix due to these neoclassical cross field fluxes, we

find:

(95,)s=0.036 MW
(qi,)s=—0.24 MW

(gm + T91“) 5:43.088 MW

for a net inward power of 0.26 MW. The bracket indicates a flux surface average and S is the plasma
surface area. This pOWer is comparable to the threshold power of approximately 1 MW,
demonstrating that the magnitude of these neoclassical cross field fluxes can be significant with
respect to aiding or inhibiting the L to H transition.

These fluxes are enhanced when the temperature near the X~point is reduced, for example, by
divertor detachment. This situation can be approximated with this model by setting the X—point
height equal to zero. In this case we find a net inward power of 0.64MW. This may still be an under
estimate of the power due to these fluxes because we have assumed that the heat flux in the boundary
layer is symmetrical for the inner and outer SOLs. Experimental observations and toroidal geometry
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considerations indicate that the heat flux is higher in the outer channel and this would further

increase the inward magnitude of (4“).
Another feature of this model is that it may explain the increase of PTH at low density. As the

density is reduced, heat flow along the boundary layer changes from being conduction limited to
sheath flow limited. When this happens, the poloidal temperature gradient occurs almost entirely at
the target plate. The lack of significant poloidal gradients near the core plasma reduces the

neoclassical cross field fluxes and the VB effect is reduced.

VB drift effect and the H—mode power threshold

The VB effect may be important to the L—H transition through its contribution to the edge
pressure gradient from the inward radial fluxes of heat and particles. These fluxes act like a heat and
particle pinch at the edge of the plasma and increase the edge pressure gradient. It is conjectured that
the power threshold is actually a threshold for E, which is related to the edge pressure gradient
through the radial force balance equation [6]. By contributing to the edge pressure gradient, these
fluxes reduce the power required to obtain H—mode. When the direction of the field is reversed, these

fluxes act to decrease the edge pressure gradient and increase the threshold power. It is also possible
that the VB effect couid directly effect Er through some other mechanism, but this discussion is-
beyond the scope of this paper.

, In the present model, the cross field fluxes due to the VB diift effect are treated as an additional

power flow across the separatrix given by

Peg v— 8533335 (5)
where S is the plasma surface area (~rR). Depending on the direction of B, this term either adds to
[ion VB drift toward the X—point) or subtracts from PSEP to determine the threshold power for the

L-H transition: .

WW)“; ‘ PSEP i PVB (6)
where P531) is the power flowing across the separatrix and PW )TH is the power required to increase

the pressure gradient to the threshold condition.
We do not know at present how the T and BT/Bfl terms of PVB scale. For a rough approximation,

we assume a constant SOL pressure (nT = constant) and, equating P5151: with the power flowing in

the SOL, Fsep ~ KT5/2 VT, we approximate BTJBfl ~ PSiI/Ei" Using the double—null DIII—D results
from [3] for (PVP)TH we then construct a scaling for Psgp,

2/7 .
PSEPUVTW) = r(m)[5.7 — 4.35W]

(7)

Em
A plot of this function is shown in Fig. 2. At sufficiently high B. P5151: saturates and the B scaling

no longer applies. At low B, the power goes to zero for the forward B direction. This is the region
where ohmic Hemode is observed. When the second tennis comparable to the first term, the scaling
of Psgp is roughly linear with B. In the reverse B case, the power increases at low B, and decreases
at high B. Because so many different factors contribute to the scaling of PVB, it is difficuit to obtain a
simple scaling of P551), and the above model should only serve as an example or guide.
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Fig. 2. Simplified scaling of P55}: for both directions of B.

Conclusions

Using a simple 1D analysis of heat flow in the SOL to determine the poloidal gradient, 317319,
the inward power flow across the separatrix due to neoclassical cross field fluxes is estimated. This
power can be significant and it influences the H~rnode power threshold, lowering it when the ion VB
drift direction is toward the point, and raising it when the ion VB drift direction is away from the
X—point. The existence of a density threshold for Hemode is also explained by this model.

A simple scaling relation of the neoclassical cross field fluxes with basic plasma parameters is
developed. It shows that the B scaling of the H~mode power threshold can be explained by these
neoclassical cross field fluxes. Predictions of this model include saturation of the B scaling of PTH at
high field, l/B scaling of PTH with reverse B, and no B scaling of PTH in double—null configurations.
This simple model predicts PTH z 12 MW for ITER, which is far below the value of ISOMW
obtained from a power law fit to the ITER threshold database [7].
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IMPROVED ENERGY CONFINEMENT WITH NEON INJECTION IN THE Dill—D TOKAMAK’“

G.M. Staebler, GAL. Jackson, W.P. West, S.L. Allen.’r R1. Grocbner, M.J. Schaffer,
and DO. Whytei

Gonerai Atomics, PO. Box 85608, San Diego, California, 921865608 USA

In this paper we will report the first direct measurements of the fully stripped neon 10+ density
profile in a plasma with enhanced energy confinement due to neon injection. This is made with a
calibrated charge exchange recombination (CER) system [1]. It is found that the neon 10+ density is
peaked like the electron density with a slightly higher concentration towards the edge; The good
news is that the neon 10+ fraction is less than 1% (normalized to the electron density). The radial
electric field can also be computed from the CER measurements on DHI—D. The shear in the EXB
velocity is found to exceed the maximum growth rate of the ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode
over part of the profile, a condition for the suppression of turbulent transport {2]. This agrees with the
reduced power balance thermal diffusivities near the magnetic axis.

The phenomenon of enhanced energy confinement in tokamaks during impurity injection and
auxiliary heating has been observed on several tokamaks. ISX~B had the Z—mode [3], TEXTOR the
I~mode [4] and JFT—ZM the lL—mode [5]. TEXTOR can get the I‘mode without seeding impurities
at low density, but the best performance has been with neon injection at high density and high
radiated power (RI—mode) [6]. All of these enhanced confinement regimes have peaked density
profiles, high auxiliary heating, high radiation. usually due to neon but other impurities have also
been successful, and no sawteeth. TEXTOR has found sawtoothing RI—modes. JFT—ZM has reported
IL~rnodes with both limiters and divertors. Energy confinement times for IL—mode in JFT—ZM were
as good or better than the preceding ELM-free mode. Sawtoothing discharges with modest energy
confinement improvement (1.5 times L—mode )have been observed on ASDEX-U [7] when neon
injection has suppressed the Hmmode. About two dozen DIH—D discharges with L—mode edges and
strong neon radiation have been produced with energy confinement up to 2.0 times L—modc but
most with 1.4—1.6 times L—mode. All but the highest one reported here were sawtoothing. A variety
of configurations are represented, both double null and single null topologies and both ion VB drift
toward and away from the dominant X—point. We will adopt the Ilfmode terminology for these
plasmas. A few discharges which returned to an H—mode edge after an lit—anode phase have been
observed. In this paper we will present analysis of a plasma which obtains an energy confinement
three times L—mode before sawteeth and ELMs set in returning the energy confinement to a normal
H—«mode level. This discharge retains the improved core confinement of the preceding Hrmode but
adds on the H—mode edge barrier. This type of regime will be referred to as an IH—mode.

A single discharge with both an IL~ and lH—rnode phase will be analyzed in this paper. An
overview of DIII—D discharge 86457 is given in Fig. 1. This was a lower single null plasma with the
ion VB drift towards the X—point The divertor cytopump was active but the outer strike point was
not located for maximizing pumping. Other parameters are: toroidal field 1.77 '1‘, plasma current

*Worlc supported by US. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE»ACD3—89ER51 ] l4 and Grant No. DEAFGOS~
9551254294.

llain/tenet: Livermore National Laboratory.
$Univeristy of California, San Diego.



1.28 MA, minor radius 0.60 m, major
radius 1.70 m, elongation 1.85. Neutral
beam power (4.0 MW) began at 1.0 s
yielding an H—mode transition 80 ms later.
A neon gas puff was injected from 1.2“
1.4 s and the plasma remained ELM free
until a few large ELM bursts and an H to
1. transition occurred due to the large
radiated power. Beginning at about 1.6 s
the drop in stored energy halted. At this
point the energy confinement time was
110 ms which is 1.2 times LHmode (I'I'ER
89p scaling [8] including the stored energy
time derivative correction to the beam plus
Ohmic power). This marks the start of the
IL—mode phase. The stored energy
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Fig. 1. DUI-D discharge 86457 overview showing stored
energy, tins-averaged density, total radiated power. neutral
beam power, divertor Du light, and the neon gas valve voltage.

continues to climb until a transition to IH—mode at 1.92 3 At 1.87 s the energy confinement has
reached 234 ms. (2.0 times L—mode). During the [Elvmode phase the energy confinement increases
reaching a peak of 382 ms or 3.1 times Lamode at 2.1 s. The energy confinement time is above 2.5
times mode for most (1.94—5.12 s) of the IH—mode phase. The stored energy returns to its pre—neon
puff level (energy confinement 2 times L—mode) after the onset of steady ELMs and sawteeth be-
yond 2.4 s. The sawteeth were delayed by the injection of one neutral beam during the current ramp—
up. The safety factor (q) profile (measured with a motional stark effect diagnostic) is monotonic with
posiu‘ve shear but is somewhat above one at the center (sec insert in Fig. 5). The profiles of the ion

and electron temperature, the electron density and neon 10+ density are shown in Fig. 2 at 1.6, 1.9
' and 2.2 5. During the IL—rnode phase (from

1.6 to 1.9 s) the electron and ion tempera«
tures rise but the electron density is nearly
unchanged. The neon 10+ concentration

becomes slightly hollow. After the transition
to IH—rnode, the electron and ion tempera—
tures broaden as the edge density rises
sharply. In the early 1H~mode phase the tern»
peratures remain more centrally peaked. The
dramatic rearrangement of the neon 10+
profile between the 1.9 and 2.2s begins
immediately after the Ill—mode transition.
Because of the rise in the edge electron
density the neon 10““ concentration relative
to electron density is not nearly as hollow as
the neon 10+ density. The neon 10+
concentration is more hollow in IH—mode

u . , . . utw - . . .
0.0 ".2 M an 03 1.0 no on u.» as on 1-0

rla ‘ rn

Fig. 2. Measured radial profiles of ctecrron temperature
(a). ion temperature (b) electron density (c) and near: 10*
density (d) at three times: 1.63 (solid), 1.9 s (dotted). 2.2 .9
(dashed).
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than during the IL-«mode phase. The measured neon 10+
toroidal rotation profile behaves similarly to the ion
temperature.

Transport analysis of this discharge has been made
with the ONETWO code. Experimental profiles and EFIT
equilibria were taken every 50 ms from 1.6 to 2.2 s. The
profiles were then smoothed in time using a boxcar
average over 150 ms intervals. The electron thermal
diffusivity profiles at several times are shown in Fig. 3.
The electron thermal diffusivity first falls near the center
and then the reduction propagates towards the edge during Fig. 3. Power balance electron thermal
the lL—rnode phase. { 1.6, 1.8, 1.9 s). The Iii—mode phase fifiiig5:318:13fviii’i'effasiigjf'iii’i
begins With a reduction near r/a = 0.8 retaining the low (dashed), 2.25 (dotdoidashed).
central transport initially (2.1 5). Late in the lH—«mode
phase (2.2 s) the central electron thermal diffusivity has 105
risen above its value at 1.6 s, The ion thermal diffusivity
profiles are shown in Fig. 4 along with the ion ‘—

neoclassical [9] thermal diffusivity at 2.2 s. The ion E 10
thermal diffusivity also falls near the axis first during the "E
IL—mode phase. (1.6, 1.8, 1.9) but does not show much
reduction farther out until the H-I~mode phase (2.2 s) The
profile at 2.i s is the same as at 2.2 s. The persistence of a

. . . . . . 10’ . -
region With a power balance ion thermal difqiVity below 0.0 0.2 0.4 M M 1.0
standard neoclassical may be consistent with a revised r/a

neoclass1caltheory [101' Fig. 4. Power balance ion thermal
It has been showu theoretically that EXB velocity shear diffusing profiles at four times: 1.6 5

could yield core transport reductiori even when the edge g3};‘1{)&oi'§0‘;gigz‘fi'aigshgfl fizfiifi
remains in L—IllOCle due to high radiation [11]. In order for neoclassical thermal diffusivity at 2.2 s
the EXB velocity shear to suppress transport it must exceed (“Ema
the maximum growth rate of the turbulent instability [2]. The measured EXB shear rate at 1.9 s and

the maximum growth rate for lTG modes is shown in Fig. 5. The growth rate was computed using a
comprehensive gyro—kinetic stability code in the ballooning representation [12]. The neon impurity

was included in the calculation and the electrostatic approximation was used. The EXB shear exceeds
the maximum growth rate in two regions, near the magnetic axis and near rla=0.7. Both ions and

electrons have reduced thermal diffusivities for r/a<0.4 which suggest that the EXB shear could

contribute to the improvement in this region. However, the region near r/a=0.7 shows only a

reduction in the electron thermal diffusivity at 1.9 s and there is no sign of a dramatic transport

barrier with steep gradients in this region. The sharp rise in the growth rate at r/a=0.8 is due to an
electron temperature gradient (ETG) mode becoming dominant over the I'I‘G mode. The maximum
growth rate for this mode is about 6 MHZ at a wavenumber 100 times larger than the ITG mode. The

ETG mode is stable for r/a<0.3 so it cannot affect the core but it may be preventingrthe EXB shear

from suppressing the turbulence at rla=0.7 by driving the ITG mode non-linearly. Even when the
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EXB shear does not completely stabilize the turbulence it
can reduce transport. The fact that the electron thermal
diffusivity shows a broader region of reduction than the
ions during the IL—mode is a unique feature of this mode
compared to other enhanced core modes (NCS, VH)
observed on Dill—D. It is interesting that the core particle
transport does not appear to improve. Since the Thomson
scattering diagnostic does not give electron density data
inside of r/a=0.3 on this discharge it is possible that the
density is somewhat more peaked than shown, However,
the central electron cyclotron emission radiometer (which
measures electron temperature) was not cut-off indicating ii 5-(551’;(575,39:d‘fn2:61:22," g3; 37;3:5;
that the central den-”11W was below BOXIOB- (dotted) at 1.9 5. Insert shows the measured

Both the lL—mode and the Ienode deserve further “fe‘Yfi’C‘a’Pmfile ‘1‘ 1-9 5-
study. lH—rnode has a lower central impurity concentra
tion and a higher confinement than Hrmode but it may not be able to achieve steady state and the
particle confinement may be too good for helium ash removal. The lL—mode has a lower power flow
to the divertor and peaked density profiles. It has yet to be demonstrated that EXB shear can produce
a transport barrier just inside the radiating mantel as predicted [11] but EXB shear is contributing to
the improved energy confinement of IL—Inode.
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CORE TURBULENCE AND TRANSPORT REDUCTION lN Dlll—D DISCHARGES WITH WEAK OR
NEGATIVE MAGNETIC SHEAR*

G.M. Staebler, C.M. Greenfield, D.P. Schissel , KH. Burrell, T.A. Casper,T J.C. DeBoo,
E.J. Doyle;F RJ. Fonck,O LL. Lao, EA. LazarusJ-l GA. Navratilf CL. Rettig}
TL. Rhodes,i B.W. Rice,T HE. St. John, B.W. Stallard,T EJ. Strait, R.E. Waltz

and the DUI—D team

General Atomics, PO. Box 85608, San Diego California, 92186-5608 U. S. A.

Core turbulence fluctuation levels have been suppressed in DHI—D discharges with weak or

negative magnetic shear (NCS) near the magnetic axis. In some weak magnetic shear discharges the
ion thermal transport has been reduced to neoclassical levels throughout the whole plasma. The cause
of the transport reduction is investigated by calculating the stability of toroidal drift waves i.e. ion
temperature gradient modes (lTG) and trapped electron modes (TE), with a comprehensive
gyrokinetic linear stability code. It is found that the lTG modes and TE modes are stabilized by EXB
velocity shear. The EXB velocity shear is primarily responsible for the spontaneous growth of a

region of suppressed ion thermal transport. Surprisingly, the negative magnetic shear and Shafranov
shift are only weak stabilizing influences for the lTG and TE modes in the DIH~D cases studied
Negative magnetic shear does eliminate the ideal magnetohydrodynamic ballooning mode instability

which is a necessary access criteria for these improved core confinement regimes. Dilution of the

thermal ions by fast ions from the heating beams and hot ions compared to electrons are found to be

important stabilizing influences in the core.
The linear growth rates for toroidal drift waves are computed using a code written by

M. Kotschenreuther [1]. This is an initial value code so it finds the most unstable mode (either ion or

electron branch) at the giVen poloidal wavenumber. The code uses ballooning coordinates and has

the full gyro-averaged kinetic linear reSponse for both electrons and ions. The impurity ion species
and the fast ion (from neutral beam heating) resPUnSe were assumed to be adiabatic with only the

effective charge (Zeff) and ion dilution contributing to the growrh rate calculation. The magnetic

equilibrium is modeled by shifted circles (§,alpha). Even though the stability code has a full

electromagnetic response implemented, the ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) ballooning mode

limit for this model geometry is not accurate for the elongated double null DIII—D discharges. Thus,

the growth rates computed for actual plasmas were done in the electrostatic approximation in order to

avoid an unrealistically low MHD threshold. Parallel velocity shear was added to the original code

by R.R. Dominguez and A. Brizard. Inclusion of the EXB shear in a ballooning co~ordinate code

presents some technical difficulties which make a direct calculation of linear stability including EXB

shear hard to interpret. It has been shown from non—linear simulations of toroidal drift wave

turbulence that the turbulence quenches when the EXB shear rate is comparable to the maximum

linear growth rate in the absence of EXB shear [2]. Furthermore, the saturated fluctuation intensity

was found to be proportional to the net growth rate defined as the maximum growth rate minus the

EXB shear rate: I

”(Work supported by US. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE-ACOB—SQER51114. W-74OS—ENG~48, and DE-
AC05-960R22464 and Grant Nos. DE~FGO3>86ER53266, DE-FGOZ-92ER54139. and DEFGOZAS9ERS3‘297.

TLawrence Livermore National Laboratory. iUniversity of California. Los Angeles.
0University of Wisconsin. Madison. AOak Ridge National Laboratory, #Columbia University.
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where Bp, Bt are the poloidal and toroidal magnetic field components, R is the major radius, r the
minor radius and E the radial electric field. This is not an exact prescription. In general there is
dependence on magnetic shear and other factors [2] which can be up to a twofold variation in the
coefficient of the EXB shear rate. This should be kept in mind when comparing the EXB shear rate to
the maximum growth rate in the figures to follow. In all the figures in this paper the linear growth
rates have been maximized with respect to the poloidal wavenumber. The maximum growth rate can
sometimes have a large poloidal wavelength shift as a parameter such as density gradient length is
varied. This can result in a very different stability trend for the maximum growth rate than what
would be inferred from the growth rate at fixed poloidal wavenumber. The gyrokinetic stability of
NCS discharges has been studied using G. Rewoldt's eigenvalue code, with similar physics
included [3]. Our findings are in accord with theirs. The ion temperature gradient (ITG) and trapped
electron mode (TE) are the dominant instabilities in the core of NCS plasmas [3]. The ITG branch is
dominant for flat density profiles. The three main drives are the density gradient length, the
temperature gradient length and the parallel velocity gradient.

Peaking the density profile excites the TB mode. The Shafranov shift (or) is included in these
parameter scans through the formula

0: = 2 ,Bq2(a/LT + a/Ln) R/a (2)
A large Shafranov shift has been proposed as the primary stabilizing mechanism in some

reversed magnetic shear discharges [4}. We find that decreasing the density or temperature gradients
lengths alone results in an increased maximum growth rate even though the Shafranov shift
increases. However, increasing the pressure (13) is strongly stabilizing for reversed magnetic shear, as
shown in Fig. 1, due to the electromagnetic coupling and the Shafranov shift. Of course. for positive
magnetic shear the ideal MHD limit greatly enhances the growth rates with beta as shown in Fig 1.
Figure 1 also illustrates that there is nothing special about zero magnetic shear. Strong magnetic
shear of either sign is stabilizing. But for comparable stabilization about twice as much positive
magnetic shear compared to negatively magnetic shear is required. The other primary stabilizing
influences found in NCS plasmas (besides B) are hot ions Tiffe>1 and fast ion dilution. The EXB
shear causes a second stability of ITG and TE modes for large temperature, density or toroidal
velocity shear. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. The density and temperature gradients are increased
together and the EXB shear is taken to be due to the diamagnetic velocity (no toroidal momentum
injection) by the formula

a’EXB = Pilaia/Lriifi/Ln} (3}
The ion gyroradius (pi) was taken to be 0.01 times the minor radius (a) in Fig. 2. The EXB shear

increases faster than the maximum growth rate with the gradients so the net growth rale 7m has a
second stability at large gradients. The first and second stability points (zero’s of Yner) are
distinguished by two features. Both (95m and “max are small at the first stable point and both are
large for the Second. The derivative of yum with respect to (05x13 has opposite signs at the two zeros.
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Fig. 1. Maximum growth rate vs. magnetic shear for Fig. 2. 7m (solid). mExB (dashed) and "(max (dot—
B=0.0 (solid), [3%.005 (dashed). [5:001 (dot—dashed). dashed) variation with BIL-Fall“.
Rates are nomalized by (.lTe/ml- )/a.

dynet/dng > first stable, dynelldng < 0 second stable. (4),

This suggests a way of determining if the EXB shear has caused the stabilization of the
turbulence or is just an effect of the improved confinement. If the point where 7.16, vanishes is of the
second stable type, then reducing the EXB shear would cause a return of the instability and hence the
EXB shear is required for stability, If the zero of “(net is of the first stable type, then increasing the
EXB shear would make the toroidal drift modes unstable. An example from a DIII—D shot is shown
in Fig. 3. This is a high power NCS discharge with a well established region of suppressed ion
thermal transport out to r/a=0.5 [5]. The point at rho-10.5 where 7",“:n is clearly a second stable
POint since 'Ynet is decreasing in the direction in which (1:n increases. It is very typical of the dozen
or so NCS discharges which have been analyzed in this way that the leading edge of the region of
transport improvement is near a second stable point. This shot also shows another typical feature
which is that farther into the region of improved transport, near the magnetic axis, the toroidal drift
waves, in the ion gyroradius wavelength range, are linearly stable even without the EXB shear.
Looking now at the low power formation phase of this same discharge in Fig. 4 we find that the
region of improved confinement is smaller (r/a<0.3) [5]. The zero of 7m at r/a=0.3 is ambiguous
since dxB=0 showing that our classification scheme does not always work. The maximum growth
rate was computed without the Shafranov shift to evaluate the importance of this factor in stability.
As shown in Fig. 4 the maximum growth rate is only weakly affected. The maximum growth rate
with the fast ion dilution removed and with Ti=Te is also shown (Shafranov shift as measured). In the
center of the plasma these two effects have about the same stabilizing effect on 7m“. With both ion
dilution and hot ions turned off the maximum growth rate exceeds the EXB shear in the center. Thus,
the way in which this plasma was formed, with low target density and early neutral beam injection
during the current ramp phase, greatly stabilized the plasma in the center due to the fast ion dilution
and the hot ions. To a lesser extent the Shafranov shift was also stabilizing. The lower growth rate
reduces the EXB shear required to initiate the transport barrier. Even after the EXB shear has formed
a transport barrier, the effect of the leading edge of the barrier on the plasma within favors linear
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Fig. 3. Tmax (solid) and [05,43 (dashed) profiles for Fig. 4. "fmax (solid) and (05x13 (dashed) profiles for the
DUI—D discharge 8703] during the high power phase same discharge as Fig. 3 during the low power phase
(1760 ms). (1590 ms). Also shown are 'Ymax with no ShafranOv

shift ((1:0) (dotndashed) and ymax with TizTe and no
fast ion dilution (dot-dot—dashed).

stability near the axis. In many DIl'l—D NCS discharges the ion thermal transport improves much
more than the electron thermal transport or the particle transport. This favors hot ions and fast ion
dillution because the low densities and high temperatures result in along slowing down time for the
neutral beam ions. The high beta near the axis and the higher safety factor q on axis also increase the
Shafranov shift behind the transport barrier initiated by the EXB shear. These stabilizing influences
extend the region of reduced transport inward to the magnetic axis where the EXB shear vanishes.
This extension of the suppressed transport region to the axis has been seen in modeling of internal
transport barriers with EXB shear and HG mode turbulent transport [6].
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SCALING 0F ELM AND H—MODE PEDESTAL CHARACTERISTICS
IN ITER SHAPE DISCHARGES IN THE Dlll—D TOKAMAK"

T.H. Osborne and the DHIHD HHmode Pedestal Study Group: R..T. Groebner, LL. Lao,
A.W. Leonard, R. Maingifi R.L. Miller, GD. Porter} D.M. Thomas. and RE. Waltz I

General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, California 92186-9784, U.S.A. ‘

1. Introduction

A defining feature of H—mode is the existence of a transport barrier near the plasma
boundary. Although the H—mode edge transport barrier can be quite narrow (in DIHaD S 2%
of the minor radius), the characteristics of this layer are significant in the overall plasma
performance and in divertor effects.

Stiff ITG-mode turbulent transport models [1,2] predict that the core transport

coefficients are reduced strongly with increasing edge temperature suggesting that ITER may
require relatively high edge temperature for ignition. This result is in qualitative agree—
ment with data from DIII—D and CAMOD [3]. On DIII—D, H—ITER93-H xtrgfiDf-fi
(11§ED)°'53/B%93, where H—ITER93—H is the energy confinement enhancement factor relative
to ITER H—mode scaling, and PED refers to values at the top of the H—mocle pedestal
(Fig. 1). The periodic collapse of the pressure gradients associated with the H—mode
transport barrier at ELMs is important not only in setting the average H—mode pedestal .

height, but also the short time scale of the ELM energy loss can result in large power loads to
the divertor plates in ITER.

This paper primarily describes experiments in DIII—D employing discharges with ITER
cross~sectional shape and aspect ratio (LDIll—D/LIT‘ER : 0.2, where L is the length scale). In
these experiments, the plasma current and toroidal field Were varied by a factor of two as was
the q, 3 < q95 < 6, where Qiran E 3. The neutral beam heating power was varied over the
range 0.06 < PIS (MW/m2) < 0.3, where 0.17 (IGNITION) < P/Sman < 1.25 (BURN), Where

P is the loss power, S is .plasma surface area, and the density was in the range
0.2<nG :n/"GREENWALD <0.7, while. ”Goren z1.0. These were gas puff fueled dis<
charges in an open divertor configuration, with no divertor pumping, and the VB drift toward
the x—point. '

|

2. Scaling oi H-mode Pedestal Parameters

We separated our study of the H—mode pedestal parameters into analysis of the scaling of
the width of the steep pressure gradient region, which is expected to be set by turbulence
suppression physics [4], and the ittagnitude of the gradient, which may be limited by the ELM
instability [51.

‘Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy Contracts DE—AC03u89ER5lll4, DE—ACOS-960R22A64, and
W—7405-ENG—48.

1"Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
:ILawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California.
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The width of the H—mode transport
barrier used in the scaling studies is
determined from Thomson scattering mea-
surements of the electron pressure profile
which are fit to a hyperbolic tangent func—
tional form in the edge region. We find that
the width of the edge steep gradient region
for the ion pressure generally matches that
of the electrons. Parameters that were avail—
able for fitting included the electron profile
parameters, and MHD equilibrium param-
eters which are determined from external
magnetic measurements using the EFIT
code. The width scaling relations presented
here apply to the interval between typel
ELMs; during type 1 ELMs the width
expands greatiy. Only pEED, T:ED, and
Bpol had significant correlation with the

transport barrier width. Because of a correlation between density and plasma current,
the width of the steep gradient region on the outboard midplane could be fit equally well
to the edge pressure, 6 ac (nD)°‘52{(Bpol)°'94 (Fig. 2) or edge temperature, 8 o: (T:59?“ /
(31,000“. In dimensionless variables, the normalized width was equally well fit to the a
power of the poloidal gyroradius, 5/R cc (mm/ma“, or to the edge fipOL, 61R oc (5%?)0'4.
For low density type III ELMs (described in Section 2) the width is 20% to 50% larger than

, for type I even though pg
type In ELMs the width appears to he sim-
ilar to the type I case, although an explicit
scaling has not been derived.

In the ITER shape discharges on
DlII—D, We find that the electron pressure
gradient normalized as for ballooning mode
stability, aMHD : 2y0(dpcldw)(dV/dy/)
[V/ (27:2R)]1/2147::2 before a typel ELM
is relatively constant and independent of
t] (Fig. 3). This is in contrast to “an
=2p0{dpe/dR)(q95/B)ZR which rises
sharply at low s/q” (Where s is the mag‘
netic shear), and increases with increasing
input power at high q. This behavior of
05cm does not necessarily suggest second
stability, instead it may be understood from
the fact that aCYL/aMHD Eggs/qLOCAL,
where (Imam. is the local (1 on the outboard

ED and Tim are typically signifcantly smaller. For low temperature

25 u
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Fig. 2. Width of the H—mode steep gradient region
on the outboard midplane between type I ELM:fit to
powers of the electron pressure pedestal height,
p551) (H21), and the surface averaged polaidalfiei'd
3,, (r).
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iTEgSHAPE midplane, and q95/gLOCAL increases with
6 — increasing fipol- Using MHD equilibria de-

LAST 20% OFTYPEI ELM CYCLE tern-lined from external magnetic measure-
ments, we computed the stability to ideal,
infinite n, ballooning modes with the
BALOO [6} code. The electron pressure
alone was found to be equal to or greater
than the predicted first stable limit. In the
few cases where the ion temperature was

a determined, it was similar to the electron
temperature so that the experimental

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 pressure gradient is expected to exceed the
siq’ first stable limit by roughly a factor of two.

Fig. 3. Edge electron pmmm gmdl-en, "Unnamed Preliminary work indicates that self con-
as for ballooning mode Stabii'ity just before a type I sistently adding the current density expected
ELMs is relatively independent of My2 where s is to be associated With the edge pressure
the magnetic shear. . . .

gradient does not Significantly change the
first stable limit, however local regions of second stable access can be created in regions of
high pressure gradient if the current is large enough to reduce s/q2 below a critical value.
Since s/q2 generally decreases with increasing minor radius in these discharges, this
mechanism might limit the width of the high pressure gradient region at a point where the
pressure gradient is less than its peak value.

We can estimate the edge temperature in ITER by assuming type I ELMs will occur at
the same a as in Dl‘lI—D at ITER q. Scaling from DIII—D discharges, 5/120: (pm/R)“3

. gives TPED cc (LBr/llé)1/2 zl keV for ITER [this scaling also implies 6 x (UnaBr)“2,fi and
pm ix (Bar/n00“). Fora/R a (3,533)“, TPED cc (LBT/nG) = 5 keV for ITER (and here
5°C L, and pPED cc 3%).

3. ELM Classltieation, Energy Loss, and Divertor Ettects . _

Type I, II. and III ELMs [7] were observed in the ITER shape discharges on DIII—D.
Type I and III ELMs appeared in distinct regions of ngfia TED space (Fig 4). Type II
ELMs were interspersed with type I ELMs and became more prevalent at high [3pm although
they never replaced type I ELMs.

The energy lost from the plasma core during type I ELMs was determined from the time
history of the stored energy obtained from MHD equilibrium. Data from DIII—D was
combined with a few points from ASDEX—U and JET to produce a scaling for the type I ELM
energy loss, AEELM/ETOTAL oz (iF‘/.S)'°'4B")'3 where P is the total input power and S is the
plasma surface area, which gives AEELM a 26 M] for ITER. We can also estimate AEELM in
ITER by assuming that the change in normalize pressure gradient, 0., will be the same as that
observed in DIII—D and that the pressure drops equally across the cross—section. For SIR
x (ppm/R)“, AEITER :1 7 MJ, while for 6/Roc (egg/Rim, Mm : 37 MJ. IR camera
measurements indicate that 75% to 100% of AEELM reaches the divertor plates on a time scale
of 1—2 ms, with about twice as much going to the inboard relative to the outboard strike point.
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1'5 WERSHAPE The ELM heat flux is distributed over
__ o-TI<3msbeioreELM ,“gr“: 'p- § . -Typa[EL5” roughly a factor of two larger area in the

* ::'[ypeHIELMs divertor than the steady—state heat flux.
1.0 s Bolometry indicates that less than about 5%

Z: of AEBLM is radiated.
57 Two distinct classes of type III ELMs
“an were identified. One class, which has been

0'5" studied extensively on ASDEX-U [7], oc-
curs below a critical edge temperature, and
may be compatible with high H factor at

on high density where ppED is comparable to
that for typeI ELMs. A second class of
type III ELMs was identified at low density.

Fig. 4, Different classes ofELMs appear in distinct These ELMS disappear above a friticai
regions of n a Tspuce. Two different classes of heating power which scales as 112, 4mg, 01', in
type III ELM: appear at low temperature and low terms of local quantities, when the edge
density (pressure gradient). Solid curves are con—
mmprmun, pressurec,oradient is ablve a critical value

which scales as I‘ Possibly because of this
limitation on edge pressure gradient the H—mode pedestal and energy confinement is reduced
in discharges with low density type 111 ELMs, typically 0.6 < H—ITER93-H < 0.9. This may
be of concern since these ELMs can occur at powers near the H~rnode threshold power if the
density, or perhaps neutral pressure, is low enough.

4. Conclusions

We have shown a correlation between the H—mode pressure pedestal height and the
energy confinement enhancement in ITER shape discharges on DIII—D which is consistent
with the behavior of H in different ELM classes. The width of the steep gradient region was
found to equally weil fit the scalings (SIR °<= (ppm/JR)"3 and 6/R o: (511%,?IR)“2. The
normalized pressure gradient 05mm was found to be relatively constant just before a type I
ELM. An estimate of TPED for ITER gave 1 to 5 keV. We also estimate AEELM a 26 M] for
ITER. We identified a distinct class of type 111 ELM at low density which may play a role in
setting H at powers near the H—modc threshold power.
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introduction

Significant improvements in both normalized and absolute performance have been

obtained in the DIH—D and JET tokamaks by optimizing the current and pressure profiles.

These discharges produced the highest neutron rates in singlernull plasmas in both machines

(1.4 1016/5 for DIII—D, 5.6 1016/5 for JET). In DIflmD, ,BN [[3 / (I/aB)] and H (Tn/Trmas9?)
have reached 4 simultaneously. In JET, confinement improves significantly (H up to 2.5 in

L mode, up to 3 in H mode); however, MHD stability limits [3 to [EN S LB.

In both machines, a region of good confinement forms in the center of the discharges and

moves radially outward with time at constant auxiliary power. The clearest signature of this

region of good confinement is the large gradient in the ion temperature and rotation profiles.

The steep gradient regions imply low transport; hence, the transition region to normal

gradients is called a core transport barrier. The confinement improvement can also be seen in

the electron density and, to a lesser extent, the electron temperature, but not necessarily over

the same radial region. This behavior occurs while the edge parameters are typical of L mode

and can persist in combination with the edge transport barrier characteristic of the H mode.

MHD Stabiiity and Performance Limitations

The performance of both DIII—D and IET is limited by MHD stability; the maximum

achieved 3N decreases with pressure peaking as seen in MHD stability calculations [1,2].

Figure 1 shows time histories of the 5N and pressure peaking for typical high performance

discharges of both machines. As the transport barrier moves out with time. the pressure

peaking lessens and the [3N rises. Without the reduction in pressure peaking, both machines

find a disruptive limit in discharges with an L~mode edge [2,3]. The disruption on both

machines typically is preceded by a rapidly growing n :1 mode. In DHIFD, further optimi—

zation involves initiating an H—mode transition at the proper time to avoid the disruption [4].

The subsequent edge density rise lowers the pressure peaking and allows higher 3N. The

performance is limited by a variety of instabilities [3], but most commonly the limiting mode

is a global mode similar to the “X event” which limits Vii—modes on DIIIaD and hot‘ion

*Report of work sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contracts DE~AC03<89ER51114., DE-

AC05-96OR22464, and W—7405—ENG48. .

[JET Joint Undertaking. Ahingdon, Oxfordslrire, U.K.
2Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, U.S.A.

3Lawrence Liver-more National Laboratory, Livermore, California, USA.
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perj‘annance timesfor other pulses.

modes on JET. HOcer, 5N > 4 has been achieved. The optimization on JET has focused
on real-time control of the auxiliary power to keep the plasma below the [3 limit with an
L—mode edge. As the barrier expands, the pressure peaking drops and more power can be i
applied. The performance in JET with H—mode edge has not followed the favorable pattern
in DIIIeD. The fusion rate shows little or no improvement in JET following the Hmmode
transition. However, the majority of cases have an I—I—mode'transition following an MHD
event which strongly affects the rate of rise of the fusion rate. In both machines, the good
core confinement reduces the loss power to the edge below the H—mode power threshold. In
JET, a current ramp also raises the threshold. Thus, the discharges can stay in L mode despite
a large input power. In JET, the MHD instability causes the barrier to be “leaky,” raising the
power flow to the edge above the H—mode threshold.

The core barrier in JET has not been observed to move past the q = 2 surface, and the
contraction of the barrier coincides with a “soft" MHD instability. It is possible that the
lower power density in JET provides insufficient drive for the barrier to pass the low order
rational surfaces, while the higher power density on DIHHD allows the barrier to move past
these rational surfaces to merge with the edge barrier. Experiments in DIII—D to optimize
discharges in the same manner as JET are underway. The halt of the barrier expansion in JET
could also be a result of differences in current profile. The inferred (1 profiles are quite
different on DIII—D and JET. Figure 2 shows the q profiles from EFIT magnetic equilibrium
reconstructions for both machines. For JET, magnetic and kinetic data are inputs to EFIT, and
the mapping of ECE from both sides of the magnetic axis to magnetic coordinates is used to
determine the radial position of the magnetic axis. The axis position determines (1(0) in this
analysis. The time of the appearance of q : 1.5 outside the barrier in the reconstructed q
profiles is coincident with a burst of MHD which limits the fusion performance. The appear-
ance of a low—order rational surface with little magnetic or rotation shear to limit the mode
width could be the cause of the barrier contraction and the H mode. This q profile evolution
could also explain the observation that the H—mode transition occurs at roughly the same time
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Fig. 2. Time evolution of 4 profilesfor (a) JET pulse 40554 and (b) DIII—D pulse 88964.

independent of the discharge history. The timing of the appearance of q = 1.5 is controlled
by the current ramp and electron temperature outside the barrier which are not closely
correlated to the transport behavior inside the barrier. There are still significant questions
about the q profiles shown on Fig. 2(a), especially whether the time evolution is consistent
with the neoclassical Ohm’s law. Calculations to check this are underway. For DIII—D, the
magnetic, kinetic, and Er-corrected MSE data are used in the EFIT reconstruction [5,6]. The
profile is monotonic with (1(0) = l for the entire high performance phase. Bursting
m: l/n =1 MHD activity is observed throughout, but there is no evidence of sawteeth.
[Earlier reconstructions with magnetics only and reconstructions with uncorrected MSE data
showed significantly higher q(0) during the high performance phase] The higher magnetic
shear may lessen the effects of the barrier moving through such low-order rational surfaces.

Confinement

Both machines show reduction in the ion heat conduction to or below the neoclassical
level inside the transport barrier. In the case of DIII—D plasmas with an H-mode edge, the
good confinement region extends to the edge of the plasma and the time behavior is
consistent with no conducted power in the ion channel. In JET plasmas with an L-mode
edge, ion conduction is near neoclassical levels in the core and dominates the power balance
outside the transport barrier [7]. The leading hypothesis to explain this behavior is that

sheared Ex B flows stabilize the long wavelength turbulence, leaving only neoclassical
effects. Figure 3 shows a comparison of 115xB» the measured EXB shear, with ymax the
maximum linear growth rate [8]. The DUI—D case shows that E x B shear exceeds “(max at
all radii at a time when the transport is consistent with no ion conduction across the entire
plasma. The JET case, on the other hand, shows 'ymax exceeds yExB by a factor oil or
more at a time when the good confinement region extends to p = 0.5. This result should be
interpreted cautiously because the uncertainty in the q profile could significantly

change ymax and the E xB shear calculation assumes neoclassical poloidai rotation
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in the absence of measurements. Neoclassical poloidal rotation does not model the DIII—D
rotation measurements well [9]; therefore, the E X B shear may be significantly different.
However, analysis of earlier times on the JET discharge show ymax > 73xB by a factor of 5.
Further quantitative work is necessary to draw conclusions about the consistency of the E x B
stabilization hypothesis with JET data.

Conclusions

The basic phenomenology of discharges with core transport barriers is the same for
DIII—D and JET. The limitations on performance in both cases are well described by MHD
stability calculations. Since the discharge behavior of the two machines is so similar, it seems
reasonable to apply a simple parameterization of fusion performance [10] which describes
well the best performance discharges on DIE—D. The highest fusion performance shot on
JET has QDD =3.l 10-3 at 3.2 MA. Scaling from the highest QDD DIIIWD single-null
discharge would predict QDD = 4.2 10-3 for JET. Raising the plasma current to 4.0 MA
would increase the projection to 6.6 103- Realization of such performance would require
significant effort to develop lower 4 plasmas with an H—mode edge. Because the
performance is so closely tied to the current profile, this class of discharges also shows
significant potential for steady state if current profile control can be demonstrated.
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It has been argued [1] that divertor energy transport dominated by parallel electron thermal

conduction, or q“ = 4585/2 dTe/dsn, leads to severe localization of the intense radiating region and

ultimately limits the fraction of energy flux that can he radiated before striking the divertor target.
This is due to the strong T31,2 dependence of electron heat conduction which results in very short
spatial scales of the Te gradient at high power densities and low temperatures where deuterium and
impurities radiate most effectively. However, we have greatly exceeded this constraint on Dill—«D
with deuterium gas puffing which reduces the peak heat flux to the divertor plate a factor of 5 while
distributing the divertor radiation over a long length as shown in Fig. 1. We find that electron
thermal conduction cannot account for the measured distribution of divertor radiation and energy
tranSport. However, plasma convection at the ion sound speed through much of the divertor is
consistent with our observations.

The transport of energy parallel to the magnetic field in the scrape-off—layer (SOL) can be
described by [2],

i[—KT35’2 312+ nV”{'-S-('ri+Te)+lmj‘/fi +Io}]=SE (1)
ds ds 2 2

where s is the parallel field line length, It is the parallel electron thermal conductivity, Te and T; are
the electron and ion temperatures respectively, n is the plasma density, ml is the ion mass, Vll is the
plasma fluid velocity parallel to the magnetic field, ID is the atomic ionization potential (13.6 eV for
a deuterium atom) and 85 represents volume sources and sinks of energy such as radiation,
ionizatiOn, neutral collisions and charge-exchange. In this formulation we have combined the
electron and ion energy and disregarded ion viscosity and perpendicular diffusion of energy. The first
term in the energy transport equation is electron thermal conduction. The second group of terms is
convection and allows transport of energy without a temperature gradient. Here we have included the
ionization potential of the plasma in the convective term because we do not experimentally
determine the ionization distribution, an energy sink. nor do we determine the fraction of radiation
and target plate heat flux that results from plasma recombination.

To compare our radiating diver-tor plasmas to the energy transport described in Eq. (I), We use a
divertor equilibrium with a lower X~point, as shown in Fig. 2. which allows divertor Thomson

l“Work supported by U.S. Department ofEnergy under Contracts DE-AC03-89ER51114, W~7405-ENG—43, DE‘ACOS-
9601122464, DE-AC04-94AL85000 and Grant No. DE-FGU3~95ER54294.

lLawrence Liven-note National Laboratory.
*Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
0University of California. San Diego.
ASaudis National Laboratories.
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scattering diagnostic (DTS) [3,4] measurement of the divertor plasma electron temperature and
density. Sweeping the divertor plasma across the DTS measurement locations, while holding plasma
conditions constant, provides 21) profiles of temperature and density. We obtain divertor data from
ELMing H—mode plasmas with a plasma current, of 1.4 MA and safety factor {195 of ~4.2 and
injected power of about 6 MW. With strong deuterium puffing, ~iOO Torr-H5, we produce intense
divertor radiation, shown in Fig. 2, and reduce peak divenor plate heat flux by a factor of 3~5, or a
factor of 5—10 if we subtract the contribution of radiative heating of the target plate [5}.

The power flowing through the outboard divertor leg is described by V I q" = 3.3 where q" is the
parallel heat flux, the sum of conduction and convection, and 35, the plasma volume sources and
sinks of energy, is due principally to atomic radiation. For this analysis we treat the SOL below the
X-point as a 1D plasma as a function of Lu, the field line parallel distance to the divertor plate. The
plasma radiation, 8 (Lu), measured by two poloidally separated bolometer arrays [6], is integrated
radially through the divertor SOL to produce a 1D profile of radiation, 2501(2), as a function of
distance from the divertor plate. We calculate the total energy flowing in the divertor. Qm(z), by
starting with the divertor target heat flux measured by an IR camera and integrating the 1D radiation
profile. Contributions from plasma radiation are subtracted from the target heat flux. We finally
convert to energy flux density, q“ (LN), by dividing by the cross-sectional area of the SOL
perpendicular to the magnetic field. The SOL area normal to the magnetic field lines is determined
by the heat flux width at the divertor plate in conjunction with magnetic equilibrium measurements.
The parallel path length, LII is determined by mapping of a field line in the center of the SOL.

With no gas puffing we find the electron temperature profile to be consistent with conductive
transport. The q” profile, shown in Fig. 3(a) indicates 40 MW/m2 flows into the outboard divertor leg

below point with only about ~15% of it radiated before striking the divertor plate. Assuming

parallel electron thermal conduction and then integrating q” = —KT35/2 dTe /ds from Eq. (1) with Te of

- 20 eV near the target we arrive at the conduction-fitted Te profile as plotted in Fig, 3(a). We

compare this fitted Te profile with the Te, profile measured by DTS, averaged over the same SOL

automate! Chords./1 Bolometer Chords
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U 2 4 MW/m 6 B Fig, 2. The 2D radiation profile and diverlor geometry

. , . . . . for radiative plasmas used in heat transport analysis.
Fig. l. The radiation profile for aradiative divertor in Also shown are the bolomter view chords and the
extended geometry in DIII—D. Divertor Thomson System measurement locations.
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width as that used in the q“ calculation. The measured T6, increasing from ~20 eV near the target to
more than 40 eV at the coint, is seen to be consistent with that inferred from conduction
dominated energy transport.

Electron conduction cannot support the mesurcd energy flux in our highly radiating divertor
plasmas, The energy transport in the divertor under these conditions is summaric in Fig. 3(b).
Approximately 25 MW/In2 of power flows into the diverter below the Xpoint, of which almost 85%
is radiated away before reaching the divertor plate. The lower energy flux density into the divertor
for the radiative case is due to a wider SOL width at the divertor plate for these plasmas and an
increase in radiation above the Xpoint. The predicted Te profile required to support the energy flux
through conduction is also plotted in Fig. 2(b). Even for the modest energy flux at the divertor plate
for these conditions T.a must rise above 15 eV in a relatively short parallel distance of 51 m, or $5 cm
of poloidal length which is <15% of the total divertor length. The predicted Te is in stark contrast to
our DTS measurements where Tc is about 2 eV throughout the divertor. This level of T9, is able to
support through conduction at most 5% of the energy flux we observe in these conditions.

Convection of plasma energy at the ion sound speed can account for our observed energy flux
during these highly radiative conditions. Assuming the convection terms of Eq. ( I) carry all of the
energy flux we can solve for the required flow velocity using the measured profiles. The required
Mach number. c3 = [Zl<(Te + Ti)/mi]1/2, is plotted in Fig. 4. The measured energy transport is satis—
fied if the plasma flows through the divenor at the ion acoustic speed before slowing as it nears the
diVertor target. Such an extended region of high plasma flow may follow as a consequence of Te
dropping to ~2 eV, so that the ionization mean free path is large enough (~30 cm) to shift the ioniza—
tion far upstream near the point.

The observed radiation in the divartor is extracted from the plasma thermal energy, through
electron excitation, and from the ionization potential through plasma recombination. To estimate the
degree of plasma recombination we convert the inferred parallel plasma flow into particle flux. as
plotted in Fig. 4. The uncertainty is large, but the data indicates that about half of the peak particle
flux is lost, presumably through recombination, before reaching the divertor target.

Several other physical processes may also contribute to energy transport in the divertor. but their
effects don't change the basic conslusions drawn above. In treating the SOL as 1D we have neglected
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perpendicular diffusion which can widen the SOL from the X—point to the divertor. We have chosen
the width of the SOL as that characteristic at the divertor plate. Because we have chOSen the width of
the SOL as that characteristic at the divertor plate any perpendicular diffusion may result in a more
narrow upstream SOL than assumed in our analysis. This effect would lead to only a slightly greater
Te needed for conduction dominated transport due to the strong 1.35/2 dependence of thermal
conductivity. It is also possible for charge-exchange and ion—neutral collisions to carry away
additional energy front the plasma. Neuuals likely contribute to our measured divertor target heat
flux. Neutrals may also heat the divertor floor outside of the region of the SOL strike-point. This
represents additional energy loss from the divertor plasma that we do not measure, which in turn may
yield a greater q” upstream than our analysis indicates. The implications of this additional loss are the
same as that of perpendicular diffusion we discussed above.

Edge—iocalized modes (ELMS) in these plasmas may play a role in the power balance of the
divenor. The bursts of energy and particles due to ELMs may temporarily heat the SOL and divertor
plasma allowing more pOWer to be conducted for a short time. Analysis of ELMS on DIII—D [7] has
shown that 90% of the injected power is dissipated in the outboard divertor during the brief ELM
pulse, representing 520% of the total divertor power for these radiative plasmas. Though ELMs may
play a role in the dynamic behavior of the divertor they do not account for the power flow observed
in the experiment. Convection is still needed to explain our observed energy transport.

We have demonstrated nearly complete dissipation of of energy flowing into the DIIIWD divertor.
Convection allows high power levels to be transported through regions of cold plasma such that
radiative cooling and finally recombination can occur through the divertor region. The convective
flow is likely created by upstream ionization due to the low Te and ionization rate in the divertor.
More work is needed before these concepts can be applied to a high power density tokamak such as
ITER. The plasma upstream of the convective zone must be cooled such that ionization, which
produces the convection, can occur. Finally this must be implemented in such a way that
confinement in the core plasma is not degraded.
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A vast body of tokamak data [1—4] is in good agreement with the empirical density limit '
scalings proposed by Hugill and Greenwald. These are of the form HHugill ~ Bq and
“GW -— Ip/Tcaz, respectively, which differ only in the elongation dependence, roughly (1 +
K2)/2, implicit in the definition of the safety factor q. These scalings have common puzzling
features of showing no dependence on either impurity concentration or heating power, since
the density limit is frequently correlated with a rapid rise of the edge radiation. Despite the
resiliency of these scalings, several machines under restrictive conditions have Operated at
densities well above the predictions of these scalings, albeit with pellet injection and at
Varying degrees of confinement degradation. Furthermore, data from several machines
display a weak dependence on heating power. These results cast doubt on the universal
validity of both of these scalings. Nevertheless the fact remains that access to densities above
Hugill-Greenwald scaling is very difficult. A number of theories [5MB] based on radiative
power balance in the plasma boundary have explained some but not all features of tokamak
density limit behavior, and as ITER design studies recently brought to focus, a satisfactory
understanding of this phenomenon is lacking. Motivated by a need for better understanding
of effects of density and fueling on tokarnak plasmas in general, we have conducted a series
of experiments designed to identify and isolate physical effects suspected to be directly or
indirectly responsible for the density limit. The physical effects being considered include:
divertor power balance, MARFE [9,10}, poloidally symmetric radiative inStabilities, MHD
instabilities, and transport. In this paper we will first present a brief summary of the
experimental results up to the writing of this paper. The remainder of the paper is devoted to
a comparison of our data at the onset of the MARFE instability with predictions of theory and
the implication of the results on acceSs to densities beyond the Hugill—Greenwald limit.

Normally, in DIH~D, with either gas or pellet fueling, a density limit in the range 0.74.1
Greenwald limit is observed. This limit is seen following divertor detachment when the most
prominent radiation zone reaches the X—point, and is attributed to the divertor power balance
limit. We were able to bypass this limit [3] by lowering the SOL density relative to the line
average density. This was achieved by simultaneous divertor pumping and pellet injection.
The main difficulties encountered in increasing the density beyond this point were associated
with deleterious effects of injection of large pellets (D = 2.7 mm, SN/N = 30%), as described
in the following paragraph. Once these problems were resolved, densities well above DGW
were accessed. As shown in Fig. l, in Humode plasmas densities = 1.5 x nGw were

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE—AC03»89ER511 l4, DE—ACOS—
9601222464, DE-AC04-94AL850000. W—7405—ENGu48. and Grant No. DE—FG03—95ER54294.

l0ak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
#Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, California.
AUniversity of California, San Diego. California.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California.
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note that the density profiles in these g l ' ‘ ' i
plasmas were only moderately peaked.
as the line average density was only
50% above the H~mode pedestal value a 111111
few centimeters inside the separatrix. 0 ~ ' " \ Radiative Power (MW) be.

Pellets invariably triggered low
mode number rotating MHD modes

Input Power (MW) /
t ‘\ ' /

1400 1600 180!) 2000 2260 2460 2660 2800

. . Time (ms)
which greatly complicated access to
high densities. These mOdeS Often re- “ =15n is attained. Excessive radiation from
duced energy and particle confinement plasma center degrades confinement, and ultimately leads

‘ to radiative collapse.
back to L—mode levels and occasionally
locked and caused disruptions. Occasionally the modes continued to grow long after the pel—
let density perturbation had decayed away and when the current profile appeared to be stable
to classical and neoclassical tearing modes. Furthermore, at times, the modes stabilized after

further density increase. The initial excitation of these modes might be explained by the large
adiabatic temperature perturbation at low rational surfaces; however additional physics is
needed to explain their continued growth when the current profile seems to be stable. A phe-
nomenon similar to the m=1, n=1, “snake” mode [1 i] is suspected, and is the subject of con-

tinuing investigation.
Several other deleterious effects of pellet fueling were observed which reduced the

attainable parameter window for high density plasmas. First, spontaneous or pellet triggered
ELMs expelled a large fraction of the plasma density which frequently increased the fueling
demand beyond the available injection rate. This problem was mitigated only by lowering the
ELM frequency through lowering the heating power relative to the plasma current, since the
ELM frequency scales with PRU/1% Secomi, near the H~mode power threshold, pellets
caused transient H—L transitions, which also caused unacceptable particle loss. This problem
was avoided by lowering BT since the power threshold scales linearly with ET.

The MARFE condensation instability is a density dependent phenomenon which has been
suspected to be the cause of the density limit in tokamaks. Figure 2 shows data from two
discharges, one with [195 = 9, in which a MARFE occurred at a line density of 5 X‘ 1019

corresponding to ~0.8 new. The second discharge with q95 = 3.2 reached a line density of

1.8 X 1020, corresponding to 2 x HGW up to the symmetric radiation limit without MARFE
formation. This comparison suggests that the normally observed tokamak density limit is not
due to MARFE instability. However, a closer examination shows that the same procedures

Fig. 1. H—rnode confinement, STEM—93H, at'
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used to access high densities may have stabilized the MARFE in the high density discharge.
The MARFE marginal stability condition is given by [6]:

321"" T ’10_ _ __ 2T243,2] K11[(qR)2:l="eT §:_:ddr[7t17 L1[T "EH?“ 1 (1)

where T is the temperature perturbation, L(T, no/nc) is the radiation rate, and
K“ = (KO/Zeff) '1‘5/2 is the Spitzer parallel conductivity. The right hand side of the equation
represents the radiation destabilizing term. The left hand side terms are owing to
perpendicular and parallel conduction, respectively, and are both stabilizing. We have tested
the plasma parameters of the discharges of Fig. 2 against this criterion, using coronal
equilibrium radiation rates from ADPAK [12]. The first term on the left was ignored, since
for radial scale lengths >1 cm and Ki: 7 x 1016 erg cm"1 eV—1 [13], the second term
dominates. Then Eq. (1) reduces to

—i/2
ne 1 j d L no 2217' . .
— W ~— Tr“ 2 R f t b1 2

{E12 "1L1? dT I lie q K0 ":2 (orsality) ()

In Fig. 3 we have plotted the left hand side of Eq. (2) 20 39525 90323!
for measured impurity concentrations of 1% carbon 5.1 WNW/new
and 006% oxygen. The solid curve corresponds to the
coronal equilibrium [(nolng) :2 10—7]. The dashed 1.0; i
curve incorporates the nonequilibrium effect of a uni— ' ‘ xi Mm?”
form neutral distribution of nolne = 10—3. Modeling i
[14] by B25 and DEGAS codes show that a neutral 0-0 . . .....i......ri " . L
‘oncentration of this ma nitude exists between = .L .. g . . . p , MARFE Indicator
0.99 and p = 1 radii. Open Circles in the figure repre— 3.9— Madman Eccsmriaim
sent the RHS of Eq. (2) using data for the discharge i
with MARFE before the MARFE formation. For this ' 4 0“ WW
discharge, three points, p = 0.96—0.99, are near or ' Miner
inside the unstable zone. In contrast for the discharge — Wfi’i’iw~¢

- - - - 0.0 ......... .. .i. ..With no MARFE formation (solid diamonds), all exper- | |
. . . . 1000 . 2000 3000 40001mental pornts are well Within the stable zone. Time (s)
Although in this analysis, the oxygen concentration is Fig. 2. Solid curve. example of high
more than a factor of ten lower than that of carbon, density 11— ode shots with no MARFE
since the oxygen radiation peak occurs at a higher tem- “mam" fii:(ma")=1'8x 1020‘“ 'ES 2h b . , 'f 'b ,Ip-—n1. 3 MA]. The dashed curveperaturet an car on, oxygen is in Sight icant contri u- :hows’ a high q L—inode edge plasma
tor to instability. The stability diagram of Fig. 3 ith MARFE formation at low density
demonstrates the critical importance of boundary 1:“£32,311]. 6x1020m-E3 0'8 “ow ’
plasma temperature. In the temperature range of 10 to
100 eV the stability threshold increases rapidly with T5. Above 100 eV, the temperature
dependence is weak but the density ceiling in this region is high compared to normal tokamak
operating densities. Thus in the divertor configuration an effective way of increasing the
MARFE threshold is by increasing the separatrix temperature through SOL density control, as
was done in present experiments.
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A power law fit to the LHS of Eq. (2) shows that the local MARFE stability limit for
oxygen impurity in coronal equilibrium in the 30—100 eV range scales as ncrit ~
Té/qR[(n1/ne)Zeff]05. Now we wish to eliminate Te in favor of me. We define the pressure
profile factor g(p) by n(p)T(p) a g(p)<p>. By substituting for <p> from the definition “[13 E
l.5<p>V/P, where V is the plasma volume, we obtain T(p) ~ g(p)1:[:/Vn(p). Now using the
IE = tEIER‘Sgp confinement sealing, we obtain a local MARFE threshold scaling of the form:

0.8 ”0.22ncfit(p) c 3(9) 13.96 a—zs g—(m 130.17 R017 130.04 [K2 (1+K2)] _
This result With an approxrmate wwwmammlmw snflaszswnwma
Ila2 scaling. is remarkably insen— ";|;1'5"°m’=mgmm'om° “Shsuazawm‘w‘mgf
sitive to oxygen concentration and ..._
BT, and has weak dependencies :: 10" m“
on heating power, elongation, and 7:1" .3:
major radius, and might explain 4L. 1m: 10“ fi
the origin of the Hugill< “If 3‘
Greenwald scalings. The scaling 5;: 101, 10.2 7:"
shows that since. the inner plasma 3:. K p203:
has a much higher MARFE limit. VT 1D" mu
the global MARFE limit can be 0 5° “’0 ‘5: 2°“ 25° 30°
increased by density peaking. In a
the divertor configuration, how— Fig. 3. Comparison of edge plasma parameters measured just

di (1 b . _ inside the separatn'x with the MARFE threshold criteria. The
even as scusse a eve, It 15 p05» solid curve represents calculated value of LHS of Eq. (2) for
Sible to maintain the separatrix coronal equilibrium The dashed curve incorporates radiation
temperature high and thus achieve enhancement due to a neutral concentration of nU/nE = 10*3.

. . . . . The open circles represent the experimental values for the
high line ave-rage denstties wrth- RHS of Eq. (2) for the discharge with MARFE formatrion,
Out density peaking. the solid diamonds correspond to the discharge that reached

In summary, we have demon— n0 2 2 x “GW without MARFE formation.

strated compatibility of high con
finement at densities above the Hugill-Greenwald limit without strong density peaking. An
explanation for the origin of Hugill and Greenwald scalings is offered which is based on the
MARFE instability. We conclude that ITER. with a separatrix temperature of 2 150 eV: can
safely access densities well above the Greenwald limit without MARFE instability.

[1] Hugill, 8., Proc. 2nd Joint Varenna—Grenoble Syrup, Brussels, 775 (1980).
[2] Greenwald, M, et al., Nucl. Fusion 28. 2199 (1988).
[3] Maingi, R., et al., Phys. Plasmas 4, 1752 (1997), and references thereof.
[4] Petrie, T.W., at 211., Nucl. Fusion 33, 929 (1993).
[5] Drake, J., Phys. Fluids 30, 8 (1987).
[6] Wesson, J.A., and HenderI T.C., Nucl. Fusion 33, 1019 (1993).
I7] Ohyabu, N.. Nucl. Fusion 19, 1491 (1979).
[8] Borras, K., Nucl. Fusion 31, 1035 (1991).
[9] Baker, D.R. ,et al, Nucl. Fusion 22. 807 (1982).

[10] Lipschultz, B., et al., Nucl. Fusion 22, 977 (1984).
[ll] Wesson, J .A., Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion 37, 337 (1995).
[12] Hulse, R.. et al, Nucl. Techausion 3, 259 (1983).
[13] Porter, G.D., et 21.1., Phys. Plasmas 3, 1967 (1996).
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IMPACT OF EDGE CURRENT DENSITY AND PRESSURE GRADIENT;
ON THE STABILITY OF Dill—D HIGH PERFORMANCE DISCHARGES

L.L. Lao, JR. Ferron, EJ. Etrait, V.S. Chan, M.S. Chu, H.11‘..Lazarus;f T.C. Luce,
RL. Miller, G.A. Navratil, TH. Osborne, P.A. Politzer, B.W. Rice, T.S. Taylor,

. and A.D. Turnbull
General Atomics, PO. Box 85608, San Diego, California 92186-5608 USA

One of the major goals of advanced tokamak research is to develop plasma configura-
tions with good confinement and improved stability at high ii. In DIII—D, various high per—
formance configurations with H~ and Vmode edges have been produced. These include
discharges with poloidal cross sections in the forms of (ice and crescent shapes, single— and
doubie—null divertors, and with various central magnetic shear profiles and current profile
peakedness. All these discharges exhibit enhanced confinement in the outer plasma region
which leads to a large edge pressure gradient and a large edge bootstrap current driven by this
steep pressure gradient. These edge conditions often drive an instability near the edge region
which can severely degrade the discharge performance [1—3]. An understanding of this edge
instability is essential to sustain and enhance discharge performance.

Experimental Observations

This edge instability has been observed in DIII—D H—- and VH—mode discharges with
various plasma poloidal cross sections including single- and double-null divertors, doc and
crescent shapes and is often preceded by a magnetic precursor with toroidal mode number
n > 1. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. The magnetic perturbation of the precursor is localized both
poloidally in the bad curvature region and toroidally with a fast growth time 7—1 = 20—150 us
and usually rotates in the electron diamagnetic drift direction. This rotational direction is
consistent with a location near the plasma edge where the EXB drift is dominated by the
diamagnetic drift associated with the large edge pressure gradient. The magnetic precursor
may consist of a single pulse as shown in Fig. l(b,d) or may be preceded by a continuous n=1
or.n=2 mode in the plasma core depending on the q profiles as shown in Fig. 1(1). The
instability has been observed over a wide range of normalized beta [3N = 2.5—5.0 including
discharges with negative or weak central magnetic shear and high E1.

As shown in Fig. l(a,c,e) this instability may lead to a drop in the electron temperature TB
in the plasma outer region, a slight change of Te in the plasma outer region, or a drop of Te
across the entire plasma. Consistent with these changes in Te, equilibrium reconstructions
using magnetic measurements indicate that the plasma stored energy saturates instead of con—
tinuing to rise, when the change in Te is slight; or decreases by 10%—12% when the drop in
Te is large. Similar changes have also been observed in the soft x~ray (SXR) measurements.
In the particular discharge shown in Fig. 1(e), the decrease of piasma temperature across the

tWork supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE»AC03-89ER51114, DE-ACOS-
960R22464, W—7405-ENG-48, and Grant No. DE~FGOS»95ER54Z94.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 3'7 830, U.S.A.

ACuba-nine University, New York, New York 10027, USA.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livennore, California 94551, U.S.A.
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Fig. 1. Magnetic precursors and radial electron temperature profiles before
(dashed) and after (solid) the edge instability.

entire plasma volume may be a result of the interaction
between a continuous n=2 mode in the plasma core and the
n22 edge mode in the outer plasma region. .

The attainable B values decrease when the average
current density increases in the plasma outer edge region
and are consistent with the previously obscured operational
[3 limit of [3N z 4 £1 [4,5]. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a
group of double—null divertor discharges with plasma
current 1 = 2—2.2 MA. Here, (J)N = (J>195 /(J)§, is the
average current density outside of the 95% normalized
poloidal flux surface divided by the average current density
across the entire plasma volume and '

(1):? = x12dw§d€[JT/RBP) xlzdw (tie/REP] ,
x1 x1 .

As shown in Fig. 2(a), discharges with high early beam
injection tend to have larger (J)N due to the slower
penetration of the plasma current into the central core and
have a lower B limit. Since Zi is also a measurement of the
distribution of the current density, this decrease of [3N with
(UN can also be expressed as a variation with Ki and is
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the beta limit
on nomialized edge current density
<1>N and ti .

consistent with the previously observed operational B limit of [3N = Mi [4,5]. This is shown
in Fig. 2(b).



Theoretical Analysis and Simulations

Near the onset of this edge instability, the
discharges often have access to the second
high it ideal ballooning stability regime in the
plasma outer edge region but are unstable to
the ballooning mode in the region near the
normalized poloidal flux WN :2 0.9. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3(a,b),
although the moment and the dee shaped dis—
charges have very different ballooning sta—
bility in the core region, near the onset of the
edge instability both have access to the sec
ond ballooning stability regime in the edge
region and are unstable to the ballooning
mode in the region near the edge. This
access to the second ballooning stability
regime in the outer edge may be necessary to
facilitate the development of the very steep
edge pressure gradient often observed in
DHI—«D Vflemode discharges. Stability to
the ballooning mode near the edge region \llN
= 0.9 may play a participating role in the
edge stability by further steepening the pres-

~ sure gradient outside of the region. Further
study is necessary to clarify the importance
of the ballooning stability.

The results of ideal stability calculations
are consistent with many observed features
of the instability. Stability analysis using
both experimental and simulated equilibria
suggests the higher It modes are more

unstable and both the large edge pressure
gradient and high edge current density are
destabilizing. This is illustrated in Fig. 4
using a sequence of simulated equilibria
based on the experimental information from
an actual discharge near the occurrence of
this edge instability. These equilibria all
haVe similar double-null divertor shape, q95
values of 5.5, 131 values of 0.75, but different
radial thickness of the steep pressure
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gradient region as measured in terms of the normalized pololdal flux 5111p. For simplicity, the
pressure gradient stream function PW!) is taken to have the shape of a step function with a
region of small P’(\y) in the plasma core and a region of large P’(\y) in the outer edge. Both
P’(0) and P’(l) are kept constant in the simulations. The ideal stability against the n=1,2, and
3 modes are computed using the GATO code [5] with a conducting wall at the surrounding
DIH—D vacuum vessel. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the equilibria are stable to the ideal n=1 mode
at all values of 6111}; considered but are unstable to the higher n=2 and 3 modes when 5wP>
0.2. Here, 'yis the linear growth rate of the ideal mode. Note that both B and BN increase with
5W1). Due to the finite grid size, the values of 'y against the n=1 mode remain positive but
small although it is stable against the n=1 mode as indicated by the radial mode structure. As
shown in Fig. 4(1)), the radial width of the mode SWmode increases with sop which suggests
that the discharge performance degradation may depend on the radial thickness of the steep
pressure gradient region. Increasing P’(1) tends to make the equilibria more unstable.

Summary

The performance of DIII~D high performance H— and Vmode discharges is often
limited by an edge instability which has n > 1. The attainable {3 values decrease with the
average current density in the plasma outer edge region and are consistent with the
previously reported operational [3 limit of [3N z 4 ii. The instability is driven primarily by the
large edge pressure gradient and the large edge bootstrap current associated with the pressure
gradient. The results of ideal stability calculations are consistent with many observed
features of the instability and suggest that the performance degradation may depend on the
radial thickness of the steep pressure gradient region. For sustainment and enhancement of
the discharge performance it is essential to control the large edge pressure gradient and its
radial thickness. Methods being proposed include use of external coils to produce an edge
ergodic region and shaping of poloidal cross section to limit the edge second ballooning
stability access, and reduce the first regime limit.

[1] Strait, .E.J.., et al., Proc. 20th EPS Confi, Lisbon, 1993, in Controlled Fusion and Plasma
' Physics Vol. 17C, Part I, 211 (1993).

[2] Ferron, J.R., et al., Proc. 21st EPS Confi, Montpellier, 1994, in Controlled Fusion and
Plasma Physics Vol. 18B, Part I, 86 (1994)

[3] Strait, E.J., et al., Phys. Plasmas 4, 1783 (1997').
[4] Taylor, T.S., Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, (IAEA, Vienna,

1991), Vol. I, p. 177. -
[5] Strait, EJ., et al., Proc. 18th EPS Cont, Berlin, 1991, in Controlled Fusion and Plasma

Physics Vol. 15C, Part II. 105 (1991)
[6] Bernard, L.C., et al., Comput. Phys. Commun. 24, 377 (1981).
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METASTABLE BETA LIMIT lN DIN—D"

R.J. La Haye, I.D. Callenfl' T.A. Gianakond' CC. Hegnaf LI... Lao, C. Ren,1' O. Saluter,A
EJ. Strait, T.S. Taylor, and HR. Wilsono

General Atomics, PO. Box 85608, San Diego, California 92186—5608 USA

The long-pulse, slowly evolving singlennull divertor (SND) discharges in DIII—D with
Humode, ELMs. and sawteeth are found to be limited significantly below (factor of 2) the
predicted ideal limit BN = 412g by the onset of tearing modes. The tearing modes are
metastable in that they are explained by the neoclassical bootstrap current (high [39) desta—
bilization of a seed island which occurs even if A’ < 0. Le, otherwise stable. For sufficiently
high Be, there is a region of the modified Rutherford equation such that dw/dr > 0 for w larger
than a threshold value; the plasma is metastable, awaiting the critical perturbation which is
then amplified to the much larger saturated island.

Experimental results from a large number of tokamaks indicate that the high beta opera-
tional envelope of the tokamak is well defined by ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) theory
[1,2] and is given by t3(%) 5 Mil/4B MA/m/T for a large range of conditions. The highest
beta values achieved have historically been obtained in fairly short pulse discharges, often
<l—2 sawteeth periods and <l~2 energy replacement times. The maximum operational beta
in single—null divertor (SND), long—pulse discharges in DIII—D with a cross»sectiona1 shape
similar to the proposed ITER tokamalt (Fig. 1) is found to be limited significantly below the
threshold for ideal instabilities by the onset of resistive MHD instabilities. [A hard disruptive
beta limit is usually considered to be due to ideal MHD instabilities, either the n21 kink or
the n=oc ballooning mode where n is the toroidal mode number.] The temporal evolution of a
typical discharge is shown in Fig. 2; the beam power is increased gradually. There is a “soft”
beta limit due to the onset of an min = 3/2 rotating tearing mode which saturates at an ampli~
tude that decreases energy confinement by ATE/TE = 40% [Fig 2(b.c)] and a “hard" beta
limit at slightly higher beta due to the onset of an min = 2/1 rotating tearing mode which
grows to an amplitude that destroys the confinement and induces a disruption [Fig 2(b,d)].
(These plasmas are neutral beam heated ELMing H—mode with sawteeth; the safety factor q95
is just above 3.)

An explanation of the observed experimental results is consistent with the neoclassical
bootstrap current destabilization of a seed island for otherwise stable plasmas, i.e. A’ < 0
where A’ is a measure of the free energy available from the poloidal field. For this study, A’ is
estimated from an analytical approximaton using the MHD reconstruction EFIT [3,4]. The
effect of the bootstrap current is increasingly more destabilizing with increased beta poloidal
[39 as is seen from the the modified Rutherford equation for island of width w [5]

”0 Eli": , 12 EEL (La/l;p122
[1.2211110] dt A+a15/BG[LP] )

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. 013-AC03 89ER51114 and Grant No.
DE—F602 92ER54139 and In part by the Swiss National Science Foundation and the U.K Dept of Trade and
Industry and EURATOM.

1'University of Wisconsin, Madison. Wisconsin.
ACRPP—EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland
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where the second term on the RHS is usually (Lq/LP > 0)
destabilizing. (Lq a qldq/dr and LP 5 —pidp/dr with a] and
32 and constants of order one.) Other MHD events such as
sawteeth or ELMs usually trigger the onset of the resistive
modes, supporting the idea that they are neoclassically
destabilized by a seed perturbation.
destabilization of tearing modes requires the proper condi-
tions, i.e,, high beta and low collisionality, and a seed
island. The collisionality can enter (for A’ < 0) in either of
two ways. In the “it1/76”” model [6], the pressure is not
equilibrated on the perturbed flux surface when
perpendicular transport X1 across a seed island dominates
over that along the island )6”, so that the critical island width
wd is an increasing function of collisionality. In the “03*"
model [7], the toroidally enhanced ion polarization drift
response of the plasma to the seed island due to inertial
effects can add a stabilizing term to the modified Rutherford
equation (the third term on the RHS) which dominates at
small w. (Whether it is stabilizing depends on the mode
frequency in the Er = 0 frame, here assumed stabilizing.) It
has a collisional factor g(E,, vi) = 83/2 for vi/ecnse « 1 and

Discharge 85144
[p =1.3 MA 2 = 0.37

BT=-1-6T x=1.7

R {ml

1.5 - c495 =33 elm: 0.44

in -
The neoclassical

0.5 '

0.0 -
E
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, -o.s -

—1.o -
- (lntamalB l
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Fig. 1. Equilibrium crass .
section in DUI—D similar to
thatproposedfor ITER. The 16
radial position: of the MSE
diagnostic of polor’dal field
profile are also shown.

g(8, vi) = l for Vj/Smxe, » 1 that can increase the critical island size a factor of 2—3. [Bootstrap
current also requires V*—= (vile/mm) be well below one where (Dbl—— 81/2 vi/qRJ

The lTER-like discharges in DIII—D have both sawteeth and ELM perturbations with the
sawteeth period 10 to 20 times am
that of the ELMs. Examination ”NW
of the databases of the onset of a... .
Ill/11:31? and 2/1 modes shows: WWI

(1) in 16 of 17 cases of the onset um. .
70H 17:2 anus (a)

0,. .
of the 3/2 mode, the mode
clearly starts on a sawtooth crash Mimi
with the remaining case on what
may be an impurity burst, (2) the film”? Minnow MJ/l fl“
onset of the 211 mode is uncorre— W ”mm“:
lated with a sawtooth crash but W
instead appeais comerdent wrth

_ ~ . . - 1.55 DulMLl I h! z I

an ELM in 18 of 18 cases. For °-°° '1000 1500 2000

l I L

3500 3WD 3500

l.

4000

discharge #86144 of Fig. 2, as
[39 slowly increases and Col-
lisionality [here Va 5 (vi/9mm]
decreases, at sawteeth crash
induces the onset of the 3/2
mode as shown in Fig. 3(a).

nus (Ins)

Fig. 2. Discharge #86144. (a) Injected beam power. (b) [3 from
MHD reconstruction code EFIT. (c) rms amplitude of n = 2
rotating tearing mode (m = 3. n = 2), (d) rms amplitude ofn = I
rotating tearing mode (m = 2. n = 1), (e) central soft x—ray chord
showing periodic rawteeth, and 0‘) Da photodiode signal at
diverwr showing frequent edge localized modes. Nate onset of 3/2
mode at 2250 mm and 2/] made at 3450 ms.
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Upon further heating, [39 again slowiy rises. usew; (a) '
w decreases and an ELM induces the 2/1 fie
mode as shown in Fig. 3(b). gee

If A’ < 0, the neoclassical stability m HEW—Hf”
depends on the size of the seed perturbation up". . . . .
Wseed relative to critical islands wd = 1.x sorrx-nnvs ‘Lfl
(Ls/k9)1/2 (Xi/Xuflm and/or Wg = [g (5- Vi) 4M ”WW/W ‘
(Lq/Lp)/81/2]1"2 pm. For typical DIII—D am ems Nam) 3m w W
parameters wd z 0.5 cm and Wg : 2.4 cm L i. ,i mm
compared to minor radius a = 61 cm. The “gm 21m " ‘ 2200 2300 2500 2500
metastable region of the modified Ruther—
ford equation is shown as the shaded region a.” “h'aser'mmm 55‘“ i”)
in Fig. 4. If a seed island Wseed exceeds the fit
critical island Wcrit, the metastable state is m - - ‘
destabilized and Wseed grows to saturated WWM
size Wsat- Otherwise Wseed decays away. 0.00 .

ways, empirical fits of critical beta for onset 115

As the neoclassical destabilization with 10° 0 h
beta depends on collisionality in different A l t r. M i 1‘ ft 1m \i It I

Duu ' ‘
anus N=_1 (a) )Ml ”'1

of 3/2 or 2/1 tearing were made to Vt, pt, PL W”)
etc. for as wide a range of variables as possi- D.w ‘ W' . . . .

. 3100 3200 am 34m 3500 3am
ble. The database of discharges at the onset , mums)

0f 3/2 tearing 01‘ 2/1 tearing scans RT = Fig. 3. (:1) Correlation of a sawtooth crash (and 2/?
0972.1 T at Ip = 0.65—1.5 MA with q95 < 4, $d "going? 12;}! thEErMmpth 2f: 3/2111??? Stride)

514 = “26—03% With "“1031 B =, M53343}. ofg'i/I team‘s: mg: g g
1.73—5.16%. The radial scale lengths at
q=m/n for q, T6, and Ti at the 3/2 and 2/1 mode- onsets, respectively, do not vary
significantly. The H—mode core density profile is fairly flat in all cases. For the 3/2 mode
onset, the mean Lq/a = 0.55 :t 0.05, LTB/a = —0.39 i 0.06, and LTi/a = —O.33 :l: 0.03. The

mean A’ using the high m approximation [4] is —9.4 i 1.5 m—l. For the 2/1 mode onset, the
mean Lq/a = 0.40 i 0.03, LTe/a = —0.4I :t 0.08, and Lula = —-0.38 d: 0.10. The mean A' using

the high in approximation is—8.0 i 1.8 111*. Thus the principal experimental variables for the
tearing mode destabilization are beta, collisionality, and gyroradius. A fit to [3cm ~ vf. pi: was
done in the spirit of dimensionless transport scaling and the dependence on the m1
parameters of the soft 3/2 tearing mode beta limit is shown in Fig. 5(a). For the 3/2 mode, the
range in v, is only 3.1 and in pate only 1.4. At low 13, the 2/1 mode turns on first and the
discharges disrupt. For the onset of the 2/1 mode shown in Fig. 5(b). v... varies a factor of 16
while p* varies a factor of 1.6. The p,,. dependence is 0 ~ 1/3 within the uncertainty. The
scaling with xvi/em” which is more relevant for the (0* model instead of v... was almost as

good as for w.
Similar and even lower collisionality discharges in DIH—D were successfully run for 1.5

seconds at BN = 3 without tearing modes by applying weak early beam heating in the current
rampup so as to maintain (1(0) 2 1 in the Ip flattop, with no sawteeth. Removing the sawteeth
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Fig. 4. Modified Rutherford equation for island
growth versus island size. If seed w, < critical size
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perturbation Wseed can explain avoiding the
3/2 metastable mode but surprisingly the
ELMs remained large but did not destabilize
the 2/1 mode.

Replacing the perturbed bootstrap current
“missing“ in the island 0-point by radially
localized ECCD has been proposed to
suppress and/or stabilize the modes [8].
Experiments to evaluate this stabilization are
planned for this year on Dill—D.
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[5] La Haye, R.J., et 31., Free. of the 16th IAEA Fusion Energy Conf., Montreal, 1996, to

be published.
[6] Fitzpatrick, R, Phys. Plasmas 2 (1995) 825.
[71 Wilson, H.R., et a1., Phys. Plasmas 3 (1995) 248.
[8] Hegna, CC, and Callen, J.D., UW—CPTC96-7, December 1996, to be published in
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REAL TIME EQUILIBRIUM RECONSTRUCTION FOR CONTROL
OF THE DISCHARGE IN THE DllI—D TOKAMAK*

J.R. Ferron, ML. Walker, L.L. Lao, B.G. Penaflor,
H.E. St. John, D.A. Humphreys, and IA. Leuer

General Atomics, PO. Box 85608, San Diego, California 92186-9784 U.S.A.

Optimum performance of a tokamak discharge requires accurate feedback control of
many of the discharge parameters. For this to be possible, the values of these parameters
must be accurately measured. The values of many discharge parameters, such as shape and
safety factor profile, are not directly measured but can be evaluated from the available
diagnostic data: magnetic field and flux measurements, for example. The most complete
evaluation comes from a least squares fit of the diagnostic data to the Grad-Shafranov model
that describes the force balance of the tokamak equilibrium, while allowing for a distributed
current source. This full reconstruction of the equilibrium has normally been performed off—
line Ilsing a computation-intensive fitting code such as BFIT [1].

This paper provides an introduction to a practical method for perfomiing an equilibrium
reconstruction in real time for arbitrary time-varying discharge shapes and current profiles. A
detailed description of the algorithm is given in Ref. 2. An approximate solution to the Grad~
Shafranov equilibrium relation is found which best fits the diagnostic measurements so that
an equilibrium solution consistent with force balance, expressed in terms of the spatial
distributions of the toroidal current density and poloidal flux, is available in real time for
accurate evaluation of the discharge parameters. The algorithm is very close to that of EFIT
and is executed on a time scale fast enough for control of the DIII-D tokamak.

The equilibrium reconstruction algorithm has been implemented on the digital plasma
control system [3] for the DIIIHD tokarnak and we describe here its first application for
tokamak discharge shape control. Shape identification with this reconstruction technique is
robust to changes in the shape, flp, 2i, and edge current density. Relative to what is required
for practical shape control, the results from the real time algorithm do not differ significantly
from those of the full off-line analysis. Motional Stark Effect (MSE) diagnostic data can be
included in the real time equilibrium reconstruction in order to more accurately determine the
toroidal current density profile and the safety factor profile.

Shape control is implemented with the “isoflux” technique [4], in which a set of loca-
tions is specified that define the desired plasma boundary and the polcidal field coil currents
are adjusted to keep the poloidal flux equal at all of these locations. This is illustrated in-
Fig. 1 where, for the case of a single null divertor discharge shape, the diamonds indicate the
“control points,“ locatiOns at which the value of the flux is controlled. Because the control is
not based directly on errors in the shape, but rather on errors in the local poloidal flux value at
the control points, the requirements on the equilibrium reconstruction algorithm are reduced
since calculation of the plasma boundary is not necessary.

*Report of work sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03—89ER51114.
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One of the control points is chosen as the reference and the flux at the other points is
controlled to be equal to the value at the reference point, For instance, for a discharge which
is intended to have the boundary limited by the vessel wall, the intended point of intersection
with the vessel wall is used as the reference point. In a divertor discharge the X point
locations are controlled directly. The actual X point locations are determined by finding the
locations where pi= 0 and the coil currents are adjusted to move the X point to the intended
location. The flux at the actual X point location is then used as the reference flux

The task of the equilibrium reconstruction algorithm is to compute the distributions in the
R,Z plane of the poloidal flux ( VI) and the toroidal current density (J1) which provide a least
squares best fit to the diagnostic data and which simultaneously satisfy the model given by
the Grad-Shafranov equation

A‘wp =—uoRJt(R.1ir) . (1)
The diagnostic data consist of measurements of flux and field outside the plasma, plasma
current from a Rogowskii loop, internal field measurements made with the Motional Stark
Effect diagnostic and current in the poloidal field shaping and Ohmic heatingcoils.

The full reconstruction algorithm [1] iterates the solutions for l]! and JI until the changes
in W between two successive iterations are small. This is illustrated in the flow chart in
Fig. 2. In the figure, (17‘ - R)‘1 is the weighted diagnostic response matrix used to implement
the least squares fit, {m is the distribution of normalized flux on the computation grid which
is_used to form the basis functions for the least squares fit Which are contained in the matrix
1P, and Y? is the vector of values of the toroidal current on the computation grid.

In the real time version of the equilibrium reconstruction algorithm, the time consuming
process of iterating to a well converged solution for a fixed set of diagnostic data is

~ eliminated. Instead, for each new reconstruction a new set of diagnostic data is acquired, the
most recent equilibrium solution is used as the starting point, and one iteration is performed.
If the equilibrium is not evolving too quickly, the changes since the previous solution can be
accounted for in one iteration so that the result has accuracy sufficient for discharge control.
The first portion of the real time algorithm is the shape control (or “fast”) computation loop

in which the shape control power supply commands are generated. This shape control loop
can be executed in approximately 1—2 ms because only the portion of a reconstruction itera-
tion that generates_19 must be executed. The input to the shape control loop is the data
set S = {(F R)”, ‘1’]. Each time this shape control loop'15 executed a new set of diagnostic

data 18 obtained but the same value of the data set 5'ts reused until a new data set is prepared.
The second portion of the algorithm (the “slow" loop) completes the steps required in a
reconstruction iteration by preparing a new 5 data set. This involves significant compu~
tation, approximately 25 times more than the shape control loop. As part of this process, the
flux vector 17/ is obtained. Quantities such as the safety factor profile, poloidal beta, internal
inductance, etc, which are obtained using III, can be computed at this point.

Other modifications were made to the reconstruction algorithm in order to increase the
calculation speed. In order to determine the flux at the discharge boundary, the flux at the
reference control point is used. This avoids a complex boundary tracing routine. To deter-
mine the magnetic axis flux the peak value of the flux at a grid point is used The time to
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the control points. The calculation time values shown arefar the imple-

mentation in the DIII—D plasma control system.

calculate S is strongly influenced by the number of fitting parameters. A direct measurement
of the currents in each of the poloidal field coils is available, allowing these values to be

‘treated as known rather than treating them as fitting parameters.'refit"
The real time equilibrium reconstruction algorithm combined with the isoflux technique

has been used to control a variety of discharge shapes in the DIII—D tokamak. Some
examples are the single null divertor shape shown inFig. 1 and the various shapes shown in
Fig. 3. Strike point location control, a capability essential for operation of closed divertor
geometries, has also been implemented relatively easily using the isoflux technique.

Experience with DIII—D discharges controlled with the isoflux algorithm shows that the
real time equilibrium reconstruction yields results with good accuracy. This is illustrated by
the comparisons shown in Fig. 4 between the real time result and the result from the full
equilibrium reconstruction calculated off-line. The sample discharge has a preprogrammed
sweep of the X point position [Fig. 4(a) and (b)] during which the two equilibrium recon-
structions agree on the X point location within a few millimeters [Fig 4(c)}. The two compu-
tations of the flux at the control points agree to within less than 1x10‘3V-s/radian. To put
this value in perspective, it is displayed in Fig. 4(d) and (c) for two of the control points as a
distance computed from (meal time -' Wm) / (av/80 where meal lime and gum]. are the
flux values computed in real time and off-line, respectively, and the flux derivative is taken
along a line between the control point and the magnetic axis. This quantity is approximately
the difference in the predictions by the two calculations of the boundary location in the region
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Fig. 3‘ Entamples of discharge Sham? produced in Fig. 4. Comparison of the resultsfram the real time
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Cresceaeam shaped, (b) low triangulariry double from off-line calculations.
null divertor. (c) upper simple null divemr, and (d)
highly "square” shaped duble null diver-ton

of the control point. Throughout the discharge, this difference is about 1 mm, small
compared to the 0.62 m typical minor radius of the discharge.

In this paper, we have demonstrated that with current digital computing technology it is
practical to use an algorithm that executes in real time which is nearly identical to a standard
equilibrium reconstruction technique. Equilibrium parameters can be evaluated directly from
a solution to the Grad-Shafranov tokamak equilibrium relation. This even allows parameters
such as the safety factor profile to be evaluated in real time. The small modifications to the
EFIT reconstruction algorithm described here which make the real time execution practical
affect the results only on a scale of precision that is not important for practical discharge
shape control.

The authors would like to thank Jim Broesch, David Baggest, Torkil Jensen, Tony Taylor,
Bob Miller, and the remainder of the DJII—D team for their contributions to this work.
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EFFECTS OF DIVERTOR GEOMETRY AND PUMPING
ON PLASMA PERFORMANCE ON DIII~D*

S.L. Allen,T CM. Greenfield, J. Boedo,ii D. Colcbin, i ME. Fenstermacher, T D.N. Hill
C]. Lastlier,i R. Lehman” A.W. Leonard, T.C. Luce, M.A. Mahdavi, R. Maingi,it R.A.

Moyer,” T.W. Petrie, G.D. 1'-’orter,‘r B.W. Rice,i MJ. Schaffer, LP. Smith, RD. Stambaugh,
T.S. Taylor, MR. Wade}E 1G. Watkins,° WP. West, RD. Woodj‘ and The DIII—D Team

General Atomics, PO. Box 85608, San Diego, California 921869784 USA

1. Introduction

This paper reports the status of an ongoing investigation to discern the influence of the
divertor and plasma geometry on the confinement of both ELM—free and ELMing discharges
in D1114). The ultimate goal is to achieve a high~performance core plasma which coexists
with an advanced divertor plasma. The divertor plasma must reduce the heat flux to
acceptable levels; the current technique disperses the heat flux over a wide area by radiation
(a radiative divertor). To date, we have obtained our best performance in doublemnull (DN)

high-triangularity (5 ~ 0.8) ELM-free discharges [1]. As discussed in detail elsewhere [2],
there are several advantages for both the core and divertor plasma with highly—shaped DN
operation. Previous radiativevdivertor experiments with D2 injection in DN highvo ELMing
H—mode have shown that this configuration is more sensitive to gas puffing {T decreases).
Moving the X-point away from the target plate (to ~15 cm above the plate) decreases this
sensitivity. Preliminary measurements also indicate that gas puffing reduces the divertor heat
flux but does not reduce the plasma pressure along the field line (in contrast to detached
plasmas discussed in Section 2) [3]. The tip/down heat flux balance can be varied

magnetically (by changing the distance between the separatrices), with a slight magnetic
imbalance required to balance the heat flux [4].

The overall mission of the Radiative Divertor Project (RDP) is to install a fully pumped
and baffled high-8 DN divertor. To date, however, both the DIIImD divertor diagnostics and
pump were optimized for lower single-null (LSN) low—i3 (5 ~ 0.4) plasmas, so much of the

divertor physics has been performed in LSN; these results are discussed in Section 2. As part
of the first phase of the RDP, we have installed a new high—5 USN divertor baffle and pump;
these results are discussed in Section 3. Both divertor and core parameters are discussed in
each case.

2. Lower Single-Null (LSN), Low—5 Plasmas with Pumplng
The open lower divertor pump is shown in Fig. 1. In low-5 lower single—null (LSN) open~

divertor Operation the cryopump can maintain the plasma density a factor of 2 below the
natural density of the ELMing H—mode [5]. A rough figure—of—merit n E 11.31 (1019 111_3)/Ip

*Work supported by the US. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE-ACO3-89ER511 14, W-7405-ENG—
48, DE—AC05-960R22464. and Grant No. DEFGOB~95ER54294.

iLawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Liver-more, California.
iOak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

0Sandia National Laboratory, Livermore, California

"University ofCalifornia, San Diego, California
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(MA) is about 5—6 in the natural
ELMing H—rnode, and can be reduced
to 2~—2.5 with pumping [6]. With D2
puffing and pumping, we have sus—
tained radiative divertor operation
with only slight degradation in con-
finement [7], resulting in parameters
close to those desired for ITER
[T/T(ITER—93) ~ 1, Zeff ~ L8].
Detailed diagnostic studies [8] have . TV
shown that in the divertor: a) Te ~1-—2 5mm.” 4L Pmbes Pump Aperture
eV, b) classical conduction cannot '
explain the heat flow along field lines
at this temperature [9], c) the plasma
pressure drops along the field line, and d) recombination is important close to the divertor
plate. Carbon is the principle source of radiation near the X-point, with deuterium radiation
dominating near the strike point.

Density control in non—sawtoothing ELMing Hemodc shots has produced the highest per— '
forrnance long—pulse discharges with H891) ~ 2.4 and [3): ~ 2.8 for up to 2 s, with ne = 5.0 X
1019 m“3 and Zeff ~ 1.8. Transient high performance low—5 LSN ELM—free discharges with
negative or weak central magnetic shear (NCS) have also been demonstrated with the pump
off [10]. A record DHLD ion temperature of Ti ~ 25 keV was achieved with TIT—(ITERv89P)
~ 4 and [in ~ 4. This represents a significant improvement over previous single-null
discharges. The effectiveness of the pump in ELM~free, low 5, LSN discharges is reduced
(particle exhaust ~ beam fueling rate), but reduced wall loading is still possible.

Fig. i‘. The LSN low—(3 divertor cnvapump. There are
extensive diagnostics in the lower open diver-tor.

3. Upper Single-Null (USN), Highufi Plasmas with Pumping (New Dill—D Upper Dlvettor)

The new high-6 DIE—D divertor baffle and pump is shown in Fig. 2; the He-cooled cryo—
pump is the same design as the lower ADP pump. Without plasma, the measured deuterium
pumping speed was ~40,000 Torr Ills, similar to that of the lower pump. This system has been
optimized for high—8 plasmas, and has a baffle to reduce neutral flux to the plasma core. A
combination of the UEDGE and DEGAS codes was used to guide the detailed design of the
baffle. For a full double-null installation, the codes calculate that the core ionization should be
reduced by a factor of nearly 7. The slanted baffle is water-cooled to prevent racheting of the
plate temperature during a succession of plasma shots. Graphite tiles, similar to the those used
on the rest of the DUI—D walls, cover the baffle. Careful attention was paid to the gas sealing
of the baffle region, including installation of in-situ custom seals. New magnetic pickup coils
were mounted on the plate, and these are incorporated into the EFIT shape reconstruction.
Real-time EFIT (isoflux) shape control is used to position the plasma in the baffle and sweep
the strike points into the pumping aperture. An IR camera views the upper divertor, along
with crossed bolometer chords used for tomographic reconstructions of radiated power. Two
Langmuir probes near the entrance to he pump aperture are used to measure the ion flux into
the pump and an ASDEX-type gauge indicates the baffle pressure.
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We have started commissioning of
this system with the (unoptimized)
USN plasma shown in Fig. 2. This
shape has more flux-expansion than
the LSN and hence the pump exhaust
(and plasma density response) is less
sensitive to the strikepoint location.
High temperature baking, several (5—
6) high power (10—12 MW) plasma
shots, and glow discharge cleaning
were necessary for initial conditioning Fig. 2. USN high-6plasma configuration in new upper
of the upper divertor surfaces. Shown DIN—D diveflon '
in Fig. 3 is a comparison of a shot with
the pump warm (92044-dashed) and after the pump was cooled (92062~solid). The core
density decreases and the temperature increases for the case with the pump cold. The [SN-H is
similar on the two shots. The upper divertor Du monitors and the midplane pressure (not

\.\..,
Divertor Blflle

shown also show a dramatic decrease. Even with limited initial operating time, the density
control parameter 71 achieved has
been about 2.5. a penalty (1019 m?) _ _ - . ‘

I Shown in Fig. 4 is a comparison ll". saw-nus» whh PUMPWarm
of a pumped low-5 LSN plasma (shot '
89756-dashed) with a pumped high—5
USN non-Optimized plasma from the
commissioning phase (92144-solid).
The ELMing H—rnode densities are
similar at 2.5 5 (although 89756 con-
tinues to decrease during the shot)
and the core performance in normal-
ized parameters [3N ‘ H(1TER—89P) is
similar. (The neutral beam power was
greater on 89756, so we have com-
pared normalized performance
parameters. The ion temperature and
neutron rate were higher on 89756.)
As none of the tools used for optimiz- B F Upper Du .
ing the LSN discharge were used with mm" (1°17)
the USN shot (e.g., neutral beam 4 s
power early in the shot and a reduced
target density for NCS), it seems .
likely that the USN discharge can be 1%“ soon 2500 soon 3590 4000
further improved with careful dis- 11mm“)
charge tuning.

......... .---~--
-~.

Fig. 3. Initial results showing density control with the
upper divertorpump (solid-pump cold, dashed-warm).
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In LSN discharges with pumping, a "3 “Beam power.’"""""""v"""a". “
general observation is that there is 2 (MW) f i5 y I $1019t - - - USN, nh 5, Pumpedl _
dependence of the plasma exhaust on the ; ‘\
ELM frequency and size. While a _~-~-~ v' SW99?“ —' LSN’LW “mm" I"
detailed study of the ELM behavior in the
new USN discharges has not been carried
out, results so far would indicate that
density control has been achieved in
plasmas with relatively small ELMs at a
fairly low frequency (~40 Hz). This very
preliminary result will be studied more
thoroughly, as we ultimately would like
to achieve density control in ELM—free
discharges.

We have also carried out initial experi«
ments comparing plasma pumping and M
core performance with the direction of BT, 'mm 1500 2000 zsou mo ssua moo
and hence the VB drift. This drift can Timing)
influence both the core (higher H—mode Fig. 4. Comparison of a LSN low-5 pumped

threShOid With VB away from the Plate) discharge (dashed) with an USN pumped high-5
and divertor plasmas (DUI-D heat flux discharge (solid).
data becomes more in~out symmetric with
VB away from the plate). With the lower pump, all experiments have been carried out with
the VB drift downward towards the divertor plate. So far, with the upper pump, we have not
observed any difference in the lowest achievable density due to the direction of the VB drift.
Subsequent analysis of the data indicates that the VB drift upward case is probably not fully
optimized, and we will repeat this. In addition, we observe more carbon impurities and 2—4
times more radiated power (although [3N - H w 5 and Ti ~ 10 keV in spite of the high
impurity levels) in the VB upward case. As this could be a conditioning effect, these

experiments will also be repeated. USN high~8 bolometer inversions indicate more radiated
power on the insider (outside) divertor leg for VB upward/(downward).

During the coming DIIIMD experimental campaign, we will use this new hardware to
Optimize density control in both ELM-free and ELMing discharges.

“a

" Denslly 1019 m-3
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Modeling of DIII-D noble gas puff and pump experiments*

J. T. Hogan, M. Wade, R. Maingi, L. Owen
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA

M. Schaffer, P. West
General Atomics Company, San Diego, CA, USA

1. INTRODUCTION
Previous DIII—D experiments [1, 2] that induced a D+ flow in the scrape—off layer

(SOL) showed that this flow increased the divertor concentration of extrinsically injected
impurities (neon, argon). These impurity fueling and exhaust (or puff and pump) experiments
raise a number of modeling issues: the effect of edge-localized modes (ELMS) in regulating
impurity core accumulation; the particle balance of the extrinsic impurities; the relation
between divertor and plenum enrichment; and the effect of features unique to the present
DIII-D Advanced Divertor configuration, specifically, the localized back-conductance of D2
and impurities from the baffle plenum in the outboard divertor region. To aid in understand-
ing the relations between these processes, models have been improved: for core impurity
transport to include ELM effects, and for divertor models to treat helium, neon, and argon
transport with DIE—D — specific configuration effects. The models have been used to analyze
a series of experiments in which neon and argon were first continuously injected (in the
divertor private flux region) for 1.5 s, and then exhausted by the DIII—D cryopumping system
[2]. Deuterium was puffed at rates of 80 Torr Us and 150 Torr Lls from the midplane and the
divertor private region in these experiments.

2. MODEL
Core radial transport (MIST-ELM)

The suitability of H-mode confinement for reactor applications relies on the observed
beneficial efl‘eet of ELMs in regulating core impurity accumulation. However, direct observa-
tion of ELM effects in reducing the particle confinement time has been made only for elec-
tron density and He++ profiles. In contrast, in the transport analysis of extrinsically injected
impurities neon and argon, the ionization stages (NeXI, ArXVI) measured by charge
exchange recombination (CER) spectroscopy are not located in the ELMing region. Thus, the
MIST code [developed by R. Hulse, 3] has been modified to describe this. The ELM effect on
impurities is modeled as expulsion of a predetermined fraction of all the charge state densities
nk(p,t) for radius p > PELM at a frequency (QELM) determined by the observed frequency of
the time evolution of Du signals. The expulsion fraction is not determined by the Da signal,
and thus becomes a fitting parameter.

Figure 1 shows results from the model of varying the assumed ELM amplitude (neon
expulsion fraction) from 20% to 100% (Fig. 1a), the anomalous diffusivity (edge DA) from

0.5 to l mZ/s at fixed ELM amplitude and core DA (Fig. 1b), and the assumed radius of ELM
localization from p = 0.6 to 0.85 (Fig. lc). DUI—D discharge 86944 is shown. a case in which
the ELM frequency changed from 50 Hz to 10 Hz at t = 2.75 5. Without the ELM model the
transition must be modeled by varying DA, while the fit in Fig. 1 was obtained with a fixed
This research was sponsored in part by the Office of Fusion Energy Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy, under contract
DE-AC05-960R22464 with Lockheed Martin Energy Research Corp.
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Fig. 1. Results of MIST-ELM model for DIII—D discharge 86944. QELM changes from 50Hz to 10Hz at
t: 2.753. A timeindependent DA is used.

DA profile (edge value 5 0.7 mzls). Figure 2 shows a comparison between the MIST-ELM

model and CER measurement for NeXI density for DIII—D shot 89873. with 80 Ton L/S (mid—
plane) deuterium puffing. For both neon and argon, best fits are obtained using a pinch coef—
ficient, cv = 0 (with the "MIST parametrization“), in contrast to earlier results for helium. in

which cV = 1 was found to be optimum. The anomalous diffusivities which result from the

comparison are typically a factor of 3 lower man the diffusivities inferred from the conven-
tional time—averaged analysis, which includes ELM effects as part of the anomalous diffusivi~
ty. For core modeling, the effective global recycling coefficient is taken to be 0.96 for both

nNeXl
6.27

0 , .

2.0 t(s) 4.9 2.0 US) 4.9

Shot 89873
DMctr) 0.10 m2/s
DA(mid) 0.50
DMedge) 0.50 1

323 39 Case -
nNeXl 0.35 4
1' 57 101.1%!) .30 5

Fig. 2. Comparison of MIST-ELM model with neon fueling and exhaust experiments measured by CER
Spectroscopy. Sensitivity w assumed edge DA with fixed ELM amplitude is shown.
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neon and argon, as determined by fits to the
- ~ 89873 um in deca after im uri in'ection is ter-f on T Us 02 fuelling 51mg; y F W JGas p

t/s 3:2: I (midplane)
rel) y f = 55 Hz Global particle balance

Previous analysis of Dill-D impurity
fueling and exhaust experiments has shown

porarily stored in the wall [21. The impurity
particle balance for recycling impurities has
previously been analyzed in terms of multi-
reservoir models with charactereristic time
constants [4]. The calculated core efflux from
the MIST ELM model is the driving source in
a global balance that describes the inventory
of the noble gas impurities. The efflux of par
ticles from the SOL from MIST serves as the
influx for the divertor, plenum, and pump

_ . reservoirs. In addition, the measured neon
0.0 1.45 pumping speed (which depends on the deuteri-

Time (s) um plenum pressure) is used to fix the pump-
Fig' 3- Core emu" from MIST'ELM “‘Ode'fmpuff‘ ing speed in the reservoir model. Figure 3

pump m Sh” 89873 shows a typical balance as calculated from the
detailed ELM model. The calculation assumes

time constants TSOL-divertor = 0.7 S, 1div—baffle= Tbaffle-div = 0.1 S. and 15pm}, = 0.04 s.

The neon pumping speed in DIII—D has been found to depend on D2 plenum pressure [2] .
. thus this calculation suggests a pOSSible nonlinear dependence of the neon pumping rate on

ELMninduccd peaks in D2 plenum pressure.

0.3 “

Divertor enrichment (MIST b2.5)
The diver-tor impurity concentration was not directly measured in these experiments,

but the partial pressures of neon and argon in the ‘baffle'plenum were measured, so enrich-
ment is described in terms of those values. The relation between divertor and plenum has
been studied with a modified version of the b2 code [developed by B. Braams, 5]. The code
has been run in 5~ (helium), 13- (neon) and 21~species (argon) versions, A detailed model for
sheath reflection of energetic impurity neutrals is included. Radial diffusivities are the same
as the edge values for the MIST modeling for these discharges: DA = 0.7 m2/s. and Vpinch
= 0. The ADPAK atomic physics package is included for neon/argon comparisons, and the
STRAHL database is used for helium/neon comparisons. In addition, a description of the par-
ticle sources from divertor plate recycling, midplane and divertor deuterium puffing, diver-tor
impurity puffing, and back—conductance of deuterium and impurities from the DIII-D plenum
is included. These sources strongly complicate the conventional 1-D (parallel) picture of the
balance between friction and ion temperature gradient forces, since there is a localized source
of back—conducted D2 (and impurities) on the outboard side of the outer strike point, near the
floor. For a typical measured D2 plenum pressure of 4 mTorr, and neon partial pressure of
0.04 mTorr, there are estimated 100 Torr Us and 1 Torr L/s back flows for D2 and neon,

that up to 90% of injected neon may be temm
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Fig. 4. MIST 132.5 model comparison of divertor / core enrichment for 150 Tl/s D2 fueling from the midpiane

(89883) and divertor (89880). SOL plasma conditions are similar.

respectively, which are of the same order of magnitude as the external injection rates.
Results comparing the midplane (89883) and diver-tor (89880) D2 fueling cases (150

Torr US) are shown in Fig. 4. Figures 4a and 4b show that the outboard midplanc and inner
divertor Te,i are similar (these compare well with Thomson scattering and Langmuir probe

data, respectively). The modeled divertor plate concentrations are also similar (Fig. 4c), a
result of feedback control in the experiment. However, the midplane fueling case shows a sig-
nificant reduction in the neon concentration (Fig. 46). In addition to the effects of thermal
gradients and drifts, the modeling shows multiple peaks in the bulk ion density on the diver-
tor plate which lead to impurity flours away from the bulk ion peak(s) and strongly influences
retention. However, since profiles cannot yet be measured on DIII—D when the strike point is
under the baffle ring, at present this is a theoretical possibility.
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ENERGY BALANCE, RADIATION AND STABILITY DURING RAPID PLASMA
TERMINATION VIA IMPURITY PELLET INJECTIONS 0N DIII~D*

no. Whytefil T.E. Evans, A.G. Kellman, D.A. Humphreys, A.W. Hyatt, rc. Jemigan,b)
R.L. Lee, S.L. Luckhardw) P.B. Parks, M.J. Schaffer, and P.L.Taylor

General Atomics, P. 0. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92138-5608
“University of California, San Diego, California.
”Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

Injections of impurity “killer” pellets on Dl'IIhD have demonstrated partial mitigation of
undesirable disruption phenomena; namely reducing the convected heat loss to the wall, and
the halo current's magnitude and toroidal asymmetry. However, the appearance of a runaway
electron population and large magnetic fluctuations (fl/ET = 1%) is coincident with the mea-
sured rapid loss of the plasma’s thermal energy (=1 MI in 1 ms) due to impurity radiation. A

' numerical code is developed to simulate the impurity radiation and predict the rapid plasma
cooling observed. The simulation predicts two mechanisms for the generation of runaway
electrons: the “slideaway” of hot tail electrons due to rapid cooling or the transport of hot
electrons into the thermally collapsed plasma due to instabilities. Pressure gradients caused
by the rapid non—adiabatic cooling of the impurity are identified as the probable source of
these instabilities which also lead to convective heat losses. Results of a modeling effort to
optimize pellet content, impurity species and cooling time for the avoidance of instabilities
and runaway electrons are shown.

1. Description of Experiment and Model

Solid impurity pellets of neon and argon are injected at the outer midplane of DEL-D (R =
1.7 m, a = 0.6 m) in an attempt to radiatively quench the plasma. Pellets have diameters of
1.8 mm or 2.7 mm, injection velocity =500 m/s and typically penetrate to a minor radius r of
0.2 < r/a < 0.5. Impurity radiation is measured by a calibrated SPRED XUV survey spec-
trometer which provides 1 ms time resolution over the wavelength range of 1004100 A and
has a single tangential line of sight with a tangent radius near the magnetic axis (Rm,=
1.8 m). Experiments have shown that the use of impurity pellets during Vertical
Displacement Events (VDE) [1} reduces the convected thermal loads (measured by infrared
thermography) to the divertor by up to a factor of two by increasing the fraction of initial
stored energy which is radiated by the impurity. The induced poloidal halo current‘s magni-
tude and toroidal asymmetry are also reduced. Pellet injection into steady—state plasmas (Le.
preemptive) also show large fractions (50%——80%) of the energy radiated. However, experi—
mental indications of runaway electron production (Le. hard X-ray bursts, non-thermal ECE
emissions) are greatly increased, especially in the case of preemptive pellet injections.

A time dependent model (Killer Pellet RADiation, KPRAD) is used to simulate the radi—
ation and energy balance during pellet injection experiments on a given flux surface (no radial

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE—ACU3—89ER51134. DE-ACOS—
960R22464, and Grant No. DE’FGOS-9SER54294.
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transport}. The calculation first solves the ionization charge—state equilibrium for the
impurity species and the subsequent radiative losses from each charge state (Le. coronal equi—
librium is not assumed). Then a new self-consistent energy balance including radiation
losses, ohmic heating and collisional coupling between all species is calculated at each
timestep. The new plasma solution for density and temperature is then used for the
subsequent timestep’s ionization balance. The code independently considers as separate
species the original electrons and ions, as well as the impurity ions and the electrons
contributed from their ionization. The amount of deposited pellet atoms on the flux surface is
determined by using the standard pellet ablation model [2] normalized to obtain the measured
penetration radius. Radiation rates for each charge state k, Lk (Wm ) are extracted from the
ADPAK [3]] atomic database. The electron density, ne, and each charge state's density nk are
used to calculate the radiated power PradJc = “k ne Lk (Wm— ). ’Initial plasma parameters (neg,
T60, jo) are taken from measurements and the local current density, j, is held proportional to
the measured total plasma current 1p, (i.e. j(t) = jO-Ip(t)/IPO). Ohmic heating power (Petunia)
and the parallel electric field (E) are derived from Spitzer resistivity (11 a: Zefic Te—3/2 , Pohrnic
= nj .E =nj) using the calculated electron temperature and Zflff. The code predicts the time
evolutions of electron and ion temperature, electron density, average charge state of impurity,
total radiation. and radiation per charge state. ‘

m: = as
1000 .. . —

‘ T' Thomson
2. Results

The focus of this section will be the com~
parison of modeling results and experimental
data for a preemptive radiative quench fol—
lowing the injection of a small (1.8 mm
diam., Npenet : 2 x 1020, Nplasma = 1021,
V : 39011113) neon pellet which penetrated to
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r/a: 0.45. Figure 1 shows the model T;
predicts the measured rapid decrease of the g 0.5
core temperature and plasma energy in E
$0.5 ms. The reason for this thermal collapse g 0‘0
is that the high radiation rate of the low 3 .05 . ‘Pohmlc
ionization stages of neon (L0_7 z 10— 1 1‘? 10° 100°

Wm ) and the lar e amount f llet Time(us)g 0 pa Fig. 1‘. Calculated Teand average ion charge state
material deposited decrease the electron tem- Z.» at r/a = 0.6 vs. time after pre-empn've neon

perature quickly enough to inhibit ionization giggsgfiiifafigfngéfiOug‘fz'fifhigzafiz
into 01‘ past the Hie-dike state (two electrons), range in core Te showing complete themzai'
where the radiation efficiency is much lower “Hap” l" wre-
(L340 = 10— Wm ). This is confirmed experimentally by the absence of any line radiation
from these high charge states. The background ion temperature (Ti) and the electrons
contributed from neon ionization Te, Neon are quickly thermalized to the main electrons
through collisions and the total thermal energy of the plasma is lost to radiation. After the
thermal collapse 21 new equilibrium is established between radiated power and the enhanced



ohmic heating (from the now highly
resistive plasma) and no further
significant temperature decrease is
expected. A comparison of the
measured and calculated radiation
(Fig, 2) shows good agreement in the
magnitude and time behavior of the
total and charge specific radiation.
This indicates that indeed a large por-
tion of the initial thermal energy is
lost to radiation. Also, the significant
amount of radiation well into the cur-
rent quench shows that plasma
magnetic energy is also being
depleted via radiation. Finally, the
relative increase in the radiation of
the lower charge states during the
current quench indicates volume
recombination taking place in a very
cold and dense core plasma. .

The rapid thermal collapse of the
plasma will cause large pressure gra-
dients to form during the pellet abla—
tion (Fig. 3) and drive associated
instabilities (eg. ballooning modes,
etc). The magnitude of this pressure
gradient will be determined by the
cooling rate of the pellet material,
Tcooling (AP/Ar = P0 [Ar cc Pol
tcoofing) with typical Ar = 0.1 m « a.
This is verified experimentally
(Fig. 4) by the increasing measured
magnitude of n=1 modes during pre-
emptive ablation for larger pellets and
pellets made of argon (LAr = 3’LNe)-

The increased production of run-
away electrons is also linked to the
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Fig. 2. Comparison of (lean radiation between experiment
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Fig. 3 Schematic ofpet‘let moving through plasma.
Rapidly cooled plasma behindpellet causes pressure
gradients and instabilities.

cooling rate (Fig. 4). This can stem from No phenomena. Figure 5 shows that a portion of
the original Maxwellian tail (>12‘Te) electrons will have too weak collisional coupling to the

bulk electrons and can cross over the runaway critical energy can which is decreasing due to

the enhanced resistivity and electric field. In addition, particle transport caused by large
instabilities could place Te > 89m electrons from the hot target plasma into the thermally
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Fig. 4 Measured instability magnitude and runaway
source rate increase with faster calculated cooling
times. Srunawav is obtained from time integrated
non—thermal ECE emission during thermal quench.

collapsed plasma and also produce runaways.
Both of these methods are sensitive to the
cooling rate and hence agree with experi—
mental observations.

4. Discussion

The model shows that pellet cooling is
sufficient to thermally collapse the plasma
over the penetration radius while simultane-
ously producing VP instabilities that cause
the loss of the remaining thermal energy. A
sufficiently rapid radiative loss is needed to
quench the plasma, but the associated large
pressure gradients from excessive cooling
during the pellet ablation should be avoided
since they lead to enhanced convected losses
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Fig. 5 Test particle calculation shows that rapid
cooling can cause portion of original energetic
electrons to become suprathermal and carry
significant current.
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(Wj/Wg) and nonnaiized energy loss rate vs. relative
amount of deposited pellet material (Ndep) to local
electrons (Ne).

and runaways. Therefore, the pellet species must be carefully selected in order to optimize
the radiative quench, since the cooling rate is primarily determined by the atomic physics of
the material. Figure 6 shows the predicted response of a Dill—D plasma (Te = 2 keV) to
various amounts of pellet material and different pellet compositions. In the amount of pellet
material deposited (for Ne and Ar experiments: 0.4 s Ndep/Ne S l ), there exists a small

region over which there is sufficient cooling (WfiW(J S 0.2,) in a typical thermal quench time
TTQ : 1 ms, but also acceptable cooling rates [dW/dt'ttTQ/Wo) S l are experimentally

verified to not cause instabilities]. There does not exist the experimental precision to design
the pellet ablation this carefully. Methane pellets however seem to exhibit the desired
behavior over a large and achievable range of pellet deposition.
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[3]
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A Study of Edge Turbulence
by Phase Contrast Imaging on DIII—D

S. Coda'l’ and M. Porkolab
Department of Physics and Plasma Fusion Center,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 02139, U.S.A.

K.H. Burrell
General Atomics, P.0. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92186-9784, U.S.A.

1. Introduction

The DIlInD phase—contrast imaging (POI) diagnostic measures the vertical line
integrals of the density fluctuations at 16 radial locations at the outer edge of the
tokamak [1]. The POI system detects near-radial wave vectors with wave numbers in
the range 1—16 cam—1, with excellent radial (0.5 cm) and temporal (0.5 as) resolution and
high sensitivity (1": ~ 109 cm“3). These properties ensure good statistics for correlation
analysis, resulting in a. unique ability to provide time-resolved measurements of the

correlation length and of the decorrelation time of the plasma turbulence.
In this paper a. study of the changes occurring at the L— to mode transition is

described, and a. quantitative verification of the E x B shear dewrrelation criterion is
reported. The variations of the correlation parameters are also compared quantitatively
with two available theoretical predictions. In addition, the dependence of those param-

eters on key plasma quantities in the Ir-mode phase is briefly discussed; in particular,

it is shown that the random—walk turbulent diffusivity increases with input power.

2. The evolution of turbulence at the L-I-I transition

The reduction in the amplitude of the edge turbulence at the onset of the H mode
has been widely documented in the literature [2]. For less is known about the behaviour
of the correlation properties of the turbulence, which play a key role in its ability to

afiect transport and are thus essential for meaningful comparisons with theory.
The L—H transition has been studied with PCI in a large variety of plasma con—

figurations and parameters, and with different heating methods [3]. The fluctuation

amplitude and the radial correlation length both decrease in the region from the last

closed flux surface (LCFS) to 3-4 cm inside. The changes in the amplitude and, within

the resolution of the correlation analysis (NZ—3 ms), in the correlation length are simul-

taneous with the transition as defined by the first drop in the edge Do, emission signal.

The turbulence decorrelation time is more erratic and does not change as abruptly; it

is, however, generally larger in H mode than in L mode (see Fig. 1).

1' Current address: ORPP~EPFL, (EH—1015, Lausanne, Switserlsnd
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Fig. 1. Evolution ofDu emission and turbulence of. the L—H transition, in a plasma with Br}! :21 T,

1,974.25 MA, a523.5x1013 (rm—3, and input Mimi-beam power 26.2 MW Measurements (b)~(d}
one made with PC"!r in the region from the LCFS to 0.8 cm inside it.

The quenching of the turbulence is generally believed to be caused by sheared
poloidal E x B flows inducing decorrelation between difl'erentially rotating eddies; an

increase of the shear of the radial electric field is observed to accompany and possibly

precede the transition [2,4]. The canonical criterion for the H mode to occur is [5]
w, > WT, where w, 5 143x311,/£g is the shearing rate, '0t is the E x B velocity shear,

1:, and [39 are the radial and poloidal correlation lengths respectively, and «7T E 1/1};

is the reciprocal of the deconelation time in the absence of shear (L mode).
As shown above, accurate measurements of L, and rd are provided by PCI; '0t

is measured by charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy [41.111 testing the shear

demrrelation criterion, the largest uncertainty is introduced by £9, which we estimate

from FIR scattering spectra [6]. The result of the test is shown in Fig. 2, which compares

w, and any in L and H mode. Clearly the condition w, > m1: is well satisfied in H mode,

whereas the two quantities are comparable in L mode. The criterion is thus well verified.

Two theoretical predictions exist for the changes in .Cr and m occurring at the LMH

transition. The Biglari—Diamond—Terry (EDT) analysis [5], carried out in cylindrical

geometry, is expected to be valid in large-shear conditions; the Hahm~Burrell (HB)

theory [7] includes toroidal effects but should be more applicable to a moderate—shear
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case [8]. The EDT 0031t are Edi/£11. E (2w.rdL)—1/3 and TdH/TdL : (ZWaT'dLrZ/S;

the HB scalings are [fig/£1.11 2 (1+w37‘3fl‘1/2 and Tag/131, : 1 (neglecting logarithmic

dependencies). Here, the L and H subscripts refer to L mode and H mode, respectiveiy.

1000 1000 . I.
:- :': (bl H mode
in 'w

m N

g 500 g 500
m a:
4-! 9-:
(U (Uc: a:

0 0
0.90 0.95 1 0.90 0.95 1
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Fig. 2. Shearing rate us. intrinsic turbulence denunciation nuts in L and H mode. The shaded areas

indicate confidence intervals. The deem-relation rule is shown as a sey'mem‘ over the spatial mugs
used by PC! to estimate its value. The plasma pammeters one BT=2JG T, 1,2154 MA, fig :lflm
cm‘a, input neutral-beam power = 3.5 MWV.

These relations are compared with experimental values for a. set of ueutral~beam-

heated discharges in Fig. 3. It is apparent that the BDT scaling provides a. better

fit to the spatial correlation date, whereas the EB scaling is a. better predictor of the

temporal correlation data. This mixed result probably reflects the non—self—consistent

nature of both analyses, which do not consider the reaction of the turbulence on the

_ flows. Conversely, self—consistent theories thus far have modeled the decorrelation time

only in an ad—hoc manner. Additional work is thus clearly desirable on this front.

10 A 1 .. ., 10 ..g (a) -— BDT§ (b) —— BDTE
1 HB : , 1‘ ‘ ---- HB ‘

i0 100
waTdL

Fig. .9. Ratios of (a) mdial correlation lengths and (b) deconelation times in H and L made, for

varying shear in neutml—beawheated discharges: POI-measured values in the region 0.95 < Pn < 1.0

(cimles), EDT predictions (solid lines), and HB pmdictiom {dashed line-.1).

3. Scaling of correlation length and turbulent diffusivity

A three-point scan of the input neutral-beam power in L mode, with all plasma pa—

rameters fixed, has shown that the radial correlation length increases, while the decone
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lation time decreases, with increasing power. The random-walk diffusivity x”, = [If/rd
thus increases with power (see Fig. 4). This is in qualitative agreement with the experi—
mental Lfimode scaling of diffusivity with additional—heating power (a. quantitative scal—
ing is clearly not meaningful given the uncertainties and the limited number of points).

Moreover, the magnitude of x1.” is roughly of the same order as the ion diffusivity at
the edge, although accurate transport analysis is problematic in this region.

In separate scans, the correlation length Was also found to increase with density
and to decrease with plasma current [3].

l I 1 60 7— F 15 I I r
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Fig. 4. (a) Radial stimulation. length, (1:) denunciation time, and. (c) random-walk diflusivity, as a
function of neutral-beam. power in an L—mode plasma (BT2'2J T, 5:135 MA, ig-IJXIOB Urn—3).
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On the possible role of the impurity driven turbulence
in the scrape-0f layer in DHLD double—null discharges

A.V1Nedospasov
Association " IVTAN “ RAS, Izhorskaya 13/19, 127412 Moscow, Russia

Discharges with enhanced scrape—off layer ( SOL) thickness were observed in the
DIII-D tokamak. The authors of these investigations pointed out that the origin of this
phenomenon is not understood. In this paper a possible explanation of the enhanced SOL

tickness in the DIII—D by impurity driven current—convective turbulence (lCCT) is discussed.
This turbulence may occur under conditions when volume dissipation by Coulomb collisions
dominats and a gradient of Zeff exists.

An enhanced SOL thickness was observed in DIII-D tokamak [1]. A similar phenomenon was
observed earlier in ASDEX [2,3]. In paper {4] the Kadbmtsev‘Pogutse-Petrov result for the

ICCT diffusion coefficient D1 was rewritten in the following form:
5 1 l

E
D1 := 1‘s (MT—y—Zi)2 (B“ l_.—_|)§ F{z,zefffldz (1)

dz

Here Vz‘l is the impurity collision frequency with main ions n is the reduced mass ET is the
toroidal magnetic field dn z=ni z (dn-I Zldr) 1 are the decay lengths of the main ions and the
impurity repectively and 193 (rZ/R) dq 1/dr is the magnetic shear.
The function F(Z,Zeff) approaches zero for either Zeff=Z or Zeffwl , because in these limits

the plasma contains only one sort of ions. It has a maximum of about 0.2 for left-=2.
From eqn.(1) it is clear that for ICCT driven by the gradient of Zeff’ the radial profiles of
the main ions and the impurity must be different.
The Pfirsch~Schliiter cunent is the main part of the longitudinal current j H in the SOL. This
current can be estimated according to j “N e- A vS dn/dr= e n vS-A/du, where V5 is the 1011
sound speed, A is the characteristic scale length depending on the limiter configuration [5].
For the case of a toroidal limiter discussed by Garbet et. al. [6],

A=EZ (Than/cur] sin[ (61—6211 21 (2)
where 91 and 92 are the poloidal angles of the ends of the line of force on the limiter
surface. The longitudinal electrical field E H occurs due to the finite conductivity 0 H of the
plasma: E ii =j ll /0 ll . Thus, E H in eqn.(1) must be replaced by:
Here, m‘5 and m]- are the electron and ion mass, respectively, L is the line of force length
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E" =fl=EAifif¥ (3)
1

defined by intersection with limiter or diVEt‘tor plates, he is electron mean free path.
Equations (1) and (3) describe the turbulent transport in the SOL due to impurity driven

rippling instability. Using dn:(DI‘r ” )1/2 and assuming dn<dZ in eqn.1 we estimate the
temperature dependence to follow DI~Te'1/2 . Such a dependence was found in ASDEX
[2,3]. The volume dissipation by Coulomb collisions dominates when

a=(me/mi)1’2L Me >1 (4)

Usually the nature of edge turbulence in tokamaks is believed to be associated with the
dissipation by fluctuation currents flowing through the potential sheath near the surface (so
called surface dissipation or SD), i.e. when 0: <1. The enhanced SOL thickness in the DIII-D
was observed in the double—null (DN) divertor configuration only. The analysis of the SOL
plasma parameters at a radial distance of 1-3 cm from the separatrix shows that or is 2-3 times
lower in SN than in DN discharges, in spite of the doublet length L: in SN 0: < 1, in DN
or a 1. These values of oz make the existence of ICCT in DN possible. According eqn.(2)
the values of A in eqn.(3) are in a few times smaller in DN because the current along a
magnetic field line changes sign in the SOL of SN configuration. Probably, this strong
difference between regimes with DN and SN configuration is also important for the
turbulence in SOL.

Based on the asuumption that ICCT eXiSts in the DN SOL of DIII»D I will use a
simple model. The equations for the density and the temperature of the plasma are:

dzTe Te 1127: n2— =0; DL——~=0; (5)
dx 1:; dzx Tu

Xi

here TH =I_./vS ,‘rt =37” W0 , To =q /TI‘ ll , q, I‘ are the density of heat and particle fluxes,
respectively. The equation for the radial flux of the impurity is

rt:~Divtnz+nvutmimfirl [an-1424)") (6)
Here wi is the gyro~frequency of the ions of the background plasma. The last term is the
radial drift of the impurity due to the friction with the main ions. We are taking mi < InZ
and Tis. Charge exchange of the impurity and ionization of the neutrals in the SOL are
neglected.

The longitudinal flux is determined by the motion of the impurity in the ambipolar
electric field El and by the friction of impurity ions with background ions:
Here v0 is the velocity of the background ions and l" is the distance along the magnetic field,
for which we place the origin of the scale at the middle plane.
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domzuud—l“ =eZEu+miv unto—DH) (7)
I!

In paper [7] it was shown that for the high collision frequensies the decay length of the

impurity is close to the decay length of the background plasma, i.e. the gradient of Zeff tends

to zero. Accordingly, in our model we may divide roughly the SOL into two regions. The

first region with a relatively large decay length of the impurity is located near the separatrix.
The ICCT exists in this region with X ~DI ~Te'1/2. In the second region has no ICCT due
to low temperatures and the "usual" turbulence by SD is present . Integrating the eqn.(5)
over the radial distance from the separatrix, normalized by xé=(x7-t )1/2, with 71 ~Te'1/2 and
the boundary condition 6(Te/TO)/ax =1 for x=0 one can obtaine the Te profile. The

temperature tend to zero for x: 1.5. This means that in the vicinity of x=1.5, when the
temperature becomes small, there is the boundary between the first and the second region.
The density distribution in the first region calculated from eqn.(5) and with the Te(x) derived

is presented in Fig.1, The boundary condition 6(aD)/ax =1 for x=0 was used , because

cln a at For the second region an exponential distribution of the density with the decay length
d a 1.5 cm was used.n

The qualitative agreement of the calculated curve withthe the experimental one shows
that ICCT and the interchange turbulence due to SD can describe the two—step profiles in the
enhanced SOL of DIII»D, However. the enhanced SOL was only observed in high
triangularity discharges [1]. The reason of this is not understood. May be some changing

magnetic shear takes place. ,
It seems that the investigation of the role of the impurity driven turbulence in the SOL must
be continued in theory and experiment.
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UEDGE Simulation of Detached Divertor Operation in DIII-D With

a Chemically Sputtered Carbon Source’
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R C Islet
Oak Ridge National laboratory, Oak Ridge Term.

and the DIEI~D team
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1. Abstract
We describe the response of the scrapeoff layer (SOL) plasma to variations in the intensity and
geometry of an intrinsic carbon source in Dill—D. Using the multi species 2—D fluid plasma code
UEDGE we find plasma modes which are similar to those seen experimentally. At high
sputtering coefficient the plasma discontinuously transitions to a state in which the radiation
power exceeds the input power and no steady state solution is obtained. We believe this .3
corresponds to the MARFE (Multifaccted Asymmetric Radiation from Edge) state seen "
experimentally, in which the core confinement is reduced. l

2. Introduction
Recent experiments in divertor physics have focused on detached operation because of the
desirable low divertor heat loads. This mode is achieved by enhancing radiative power losses
through injection of either additional working gas or impurity gas. Control of this mode
depends in part on the ability to minimize the effect of radiation from intrinsic impurities. The
dominant intrinsic impurity in DIILD is carbon originating from carbon tiles which comprise the
majority of the plasma facing surfaces. We examine the response of the divertor plasma to the
intensity of carbon arising from physical sputtering at the divertor plates. and chemical
sputtering from the plasma facing walls in this article. We use the 2nD multi—fluid plasma code
UEDGE to simulate the behavior, and compare the simulation results with experimental

measurements obtained with the extensive diagnostic set on the DIH—D tokamak.

3. Effect of intrinsic carbon impurity
Two important sources of carbon in a plasma are physical sputtering arising from an energetic
ion flux impinging on a carbon surface, and chemical sputtering which forms gaseous
hydrocarbon compounds when deuterium neutrals impinge on a carbon surface[1]. The
response of the divertor plasma is quite different for these sources. We describe the simulation

’ Work supported by U.S.DoE under LLNL contract W—7405~ENG and GA contract ‘
DE-AC03-89ER51114 ;
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results obtained for these sources in this section. In all cases, we treat each ionization state of
carbon as a separate ion fluid. The impurity ions respond to the usual parallel forces: thermal
and pressure gradients, and friction from plasma flow. The neutral carbon species is also treated
as a fluid, with a diffusion coefficient determined by elastic scattering processes. All ion fluids

are assumed to have the same local temperature. The simulation is done for a lower single null
plasma with 1,3 MA current, and 3.4 MW heating power into the SOL.

3. 1 Physical sputtering from the divertor plate,
We simulate physically sputtered carbon by introducing a local neutral carbon flux which is
proportional to the local incident flux of deuterium ions at the divertor plate. We describe the
proportionality constant as the sputtering coefficient, and ignore temperature dependence. The
neutral carbon arising from this source emerges from the plate in a cosine distribution, with a

temperature equal to the local ion temperature. We find the plate electron temperature decreases
with increasing sputtering coefficient, leading to a reduction in the ion-current and saturation of
the total power radiated. The neonal carbon atoms arising from plate sputtering are directed
largely toward the impinging hot SOL plasma, and are reionized in the lowest temperature
region near the plate. We find this geometric effect limits the power radiated from the carbon

impurity to levels well below that seen in the experiment, even with sputtering coefficients
which are an order of magnitude higher than expected for the 1 to 2 eV plate electron
temperature obtained in the simulations. We conclude that physical sputtering is insufficient to
explain the experimental results obtained in DHI~D.

' 3.2 Chemical sputtering off the plasma facing walls
Chemical sputtering is simulated in the UEDGE code by assuming a neutral carbon flux
proportional to the local neutral deuterium flux at the walls which face the SOL plasma. As with

physical sputtering, we assume the constant of proportionality is spatially constant, and refer to
it as the sputtering coefficient. There are two relevant “walls" in the UEDGE simulation; the

private flux wall which lies below die X-point and betWeen the inner and outer strike points,

and the outer wall which surrounds the plasma on the common flux side. Neutral carbon

emerging from the private flux wall can interact with the SOL plasma up to the X-point, and

thus will be injected into higher temperature regions than possible for physically sputtered

carbon. We find several distinct plasma operating regimes as the sputtering coefficient is

increased from zero. The electron temperature at the inner plate is below that necessary for

efficient ionization of the recycling deuterium gas, but the ionization front (say the 5 eV electron

temperature contour) lies very near the plate. The electron temperature at the outer plate is about

10 eV. Since the ionization front lies near die plate, the plate ion currents remain high and the

plasma is attached at both plates. As the sputtering coefficient is increased carbon radiation on

the inner leg moves the ionization front farther off the plate, and the ion current decreases

dramatically. The ionization front moves smoothly from the plate to the X—point as the
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Sputtering coefficient is increased to 4X10“. The ion current to the inner leg drops

approximately an order of magnitude, and the inner plasma becomes detached. The electron
temperature at the outer plate remains high, for most of this range, but drops to 2 eV over the
last 25% or so. This is indicative of approaching plasma detachment. The total radiated power
remains below that seen in the experiment throughout this range in Sputtering coefficient. Thus
we see the plasma first transitions from an attached plasma to one which is detached at the inner-
leg, as seen previously for pure deuterium plasmas [2].

The plasma changes abruptly when the sputtering coefficient is increased to 5x104. We follow

this transition by running UEDGE in a time—dependent mode. The ionization front remains just
below the X-point on the inner leg, and moves from the plate to just below the X-point on the

outer leg over a period of 20 to 30 ms. As the front moves up the outer leg, the ion current
decreases, detaching at both the inner and outer plates. When the ionization front reaches the
X-point on the outside, it moves above the X-point on the inside, and rapid radial transport of
the electron thermal energy cools the plasma on the closed flux surfaces, leading to the ,

formation of a core MARFE. This low temperature, high density region radiates profusely, ‘

predominately from the carbon impurity. The total radiated power exceeds the heating power

into the calculational domain, and we do not obtain a steady state solution. We expect operation

in this mode to affect the confinement of the core plasma, and one would require a coupled i

core/S OL plasma code to adequately model the continued evolution of this mode.

l
l

l
l

5 4. Comparison with experimental results
Space limitations do not permit detailed comparison of the UEDGE simulation with all of the

detailed diagnostic data available on DIII—D. We use the upstream Thomson scattering

measurement of the radial electron temperature and density profiles to determine the anomalous

perpendicular transport coefficients which we keep fixed at all sputtering coefficients. The

density profile in the SOL matches the simulation better after detachment at the outer leg,

although the radial gradient on the closed flux surfaces remains higher in the simulation than

seen experimentally. We compare the simulation and experiment for two diagnostics in Figure

4—1; the total power measured by two boiometer arrays, and the electron temperature in the

divertor region, obtained from the divertor Thomson scattering system. The electron

temperature is measured along a vertical line extending to approximately 20 cm from the

divertor plate, just outside the outer strike point. Two UEDGE simulations are shown, one with i
i

a sputtering coefficient, Y = 3.5X10’4, and the second with Y=5><10"‘. The plasma is attached
I

at the outer plate for the low sputtering coefficient, and detached and developed a Core MARFE l

at the higher. The UEDGE solution is not at steady state for the high coefficient. I
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5. Discussion
. . . . --o--Experiment .....Y=a‘55.4

The bolorneter data indicates this discharge has 0-008 ——Y=5-0E-4
formed a SOL MARFE rather than the core MARFE % 0 one

. . . . 5 ‘ ~ -seen in the simulation. The Signals from the outer '73. 04 TOP “my As!“ array
SOL (channels 8, 9, and 10) remain high while 3 0'” '
those from the inner (channels 11, 12, and 13) are E 07002 -

t . . .9low. In the simulanon the outer channels transrtion m U ,
I

from low to high when the sputtering coefficient is 0 3 16 24 52 40 4B
. . . . Channel Number
increased, but the inner channels remain high. We _

1000 a- -—I--$Xgenment . I
also see the electron temperature drop to order 1 eV ..... £533 _
for the first 8 cm off the plate when the sputtering .— 100 l

. . . . . . > -'
coefficrent 18 increased, consrstent With experiment. 2. 10 ‘ l _

a ' —----- -—The low temperature region extends farther in the l‘ 1 NM,:.'...' ‘ ' ' _
simulation than in the experiment.

0.1 ' l l

The SOL plasma modes obtained with the UEDGE 0 ”>1 “-2 0'3 0‘4
sir'nulations are similar to those seen experimentally. A z [m]

The plasmalls frequently detached on the Inner Figure 4-1 Comparison of HEDGE simulation
plate, espectally at low heatlng power. Detachment results with experimental measurements of total
at the our“ plate requires enhancement 0f the radiated power (tap), and electron temperature
radiated power. When attached at the outer plate, in the divertor region (bottom).
there are two dominant radiating zones; one on the
inside near the X-point, and the second near the
divertor plate on the outside. The radiation zone moves above the X‘point when the outer leg
detaches in the experiment. While the radiation zone for detached plasmas appears as a core
MARFE in the simulation, it is seen as either a core MARFE or an SOL MARFE on the outside
in the experiment. Experimentally. a core MARFE always forms with excessive gas injection.
This suggests that the transition from a SOL MARFE to a core MARFE depends on the plasma
flow, and hence on the pumping configuration of the device. The dominant pumping for the
discharge simulated here is from wall pumping, a phenomena which is not well understood.

Hence it is not surprising that we are unable to completely simulate a particular discharge. The
similarities we obtain, however, lend confidence in the physics models of the fluid plasma.

6. References
l. Garcia-Rosales, C., J. Nucl. Mah, 211: p. 202-214. 1994.

2. Porter, G.D., e2 111.. Phys. of Plas., 3(5): p. 1967. 1996.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE RADIAL ELECTRIC FIELD (Er) ON INTERPRETATION
OF MOTIONAL STARK EFFECT MEASUREMENTS OF THE (1; PROFILE

IN DIIl—D HIGH-PERFORMANCE PLASMAS*

B.W. Rice} L.L. Lao, K.H. Bun-ell, CM. Greenfield, Y.R. Lin-Lin
General Atornics, PO. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92138-5608

1. Introduction
The development of enhanced confinement regimes such as negative central magnetic

shear (NCS) [1,2] and VH—rnode [3) illustrates the importance of the q profile and EXB
velocity shear {4] in improving stability and confinement in tokarnak plasmas. Recently, it
was realized that the large values of radial electric field observed in these high performance
plasmas, up to 200 kV/m in DHI—D, have an effect on the interpretation of motional Stark
effect (MSE) measurements of the q profile [5,6]. It has also been showu that, with additional
MSE measurements, one can extract a direct measurement of E, in addition to the usual
poloidal field measurement. During a recent vent on DIII—D, 19 additional MSE channels
with new viewing angles were added (for a total of 35 channels) in order to descriminate
between the neutral beam vb x B electric field and the plasma Er field. In this paper, the
system upgrade will be described and initial measurements demonstrating simultaneous
measurement of the q and E,- profiles will be presented.

2. MSE Measurement Geometry
The MSE measurement relies upon the splitting of the neutral beam Balmer—ot line into

orthogonally polarized components (0,11) as a result of a strong electric field in the rest frame
of the neutral deuterium atoms. When viewed in a direction perpendicular to E, the Stark
components (I and 11: are polarized perpendicular and parallel to E, respectively. The total
electric field in the rest frame of the neutral beam atoms traveling with velocity vb is the sum
of the motional Eb = V], x B field and the plasma radial electric field given by
E, = (Zieni )_1Vrpi —veiB¢+v¢iB9 where Z,- is the ion species charge, In the ion density, p5
the ion pressure, 6 is the electronic charge, and Vet and Vui are the poloidal and toroidal
rotation velocities, respectively. The derivation of the relationship between the polarization
angle of the Stark components and the magnetic field and E, components is presented
elsewhere [5]. Using the viewing geometry shown in Fig. 1, the polarization angle of the
electric field along the line-of—sight is given by

AIBZ+ASER z, A132 +A5ER (1)tan =7 212.3(1) + A3312 + A4132 + AGEZ + A7ER A284,

*This is a report of work sponsored by the US. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE—ACOS-
89ER51 1 i4 and W«7405-ENG-48.

tIiLawrence Livermore Nationul Laboratory, Liverrnore. CA 94551 U.S.A.
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where the A coefficients are viewing 15“ use my
geometry dependent terms given by "t

A] =—cos(a+Q) ‘ tense

A2 = sin 0t cos 3

A3 --= cos 0t cos 9

A4 = sin(0t+§2)sin6

A5 = —cos Q/Vb

A6 = —cos B/vb ‘ I \
1.55m 2.0m 2.3m

A = sin 6 sin .Q/V
7 b Fig. 1. Viewing geometry for 35 channel MSE system on

. ‘ . DllliD. The dashed lines indicate the Iine-of-sight of the
In past analyses of MSE data. It new channels added to determine E,

was assumed that the ER component
in Eq. (1) could be neglected. However, in recent high—performance plasmas, the ER term in
the numerator of Eq. (1) can be up to 25% of the 32 term and therefore must be included in
the analysis. Since coefficients A; and A5 vary differently depending on viewing geometry
and beam velocity, we see that with two MSE systems viewing the same radial location in the
plasma from different angles (A coefficients), then both the poloidal field (82) and the ER
field can be determined.

An upgrade to the DIIIWD MSE system has recently been completed to provide this
measurement. Nineteen additional channels were added as indicated by the dashed lines—of—
sight in Fig. 1, providing two different viewing angles for each location in the plasma. The
hardware design for the new channels essentially duplicates that of the original system [7].
All chords are tuned to the full-energy component of the neutral beam. For the radial viewing
channels, the coefficient A5 is approximately zero, while for the tangential Viewing chords
.45 ~1/vb. Defining an effective measured vertical field as B20: (A 2/A1)B¢ tan7(i.e. the
measured vertical field assuming E113:0), then the radial electric field at a radius R is given by

E m ' (2)
’ Asa—Ala ‘

where the prime refers to the second view at a given location,

3. Experimental Results

The simultaneous measurement of the 4 profile and E, profile has been tested using a
recent high—triangularity discharge obtained during commissioning of the new upper divertor
hardware in DIIIwD (see Fig. 2). This discharge has high confinement (H=3.5) and normal—
ized beta associated with a large Er field, similar to Vii—mode or NCS plasmas, even though
the ELM-free period is relatively short. The plasma fuel is deuterium with Ip=1.6 MA and
B¢=2.l T. In Fig. 2(c), the effective vertical field (assuming E, = 0) is plotted for a tangential
chord (solid line) and a radial chord (dashed line) at a radius of R~2 m. If B, were zero, then

these two curves would track one another. The separation of the two curves during the ELM-
free period from 24.25 s is an indication of the buildup of radial electric field. Using Eq. (2),



E, at R~2 m is calculated directly from
the MSE measurements as shown in
Fig. 2(d). The temporal evolution of
Er follows closely the time evolution
of the plasma toroidal rotation in
Fig. 2(6) obtained from charge-
exchange measurements of carbon
impurities. The maximum time
response of the MSE Er measurement
is 1 ms with an RMS noise resolution
of ~7 kV/m. The curve in Fig. 2(c)
was generated using a 5 ms sliding
boxcar average giving somewhat better
resolution. Possible systematic errors
in E, due to spatial averaging in the
radial chords and calibration are a
factor of 2—3 larger than uncertainties
due to noise. An additional pointwof-
interest in this discharge is that a
locked—mode develops after the
collapse in [3 from 2.5—3 5. During this
time the the impurity rotation shows a
small negative rotation. In agreement
with this observation, the MSE radial
electric field measurement also
reverses sign during mode—locking.

To determine the profile of Er, we
first examine the profiles of pitch angle
and B20 shown in Fig. 3. At 1.625 5,
during the low—power L—mode portion
of the discharge, the effective vertical
field calculated from both the tangen~
tial (circles) and radial (diamonds)
systems agree, indicating almost
unmeasurable levels of Er. However,
by 2.2 s the tangential and radial pro-
files have significantly deviated from

ELM-free period

Tan nllal View/ 9°

Te
sla

‘4‘- Radial View

1.5 2.0 215 3.0 3.5
Tlme [3)

Fig. 2. Temporal evolution ofdischarge 92043: fa) neutral
beam power and Du emission. (b) normalized beta. (0) MSE
320 measurement, (:1) local value of E, at 12:21 in
calculatedfrom Eq. {2), (e) CER toroidal rotation.

(a) 1:15-25 8 (13) e220 5

1°" rides) ' - was) ~
I " 0 '0

. 0 ' _ 0 u
0 ._\>0 ' fine- . 00° 9 ‘9 .o 00

.10 . Wow" WM,”

0.4 .
.'. Bzom. . .3 Exam.
. Q r s 0'0.0. c,“ _ _ 00°.
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00 a
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Htm) Mm}

Ffig 3. Profiles MSE pitch angle and 320 measurements
for two phases of discharge 92043: (a) Law-power L—
mode phase with low plasma rotation and E,- field,- (b)
High-perfommnce phase with peak Er~170 kV/m.

one another indicating large E. The EFIT equilibrium reconstruction code [8] has been
modified to fit the radial electric field from the MSE measurements in addition to determining
the usual equilibrium profiles of current and pressure. Since E, is not a flux function, the
EFIT code fits the gradient of the electrostatic potential arr/aw, which is related to Er through
E, = ~atb/8wVw = (PTR821“? — RBRZ). Either a polynomial or spline representation of <I>' is
possible. Figure 4 shows the equilibrium reconstruction (including polynomial fit to E,) of



the MSE profile data in Fig. 3 at 2.2 s. In
Fig. 4(a), the B2 data is calculated including
the ER, EZ terms, and now shows good
agreement between the tangential and radial
views. The resulting q and Er profiles are
shown in Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) respectively. For
comparison, the CER measurement of E.
obtained from Eq. (1) is also shown as the
dashed line. The agreement between the two
instruments is better than 20 lm over the
entire plasma radius.

In addition to providing a direct local
measurement of E,, the new MSE measure—
ments also allow the q profile to be calcu-
lated with improved accuracy. In Fig. 5, the
temporal evolution of go is showu, calculated
from EFIT using the tangential chords only
and no E, (dashed line), versus that calcu—
lated using all MSE chords, thus including
the Er effect (solid line). The difference in 40
is quite large, especially during the high
performance ELM—free period.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated on
DIII-D that the MSE diagnostic can provide
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Fig. 4. EFIT equilibrium reconstruction including E,
at 2.2 s: (a) MSE 82 data ,' ([1) q profile; (clEr
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simultaneous measurements of the q and Er profiles. The uncertainty in Er due to noise is
7 kV/m or less depending on averaging, while systematic errors are currently ~2—3 times this
level. Given the importance of the effect of these profiles on plasma stability and
confinement, this powerful measurement should continue to guide experimentalists in
achieving improved performance in tokamaks.
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LHCD experiments

Current drive (CD) studies have been performed in FI‘U with the 8 GHz Lower Hybrid (LH)

system [1] at a power level Pmsm MW, with routine high power density operation at the grill

mouth (> 10 kW/cmz). No significant impurity influx takes place for line averaged densities fie

> 0.44020 m's. The value of the effective charge 2mH during the LH pulse is similar to the

ohmic value 2.50“ at 591.1020 in3 (2M5), it is zmzwfos for 0,4402% 35
«17.1020 m-3 (Zwbetween 2.2 and 2.8), whereas for Kama-102° m‘3 zelm = 6, starting
from Zefffll: 4.5 [2]. In Fig 1 the reiative loop voltage drop A=(V1.0H' l,LH)N1.OH' which is

apploximately the ratio of the LH current to the total current Im/Ip is plotted versus the ratio

h=PLH/(Ipw EJR) [W/(A-lO20 m'2)], where R is the FI‘U major radius. The value of h at the

point where A :1 is the inverse of the CD efficiency nCD. Data are taken in the ranges

0,32 fiesmuoz" m‘3 and 0.23 PLHSIJ MW. A fit with a simple formula (dashed line),
which considers the effect of the electric field on the hot electron tail [3], gives for VLLH=0 a

value 71w: 0.13. Such a low value, compared e.g. with JET (“cog 0.23) {4], might be

explained by the smaller volume averaged electron temperature <Tc> in FI'U, (TELWOfi against

<Te>=2 keV in JET, and by the fact that high values of ILHIIP (290%), have been obtained so

far only for 56504-1020 m‘3, Le. for high Zeff values (Zen) 5. compared with Zeff=s15 for

JET). In order to quantify both effects it is convenient to consider the theoretical value of 1103:

124 . vfil - vfiz
(1)

MA ‘ (5 + Zeff) 02 ' MVIII/V112}
Tlco =
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where lnA is the Coulomb logarithm, vm ,v”2 are the low and high veloeity limits of the

resonant electron tail, 0 is the speed of light. From Eq (1) the difference in <Te> accounts for a

factor 51.4 and the difference in Zet'f for a further factor of #15. The <Te> dependence comes

from the assumption vm=3.5t {<Te>lme)m, in order to assure a good LH power absorption

[5], with v“2 determined by the launched spectrum. Upon accounting for the Z5ff eonection Eq.

(1) a value of 1]CD close to 0.2 can be estimated for Zeff=l in FI‘U.

The only limit on the density observed so far is imposed by the accessibility constraints on the

launched LH waves. Indeed a value of ILH/Ip as high as =0.4 (Fig. l) is obtained for

Heal—1020 m"3 and a central density npk=l.35~1020 m'3, with the accessibility of the LH inside
half the plasma radius becoming marginal. This view is also supported by the measurements of

the electron cyclonon emission from the suprathermal LH tail. shown in Fig 2. Here the

radiation temperature Trad normalised to Full no is plotted versus density together with some

code calculations [6]. The drop with he agrees with code predictions and the suprathermal tail

feature in the spectrum is evident up to fie=1.32o102° m'3 with npkel 7.1020 in“. The lower
Tmd observed at 351.4020 111'3 when the launched peak value of the parallel refraction index

NEl is changed from 1.52 to 2.43 and to 3.65 are also foreseen by the code if correspondingly

the LH power deposition shifts radially outwards, as it is indicated by LH absorption codes.

Up to the maximum density, there is no evidence of parametric decay instabilities or strong

pump broadening, which in other experiments indicate a degraded performance [7].
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Fig 1. Plot ofthz relative loop voltage drop versus Fig 2. Radiation temperature d [keV] of the
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formula (nCD+B)*}V(1+B*hJ {3}. plotted vs the line averaged density ”5' Different
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Sawteeth are suppressed for densities neSO.6*1020 rn'3 but the leading quantity appears to be
the LH driven current fraction. Stabilisation occurs if ILH/Ip 260% as illustrated in Fig. 3 where
the sawtooth repetition rate tst is plotted versus h for two values of 1p. No significant shrink of
the sawtooth inversion radius is observed when ILH/Ip <60%. When stabilisation is attained, the

n1=1 MHD activity still persists and very peaked electron temperature profiles are obtained, with
the central values T30 reaching 5 keV. However in such a situation sawteeth reappear after a
while, accompanied by a reduction of Tco and by a flattening of the Tea) profile. The analysis
with a LH absorption code shows that after the temperature increase the deposition and
consequently the ILH profile becomes more peaked triggering the sawteeth again.

LHCD and ECH combined operation

The Fl‘U electron cyclotron heating (ECH) system (PEG-I: 350 kW for 0.1 s at f=140 GHz,

perpendicular injection) [8] allows to control T‘= and hence to study the dependence of nCD 0n

<TE> (Eq. (1)), as discussed in Ref. [5]. In order to reduce the effect of the parallel electric field

the ECH power has been injected in a plasma close to full CD conditions, compatibly with the
available LH power. Only data with the relative loop voltage drop A>75% have been considered

and ET the magnetic field was varied between 5.2 and 5.7 T in order to shift the ECH resonance

region from the magnetic axis to a normalised radius r/a==0.45 and to control the temperature

profile and the onset of the sawteeth. The effect of ECH on the LH driven current is clear for
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BT25.4 T (r/a 20.13). In Fig. 4 the time evolution of the most significant plasma quantifies is

plotted. The applied ECH power is 340 kW. The temporal shift of the decrease of the loop

voltage (Fig 4b) with respect to the ECH pulse is due to the time needed to modify the

temperature profile, which relaxes to the pre—LH shape within = 20 msec after ECH switch off

(Fig. 4d), and to the time requested to form aLH current. The magnitude of ILH, which shows

an increase outside the experimental error in the ECH phase, has been evaluated subtracting to

the total current the ohmic contribution. This is estimated simply scaling the average

conductivity in the ohmic phase by the ratio (T915)/@2133) and multiplying by, the loop
voltage. The increase of IL}l is consistent with Eq. (1), but it must be pointed out that

simulations with a LH absorption code predict also an increase of the total LH absorbed power

during the ECH phase. In the combined LH+ECH operation the m=1 MHD oscillation persists,

and is normally enhanced in case of central ECH power deposition, whereas complete sawtooth

stabilisation is attained only if the resonance region is located at r/a> 0.3.

Conclusions

In FTU the feasibility of current drive at high densities £31.10” in3 which are of interest for
ITER has been demonstrated. No apparent negative trend with density is observed, and the CD

efficiency extrapolated to clean plasma conditions may reach “CD” 0.2 [1020 m‘ztA/W]. This

value could be further increased by the favourable dependence of mm with <Te> which has

been experimentally found in FI‘U utilising an ECH. The analysis of possible synergetic

interaction between ECH and the propagation and absorption of LH waves is in progress.
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1. Introduction.
The FTU experiment at 8Ghz [l] is the only Lower Hybrid Waves (Ll-1W) expelirnent,
running at present, providing a Current Drive (CD) and heating data base at reactor relevant
densities (~1x1020m'3). The achievement of reversed magnetic shear configurations by partial
Lower Hybrid Current Drive in fully relaxed current density conditions also represents an
ITER relevant goal. Theoretically foreseen [2} shear reversal configurations have been

experimentally achieved [1] in the high density FI'U plasma on a time scale longer than the skin
time by partial off axis LH Current Drive (LHCD) at 1 MW of power level. Experimental
results are reported accompanied by a theoretical and numerical analysis of LHW power
deposition and current density diffusion. Experiments are also presented of transient shear

reversal configurations achieved by freezing the current density diffusion toward the plasma

center during the ohmic current ramp-up phase by central Electron Cyclotron Resonant Heating
(ECRH) (140GHz, 300KW, lOOms) [3] and by LHW power injection. High central electron
temperature up to 9keV are obtained during the ECRH heated current ramp phase. The
confinement properties of the reversal region in this condition are briefly discussed.

2. Shear reversal during the current flat—top
To study relaxed states of the current density profile "low" temperature plasmas are considered

in order to make the skin time less than the LH pulse length ($15). In PTU it turns out Te0<1-7

kev to have tsmn<300ms In such conditions there is a large spectral gap between the parallel

LHW phase velocity and the electron thermal velocity, 50 that first pass power absorption is
expected to be small. Whatever it is the spectral gap filling mechanism, the dispersion relation

and toroidal axis~symmetry impose to the launched parallel refractive index ML 3 maximum
upshift factor [4} for each radial position, Illhfnno, given by:

n“+(x) =1} —Xi C0pe(X)]_1 (1)

fine (100 m
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where x=rla is the normalized minor radius, czar/ILJ the inverse aspect ratio, q the safety factor,
(ope the electron plasma frequency, to the LH frequency and n”0=(1+e) nilL~ Equation (1) also
gives the spatial trapping region of all the rays with a given n4, [5]. By comparing Eq. (I) with
the upshift factor required for absorption, nuELD(x)/n;|0=6.5 T(x)‘1/2, we can approximately
determine the LHW pOWer deposition region as the region where Eq. (1) and nlLD(X)/n|[0
overlap. Following this criterion three density region can be identified: 1) an high density
region, defined as IESGJPJO) [20)(q(0)q(a))1/2]'1>1, Where deposition is expected to be central;

2) an intermediate density region, 1~ hug/IrHELDm) <l"<1, where deposition is expected to be off
axis; 3) a low density (low temperature) region (r<1‘n||0/n1IELD(0)) where absorption is
expected to be negligible. It also turns out that, in the intermediate density region, the deposition
is the more peripheral the flatter are the q and density profile, as indicated by the radial position
of the maximum of Eq. (1), xmax2=[q(a)/q(0)+an]"1, becoming more peripheral for low
q(a)/q(0) and an value. Here un=ln[n€(x)/(n(0)(1—x2))] is related to the density profile peaking.

This picture, based on simple arguments, is fairly well confirmed by power depositions
calculations [2] based on toroidal ray—tracing and Fokker—Planck codes. In Fig. (1) an off axis.

deposition obtained in the intermediate density region is shown. According to such theoretical
expectations, shear reversal configurations can be realized, in a low temperatme plasma, by
LHCD at intermediate density and by counter LHCD at high density, where, on the other hand,
the runaway velocity can be well beyond the maximum velocity of fast electrons (c/nlgacc).
Resistive diffusion calculations [2], performed in the presence of all the current components,
Le. purely Ohmic, purely non inductive, and cross term (hot conductivity), show that in the CD-
scheme at least 40—50% of the current has to be driven at x~1l3 to get a shear reversal q profile
and about 20-30% at the plasma center in the counter—CD scheme. Following these criteria two
plasma targets have been selected and experimentally studied so far, suitable to undergo a shear

reversal during the current flat—top by LHCD at nn=1.55 (Ao=75°): l) B=4T, Ip=350kA
(qa=5.5), nmNE=o.7><1020m-3, T,(0)=1.6kev, 1) B=S,2T, IP=350kA (qa=7), nLINE20.85—
1.2x1020m’3, Te(0)=1.3keV. The latter was a preparation plasma target for central ECRH. In
both cases the sawtooth activity, when present, is suppressed and Double Tearing Modes
(DTM) reconnections appear later on in the discharge. A different MED behaviour marks the
two kind of discharges, as discussed in ref. [6}. In the B=4T case, the sawtooth is stabilized in

0.2-0.4 s, and, after a large MHD rearrangements of the discharge, a stable reversed

configuration is achieved with a reversal radius rs/a=0.5 and a saturated m=2 mode. Data on

these discharges have already been reported elsewhere [1]. Deposition calculations for this kind
of discharge give 150kA of current approximately driven between 1/3 and 1/2 of the minor
radius (as shown in Fig.1) in agreement with, the experimental Vloop drop. Resistive diffusion

calculations, using such deposition as an input, give a temporal evolution of the q-profile in
agreement with the q—profile reconstructed from the equilibrium data. Fig. 2a shows the
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calculated q‘proflles 100, 300, and ‘500ms after the RF switch on. Fig. 2b shows the

reconstructed q—profile at the sawtooth stabilization (t=0.62s) and 4001118 later.
In the higher B, q(a) discharges the sawtooth is stabilized very rapidly and irregular DIM
crashes appear in the discharge which does not enter in the stable regime observed in the EMT
case. The DTM inversion radius is typically located at rs/a=0.2-0.25 thus indicating that a more

central deposition profile is taking place with respect to the lower q(a) case, in agreement with

the qualitative theoretical considerations given above. A density scan proved that this regime can

be accessed only when density is larger than 0.85x1020rn'3 while at q(a)=5.5 the density was
0.73x1020m'3. Such density values fall in the range l—nuolnHELDm) <F<l. Concluding remarks

are i) the LH deposition in low temperature plasmas, needed to study relaxed state of the current

density profile within the RF pulse, can be controlled by a proper choice of the plasma

parameters, according to theoretical expectations based on dispersion relation and axis-

synnnetry and confirmed by numerical deposition calculations; ii) in this way shear reversal

configurations can be and, as a matter of fact , have been obtained in FI‘U by partial LHCD; iii)

the plasma target at 5.2T has to be ameliorated lowering the q(a), thus making the off axis
deposition more pronounced: a slightly off axis ECRH, rismg the pressure profile, could have

a stabilizing effects [6], allowing the disaharge to enter the stable MHD regime found at 13:41".

3. Shear reversal during the current ramp.
Transient shear reversal configurations have been achieved by freezing the current density

diffusion during the ohmic current ramp—up phase by central Eleonon Cyclotron Resonant

Heating (ECRH). Typical plasma parameters of these discharges are: B=5.2T. d/dt=5MA/S'1.
nLINE=0.4-0.7X1020 m'3. Very high central electron temperatures are measured by the
Thomson scattering [7], in this phase (sawtooth~free) of the discharge, as shown in Fig. 3,
where Teo~9keV is measured. A local transport analysis gives values of X: around 0.2 mzls at
the plasma center. The achievement of a shear reversal configuration is marked by DTM
reconnections and by simulations of the discharge evolution that gives the q-profile time
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behaviour reported in Fig. 4. Uncertainties in the q-profile are connected with the used
resistivity (whether Spitzer or Neoclassical) and ZEFF values. In some of these discharges, at
the end of the current ramp, an increase of the central electron temperature of about lkeV is
observed in connection with the stabilization of an MED mode that stops its activity when a
very flat q-proflle at the plasma center is established. Such temperature increase can be
atm'buted to an improvement of the local electron confinement. Finally experiments have been
done injecting LH power at the end of the current ramp on such ECR heated plasma targets,
with the aim of further sustaining the shear reversal configuration. Up to now 200-400kW of
LHW power has been injected at A¢=75~120° (nu=1.55-2.4). Delays ranging beIWeen 30 and
1001115, on the onset of the sawtooth activity, have been observed so far. Generally the
discharge without sawtooth stops in a disruption. Experiments are in progress to optimize the q-
profiie at the LH start in order to avoid disruptions.
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1. Introduction
- A six channel neutron collimator has been recently installed on the Frascati Tokamalt

Upgrade (FTU) to measure the 2.5 MeV‘ DD neutron profile emission from the plasma [1]. This

system, used in combination with the neutron yield monitor, has proved its capabilty of
providing useful information on the ion temperature profile in the first measurements performed
in ohmic and pellet-fuelled deuterium discharges during the 1996/97 FTU campaign.

The diagnostic, which can also operate as hard X—ray profile monitor, is located under the
rnachine and is viewing the plasma radially from a vertical port (Fig.1). The camera consists of
a neutron and 'y—ray shielding block made of a mixture of machined polyethylene and lithium
carbonate plus lead slabs. The total shield thickness is 120 cm and its weight is about 9 tons.
The spatial reselution at the plasma centre is of the order of ~3 cm. The detectors, located in a

shielded box, are organic liquid scintillators (NE213) coupled to photomultipliers. Pulse shape

discrimination modules [2] are used to separate between y—ray and neutrons events: the detection
threshold is set at 1.8 MeV neutron energy to reject backseattered neutrons.

2. Experimental set-up
‘ , A preliminary debugging of the diagnostic has been carried out in deuterium discharges.

The typical measured neutron count rate in the central channel (#3) is ~ 200 0/5 at a total neutron

yield rate of 2x10i2 n/s. Although the n/y discrimination is found to work properly (the count

rate of y—ray events being 5—10 times higher than that of neutron events in typical discharges,

while the measured breakthrough of ymray events into neutron events is less than 0.2%) a

neutron background signal, attributed to uncollimated neutrons, has been observed in all

channels. A measurement of the background has been performed by inserting stainless-steel

cylinders 60 cm long into the collimators channels in order to block the incoming fast neutrons

and subsequently by taking data in ohmic discharges; plots of neutron count rate versus tetal

neutron yield rate (YN) have been produced for all collimator channels, assuming that with the

channels blocked all neutron events are due to background only. YN is independently measured,

with an uncertainty of ~15%, by a system of six BF3 detectors located on top of FI‘U {31. The

results show a linear increase of the background with the total neutron yield: this effect is
patticolarly strong for channels #1 and #2, probably due to the fact that a part of the shield near

to these channels is missing beacause of the proximity of the diagnostic to the DCN

interferometer structure. The background contribution is routinely subtracted in the final data,
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but, at the moment, very large error bars are present on signals from channels #1 and #2 as the
background here amounts to more than half of the total signal. After background subtraction and
corrections for solid angle and detector efficiency, the raw data are transformed into line-
integrated neutron emissivity (neutron brightness in units of ns’lm‘z). The efficiency of the
NE213 detectors has not been directly measured. but can be obtained using the constraint that
YN as measured by the collimator channels equals that measured by the BF3 detectors: efficiency-
values of 6—8% are found.

3. Results
Data have beeen collected both for ohmic and pellet fuelled deuterium discharges with the

channels unblocked. If we assume a neutron emission profile of the form S(x) = 80(1—x2)“N.

where x=rla is the normalized minor radius, the neutron brightness IN for a circular plasma can

be calculated as:

YN “Tux—NHLW 1_ uN+ll2 l;

2n“-aRO 1"(0LN+3/2)( p) ( )IN (9) 2

here p is the distance (normfiized to the minor radius) of a chord from the plasma and R0 the

major radius. Using eq.l for a least square fit to the measured neutron brightness data, the

neutron emissivity peaking factor, or“, can be determined. An estimate of the ion temperature

profile can be also obtained: if a functional dependance of the form Ti(x) = Tm('1~ 2)"LT is

assumed for the ion temperature and the experimental electron density profile (Thomson

V scattering) is fitted as n(x) = n9(1-x2}°‘“, a simple relation is found [1] between the various

peaking factors: orN = Zor,n + yaT, where 7, which appears in the expression of the DD

maxwellian reactivity (<0‘V>DD ~ Til), ranges between 6 and 5 for 1 keV < Ti < 2 keV.

In order to improve the counting statistics. five consecutive ohmic discharges (flat top

duration ~ 0.8 s) have been run with identical plasma parameters: nc ~ 1.2 x 1020 m‘a, II} = 700

RA. 13,: 6 T and Zcfi~ 1.5. Count rates near to those expected for neutron yield rates of 10” his
(for which the diagnostics has been optimized) have been obtained. Fig.2 shows the neutron

brightness profile averaged over the five shots. The solid line represents the least square fit

obtained assuming a neutron emissivity radial profile as described above: the derived ion

temperature peaking factor is 0LT: 1.33 with Tm: 1.2 keV.

Data from a pellet-fuelled discharge clearly show the time evolution of the neutron emission

profile after the injection of a pellet at t = 0.87 s: the profile, which is initially peaked (CAN = 12

at t = 1.0 5, see Fig. 3), becomes flatter at later times and, correspondingly, also its absolute

value decreases in agreement with the time behaviour of the neutron yield monitor signal (Fig.

4). For this discharge We find, att = 1.0 s, ctr: 1.75 and Tm = 1.4 keV: such values are found

to agree with those of the electron temperature, indicating a good coupling between ions and

electrons (peak electron density ~ 3x 1020 m'a).
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4. Conclusions
The preliminary results give confidence in the reliability of the FTU neutron collimator: the

systems operates in agreement with the expected performance, with the exception of channels

#1 and 2 where the signals from uncollimated neutrons overwhelm that from collimated

neutrons. An additional neutron shielding is therefore necessary to fully exploit the diagnostics

and work is in progress for its design.
It is foreseen that the diagnostic can routinely provide neutron emission and ion

temperature profiles with error bars of ~20% and a time resolution of ~100 ms when the FTU

additional heating systems (ECRH, LH and IBW) are fully operational (YN > 10‘3 n/s).
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Introduction

Poloidal limiters made with different materials (inconel, W and Mo) and a Molybdenum toroidal

limiter have been used on the Frascati Tokamak Upgrade (FTU) to define the last closed
magnetic surface.

The study of the plasma contamination due to the inflow of metallic impurities, which occurs as
- a consequence of the plasma limiter interaction, is of importance in view of the possibility of

using high Z materials in some region of the I'I'ER divertor. Such a study can be conveniently
performed on FTU since, in this device, the limiter thermal loads are comparable to those
predicted for the lTER divertor.
Visible spectroscopy is an important diagnostic tool for studying the fluxes of impurities
emitted by materials facing; the plasma. In fact, it is generally possible to infer the flux of

. particles released by those surfaces by measuring, in the visible range, the brightness of spectra]
lilies in the cold plasma periphery where they are mostly neutral or weakly ionised.
In this paper, the impurity infltmes have been measured and compared in different operating
conditions with both limiters, either in ohmic and in RF discharge.

Experimental data analysis with poloidal and toroidal limiters
The impurity flux is derived from the measurements of absolute line intensity obtained by a
calibrated Optical Multicharmel Analyzer spectrometer {1].
The most careful analysis is done for the molybdenum limiter since, at the moment, FI‘U is

operating with a toroidal TZM limiter [2]. A visible spectrum, in the range of 3700-7000 ft, for

a typical Fl‘U discharge (plasma current Ip=500 kA, toroidal field Bt=6 T and line averaged

electron density <ne>=0.9><1020 m“3) is shown in fig.1. The wavelenghts of Moi lines are:

3798.3 A, 3864.1 A, 3903.0 A corresponding to the transitions from the level 27P0 to the
ground state 2178, and 5506.5 ft, 55330 A, 5570.4 A corresponding to the transitions from
the level ZSPO to the metastable state a5S.
To obtain the flux from the limiter, the brightness of the lines are multiplied by the ratio S/XB,
i.e. the M01 number of ionisations per photon emitted (S being the ionisation rate, X the
excitation rate and B the branching ratio of the observed lines). The values of SIXB are taken
from the Atomic Data and Analysis Structure (ADAS) database [3]. The uncertainties on
evaluating the fluxes are due, mainly, to the uncertainties on electron density and temperature: in
our case, Te :30 eV and ne=02 <ne> are taken. The total M01 flux is compoaed of atoms
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released both in the ground state and in the metastable state (about 10% of the total). The first
contribution to the flux is derived by the line intensity of transitions 27P° —> a7S and the second

by the line intensity of transitions z5P° —> 2:55. In the last case, to evaluate the population of the

excited level ZSPO only from the metastable state 2358, corrections are taken into account, as

suggested by [3].
Figure 2 shows the M01 flux as a function of the electron density for a discharge with B126 T
and Ip=0.6 MA, in configuration of toroidal limiter and H2 fuel (a) and in configuration of
poloidal limiter and D2 fuel (b). In both cases. the M01 flux decreases with the density until the
detection limit. The M01 flux is 10 times smaller with the toroidal limiter, as expected by the
ratio between the limitets' emitting surfaces. Figure 3 shows the ratio of Mel flux to the fuel
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flux, derived by the brightness of H5 line intensity for case (a) and of Dy line intensity for case
(b). This ratio can be considered as an effective sputtering yield of Mo due to the
hydrogen/deuterium ions impinging on the limiter surface and self—sputtering. In toroidal limiter
configuration, this ratio is of the same order of magnitude as that obtained in poloidal limiter
configuration.
Under certain operating conditions, at low plasma current or at high electron density, expecially
during the plateau phase, the Mo flux in the discharge becomes smaller than the detection limit.
The presence of M0 is obsewed in the stationary phase of' the discharge only at very high
plasma current, Ip>900 kA.
In the FTU discharges obtained with both toroidal Mo limiter and external poloidal inconel
limiter, significant quantities of Cr are observed. For typical FTU discharges, the Cr behaviour
is similar to that of Mo both in magnitude Tcr=1><1019 part. $411144, and in temporal
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behaviour. Cr becomes predominant in run-away discharges when the external limiter plays a
fundamental role.
Even if FI‘U is characterised by metal impurities, there are cases where the light impurity
emission becomes predominant. This happens especially during Lower Hybrid Radio
Frequency injection {4], where it is observed an increment of the emission of peripherical lines
of light impurities. Figure 4 shows the time behaviour of the CHI flux, measured from the
visible spectra. During LH phase an increase up to a factor of 4 is observed. This increment is
apparently not dependent on total power for coupled LH powers in the range 0.5 to 1.3 MW.
The behaviour of carbon is in agreement with that of oxygen as observed in VUV spectra.

Conclusions
The metallic impurity flux, measured on Fl‘U, shows a strong inverse dependence on the
electron plasma density. With the poioidal inconel limiter, this dependence for Cr and Ni has
been assessed experimentally over a wide range of stationary operating conditions. Mo lines
have shown the same behaviour during the density rise, while they are observed in stationary
phases only at high plasma current.
The M0 influx is smaller in the toroidal limiter configuration when the interaction of the plasma
with the limiter is more uniformly distributed so the thermal load per unit surface is sensibly
reduced. The total number of Mo atoms coming from the limiters, in both configurations, is
about the same.
When operating with the inconel external poIOidal limiter also, significant contribution from
other metallic impurities are usually observed even if their emitting surfaces are negligible.
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Introduction
The observation of rapid, precursorless sawtooth (ST) collapses requires a trigger mechanism

much faster than the progressive destabilization of a mzl mode. This problem was first noticed
for large tokamaks with strong auxiliary heating, but temperature drops occurring on a time
scale of 5 us, i.e. an order of magnitude less than the Katiomtsev reconnection time. have also
been observed in FTU ohmic discharges.
in order to gain insight into the trigger mechanism, the ST modifications produced by LHCD,
pellet injection [1] and ECRI-l have been studied on FTU.
The injection of LH waves with c0vcun'ent drive suppress the ST crashes when LH power is
above a threshold leaving a strong kink distortion of the plasma core with m=l. ST stabilization
by Lil waves has been observed in many tokamaks [26] always in current drive regime.
In FTU. the behaviour of nearly stabilised sawteeth is particularly interesting, in fact a kink
displacement of the plasma core of the order of the (1:1 surface radius. similar to that of usual
sawtooth, is not followed by any collapse.

Spatial structure of precursors during ECRH
Central ECRH produced very peaked temperature profiles during the ST ramp phase. This
allowed a precise determination of the spatial machine of precursor oscillations from ECE data.
Figure 1 shows the temperature profiles at the minimum and maximum of the oscillation before

the ST crash and the temperature profile just after the crash. The oscillation appears in all
channels within the mixing radius and it is not localized close the ST inversion radius. It turns
out that the collapse can be preceded by a. kink distortion with nearly constant displacement
within the inversion radius. The displacement grows on a time scale much longer than that of
the final temperature drop.
Another interesting feature that comes out during the ECRH sawteeth is the coexistence of two
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Sawteeth have been stabilized forx >4

interleaved types of amines, one with a fast time scale (~ 20 its) and the other with a longer

time scale (~100 its ) compatible with the Kadomtsev time. In the second case the slightly

smaller inversion radius is filled progressively by a growing island.

Stabilization with LHCD
The ST activity of low current discharges of PTU has been stabilized by means of LH power.

The effects of LH on the ST activity have been studied in a selected number of discharges that,

however, are representative of the complete set of LH discharges made in FI'U. Discharges

with two currents (350 and 500 kA), with a density ranging from 0.3 to 1.3x1020 m3, and a

total LH power (PLH) from 0.2 to 1.2 MW have been considered. Only discharges with LH co—

current drive phasing (Ail) = 75") have been taken into account. In fig 2, the ST period is plotted
versus the normalized LH power x=1030PLH / (R0 fieIp),v that is strictly related with the relative

loop voltage drop AVL / VL [6]. No double sawtooth have been included in the plot. Sawteeth in

low current discharges are stabilized for x > 4, that approximately correspond to a A‘VU'VL of

about 0,6, while it is never stabilized, at the available ponier level, for IP=500 kA.

Sawtooth inversion radius
The evolution of the resonant q=i surface can be followed monitoring the ST inversion radius

during the LH phase. when sawteeth are not completely stabilized. This analysis has been done

in some F'FU discharges using SXR line averaged emission to find the ST inversion radii.

Actually, this is just an indication of the behaviour of q=1 surface and not its real position. We

found that the ST inversion radius does not change significantly in all discharges we have.

analyzed. Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the inversion radius together with some relevant
plasma quantifies. The main parameters of this discharge are: 1p:-—500 kA BT — 5.2 T n =7.2

x1019 m 3, PLH = 1.1 MW and x: 0.33. While the ST period changes from 5 ms up to 20 ms,
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the inversion radius remains constant within 5 mm. It is worth noting that the inversion radius
rises more than 1 cm when the LH power is switched off. A possible explanation can be the
following: LH drives the current in the plasma core; when this source is switched off the

central current decreases on the time scale of suprathermal electron confinement while the ohmic
‘ current takes some time to diffuse in, so that a transient profile broadening can occur.

In many FTU discharges with low current and density saMeeth disappear as soon as the LH is
applied even at low power level. The corresponding x value is well below the threshold found
before (Xm~4)- If the power is kept at low level the ST oscillations restart after a while (50-100

msec). This behaviour is probably due again to a transient profile modification. This discharges
have not been included in the plot of fig 2. I

Oscillation after stabilization
Sawteeth can disappear either because the safety factor q(r) rises above 1 everywhere in the
plasma or because the mechanism that triggers the ST crashes is not valid anymore. In FTU
both situations are present. Most discharges show a strong m=1 oscillation after stabilization
while some ones are affected by double-tearing reconnections typical of hollow q profile with
minimrun q>1. This latter case seems to be peculiar of plasmas‘target with peaked density
profile and hence with an off-axis LH deposition. More details can be found in the invited paper
at this conference [7].
Kink oscillations (m=l), after ST stabilization, last from one to for several hundreds of
milliseconds Usually, oscillations end during the LH power phase and sawteeth restart This
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behaviour is analogous to that found in Alcator C [2] for high power sawteeth suppression.

Before the sawteeth reappear, several burst of m=1 Oscillation with the same periodicity of the

successive sawteeth occurs. The SXR profiles at opposite oscillation phase are shown in fig

43) together with the profiles of the precursor of a usual sawtooth (fig 4 b). The kink

displacement in both cases is the same, but no reconnection occurs in the burst of Oscillations

(thick lines).

Conclusions
Sawteeth are stabilized by LH when x>4 WmZIA (AVLIVL>0.6) for a large range of density and

LH power. The q=1 radius is not modified by the LH, as it leaves the ST inversion radius

unchanged; this indicates that the trigger mechanism is affected either by some fine modification

of the current profile or by the presence of fast electrons. The kink displacement before ST

crashes affects all the plasma within the q=1 surface as is shown in central ECRH discharges,

but usually it is not seen on temperature measurements for the lack of temperature gradients.

Furthermore discharges Without ST crashes but with kink displacement of the order of the q=1

radius could indicate that ST crashes are not triggered by the precursor amplitude.
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I. Introduction
Since the very early experiments on Alcator—C tokamalt, it is known that pellet injection can

lead to improved confmemet regimes in ohmic discharges [1]. With combined pellet injection

and additional heating the socalled PEP mode- (Pellet Enhanced Performance) has been

obtained under transient conditions [2]. On the Frascati Tokamak Upgrade (FTU, R=0.93 m,

21:03 In), we have extended the post—pellet enhanced confinement phase of an ohmic discharge

with deep multiple pellet injectionThe MHD phenomena that take place after the pellet

perturbations are described together with an analysis of the transport properties of the

discharge.

2. The pellet. injector and the diagnostic system
On FTU [3], a pneumatic multi barrels pellet injector, built at the R180 laboratories, capable to

fire up to eight pellets with a velocity of 1.5 inn/s and a mass of the order of 1020 D atoms, is

presently installed. Masses and speeds are measured by an RF cavity and two optical diodes.
The ablation process lastig about 100 11.3, is monitored by an Ha detector collinear with the

pellet flight path. The plasma electron density is measured by a 5 chords DCN and a single
central chord coyHeNe interferometers: the first one, during pellet injection loses fringes

while the second is able to follow very fast phenomena. A combination with the mesurements

of a 10 pulses Thomson scattering system is needed for reconstructing the density profiles in

the post pellet phase. The electron temperature profile is measured. by an ECE Michelson

interferometer and an ECE polychromator and the results are in agreement with the Thomson

scattering. The radiation losses are measured by a 16 channels bolometer array and the total
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radiated power is derived by assuming toroidal and poloidal symmetry when no marfe is
present. The average value of the ion effective charge (Zen), is derived from the visible
bremsstrahlung emission along a central chord.

3. MHD behaviour and improved performance
In low density target plasma when the pellet deposition is more peripheral, the reheating is

hampered by MHD activity: a central impurity accumulation occurs, producing hollow
temperature profiles, and multiple crashes associated with double tearing instability with m=2.
n=1 or [11:23, n=2 are observed. The sawtooth activity reappears only at high density as soon as

the pro-pellet temperature and density profiles are recovered. These observations confirm the

trend already outlined in a previous work with a single pellet injector [4]. In lower current
discharges (500 kA, 6 T, qw=5,3 ), the extra particle content induced by pellet injection is

completely lost during the reheating phase characterized by the stabilization of the sawtooth

activity Neither the energy content not the confinement time increase in these discharges which

on the contrary are more stable against major disruptions also after the injection of a second
pellet. The best performances have been obtained at qr": 4.6. Figure 1 shows the case of a

target sawtoothing 680 c, 5.9T discharge with a line averaged density of l.2><1020 m'3 and a

central electron temperature of 1.5 keV. The pellet ablation takes place mainly inside the q=2
surface and extinguishes beyond the (1:1 resonance as shown by the drop of the I-Ia emission

[5] which signs the crossing of a rational surface (fig. 2) . According to the density profiles

measured by the Thomson scattering before and after the pellet injection, a fast particle inward

diffusion takes place after the ablation process: the central density rises up to a value 2.6 times
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Fig. 4 - Results of the transport code compared with
experimental data From the top: loop voltage,
neutron rate and global energy confinement time.

displacement, Michelson Te profiles shn‘nkea' by
the growth of an m=2 island.

larger than the initial one and decays with a charachteristic tithe of the order of 300 ms in
absence of any gas puffing. On the contrary, 90% of the initial central electron temperature is
recovered in 100 ms. An MHD quiescent phase, lasting about 80 ms, follows the injection of
the first pellet and is interrupted by sawtooth crashes occurring ata repetition time of 30—40 ms.
After the second pellet, a fast m=l, n=1 activity, associated with a :5 cm magnetic axis
displacement takes place and no crashes are observed until an m=2 island develops and locks
inducing the shrinking of the temperature profile (fig 3). The improved phase starts with the
first pellet and lasts more than 200 ms: the central plasma pressure reaches the value of 6.4x104
Pa (Bp=0.4) corresponding to a global energy confinement time of 80 ms (see next section, fig

4) which is about twice the typical value observed in the saturated ohmic regime.

4. The transport code and the interpretative analysis.
In order to analyse the transport properties of the discharge in more detail, a transport code has
been employed in an interpretative version. The code solves the time dependent magnetic field
diffusion equation, assuming a Spitzer resistivity, and the electron and ion energy balance
equations which are linearized at each time step and integrated by a finite difference method.
The geometry is given by the equilibrium reconstruction: the other input data are the
experimental electron density and temperature profiles, the effective charge, the toroidal
magnetic field and the total plasma current. The ion plasma transport is assumed to be
neoclassical multiplied by a constant anomaly factor that is adjusted in order to reproduce the
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1.2 _ Xe measured neutron emission rate. The validity
0.8 : of the simulation is checked also by

_ comparing the calcuiated loop voltage
A 0.4 : evolution with the measured one. The initial

6?; : conditions are set by the pre—pellet stationary
V 1-2 i 7“ phase. Figure 4 shows the time evolution of

0.8 - the calculated neutron yield, loop voltage and
' ...................... 0'63 5_ global energy canfinernent time compared

with the corresponding experimental
0 0’1 0‘2 0‘3 quantities. The prepellet neutron emission

Minor radius (m) rate is well reproduced with an ion anomaly
Fig. 5 - Electron and ion thermal conductivities in the
tire ampmpdkzpma of 4 which, on the contrary, does not account

for the strong increase following pellet injecu

tion: in this phase pure neoclassical ion losses are consistent with the experimental observation.

Figure 5 shows the electron and ion conductivity profiles before and after the injection of the
first pellet: in the central region the pie-pellet Xe is not reported due to the presence of the

sawtooth activity. After the pellet, both the ion and electron thermal conductivities are reduced

over the whole profile: in the central region, the electron conductivity is completely quenched

and transport is dominated by the ions.

5. Conclusion
We have obtained on PTU an extended improved ohmic performance sustained by repetitive

deep pellet injection: the observed confinement time of 80 ms is twice the typical value of the

saturated ohmic regime. The improved performance lasts for more than 200 ms and persists

after the injection of a second pellet: it seems due to a good confinement of the particles

deposited in the core region and to a reduction of the ion thermal conductivity over the whole

discharge. The observed electron conductivity falls below the ion value in the central plasma

while remains dominant outside. The growth of an m=2 isiand and its subsequent locking stops

the improved phase: if a further pellet is injected in this conditions, a major disruption occurs.

We foresee to use in the future well localised ECR heating to stabilize this mode and aim at

stationary improved performance.
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Linear frequency response of reconnecting perturbations
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1. Introduction
The control of the nonlinear dynamics of resistive MHD modes with low poloidal and

toroidal numbers m,n can be based on the electrodynamicai feedback compensation of the mea-
sured perturbation by means of external quasi static (DC) or rotating (AC) helical fields with the
same winding period of the mode to be controlled. A general limitation of feedback stabilization
schemes that are frequency independent and operating on single modes is that the restraining
action on one mode is destabilizing for another With frequency dependent schemes multimode
control can in principle be obtained but a knowledge is required of the frequency response func—
tion of the plasma under the action of the external driving perturbations. In a tokamak plasma
characterized by a large Lundquist number (S m 103) in the zero frequency limit helical resis»
tive perturbations appear as tearing modes localized on q rational magnetic surfaces, but at low
but finite frequency 0 < mom << 1 there is a transformation towards Alfvén waves which, as
shown in the following, determine the characteristics of the frequency response.

" 2. Boundary value problem for driven response
We formulate here a boundary value problem for externally driven magnetic field perturba-

tions described, within the reduced MHD (RMHD) model [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], in terms of a single
(m,n) helicity flux function ‘P(r,13, ¢(r),t) with instantaneous phase (Mt) in a coordinate system
{2313 = q «~ (n/mR)z}:

n = ReV >< (111(r)ei<m"‘i(’llez) (1)
and an electric drift velocity perturbation in terms of an analogous stream function:

v 2 ReV ><(<1) (r)e'(”m3“Mice)

We consider a plasma with circular cross section of radius a, in absence of resistive wall.
In vacuum at radius b > a we model the active coils system by an ideal time varying helical
surface current IV cos(m13 -. $1.03)) with helicity ratio m/n resonant with the safety factor q at
r 2 rs and arbitrary frequency too. We consider the linearized equations for ‘I’ in cylindrical
geometry (large R/a approximation) [5]:

an .m n g 2
W~I7Bmm(r) (1—;~q(r))¢)1 ~—-I';9(-—)V1‘Il1

(“7312131 m __ m 2 m 310
._ at __ pUrBw(r) (1- —q(r)) V 1P1 +lg—a—‘y1 (2)

where g(r) is the slowly varying normalized profile of resistivity. The associated boundary
conditions which match the external driving fields are derived from the conditions of continuity
of the normal component of the magnetic field, of continuity of the tangential component of and
of vanishing of the normal component of the velocity at the plasma vacuum interface, valid for
a resistive plasma with vanishing current density at the edge [21. When the system is driven by
an external field (generated by saddle coils) oscillating at a given (real) frequency (90 the system
(2) can be cast in to the general form
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Viu—;.u=o (3)
with u the dimensionless vector u = (Re(‘i’1),Im(‘P]),Re(<b1),Im(d>1)). Defining x : r/a,
'r = t/tR, S : TR/TA. The functions

“a firmG(x)= q(~—-m—)x —n H(x)‘ x[21 [13 q2 ]

are related to the 4 profile and the matrix ; is written:

0 —-gS(o 0 gGS
gSto O ~gGS 0

__ 2g ‘ g ——gGS o L; S
H s8’03 tr “gr 0

The structure of the matrix shows immediately that for large (1) the role of the singularity at
q = m/n disappears. The numerical solution of the ODE system (3) has been performed with
a varying step highly accurate finite difference scheme capable of taking care of the boundary
layers appearing at the rational surface (G(x) = O) and at the Alfvén resonance layers kfivfi = (1)5
{G(x) = :lzm). As a matter of fact, assuming mild variations of the profiles, equations (2) can
be combined in to the single fourth order equation

1'2 L 2 2 9. -9. 2 -51. aSV<g0V‘}’1)+[V(G‘P1) (over (09114

which in the limit a) J; 0 reduces to the tearing mode equation, but for finite 0) develops at
. G(x) :2 its two boundary layers of typical width 5A N S‘1/3. These are Alfvén waves driven in

a resistive regime and appear to have a role in determining, for instance, the field reflected from
the plasma, defined here in terms of the (complex) stream function ‘PR = ‘Pp — ‘Pv, according
to equation (I) (here ‘l’v is the external field generated by the coil in absence of plasma and ‘1’}:
is the plasma perturbation field in presence of external field).

3. Structure of driven perturbations and reflected field
The stream functions Re (W1) and the corresponding real part of the reflected field Re(‘I"R)

driven by external (m: 2,11: l) perturbation with resonant layer at x N 0.66, are shown 1n
Figs 1,2 over the interval 0 < x < 1 (plasma), 1 < x < 1.2 (vacuum) for a range of frequencies
10‘10 < (o < 10‘3 and for a Lundquist number S = 10

The rational surface shields the plasma interior from the external perturbation; as the fre—
quency decreases the field penetration increases and the field line reconnection takes place. It
is clear that at a measuring position in vacuum, say at x N 1.15 near the driving conductors the
percentage of reflection is very small and without phase shifts The stream functions Re(‘<P1)
and the corresponding real part of reflected field Re(‘i’R) driven by external (m = 3, n = 1) per-
turbation with a resonant layer at x 2 085, over the interval 0 < ‘x < 1 (plasma), 1 < x < 1.2
(vacuum) for the same range of frequencies and the same value of S as before are shown in Figs
3,4.

As the frequency increases reconnection at the rational surface becomes ineffective and two
"wavefronts” appear at the location of the Alfvén resonances (G(x) = :tco); the reflected field
in this situation is affected by the outer Alfvén wavefront (Figure 5 with m = 2, n = l). The
velocity stream function (i.e. the vortex structure) is also changed (Figure 6).
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The frequency response for m = 2 and m z 3 modes, shown in Figs 7,8 is essentially flat in
the very low frequency tearing range but it has a pole due to the excitation of the Alfven waves
around (901,; z 5 x 104, for a plasma with S = 103.

This work was performed within a Task Agreement between IFP-CNR and JET; the authors
are grateful to G. D‘Antona, A. Santagiustina and A. Tanga for useful discussions.
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Runaway Electron Transport and Sheath Transmission Inferences

from Edge Heat Flux Measurements in TEXT

K.W. Gentle, K. Schroder, DJ. Storek, and AJ. Wootton

Fusion Research Center, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712

An infrared camera with a special digital computer interface [1} coupled with analysis
codes accounting for variable surface emissivity and temperature—dependent thermal properties
in the three-dimensional heat flow equation provides heat flux measurements to the plasma-
facing surfaces that can be used for novel transport measurements. Each of these effects has
been found important for accurate heat flux inferences.

To observe runaway electrons, a special carbon target with a large radius of curvature was
positioned in the midplane near the last closed flux surface. Top and bottom rail limiters were
used for these experiments. The outward shift of the drift orbits for the energetic electrons
allows them to be Collected preferentially by the midplanc target. Especially at low density, the
contribution to the heat flux from the energetic electrons is easily distinguished from the
(smaller) flux from the thermal plasma. For the TEXT tokamak (R z 1 m, a = 0.27 to, BT =
2 T, 100 kA 5 1p S 200 kA), the electron energies are sufficiently small that the full energy is
deposited within a few millimeters of path length in carbon. The heat flux measurements
provide a good, local estimate of D at the edge, a crude energy Spectrum for the runaways,
estimates of the nrnaway population and confinement times, and information regarding EJ_.

In general, the heat deposition on the target depends on the orbits (energy distribution
function) and on radial diffusion. For conditions here. the finite Lannor orbit produces little
Spreading; the deposition pattern is deter-mined by radial diffusion. By fitting the observed
position and width of the pattern to a model, D may be inferred. The total power to the target
gives the runaway energy flux. The energy spectrum is then constructed by pulling the target
back to increasing minor radius and measuring the decrease in flux. This provides an energy
filter, for only very energetic electrons have sufficient orbit shifts to reach the target without
hitting the top and bottom rails. Given the energy spectrum, the energy flux can be converted
to a particle flux. Furthermore, since the runaways are moving at c in a known E, the energy
spectrum is a direct indicator of lifetimes. One can therefore estimate global confinement times
and densities. _

Inferences of EJ_ are more difficult. Extensive measurements of electron cyclotron
emission under various conditions with various antenna configurations have produced few
indications of nonthermal emission as would be generated by runaways with significant El.
Moreover, the heat deposition pattern on the target provides a bound on EL. The helical

trajectory of energetic electrons will tilt the heat deposition pattern with respect to the magnetic
field line because the electrons deposit their energy along a finite path length in the carbon. A
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measurable tilt is only seen at the end of the current rampdown at the conclusion of a shot, but

its absence sets an upper bound on E; in other cases.

At a low density, 0.8 x 1019 m’3, the heat flux to the target is dominated by runaways.
For analysis, the heat flux along a line through the center of the two-dimensional pattern is
plotted in Fig. l for several target positions. The tip is tangent to a magnetic flux surface;
position is measured on the curved surface. (A displacement of 40 mm from the tip translates
to only a 4 mm increment in minor radius.) Model predictions are shown in Fig. 2.

230 MW/m

Q Tip LCFS‘

20 '

+15 mm
0 . 4L . . n

o x 20 4o 60 (mmao 100
Fig. 1 Measured heatflux to a target at low density.

o x 50 (mm) 100

Fig. 2 Model predictions ofheatflux to target as afunction ofD.
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The displacement of the peak from the tip and the width of the peak both increase with D.
The position and width of the curves at the Last Closed Flux Surface and 5 mm outside in Fig.
1 agree well with the predictions of the model for D ~ 1-2 mzls from Fig. 2. At higher
densities, the runaway density decreases and its contribution to the heat flux to the target
becomes mixed with that of the thermal plasma
After subtraction of the thermal contribution, a FIUX
distribution remains that implies D ~ 2-4 m2/s at 1 00
a density of 2 x 1019 m'3. The decrease in flux Low Density
as the target is pulled away from the plasma 10
gives a crude energy spectrum, shown in Fig. 3

for the twa densities. Note that both the
energies and populations of mnaways decrease
rapidly with increasing density. (Although the
units iof Fig. 3 are arbitrary, they are the same 0.1
for the two densities.) These energies are well
below the maximum energies confined by the 0.01
magnetic fields and correspond to small 0 1 M V 2
fractional shifts in the drift orbits. Diffusion is , E 9
die dominant loss mechanism At low density, Fig 3 Energy Spectra
the energy Spectrum suggests a confinement

time typical of an average D ~ 1 m2/s, whereas the higher density suggests 1) ~ 4 1112/5.
Although this latter value is comparable with values of Xe for these discharges, this
nevertheless poses a serious problem. The Xe is usually presumed to arise from electrostatic
fluctuations that would not affect runaway electrons. Only magnetic fluctuations would
normally drive diffusion of runaway electrons. A level of magnetic fluctuations that would
produce D — 4 mzls for runaways would not produce a significant Xe for thermal electrons,
but two distinct classes of turbulence may be required for electrostatic and magnetic effects.

From these spectra and the amount of heat deposited on the target, an estimate of runaway
density can be constructed. At low density, the mnaway fraction is 104, whereas at the
higher density it is only 2 x 10'6.

The values of Ei are sufficiently small that they can only be bounded by these
experiments. The deposition pattern implies E_L < 100 keV and By < 0.1 E”. There is no
evidence to support values of El much greater than E at the Dreicer energy, when the electrons
become collisionless and run away. The runaways in TEXT are quite definitely not subject to
the processes described in ASDEX-U [2] that drive large values of By.

By making detailed measurements of the heat flux to divertor tiles under conditions where
the edge plasma parameters are well known [3] and simple -- small gradients along field lines,
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an effective sheath heat transmission coefficient can be determined and several other aspects of
sheath models can be tested. Since the heat fluxes in TEXT are comparatively low, full
coverage of divertor tiles is not necessary. The tiles are shaped so that field lines make angles
from 88" to 60° with the surface normal. For the two-dimensional tile surface, one direction
represents varying angles of incidence for flux from a single magnetic surface, and the
orthogonal direction represents different flux surfaces. With careful calculation of the tile
surface and plasma magnetic geometry, the heat flux from a given magnetic surface was
found to vary directly with cos 8, the angle between field line and surface normal, as

expected. No anomalies were found over the range of angles and plasma conditions of this
experiment.

The sheath transmission coefficient, as defined by Stangeby [4], was determined by
comparing the heat flux with predictions [4] based on Langmuir probe measurements of edge

plasma parameters [3]. Transmission COefficients no higher than 6 are found. somewhat

smaller than predicted, and values as low as 3 at higher densities are seen. The precision of

this comparison is not high, however, both because of the uncertainties in absolute values of

Langmuir probe measurements of density and temperature and because of magnetic

uncertainties in the flux—surface position of the probe.
There is one discrepancy between heat flux measurements and probe measurements that is

significant and hard to excuse, however. The radial decay length for the heat flux is

significantly smaller than that implied by the decay lengths of density and temperature

measured by the Langmuir probe. This is equivalent to the statement that the sheath

transmission coefficient decreases with radius outside the last closed flux surface, reaching

values below 1. Although absolute values are uncertain, the difference between a radial decay

length of a few millimeters for the heat flux compared with values of more than twice that

inferred from probes is independent of exact probe position or absolute probe accuracy.

Work supported by the US. Department of Energy under Grant No. DE-FGOS-SSER—

53267.
[1] DJ. Storek and KW. Gentle, Rev. Sci. Instr. 67, No. 3 (1966).
{2] B. Kurzan, K—H. Steuer, G. Fussmann, Phys. Rev. Lett. ’75, 4626 (1995).

[3] W.L. Rowan et a]. (this conference).
[4] P.C. Stangeby, Phys. Fluids 27, No. 3 (1984).
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Introduction “Fishbones” are oscillations of the n = 1 internal kink mode driven
by resonant interaction with trapped fast ions [1] produced by neutral beam injection
(NBI) or by ion—cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH). The eigenmode structure of the
internal kink is dominated by the m = 1 component n which is nearly singular at the
q : 1 surface.

Early fishboue measurements were obtained during low—field (0.7T 5, Bo S, 1.7 T), NBI—
heated discharges in PDX [2]. The oscillations, observed during nearly perpendicular
injection of up to 7.2 MW of beam power, were characterized by bursts of ,é 1 ms, with
repetition time on the order of a few milliseconds. Remarkably, a Significant fraction of
the beam heating power (20 % — 40 %) was lost in some cases.

In JET NBl and ICRF—heated discharges, fishbone bursts are routinely seen in ECE and
SXR emission, as well as magnetic signals. Each burst — composed of many fishbone
oseillations in the kHz range ~ typically lasts for a few ms, and repeats over a longer
interval of a few tens of ms. An important difference between PDX and JET fish—
bones is the fast ion loss fraction: unlike PDX, the larger, higher-B JET device shows
negligible fast ion loss. We mention in passing that our simulations indeed reproduce
this important difference, although we discuss results only for PDX-like plasmas in this
report.

Physical Model To calculate the nonlinear evolution of the fishbone cycle, we begin
by writing the onesided Fourier transform of the collisionless equation of motion for
bulk ions (ignoring the MHD noulinearity)

o 1 i. r, _.we) — Wm = Z (55’ x B +3 x as) e vapm — v - whim , (1)

where we E 17“ ~ V9 N p’cm/pwci is the ion diamagnetic frequency, and p E nimi. For
reference, the transform pair is

00441 00

§L(x,t) : if do) e’i“‘€i(x,w) H £J_(x,w) =f0 dt eiu'fiil'xfi)
—uo+z"y

Consider a trial solution for 51 of the form $109 w) = d(w}c‘r’(x,w), where 5 is inde—
pendent of both position and frequency in the outer layer (i.e., when q is not close to
unity), but may change inside the inertial layer due to the fast particle dynamics (see
Fig. 1). Outside the layer, Eliot) changes in amplitude and phme only through the
Fourier transform of d(w) [i.e., D(t)].
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the radial component of Fig. 2. Characteristic orbits for trapped beam
the basis function, which changes only in the ions in JET—like (left) and PDX~like (right)
inner layer clue to the nonlinear shift in fre— geometries. Energies range from 20 to 100 keV
quency induced by the energetic particles. (JET) and from 10 to 50 keV (PDX).

Multiplying the momentum equation by @7910»)2 and integrating gives

1 1 1 s s7 [ d3m<1+ 2q2)w(w ~ wept-72 “n f r132: [56* - 60' x 8) w 3 - We...
L

61E») 6mm
1 .m—fifd3xa -V—6“Phue=0

~___._.v__.____.a
ammo»)

For the kinetic response of the hot particles, (SWIMW), we take

6f_(_w) -_ 3*
d<ww)

The steep inner layer of the kink mode gives rise to two boundary layer terms which
diverge as w —> a)“:

swim) = g f drew§+ MB)

2

61(w)+awggp:' ~ — We pm,what] ,

where (101;) r 1. The remaining 5W integrals are insensitive to the layer structure. Now,
introduce the usual layer variable a: E {7' — m)/r0 and expand it" = knob) + (r .. To) k3}
: easy/R. The Euler equation for the inner region is

ddasF($’ w)%=0 ,

with F(:t,w) : 3 [w(w — w“) — Dirg] and 63A 2: s/R. Now, let a2 = —w(w—w.i)/§i
(remember, or is integrated above the real axis. The inner layer solution which matches
properly to the outside is
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outdor : _A(w) with A(w)— 2R6W (in)
do; a(w)2 + .272 “(81113)

To make contact with the literature, let am 5 11A /sR\/§ and (SW —> (7r/2R)(TQB)26W.
An integration through the layer then gives

611(w)+ 6111/3333 + 6W°“‘(w) : 6W°“(w) [flzfiavi/Www) + 1] = 0

Now, multiply the quantity in square brackets by d(w)a(w)/wA, and integrate to find
the sought—after complex evolution equation ‘

flnw>do>1+§fdrarra - vets = o , (2)
propagator ¥_-%/—-'—’

fast-ion current

where 17m; is the guiding center drift velocity, and g(w) is just the usual dispersion
relation for the kink

—- A3 with /\H E —W61V:O‘;g

In (2), the displacement .51 is derived from the electrostatic potential *I)

551. _ G -
W‘FEbXVQO‘,”

_ Introducing” <1>(x,3) a C(t)$(x), and recalling that glow) a mat—xxx), it follows that
a : (6/3» x we and C(t) = be). To solve (2), (if is integrated numerically along
perturbed guiding center orbits (see Fig. 2) by a toroidai particle code [4], which sub-
sequently calculates the time—dependent fast ion current. The guiding center equations
of motion depend on the vector and scalar potentials, so that the current is a functional
of the quantities D(t), D(t) and D03). '

Now7 it is possible to invert the transform by integrating the nonsingular part of g(w)
around the branch out [0,w.;l. The result is an integrofliiferential operator:

WAF[9(“')d(W)]=—D(t)+(102)”‘—)\H)D(t)+(w-—H) f momflfle—fl] ,

with kernel K(a:) = exp(—z'm)J1{.t-) /:1:. So, at each time step, the energetic particle
current is computed, and the solution is then advanced in time using (2).

PDX Simulation The algorithm has been tested successfully for parameters charac-
teristic of PDX NBI—heated plasmas: um = 6 x 104 rad/s, Bo = IT and Ebeam = 50 keV.
Fig.33shows numerical results for the transition from the diamagnetic (w < Ward) to the

precessional drift (w > um) branch as beam density is increased. The boundary be—
tween the two can be estimated by examination of the eigenvalue equation for the linear
normal mode: g{w) = Ak(w). Measuring frequency in units of w“ (9g, 1?) = w/wfi)
gives
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w1+\/:(:\H+Re5ik+ilmik)2]

When the beam density is large enough so that 3;; + Re :\k : 0 (Re A}; is typically
negative at low frequency), the diamagnetic root is snpressed and the mode transforms
smoothly into the precessional drift fishbone. Applied to the PDX scenario, this estimate
gives a transition at Tlf/ni ~ 0.5%, in rough agreement with the results in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Scan of linear growth rate versus beam Fig. 4. Time evolution of frequency and amp—
density showing transition from diamagnetic litude for PDX fishbone with ray/n,- = 0.48 %.
to precessional drift fishbone in PDX. The nonlinear downshift near saturation is

clearly reproduced.

We have plotted the time evolution of the amplitude and instantaneous frequency for
the largest beam—ion density in Fig. 4. The results - name a burst duration of 1.5
me, a self-consistent nonlinear frequency downshift of roughly 50% in about 0.5 ms,
and substantial beam~ion losses (over 50%) ~ are fairly representative of typical PDX
fishbone data. However, the saturated amplitude in this case is rather high, and the
losses correspondingly high. This indicates that the neglect of wave-wave nonlinearity
in (1) is questionable for PDX. It should be mentioned that the simulation also includes
the small in _—_ 2 satellite, which is intimately connected with nonresonant particle loss.

Summary A physical model of the fishbone instability has been deveIOped which treats
both the wave—particle nonlinearity and inner—layer mode dynamics self-consistently.
Preliminary PDX simulations recover clearly the nonlinear downshift in frequency which
accompanies mode saturation, and also the ejection of a large fraction of beam ions.
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Evidence for Curvature as a Source of Turbulence
in the Scrape-Off Layer

William L. Rowan, X. Bonnin, Roger D. Bengtson, K. W. Gentle,
P. D. Hurwitz, D. J . Storek, D. L. Winslow and A. J. Wootton
Fusion Research Center, The University of Texas at Austin, USA

The toroidal curvature of the magnetic field lines may be a drive for turbulence in
tokamaks [1,2]. 0n the open field lines in the scrape—off layer (SOL), some fluid modes may
be unstable for KOVp > 0 where K is the local curvature vector and Vp is the pressure
gradient. In a tokamak, curvature is stabilizing on the high field side of the poloidal cross
section and destabilizing on the low field side. Field lines can sample both stabilizing and
destabilizing regions. The existence of x—points and surfaces in diverted discharges and
limiting surfaces in limited discharges will determine the fraction of a field line that is
susceptible to this turbulence source. Thus, in the SOL, there will be regions of varying
degree of curvature which may lead to varying degrees of turbulence, that is turbulence
asymmetries. Different configurations in the same device may have different levels of
curvature and correspondingly different levels of turbulence.

The characteristics of the curvature drive have been identified theoretically [2,3]:

~k9p5 z 0.1 (k9 is the poloidal wavenumber and p5 is the ion poloidal gyroradius)
- Collisionality plays no role
— Large phase shift between density fluctuations f1 and potential fluctuations (I)
— Large phase velocity along the field lines
- Increased ion to electron temperature ratio T/TE is stabilizing

As evidence of the drive, these and turbulence asymmetries would be sought in an ideal
experiment.

In the experiment described here, the SOL profiles which are derived from Langmuir
probe measurements are compared for configurations with different susceptibility to curvature
drive. Turbulence asymmetries are sought in comparisons between regions of good and bad
curvature in a single discharge. Because the asymmetry studies required turbulence
measurements in regions that were inaccessible to probes, an optical fluctuation diagnostic was
used in which fluctuations in the emission of HCl were interpreted as it. k“ is estimated from
direct meastn'ement of the turbulence using probes and the optical diagnostic. Magnetic
reconsnuction is a critical tool in assessing the results of the measurements. Field-line-

following is used to determine which plasma regions are sampled and thus to estimate the
turbulence due to curvature. Here, the reconstruction is done from magnetics data using a
multi—filament code.
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In TEXTwU, curvature drive could be studied by directly varying the fraction of an
open field line that has unfavorable curvature. The three basic configurations useful for this
experiment are shown schematically in Figure 1.

EDDlO
Figure 1. Schematics of the TEXT«U configurations. From lefl to right, double null. belt

limited, equatorial single null.

The growth rate 7 for the curvature instability with k“ = 0 in each of the three configurations can
be estimated using a simple model [2]. The results are shown in Table I.

Table 1. Growth rate configurations: 71‘s growth rate, R is major radius, Vm,‘ is ion themml

velocity; LFS represents [awfield side. and HFS represents highfield side.

The configurations chosen for this experiment were those-that would be expected to yield the
most striking evidence for the available diagnostic set. The entries of Table I lead to the
expectation of significant turbulence asymmetries in comparison of the high field side of the
double null discharge, the hatched region, with the low field side of that discharge. This could
only be tested with the optical fluctuation diagnostic in TEXT—U. The available Langmuir
probes were in fixed locations above and below the plasma and are best used to compare belt
limited discharges with the low field side of the double null discharge.

Mummers
In repeated experiments, it“ < k9 (see [4], for example). This experiment has been

canied out using probes at a few locations in the plasma and using the Optical diagnostic on the
low field and high field sides. These relative measurements of k1, are confu-med by absolute
measurements in the few instances of the latter [5,6]. For the poloidal wavenumber [7,8],
kgps S 0.1. '
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ljgrbulence asymmenjes
Turbulence asymmetries Were sought in disconnected double null configurations. The

turbulence was compared on the high and low field sides of the plasma. The turbulence was
found to be higher on the low field side than on the high field side (Fig. 2). In a control
experiment, these measurements were repeated for a poloidally limited discharge. There, the
turbulence was found to be the same on both the low and high field sides of the plasma
(Fig. 3). Further, the limited plasma Was heated with ECH to vary the ratio of Ti/Te. This
resulted in no change in the turbulence. Turbulence asymmetries have also been identified in
double null discharges in ASDEX [9].
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Figure 2. Turbulence crosS‘POWW levels 0'! bOIh Figure 3. Turbulence cross—power levels on both
sides ofa double-null discharge. sides afar polor'dally limited discharge.

SOL Erofiles
A purely geometrical analysis was undertaken to estimate the sensitivity of a particular

plasma region to the curvature drive. The curvature drive will be present if K0 Vp > 0. The
fraction of field line arc length where this condition is satisfied is assumed to provide a measure
of the strength of the curvature drive. Two discharges Were compared, a disconnected (or
biased) double null (BDN) and a belt limited discharge. By this measure, the low field side of
the former has the larger curvature drive because the field lines do not pass through the
stabilizing region on the high field side. Yet, the profiles were nearly identical in the two
cases. It was not possible to measure the profiles on the high field side of the diverted
discharge.

5 Lonclusigns

It is clear that curvature drive tests can be conducted in well designed experiments on
existing devices. In TEXT—U, the expected turbulence asymmetries were observed when
comparing one region in a double null discharge that was expected to be subject to' no
turbulence drive at all to a second region in the same discharge that was expected to have the
largest curvature drive that could be produced. A simple geometrical analysis clearly shows
that the low field side of the double—null configuration is more vulnerable to curvature—driven
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instabilities than the low field side of a belt limited discharge. When comparing SOL profiles,
however, there is no apparent dependence on degree of susceptibility to curvature drive. In
addition, kepS and k“ are both in the expected range. The results are consistent with the drive
being saturated for even modest levels of miniature drive and are summarized in Table II.

$0.1
zO

4

0112
0.3

1

Table IL Expected and measured turbulence parameters. The phase shift is between density and potential
fluctuatiam. Since the growth rate could not be obtained expefimenzally, it is compared to three different

measures of the turbulent transport activity on the low field side of the SOL.
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INTRODUCTION

The CDX~-U device is a spherical torus (ST) facility with R z 34 cm, aspect ratio
A a R/a 2 1.5, and By S 1.3kG. Recently, STs have received increasing attention
due to encouraging theoretical predictions [1] and experimental results [2,3]. Although
ST plasmas thus far appear to be quite resilient to disastrous MHD activities such as
disruptions in tokamaks, MHD can limit the performance and the ultimate Operation
window of the ST plasmas. In this context, it is important to clarify the possible effects of
resistive MHD activity on ST performance, particularly for upcoming ST experiments such
as NS'I‘X. In the presence of strong MHD events in tokamaks, various large, unbalanced
and non-uniform induced currents are observed in structures including the vacuum vessel.
Considering its potential harmful effects on structures of the compact geometry of STs,
this halo current related physics needs to be investigated in detail. Another important
area of ST research topic is the non-inductive heating and current drive methods for
plasma startup and sustainment. Because of the large plasma dielectric constant in a
high-,6 ST plasma (Luge/Q: >> 1}, the high harmonic (to >> (2;) fast wave is a. good choice
to satisfy the needs of ST plasmas considering its good accessibility and strong damping
by electrons [4].

RESISTIVE MHD AND HALO CURRENT STUDY

Two MHD regimes In CDX—U, two distinct MHD regimes were observed with
soft x~ray diagnostics and magnetic diagnostics. The first type (Fig. 1) is with a, non-
snwtoothing plasma core and at fluctuation actiVe edge. The soft x—ray diode array shows
the presence of a n=1/m=1 ‘hot’ spot whose radius is about 20 cm rotating with a fre—
quency of 8 ... QkHz. Magnetic pickup coil signals indicate that the dominant edge mode
is n=1/m=2,3 with the same frequency as the core modes, suggesting the presence of
a rigid body rotation of plasma in the toroidal direction. More recently, with a higher
B; and higher temperature plasma, the frequency observed by both soft x-ray array and

I) Also at Johns Hopkins University.
2) This work was supported by the United States Department of Energy under Contract No DE—ACO2-
766110-3073.
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magnetics increased to 12kHz. Both internal and edge modes grow spatially and become
more intense as time advances until an internal reconnection event (IRE) occurs. From
this finding, our understanding of the cause of an IRE is mode coupling or magnetic island
overlapping. The second type of MHD regime has a sawtoothing core and a quiescent edge
(Fig. ‘2). As time advances, coherent modes appear (0.5 — lms before IRE) which lead
to an IRE. After an IRE, fluctuations appear again and the phase analysis of magnetics
indicates a n21 /m=4 mode. Recentiy, a. 75 channel ultra soft x—ray array was installed on
CDX-U. Because of its good angular (1.12”), spatial (1.2 cm), and time (tins) resolution,
a more thorough study of the MHD activity in CDX—U will be possible.
Halo Current Measurement To facilitate the halo current study, a 4-eiement Ro-
gowski Coil was implemented in the upper and lower areas of the center column measuring
poloidal vessel currents as well as any up-down asymmetry. During the normal course of
CDXnU Operation, an IRE is the most serious MHD activity. The halo current measure“
ments during an IRE indicate it is typically less than 1 % of the total plasma current. In
order to simulate the disruptionwlike strong current termination, B, was decreased so that
the q—limit was reached before a plasma developed into a full current ST regime. Sudden
loss of equilibrium caused by turning off one of the vertical field coils was also used to
bring about similar rapid current termination. Even during these events, the measured
halo currents were typically less than 5 % of the plasma current value, which is an order
of magnitude smaller than that observed in large aspect ratio tokamaks. The plasma po-
sition monitoring showed that the plasma moved vertically rather than in major radius,
possibly due to the effect of ST geometry. While this is an encouraging result for ST, more
detailed and systematic study by modeling and further experimentation is warranted.

HIGH HARMONIC FAST WAVE EXPERIMENTS

_ CDX-U Fast Wave Antenna System The CDX—U FW antenna consists of two
current straps, and can couple > 100 kW for short pulses (< 10 ms). The height, width,
and center—to—center separation of straps are 27 cm, 3.8 cm, 22 cm, respectively. A max-
imum of 100 kW has been coupled to plasma, and it is limited by the RF source rather
than the antenna power handling. The strap separation was chosen to launch toroidal
mode number n¢ z 8 with O-rr phasing. Due to its geometry, the magnetic field line pitch
at the outer midplane of an ST plasma varies significantly from startup phase to full
plasma current phase. Thus, it will be an important issue to investigate the effect of the
angle between strap and field line. One unique feature of. the CDX—U FW antenna is that
the antenna straps can be rotated manually to subtend an arbitrary angle with respect to
edge magnetic field lines. For the FW experiments, the RF frequency was 12MHz, which
corresponds to w/QH = 5—10.
Loading Measurements Figure 3 shows the plasma loading resistance as a function
of RF power and strap angie. One indication that power is coupled to propagating waves
rather than dissipated in the edge comes from the fact that the plasma. loading resistance
becomes independent of RF power beyond a few kW for both (Mr and 0-7r/2 phasings
as shown in Fig. 3(a). The higher loading for U-rr/Z phasing is attributed to the shorter
evanescent length of this lower n“ launch. In addition, plasma loading decreases as the
inclination of the straps with respect to the field line becomes small (towards 90° of strap
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angle in Fig. 3(b)). These results are consistent with a1~D slab ICRF code (ANTBER [5])
simulation.
Microwave Scattering Experiment The verticai beam of the CDX-U 2mm mi-
crowave interferometer [6] was used to directly observe the HHFW density fluctuations.
The microwave beam was located 90° toroidally away from antenna. The scattered signal
amplitude, which is proportional to Inedz, was measured at three different major radii
(35, 40, 45cm). R = 35 cm and 45 cm correspond to the plasma axis and r/a 9'. 1/2,
respectively. Figure 4(a) demonstrates the presence of wave fields throughout the plasma
cross-section. The profile of signals normalized to background density (proportional to
wave electric field, Fig. 4(b)) indicates that the waves penetrate towards the plasma center
with strap angles nearly perpendicular to field lines, which may be due to wave focusing
effects. When the straps are oriented parallel to the field lines, however, the wave fields
are largest at the edge, possibly because of the excitation of surface modes. Results from
ray tracing simulations based on Ref. [4] at different strap angles show that most of the RF
power couples to a fast wave and that the powor deposition profile may depend strongly
on the strap orientation.

SUMMARY

A major CDX—U research area is the physics of ST, and particularly, it has been focused
on providing valuable information for the upcoming NSTX. In this paper, two main topics
are addressed. It has been observed that there are two distinct MHD regimes which show
different MHD behavior at the core and edge, but they both experience an IRE. The results
suggest the cause of an IRE as being mode coupling or magnetic island overlap. Vacuum
vessel halo current measurements were performed and indicate that the halo currents are
relatively small not only for IRE but also for artificially induced disruptions. HHFW
has good accessibility properties for high-fl ST plasmas and will be employed in NSTX.

~ As a testbed, CDX—U has been dedicated to this research and preliminary experiments
have been performed. Plasma loading measurements show good coupling of RF power
into CDX-U plasmas and the results are consistent with theory. Microwave scattering
measurements suggest the presence of wave fields throughout the plasma cross-section.
The RF source has been recently upgraded to provide higher power, and experiments to
investigate core heating with Thomson scattering will ’be performed in the near future.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consideration on pellet ablation characteristics and on the relation with plasma rotation

in the JIPP T-IIU tokamak has been carried out.
Characteristics of a cloud ablated from an ice pellet has been investigated in detail by an

“injection-angle controllable system”[1}. A long “helical tail” of ablation light has been observed
by using CCD cameras and a high speed flaming photograph[2]. In the case of an injection
angle (8) larger than a certain value (3 2 4“), a pellet penetrates straightly through the plasma
with a trace of straight ablation cloud, which has been expected from usual theoretical
consideration (Case I). On the other hand, in the cases of on—axis and off-axis injections with
the angle smaller than the certain value (3 s 4"), a long helical shape ("trail") of ablation light has
been observed (Case [1). The direction of this helical "tail" is independent to that of the total
magnetic field lines of the toms. In order to examine the tail direction, as to four conditions with
the combination of two (CW and CCW) toroidal magnetic fieid directions and two plasma
current directions, the injection-angle controllable experiments have been carried out. These
results Show that the “tail” poloidally rotates to the electron diamagnetic direco'on, and toroidally
to the opposite to the plasma current direction as to almost all conditions of injection angles.

In the present paper, the “tail” phenomenon has been analyzed to find out the reason
why the tail rotates to those directions, by considering both effects; i.e., the effect by collisions
of hydrogen atomsftons in a cloud with bulk ions, and the effect of E, x B drift due to a
macroscopic radial electric field,

2. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCES
To examine the time—dependent flow characteristics of the ablated cloud, the movement

of the ablation cloud has been observed by using a high speed framing photograph[3, 4]. In
cases of on-axis and of off—axis injections to the upward injection (i. e., to the inverse direction
against the electron diamagnetic direction in poloidal plane), it has been obseIVed that the
ablation cloud rotates to the same direction with those of observations by CCD cameras (case II).
Only in the case of off-axis injection to the downward injection (i. e., to the parallel direction
against the electron diamagnetic direction in poloidal plane), it has been observed that the
ablation cloud first rotates to the same direction with other cases, but at a certain time later it
seems to deoelerate and stay at the same location, or sometimes even flow back to the reverse
direction, i. e., to the ion diamagnetic direction poloidally, and to the plasma current direction
toroidally (case III). »

Potential measurements of pellet-injected plasmas by using a heavy ion beam probe
(HIBP) method have been carded out[5]. In the case of the upward injection in poloidal plane,
the result shows that the direction of potential change is negative, and consequently the potential
after the injection Should be negative, because it has been measured to be negative in usual
ohmic plasmas without pellet injection. Thus, the ”tail" direction for case II seems to be
consistent to that of the bulk plasma rotation which may be caused mainly by the effect of E, x B
drift through the plasma potential in the ohmic plasma. While the case of the downward
injection in poloidal plane has exhibited the opposite result, i.e. the direction of potential change
is positive, and this may be a cause of complicated behavior of ablation cloud as is described
above (case III).
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3. CONSIDERATION FOR “TAIL-SHAPED" PHENOMENA
In this section, it is considered why the ablation cloud rotates helically in the tokarnak

plasma. From the experimental results, it is shown that “tail-shaped” phenomena have a close
connection with the plasma rotation through the plasma spatial potential. Therefore there is a
possibility that the movement of the collisional ablation cloud is controlled mainly by the
momentum transfer from the plasma rotation and the direct effect of ii x B drift.

3 - 1 . Derivation of an approximate equation
The phenomenon has been analyzed by considering both effects; i.e., the effect by

collisions of hydrogen atoms/ions in a cloud with bulk ions, and the effect of Er X B drift due to
macroscopic radial electric field.

From the conservation of an angular momentum, ‘( momentum of the bulk plasma
rotation effect + momentum of E, x B drift effect ) = ( momentum of ablation cloud on a
magnetic surface of minor radius r = 1), following relation is derived.

1 XmiNBi‘YVm+I XmiNd'di x(rncNm+m,.Nd)'V (l)
The symbols mean as follows; V is the velocity of the ablation cloud, NBi the number of bulk
hydrogen ions on a magnetic surface, ini mass of a hydrogen ion, Vm the plasma rotation
velocity which is caused by E‘ X B drift, Nd the number of hydrogen ions in the ablation cloud,
Vc1 E,x B drift velocity in the ablation cloud, Nm the number of hydrogen atoms in die ablation
cloud, and ma mass of a hydrogen atom (me = rm), respectively. The value y means a transfer
rate of a momentum which is obtained as a result of the momentum transfer from bulk ions to
hydrogen atoms/ions in the cloud clue to the elastic collision. Here, it is assumed that VBi, Va are
rewritten as the following equations, respectively:

. Vna=Ex/B’ Vd=K‘E/B , (2)
here, K means a screening rate of a macroscopic radial electric field. From equations (1) and (2),
a formula is finally obtained as

V = (4*EV)! N131 + K Nci)
Nan + Nci B . (3)

In right hand side of Eq. (3), the firstterm indicates an interaction effect with rotating bulk ions,
and the second term indicates an E, X B drift effect, respectively. For the toroidal component of
V (VJ, B is replaced by Be! and for the poloidal component of V (Va), B is replaced by BT.

3-2. Estimation of the value ‘Y’
. In this part, the bulk plasma rotation effem, that is to say, the effect by collisions of

hydrogen atomsfions in a cloud with bulk ions is considered. However the Coulomb collision
time of hydrogen ions in a cloud with bulk ions (~100 us) is longer than the elastic collision
time of hydrogen atoms in a cloud with bulk ions (~1 us) [4]. Accordingly it is assumed that
bulk ions collide only with atoms (not with ions) in the ablation cloud. For the ion-atom elastic
collision, two kinds of classical momentum conservation laws are applied, to obtain the particle
velocities after collision.

The values of NC”, (Nm + Na), Na. and NE have been estimated as follows. From a
numerical simulation using the Milora model which includes heat flux by thermal electrons, it is
approximated that ablation rate (dN/dr) of a pellet (length 1.2 mm x diameter 1.1 mm) is about
(2.5 - 5.0) X 1018 atoms/cm at the position (r~2 - 13 cm) where main pellet ablation occurs.
Assuming that the ablation cloud exists on the rotating plasma column with the thickness of dr
~2 cm, the number of particles within the abiation cloud is Nm = dN/dr X dr ~ (0.5 ~ 1.0) x
10” partictes, and also (Nm1 + Na.) ~ (0.5 - 1.0) x 10" particles. If we assume that Na. =' (0.1 —
0.5) x 10” ions, the number of ions on a magnetic surface can be calculated as NEl = r1i -
(Volume) ~ rt. ° (2m - dr ‘ ZnRo) ~ 1.3 X 10” - (2 tr 0.1 ' 0.02 ' Zn 0.91) ~ 1013 ions.

One method of the analysis is that, two smooth spheres (the bulk ion, the cloud atom)
which have the mass or Nen mi N“, and the velocity V8“ V2, respectively, collide with each
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other from the angle 81 and 62 against for a center line, then the velocities for the bulk ion (VBi’)
and the cloud atom (Vz’) after the elastic coliision will be derived. Here, the first term of the left

side in Eq.(1), 'Y - VB, = <'V,’>, means the averaged velocity of ablated hydrogen atoms after the
elastic collision with bulk ions. From the conservation laws of momentum both for the vertical
and parallel directions to the center line and from the law of the repulsion, the following relation
is obtained:

v,’ = [v,2 sine: + {2 NBi VBi case, + (Nm - NE) V, 0059,}2 /(NBi + Nm fl“ . (4)
When the velocity (V3,) of bulk ions within the region -:r/4 s B, s 317/4 is about 1.0 x 10‘ cm/s
and V2 = 0 at the initial stage, then <V2’> becomes (0.16 — 0.30) x 106 cm/s by using Eq.(4).

Thus, the value Y is derived to be around 0.16 - 0.3. 7
Another method is as follows: It is assumed that built ions collide with atoms in the

ablation cloud elastically, and after collisions, they are scattered to 6 and ‘13 directions each other
with respect to the injection direction. A relation of momentum transfer between bulk ions and
cloud neutrals can be expressed as the first term of the left side in Eq.(1), rrri a'Y'VBr = m,- NBi
(VBi - <Vm’>)_ Here, <Vm’> means the averaged bulk plasma rotation velocity after the elastic
collision with ablated hydrogen atoms. From the conservation law of momentum and energy, an
averaged velocity (VB,’> of the bulk ions which are dispersed to the region -rr/2 s 6 s n [2
becomes as follows:

0.

(vie—1 Vm a- _ N ' 2 . _ N ' ”I -2 or {cos{tan “fill—24'.» + sm{tan Kw» cos tin/sin o}
_ u , . (5)

Here, this relation, 6 : tan“{(Nm sin2t1>)/(NBi - Nu, cos2¢)} has been used. When Va; is about
1ft] x 106 crn/s and 39n/180 s a s 423t/180, then <VE_’> becomes (0.72 — 0.85) X 105 L‘In/s by
using Eq.(5). Thus, the value v is derived to be around 0.15 - 0.28.

From the above estimations, it is considered that the momentum transfer rate it is
around 0.15 - 0.3. If the distribution functions for the velocity and for the energy have been
included in the calculation of the collision effect between bulk plasma and ablated cloud, more
exact value of "I' will be obtained.

3-3. Estimation of the value ‘K’ .
In a case of a solid dielectric medium, normal screening of an electric field is caused by

free electrons. In the case of torus plasmas, however, it is considered that a screening of the
electric field is not induced due to the following reasons: For an ablation cloud in a toroidal
plasma1 if the charge separation based on the ion Larmor motion muld happen, then the
characteristic length of the charge separation may be defined to be ahnost the same size as
Lanmr radius (IL). However, an electric field which screens the macroscopic radial electric field
of the bulk plasma will not be induced since the larmor radius is always much greater than the
Debye length (ht, << r1). Here, it is a55umed that temperature and density both of ions and
electrons are the same with each other. Consequently, the value K may be written as unity.

3 -4. Estimation of the values “V, and VB”
Finally, the value of ablation cloud Velocity (V) is estimated by Eq.(3). In the case of

upward pellet injecfion (case If), the potential change is found to be negative (~-500 V) by the
HIBP measurement. As a result the radial eleco'ic field after the injection should be negative
because it has been measured to be negative (“4'20 V/cm) in usual ohmic plasmas without pellet
injectioa. Therefore, in this case the radial electric field is mughl)r estimated to be around E,”-
20 V/cm + (-500 V)/(23 cm)~- 40 V/Cm. Substituting these parameter values into Eq.(3), the
cloud velocities for toroidal and poloidal directions will be obtained, reSpectively, as
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vo~ 1/{(0.5-1)x10”} - {poem/0.25} - {(0.15-03) x 10“ + 1.0 x (010.5) x 10”}
~ 2.3»10fiikm/S], and

v,~ 1/{(0.5-1)x10“} - {(30—50)/ 2.5} - {(015413) x 1018 + 1.0 x (0.1.0.5) x 10“}
~ 0.3 - 1.1 [km/s].

In the present case, concerning
the origin of the “tail-shaped 100
flow”, the momentum transfer .
effect compared with Er x B
drift effect reveals ~1/10.
Figure 1 shows experimental
results and estimated results for
the velocity of the ablation
cloud. A little difference
between the experimental and 0.1
the estimated ones might come 0' '
from the error of the calculated V, [knits]
values and the validity of the
assumption for the approximate Figure 1. The regions of the ablation cloud velocity for
equation etc. experimental and estimated results.

On the other hand, in the case of downward injection (case III), the potential change is
positive, and the plasma potential during pellet injection is not clear, because it depends on a
potential depth of ohmic plasmas before injection. For example, if E, is -20 - -10 V/cm (before
injection) and the potential change by pellet injection is +500 — +800 V, then the electric field
will become 0 V/crn - +10 V/cm. By using these E, values to the Eq.(3), the cloud velocity
becomes to be zero or positive. These calculation results might be a cause of complicated
behavior of the ablation cloud.

1.0

v,'
[km

/s]

4. SUMMARY
By using the “injection-angle controllable system”, along “helical tail’> of ablation light

has been observed in the JIPP TuIIU tokamak. Consideration on characteristics of the cloud
ablated from an ice pellet and on the relation with plasma rotation has been carried out.

Based on the cloud parameters, characteristic times for various processes such as
charge exchange, elastic collision, excitation, ionization and recombination are analyzed. Since
the charge-exchange and the elasticvcollision times are greatly shorter than the ionization time in
this region, consideration on various characteristics times leads us to the conclusion that the
“tail—shaped” phenomena may come from the situation of the charge exchange equilibrium of
hydrogen ions and neutrals at extremely high density regime in the ablation cloud.

Also, the “tail" phenomenon has been analyzed by considering both effects; i.e., the
effect by collisions of hydrogen atoms in a cloud with bulk ions, and the effect of Ex X B drift
due to macroscopic radial electric field. The equation of the ablation cloud velocity is derived by
the analysis, and it has been found that the momentum transfer effect is of the order of ~1/10
compared with Erx B drift effect. Concerning the ablation cloud velocity, the calculated values
have an accordance with the experimental values within the estimated parameter regiOn.

From the experimental results and theoretical considerations, it is concluded that the
“tail structure” may be caused both by the situation of charge exchange equilibrium of hydrogen
ions and neutrals at extremely high density regime of the ablation cloud, and by the effect of the
plasma potential and the rotation within the torus plasma.
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Abstract. The increase in the neutral flux from the ripple—trapped ions at an L—H
transition observed by the CX—detector at ASDEX Upgrade is reproduced by Monte Carlo
simulations by turning on E7, near the plasma periphery. For Er with large enough half-
width, the rise-time of the fluxes is shorter than 100 [L8, which could make this diagnostic
a useful tool for time—resolved measurements of 117,.

Introduction. At an L—H transition, a sudden change in the edge radial electric field
has been observed [1], but the question of causality in a spontaneous L—H transition is yet

to be resolved, The time resolution of the measurements has not yet been good enough
to decide whether the plasma switches to the H~mode before or after the fast changes in
the Er-field [2].

The CX—detector on ASDEX Upgrade monitors the slowing—down ions from the neu—
tral beams that are trapped in the secondary magnetic wells near the plasma surface
formed by the discrete set of magnetic coils. These ripple-trapped ions are expected to
escape the plasma very fast, in about. 50 us, as a result of the VB-drift and, consequently,

the CX—detector should receiVe a negligible flux under ordinary circumstances. However,
as the plasma enters the H—mode, these neutral particle fluxes reach levels that are com—
parable to the signal from nontrapped ions. It has been suggested that the underlying

reason for the increased neutral particle flux from ripple-trapped slowing-down ions is a
changing Er—field [3] and, thus, the neutral flux could be used as diagnostic tool for Elf.

We have investigated the effect of a non—uniform ET on the ripple-trapped neutral

beam ions using a Monte Carlo particle tracking code ASCOT [4] that follows the guiding
center trajectories of test particles. The tokamak geometry models ASDEX Upgrade,
where VB-drift is downward. The effects from plasma elongation, triangularity, and
Grad—Shafranov shift are omitted for simplicity. The neutral density is assumed to decay
rapidly as one moves inwards from the plasma boundary (a z 50 cm), nn z 7ftno rah—“W"
with dn 2 2 cm. The test particles are initialized according to ions born in the neutral

injector beams. The initial energy for the test particles {deuterons} is chosen at the
1/3 power fraction of the beams (20 keV), which is dominant as far as particle source is

concerned The innermost particles are launched at 7" 2 41 cm, corresponding to ,0 = r/a

: 0.83. This is well justified, because both the neutral beam flux and the neutralization
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probability (relevant to the detection) drop very rapidly as the distance to the separatrix

increases. The ions are followed until they either escape the plasma (r > a), or their

energy falls below 2.5 keV.
The magnetic field ripple is modelled by BOAU) : Bver/wa , where BOAO is

the ripple strength on the magnetic axis. Choosing A0 : 0.003 and in}; : 16 cm, the

model fits quite well the ripple strength obtained from more detailed calculations done
on ASDEX Upgrade. In ASDEX Upgrade, the number of toroidal coils is NC = 16 and,
thus, the magnetic ripple has a 16—fold periodicity in the toroidal coordinate. The radial
electric field is given in a polynomial form E, = on + clp+ egp2 + 03,93, depicted in Fig. 1.
The coefficients were chosen so that the profile resembles the experimental profile of E,
measured in DIII—D after an L-H transition (see. Fig. 7 in Ref. [5]). We have even
allowed a small region inside the separatrix where E, turns positive (outward). This

corresponds to an E x B—drift that is in the same direction as the VB-drift and, thus,
that is detrimental to the particle confinement. If the separatrix is further in, so that E,

remains always negative inside the plasma, the favorable effects presented in this paper
are further magnified.

Results. In Fig. 2 we show the neutral particle flux as a function of toroidal (W)
and poloidal (6) angle. The signal is collected on a 20 >'( 20 grid that maps the region of
interest. Because of the 16qld periodicity of the system, it is sufficient to look at just one

coil period, 0 < gt“ < Ari) : 1%. The. pitch, 5 = all/v, of the ions contributing to the signal

satisfies the condition |§| < 0.07, and their kinetic energy, 6, is between 5 and 15 keV.
I Here, “H is the ion’s velocity parallel to the magnetic field, and v is the total velocity at the

moment of neutralization. With the present ripple parameters, this guarantees that the
detected ions are either ripple-trapped, or they are banana particles near their turning

" points. Figure 2a, with E. = 0, exhibits a significant depletion of particles near the

bottom of the magnetic well due to the fast VB —drift losses. Near the coils the detector
monitors banana particles for which the ripple—trapping is less probable. Therefore, this

region of phase space remains reasonably densely populated, and the signal level is 10—20

times higher. Poloidally, the signal is enhanced on the lower half due to the downward

convection of the ripple—trapped ions [7].
As shown in Fig. 2b, when a. non~uniform E, is introduced to the plasma, the signal

depression around the bottom of the magnetic well not only disappears but now the signal

has its maximum value there. That the signal from the rippleTtrapped ions now exceeds

that from the banana-trapped ions can be understood as follows: In the absence of Er,

due to the very narrow neutral density profile, most of the (IX-detector signal originates

from the very edge of the plasma, where the drift losses efficiently deplete not only the

ripple-trapped ions but also banana ions near the ripple—banana boundary. A negative

E, with wide enough profile to afl‘ect the orbits of ions residing further inside the plasma
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contributes an additional drift that opposes the VB—drift and, consequently, bends the

orbits of these ions outward and, eventually, upward. Therefore, such a radial electric

field can force ions from further in to enter the line-of-sight of the detector. Because there

are much more ions at these smaller radii, the signal increase due to E, can dominate the

local signal from the banana-trapped ions.
Figure 2c gives the ratio of the neutral flux in the presence of ET to the flux in the

absence of the field, -i.e., the ratio of flux in Fig. 2b to that in Fig. 2a. Clearly, the

ions that are most sensitive to E,, reside in the ripple—trapped part. of the phase space.

Therefore, the presence of a radial electric field can be best observed by monitoring ions

near the bottom of the ripple well, for poloidal angles slightly below the mid—plane and,

thus, the movable CX—detector on ASDEX Upgrade can monitor the optimal part of the

phase space.

In Fig. 3 we show the time evolution of the neutral flux in response to an abrupt-

onset of ET at t : 1 ms. The detector monitors ions with lél < 0:07, W] < 0.5 red, 5 keV
< S < 15 keV, and 0.25 rad< ¢* < 0.35 red (with the magnetic well at d)“ w 0.3 rad).

According to Fig. 2, this window corresponds to ions that are most sensitive to E,. The

simulation is started well before the onset of the field to obtain stationary conditions,

and new ions are born steadily throughout the simulation. Also the time evolution in

the absence of E, is shown (dotted line). Before E, is turned on, only a weak signal is

observed but, at t = 1 ms, a fast growth is observed for the E7, 7s 0 -curve, while the curve
corresponding to the fieldless case remains at the low level. Constrained by the statistical

accuracy of the simulation, the signal growth can be characterized by a. response time

of about 50 ,us to the field onset. Collisional effects alone are not sufficient in explaing

the fast time response to the radial electric field, and some other mechanisms must be

involved. Indeed, solving the relevant. Fokker—Planck equations for the rippleblocked ion

distribution [6], the fast convective drift of the ripple-blocked ions from the inner. well—

filled ripple-orbits to the depletion region is found to be responsible for the fast growth

of the ripple-blocked ion distribution by the onset of the‘radial electric field {8]
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1

Abstract: The multivalued balance between loss of fast ions from the plasma bound-
ary and the neoclassical return current has been proposed to be a reason for L-H transition.
By fully toroidal Monte Carlo calculations it is shown that loss cone structure is remark—
ably modified by strong radial electric field. Effect of the collisionality and direction of
the magnetic field to the bifurcation conditions are discussed.

Introduction: In tokamak plasmas, fast increase of the radial electric field E, is
observed near the plasma edge in the context of an L-H transition. The shear flow asso-
ciated with ET is believed to suppress fluctuations responsible for anomalous transport.
According to one proposal, the multivalued balance between the non-ambipolar loss of fast
ions from the plasma boundary and the neoclassical return current could be the reason
for the spontaneous transition from low to high electric field. In this work, the ion orbit
loss as a function of radial electric field in ASDEX Upgrade geometry is investigated using
a fully toroidal Monte Carlo code ASCOT (3D in space and 3D in velocity) [1]. Exact
guiding~center orbit trajectories are evaluated, and the loss cone is determined from the
condition of intersection of the orbit with the divertor plates or wall structure. Influence
of the strong radial electric field to the loss cone structure is presented for thermal and
high energy tail particles. Neoclassical return current'is calculated with analytical model
and it is compared with the ion orbit loss flux. Analysis is done for both directions of
toroidal magnetic field and for different temperatures.

Numerical model: With Monte Carlo simulations, the loss of ions of a Maxwellian
distribution near the separatrix is determined as a function of 13,. In simulations, constant
Er(p) = wc/dp is used, to simplify the problem. Here, {12 is electrostatic potential and p
is the flux surface label normalized to the value on separatrix. (1n tests with more realistic
profiles, orbit squeezing due to negative dE/dp [2] was found to decrease losses. However,
this elfect is not remarkable as already noted in [3].) Ensemble of particles with initially
local thermal velocity is followed and the particles which are lost due to their orbit width
are registered. The lost particles are weighted with the number which corresponds to the
relative phase Space volume of the initial position of the particle. From the cumulated
number of lost particles, loss current density can be determined as an cumulation velocity
divided by the flux surface area. Stationary background temperatures and densities are
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Figure 1: Loss cone for thermal and tail particles as ti function of radius and energy

assumed. Coulomb collisions are present, including pitch angle scattering and velocity
diffusion.

Neoclassical return current density is calculated using expression [4]

\/7_rnT£2 T 17, 0M) ._ f 9,EB
Brta (E C(n #7 ) Bgi ”)6 k a (1)J, =

where n, T and cm are local ion density, temperature and thermal velocity, respec-
tively, r, E B and Ba are minor radius, inverse aspect ratio, total magnetic field and the
poloidal component of the magnetic field, respectively, E'r is radial electric field, 6 is ele-

mentary charge, I)! = g in the plateau regime, U" is the mean velocity along the magnetic

field and differentiation with respect to the radius is denoted by prime.
Results: Background data of Asdex Upgrade discharge 8044 is used. Near the sep—

aratrix density and temperature profiles of the background ions and electrons on equator

are approximately n,T('r) = n,T(rm) + (r — r,,,,,)n’,T’ with magma) : 1.2 x 1019 m~
T3473“) : 120 eV, n.’ m —4 x 10mm“ and T' % ~6keV/m. Values a. = 0.5 m, R = 1.65
m, I_,, = 1 MA and B, = —2.5 T are used for minor and major radius, plasma current

and toroidal magnetic field on the axis, respectively. Negative B, means that VB drift is
downwards, which is, towards the X—point.

In Fig. 1, loss cone of thermal 120 eV, and 2 keV tail particles is presented as a
function of radius and pitch angle. Analysis is done by calculating the trajectories in the
absence of collisions for particles initially on outboard equator. Simulation is done in the
absence and presence of constant strong radial electric field. For E, = 0, loss happens for
for positive pitch angles, i.e., for particles which due to VB drift shift outwards from the
launching point. For energetic particles with larger banana width, loss cone penetrates
deeper into the plasma. With E, : —80 kV/rn positively poloidally directed E X B
drift. is strong enough to turn particle first to direction where VB drift moves particles
to inner flux surfaces. No loss orbits were observed. When Er : +80 kV/m, in case of
thermal particles, loss cone is shifted to particles with negative pitch angles, i.e., particles
which in the absence of E, are confined. Here again, E x B drift changes the direction
of poloidal motion. Now, the particles leaving from equator with “H < [1, are lost to outer
divertor plate. For energetic particles situation is qualitatively different. For pitch angles
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5 < —-0 2, due to their high energy, direction of poloidal motion is not reversed. However,

E still shifts and enlarges the loss cone.

In Fig:r 2, ion orbit loss flux in the presence of Coulomb collisions is calculated

Simulation is done for both directions of toroidal magnetic field B; = :l:2.5 T. To get
three different collisionalities. the temperature data is multiplied by factors k = 0.5,
l and 2 corresponding to edge temperatures, T5ep : 60, 120 and 240 eV, respectively.

Neoclassical return current is calculated for fluid velocity U” 2 0. At strong collisionality,
the ion loss current and the neoclassical return current have their L—mode root at low
electric field. Reducing the collisionality does not remove this root. In contrast, the
return current increases and the loss current reduces, which implies at low collisionality

a stable L—mode root even at lower electric field. This analysis was done on separatrix.
When going inside the separatrix, nonrambipolar ion orbit loss flux decrease fast and, at

the same time, return current obtained from Eq.( 1) would increase with increasing density
and temperature.

Conclusions: In this work, effect of the strong radial electric field to the loss cone
structure and to the amount of the ion orbit loss current was found remarkable. An inward
electric field was found to decrease ion orbit loss with both directions of Bi. It should he.
noted that the loss current does not fit the analytical expression of Shaing [5] (as already
noted in [3]), where the loss was independent of the sign of E... The ambipolarity of the
loss current and the neoclassical return current obtained from Eq.(1) has not been found
to produce bifurcated solutions for E, as the edge plasma becomes less collisional. In order
to check the validity of this calculation. the direct calculation of the return current from
the Monte Carlo simulations and with the 3D Fokker-Planck code [6] is in progress. Also.
the inclusion of an anomalous radial ion diffusivity may be important for the calculation
of the loss current, because the filling of the loss cone should be determined by the total

diffusion of the ions in the configuration Space for which the temperature dependence may
be different than for the neoclassical diffusion simulated by ASCOT here.
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Temporal Behavior of Detached Divertor Plasmas‘
T.D. Rognlien,” M.E. Rensink,“ GD. Porter,“ and F. Wising")

((1) Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94551 USA
(b) Inst. EM Field Theory, Chalmers Univ. Tech, Gotburg, SWEDEN

1. Introduction and Model
In predicting the behavior of tokamak divertor plasmas in future devices such as

ITER, it is common to seek steady-state solutions to simplify the parameterization
and understanding of the results, and to ensure that such a divertor solution could be
maintained for a long discharge pulse. A summary of recent results for ITER is given in
Ref. [1,2] where it is discussed that non~steady detached plasma solutions are found with
the BZ/EIRENE code [3] that appear to have long timescales. However, the timestep
restriction imposed by the numerically explicit coupling between the plasma and the
Monte Carlo neutrals makes it difficult to follow solutions to long times (~ 1 sec). We
present results for times of ~ 1 sec or greater using the UEDGE transport code which
couples the fluid plasma and a fluid neutral models implicitly, thereby allowing large
timesteps [4]. We use these results to identify the origin of the long-time behavior,
Show that appropriate pumping can lead to steady states, and argue that a particle
pinch term is needed to control the detached plasma solutions. At the same time, these
results confirm the existence of possible detached solutions for ITER parameters via
impurity injection as described in Ref. [1,2].

The 2-D UEDGE transport code is described in references given in an overview
paper [4]. The code implements the two-fluid Braginsldi equations for the hydrogenic
plasma with classical transport parallel to the magnetic field, B, and anomalous cross-
field transport. The hydrogen gas is described by a parallel Navier—Stokes model. Im-
purities are represented by either a fixed-fraction (FF) model which neglects spatial
transport or a multi—species (MS) model which allows spatial transport of the different
impurity charge states assuming classical parallel transport and anomalous cross-field
transport. Both models include chargeexchange recombination by hydrogenic gas.

The computational domain shown in Fig. 1 contains a. region slightly inside the
separatrix and the scrape-of? layer (SOL) to the outside. Both orthogonal and vertical
divertor plates have been used, and here we focus on simulations of the outer—half domain
shown by the dashed line. For standard conditions, we assume 100 MW from the core
to the outer—half SOL, core—edge densities of ~ 5 X 1019 111—3, radial density diffusion
of D = 1/3 mzs“ and energy diffusion of x = 1/2 mgs'l. Plate recycling is 100% with
no pumping at the side walls unless noted.

2. Simulation Results
The effect of impurity transport is illustrated by comparing results using the FF

model with those from the MS model shown in Fig. 2 with an orthogonal plate for three
core-boundary concentrations of neon [levels in a) and h) differ]. Here the radiated
power density is integrated radially and toroidally, and plotted versus poloidal distance.
Note that the FF model shows a roughly linear increase in power with concentration
and that the radiation is localized to the divertor leg (at > 12 m). The MS model shows
a nonlinear increase of power with core-boundary concentration because of transport
and requires a higher concentration to obtain the same power as the FF model.

As the neon is increased for zero core particlecfiux boundary conditions, the FF
model shows strong, sustained oscillations for a concentration of 0.2%, which is when
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plasma detachment occurs across the plate. These oscillations are shown in Fig. 3, and
have the characteristic described in Ref. [5], except that here strong impurity radiation
near the x-point also plays a role (note x—point in Fig. 2). The MS model does not show
similar oscillations as it passes into detachment for our parameters,

As the impurity level is increased for fixed hydrogen density at the core boundary
(71,; = 5 x 1019 m4), here illustrated by results for the MS model with 0.8% neon and
a. vertical plate, the divertor plasma evolves deeply into detachment as the ionization
front moves toward the x—point. This is shown in Fig. 4 by the electron temperature
(Ta) contours at two times; the i0nization front occurs near Te 3 3 eV. The timescale
of this evolution can be understood from the fact that a nearly fixed current of 1 x
1023 particle/s flows across the core power owing to the fixed core—density boundary
condition. These particles become converted to neutral gas below the ionization front,
and serve to push the front toward the x—point. Given the divertor leg volume of 10 m3,
it takes about 0.4 s to fill the region with gas at the calculated density of ~ 4 X 1021 111—3.

We have obtained a steady state by pumping the hydrogen at the input rate of
1 x 1023 particle/s. However, the large core flux cannot be sustained by neutral beam
fueling. A second option is to use the zero coreuflux condition,‘but then the core]edge
density drops to lower values. We have also used a modest pinch term of ~ 3 m/s which
allows the core/edge density to be maintained. This same issue arises in the modeling of
SOL plasmas in present—day devices such as DIII—D. Here, the measured density profile
near the core boundary is typically significantly flatter than the simulation results [6]
and, correspondingly, the particle flux exceeds the neutral beam input. As for the ITER
simulations, this discrepancy could be remedied by a velocity pinch term or strongly
reduced D near the separatrix.

The effect of using the zero—flux core boundary conditions for a. range of densities
including attached and detached plasmas is shown in Fig. 5 for no impurities and a
vertical plate. When neon is introduced to increase the radiation loss, the core/edge
density curve decreases, thereby reducing the range of core densities where steady-state
solutions with zero core particle flux can be obtained without a pinch term.

We have also performed neon and carbon detached simulations which show time-
scales of several seconds, even for the zero hydrogen—flux case which reaches steady state
if the carbon density is fixed at the core. Howaver, as very few carbon ions reach the
plate for the detached plasma, the issue remains of how carbon gets removed from the
system to balance the chemical sputtering at the carbon plate.

Finally, while hydrogenic radiation is a dominant energy loss in the detached regime
for the previous cases, it is likely to be partially absorbed by the neutrals [7]. We thus
reduce the hydrogenic radiation by stages (factors of 0.5, 0.25, 0.1, O) for the MS case
with 0.8% neon. The detached state is still maintained with neon radiation becoming
dominant, and the ionization front widens toward the plate down to a reduction factor of
0.1. However, for no hydrogen radiation, the ionization front moves nearer the x—point.

3.‘ Summary

A series of ITER divertor transport simulations illustrate differences between the
FF and MS impurity models. Time-dependent simulations show that oscillatory solu«
tions can arise near the attached]detached transition for the FF model and that slow
time evolution occurs over the time required to fill a portion of the divertor volume with
gas; the latter can be driven by excessive core particle flux. Understanding and control—
ling these particle balance issues is essential for stable detached divertor operation.
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Long Mean Free Path Electron Heat Conduction Modifications

Peter J. Catto
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Plasma Science and Fusion Center

NW16-236, 167 Al'bauyrStreet, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

ABSTRACT
The Spitzer-Htirm parallel electron heat conductivity begins to fail even at surprisingly large
values of collisionality because the energy squared dependence of the mean free path results in
contributions from electrons not satisfying the short mean free path expansion. Exponentially
small, non-expandable modifications that cannot be retained in conventional treatments are

shown to cause the departure of transport from its Spacer-Harm value.
I. INTRODUCTION

The Braginskii [1] plasma transport coefficients begin to fail even at small values of the
ratio 7 defined as the mean free path of a thermal particle over the parallel temperature scale
length L, y = 1012T2(eV)lN(cm'3)L(crn), where T and N the plasma temperature and density
[2]. The Spitzer-Harm [3] electron heat transport coefficient, in particular, fails for 'y> 1/100.
The breakdown of fluid treatments occurs at these surprisingly large values of collisionality
because the Coulomb collision frequency falls off as l/v3 resulting in a energy weighted mean
free path A. proportional to the square of the energy E (A o: E2). This dependence causes the
heat conduction to be dominated by electrons with energies on the order of seven times the
thermal energy and energy weighted mean free paths roughly 50 times larger than those of
thermal particles. The values of yin the divertor region of current tokarnaks such as Alcator C-
Mod and Doublet Ill-D, as well as the expected values for H‘ER, can be as large as 1/10.

To investigate long mean free path modifications of the Spitzer electron heat
conductivity the approach of Krasheninnikov [4] is adopted by seeking self—similar solutions of
the model collision operator obtained from a high speed expansion of the full electron collision
operator. However, to simplify the coilision operator further the perpendicular distribution is
assumed Maxwellian and an integration over perpendicular speeds is employed to obtain a
collision operator depending only on the parallel velocity [5}. Both the physically relevant case
1 oc E2 and the artificial, but exactly soluble, case it we E are considered. Nonwexpandable,
exponentially small modifications to the electron heat conduction, preportional to expel/“(lax
that cannot be retained in conventional short mean free path treatments (7 << 1) are responsible
for the most‘important departure of the parallel transport from its Spitzer value. Because self-
similar variables are employed the modifications to the parallel heat conduction are lucal,
however, they are not of the form normally employed to limit the heat flux. .

II. KINETIC MODEL
Parallel electron transport in a constant magnetic field is modeled by the kinetic equation
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, (1)3f BE 3f v3 3 T 3fV”...__.L__C[f]— v [H +vf]
”53 m 3v" cffv3 av"—[|—v"{3 r11 av" 11

with f the electron distribution function, v” the parallel velocity, E“ the parallel electric field, 5
the distance along a magnetic field line, and e and m the magnitude of the charge and mass of
an electron. To make anaIytic progress the full electron Fokker-Planck collision operator has
been replaced by the simplified model collision operator of Ref. [5] which captures the main
qualitative features of the full collision operator The collision frequency in Eq. (1) is an
effective collision frequency veg: k0 41tNe4£nA I in2ve with k0: ko(Z) an ion charge

number Z dependent factor that will eventually be determined by demanding that the parallel
heat flux obtained by solving Eq. (1) recover the proper short mean free path result, N = fdvnf
the electron density, and the v‘3 = (Tlm)"2 electron thermal speed.

III. SELF-SIMILAR VARIABLES
‘ Even with the simplified collision operator, Eq. (1) can not be solved analytically for

general density and temperature profiles. To find analytically tractable solutions we seek self:
similar solutions of the form 7

_o_F (i) (2)
T“ (s)

with 0' = v" / |v"| and a a constant parameterizing the family of self-similar solutions and
2mvl,= -—v—v—. 3

2T(S) ( )
The notation Fe denotes that f(v,| > 0) = F+(§)/ Ta and f(vll <0) = F_(E_,)l T“. The use of
self-similar variables allows the partial differential equation in s and Val to be converted to a

second order ordinary differential equation. As a result, what would normally be a nonlocal
problem is converted into a local problem.

Defining
2T 3T 3T

= ——-—— = constant > 0 and 6E = ——K—-- , (4)
mzvefivg as u as

at (tenet t] o-
In terms of F6, Noel/T“ “2 giving yocOH's/Z/ds: constant. The constant K

determining the ambipolar electric field is found from the constraint that parallel electron

Eq. (1) becomes

particle flux F” vanish
“° 1 w 10=T=§dvvf= Edd ()oc—__. (6)I! u n aHa ti $765 Ta 1

men
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since number conservation, BI}, I as = 0 must be satisfied F“ = D. The parallel electron heat
flux q" is found from

m no 3 1 m
(in = “h l aVHf = WZGJdéiFat). (7)

2 -00 mT c 0
To obtain a finite value for qll , we will find that on > 2 since F.3 always develops an algebraic

tail 0c l/Efx, as might be anticipated from the streaming portion of Eq. (I) for g ——> m .

IV. SOLUTION FOR THE ARTIFICIAL CASE 7t cc E
By letting 1/ E, —> 1 in the collision term in Eq. (5) we obtain a differential having a

solution in terms of parabolic cylinder functions [6]: .
= F+ : KDa_1(z)exp(—z2/4)

F- = AD_a(t)exp(t2/4)
where Z = “(”2§+'Y—U2 “WW and t = 7112;: "7—1/2 _
small'corrections may be neglected everywhere except in the heat flux giving (i) the constants

K and A to be related by an)”2

Fa (3)
1/2 .Ky . For y<< 1 the exponentially

A = Kl"(0t)exp(—1ly) for F6 to be piecewise continuous at
E. = 0, (ii) the normalization from the density to be NT“ : n1/2c'yl—a ex («1127 + K), and I

(iii) the condition that particle flux vanish as K = “(Cl *" 2) ”“ (0l " 2) 2. Retaining the
exponentially small terms in the heat flux Where they are 0(ll'y) larger gives

_ (cosna)F(ot—2)exp(-l/Zy —K)

where [to = 25"2 Zil + (a — 2) ]/ 31WO recovers the Spitzer‘Harm heat flux [3] qSH as Y —> 0
and ya is the Z dependent quantity of Braginskii for a single ion species [I].

The heat flux (9) exhibits the non-expandable, exponential modification exp(—1/27)

(9)
1/2

which can enhance (e.g. 0L —) 2), limit (eg. on = 3), or not alter (e.g. or = 5/2) the heat flux!

V. THE PHYSICAL CASE 7t o: E2
In the actual case in which the mean free path is proportional to the energy squared, an

exact analytic solution of Eq. (5) is not possible. A WKB solution is adequate for F+, while a
matched asymptotic solution must be constructed for F_ by matching WKB solutions for 0 <
a < 7-1/2 and l/Z —ll2‘

However, because the matching is asymptotic the heat flux integrals can not be evaluated

< i; < 00 to a parabolic cylinder function solution about E = 'y

accurately enough to obtain a general analytic expression for q”. As a result, only incomplete
results can be given. In this 7L «x E2 case k0 = 8Z/37cyD recovers qsg as 'l’ —-> 0.

As 0t —9 2 no flux limiting occurs because the distribution function develops an
extended tail which dominates the non-Spitzer—H'rirm contribution to the heat flux, giving ’

q" L154 exp(—2’371/2) } (10>(It—)2 4(26)U2’YSI4(02—2)

For ct = 3 only an approximate expression for qt, Can be diseerned which is of the form
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1/2exp(—2/37 )
q sq 1-————S(7). 11:1 SH{ 8nl/275/4 ( )

with 8(7) an undetermined function of 'Y. A choice for S that gives remarkably good agreement

with the numerical results of Ref. [7], as shown by the comparison in Table I, is
1/16 1/16

_ 7 1+ 75(7) — 1__ 71/3 “ gn[1_71/16] (12)

V]. DISCUSSION
Modifications thal depend exponentially on the inverse square root of the thermal mean

free path and, therefore, are not possible to retain in short mean free path treatments are found
to be responsible for the depamire of transport from its Spitzer—Harm value.
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TABLE I. Comparison between the numerically obtained parallel electron heat flux
mormalized to the free streaming value qfs= NT(2T/m)“2 for self-similar profiles from Ref.
[7] and the approximation of Eqs. (11) and (12) with the electric field adjusted to make the

particle flux vanish for at = 3. In the table 7mm 2 7kg.

qII/qfs 2:1 2:3 Z=10
'Ynum numeric Eq. (1 1) numeric Eq. (11) numeric Eq. (1 1)

0.001 0.0041 0.0042 0.0027 0.0027 0.0012 0.0012

0.01 0.045 0.042 0.029 0.027 0.013 0.012

0.1 0.27 0.27 0.21 0.23 0.12 0.10
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On Structural Stability of Impurity Radiation Front
S. I. Krasheuinnikov. A. A. Batishcheva, and D. J. Sigmar

MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Abstract. The behavior of 2D radiation front in a tokamak divertor can explain following
experimental observations: a) a jump of impurity radiation region from the target to the X-point
after transition to detached regime, b) easier access to detached divertor regime for vertical target
(forcing the formation of V-shaped radiation front) in comparison with horizontal one (C—Mod).
In addition it suggests that neutral gas bypassing in the divertor, providing increased energy
dissipation in the "wings'fi can be very beneficial for the formation and control of V-shaped
radiation front by enhancing impurity radiation loss in the core of the SOL plasma.
Introduction. Energy loss due to impurity radiation plays an important role in the physics of
such interesting phenomena as: regimes with MARFE [l] and radiative and detached divertor
regimes [2, 3] in tokamalc plasmas. Even though the effects of energy radiation loss on tokarnak
plasma were investigated theoretically quite intensively, the nonlinear stages were mainly treated
analytically in 1D approximation while the application of 2D codes requires a very good spatial
resolution which is not always available. Here we consider both analytically and numerically the
impact of 2D effects on impurity radiation fronts in a tokamak SOL plasma.
Equations. We analyze a 2D diffusion-reaction equation for a slab model of a tokamak
divertor region assuming that heat conduction is the dominant mechanism of energy transport:

axm axT)+ay[xp eff) = R(T,x), (1)
where T is the plasma temperature: K and y are the "radial" and "poloidal" (along the magnetic
flux surface) coordinates; KP =(BP/B)2 (“(T) and KL(T) are the poloidal and radial heat
conduction coefficients. The function R('I‘, it) describes the impurity radiation and models the
peaked impurity emissivity at low temperatures by assuming R(T,x)> 0 in a small interval STR
around the temperature TR so that R behaves somewhat like a delta function. In Eq. (1) we
neglect the influence of perpendicular heat conduction on poloidal heat flux assuming that
KC?) 5 Kp(T)/ 1c l(T)>>1 in the temperature range of interest. However, we will see that high
KP(T) results in a strong poloidal extension of the front and in a sharp radial variation of the
temperature within the front which can lead to a strong impact of radial transport on the radiation
loss in spite of the inequality K(T)>>1. We will find that the role of radial transport is sensitive
to the temperature dependence of the function K(T).

Qualitative estimates. To begin, we make a qualitative estimate of the impact of radial and
poloidal heat conduction on the radiation loss without taking into account any specific
geometrical factors. Assume that the radiation function does not depend on x, and the V—shaped
radiation front (defined by T(x,y) 2 TR) has a poloidal length length L and a radial extent w.
Assuming that the radial broadening of the SOL mainly occurs in the hot upstream region, the
relation between L and w, found from Eq. (1), is (L/w)2 ~ K(Tup)>>1, where Tup>>TR is

the plasma temperature in that upstream hot region. The radiation loss from the front, WR, can
be written as WR = LID,R(TR)I A(§)d§ where A and Lm, are the width and toroidal length of
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the radiation front (A<<w, L), and we introduce the E. coordinate to integrate along the
projection of the front in the (x, y) plane. We estimate A and WR for the cases when either
poloidal or radial heat transport is dominant within the front and the radiation of the heat flux
entering the front is nearly complete. From Eq. (l) we find the front width in the poloidal
direction, 5p = (STRKP(TR)/R(TR)) , when KP(T) is dominant: and the front width in the
radial direction, :5i = (STRKi(ml/12010)”? when xi (T) dominates Recall that the front
is very extended along the poloidal coordinate ( L>>w) so that it makes (on average) a small
angle ~ w/L to poloida] direction and is approximately perpendicular to radial direction. Thus,
we find A -> A], ~ ( w/L)5P for the case when poloidal transport is dominant within the front,
and A —) AL I: 8i for the radial case. and, finally, Wl/Wg) ~ At/Ap ~m,
where W? (Vi/(RM) is the radiation loss for the case when poloidal (radial) transport is
dominant within the front. Since the actual front width and radiation loss are determined by both
poloidal and radial transport we can estimate WR e wg’h wig) and A ~ Ap+ AL. Then one
finds that the impact of xpfl‘) and Ki (T) on the radiation loss and front width is determined
by the function K(T) : KP(T)/KJ_(T). When K(T) increases (decreases) with increasing T then
both WR and A are determined by radial (poloidal) heat transport. As a result of the radial
conduction induced widening of the front the radiation loss is much higher [5] than the estimate
from Ref. [4] where only tsp (T) was taken into account in the radiation front. Kp(T) o: T512
and KL(T) x 'l"1 (Klznxy, xizconst. and n be 1/T) result in K(T) a: T7”. Then from Eq.
(3) we find that for Tup ~ 100 eV and TR ~6 eV the effect of KL (T) on the radiation from
width results in a more than 100 fold increase in the radiation loss.

‘ ZD fronts. To obtain quantitative solutions of Eq. (I) in the divertor region in a slab
approximation (see Fig. l) we use as boundary conditions fixed temperature Tl at the target
(y=0), and a prescribed radial profile of the poloidal component of the heat flux,
qy(x.y) = —Kp ByT, at the upstream boundary: qy(x,y =Ld)=-qL(x) S0, where Ld is the
poloidal extent of the divertor region. We will assume that '1“ << TR << qL(x)Ld /Kp(TR ) , so
that the radiation region is always located within the slab O<y<Ld. We analyze the case when
qL(x) and R(’l‘,x) vary slowly in the radial direction, which is relevant to a divertor region,
and any tie-distribution of the poloidal heat flux profile due to radial heat conduction between
upstream and the radiation front is weak, qy(x,y) =-qL(x) which results in inequality
w/et) S (K(TL(x)))‘”2. where w is the radial scale length of qL(x) and R(T,x), and
2“ (x) is the distance from the front to upstream boundary.

Consider the situation when the radiation of the heat flux qL(x) is practically complete
Wt<< qL). Then assuming a weak radial variation of qL(x) and R(T,x) we can treat the
radiation from yR(x) (corresponding to the solution T(x,yR)=TR) in a local approximation as
a straight line making an angle ‘4‘ to y direction as shown in Fig. 1. Notice that radial heat
conduction affects re-distribution of the heat flux only at the radiation front where the radial
gradients are strong. Taking into account the effects of both poloidal and radial heat conduction
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and integrating Eq. (1) normal to the radiation front we find that complete radiation occurs when

[9y—RJZ = {(QLU‘D2 - (QP(X))2}/(QL(X))2' (1)dx

{(21.00}2 = 2 JKP(T)R(T.x)dT. (Qi(x))2 = ZTKL(T)R(T.X)dT. and tanv = (dyR/dx)“.
0 0

Interestingly, Eq. (2) allows a sign switch in dyR/dx which may occur at either a maximum or
minimum of yR(x). In practice such a sign switch in dyR ldx is only possible at a minimum of
yR(x). The maximum of the radiation front can only be located near the target or at the
upstream boundary and corresponds to qL(x) = Qp(x). The transition of Max( yR ()0) between

these two locations occurs either as a real bifurcation (caused by radial redistribution of the
poloidal heat flux) and results in a jump of Max(yR(x)), or as a fast shift of Max(yR(x)).
Below we do not distinguish between these two cases and refer to them as to a bifurcation.

We can find a constraint on the existence of the radiation front with complete radiation of
the heat flux qL(x) >Qp(x) which is imposed by the poloidal length of the divertor and
because of the finite value of (dyR /dx)2:

x: 1/2i{[(qL(x))2 -(Qp<x>)2]/(Qi<x))2} dx 2 2Ld. <3)
"I

where qL > Qp for x1 < x < x2. When Eq. (3) is satisfied a V-shaped, radial heat conduction
widened (even though KJ.<< KP) front can be formed resulting in complete radiation of even
high heat flux qL(x) >> Qp (x). Notice, that in 1D case it is only possible to radiate qL S Qp.
Front evolution. We consider the evolution of the radiation front when the magnitude,

R(T) ac R0, of the radiation function increases for a smooth. periodic (in the radial direction)

profile ofheat flux qL(x) as shown in Fig. 2 (qmins qL(x) s qmax, and qmin << qmax). At
low R0, radiation of the heat flux is incomplete even for qL (x) = qmin and the radiation front
stays very close to the target (curve a). When R0 reaches the level where qmax >>QP S qmin ,

bifurcation of the front in the regions with qL(x) : qmjn occurs and two scenarios of the
subsequent front evolution are possible. The first scenario ("jump") corresponds to the case
when inequality (3), written as an integral over the period of qL(x). is satisfied. Then,
bifurcation in the regions with qL(x) = qmin (see Fig. 3 were the bifurcation of Max(yR(x))

found from numerical solution of Eq. (1) for qL(x) shown in Fig. 2.) triggers formation of a

strongly shaped, radial conduction widened radiation front leading to complete radiation of the

heat flux qLOt) = qmax>> Qp. As a result, the entire radiation front jumps to the upstream
region (curve b). The second scenario ("gradual“) corresponds to the case when inequality (3) is
not satisfied. Then bifurcation of the radiation from occurs only in regions with qmax>>
qL(x) ~ Cimin . Outside these regions the radiation is weak and qt = qLUt). With a further
increase of R0 the regions with incompletely radiation shrink and gradually disappear resulting

in the formation of a V shape from which radiates the heat flux qL(x) a q>> Qp (curve c).

interpretation of tokamak experiments. The experiments show that during the transition
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from a radiative to a detached divertor regime the impurity radiation region shifts abruptly away
from the target to the X—point [2]. Recall that near the separatn'x (x=0) both qL(x) and Ro(x)
reach their maximum values and decrease as one moves away from the separatrix to the "wings"
of the profiles, it ~ xw. For typical experimental conditions the heat flux is Very high near the
separatrix where most of the heat flux streams to the target. F(0)>>1, where F(x) 2

qL(x)/QP(R0(X)). This high heat flux can only be radiated by fomu'ng a V shaped radiation
front with radial heat conduction setting the front width. Then, as in the preceding example, two
scenarios of the front evolution can be envisioned as R0 increases. A “jump" scenario, similar
to experimental observations, Occurs when inequality (3) is satisfied first and then F()_tw) a 1,

corresponding to relatively high heat flux at the "wings", F(xw)/F(0)> (w K(TR})/Ld.
Another way to assist formation of a V shaped front having strong radiation loss is to use
geometrical effects due to the sidewalls and the target. The target may be turned in a such a way
that it will make a grazing angle with separatrix magnetic flux surface (SMS), a so—called

”vertical" target [3]. For a "vertical“ target radial heat conduction enhancement of radiation loss

is automatically switched on due to the grazing angle between the SMS and the target. It results
in radiation loss increase and may explain the easier access to detached divertor regimes for a
"vertical" target configuration as compared to a “horizontal" one as observed in experiments {3].

Acknowledgments. The authors thanks 1’. J. Catto for many helpful discussions and useful
comments. Work is performed under the USA DOE grant DE-FGOZ—92ER-54109 at MIT.
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Abstract
We have constructed a new powerful high heat flux plasma device, NAGDIS—II (NAGoya

university Divertor plasma Simulator ~11), to investigate edge plasma physics in fusion devices.
High density plasmas generated by the powerful dc discharge with a sophisticated hot cathode
assembly are heated by slow ion cyclotron wave resonance using four phasedan'ay loop anten~
nas coupled to the plasma column. Such a high heat flux plasma generator and strong
differential pumping system make it possible to do a comprehensive investigation on plasma ~
gas interactions in a steady state.

Table | Plasma parameter in NAGDIS‘II
1_ Introduction Discharge Gas hydrogen, Helium, Argon

4 Plasma Length 2.3m1 t eIt IS p armed o. mploy detached plasma Plasma Realms 0‘0“ mam
concept for engineering destgn act1v1ty (EDA) of Magnet“; Held gmngm t 0251»
International Thermonuclear EXperimentaI Pmma Density 5 6x10‘9m’3
Reactor (ITER) to reduce a peak heat load onto *0" Taiwamlure ~ 508V (mooted)

. . . . 1 ~ 10the diveitor plate. The linear divertor Simulators Elem" Tampa“ ""3 W
. . . Heat Flux onto Target — 10tln2 (expected)have been used for investigation on the

fundamental physics of interactions between Table II Specification of RF power source
. Power Source SIT Inverterhigh heat flux plasmas and neutral gases, but Frequmy 0'5 ~1~5MHZ

their plasma parameters are not relevant to those mum power 55m In cw
expected in the next generation fusion devices; (Sum on Power Supplies) BOkW in 15 Pulse
In order to do a comprehensive study on plasma Phase Control 0 ~ 21:
detachment in the high heat flux plasmas, We Outputlmpedance < 0-19
have constructed a new linear divertor simulator,
the NAGDIS-II.

2. Divertor Plasma Simulator, NAGDIS-H
Schematic diagram of the NAGDIS—H, is shown in Fig. 1. This

device consists of a DC plasma source, a RF heating assembly, a

Table ill Diagnosllc system
Scanning probes (3 sets)

Flush-muted Langmuir probe array

Optical multichannel analyzer (OMA)

Spectrometer (750mm)
Fabry-Perei interferometer
Quadruple mass analyzer
with Energy analyzer
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Fig. I Schematic-ofDiverror Plasma Simulator. the NAGDIS—II

differential pumping system and powerful
diagnostic systems.
a) DC plasma source

Plasmas are produced in a steady state by
the sophisticated dc plasma source as shown
in Fig. 2, which is designed to improve the

ionization efficiency using a cusp magnetic
configuration and a heated La36 disk cathode
[1]. A generated high density plasma ( § 6
x1019m'3) is introduced into thc'rf heating
region in the steady state magnetic field up to
0.25T. The major plasma parameters are
shown in Table I.
b) RF heating system

Four phased—array loop antennas set in the
rf heating regions are excited by Static
Induction Transistor (SIT) inverter RF
sources, providing 4x14kW in CW and
4x20kW in lsec pulse at a frequency range
from 0:5 through 1.5MH2, Slow ion cyclotron
waves in the magnetic beach‘configuration
can produce a perpendicular ion heating as

77
L336 cathode .l Water cooling

W—l“

lermedlate " Anode (Cu)

' mm
It View port

(or last scanning probe)

Fig 2 Schematic diagram ofplasma source region

well as a longitudinal electron heating using
two power supplies for magnetic coils [2].
Specification of RF power sources is summa-
rized in Table 11. ‘
c) Pumping system

Neutral pressure (P11) in the divertor test re-
gion can be changed from lmTorr to ZOmTorr
by controlling a pumping speed and puffing a
neutral gas from the end of the chamber



independently of the pressure (~ lTorr) in the
plasma source region by the pOWerful
differentiai pumping system, consisting of the
orifice which divides the source and the
divertor test regions, and the two turbo
molecular pumps (2000 liters/sec). These
pumping and fuelling systems make the stable
plasma—gas interaction experiments possible.
d) Diagnostic system

Satisfactory diagnostic systems are
employed in NAGDIS—II as shown in Table
III. The experimental data is accumulated by '
CAMAC system.

3. Experimental Results of Plasma-Gas ‘
Interactions

Some interesting results obtained in
detached plasma experiments have been
performed by measuring the ion flux and
visible light emission at two positions
(upstream and downstream) along the mag--
netic field (See Fig. 1).

3-] Helium plasmas with helium neutral gas
pufiing
Figure 3 ShOWS a spectrum of the visible

light emissions from detached plasmas in the
downstream at a helium gas pressure Pn ~
5.4m'I‘orr by feeding helium neutral gas in the
test region. Line emission from highly excited
levels of helium atoms up to n=21 and
continuum spectrum were clearly observed
[3]. This result indicates three-body and
radiative recombinations near the target with
puffing helium neutral gas. The detailed
analysis of the spectrum gives very low
electron temperature less than 0.5eV. The
electron energy less is caused by energy
transfer to the neutral through the elecu'onwion
energy relaxation and charge erichange [4].
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3-2 Helium plasmas with hydrogen molecular
puffing
Importance of the molecular activated

recombination (MAR) processes for plasma
detachment have been pointed out by
Krasheninnikov er. a1. [5, 6]. To demonstrate
the MAR effects on plasma detachment, the
helium plasma in almost the same conditions
as previous experiment without secondary gas
puffing, but the initial helium pressure Pn is
kept to be SmTorr by adjusting the pumping
speed of turbo molecular pumps. Then, the
helium or hydrogen gases are puffed
additionally. Figure 4 shows the spectra of
visible light emissions from 310 to 370nm in
wavelength observed in the downstream
region with hydrogen (solid line) or helium
(dashed line) gas puffing at a total pressure Pn
~ 6.5mT. For pure helium plasma, continuum

b and a series of visible line emission from
highly excited helium neutrals due to the
conventional radiative and three-body
recombinations were observed as shown by
the dashed line in Fig. 4. On the other hand,
when hydrogen gases Were introduced into the
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Fig. 3 Emission spectrafrom downstream location
at 5.4m? in neutral pressure (solid line) and at
1.0mT (dashed line) on 5.93:: in exposure time. The
downstream location lies well into the detached
region at 5.4mT.



helium plasma, the spectrum is changed
dramatically as shown by the solid line in Fig.
4. There are neither clear continuum nor a
series of visible line emissions from highly
excited levels, so that the radiative and three—
body recombination processes are not
dominant in this plasma condition. However,
we have observed a strong reduction of the ion
flux along the magnetic field line as shown in
Fig. 5. Careful comparison of the observed
helium Balmer spectra from the detached
recombining helium and hydrogen mixture
plasmas with the generalized Collisional
Radiative Atomic Molecular Data (CRAMD
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310 320 330 340 350 350 370
Wavelength [nm]

Fig. 4 Spectrum from detached helium plasma with
hydrogen (solid line) and helium (dashed 1ine)puff-
ing at Pn ~ 6.5m? on 53cc in exposure time.
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Fig. 5 Ion particle flux in detached helium plasma
at Fri ~ 6.5mT in hydrogen pufiing. Closed and open
circles indicate upstream and downstream dam, re-
spectively.
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code) [6] indicates that the population of the
atomic levels with relatively low principal
quantum numbers can be well explained by
taking the MAR effects into account. From
these results, we can conclude that the plasma
volumetric recombination coming from the
effective hydrogen MAR is a dominant
process for the reduction of ion flux and
plasma detachment in our helium and
hydrogen mixture plasmas.

4. Conclusion
For studies on plasma-gas interactions, a

new high heat flux liner divertor plasma simu—
lator, the NAGDlS—II, was constructed.
Helium and hydrogen plasmas were generated
with the sophisticated DC discharge source in
steady state. In high density helium plasmas
with helium gas puffing, the evidence of
three~body recombination was obtained

clearly in detached plasmas. Using hydrogen
molecules as a target gas, the molecular
activated recombination process is identified
to be dominant process. In future, extensive

studies on plasma~gas interactions would be
expected under very high heat flux conditions
in the NAGDIS-II.
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1 Introduction

The UMIST Linear System or ULS (figure 1) is a steady state linear plasma device. A

Demirkhanov source injects plasma at a density of 2 X 1015111‘3 into a 0.1Tesla axial

magnetic field, which confines the discharge to a 1 cm diameter beam, consisting of a hot

core of electrons at a temperature of 12 eV, and a directed beam of supersonic ions at an

energy of about 70 eV. The pressure is maintained at 5 x 10‘6 Torr by diffusion pumps.

The physics of the gas target divertor is investigated by inserting a. plate containing an

aperture half way along the 1.5m vacuum chamber, dividing it into two parts. The

interaction of the plasma stream with neutral gas at variable pressure up to 8mTorr in

this “gas target” chamber has been explored.

2 Particle trajectories and throughput
The electron core of the beam has a radius of about 3 mm, and occupies a potential well

about 10V deep, originally interpreted as that required for the electrostatic confinement

of ions whose Larmor radius exceeds that of the electrons. Such a beam, however, is

severely attenuated by passing through a straight walled orifice (leading to the gas target

chamber) of diameter 8 mm, with a maximum transmission of 34%, which increases only

slowly with orifice size to reach 90% for a tapered orifice of diameter 40 mm. This effect

arises because the ion trajectories extend much further from the core than expected: the

transverse ion energy is large, and exceeds the height of the potential barrier so that most

of the ions are confined magnetically. This explanation is supported by simulations of

the ion trajectories in the observed magnetic and electric fields. Numerical integration of

multiple ion paths shows that for ion energies of about 50 eV, the predicted variation of

transmission with orifice radius matches the observations well, reproducing the observed

difference between cylindrical and tapered apertures, see figure 2.
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3 Gas Target experiment

The downstream chamber is flooded with hydrogen to a pressure of up to 8 x 10—3 Torr.

Ions enter this chamber through a 14 mm diameter tapered orifice, with energies parallel to

the magnetic field of approximately 70 eV. The beam is observed to be attenuated (figure

3) with a scale length inversely proportional to the gas pressure, yet no broadening of the

beam can be detected (figure 4). The process is efiective down to pressures of 1mTorr,

and results using argon as the target gas were similar.

Considerable difliculty has been found in interpretation of the ion saturation current to a

Langmuir probe, since the ions in the gas target chamber have a two component velocity

distribution due to charge exchange. A technique based on the electron equation of motion

has been used to calculate that the density peaks at around 1019 1n'3.

Degradation of the ion beam, whether by elastic collisions or by charge exchange, is

predicted to lead to a build up of ions at the neutral gas temperature. In the absence of

recombination the slow ion density is governed by a balance equation of the general form:

ngV,
mob/1; = = 71-5 UsAe'; (1)

where suffixes b and 3 refer to beam and slow ions respectively, V8 is the volume occupied

by the slow ions with lifetime 7",, and o, is a characteristic velocity with which slow ions

escape from the system through an effective area A,,. Since the slow ion mean free path

is of the order of 1 cm, the slow ion loss is diffusive, and 'Us is the “diffusion speed”. The

absence of broadening suggests that the slow ions are well confined within the beam.

In this case, As is at most 2A;J as slow ions may be‘lost to both orifice and end plate,

and it can be shown that the slow ion density should rise to a value near 1021 111—3, two

orders of magnitude greater than our observations, (21 high slow ion density would totally

outweigh the fast ion contribution, and there would be no significant ambiguity in the

interpretation of the ion saturation current). Actually, three body recombination would

then limit the density to around 1020 m‘a, but this is still too large. It can be shewn that

the effect of the axial electric field, which is in the sense to enhance the loss rate, would

also only reduce the predicted density to about 102° m‘a, and that even consideration of

transverse diifusion (ignoring the lack of broadening) cannot account for the very low ion

density suggested by our results. On this basis it is beiieved that some anomalously fast

recombination process is operating.
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4 Numerical model

A numerical model aimed at improving understanding of the slowing down rate of ions

in the ULS gas target chamber is being deveiopedr Radial variations of the plasma

parameters are neglected leaving a one dimensional problem, although the requirement

that non—Maxwellian ion velocity distributions may be considered suggests an algorithm

solving a two dimensional phase space. A kinetic approach is justified since the ion~ion

mean free path, A,- = oun- ~ 50111 is much larger than the 500m gas target chamber.

The model assumes a sea of background neutrals unaffected by neutralsion interactions,

consistent with the large neutral density in the ULS.

A particle—inwell (PIC) code is used, the axial length of the chamber being divided into

finite spatial cells of fixed size. The range of ion velocities to be considered is similarly

discretised. Short time periods, are considered during which ion populations in these

phase space cells are redistributed, according to their velocities and collisional processes.

This procedure is iterated over multiple time periods, until a steady state axial density

distribution is reached. Collisions are implemented Monte—Carlo style, and include elastic

scatteringfl] and resonant and nonresonant charge exchange[2]. Greenland[3] points out

that the latter process is accelerated if a significant population of vibrationally excited

states, particularly :1 2 4 exist in the gas, and this is important since dissociative recom-

bination H; +6 —) 2H is very rapid. Unfortunately, numerical results suggest a high slow

ion density at equilibrium, as shown in figure 5.

5 Conclusions
Experiments in which a supersonic plasma beam in a uniform magnetic field is passed

through an orifice into a target chamber where the gas pressure can be raised have been

described. Characterisation of the electron and ion distributions has been achieved, lead-

ing to understanding of the flow rate through an orifice placed in the path of the plasma

stream. Attenuation of the ion saturation current in the gas target chamber cannot be

explained by cross field diffusion or recombination, and the size of the observed density

peak can not be reconciled with analytic or numericai predictions, even taking account

of nonresonant charge exchange scaling: an anomalously fast recombination process is in

effect. Two stage processes e.g. involving negative ions[4] lead to a nonlinear dependence

on the beam density, unless one of the steps is so rapid as to be cfiectively saturated.
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A model of hydrogen recycling and glow discharge
conditioning with graphite wall.
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1 Introduction

The response of carbon surfaces to a transient hydrogen flux, and methods of removing hy-

drogen from the surfaces are decisive for the density control in plasma devices with graphite

walls. One-dimensional models including trapping, detrapping, recombination and molecu-

lar reemjssion have been successful in describing ion beam implantation experiments {1, 2 ,

Zero dimensional models [2, 3] with one or more wall reservoirs exchanging particles with

the plasma are more convenient for modelling the hydrogen recycling in plasma experiments.

It is desirable if the zero-dimensional models can be made consistent with the more detailed

knowledge acquired from Well controlled beam experiments. However, it is necessary to bear

in mind that the flux densities in plasma experiments are typically many orders of magnitude

higher than in beam experiments. We present a zero»dimensional model designed to predict

the density evolution in RFP plasma discharges, the build—up of a trapped reservoir in the wall

and hydrogen removal by He glow discharge conditioning.

2 The Model

The model consists of five different reservoirs: trapped atoms N,, mobile atoms in the wall Na,

molecules in the wall Nm, neutral molecules in the plasma NP] and plasma ions Np. The particle

exchange betwoen the reservoirs is described by the set of equations:

fl = _& +2 . &
dt ’CP 125
do an limits- Na
dz _ t,- 2 1,, rm rpm},

dN N a , N
"E3 = 'Y‘l “ KiNa (N0 “NU '" 2KHAN; ‘KeaN! "i'I‘dNtYi +KH5¢H2NYI “up mp
d Nm: N2 KNN-mi’ld! r1 a'i" r2 (1 t Tm

dN, N7”— 2 meme _ M) w emf ~ KeaM — Known
P

The particle confinement time 1p is estimated from TE and probe measurements and calculated

with the empirical formula 1;, = 20+ 100%115 where 10 is 150 M, the ionisation speed 1,- is
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Figure 1 Density in shot nx5155. 7713 solid line is the simulated density and the dotted line is measured
by interferometry. The plasma parameter going into the simulation, 1,” irplarted against the right axis.

estimated to 20m from atomic data. The molecule diffusion time “cm is set to 10m and the

pomping speed 1:m is measured to 85 at p 2 lPa. Trapping frequency Kr, recombination
frequency between mobile atoms Kr], recombination between mobile and trapped atoms Krz,

hydrogen detrapping K1 and helium detrapping K33 are used as fitting parameters and are
compared with constants in the literature.

For the thickness of the accessible smface layer we consider an implantation range of ~ 403
corresponding to 60 eV implantation energy consistent with kg Te (a) = 128V, a typical result
from Langmuir probe measurements.

3 Results

The experiments have been carried out at the Extrap T2 reversed field pinch, a device with
dimensions a/R=0.18 tit/1.24 m. The inner wall of Extrap T2 is completely covered with tiles
of high density graphite. The partial pressures are measured with two mass spectrometers, one

at the main vessel and one differentially pumped for high pressure operation. The line average
densities are measured by interferometry.

Figures 1—4 show simulations with choice of parameters: K, : 2~ 10‘195‘1 (2.8- 10"m[1]},

Kn : 1.5- 10’19s'1 (7.5- 10-21[1]), K,2 = 7. 104%—1 (3.9. 10—23[2]), K4 2 3. 10-21 (4-
10"22 [4]) and K36 : 4' 10“21 (5 - 10'22[4]). The difference between the fitting parameters
used and those referred to can be up to a factor 20. This difference is not understood.
The discrepancy between the simulated and observed densities in figure 1 around 5 ms is due
to local thermal effects. The buildup of trapped hydrogen in the wall, as can be seen in figure 2
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results in increased plasma density during a series of RFP—discharges. Figure 4 shOWS that this
increase initially agrees with the increase observed. The model fails however in explaining

densities above 2.5 - 1019nr3. The number of removed trapped hydrogen atoms during 45

minutes of helium GDC, as can be seen in figure 3, corresrionds with the number of atoms
implanted in a series of 10 RFP~discharges.

At the higher fluxes during REP-discharges mobilemobile recombination dominates whereas
mobile—trapped recombination dominates at lower fluxes (GDC). This effect enables us to fix

the recombination frequencies with a higher accuracy.

4 Future Plans

To fm‘ther understand the thermal effects the model will be improved to deal with locally

increased thermal and particle flux due to modes locking to the wall. The existence of other sets
of parameters also resulting in good agreement With experimental data can not be excluded.
Further investigations of the parameter space will be performed.
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Abstract
The numerical analysis of a quasi-optical launcher of lower hybrid plasma

waves powered by an incident Gaussian beam is presented. An experimental
configuration which gives high values of the coupled power is proposed.

1. Introduction
Quasi-Optical Grills (QOG) have been introduced some years ago as a new

structure for launching of LH waves in tokamaks {1]. The quite simple excitation
of the structure, the enhancement of its robustness, the ability of cooling the front
face of Lower Hybrid Wave couplers to withstand reactor first wall conditions are
some of these attractive characteristics. The essential difficulty of these launchers
is the relatively low power coupling value of the layer of conducting rods placed in
proximity of the plasma surface [2]. To overcome this problem a combined version
of QOG- and multijunction has recently been introduced [3], which seems to give
enhanced values of the aforementioned coupling, but the QOG concept is not yet
fully explored.

Up to now the analysis of QOG devices has been performed in the frame of a
plane wave excitation. This approach has led to a number of interesting results [2,
4, 5], but has also left some unsatisfied questions: since a plane wave cannot be
really produced, what consequences does the angular spread of a (real) finite beam
involve? Is it possible to find a configuration which really ensures coupling values
close to total transmission? Is the Gaussian QOG less sensitive to the geometrical
configuration?

In this paper we propose an efficient QOG configuration whose RF input
beam is a Gaussian beam.

In Section 2 the numerical results are presented, while in Section 3
conclusions and further developments are outlined.

2. Numerical results
The theoretical analysis has been presented elsewhere [6], here it is applied

to the case of a homogeneous plasma with constant density n0>nc, where 116 is the
cutoff density of the lower hybrid slow wave. The constant plasma density no
starts at a distance L from the first layer of the QOG (see Fig. 1). The evaluation of
the reflected power and the directivity, defined as the ratio between the power
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coupled for positive values of n],- and the total coupled power, is performed in this
section.

By using the Poynting vector component relevant to the diffracted field
which impinges on the plasma surface, it is possible to obtain the following
expression for the real part of the power flow in the redirection per unit y—length:

m '7 ~ 2

‘1’); =2”s f ifldlll'mzini dn/xr 2f ifldi 1m [Fl inil (1111/ (1)
lax/Id ju,,]>1

where Im[F] is the imaginary part of-the plasma reflection coefficient, and H’d is
the diffracted field which impinges on the plasma surface. To evaluate the coupling
efficiency, the powar carried by the incident Gaussian beam has to be known. This
calculation can be easily performed, leading to:

ca

Pine =] Re

.m

_. _.. 2
lsi><a£1*'Aid aWZWOM WE ‘ (2)

where ReH denotes the real part, and E is the unit vector in the fi-direction (see Fig.
1). .

The following results are referred to the efficient layout proposed, sketched
in Fig. 1, for an array with 40 scattering rods and kD3 =10.8, where an additional
conducting wall, orthogonal to the plasma, has been introduced. The two confining

, walls, together with the reflecting plasma surface, form an open cavity.
In Figs. 2 and 3 the spot-size and the incidence angle are assumed as the

independent variables, and variations around the optimized values (kw026.25,
(p0: 45“) are shown. In the latter figure we note a less sensitive dependence of the
coupling with respect to the plane—wave case. In particular, a change of reflection
from 15% to 35% is achieved in approximately :15“, whereas for a plane—wave
illumination such a coupling change occurred in i2° [5].

In Fig. 4 the launched power spectrum, corresponding to the optimum
configuration, i.e. the one yielding the minimum reflected power (12.5%), is
presented. rl‘he main peak lies at n// == 1.7.

To give some reference geometry, we list in Table 1 the optimized grill
parameters at the nominal frequency of 5 (31-12, as envisaged for ITER.

Finally, in Fig. 5 reflected power and directivity are shown as a function of
the plasma density rig/nu for the optimized configuration reported in Table 1.

3. Conclusions and further developments
In this paper an efficient Gaussian beam powered QOG configuration,

reaching about 8 % of coupled power, has been proposed. The analysis could be
extended to other beams having finite transverse extension: an interesting case
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would be that of a beam radiated from an open-ended waveguide 01' from an array

of waveguides radiating in a vacuum, allowing a different RF plant to be used.

Moreover, a more realistic plasma density model could be considered, and the

values of the electric field inside the structure could be computed to give an

estimate of the incident power for a safe operation.
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Table 1
QOG geometrical dimensions at 5 GHz
(All dimensions are in cm)

Array and cavity
Scattering rod (2a x 4a) 1.6 x 3.2
Grating period“ ... d ' 2.5
Total array 2—length 99.3
Cavity length............... ... 103.9
Cavity width............................................. D3 : 10.3
Structure total z—length ................. D1+D2 : 117

Beam.
Beam width at waist ................................. woi: 5.7
Beam centre-plasma surface distance.o : 4.7
Beam centreereflecting wall distance... 1320 : 3.0
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Abstract: The coupling and radiation properties of a folded waveguide (FWG) antenna and
a dielectric-filled waveguide (DWG) in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies are evaluated
for tokamaks with the FWGUIDE and GRILL-3D waveguide codes, For 10 MW power per
’unit of the FWG, the maximum voltage in the transmission line can be kept below 40 kV,
and the maximum electric field inside the waveguides below 30 kV/cmr For a waveguide
complex composing of eight units and fitting one ITER port, the mutual coupling between
the units is found to be nonnegligible, indicating the need of tuning in the system circuit.

Introduction: The fast magnetosonic waves in the most tokamak ICRF heating experi-
ments nowadays are excited by a set of loop antennas for which a good coupling efficiency

has been widely demonstrated, In the conditions of the ITER tokamak, where high power

density launchers with lower electric loads are desirable, other types of antenna construction

are also considered. An antenna configuration based on a folded waveguide (FWG) princi-

ple [1] is a compact, all-metal ceramic-tree construction with better input impedance

matching providing high power density operation with acceptable electric field load on the

antenna aperture and the transmission line. For higher power and structural rigidity, the di-

electric-filled waveguide (DWG) couplers [2] may also offer a viable alternative to coil an-

tennas, provided the DWG couplers are not
posed to strong radiation.

In the present work, the power handling
and coupling of a folded waveguide (FWG) an-
tenna array (Figs 1) in the ion cyclotron range of
frequencies are analyzed numerically with the
FWGUIDE code [3] for reactor plasma condi-
tions. The fields inside the FWG unit are ap-
proximated in the model of a usual rectangular
waveguide which will result from “unfolding”
the FWG [1]. Reconstructing the field structure
both inside the waveguides and in the vacuum
layer between the coupler front and plasma, the
poloidal and toroidal spectra of the waves

launched into the plasma are computed. For pig. 1. Sketches of“ unfomd waveguide

comparison with FWG radiation properties, the ”"d 0f” FWG “"i" may
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radiation spectra of the DWG antenna are solved by the GRJLL3D code [4] developed for
simulationlof complex rectangular waveguide antennas.

Inside the FWG unit we assume an external current which energizes the cavity formed
by a back plate at x = —L and a front polarizing plate at x = O. This current is taken to he a
simple, infinitely thin Hertz dipole having the height h No external currents are applied in
the DWG model. The radiation is generated by incident waves (in a TB”. mode) in separate
waveguides stacked one over the other in one unit. Neither back plate nor polarizing plate is
assumed. The plasma surface is placed at a distance x, from the coupler mouth.

Results: We have calculated the plasma surface impedance matrix as a numerical solution
of the wave equation in the plasma in FLR approximation for the ITER relevant plasma pa-
rameters: R0 = 810 cm, a0 = 300 cm; at the axis .80 = 5.7T, n50 w 8x to” cm'a, Tm = 20 keV,
Tm = 20 keV‘, at the separatrix (as = 280cm) 11,: = 2x10130m'3, Ta, = 2keV, 7",, = lkeV;
deuteron and triton densities nD=nT =n,/2. Density and temperature profiles inside the
separatrix were taken as a square root of parabola, therprofiles in the scrape-off layer were
taken exponential with the decay length 5 cm. The wave frequency f0 = 60MHz (RF ab-
sorption at the second cyclotron harmonic of tritium near the toms axis). The calculations
Were carried with the assumption of outward radiation at the distance 100cm from the
plasma boundary.

We choose for the ITER an array of 8 FWG units placed by 2 rows, 4 units in each
row. Each FWG unit had 12 folds and 6 apertures (at every odd fold counting from the
bottom), aperture width af= 40cm and height 11 = 7.8 cm, width of a vane b1 = 0.2 cm. The
adjacent units were separated toroidally and poloidaily by 5 cm. As a result the whole array
had toroidal (z) and poloidal (y) dimensions 175 cm and 197 cm, respectively, which fits the
ITER port. The basic distance between the waveguide mouth and plasma xp = 10 cm. For
these parameters the resonant back plate position (close to one-half of the wavelength for
the fundamental TE") guide mode) was L é 288 cm. The dipole with a driving current was
placed at one-quarter of the guide wavelength from the back plate

The power input was calculated as Pin? = ( l/2)-Re(1'U), where I and U are the complex
dipole current and voltage; the input impedance of the system Z = R+iX = U/I. The de-
pendence of the input power on the back plate position is a typical resonance curve with the
quality factor about 300. The mutual coupling between units in the array appears to be
rather strong. We assumed that the array would be capable to deliver the total radiated
power 32 MW, approximately 4 MW per unit. Initially the height of all dipoles was chosen
equal to 1 cm and each dipole current to 400 A. Having in mind to obtain RF driven plasma
currents we used the phase shift Aw= 227’2 between the neighboring units in a row. It re-
sulted in a total radiated power 32MW, but the power was distributed between the units
unevenly. The least loaded (first in each row) units contributions to the total flux were ap—
proximately 2.3—2.4MW per unit, while the most loaded (last in each row) units contribu-
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Fig. 2‘ Input impedance: ofunits in a 4x2 Flg, 3. Electricfield inside the "unflalded" waveguide
FWG array versus wall-plasma distance. (absolute value). Sing/2 FWG uni! case. PM = IOMW

tions were approximately 6.3—6.5 MW per unit. The input resistances were distributed in the
range R = 28—81 Q. Varying the input power in separate units (by varying the dipoles height
in the range 17 z 0.7—1.20m) we managed to get more or less even power flux distribution
between the units (3.94.2MW per unit) with the input resistances varying in the range
R = 49-53 D and the input reactances m < 10 Q. The situation could be further improved
by adjusting the back plate position for each unit individually.

The shadowed areas in Fig. 2 show the range inside which the input resistances (solid
lines) and reactances (dots) of the units are distributed at difi‘erent xp. Here the array was
finely adjusted for x, = 10 cm and, depending on the technical requirement for the transmis—
sion lines, we can choose the x, range inside which input characteristics are still acceptable.

The fields structure inside a single FWG unit was calculated in the “unfolded“-wave-
guide geometry with slightly different dimensions (10 folds, ‘5 apertures, a = 495 cm, af=
49.5 cm, [2 = 9,8 cm, b1= 0.2 cm, L = 283 cm, xy= 10cm). The dipole height h = 1.23 cm
and current I = 630A corresponded to the total radiated power 10 MW. The absolute value
of the electric field inside the FWG unit is presented in Fig. 3. Electric field in the center
(approximately at the dipole current position) attains 25.6 kV/cm and is purely real, which ‘

(b)

Fig. 4. Electric {a} and magnetic (b)fields at the plasma surface (at, = 106m) for a 4x2 FWG array,
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(b)

Fig. 5. Radiation Spectrum ofa FWG mm (a) and a DWG unit-(b). x, = 5 cm.

corresponds to the resonant conditions. The ratio of the electric field in the center to its
maximum value at the apertures is approximately 5.5—6. Such a field value produces the
voltage at the dipole 5231.5 kV which in the case of ideal matching is equal to the maximum
voltage in the transmission line. Here it should be noted, that a thin wire feeder used in the
model may not withstand such current/voltage values, and in a real unit one may have to use

a thick probe coupler which requires a more detailed input impedance modeling.
The structure of the electric and magnetic fields in the vacuum layer in front of FWG

mouth was calculated for the case of 4x2 FWG array with a total radiated power of 32 MW,
adjusted for xp = 10 cm. The electric field falls ofi' very rapidly away from the apertures. The
magnetic field does not decrease so rapidly away from the apertures. The 3-D plots of the
absolute values of the electric and magnetic fields at the plasma surface are presented in
Fig. 4. In the maximums the electric field reaches the value e0.6kV/cm.

Fig. 5a shows the radiated spectrum obtained from the FWG code for the 60x80 cm2
FWG unit made of nine folds and five apertures, which corresponds to the 60x80 cm2 DWG
unit (five waveguides) used to obtain the results shown in Fig. 5b. For the FWG, the result
was obtained with the backplate position at x = —283 cm and the source dipole position at
x = —l38 cm. For the DWG, the dielectric with 5= 25 was assumed. The spectra are found

to be very similar. In fact, the DWG and FWG spectra can be modeled with a fairly good

accuracy using a simplified pattern of the total electric field in the apertures which takes into

account only the lowest TEm incident mode for the DWG or a sinusoidal electric field am-

plitude distribution [1] at the apertures for the FWG. The spectra in all these cases show

pronounced similarity in shape {5]. In particular, 4x2 array (both FWG and DWG) with

proper phasing may excite spectra with high directivity (80—85%).

l OWENS, TL. IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science, PS—14 (1986) 934.
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tennas”, 32 pp, (1997), submitted for publication in Nuci. Fusion.
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5 HEIKKI'NEN, J.A., IRZAK, M.A., SHCHERBININ, O.N., “Radiation Properties of ICRF

Waveguide Couplers”, ll pp. (1996)! submitted for publication in IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci.
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1. Introduction ,
Poloidal ponderomotive forces, exerted by large—amplitude helicon waves, induce addi—
tional radial plasma transport, poloidal plasma rotation, and stationary electric fields [1,
2]. Because of these nonlinear effects, the plasma density profile is modified and thereby
the helicon wave fields are altered. In this study, these nonlinear changes are estimated.
In addition to effects induced by ponderomotive forces, nonlinear acceleration of electrons
in the near field of the helicon wave antenna is explored. It is shown that nonlinearly ac-
celerated electrons exhibit high dissipation rate that depends on the wave phase velocity
and plasma density.

Our evaluation of the ponderoniotive force effects involves three steps. (i) For a given
inhomogeneous density profile, the radial and axial profiles of the wave electric fields and
ponderomotive forces are computed for various antenna configurations using the coupling
code FEM [3]. (ii) Because of paloidal ponderomotive forces, an additional transport ve-
locity component VRF is induced. This modifies the steady-state plasma density profile
and introduces a new outward dili'usion velocity V. (iii) Using the new radial plasma den
sity profile, the modified helicon wave field profile and associated ponderomotive force are
computed with the coupling code FEM. In addition to the new helicon wave profile, the
plasma impedance and the nonlinear propagation properties of the Fourier components
of the wave reSult from the numerical computations.

2. Helicon Waves Induced Radial ’lransport Velocity, Nonlinear Plasma Den—
sity Changes, and Nonlinear Helicon Wave Propagation
The initial outward radial transport velocity M3 is given by diffusion,

I _ (1110in a ~ d, , (1)
where for classical diffusion D : nT/Bg, 17 is the plasma resistivity, T is the temperature
and Ba is the magnetostatic field. After the rf is switched on, an additional transport
velocity VHF is induced because of the effects of the ponderornotive forces. This induced
transport velocity modifies the steady—state average plasma density profile, which in turn
leads to a new outward diffusion velOCity V,

do
= —< — 2V D :17" ( )

Thus the new total transport velocity is V + V”, where

/RF_ _ 1 (302 P_% P)
l — CBDTL Bo F9 Bo Fz ‘ (3)
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In Eq. (3), F91: and Ff are ponderomotive forces of the helicon wave [1, 2]. The transport
velocity VRF may be positive or negative, ie. it may have directions into or from the
plasma interior. This might result in a packed profile, as depicted in Fig. la, or a hollow
profile, as depicted in Fig. 1b. Nonresonant helicon-wave-induced transport may result in
significant changes in the plasma density radial profile. Ponderomotive forces of helicon
waves change the plasma density profile from an initial profile n0(r) to a new profile n0").
Before the switching on the rf field, or before the rf induced transport velocity begins to
compete with the plasma transport velocity given by diffusion, the stationary profile of
the plasma density is governed by the equation

, 1 a 7div(1zgl/2)) = :Efias) 2 QB! (4)

where Q0 represents plasma sources and sinks. The rf field induces a transport velocity
V”, in addition to the velocity PE), together with a change 672 in the plasma density,
where 672 may be comparable to n. The modified plasma density n is governed by the
equations

n = no + 6n, ' . (5)

59; lung + 6n) (VRF e DWM = Q, (6)
where Q represents plasma sources and sinks, which might be changed by the presence of
the rf field. .

The radial profiles of the If wave electric fields and associated ponderomotive forces
have been computed for several antenna configurations and various inhomogeneous plasma
density profiles using the coupling code FEM [3] The computation proceeds in iterations.
In each step of the computation process, the coupling code first determines the new plasma
density profile. It then computes the new rf wave field profile and the ponderomotive force.
Individual Fourier components of the If field may have large radial gradients and therefore
large radial derivatives at certain plasma radii. Because of the potentially large radial
derivatives, the Fourier components can significantly affect the ponderornotive force and
consequently the induced nonlinear changes in the plasma density profile, as depicted in
Figs. 1a and lb. Details of the nonlinear effects resulting from helicon wave propagation
are found in Refs. 4 and 5.

3. Radial Electric Field and Plasma Rotation Induced by Helicon Waves
We computed the poloidal plasma rotation velocity and the associated stationary radial
electric fields that theponderomotive force of helicon waves induces. The radial electric
field and the 6 and z-components of the mean ion flow velocity of the ion fluid U; are
given by the following equations [2],

1 3P1 BO: /' Boo " a= WH_ _ d’ "2 P f — P
E0, eno 8r mirznoUir 0 rr Fe + mirnor 0 dre, (7)

1 r #2 F. ._«_ v FU”; mirznoI/irfo drr 9, (8)

r H 1 r —— P0,. _ WWW“ A (11"e . (9)
Typically, E0, 2 several Volts/cm, Up; 2 10“ m/sec, and U]; 2 several m/sec for a 3 kW
helicon plasma source of plasma radius of about 2 cm. This value of the poloidal rotation
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velocity OWNa 104 m/sec, induced by the ponderomotive forces is significant and should
be rather easily measurable.

4. Nonlinear Energy Dissipation
We study electron motion along z—coordinate in an inhomogeneous If field ERF(2) and

an inhomogeneous stochastic electric field E5T(z). However, in this contribution, which
is to be considered as one of a series of works concerning wave particle acceleration in the

near antenna rf fields, we report only computations with negligible stochastic electric field
component, EST(z) : 0. Both rf and stochastic fields are directed along the rcoordinate.
The equation for the coordinate z of the electron motion has the following form,

2
% : ilEl‘W) + E§F(.~)sin(1c.z — out. + m) + EST(z)sin(kzz — 2mm] — we), (10)

where e is the charge and m is the mass of the electron, w is the angular frequency of the
rf field, I/ is the collision frequency, cm is the electron velocity, EU) is a random function
of time i and It, and k; are wave vectors of the rf and stochastic fields, respectively, 4” is
the Wave phase for t : 0 and 2 J'- 0. The rf field profile should model the case of axially
short ring type antenna, where the field in the ring region is constant, and axially on both
sides of the ring there is a. propagating wave, with exponentially decreasing amplitude
with a scale length L In the computations presented in Figs. 2a and 2b we put L—z 30
cm, electric field amplitude E = 9 V /cm and we chose three values of the wave vector
radiated by the antenna, (i) k; = D. 21 (2111—1, Le. the wave phase velocity 1),, = 2.01 >< 10a
cm/sec, (ii) 111 z 0 1 cm‘1,'1. e the wave phase velocity 09—— 4.4 x108 cm/sec (iii) In — 1
cm“, i.e. the wave phase Velocity up—2 4.4 X 107 cm/sec. Electrons are injected with the
velocity v = 1.3 x 10’3 cm/s, corresponding to the temperature of 5 eV, in the middle of
2 cm Wide antenna ring, for the wave phase (,5 z 0.5. The electron motion was followed
for the time interval of 1.42 x 10'7 s, which is approximately one period of the rf field for
the wave frequency 7 MHz, chosen in the computations.

The energy dissipated by accelerated electrons exhibits a significant maximum value
that depends on the plasma density, for all three wave phase velocities considered in the
computations, as Fig. 2a reveals. The peak is higher and more emphasized for higher
wave phase velocities. The high dissipation rate of nonlinearly accelerated electrons, up
to about 120 eV per accelerated electron in one If field period, may be one of the reasons
for the well known anomalous efiiciency of helicon wave discharges. Another result, which
Fig. 2b reveals, is that electrons can be accelerated in the near antenna fields to energy
up to about 140 eV, depending on the wave phase velocity.
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Antenna Coupling for Non-Circular Plasma

J. Killbfick and T. Hellsten
Alfven Laboratory. Royal inst. of Technology, SIB-10044

Stockholm, Sweden, (EUROATOM/NFR FUSION Association)

The coupling of waves from an antenna to the plasma, in the ion cyclotron frequency range, is
usually modelled by a plane plasma slab assuming complete single pass absorption. In which
case there is no reflected wave. If one takes into account finite absorption the coupling
resistance depends then on the amplitude and phase of the reflected wave. For geometries in
Which the wave equation becomes non»separable the solutions of the different poloidal Fourier
modes couple. Such a coupling may lead to a wave field with a broad Fourier spectrum,
broader than that obtained by Fourier decomposing the antenna current. The ray trajectories
may also be stochastic. The coupling of the Fourier modes affects both the antenna coupling
resistance as well as the wave field. The change in the eigenmode Spectra when going towards
geometries with stochastic ray trajectories have been discussed extensively in the literature in
connection with solving the Schrodinger equation. Less have been discussed regarding the
structure of the solutions. McDonald deveIOped a WKE model describing the stochastic wave
fields assuming the energy density in phase space to be constant [1}. However, this model did
not agree well with wave field solutions of the fast magnetosonic wave in toroidal plasmas. A
statistical model of the wave field was developed [2] where the wave field is expressed in
terms of ”eigenfunctions“ for a circular cylinder, em(r). The modulus of the wave field square

is given by

(at) = Cozgtmiem (of (I)
m

where Co is a normalisation constant determined by the total absorbed power and rn the

poloidal Fourier number, g(m) = Iml"r for m#0 with K=0.5 and g(0) : 1.

1. Wave field in a cylinder with elliptic cross section
In order to understand what determines the weight function g(m), the poloidal Fourier spectra
in an elliptic cylinder were studied. In this case the ray trajectories are not stochastic but form
closed or periodic orbits implying the existence of regular eigenmodes. Poincare surface of
sections for rays described by the Helmholtz equation as a simplified wave equation are shown
in Fig.1, where 9 is the angle at the reflection point. The eigenrnodes contain spectra of
azimuthal Fourier modes defined by a resonating ray Le. a ray returning to the same position
in phase space with the same phase modulus 21:. The two closed regions around 6:0 and 9=rt
define bouncing ball modes. Those waves are reflected near the mid plane in the region with
the largest radius of curvature. The separatrix is defined by rays passing through the focal
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points of the ellipse. The periodic curves lying outside the separatrix define so called
whispering gallery modes, The Spread in m appears because of large changes in m during
specular reflections at the boundary, which cannot be regarded as a diffusive process.

2. Wave field in a torus with circular cross section
By breaking the symmetry when going to a toroidal plasma the wave equation becomes also
non-separable. In this case a number of islands develops around different m—numbers. As the
modulus of the toroidal mode number increases more islands develop which grow in size. As
they start to overlap the ray trajectory becomes stochastic as can be seen in Fig. 2 using the
Helmholtz equation as a simplified wave equation. The spread in m appears because of the
projection of the ray into the poloidal plane becomes a curved line incidenting at a different
angle at the reflecting boundary.

3. The coupling resistance of the antenna
To analyse how the plasma shape influence the coupling we model the antenna, localised at the
low field side, as a sheet current for |6|<40 and using the LION—code [3 ,4} to calculate the fast

wave field. We first compare the antenna resistance for a circular cylinder with that of an
elliptic cylinder. Thereafter We compare the antenna resistance for a JET equilibrium with the
one obtained in a plane slab. The resonance peaks of the coupling resistance are determined by
the phase of the reflected wave at the plasma boundary in front of the antenna The phase is
determined by the size of the plasma and the perpendicular wave number ki given by

4t 2reamfl—fs—kt—Mc (co/c) S —- k"
where S and D are the diagonal and off~diagonal components of the perpendicular part of the

(2) k: = k? + (m/r)2 (3)

dielectric tensor. The perpendicular wave number k_L increases with frequency and decreases
with magnetic field. As these parameters varies the coupling resistance is expected to vary.

3.1 Antenna Resistancefor a circular cylinder compared with an elliptic cylinder
The antenna resistance for a circular cylinder and for an elliptic cylinder versus frequency are
compared in Fig. 3. We have used the following parameters: n=3-1019m‘3, T=30keV,
R0=12m, Bo=3.4T and n¢=-15. The wave field in the resonance peaks for the circular
cylinder are dominated by the m=0 Fourier mode. The antenna produce poloidal Fourier
spectra with |ml.<. 10. Higher [ml—modes have smaller amplitudes because of the coupling. Only
a five lml -modes have significant size. About four peaks are expected to the right of the m=0
peak, but they are not resolved resulting in a broadening of the m=0 peak. Between the
resonance peaks the antenna resistance is very low.

The main resonance peaks for an elliptic plasma are separated with a similar distance in
frequency as for the cylinder. But these resonance peaks have much lower amplitude. This can
be understood by the fact that the antenna coupling also in this case is dominated by the m=0
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mode. The reflected m:0 component of the wave field is considerably smaller in the elliptic
case than in the circular case, because of the elliptic coupling to higher m—modes in the plasma.
Between the main peaks smaller peaks appear. The coupling resistance between the peaks is
higher than for a circular cross section. This is consistent with lower amplitude of the reflected

amplitude of the In:0 mode because of the elliptic coupling, although the single pass
absorption is the same. Thus, the elliptic coupling results in less variation of the coupling
resistance as the plasma parameters varies, but with a total averaged coupling resistance similar
to that of the circular cylinder.

3.2. Antenna resistancefor a plane slab compared with a JET equilibrium
The peaks of the coupling resistance can be seen in experiment and have been interpreted as
standing radial modes [5]. The variation of the coupling resistance for a JET antenna when the
toroidal field was ramped down from 2.6 T to 1.4 T in 10 s is shown in Fig.5. Plane slab
calculation with the ISMENE code [6] predicted that the resonance peaks will be composed of
eigenmodes with kZ =0 and the distance between them in terms of B is about 0.08 T. This
corresponds to a time of 0.67s between the peaks compared to 0.455 for the experiment.‘
Calculations of the coupling resistance with the LION code show about the same separation as
the ISMENE code. Thus the plane model is able to predict the separation of the peaks rather
accurate, but without producing a realistic wave field or coupling resistance.

Summary

For bounded regions in which the solution to the wave equation is separable the solution can
be described by quantum numbers. As the symmetry is broken such that the equations with
boundary conditions are not separable an irregular wave field is obtained with a broad Fourier
spectrum. In spite of the difference of the wave field in the plasma die distances between the
main peaks of the coupling resistance are similar for a circular cylinder and an elliptic cylinder,
which may lead to the erroneous conclusion that a plan slab describe the coupling well. The
total averaged antenna resistance is similar. The variation of the coupling resistance is smaller
for the elliptic cylinder and the toms because of the coupling of the poloidal Fourier modes.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: The authors acknowledge CRPP, Lausanne, for having made the
LION code available and the Swedish National Supercomputer Center for the access of the
CRAY-YMP.
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Parasitic Cyclotron Absorption by
Fusion Born Alpha Particles

J. Hedin, J. Carlsson, T. Hellsten and A. Jaun

Division ofFusion Plasma Physics, Alfvén Laboratory, Royal Institute of Technology, SE~100 44
S'IOCKHOLM, Sweden, Association EURATOM/MFR

Abstract A method has been developed to calculate the dielectric tensor from a Monte Carlo distribution function

in a toroidal plasma including the effect of the finite orbit widths. The procedure is here used for the calculation

of parasitic (it-particle absorption in IET like D'I‘ scenarios for fast wave current drive and second harmonic tn‘tiurn

heating.

1 Introduction

The presence of (It-particles could inhibit efficient current drive or central heating with the
fast wave, as previously addressed by [1, 2, 3]. In particular when (n :2 ZQT on the magnetic
axis, the co = 252a resonance appears near the plasma boundary where parasitic absorption
can take place. The previous analysis of this scenario assumed Maxwellian distribution of
the 0t-particles and an arbitrary density profile, but a more evolved model is needed since the
absorption depends critically on the density and velocity distribution of the (It-particles near
the plasma boundary. Since the high energy particle orbits are wide, Le. make large excursions
from the flux surfaces, they are not only able to interact with the RF~field where they are born,
but also everywhere along the orbit where the resonance condition to 2 nQ-l— ka is satisfied.
To study the effect of wide orbits, the distribution of or—particles is calculated with the Monte
Carlo code FIDO [4]. The contribution of that distribution to the dielectric tensor is czflculated
and implemented in the toroidal full wave code LION [5, 6], which then yields consistent
evaluation of the fast wave power absorption by the tit—particles.

2 Physical Model

The FIDO code is first used to compute an approximative steady state ot‘particle distribution
in toroidal geometry with a circular cross-sections without Shafranov shift. The ot-particles
are created in fusion reactions according to the DT fusion reaction rate of the background
profiles. Self—collisions between the ot~patticles and wave interaction are neglected Since the
FIDO code does not model anomalous transport and the thermalised particles do not contribute
to the absorption, the (it-particles are removed from the simulation after one slowing down
time is = 1.063. The dielectric tensor contribution from the resulting distribution is calculated
using an expression of the tensor valid for locally homogeneous plasmas but arbitrary velocity
distribution functions as given by equation 3.71 in Ref. [7]. This is done by approximating the
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distribution function by

f(r,v) = 8(T:V1|)h(T:V,L) (I)

where the two functions g(r, vii) and h(r, VJ.) are obtained by assigning the orbits in a FEM rep-
resentation in the radius r, the poloidal angle 9 and the velocities v“ and vi, respectively. The
orbits are given by curves in the phase space (r,0,v”,vy_). The dielectric tensor, including‘
the effect of the finite orbit widths, is then calculated by numerical integration over the local
distribution function and its velocity derivatives.

The global wave equation for the fast magneto-sonic wave is solved with the LION code
including the contribution from the tit-particles a?” in the dielectric tensor

H H H H 4-» Ha=1+xe+xD+xT+xu (2)

and using Maxwellian distributions for the other terms.

3 Results

To isolate the effect of the orbit width, two scenarios with a low and a very high plasma
current are compared. The low current scenario with I = lMA gives wide orbits, whereas
the high current scenario with 1 : 8MA gives thin orbitsr The other parameters are chosen in
the range of plasma parameters obtained in JET: Bo = 3.4T, R0 = 3.1m, mp = 16, up = "T =
3-1019m-3,TD = T7 = 25keV, Te =15keV,r0 =1.35m,am 2m, n =n0 (1 —0.95(r/a)2) ”2
and T = 7b (1 — 0.95(r/a)2). The concentration of ot-particles is 0.2A% for the first scenario

' and 0.27% for the later. The discrepancy is caused by higher orbit losses in the low current
scenario. The flux surface integrated power absorption as a function of minor radius in the mid
plane for 03/21: = 34,36, 37.5 MHz are shown in figure 1-3. The location of the fundamental
ot—particle cyclotron resonance, residing on the high field side, is represented by a solid vertical
line. The second harmonic tritium resonance is represented by a dotted vertical line.

For the second harmonic tritium heating scenario tn/21t ; 34MI-iz, shown in figure 1, the
tat—particle absorption is completely dominated by the fundamental cyclotron resonance on the
high field side. The bump at the edge of the absorption for the high current scenario is due to
non resolved interaction with the shear Alfvén wave. The bump is not seen in the low current
case, since the losses are larger and hence the a—particle density at the edge is lower.

The scenarios 03/21: = 36, 37.5 MHz are fast wave current drive scenarios with both to = (la
and to = ZQT at the high field side. A small displacement of the absorption towards the center
could be observed in figure 2 as an effect of the wide orbits. Increasing the frequency results
in that the second harmonic resonance of rx—particles and deuterium enters the plasma from the
low field side. For (0/e = 37.5MHz they are just inside the plasma represented with a dashed

vertical line in figure 3. The second harmonic tit-particle absorption is small compared to the
second harmonic deuterium absorption due to the low oc-pmticle density at the edge.
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4 Conclusions and Discussion

The calculations presented above is a »proof of principle<< for combining the velocity distribu-

tion given by an orbit averaged Monte Carlo code with a globai wave code via the dielectric

tensor. Since the time scale for the evolution of the distribution function is much longer than

the corresponding time scale for the wave field, the distribution function could be regarded

static, whiie solving the wave equation. By feeding the calculated electric field into the Monte

Carlo code, ultimately a self consistent calculation of RF heating will be carried out in an

iterative manner.
The width of the high energy (ti—particle orbits does not seem to significantly increases the

fast wave absorption. Due to losses, there is almost no tx-particle density at the edges, and

therefore almost no second harmonic absorption by the tit-particles. The a—particle absorption

is dominated by the fundamental cyclotron resonance. As a first study, the effect of the RP field

on the distribution of a—particles has been neglected. However, this effect may be important,

since the ot—particle absorption will lead to formation of a high energy tail, increasing the

RF absorption further.
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SELF-CONSISTENT RAY DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRON
CYCLOTRON WAVES

S.Pe§ié and N.Radulovié

“VINCA” Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Laboratory for Nuclear and Plasma Physics,
P.O.Box 522, 11001 Belgrade, Yugoslavia.

1. Introduction

Recently, there has been renewed interest in ray tracing of electron cyclotron (EC)
waves in thermal plasmas [1—6]. The standard approach for EC ray tracing so far has been to
determine 1the ray paths by neglecting the non-Hermitian part of the dielectric tensor and
describing the wave properties by the cold plasma dispersion relation. The wave absorption
along the ray then is calculated either using the frequency development of the thermal plasma
dispersion relation about the real part of the complex circular frequency (2 = (n +iv, or by
solving the complete thermal dispersion relation for complex in. So, in the standard ray
tracing approach the my position does not depend on thermal and dissipative effects. Recently,
this problem has been reconsidered in details [1-3]. It was found that thermal and dissipative
effects significantly alter the ray path near and through the EC resonance (ECR), and that
consequently, they affect the wave absorption (or emission). Recent experimental and
theoretical results [46} have also confirmed the importance of thermal plasma effects near the
ECR. In this paper the general properties of the ray paths and power deposition profiles
obtained by using a novel, selfnconsistent ray tracing method in which the local plasma
dispersion relation is allowed to be a complex quantity [7], are presented.

2. Plasma dispersion relation

in the ray equations (see for example [1]), the electromagnetic properties of the
considered medium are completely characterized by the local dielectric tensor or more
precisely, by the local plasma dispersion relation F(N,Q,f,t) = 0. In general, the dielectric
tensor of thermal plasma is non-I-Iermitian and consequently, the local plasma dispersion
relation is complex. We are mainly concerned with low dissipative plasma M << 0) because
the wave propagation and therefrom, ray tracing are effectively possible only in these
conditions. By expanding the dispersion relation about a), one obtains

suitors) = Dlnm + Mao/69M, ~ 05v2(61D/a£22)ln=m + . .. (1)

All present EC ray tracing studies are based on the assumption that the following conditions
are fulfilled,

<< low/act“-..Melly/anl )1“... , |v(6ZD"/8QZ)|ami << ‘(6D’/6§2)|n=m| (2)

so that only the first two terms in the Taylor series development ofF (1) are retained. Note the
convention used in the paper of a prime denoting the real part and of a double prime denoting
the imaginary part ofthe quantity as well as that D’(l:l,(o,f,t) ED’ and D"(N,co,'r',t) ED".
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When conditions (2) are satisfied, the complex dispersion relation can be reduced to a pair of
real equations,

F021,n; ,t)~ D' ~ v6D"/6m = 0 (3)
F"[1<r,r2,r,t)e D"+ v6D'/6tc = 0 (4)

In the standard ray tracing approach, equation (4) is ignored as well as the contribution of the
second term in equation (3). Moreover, the ray paths are defined and traced through the ECR
within the cold plasma approximation that is, using the cold plasma dispersion relation D' a
Dc = 0, By taking the real part of the weakly-relativistic plasma dispersion relation DR (in
place of Dc) recently, it has been shown [1,2} that thermal plasma corrections result in my
paths that may differ substantially from those predicted by cold plasma modeling.

In order to take into account also the non-Hermitian part of the dielectric tensor which
can be very large near the ECR, we have regarded the equation

A(rir,m,r,t) = n' 6D’/6(u + D"6D”/6co = o (5)

as a dispersion relation yielding the real part of the wave frequency a) while its imaginary part
is determined from the expression [7], .

v: D /(8D”/60))= D"/(6D’/8ru) (6)

Namely, the pair of equations (3—4) is replaced by equations'(5-6) which have to be solved
simultaneously. In contrast to the standard ray tracing approach, this procedure includes both,
thermal and dissipative effects in the ray description. So, one does not need to use the full
complex ray analysis to describe properly the rays in presence of dissipative effects. As long
as the rays do not propagate far from the real world, that is as long as the condition M << to is
satisfied, this self—consistent ray description provides meaningfiil physical informations. Its
applicability for EC ray tracing has been demonstrated in [3].

3. Results

The fully 3D numerical code that we have developed is described elsewhere [1].
Throughout this paper the standard dispersion function D(f\l,m,f,t)=0 is evaluated in its
weakly relativistic approximation [8]. In the dielectric tensor components, finite Larmor
effects are retained up to the third order. Note that the new dispersion relation A(N,Q,ir',t) = 0
involves the frequency derivatives of the real D’ and imaginary D" part of the standard
dispersion relation so that mixed second order derivatives appear in the ray equations. This
approach requires the evaluation of very high order derivatives of high-order weakly
relativistic plasma dispersion fimctions (up to the 6th order) Different evaluation methods and
recursion relations are used for the calculation of these derivatives

In the present paper we shall confine ourselves to present some general observations
consenting the application of the described novel ray tracing technique. In the ECR region the
variation of the quantities entering into the fiequency development of F (1) is very
pronounced. There are two characteristic points in the low-frequency side of the ECR: at the
first point the imaginary part of F vanishes while at the second one, its real part, F' vanishes.
When the electron temperature and/or the angle of incidence increase, these points move
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gradually away fiom the resonance. Note that the imaginary part of the frequency v remains
finite in the vicinity of these points. In the numerical analysis, the smallness of the neglected
second-order derivative in the frequency development ofthe complex dispersion relation (1) is
continuously checked. In many cases of practical interest the third term in (1) can not he
considered as formally small. This implies that any real ray tracing method fails to describe
correctly the ray behaviour near the ECR. In this case, a full complex ray analysis has to be
applied in this region.

In the outer plasma region the ray paths obtained by the novel ray tracing method
practically coincide with those determined using the standard approach. Namely, at the edge
of the plasma, the temperature and density are, although rapidly varying, much lower than in
the bulk, causing a vanishingly small non-Hermitian pan; of the dielectric tensor. Indeed, in
this region the ray describes one of the two familiar electromagnetic modes: the ordinary and
the extraordinary mode. As the wave propagates towards the (hot) plasma core, the wave-
particle interaction becomes gradually stronger and the dispersion relation becomes complex.
The ray paths then starts to differ fiom those obtained by using the standard ray tracing
approach. The deviation from the standard cold plasma ray description enlarges with
increasing the electron temperature. This can also be seen from Fig.1. on which we have
represented (a) the ray paths, (b) the real part N10 :—: Re{Nm} and (c) the imaginary part
N10 EIm{Nm} of the ordinary wave reflective index versus the coordinate x in a one—‘
dimensional plasma slab with parabolic plasma density and temperature distributions,
magnetic field variation B(x)=Bo/(l+125x), at an angle of incidence 75:70”, and for
X a (a: /(n2 =03. Clearly, the ray paths through the ECR strongly depend on the electron
temperature. It should be pointed out that toroidal effects additionally pronounce the deviation
from the predictions of the standard approach. Since wave absorption depends on the details
of the ray path, the obtained power deposition profiles differ substantially from those
determined by the standard ray tracing approach.
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Investigation of the 5290 A line in (15+ from radially resolved
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Introduction

The EXTRAPmTZ is a high aspect—ratio Reversed Field Pinch (R=1.24 m, a=0.18 m} featur-

ing a resistive shell [1]. It has no limiters and the inside of the vacuum vessel is completely
covered with graphite tiles. The choice of first wall material makes carbon and oxygen the
most abundant impurities with very small levels of metals and other high—Z impurities.

The system for radially resolved spectroscopy has been developed to measure the radial de—
pendence of line emission from impurities. Several emission lines from mainly carbon and
oxygen have been studied. In the studies of carbon lines we have discovered interesting dif-
ferences in the behaviour of the CM line at 2270.89 A and the C5" line at 5290.5 A. The
measured brightness profiles from (34+ always show that the emission mainly comes from
the plasma centre. Often the G” emiSSion show a similar radial dependence but in some dis-
charges the emission comes from the plasma edge. This has lead us to believe that there is
another excitation process than electron impact that is influencing the emission from C“.

Experimental

The light emitted by the plasma is observed in five viewing chords at one toroidal position.
The lines-of-sight form a fan with 10” separation resulting in impact parameters (Shortest
distance from plasma centre to viewing chord) from 0 to 128 mm. UV-grade fused silica
lenses focus the light on five UV—grade optical fibres. These are coupled to the entrance slit
of one 0.5m Jamel—Ash Ebert grating spectrometer. A lens system focus the light from each
fibre into five points on the slit. The separation between these spots is 3 mm to ensure mini~
mum crosstalk. Due to the good imaging properties of the spectrometer the light from the
five channels will then be imaged into five corre5ponding points on the exit slit. The light
from the exit slit is then relayed to five PM-tubes with a lens system. The signals from the
PM-tubes are amplified and recorded with transient recorders with a time resolution of 10
us. The amplifiers include low pass filters to avoid aliasing in the signals. The whole sys-

tem is absolutely calibrated against a tungsten spectral calibration lamp with integrating
sphere (Optronic laboratories, 01., 455).

The most obvious method for analysis of the line integrated signals would be to perform
some kind of inversion to get the true emission profiles [2,3,4]. This approach has in our

case produced very unpredictable results due to the small number of linesnofnsight. Instead
we have used the unmanipulated radiance from the five Viewing chords in combination with
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Fig. 1. Time traces from discharge #5192 showing the five chord C5+ bfighmesses as a function of
impact parameters together with Ha from two toroidal positions (203° is at the position of the five
chord diagnostic) , C”+ , plasma current and electron density. The correlation between the events in
Ha and C“, which is absent in C“, is clearly seen around t=3.8 ms.

other spectroscopic diagnostics to analyse the data. The good time resolution makes it possi—
ble to follow the variation in plasma brightness for the lines-of-sight with different impact
parameters.

Observations

Measurements made on C4+ at 2270.89 A show that the emission is heavily peaked in the
centre of the plasma. The energy required to remove one electron and go from C4+ to C5+ is
high, 392 eV, since it is necessary to break the closed ls shell. This is a higher energy than
the electron temperatures of 100-200 eV measured in the centre from Thomson scattering
[5]. Thus it would be expected that the emission from C5+ is even more centrally peaked. In
many discharges this is the case but in some the observed brightness show that the emissiOn
originates from the edge of the plasma. The time evolution of the emission also departs from
that of C“+ in these cases. While C“ show a slowly increasing emission during the dis-
charge, C5+ show rapid variations that are often correlated to the Ha signal at the same
poloidal and toroidal position. The Doppler broadened line profiles show that the C5+ ions
are significantly cooler than the C4+ ions.

The C“ line at 5290.5 A line comes from a high 11 transition (n=8 to 11:7) that is known to
have large cross-section in charge exchange reactions. In this reaction it is not the electron
density but the neutral hydrogen density that determines the excitation rate and thus also the
emission rate. The line emission would come from the edge of the plasma since the neutral
hydrogen density is strongly peaked there. It should also follow the Ha emission in time
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since this is dependent on the abundance 1' mass ms-

of neutral hydrogen. The time traces from 1-5- ! 0l=3-1m5 '
discharge #5192 (Fig. 1) show the time 1

evolution of the (25+, 5290 A, emission W! . ° .
from the five viewing chords, here notified I

by their impact parameter. Also shown are !
the time traces for Ha at two positions 0'5”” 0
(203“ is the toroidal position of the five
chord spectrometer), C“ at 2271 A, 0.0 . . .

plasma current and electron density. At 51°mpampa,;§2,erlmm1‘5° 20°

about 3.5 ms into the discharge we can see
that the Ha at 203° increases drastically.

This is followed by an almost simultane~
ous increase in the C5+ emission, especiflly in the channels with large impact parameters.
There is almost no trace at all of this event in the C“+ emission. The radial dependence of the
C5+ emission shows that the increase in brightness mainly comes from the plasma edge (Fig.
2). It is interesting to notice that the event is very toroidally localised, there is no corre-
sponding event in Ha at 158°.
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Fig. 2. Brightness as a function of radius for
the two time inmwals marked infig. I .

There have been concerns regarding the possibility that the (35+ line at 5290 A is mixed with
lines from neutral carbon or 03+. Both of these species have lines around 5290 A. They also
have lines around 5305 A that come from the same multiplets as their 5290 A lines. In order
to exclude the possibility of mixing a 1m spectrometer with an optical multi channel ana—
lyser was connected to the 203" position with an optical fibre. The radial dependence of the
brightness from discharge #5437 shows that the C“ emission comes from the plasma edge.
The spectra from the wavelength regions of human show very little trace of lines at 5305 A
while the 52.90 A line is clearly visible (Fig. 3). Since the components of the neutral carbon
and 03* multiplets at 5290 A have lower statistical weight than the 5305 A components this
convinced us that there is no significant contribution from other Species than C5+ in our case.
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Fig. 3 Brightness profile for (35+ from dimharge #5437 together with :1 spectra showing the 5290 A
line and an interval around 5305 xi where lines from the same carbon and oxygen multiplets which
have components at 5290 A occur.
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The spectra show that the 5290 A line is not actually one line but a mix of C5+ lines from
n=8 to n=7 transitions with different 1 quantum numbers [6,7].

Conclusions

The results from radially resolved spectroscopic measurements on the 5290 A line in C5+
have shown that there is a significant contribution from the plasma edge to the measured
brightness from this transition. The correlation with sudden increases in Ha emission has
lead us to the conclusion that this edge emission comes from charge exchange of C6+ with
neutral hydrogen. The increase in Ha is likely to come from inflow of neutral hydrogen due
to plasmanwall interaction. This implicates the abundance of fully stripped carbon at the
edge of a plasma with a central electron temperature of less than 200 eV and an edge tem-
perature of about 10 eV. Since the ionisation energy of C“ is 490 eV this raises interesting
questions concerning the heating and transport processes of electrons and ions in the
EXTRAP—TZ plasmas which are yet to be answered.
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Introduction

Toroidally localized magnetic field perturbations occur naturally in reversed-field pinches,
due to phase-locking of internally resonant tearing modes with poloidal mode number of
m = 1 and toroidal mode numbers in the range 3R/2a— {SR/2a.. These perturbations have

been observed to rotate in the electron diamagnetic drift direction, but can also become

stationary (locked) in the lab frame, by interaction with external field errors, mainly from

eddy currents in the shell at gaps and port holes. 0:: conducting shell reversed-field

pinches, fine“ > Twin, this results in a growth of the radial field component of the

perturbation at the shell gaps [1,2]. With a resistive shell, mm“ << ”rpm“, the radial field

associated with the toroidal perturbation may grow at an arbitrary position on the shell

time scale, developing what is called a resistive shell mode, RSM. The advantage of the

resistive shell is that it removes the restriction on the pulse length and allows penetration

of magnetic fields for equilibrium control. In addition, the field errors associated with

eddy current in the shell will also decay on the same time scale, thereby removing the

seed for looking to the wall. However, the disadvantage is that an external feed—back

system must provide the stability for the RSM, by suppressing any radial flux appearing

at the edge. in this context, knowledge of how the plasma responds to an external field

perturbation is crucial in order to develop a working feed-back system.

When it comes to plasma performance, wall—locking of the RSM can enhance the

plasma-wall interaction, releasing particles from the wall. thereby cooiing the plasma and

increasing the plasma resistance. While this is a subtle effect at low currents (100‘150

kA), it becomes more of an obstacle at higher currents and prevents us from operating

with plasma currents above 220 kA. In order to reach higher current and improve per-

formance at. medium current, the interaction between the RSM, field errors and the wall

must be understood.
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Plasma response to an external field perturbation

Earlier experiments on EXTRAP T2, showed that by shifting the radial equilibrium,

thereby enhancing the field error due to the gap, the perturbation could be forced to
appear at the position of the gap. In order understand the interaction between of an
external field perturbation and the plasma, a saddle—coil was placed on the machine.
The saddle—coil has one single turn and produce a vertical m 2 1 field error, with a
toroidal extent of 25", corresponding to toroidal mode numbers in the range n E [0, 25].
A maximum amplitude of 16 mT can be applied, approximately 10% of the edge poloidal
field for a standard 150 kA discharge. The coil is connected to an independent power
supply and can be turned on and off during a single discharge. The vertical field produced
by the coil has a measured shell penetration time of 7' = 0.7 ms. The plasma response to
the error field was measured by internal vertical field coils and an extensive set of radial
pickup—coils outside the shell. A series of experiments were made where the applied field
error amplitude was varied between -15 ml" to 15 1111‘, at three difl’erent levels of plasma.
current; 120 kA, 150 kA and 180 RA and at three different values of the pinch parameter,
9 = Bg{a)/(B¢);1.6,1.8 and 2.0.

The results can be summarized as: (i) The applied error field is amplified by the

plasma and result in a net error field many times the originally applied value. (ii.) The
induced error field in the plasma does not decay once the applied field is removed, instead
it persists throughout the discharge, after which the error field decays on the shell time
scale, figure 1, (iii.) The growth of the net perturbation is approximately linear and
proportional to the amplitude of the applied field error, figure 3. (iv.)An initial field error
at the coil position can be corrected by the applied field, however the time derivative of
the field is not afi‘ected by the initial error field, figure 2. (v.) No clear pinch parameter

6), or the plasma current dependence can be observed on the growth of the error field,
however, with higher plasma current a. large error field can be reached before termination
of the plasma, figure 4.
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Effects of wall-locking

On EXTRA? T2 the RSM appears at an arbitrary toroidal position, 1 or 2 ms into

the discharge, and is observed as a stationary {locked} m = 1,11 2 10 radial field per-

turbation with a toroidal extent of Aqfi a 60° and a perturbation amplitude in the

range from B 25-20 mT. In discharges where the RSM amplitude reaches a level of

Bm=1 Z O.1Bg(a), a plasma~wall interaction event usually occurs, with release of hydro

gen and impurities from the wall. The overall effect on plasma performance is current

dependent, and for plasma currents of 150 kA and below, the event is subtle and leads

usually to a shorter discharge with higher density and decaying plasma current. At

plasma current 180 kA — 200 kA, up to 40% of the current can be rapidly lost during“ the

event, after which the discharge usually continues as a. decaying low-current discharge.

Above 220 Mr the plasma always terminates rapidly with a large power load to the wall,

releasing large amounts of hydrogen and impurities from the wall. After such a “hard”

termination, a helium glow discharge cleaning must be performed in order to recover low I

resistance plasma discharges.

Since the RSM has no single prefered position on the torus and does not appear at a

fixed time, quantification of wall-locking effect on the plasma have so far been diflicult.

With the external field error, however, we can provoke plasma~wall interaction at a

particular position, at which spectroscopic diagnostics can be concentrated. With the

field error temporal scan of the electron temperature and density profile was obtained

using Thomson scattering, during a plasma—wall interaction event.
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Figure 1. The field inside the shell (7) and Figure 2. Two discharges where lnitz'alfield

the applied field from the coil {— A). The that errors are corrected by the applied ertemalper—

plasma responds to the external field error turbation. Case a, initial positive field error

by amplifying it and sustaining it after the (w) and applied field (---). Case b, initial

removal of the external field. negative field error (— -) and field (--).
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Introduction. The reversed—field pinch has a very high level of magnetic fluctuations as a

result of m z 1, n : 2R/a tearing modes. These modes are driven by the peaked current density

profile resulting from strong Ohmic drive in the center where E ll J.

High magnetic activity is essential in the classical Ohmic RFP, as it provides the MHD

dynamo motion EMF which drives poloidal current in the outer half of the plasma, maintaining

the RFP magnetic topology: Edy” = (\7 x B). This carrys a. huge cost: magnetic fluctuation-

induced transport is very large. Measurements on MST [1,2] and elsewhere indicate that it

governs particle and energy transport in the inner 80% of the plasma, where the field is calculated

to be stochastic [3]. Magnetic fluctuation energy is transported radially by the dynamo Poynting
flux 5; = {Iii x it), which plays a major role in energy balance, transporting excess input energy
from the core to the outer plasma.

This paper presents a 1—D model which simulates RFP particle, energy and neutral transport

in the presence of stochastic magnetic fluctuations.

Transport Model. Conductive electron energy transport due to magnetic fluctuations [4] is
very large, with heat diffusivity Xe 2 oggDm, where Dm is the magnetic diEusivity Dm : Leffbg

and Leff is the effective parallel correlation length. Convective energy transport is also large

since fast electrons carry much of the electron particle flux. Measurements 'oy Fiksel [2] show
that Qe(r : 0.8a) is substantially smaller than given by Xe above and Terry has developed a
theory explaining it [5]. However, in the core, one expects that Q,g is governed by X»: above. The
simulations presented here support this assertion.

Electron particle transport is reduced to the ion rate by the amhipolar potential. Harvey [6]
derived the kinetic equation in the presence of Ea, from Which one can obtain expressions for

the ambipolar electric field
_ Te tine 1dr;

8E“ at air 2 air ’
and the ambipolar particle flux

aln- n‘T tin n- rlT- 011"p :AD. “2 ”WE. “LG; 8)]
a 1 [d1— + 7157',- dr 2T, air air ’

where Dr : xg/Z. In addition, the classical particle pinch due to the inductive electric field

V}, = —E,;,l?9/B2 has been included in runs reported here.
Another important aspect of the ambipolar potential is electrostatic energy transfer between

electrons and ions: Pa = eEaT is lost by electrons as they move outward against E, and (by

ambipolarity) the same amount is gained by the ions, an important eifect since Pa :1 P5,.

The energy flux has a similar form for both ions and electrons: Q : ZFT -« xndT/dr. The

second, conductive, term dominates in these simulations.

In many runs with Only magnetic fluctuation~induced transport, unreasonably high values of

T? and low values of neutral density result. This is because edge particle transport in the RFP
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is governed by electrostatic fluctuations and is quite large [7]. In order to simulate experimental
values of T1, and neutral density, an ad has edge difiusion term Dagge(r/c)1° may be added. This
has little eifect on overall power balance and electron parameters, but has a large effect on the

ion temperature since the neutral density and therefore charge-exchange loss is altered.

Additional Power Flow Terms. Electron dissipation P6 2 17.]? uses Spitzer resistivity

and the alpha equilibrium model for J20“), with finite pressure force balance included self-

consistently. '

Radiated power Pma is represented by a simple function which reproduces typical experi-

mental radiation profiles: Pma = Crad(r/a.)8Pe, where Crud is an adjustable constant.

Fluctuation ion heating may be included using a simple model: Pi:- = VfiUf where Uf is the

local fluctuation energy density. Classical ion heating results when L’fi : 0.

The toroidal electric field Eefi is calculated by the steady-state constraint that the total power

going into fluctuations is zero. The only quantity in the calculation which depends on E5 is

the radial pinch velocity VP. E9; is one of the key outputs of the code to be compared with

experiment. .

Numerical Implementation. The code RFPEQ combines the above transport model with

a self~consistent calculation of the neutral hydrogen profile. This is important, since charge»

exchange loss is important in ion energy balance, and the particle source term governs I‘ and

therefore has a large effect on all of the calculation. The code therefore has two sections:

(1) Calculate rip-(r) for given profiles 138(7), Tab") and T5('r), by solving the collisionless
Boltzmann equation for neutrals in cylindrical geometry using the method of successive ap-

proximations [8]. This physically corresponds to keeping track of multiple charge-exchange

generations.
(2) Calculate n30"), TAT), {II-(r), I‘(r), (28(1‘) and Qi(r) for a given ng(r) using 4th-order

Runge—Kutta integration of the particle and heat difi‘usion, heat flux, continuity and power

balance equations with shooting from 1- = 0 and ’r = a to a fitting point to satisfy boundary

conditions I‘{0) : 0, 629(0) = 0, 6240) = 0, nm, Tu. and Tia.
Steps 1 and 2 are iterated until the profiles converge to fixed values.

Although the 6 first-order difi’erential equations in step 2 are highly coupled and nonlinear,

they are solved in such an order that equations requiring a particular derivative are solved after

that derivative has been calculated. In order of calculation they are:

(TIT = Tnennlc'sv). (1)
fl corwT; = $96 + Q? , (2)

Xena
.. i W”Tr = Q1. + Q: a (3)

X5711;
n' _ _E F—nn _:L_2Té+T,-' (4)

e _ “mama/n) 2 Te +'T.-’
(TQall = Tlpe‘H-Pei _Prfld_PG)l (5)

Why = TU’fi + Pez - c + Hal (6)

In order to simplify the equations and provide closure, a single ion impurity Species of charge

Ze is assumed, so that m(r)/ne(r) = (Z — Zcff(7'))/(Z — 1}-
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Table 1: Volume-integrated power per toroidal

Rad Qe Qi P0X Sf length {kW/cm) from the MST 340 kA standard
Figure 1: RFPEQ energy flaw diagram. case shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 summarizes the energy flow, almost entirely governed by electrons (Pa, Q5, Fwd) and

the dynamo Poynting flux S1, indicated with thicker lines. Due to low thermal speeds, ions

are well-confined and reach temperatures near the electron temperature with very little power

input. Anomalous ion heating required to reach T; > Te is a small fraction of Ohmic input.
Volumeiotegrated power values for the MST 340 kA standard RFP simulation presented next

are given in Table 1. ‘
Simulations: MST Standard RFP and PPCD. I applied RFPEQ to standard and

pulsed poloidal current drive (PPCD) MST discharges [9] to see if the observed improvement
in confinement with reduced fluctuation level is reproduced. The profiles are shown in Fig. 2.
For the standard RFP case, nH(a.) = 3.8 x 1010 cm“3 and Badge 2 1.5 x 105 cmZ/s were set
to match the experimental values of E, = l x 1013 cm‘3 and ‘rp = 4 ms. Leif 2- 0.20. was set
to match the experimental Tao = 230 eV with the reported value of br = 1.5%. For the PPCD

case, Badge and L6“ were fixed at the standard RFP values, right) was reduced to 1.1 x 1010
cm“3 to hold fie constant and other parameters were changed according to measurements, in

particular I), = 0.8%. Ions were heated classically (21f; = 0).
The simulated increase of Tao from 230 to 350 eV and TE from 0.9 to 3.2 ms with application

of PPCD compares favorably with the reported increase from 230 to 390 eV and 1 to 5 ms,

respectively. The main discrepancy is in Ti, which remained constant at 115 eV in the experiment
but increased from 113 to 221 eV in the simulation due to reduced transport and charge-exchange

loss.
Simulations: Beta vs I/N Scaling. Although different RFPs eirhibit different loop

voltages7 confinement times, etc, one trend appears to be universal: electron bets. increases

with increasing density. Most RFPs show a scaling close to fipev o< (I/N)‘2/3 (dotted lines).
This can be explained as a consequence of x8 o< T3” for magnetic fluctuation-induced transport
combined with power loss dominated by electron heat conduction and power input given by
Spitzer resistivity in which case ,8," or ((112,.Te)~2 and, substituting for Te in terms of flpe and

UN. s... cc (MW/NW”.
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Figure 2.. Simulated profiles for 340 kA MST Figure 3: Density scaling simulation for two

standard RFP and PPCD conditions. fluctuation levels in T2 at 180 (“4‘

I have used RFPEQ to study the scaling of 131,9 with density (and therefore Ta and UN) for
the T2 RFP (a = 18.3 cm) at I z 180 RA and two b, values. The results are shown in Fig. 3.
fipe cx (I/Nrg/3 scaling due to x9 cc Tel"2 is reproduced in the simulations.

Summary. The 1-D neutral/particle/energy transport code RFPEQ models core magnetic
fluctuation-driven transport with a self-consistent ambipolar electric field, implicit inclusion of
the dynamo Poynting flux. :1 selfuconsistent neutral calculation, and a. simple fluctuation ion
heating model. Several conclusions may be drawn from these and other simulations: (1) Energy
transport is dominated by conductive electron heat flux and dynamo Poynting flux. (2) High
classical T.- resnlts from good ion confinement and electroneion electrostatic energy exchange. (3)
Edge particle transport has a strong effect on T; due to the strong charge—exchange dependence
on neutral density. (4) Experimental ’I'E values are nearly reproduced in a simulation of 340
kA MST standard RFP and PPCD discharges. (5) Experimental scaling [5W o< (I {NU—21"a is
reproduced and explained as a result of dominant conductive electron heat flux with x9 (x Tel/2.
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Electrostatic Fluctuations and Edge
Transport in the Extrap T2

A. hiiiller
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513-1 00 44 STOCKHOLM, Sweden, Association EURATOM/NFR

1 Introduction

Electrostatic fluctuations have been identified to be the responsible mechanism for par—

ticle transport in the edge region of reversed—field pinches (RFPS), e.g. {1, 2]. Improved

edge confinement requires reduction of edge electrostatic fluctuations and it is therefore

of importance to understand the underlying mechanisms driving the edge electrostatic

turbulence. In this paper, we report on the characteristics of electrostatic fluctuations

in Extrap T2, a mid size RFP with aspect ratio R/o = 1.24 xii/0.183 m.

2 Experimental

A 11—pin Langmuir probe covers the region 0.9 < r/o. < 1.0 and radial profiles can be

created by moving the probe from shot to shot. The four probe tips are arranged in a

square with 7 mm diagonal where two toroidally separated pins measure floating poten-

tial. Data are analysed using triple probe technique giving time resolved measurement

of electron temperature Te, electron density 713, floating potential (lift and plasma po-

tential (n. The two toroidally separated floating potentials enables the (1);; combined

toroidal wave number kg» and frequency f spectrum 80%, f) to be estimated from two

point correlation. The particle flux PExB resulting from correlated fluctuations in E x B

velocity and density fluctuations is calculated. Full radial profiles were made at low

plasma current I1) = 120 kA while measurements at larger currents, 150 and 180 kA,

were made mainly at fixed position 7' = 173 mm. The pinch parameter was 9 = 1.8 and

the reversal parameter was F : —0.35.

3 Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows radial profiles of the average and relative fluctuation levels of all measured

quantities at low plasma current I}, = 120 kA. The decay lengths of T8 and n,5 in fig 1a

are AT = 14 mm and A" = 13 mm, leading to an electron diamagnetic drift velocity of

about —25 kID/S at r = 173 mm. A minimum in the plasma potential in fig 1b is found at

r a: 170 mm with electric fields E,(r < 170) as 6.0 kV/m and ET{r > 170) as $4.4 kV/m.
The E, (r > 170) gives rise to an E x B velocity of about ~30 kin/s While EAT < 170)
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Figure 1 Radial profiles at 1,, = 120 hi

induces a. positive drift velocity of about 40 km/s. The general trend was that the decay

lengths decrease and the E, increases with increasing 11,. The relative fluctuation levels

in fig 1c,d are comparable to fluctuation levels measured in other REPS. We note here

that the density and potential fluctuations approximately satisfy the Boltzman relation.

The combined toroidal wave number and frequency Spectrum 80%, f) is shown in

figure 2a. The largest power density is found in the region f < 50 kHz and —25 <

leg/In” < 25. A second peak is evident at k¢ z —40 m‘1 and f w 140 kHz implying a
phase velocity W, of the peak of about —25 km/s. This peak is generally seen for any

type of diseharge parameters even though it in some cases degenerates to a plateau in the

spectrum. We focus on this peak and denote the frequency and wave number of the peak

fmk and kwmk respectively. The location of the peak was studied as function of global

and local plasma parameters with the conclusion that the variation in (tweak was small in

the range —30-—40 in"1 corresponding to a toroidal wave length in the range 0.21‘0.16 m.

The frequency fps“. depends mainly on JP, and the local density n, as showu in fig 2d

where fpm is plotted as function of n6 for different I,. An increase in fmk also implies

an increase in the toroidal phase velocity since lame” is about constant. The toroidal

distance traveled on an edge field line in one poloidal turn is 21ra- [Fl /@ = 0.22 m, which
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(c) SOs-‘9) dashed line f < 75 kHz , solid line f > 75 kHz» (41) The frequency position of the second

peak in. the S(k¢,.f) spectmm.

is close to the observed toroidal wave length at the peak indicating that it is resonant

with the edge magnetic field. The basic structure of the spectrum with a negative mm“

was the same for all radial positions, independent of the direction of Er. The fluctuations

have the features of a drift wave traveling with the electron diamagnetic drift velocity.

The observed 1,, scaling can be associated with profile steepening which leads to higher

drift velocity.

The peak can also be seen in the integrated power spectrum 5(f) in figure 2b as a

local maximum around 140 kHz. A similar peak was also reported on Extrap T1 but its

Erequency scaling with other plasma parameters could not be determined [3]. It is also

interesting to compare with results from RFX where a plateau in $0“) at f m 100 kHz

has been reported [2]. This plateau may be the same feature as the peak we observe.

The global 7'7, has not yet been measured on Extrap T2. However, the 1-,, derived from

I‘Ex 3 was nearly one order of magnitude larger than T3. The frequency“ Spectrum of TEX 3

is shown in figure 3a. The two curves represent ensemble averages of 4-5 discharges

selected with similar values of fmk. The solid line represents 100 < fpeuk/kHz< 130
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while the dashed line represents 160 < fmk/kHK 190. Since different values of fpeak
also means different values of m, PBX B has been normalised to 715 but we mainly focus

on the structure of the spectra. The maximum transport is observed approximately at
fmk but the interesting feature is the lack of transport at frequencies below fpmk. The

fluctuations in the origin of the 30%, f) spectrum does not seem to contribute to the

particle transport which instead is dominated by the peak. The main reason for the low

transport at low frequencies was the vanishing kw as can be seen in fig 3b.

4 Conclusions

Electrostatic fluctuations and particle transport caused by coherent potential and density
fluctuations have been measured in Extrap T2. The fluctuation power is concentrated

in two peaks in the 3(c f) spectrum. One peak appears in the origin of the spectrum

while the other peak appears at —40 < k¢/m_1 < —30, 100 < f/kHz< 200. The second

peak is resonant with the edge magnetic field and has the features of a drift wave with a
phase velocity equal to the electron diamagnetic drift veloeity. This peak does also seem

to dominate the measured particle transport.
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The phenomenon of plasma modes phase looking to some features of the stationary frame

(wall—locking) has been frequently observed in many Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) experiments

and is observed in the Extrap T2 device. This phenomena is a severe obstacle for good plasma

performance and can cause extensive wall damage. Differential rotation has been found to

decouple modes in the Tokamak [l]. A rotation induced by means of external magnetic fieId

coils could be suitable for forcing the plasma modes to detach from the wall in an RFP

experiment. The proposal is that the coils are made with a pitch and phase corresponding to a

mode internal to the plasma. The coils are then fed with currents in such a way that they

produce a wave resonant to the internal mode.

In this paper we present the status of an ongoing numerical study of the effects of an induced

toroidal plasma rotation on the RFP performance. As the tool for this study we use the 3—

dimensional, resistive, non—iinear MHD code DEBS [2]. With this code it has been possible to

reproduce the main features of the RFP. The DEBS-code solves the resistive MHD equations in

a cylinder, periodic in the poloidal 0 and toroidal ‘1’ directions:

aA/a:=-s=sB-nJ (1)
awe: =— sv~ W + SJ x B —v\72v (2)

The code uses a semi—implicit method which adjusts the code time step to the dynamic activity

in the code. In this version of the code the pressure gradient is set to zero. For the present

calculations we use 161 radial grid points. Poloidal mode numbers range from m=0 to 2 and

toroidal mode numbers from n=—21 to 21. We use a Lundquist number of 10’4 and a viscosity

of 1.5 in normalised units. The aspect ratio is 2.2. We use a resistivity profile of the form
n(r):(1+9(r/a)10)7- where a is the minor radius. This profile is not evolved in time.
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In this version of the code, named DEBSSé, the toroidal current and the pinch parameter
9=B9(a)/<B¢> are strictly constant in time and the toroidal loop»voltage is adjusted

accordingly. This is a difference compared to the previous version of the code, named
DEBSSS, where the toroidal current and thus also the pinch parameter was dynamically
adjusted to match a constant reference value by means of the toroidal loop—voltage. A
comparison between the old code version DEBSSS and the new version DEBSSé showed the
same qualitative RFP behaviour.

In DEBSSfi we induce an artificial toroidal rotation in the code by means of the friction force
term added to Eq. (1):

8 Vz/5‘t = +Vf (V0 -Vz) (3)

This term would, in the absence of other forces, lead to an 'spinning—up‘ of the plasma from
Vz=0 to VZ=V0 with a 'spinning-up' time-constant T5p=1/Vf:

v7.0) = Veil-emu) (4)

where V is normalised to the Alfven velocity VA and T5 to the Alfvén time TA.

The code is run for 500 't'A with a conducting shell in order to achieve the quasi-stationary state.
This state is used as the initial configuration for the following simulations in this study. We
simulate a case with a conducting shell at minor radius we to be used as a reference. For this
case there is no wall locking and the structure of the perturbations move slowly and apparently
randomly in the toroidal direction. Next, the conducting shell case with the induced toroidal
rotation is simulated. For this case, an acceleration of the perturbation pattern toroidally, up to a
constant velocity, is observed.

In the next series, we introduce a resistive shell with a shell time 15:711115, which replaces the
conducting shell at minor radius r=a, where m is the resistive diffusion time of the plasma. A

Second, conducting shell is placed at rz2a. For this case, the observed evolution of the
perturbation pattern is to lock at toroidal positions as determined by the positions of the initial
perturbations in the configuration. This is shown in Fig. 1, where the radial magnetic field 19, is
plotted vs. the toroidal position z (horizontal axis), and time !, normalised to TR (vertical axis),

at (r, 0) : (II/2,0). Both V0 and Vf are zero for this case. It is observad that br in the edge region

increases, compared to the conducting shell cases.

Another case examined is with a non-zero value of Vf but with zero V0. The toroidal locking

for this case is similar to the previous case.
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Fig 1.: The radial magneticfield hr at (r, 9)=(a/2,0) vs. toroidal position z=0-2aR (horizontal axis) . and time

t=0.05-0.1, normalised to TR (vertical axis), with resistive shell, 1.}:13/15. VFO, V0=0.

In the next series, rotation was introduced. With increasing values of Vf and V0 we observe a

growing influence on the mode locking pattern and, beyond a threshold value of the friction

force, the wall locking is suppressed and the modes start to rotate. This is illustrated in Fig. 2,

where again we plot the radial magnetic field I), vs. z and time t, normalised to TR. at

(r,9)=(a/2,0). For this case, VFSO and V0 = 0.25. It is seen in Fig.2 that the plasma reaches a

toroidal velocity of about Vz=0.1 after an acceleration time of around 200 TA, which is not in

agreement with Eq. (4). Thus. forces exists that counteract and balance the induced toroidal

rotation.

Rotation also affects the mode spectra, both for the conducting shell case and the resistive shell

case. The rotation gives rise to a substantial spectrum broadening accompanied by bursts of

n>0 modes.

These results indicate that the problem of RFP wall locking might be solved by inducing

plasma toroidal rotation. One observation in the code simulation is that the transition from

locked modes to rotation as VfVD is increased has an intermediate phase where the mode locked

pattern extends over only part of the z coordinate range. Similar observations have been made

in the Extrap T2 experiment [3].
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Fig 2.: The radial magneticfield by a! (r. 9)x{a/2, 0) vs. toroidal position z=0-27:R (horizontal axis) . and time

r=0.05—0.1, normalised to IR (verticalaxis), with resistive shell, rem/15. Vf=50. V0=0.25.

We will continue this study, starting with an investigation of the effects caused by field errors,
which will be applied by means of currents in the shell. We will study field errors both in the
form of single helicity modes as well as toroidally localised forms. Finally, we will try to
induce the toroidal rotation by means of currents in external coils.

We believe the work presented in this paper has demonstrated the first steps towards of a
possible solution of the severe problem of wall locking in the RFP.

This work was supported by the European Communities under an association contract between
EURATOM and the Swedish Natural Science Research Council. NSC at Linkoping is
acknowledged for the access of the CRAY YMP.
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Anomalous ion heating is a common phenomenon in reversed field pinch plasmas but the

mechanism responsible for the heating of the ions is still not fully understood. In order to con-
tribute to this important question a series of measurements has been undertaken at the Extrap-
T2 experiment in collaboration with the Repute Group from Tokyo University. The aim was to
determine if there is an anisotropy in the ion temperatures when measuring in parallel (Tm) and

perpendicular (TLL) directions with respect to the magnetic field. Such an anisotropy has been

observed earlier in the Repute plasma when run in the ULQ mode, but never reported for RFP
experiments. The observation of ion temperature anisotropy would be an important contribution

to the discussion about possible ion heating scenarios in the RFP plasma. Our measurements

showed a clear anisotropy with the parallel component of the ion temperature exceeding the

perpendicular by up to a factor of two or more [1].
In this paper we present some recent measurements using a different experimental set-up,

which allows the study of both ion temperature anisotropy and toroidal rotation of impurities

simultaneously, although at lower time resolution than the previous study.
The measurements are performed with two high spectral resolution spectrometers equipped

with gateable OMA detectors Fight. The lines of sight are chosen in the vicinity of each other

to represent the same plasma region. In the present study only low time resolution. of the order

of 1.7 ms, is obtained while two spectral lines are observed (28 pixels per line) due to the

readout-time requirement of the detector of about 1 ms. Gating times are varied from 200 us to

300 its depending on detector sensitivity and line intensities. For the 0+4 the detectors are run in

a "tandem" mode, which means that both tangential and perpendicular directions are registered

simultaneously and that both directions are observed by both spectrometers on a shot to shot

basis. In this way any systematic difference between the measurements obtained from different

spectrometers can be accounted for. Until now the results for other species are obtained on a

shot to shot basis.
The data presented here are run at about 180 M, which until now is the highest current at

which relatively long reproducible series of plasma discharges can be obtained. The time traces

from a typical shot are presented in Figlb. The dotted vertical lines represent the time points at
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Fig.1 (a) A schematic View of the spectromerer ser-upfor ”tandem" mode measurements, (:57) Time traces from

a discharge in Extrap-TZ, vertical dotted lines Show the data points (defectors gale-on).

which the detectors are gated on (centred at the gating time interval). The impurity ion
temperature (Ti) and rotation is obtained from measurements of Doppler broadening and
Doppler shift of emission lines in visible and near UV range. The measured Titang/Tipcrp

(tangential / perpendicular) with respect to the minor axis is very close to the Till/Til. with

resPect to the magnetic field, for OH and C”, according to the study reported in [1]. In this
study the radial distribution of ion temperature was assumed parabolic and emissivity uniform.
For lower ionisation Stages with emissivity profiles close to the edge these assumptions may
not apply.

The results presented in Fig.2 are obtained on shot to shot basis for all the species.
Additionally the anisotropy results for 0+4 ion are confirmed in the "tandem" runs where the

direction measured is interchanged between the spectrometers typically every other shot. The
relation between the measured anisotropy and plasma parameters is not clearly established yet.
The lower ionisation stages are radiating from the plasma edge and O"4 and C” are radiating
from the plasma centre. For 0+4 and C*‘4 a clear anisotropy effect can be observed with the
Timg greater than the Tiperp by up to a factor of two. For lowar ionisation stages no clear

anisotropy can be observed. The range of ion temperatures in the plasma centre especially in the
parallel direction exceeds the central electron temperature obtained from Thomson scattering
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and/or VUV line ratios, which for this series of shots is on the average at about 120 eV level.
In Fig.3 the anisotropy results for 0+4 ion run in "tandem“ mode are presented.
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A model developed for taking account of both the anomalous ion heating and ion temperature
anisotropy has been developed [2]. In this model a strong direct ion heating mechanism is
postulated where low frequency («coco magnetic fluctuations excited by global kink instability
play an essential role. The instabilities excite low frequency perpendicular electric field which
results in perpendicular motion of ions, and then damping of the perpendicular motion in the
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parallel motion goes through the viscosity. The perpendicular motion which is equivalent to the
magnetic perturbation works as a "magnetic pump" and temperature anisotropy can develop.
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Fig.4 Toroidal rotation results. from left to right: (1* 2, 0+2. 0+4 and C”.

In Fig.4 rotation results are presented. The Ct2 ion which is radiating from the plasma edge
rotates preferentially in the direction opposite to the plasma current. The Langmuir probe
measurements [3] show that the radial electric field is negative at the edge (r > 0.93 a, where a
is the minor radius) and positive in the centre (r < 0.93 a). The rotation of C+2 ions is in the
ExB drift direction. The diamagnetic drift for an ion with density profile expected for (3+3 ion is
also in the same direction. For 0+2 ions the situation is different they behave as they were
present at a minor radius in the vicinity of the point where the electric field changes sign and
show the influence of both positive and negative electric field. 0+4 and CM show almost only
the influence of positive electric field which is consistent with their expected presence close to
the plasma centre. The preliminary results of emissivity profiles for those ions show that C” is
peaking at the centre while 0” tends to show a siightly hollow profile. In such a case a
contribution from diamagnetic drift would be in the positive direction for C+4 and in negative
direction for 0"”. A series of measurements are planned using the "tandem" system for
differential measurement of 0‘4 and CM rotation together with multi-chord viewing in order to
resolve the contributions from E x B and diamagnetic drift to the observed rotation.
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Results from Thomson scattering
measurements in the Extrap T2

A. Welander
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.1. Introduction
Extrap T2 is a reversed field pinch (RFP) experiment with an aspect ratio (R/a = 1.24 m I 0.183

in). Plasma currents can be varied in the range from 60 to 220 kA and the line—averaged electron

density from interferometry is in the range from below 1019 m'3 to 1020 m'3. A Thomson
scattering (TS) system is used to measure electron density and temperature at one selected time

into the discharge at three minor radii (r/a = 0, 0.28, 0.56). The three spatial points have been

used to define profile peaking factors for density, temperature and pressure. These peaking

factors are in turn included in a data base in order to study the scaling with relevant parameters.

The observed peaking factors correspond to a range of profiles from parabolic to hollow. There

is substantial scatter in the data believed to be related to profile non axisymmetry due to a large

internal mode structure also observed with magnetic diagnostics. The most apparent

correlations for the density peaking factor are with the plasma current and the absolute value of

the density. These quantities together with the temperature profile are also important for the

empirical scaling of plasma confinement parameters.

2. Experimental
The TS profile data is very limited. However two peaking factors have been defined in order to

gain some insight into possible dependencies of parameters on profile shapes. The first peaking

parameter is defined in terms of TS data only and is given by q(0)/<q> where <qT5> is

defined by <q>=(q(0)+q(0.28)+q(0.56))/3 and is the average of the three TS points. Here

q(r/a) signifies one of the measured quantities density (ne), temperature (L) or pressure (pg) at

minor radius (r/a). This parameter characterises profile peaking in the inner region of the

plasma. Since this factor is defined in terms of TS data ane, problems related to changes in

absolute calibration do not affect the interpretation of the results. The second parameter

<nrs>l<fle> compares the average density of the inner region as measured by TS to the line-

averaged density (<12?) measured by interferometry. This parameter could give information on

the steepness of the gradient in the edge region where there is no TS data (r/a>0.56). Since an

average value for the central region is used to define the peaking factor, this method is less

sensitive to small changes in the global equilibrium position of the plasma. On the other hand

the TS data is compared with interferometer data, so changes in the TS calibration need to be

accounted for which introduces an additional error.
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Peaking parameters vs plasma current
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Fig. 1 Difieren! peaking paramelers are plotted versus discharge current. In a) the peaking of the density profile
in the inner region, in b) the peaking of the density profile in the outer region and in c) the peaking of the
pressure profiIe is indicated. Different symbols are used to denote measurements made with the line-averaged
density in the intervals 0-3, 3-4 and 4-7x1019 m3,

One common phenomenon in Extrap T2 discharges is the occurrence of a large localised

mode structure at one toroidal position which is followed by an increase in density brought on

by increased release of hydrogen from the wall due to intensive plasma Wall loads. The data

points studied here were all taken at early times into the discharge before these non reproducible

and non antisymmetric effects occur. The error bars included represent three times the standard

deviation of the ensemble—average values. ,
The two different density profile peaking parameters are plotted for a range of densities

versus plasma current (IP) in fig. 1. The high density series shows a clear tendency for hollow

density profiles, whereas the lower density cases have more peaked profiles. For values of
<ne> below 3x1019 m-3, both peaking parameters decrease with increasing <ne> and are

independent 1p. For values of <ne> above 4x1019 1113, the situation changes and the peaking

parameters instead depend 0121p only and increase with it. The pressure profile is always quite

flat but is slightly more peaked for low plasma currents for the full range of densities.
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Plasma performance vs l/N
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Fig. 2 The scaling of a) the central electron temperature. b) the polofdal electron 13 value and c} the electron
energy content in the plasma with UN.

The TS Profile data has also been used to estimate the poloidal electron [3 value (flag)

and the electron energy content (We) in Extrap T2. In doing this, the edge electron density and
temperature is modelled based on measurements by electrostatic probes [1]. Fig. 2 shows Te,
£39,; and We plotted versus I/N (I/NecIP/<ne>). The central electron temperature ranges from
100-300 eV and the poloidal electron fl is around 3 %. A regression analysis yields that very
roughly Wexlplro<ne>°-35, figlexlp-O-apo-fl and T€(0)oc1p1-2<n,>'0‘5.

The effect of the temperature profile on the electron energy content is shown in fig. 3. A
peaking of the temperature profile resulting from an increased central temperature does not lead
to a decrease of the plasma loop resistance (Rp) and a clear decreaSe of We is seen for peaked Te
profiles. Dividing We in fig. So by power input to the plaSma (Pin) does not affect the observed
trend but improves the correlation for the individual measurements. The trend is caused either by
a degradation of the energy confinement time for electrons with higher Te profile peaking or by a

change in the fraction of Pm that heats the electrons. In fig. 3c it appears that W‘! decreases
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Plasma parameters vs peaking of TC
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with the global electron temperature gradient ( the peaking parameter). However it is also the
case that this peaking factor increases with increasing T40) and it is not determined what the
important parameter is. A data base is being accumulated and this will be a subject for further
study. One possible caveat here is that the trend in fig. 30 would be sensitive to random errors
in the measured value of T4056). However, plotting ”(0.56) vs Te(0)/Te(0.28) reveals the
same clear trend. Since the TS values from the three different points are measurements which
are essentially independent of each other, the observed trend should be significant.

3. Summary
The TS system in operation on the Extrap T2 has been used to study the effect of changes in
profiles on the global plasma behaviour and to estimate confinement parameters.

References
[1] Moller A., These proceedings.
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MAGNETIC FIELD FLUCTUATIONS IN TURBULENT PLASMA
I.F. Goutych, A.G. Sitenko and A.G. Zagorodny

Bogolyubou Institute for Theoretical Physics
143 Metrologicftna sin, Kiev 252143, Ukraine

1. Introduction
Theoretical studies of magnetic field fluctuation spectra are of great impoztance both for the
theory and applications However the detailed analysis of magnetic fluctual 1on3 have not been
carried out up to now. This concerns both plasmas with stationary macr05copic parameters
and plasmas with large~scale random motions (turbulent plasmas)

The purpose of the present paper is to generalize the theory of electromagnetic fluctuations
in a stable stationary plasma. to the case of a plasma with fluid—like random perturbations and
to study magnetic field fluctuation spectra. To provide the generalization, the Green‘s functions
taking into account large—scale random perturbations are used [1—4].

2. Basic set of equations
Let us consider a plasma with macroscopic random motion of volume elements. We assume
the statistical dependence of both individual particle motions and stochastic motion of volume
elements to be weak.

Averaging equation for microscopic phase density
N

: 261a: — an», m a (mi
i=1

over the ensemble of turbulent perturbations one obtains

a 6 ext 6 _ 8fl3i+V6r +‘(F ”Fla" iflfll‘(71?)r’ (1)
where ~7:12: t): (2: ,1!) >2“ and F =< Ftm >r are the microscopic phase density and intrinsic
force averaged over the ensemble of large-scale chaotic motion, (5;91 )T 15 the change of averaged
microscopic density per unit time under the action of turbulent force FT=F"“—- < F““> .

lithe relaxation of _'F(z, t) can be treated as the Gaussian process the equations for the
microscopic phase density takes the form [1,4]

{gt +v aa—+—(F""‘+F) 38V }f-(;I:,t)= (—3; [D%*U¢] iii-Tail: (2)

where D and U are the diffusion coefficient and drift velocity for large-Scale volume element.
Performing the statistical averaging of Eq. (2) over the Gibbs ensemble related to the

particles involved in the volume of large-scale perturbation and subtracting the averaged equa—
tion from Eq. (2) one obtains in the polarization approximation the following equation for
smoothened microscopic fluctuations

a 8 ext ext

{57+v3—r m+elE :XB l68W6“: (3)
+£1~l5E(r,t)+‘—;x 6mm] 81;) a g [13% — U1] the»).

Here f(v) E< film, i) >E<< .7-"(:,t) >r> is the distribution function smoothened over large—
scale perturbations.
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The formal solution of Eq, (3) is given by
tmm: 6fi°)(x,t)—%/ dt'fdx’I‘V(a:,$',t~t’) x (4)

U A I v \ J n 8f(v')A [6E(r,t)+ C x5130 “l W.

Here 5f(”)(x,t) is the fluctuation in the system without selficonsistent electromagnetic inter-
actions, W(:c, :r’,t -- t’) is the probability of particle transition from 1: to x’ during 'r z t — t’.
The latter satisfies the equation

a a 3 ext V ext 2“ ; I __ a a - r{a‘r+va_+m.lE +Z><B lav}ill(x,:c,T)—E[D5;—Ud WW”) (5)

with the initial condition W(z, z', 0) 2 6(3 — x’).
The fluctuation fields are governed by the Maxwell equations

rot6E(r, t) 2 —~IC~§~E6B (r, t)

devEB = O (6)

rowBrr t) 2 gang :5) + flame 2‘) + 4—"aJ<°l(r t)‘ ’ c at ’ c ’ I c 5
divEElr,t) = 47r5pind(r,t) + 41r6p(°J(r,i),

63'“d(r.t)= Zea]; di fdv/dx i (7)
(v+Ud a)W/(xzt—~t)[5Eri}+—>\5B(rt)]

63"”(1323) : Ze/dv (v + Uri V BE), 6f(°l(e,i_).

The correlation functions of fluctuation sources are given by

where

< 5J§D)(r t)6J(°)(r 2') >=ZZe/dv [dv (UWW ”D
, 5.(‘UJ‘I‘Udj —D-6—T;

.7

51)
)W(I, :c',t «w t’)f(v'). [8)

3. Fluctuation spectra in turbulent plasmas
Eqs‘ (6) — (8) make it possible to calculate the fluctuation quantities in the same manner as in
the case of ordinary plasmas» For example,

< 513,-a >1“: iii—71A; (k on]; (1w) < aJlmaf’l >kw, (9)
2

< 511153} >km= 167FC2khkn eiklejnart: (k1 w)A_1,;1 (k,w) < éfifjéJrii? >kwl (10)[-94

where

k2 62 [wk
Alb-(k w)"— €ij(k w) 'w—g' (6'3 _ k2,) 1
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stiikaw) = 61i+ZXijikawi (11)

2
X{j(k,w) = —;ew—2/dV/JVI(U;+U¢;1J€;D)‘

6f(v’)
an! iJ

”k(vH-§v){jk(w—kv) kkyt}
1)]. .

< M961?” m = 251/ dv/ M“ + Us " ikiDXv} + UM " ”9101'
‘iGm(V.V'}f(V') + Gh(v,v’)f(v)}.

Now, let us specify W(z, m’fi) for the case of plasma in external magnetic field B’“ = (0, 0, Bo).
If the large-scale motions are well pronounced only in the directions perpendicular to z-axis,
the solution of Eq.(5) with the appropriate initial condition is

1 rL—rl—Arl V',T)2
W(z,zc',r) = ——(4WDT)5_ 4 1' 6(3 ~ 2' w Cir) (12)
6(1); m n; cos QT — 2),, sin QT)6('U; + v; siniiir - 1); cos fl’r)6(v= A vi).

Substituting Eq.(12) into Eqs.(ll) one obtains explicite expressions for the dielectric permit~
tivity tensors and correlation functions of Langeven sources [5].

4. Numerical analysis
Since the detailed studies of magnetic fluctuation spectra. have not been performed up to now, in
the present paper we consider the simplest case of a regular plasmas. For the sake of simplicity
we restrict ourselves by the calculation of the quantity

16 2 2s it(532)“, = "LU—f (at, — k2—)A5;(k,w)A;,1‘(/c,oj(aJfima‘Jim. (13)

Calculations were performed for the case of hydrogen isot‘hermic plasmas at the following value
of plasma parameters mpg/[fie] = 1, 0/35 = 10. At the figures below the quantity (13) in
arbitrary units I = nwpe< 51; > is presented as a function of dimensionless frequency

0
a: = (bl/WP: at various values ofy : fit/kg: (Fig. 1~ y :10”, Fig. 2 ~y = 5404;16123, = 4—":331‘)
and go which is the angle between k and zo(1-tp = 89°, Beat; 2 88°, 3,99 = 87”, 4 “$7 = 86°
at Fig.1a,2a and 1 — up = 75°, 2 — up = 60°, 3 — (p = 45°, 4 — 95 = 30“ at Figs. 1b,2b).

Numerical anaiysis shows that in the low-frequency domain magnetic fluctuation spectra
consists of incoherent maximum in the withinity of zero frequency and more, or less pronounced
two resonances, associated with excitation of the Aifven and fast magnetosound waves. intensity
of both incoherent and resonance maxima is considerably dependent on the wavelength and the
direction of fluctuation field propagation.
References .
1. A.G. Sitenko, A.G. Zagorodny, Ukr.Journ.Phys. (1995) 40 390

P. Soseniro, N. Maafa, D. Gresillon, PhysScr. 51 (1995) 647
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AG. Sitenko, AG. Zagorodny, P.P.J.M. Schram, Physica B (1996) 228 125
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Chaotic dynamics and structure formation in the plasma diode
with virtual cathode

Vasiliy G.Anfinogentov

College of Applied Science, Saratov State University.
Astrakhanskaya 83 Saratov 410026 RUSSIA, e—mail:vga@cas.ssu.runnet.ru

One of the simplist models of collisionless plasma is the plasma diode. It consists
of diode region filled by neutralising ion background. The electron beam propagates

through the region. The control parameter of the system is the Pierce parameter [1}

ct : mpL/vb for full neutralisation. Herc top = 1{cob/em; W "’b are the charge density
and velocity on the input grid, L is the length of the system. Pierce parameter is the ratio

between transit time T = L/vb and the plasma oscillation period TI) 2 21t/c) p. This model

takes into account collective phenomena as well as boundary effects. The growth of the

electrostatic instability leads to the appearance of the virtual cathode (VC) for or > 1:. VC

is the region with the space charge potential almost equal to the cathode potential. Plasma

diode with VC is the simplest model of such devices as plasma implantation devices, ICF

and microwave devices (see {2] and cited refs for review). Complex behaviour of the

plasma diodes attracts widespread interest in the recent years [3~6].
In the present paper we consider complex behaviour and structure formation in the

partially neutralised diode region. This assumption leads to the new parameter no 2 iii/Mb.

Here n.- is the concentration of ion background'and "b = Pb/e is the beam concentration.
The system behaviour was simulated with the help of PIC method. Considerable

influence of the neutrallsation degree on the VC oscillation was observed. As known [6]

three regimes of complex VC oscillation exist for full neutralisation. Strong chaotic regime

appears for small supercritical value of ot(ot < 1.31:). Power spectrum has noise—like form

and the phase trajectory fills whole region in the phase space (Fig.1a). The leading

Lapunov exponent is positive (A. = 0.045) and attractor dimension has the value 2.5 in the

scaling region. The increasing of or. leads to the almost regular oscillations (ribbon chaos).

The strong chaos arises again for or. >1.711: (Fig.1b). The phase trajectory moves on the

attractor during main time and sometimes wallts around the attractor sheet (intermittence

regime).
Decreasing of the neutralisation degree produces the breaking of chaotic regimes

and regular VC oscillations appear. The breaking Occurs through ribbon chaos for small

values of u. Attractors have the narrow ribbon in these regions. For large on suddenly

destroying of the chaotic state was observed.
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neutralisation: (a) a=1.05m (blazin-

For small neutralisation the quasiperio‘dicai behaviour with two independent
frequencies was founded. The growth of 0L leads to the breaking of this state and complex
dynamics arises. Leading Lapunov exponent is positive, that proves the chaotic behaviour
of the beam. Attractor dimension has small value 1.2. This value of dimension justifies
exiting the small number of modes. Therefore in the strong nonlinear regime the mode
coupling plays the main role.

The typical structures were extracted from spade—temporal data of the potential with
the help of proper orthogonal decomposition [6]. In this method the typical structure F}; is

the solution of the Fredholrn integral equation

iK<x.y)Fk(x)dx : Macy) (1)
T

where K(x,y)=% ju(x.t)u(y,t)dt is the mutual correlation function. The value of
0

EC 2 lk/z hj is the measure of energy of mode Fir. In all regimes of the complex VC

oscillations the irregular behaviour appears as a result of interaction between small number
of modes, because more than 98% energy of beam oscillation accumulated in the three
higher modes.

The typical structures with Ek > 0.01 are shown in Fig.2 for strong neutralisation.

Three modes are exited in the chaotic regime. The highest mode demonstrates strong
nonuniform potential distribution with one maximum. This distribution is typical for

formation of VC in the diode. The spatial structure of other modes proves existence of

additional bunches in the beam. The energy of second mode is maximal for chaotic
behaviour.

If neutralisation degree decreases then the energy of highest mode remains constant
and energy of third mode decreases from 0.05 for no : 1 to 0.01 for no = 0.7. Third mode

disappeares for small neutralisation and only two modes were observed in the regular VC
oscillations.
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Fig.2 Typical stmcturcsfor strong chaos in the neutralised beam The energy of the first mode is

0.82, second mode - 0.11 and the third mode » 0.05.

Two specific structures are exited in the regular quasiperiodical regime. Exiting of

third structure accompanies transition to chaos for small neutralisation. Phase projection,

power spectrum and time histories for oscillation of mode amplitudes are shown in the

Fig.3. Mode amplitude is aka) 2 J‘u(x.t)fi}c(x)dx. As clearly shown in Fig.3, the complex

behaviour in nonneutraIiSed beam is connected with oscillation of third structure and other

modes demonstrate quasiperiodical oscillation. ‘
Analysis of the physical processes in the system shows that the highest mode

coincides with the potential distribution during VC formation. Other modes are bound up

with formation of the bunch during VC disappearing for strong neutralisation. This bunch

is marked on the spade—temporal diagram (Fig.4a). For complex regime increasing of

energy E2 is connected with increasing of the charge density in this structure. Reflection

of the beam from second bunch appears for large charge density. It provides strong

feedback required for chaotic behaviour. This feedback influences during all times in the

first regime of strong chaos. In the second one the reflection starts the turbulence bursts. If

neutralisat‘ton degree decreases then second bunch breaks, that explains decreasing of

energy of the low modes and appearance of regular oscillation.
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Fig.3. Power spectrum, phase portraits and time histories of mode amplitude oscillations
far chaotic regime in the noneutrolisen' beam
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Second and third structures are connected with metastable particles for

nonneutralised beam (Fig.4b). These particles exist long time (some periods) in the VC
region. Existence of metastable particles provides internal feedback required for chaotic
behaviour. The greater charge density of the metastable bunch produces nonlinear action of
feedback and leads to the chaotic behaviour. Increasing of the charge density in the
metastable bunch explains increasing of the mode energy E3. The peculiarity of power

spectrum of £130?) is connected with slow modulation of the charge density in the

metastable bunch. Recognising of the typical structures gives a possibility of effective
influence on the system behaviour by managing the structure formation.

This work is supported by the Ministry of Common and Professional Education of
Russia (Grant N2-33) and Russian Fund of Basic Research (Grant N96-02-16753).
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BISTABLE UPPER HYBRID SOLITONS

'I‘.A.Davydova, A.I.Fishchuk
Institute for Nuclear Research,

pr.Nauki~47, Kiev, Ukraine.

A number of experiments shows the possibility of formation of coherent wave struc—
tures near the upper hybrid resonance {UHPQ where the frequency of an incident ex-
traordinary wave Leo is close to (Luge + (231/2 ( cape and (26 are the electron plasma and
cyclotron frequencies, respectively ). Above some threshold 3 wave propagating across
the magnetic field is ”trapped” near the resonance and a density well is formed near
the peak of the field [1].

Soliton formation in the nonlinear stage of the modulational instability of electro‘
static UH waves in many cases may be described by the following modified nonlinear
Schrodinger equation [2—4]:

62¢
65

Here p— E/B is the dimensionless electric field envelope, T—# wot/2 IS the dimension-

m_ .1(B+C;€2)|¢|2 554‘“ (1)

less time and E — :s/pe is the dimensionless space coordinate, ,0E is the electron Larmor

radius. The constants D and P describe the linear dispersion of UH waves. Coeflicients
B and C depend on the dominant nonlinear process in the particular plasma system.

According to the theory {2—4}, the dependence between the density perturbations
and the field intensity is often nonlocal. For example in interaction of UH waves with
slow, short scale {L < c/wpe) magnetosonic perturbations the density variation has the
form

:52 N j— (1—2 EIZ :53
no N wgeBg (13:2 BO'

Simultaneously a magnetic field well is created near the pump peak under the action of

the ponderomotive force (SB/B0 ~ ~|ElZ/BU. In this case C 2 cz/Ufi. B z 1.
According to theory [2.3]. “cusp solitons" appear when the nonlocal nonlinear cou-

pling is dominant. But they have been proven to be unstable [5}. However the pre—
dictions of Refs.[2,3,5] were based on treating only the lowest Order dispersive effects,
which is insufficient in case of a nonlocal coupling [4]

One particular regular exact solution of Eq.(1) was found in [4} for the case

B:U,D>0,P<0,C<0. , (2)

It has the sech-form:

2D ”2 D C .A D2= __ __# 11' , x_w_l 31,!) (ml) sech( 2|P|g e , X 4P (l
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Stationary soliton ~ solutions of Eq.(1) in the case. (2) of the type

it = [1(6) expG/V') (4)

with dilferent values of A have been found numerically in Ref. [6]
In this report we study the general pr0perties of UH solutions and their stability. We

+00
suppose that the function U(£) in Eq.(4) is real and that the invariants N = f l¢l2d§,

—00
the plasmon number, and

H: 2WD, -l'—%(§i§éfi) LIE“) d5. {5)

the Hamiltonian, have finite values. The function Um satisfies the ordinary diiferential
equation

Pd”_z,1_:
Pay

.." 2 4cm +BU3+CUd-U dU,\U+Dd£2 as W =m @
which has an integral

dU ‘MI 2 dU d3U BU4 c dU2 2:— I2 — W“— —— w ku +D(d—E) PU?) +2Pd€d€3+ 2 +2(d€),

which is a constant for a115,. For any soliton solution .I = 0, since U vanishes on infinity
and the following identity is valid:

B . d2U FAmewgmei P(d§), (o
Where 58 is a extremum. From Eq.(6) two integral identities may be obtained [7] These
identities give a rather simple expression for A :

1 W ’dU 2 (121:7 2m__ m ___~J __ 2 r4 .A_3N/(D(d€) army) +BL)dE (8)

To obtain the asymptotic behaviour of soliton solutions on infinity it. is sufficient
to consider the linear part of Eq.(6). For UK) N €Xp(_w‘lfif) this gives

2_ D 132 A
”’“Efii 492+?
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In the case D > 0, P < 0 the solution decays monotonically toward infinity if 0 <

A < D2/4IPI. If A > D2/4lP|, solitons have oscillating tails which do not influence
essentially the integral properties of solitons.

A rather good analytical approximation to numerical solutions [6] may be obtained
using the variational method with a trial function of the type (4) with

U(£) = hsechiut‘)‘ (9)

The soliton amplitude h and its characteristic size ”*1 are found from the requirement
that the function U(§) (9) gives an extremum to the Hamiltonian (5) at fixed number

N. The last condition gives 71 2 fNp/Q)”2 and

{10)
_ 2N=4H(D 2.8 Pa ).

B —- 2.4 Cu”

Below we consider the case D > O. P < 0, B > 0,0 < 0. Then the right hand side
of Eq.(10} is a monotonic function of it if

D B ' DB W--m < m __ 1171m 2|cg+i21|P01> ( )

in this case Eq.(1{]) has only one positive root u corresponding to one stable soliton
solution. When the opposite inequality is valid1 N01.) has two extrema. The latter case
will be considered belOW.

In the problem of UH solitons the linear and nonlinear spatial scales are strongly

dilierent. i.e.,

Vex.//
D

Llin "’ i?
B ‘
6i NLM, (12)

and the extremal values of the plasrnon number N are

a - 1/2 * 1/2, . 5 D- . 280DlPl
;\ = i : aw T ‘ :lr : A _

max A (ll—j <3 B‘c‘) ' A'mmn \ 01+) C 9 CV} )

Thus we find that for N <
r a ' f -rthe region ”min < N < Am“

and N > N)1: amNmm Eq.(10) has one positive root but in
this equation has three positive roots u corresponding to

three possible soliton solutions. The exact solution (3) belongs to the branch .11. > #4,.

Soliton stability may be established by the Kolokolov» Vakhitov criterion [5] This
Criterion states that a soliton is stable if dN/dA is positive and that a soliton is unstable
in the opposite case. Calculation of A using Eq.(8) gives A = (Du.2 +7lPln4 +ZBNlL)/9.
This function increases monotonically with n. Thus the qualitative dependence N(A)
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for soliton solutions is similar to the dependence N (p). A sketch of the curve N(A) is
shown in Fig.1 for the case considered.

According to the stability criterion long scale solitons (,u < u_,/\ < A(;¢_),N <
Nmaw) and short scale solitons (n > AHA > A(o+),N > Nmin) are stable. Solitons
of intermediate scale are unstabie. Cusped solutions belong to this unstable branch
(even after their smoothing by the fourth order diSpersive effects). In the range Nmin <
N < NW”. there are two stable soliton solutions of Eq.(1). This is a kind of bistability
phenomenon. Such a possibility was suggested in [8] for a different nonlinear system.
The mechanism leading to this phenomenon is a competition between focusing and
defocussing forces which behave diflerently on difierent spatial scales.
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Wave Mode Conversion Due to the Linear Plasma Echo in
Non-Uniform Magnetic Fields

Sergei V. Kasilov

Institute of Plasma Physics, National Science Center “Kharkov Institute of Physics and
Technology”, U1. Akademjcheskaya 1, 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine

Introduction

Since the prediction of electromagnetic wave absorption in plasmas due to multiple elec~
tron cyclotron resonance [1}, this mechanism has been shown to be responsible for various
phenomena in laboratory and space plasmas. The important feature of cyclotron absorp-
tion in non-uniform magnetic fields is the existence of various linear echo effects such
as transillumination of wave barriers as well as ballistic wave reflection and wave con-
version [2~5]. Up to now, the ballistic reflection has been mainly studied in the case
when the magnetic field gradient is parallel to the magnetic field direction (see, e.g.,
Refs. [6. 7]). In the case when the angle a between the magnetic field gradient and its
direction is finite, in addition to reflection into the mode of the same type, also reflection
and conversion into modes of different type occurs. The prime factors which seriously
afiect wave reflection and conversion include the relativistic cyclotron frequency depen-
dence on energy and the variation of the parallel particle velocity during its motion in
the non—uniform magnetic field [6]. Together with these effects, even the rare Coulomb
collisions can effectively destroy the wave-particle phase memory and the correSponding
echo phenomena. [8]. In the present paper, electromagnetic wave conversion and wave
reflection efiects are studied for the case of multiple electron cyclotron resonance in a
weakly relativistic plasma for arbitrary angle a taking into account all three features
mentioned above which may reduce the ballistic eEects.

11F Current Density

We consider the 1D problem with linearly increasing magnetic field module along the
m-axis, B = 80(1 + 15/133.) and straight magnetic filed lines in the mz-plane declined by
an angle or with respect to z—axis. The unperturbed distribution of plasma particles
is assumed homogeneous. The plasma temperature is assumed nonrelativistic and thus
the only important relativistic effect to be taken into account is the dependence of the
electron cyclotron frequency wee on energy. We consider the case of multiple electron
cyclotron resonance ac) = —w at 1: = 0, tan is the cyclotron frequency of nonrelaa-
tivistic electrons. In this case, the resonant particles provide only a small correction to
the rf plasma current and cannot change the polarization of the electromagnetic waves
significantly. Because of the narrow resonance zone, the magnetic field inhomogeneity
needs to be retained in the current density of resonant electrons only and one may look
for the electric field of the electromagnetic waves in the form EM t) = 5(z) exp(ik-F— iwt)
where I? is the wave vector satisfying the cold plasma dispersion equation and 5(a) is an
amplitude slowly varying due to resonant interaction. The right-polarized components
of the resonant particles rf current density and the electric field are linked in the short
wave limit Itfi >> wsina/vq-Lm by the following relation,

J" = at» epW- iwtlg'lw) + 0m exp (2731“ M - 2iknw/ 81M) 51—13)- (1)
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Here, the conductivity kernels which are slowly varying in space are given by
_' “)2 ”flan—1

M 'k — —-5'—c—w z" 2a, (a, ) nix/finllknlvr ( )7 ()
_ 2M2 vhf—19 k

4\/ 211' nilknlvq-(l - 1191)“+1
I exp (—(1 — 2192);”, + as) , (3)

where a —-= kiv%/(2wf(0)), is” and kJ_ are parallel and perpendiculu wave numbers,
'01" = «Te/me is the electron thermal velocity, w(zn) is the probability integral of complex
argument, :4,1 = —w:r,’(\/§lk“iiITLz), and @(ku) is the Heaviside step function.
The first term on the rhs of Eq. (1) corresponds to the usual local plasma response lead—
ing to cyclotron absorption of waves. The second term is the “echo” current which is
responsible for the generation of reflected and converted waves The following effects
which limit the value of the current are taken into account; the variation of the parallel
electron velocity Clue to adiabatic invariance, the relativistic dependence of frequency on
the energjr represented by 191 = 219‘l(1 H NTI"/’3)'u€",’./(c2 sin a) and 192 = It'll/mvg/(c3 sin a)
respectively, and the wave-particle phase decorrelation due to Coulomb collisions de
scribed by 6‘13 = —4D“k§Lg / (15m3 sin3 a). Here N“ is the parallel refraction index and
D” is the coefficient of Coulomb diffusion with respect to parallel velocity.

Generation of Converted Modes

The fast spatial variation of the “echo” current given by the exponent in the second
term on the rhs of (1) can be characterized by an efiective wave vector which has the
same values of Icy and k; as the electric field wave vector but a different value of the
x-component, k“) = —kz — 2kzctga. If kl”) is close to one of the solutions of the cold
plasma dispersion equation solved with respect to cc-component of the wave vector km,
117. = 1, . . . ,4, the generation of reflected or converted waves occurs. In the case of weak
wave absorption after one passing of the wave through the resonance zone, the power
conversion coefiicients are given by the expression I‘ : pMD pM pi/(QNfl), where

2 2 n—lL k2b2 L2 [6(a) « .0 2

Pm: fin (”299:1 2 2 1 46m) '- H T :( 2A“) +6§> ‘ (4)Wm +193) “ V (Heal 2w"(1+192)
Here subscripts IMO and M" denote the modes of propagation of incident and converted
waves (M r: O for ordinary and IVI = X for extraordinary). For small angles 0: it is suffi-
cient to consider the case of wave propagation almost perpendicular to the magnetic field.
In this case, the polarization factors 17M and refraction indices NM can be approximated
by

2 22 2 E+€— £353 (53 — 5+) 6+F: e N m . = W = __. 5No a: x 51 . Po ( €153 _ 5+5” : PK 15% a ( l

where 51, 52, 53 are the components of the cold plasma dielectric tensor, 61 = 51 :i: 52,
,5 W 7r/2 — I9, and 6 is the angle between the magnetic field and the wave vector.

The conversion coefficient takes its maximum value for k“) — km = D. In the particular
case M, = 0, Le. wave incidence in :cz-plane, this condition restricts the angle (1) between
the wave vector of the incident mode and m-axis. The NI and N” components of the
refraction index as functions of the incidence angle :1) are shown in Figure 1. Also shown
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are the effective refraction index N3, = ck‘eJ/w of the “echo" current and the effective
parallel refraction index of this current.

It can be seen that the refraction index of the particular converted mode matches the
effective refraction index of the “echo” current at some specific values of incidence angle
45. In these points the conversion is maximum. These matching points are marked in
Figure 1 with A, B and C. '

Point A corresponds to the generation of a reflected mode of the same type as the incident
one. For perpendicular incidence, this occurs at oi = a... = 0. Point B corresponds to
the generation of a reflected mode of different type. This occurs for incidence from the
10v.r field side at d) = 455 < 0 for the ordinary and at ¢ = 453 > 0 for the extraordinary
mode. Point C corresponds to the generation of a mode of diflerent type which travels
through the resonance zone in the same direction as the incident mode (wave splitting).
This occurs for incidence of the ordinary mode into the cyclotron resonance zone from
the low field side or for incidence of the extraordinary mode incidence from-the high field
side With If.” > 0.

Example

As a numerical example we consider the case of an extraordinary mode incident on the
second harmonic n : 2 resonance layer in a tokamak with big radius R = L,7 2 200 cm,
magnetic field B 2 30 kG, electron density n, = 1013 cm"3 and temperature Te 2 500
eV. The analysis shows that for arbitrary (x relativistic effects and Coulomb collisions will
reduce significantly the value of the conversion coefficient. On the other hand, taking
N” m a = 0.1 and D” = W12" Where 1/ m 2 ~ 1053—1, we estimate |6<D| ~ 100:2 = 0.1. This
shows that for small a the collisional decorrelation is small and also the modification of
the parallel velocity due the adiabatic invariance and the relativistic cyclotron frequency
dependence on energy described by 191 z 192 m 12:: = 1.2 do not reduce the ballistic efi'ect
significantly. The power conversion coefficient in this case is estimated to be I‘ as 0.05.
That means that there should be a possibility to observe reflected modes in.a plasma
with parameters close to a tokamak plasma. In this way one could obtain the information
about the value of the angle a from a comparison of the reflected power of different wave
modes. This effect may provide an additional tool to measure the poloidal magnetic field
component in the core plasma of tokamaks.
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Refraction indices of the incident {I} and generated modes (1,2,3) and effec—
tive refraction index of the “echo” current (E) are shown as functions of as,
the angle between the incident made wave vector and the normal to the cy-
clotron resonance zone. In the caee of extraordinary mode incidence ((41) and
(c)) 1 and 3 correspond to the generated ardtnary modes and 2 corresponds
to the generated extraordinary made. In the case of ordinary mode incidence
{(5) and (99) 1 commands to the generated ordinary mode, 2 and 3 corre-
spond to the generated extraordinary modes. The points where the efi‘ectt'ue
refraction index of the “echo” current matches the refraction index of one of
the generated modes are marked by A, B and C. These points correspond to
maximum energy conversion into the particular made.
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Dissipative Saturation Structure and Transport Effects of Self-Excited
Microislands in Tokamaks

E.Minardi, E. Lazzaro.
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l-Introduction
The possibility of self—excitation in tokamaks of microislands (whose width is much

smaller than the ion gyroradius and the mode numbers m and n are large) by pumping energy
from the plasma through the interaction of the ions with densely packed island chains has
been suggested in recent years by Kadomtsev {l} The interaction with the random
electrostatic poioidal field generated by the system of incoherent island chains may cause a
net slow radial drift of ions in the outward direction of the major radius R through the toroidal
nonlinear terms of the equation of motion [2] quadratic in the electric field. The adiabatic
conservation of the magnetic moment it = mivi/ZB «x viR during the slow motion toward

increasing R implies a loss of plasma kinetic energy that is pumped into the islands. In view
of discussing the conditions for reaching a stationary situation where the pumping term is
balanced by an appropriate damping we reformulate and solve numerically in the stationary
case the nonlinear partial differential equation describing the structure of the microislands

and elucidate how the topology of the islands is affected by the nonlinearity. In presence of
densely packed incoherent island chains the ion may experience a nonvanishing poloidal
electrostatic field while crossing a single chain during a single Larmor gyration and exchange
of momentum may occur between the ions and the island chains [1]. Under this assumption
we develop a model of island sustainment considering that the pumping term is balanced by a
damping term arising from a resistivedike anomalous dissipation related to the interaction
between the islands and marginally stochastic electrons .
The saturated island width is expressed in terms of the physical and geometrical parameters of
the tokamak. The consequences on plasma transport and the scaling of the energy
confinement time with respect to these parameters are presented.

nlin tatio a $01 ’ ns
We start from the continuity equation for the electrons

an E x 13 173?“: B2 -Vne=;V,,J,, (1)

and the equilibrium equation (neglecting inertia) along I”:
(1,/'ene )E - V(neTc) + 1—3 - i3 — 113'}?! = 0 (2)

where I‘BvVTe =0 is assumed. The density of ions, treated as adiabatic is fixed by quasi-

neutrality. In slab geometry and in stationary conditions the independent variables for a
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single helicity mode with n.m>>l are x = r- r5. y= r(8e n¢/m)— uv.t
where v. = cTe/eBLl" =—dnE/ncdx and u is a quantity to be determined. Combining the

equations above with Maxwell's equations in a tokamak like slab geometry one obtains the
following equation for the normalized helical flux function ‘P and the electrostatic potential
(I) [1):

13‘? = {ril ' X/[zl‘i’s ‘ Mimi” f“ w 5 q" :‘l’ = {fl » ”“2“" '- Ww _ x] w s “1‘ (3) where ‘f‘s is
Gtwt—t for‘i’>‘l’5 , (u~l)x ‘i’>‘i’i

the separatrix label and ‘l’ 5 ‘PS corresponds to the region outside the separatrix. GDP) is an
arbitrary function that here we choose to be linear, i.e. GOP) = —k2‘l’, with k : m/rsand

I“ = “(Li +t)(u — l)where yo = 4nn=Te(1+ r)"(rs/LBBS)2, 1: ; Ti/Tc and S is the magnetic
shear. [n the linear approximation (kw << 1) one has 1“ = kw as follows from the appropriate
matching conditions The nonlinear partial differential equation (3) is solved numerically as a
boundary value problem for ‘l’ by a finite elements solver using the Galerkin method with
quadratic basis functions on an adaptive grid. Four cases are considered: 1)

F = 0‘ G(‘l’) = D: the magnetic energy of the island W = (1/81t)f(V\l’)2dV (where ‘l’is the.

helical part of LP) is minimum (Dirichlet principle); 2) 1‘: 0, GOP) = _kZ‘l’:W is
minimum only in the volume outside the separatrix; 3) F = kw, G(‘}‘) = 01W is minimum
only inside the separatrix and nonlinear effects are introduced outside; 4)

1' = kw . GOP) = —kz'~l’: W is no! minimum and the problem is nonlinear.The nonlinearity

introduces a new harmonic content producing ridges and corrugations of the island shape but
at critical values of F well shaped islands are formed (Fig.1). By increasing 1‘ a sudden

collapse occurs with subsequent formation of two islands. Fig.1 to 5 capture this phase (for
l/k=lcm). When 1" increases further the two islands tend to coalesce partially and to form
again a ridged island. The same general pattern is reproduced (at least up to 1"=0.5).1n the case

of densely packed islands one cannot have diffuse current outside the separatrix and only
cases 1) and 2) are posgible. Case 1) cannot be stable (although W is minimum) when
pumping is present, because pumping cannot be balanced by resistive damping in the absence
of diffuse current. We shall assume that saturation corresponds to minimum W outside the

Separatrix, i.e.case 2).

3- Model Qf Island Pumping
Fig.6 presents the behaviour of the poloidal electric field and shows that the poloidal
component of the electric field is antisymmetric around x=0 and vanishes inside the island.
However when the plasma is filled with densely packed but not overlapping incoherent island
chains, the poloidal electric field inside the islands is a superposition of the incoherent
electric field created by the adjacent chains and exchange of momentum between the field
and the ion can occur in each single crossing during a Larmor gyration .In this case, as a
consequence of the ion equation of motion. also a net slow ion drift appears in the outward
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R direction, after averaging over the electric field, over many gyrations and over a magnetic
surface [-2]. The net outward shift follows [2] from the nonlinear toroidal term in the
magnetic force f=\7 XBo¢E¢(1_(rs +x)cosB(t)/R0} (this is the term involving x and the

components it, y of \7) which after a time iteration turns out to he quadratic in the electric

field amplitude) and is accompanied by an electron shift due to ambipolarity. Conservation of
the magnetic moment t1 = nevi/2B oc viR during the slow motion toward increasing R

implies a loss of plasma kinetic energy at a rate T: —Trv(e<l><3056/TRD)1 where (I) is the
electrostatic potential , v is related to the radial outward flow andT = E or T, ,The effect of

this flow must be taken into account by a sink term —§ =—nv cos 6(eCID/TR0) on the r.h.s of
the continuity equationfl). This leads to the following energy integral:

13w" » _ 3 Vi” Ti+TB o2 .
4—1: Ekd' XB)'dS+ EI|:%+L;__1[$T~"] ]dV = P+ _P_ (4)

.. l,

where P+ = [(Ti +TE)E—g§dV and P_ = jTfiZdV. The comparison between T and P+ shows
1

that the energy lost by the plasma is converted completely into the pumping term PF

4. Energy Balance" Saturation Width and Transport
A linear time dependent solution with effective pumping and damping can be obtained in the
form cxp(iuv,k+£0 — y}t where a) : vcos 6/12 .7 = n(ck/(1+ r))2/"{ort3 and u = —t (rotation
in the ion diamagnetic direction). The quantity v can be estimated [2] aSSuming. as an
example, that the root mean square value of the electric field of the collection of chains is of
the same order as that of a single chain. One obtains v zsmdL/rs. For typical values

to z 1033'1 {2] ,w—~ 0.1 cm and one finds that classical resistivity is insufficient for balancing
o) with 7. Thus following Kadomtsev [1], we consider an anomalous resistivity to be

ascribed to a resonant interaction between quasi—stochastic electrons and island waves with
parallel phase velocity inlet/k,, : v5. As shown by eq.(4) P+ = P_ is a necessary condition

for saturation, independent of linear approximation. in case 2) this condition gives :

w = 2.8-105W (comm zit-10‘”) <5)
The consistency with w <<pi and “kt/k” Eve for x<w (resonance in the interior of the

island) imposes a lower and an upper limit to the quantity kA/nfz. Proceeding on purely

dimensional grounds let us assume a diffusivity x: oclkflvewz=w3kSvc/qR in the
confinement region, where q is limited in the range 1<q<2i Consequently the energy
confinement time in a regime of sustained microislands turns out to scale as 17E oc P“0 6"ILRQ
where I is the total current, P is the power and Q is bracketed within the strong limits:

% < 0.354*1’332(1+ r)2’3A§” (6)o2 - 10‘-q“3[5(1+ m1” lit/LT” <<
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Abstract

The propagation of large amplitude lower hybrid (LH) waves in a nonuniform plasma is
computed in the slowly varying envelope (SVE) approximation. It is shown that the
ponderomotive force produced by the radiofrequency (RF) field drives strong density
perturbations whose amplitude grows untill the LH energy density distribution in space
developes a small scale structure.

Introduction

Several experiments and theoretical investigations have been carried out in the past and in
more recent times on the ponderomotive effects which are likely to occur during the
propagation of finite amplitude LH waves in a magnetized plasma (see for example. Refs.1,2).
Besides the principle interest arisen from the observation in small scale experiments of wave-
induced robust density perturbations and of the formation of "traces" along the resonant
cones, along which the RF energy flows, a strong impact of such nonlinearities is expected in
RF heating (H) and current drive (CD) operations in tokamak devices for fusion research [3].

One- of the most important issues of the nonlinear behaviour of LH waves in plasmas is the
coupling of the RF power, as it appears at the mouth of the transmission line, in the form of
an electromagnetic field, with the low density edge plasma Moreover, beyond the slow—mode
cutoff, a large amplitude field'is continuously fed'tn a finite density, low temperature plasma.
Here the RF pressure (cc ViE| )'is particularly effective in modifying the background density
distribution, as it can be argued by looking at the simple relationship

8n |E|2 5 IE(V/cm)|
n _ 161m(T +T-)_ I n(:cm“3)IT (eV) +Ti(eV)}'

valid in a steady state. Here, 611/ n is the ratio betwoen the perturbed and the background
densities, T and T. are the electron and ion temperatures, |E|2 /81r. is the electrostatic energy
density associated with the LH waves. Indeed, by inspection of Eq. (1) it is seen that for a
peripheral plasma with n = iO”cm“3 and Te = Ti = 10eV, a LH field of amplitude E = 10kV
produces approximately a density perturbation of the order of 50%.

Electric fields of the order of few kilovolts can actually occur in present day LHH and CD
experiments, where MW-levei powers are fed into the plasma. Then. a renewed interest for
the nonlinearities occurring during LH wave propagation has led us to reconsider the problem
trying to model in a realistic way the wave-plasma interaction [4].

In the frame of the SVE approximation, we have solved numerically the nonlinearly
coupled equations for the complex electric field envelope of the LH vave (with frequency
030), and for the plasma density perturbation. The model is two—dimensional in space,

(1)



allowing for a constant background density gradient in the direction perpendicular to the
external magnetic field Bo = Bu (3,, and describes the time evolution of an initial LH energy
density distribution over the time scale Tlonger than 033‘ .

Relevant equations in the S‘VE approximation

In the LH frequency range. i.e. for Q <<to <<|Qe[, in the low density limit, i.e. for
c| >> (ow, the dispersion relation for the slow mode takes the following approximate form: ‘

1 k2m2 a mi: fi(1+3k27fi)_€); - (2)‘

here, the following parameters have been introduced: (2,: = ao/mac,
top?“ = V 11a Ila/m“ , nu, ma, qu are the cyclotron frequency, the plasma frequency, the
density the mass and the electric Charge of the species a (0L : e,i), respectively;
ADJ: it Tc/41I:e2 ne is the electron Debye length, and c is the speed of light. In order to derive
Eq.(2) it is assumed that the LH electric field is of the form
E{x,z,t) = E exp(—i(x)t + iklx+ik,,z), k“L and k” being the projections of the wavevector k
normally and along B0 , respectively.

Two main physical hypothesis are introduced in order to obtain the relevant equations: i) it
is assumed that the dynamics of the wave—plasma takes place over two different time scales; a
fast oscillation of the electric field, with characteristic time t=f" = Zn/(o, and a slower
evolution of its amplitude and of the plasma macroscopic parameters (like the density), over
the time scale T. ii) the background plasma density is allowed to increase with a linear law
along the x—direction, over a typical length L. Then, we can introduce in Eq.(2) the following
relationships: to = coo +503 (from i, with |5to§<< (no), and to:e = 03:0l + (Sn/n +x/L) (from
ii), where 6n(x,y,‘c) is the plasma density perturbation induced by the waves, n is the
background density at x = 0. With the above positions, Eq.(2) can the be transformed into:

[k1 + kf,)2m08ro - kf, (Logo; — mg) -« kin)2 (Sn/n + x/L) —p0,:

(3)
_3(D‘|;0‘c you: kmkl + kit) 3 ‘06 k3:

Let us introduce the following transformations:

. a . E) l i 3
aw-91;,kl~‘>—1§;,kn—)—15;. (4)

Then, the corresponding differential form in the physical space (r,'t) of Eq.(3) reads

21 1 3E 03:“ to2 [x 5n] 32E v2 8215 ate
—V“—‘— L~1+fl #+— 1+3 ““VZ—éE—J, 5
(no at [I a): to: L n 622 0); dz2 8x2 ( )

where vme = 1lTe/ me is the electron thermal velocity. Eq.(5) represents the evolution
equation for the SV complex amplitude E1, the LH electric field along Be. It is coupled to the
density perturbation via the nonlinear term ac 511(82Ez/Bzz). 5n(x,y,'t) evolves aceording to
the fluid equation for magnetized sound waves which reads:

375n_v2325n__ 1 entry2
at? i 322 161tM 322 (6)
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where the ribs. re resents the effect of the ponderomotive force (Fpm ec—3|El|2/Bz), and
v5=«i(Te+T,)/M is the sound velocity. Finally, q.(5) and (6) have been put in
dimensioless form
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where the following normalized variables have been defined:

(8)

x=§::A7"DO.: z=§Am lime 1=2A1
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4c{1+ti)2,11n:§—nf(1+[3).fling
3 A

Bi:

and A = M/rn >>1, B: T,/T,, nCr = thaw/47:132.

Numerical results

Eqst(7} and (8) have been solved giving the LH field envelope versus x and z, at “t = 0,

E(X,Z,"C : 0) : E0 (zjexp[—ifi:—Igi] _ {eiMknz + haul-211L711}, (9)

with 8n(x, z, “c: 0): 0 Here, 1119,: 2, 7t: 0.1, and E0(2): A- const for the case of
uniform illumination of the piasma (see Fig. la,b), and EAZ): A z to simulate the irradiation
from a finite-width grill. In Fig.1 the field intensity distribution lE(x, z 1)}2 (in a and c) and
the corresponding density perturbation 5n(x, z, I) (in b and d) are shown for a uniform
illumination (a and b, for A :11, 5:1, 't=1.2) and for the grill—like model (c and d, for
A=7, 2:1, 121.8). In the former case, it is seen (a) that while a part of the initial
distribution of RF energy propagates towards increasing density (1.6., to the right)7 an
appreciable portion is ”trapped" inside deep density holes (b) which have been produced by
LH»ponderomotive forces. In the latter case, the contour lines of the field intensity (0) Show
that actually the propagation of the energy towards increasing x-values (to the right) takes
place along the "resonant cones“, predicted by the linear theory. However, it is seen (d) that a
“trace" is left by the RF on the backgroud plasma density. In Figs.1c and d the x(z)—
coordinate is the horizontal (vertical) axis, and they are measured in arbitrary units.

An important issue in nonlinear LH wave propagation is the modification of the injected
k,,—spectruni due to the coupling with the low~frequency plasrna motion. The study of the
evolution of IEk" (11,1)L beyond the x—position where the LH energy is deposited initially
shows that an apprecia 1e modification of the LH Spectra do occur, which can be responsible
of a reduced coupling with the electron pepulatio'n in the plasma core.

Conclusions

We have discussed the results of the 2—dirn code which has been implemented in order to
describe the nonlinear propagation of LH waves in a nonuniform plasma. It is found that for
LH power levels typical of fusion relevant LHH and LHCD experiments the coupling of the
injected RF with the slow piasma motions leads to appreciable modifications of LH k,,-
spectra which can affect the energy deposition in the core plasma.
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Abstract

The dominant process which takes place when a short and intense laser pulse interacts with
a neutral gas is the quick ionization of the atoms which are acted upon by the electric field
(with intensity higher than 109V/c1n). Although the ionization nonlinearity is usually
expected to be a defocusing one, here we show that there are particular regimes of laser-gas
interaction, characterized by the ionization saturation, in which the laser pulse is partially
channeled overal several Rayleigh lengths. The self—channeling driven by the gas ionization is
accompanied by the leaking of part of the energy of the laser pulse (leaking modes).

Introduction

Several plasma—based advanced technologies involving the use of ultrashort
(’17P =10—100fs) and higly intense (I > 1015 W/crnl) laser pulses rely on the interaction of
the radiation with an almost uniform and dense plasma target, and on the possibility of
inhibiting the diffraction broadening over several Rayleigh lengths. It is the case, for example,
of the compact electron accelerator concept based on the laser wakefie-ld acceleration
(LWFA) [1]: here a relativistically intense short laser pulse should produce a large amplitude
electrostatic plasma wave which in its turn is able to accelerate electrons to relativistic
energies over a distance of the order of one meter. Then, the channeling of the pulse is
required in order to maintain its relativistic amplitude and, as a consequence, to guarantee the
efficiency of the ponderomotive drive of the longitudinal accelerating electric field.

Self-channeling regimes have been recently experimentally observed [2,3], and have been
attributed to the focusing nature of both the relativistic and Kerntype nonlinearities. in fact
they cause a radially dependent increase of the laser refractive index and the consequent
deviation of light rays toward regions of stronger field intensity. Moreover, it is expected that
the ionization nonlinearity leads to radiation defocusing, since the higher plasma density at
higher field intensity produces a refractive index pattern opposite to that of the previous cases.

Here we show that the regime of laser—gas interaction characterized by a sharp dependence
of the ionization rate on the electric field amplitude and by an effective ionization saturation
leads to the partial self—channeling of the laser pulse over many Rayleigh lengths [4}.

ionization-induced self-channeling

The numerical investigation of the propagation of a femtosecond laser pulse in an initially
neutral gas has been performed in the frame of the quasi-optical approximation. The laser
electric field is assumed to be characterized by two space-time scales; a rapidly oscillating
carrier, with frequency to and wavevcctor k, and a slowly Xarying envelope (SVE), i.e.
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E(r,t) :E(r,t)exp[wi(03t -k~r)]+ cc (1)

In general, E(r,t) is a complex function of its arguments, and "0.0." stays for "complex
conjugate". Let Te lEl/IBE/atl and L :lEl/IVE] be respectively the characteristic time and
space scales over which E(r',t) varies appreciably. Then it is assumed that the following
inequalities hold: 27t/(o <<T , lsZrt/lkl<<L. Under these conditions, the evolution
equation for the complex SVE E(r,t) takes the form:

2 l 2

meg—5+? 9E %NE+ikDFE=O, (2)x2 + 8y2
which is obtained from the Maxwell equations once Eq.(1) is assumed and an expansion in
the smallness parameters l/kL and 1/c is performed, retaining terms up to the second
order. Moreover, in Eq.(2) linear polarization. E(r,t) = E(r,t)él, and propagation along the z—
axis, k: kéz are assumed. Finally, the new "local time" T=t—z/vg, measured from the
pulse arrival at a given 2: position, has been introduced

By inspection of Eq.(2) we can recognize the ingredients which determine the evolution of
the SVE E(r,’t). The first term in the 1.h.s. describes the propagation of the envelope with the
group velocity vi“; the second and the third terms contains the effects of the transverse (with
respect to k) diffraction of the pulse; the fourth tenn represents the ionization nonlinearity; the
fifth contribution describes the energy dissipation due to the plasma production and to other"
damping mechanisms. The electron density N(r,1:) is produced and evolves according to the
following equation:

g5 : {NO — Manhunt), (3)
61:

which describes the gas ionization characterized by the field-dependent rate fflEl), with a
saturation at the constant value No. In the case of tunneling ionization the rate f{|B|) takes the
following form:

4v E3,
““30 : mlE/E Flt-3172.- BXP[— El], (4)

1 2
2/0n

I 2Zl(2m*7.°)

Fig.1

where v e n'ie"/h3 z 4.1x 10165'1, Em 5(m2e5)/h“ a 5 X109Volt/cm, and n is the principal
quantum number of the electron involved in the ionization. For the sake of simplicity, we
have related the ionization saturation to the detachment of all optical electrons. For a H target
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gas, the saturation density N0 is then simply obtained from the initial gas pressure p through
the relationship N0(cm‘3) '2 2.7 x10‘9p(atm). We notice that for a Ti:Sa laser (9t = 0.8m)
the corresponding critical electron density is NC, 5 min2/ 471362 = 1.7 X 102' cm”.

Eqs.(2) and (3) have been solved giving the laser envelope at z = 0, and requiring that the
field distribution remains localized both in the transverse direction, and in the "local time"
domain. Moreover the laser pulse is assumed Gaussian in x, y, and 7: directions, and focused in
vacuum at the beginning of the interaction with the gas (at z = 0), that is

TF . P

with I), = 30fs, a]: = 20pm (corresponding to a waist in intensity of WO =14um), and a
Rayleigh length ZR = ttwg /?t E 770 um. The integration box (X,Y,Z) of Eqs.(2) and (3) has
dimensions {16 x aP,l6 x ap,5.3 x ZR) , corresponding to (320nm >< 320nm x 4083mm).

; 2 2 Z

E(x,y,z = 0.1"] = E0 exp!:~« x :zy — 57], (5)

10 s o s lo ‘13 9 s 1 3 7 110‘16 I f . “a to ‘ x/au
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0 / D 4

Fig.2

Eqs.(2) and (3) have been integrated for a laser field of initial amplitude E:J == 0.4Em gas
presssure of p = 80Torr, and principal quantum number n = 3 (e. g., in Ar). In Fig.1a the field
intensity (full line) and the electron density (dash-dotted line) distributions are plotted versus
z. at x = 0 and y = 0. For the sake of comparison, the vacuum filed intensity is also shown
(dotted line). Here, a,J =10urn is a reference value of the pulse radius, and aP = 23.0. The
electric field and the density values are taken at the "local time" 'r values Where the former is
maximum. It is seen that immediately after the pulse injection into the gas the diffraction
spreading dominates. At a later stage of the interaction, however, a partial channeling or" the
radiation takes place which persists over several Rayleigh lengths. In Fig.1b the axial profile
of the field intensity distribution is shown for a narrower initial (at 2 =0) laser pulse, i.e.
ap = atJ =10um, and for different laser intensities Eo/Ea: =0.4—0.8. It is shown that the
partial self-guiding occurs over a longer distance for higher field amplitudes, while by
comparison with Fig.1a, it seems that the fractional amount of electromagnetic energy which
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is trapped is larger for broader field distributions. In Fig.2 the transverse field intensity (a) and
the produced electron density (b) distributions are plotted against x for y = 0, at several axial
positions. Finally, in Fig.3 the contour surfaces of the 3-dirn field intensity (a) and electron
density (b) distributions are shown for iE(x,y.z,rm)L" : 3 x 10—25; and
N(x,y,z,’tm) 2 5 x NU/kzafi , respectively. The z~interval covered in t 6 plots is the same as
in Fig.1a, that is 0 < z < 4X if? x ZR. The pulse enters the gas region from the right, and is
focused at the boundary ( z = 0). The effective self—guiding of the radiation and the production
of a long dense plasma channel is demonstrated.

It has been shown that the interaction conditions under which the laser self—guiding
induced by the ionization is effective are characterized by a laser spot of radial dimension av
appreciably smaller than the radius a of the plasma channel produced by ionization (see
Fight and b), i.e. ap << a. By assuming that (Rafi—2 << No/Ncr << 1, the typical distance
over which the trapped laser ener y decreases appreciably (leakage distance) can be
estimated as ZL : k§a3(NO/Nc,)m 6. Here, k0 1‘ (Do/c. Then, in order to have efficient
channeling the following inequality should be satisfied [4]:

3 U2

5 3—19“: [& >>1 (6)ZR 3&5 ‘N or

z/ 215*“
( L“) z/(z'mzp

Fig.3

Conclusions

The possibility of creating a high density plasma channel by the interaction of an ultrashort
laser pulse with a gas target has been investigated. It has been shown that an effective self—
guiding of the laser is achievable when the ionization process is saturated over an appreciable
radial extension of the electric field distribution. A very sensitive dependence of the
ionization rate on the electric field amplitude together with the ionization saturation creates a
hollow radial profile of the laser frequency which acts as a waveguide.
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There is a. growing interest in understanding the detailed nonlinear dy-
namics of waves in Spatially extended systems. The existence of universal

routes to temporal chaos has now been clearly established [1,2]. Further-
mOre, simple and efficient methods of dynamical control of these regimes
have been recently developped [3, 4, 5}. All these control algorithms take
into account the intrinsic sensitivity to initial conditions (8.1.0) of chaotic
systems. The regular states of the chaotic system are recovered through
the application of weak proper signals. This can be obtained even with-

out a-priori knowledge about the exact dynamical system. The control
of temporal chaos can be achieved by relatively simple control strategies.

Technically convenient is the is the so-called time-delay antosynchroniza—
tion (TDAS) {4] and we present here an experimental study of the efficiency
of TDAS for an extended plasma system exhibiting spatiotemporal chaos.

I. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The experiments are performed in a magnetized triple-plasma device. A detailed
description may be found in [6]. A multipolar plasma discharge is operated in one end
chamber (argon, 10‘4 torr). The anode voltage can be varied leading to the change of the
plasma potential. An isolated high transparency stainless steel mesh grid separates the
source chamber from the central magnetized plasma. The bias of the source plasma. can
induce an electron drift along the plasma column. At the other end, the target chamber
is collecting the drifting plasma and the electron beam. The magnetized pasma exhibits 7
a radial density profile (half widht ~11a maximum 12 cm) with a sharp density gradient
on the plasma edge. In this region, collisional drift waves [7,8] are strongly excited, with
an azimuthal phase velocity close to the electron diamagnetic drift velocity. A rigid-body
rotation of the plasma column is induced when the electron beam is injected, due to
the radial electric field established between the core magnetized plasma column and the
outer edge. This, combined with the presence of a radial density gradient, leads to the
excitation of strongly nonlinear azimuthal drift waves with a. relative fluctuation up to

, 50%. The frequency selection is given by the density gradient length, the magnetic field,
the axial electron drift, and the rotation of the column. Two essentially equivalent control
parameters for the drift waves destabilization can be chosen, the scurce chamber bias, and
the grid bias.

II. ROUTE TO DRIFT WAVE CHAOS AND TURBULENCE

Starting from the soul-potential situation, the plasma potential of the source chamber
is slightly decreased. After a first Hopf bifurcation, nonlinear drift waves are established,
with a peaked frequency spectrum around 7 kHz. The phase-space attractor is a. limit
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circle. For a critical control parameter, the drift waves perform successive bifurcations
towards low—dimensional chaos. The spatiotemporal diagnostics are performed using an
array of azimuthally arranged Langmuir probes [9] allowing to determine the mode number
spectrum of the unstable waves, using the real~tirne display of the spatiotemporal pattern
on the screen of the monitor of the acquisition system (VXI standard operated with a
fast multichannel digitizer). In fact, an azimuthal m=3 mode is propagating along the
plasma column at the onset of the unstable regime. Decreasing the control parameter, a
second Hopf bifurcation, correlated with a Doppler shift of the most unstable frequency,
introduces an additional drift mode (m=1) at lower frequency. After a mode-iocked state,
the chaotic regime is obtained after dissolution of this later state,‘ and turbulence is finally
observed. A detailed analysis of this scenario may be found in [10}. The chaotic regime
under investigation here is obtained just after the destabilization of the mode—locked state.
Figure 1 depicts a typical frequency Spectrum and the corresponding attractor with the
corresponding time~series. The detailed analysis of the data obtained with the probe array
shows that this extended system exhibits spatio—temporal chaos.

o 0.5 1
a lime (ms)

1:: o. (d) .
‘E

E-zo- /\ - -
Ed‘m W FIG. 1. Time series of chaotic density fluc-

23 3'13“. motions, its power spectrum, and phase space
0 1° ,,Q§3mcy3(fiHz) 4° 5° contour (delay time embedding in three dimen-

sions).

III. CONTROLLING DRIFT WAVES CHAOS

The problem of controlling these regimes of spatio—temporal chaos is not yet solved.
In fact, recent results indicate that, under certain conditions, spatiotemporal chaos can
be controlled using only local probing but extended action [11]. We are reporting here
the control of chaotic regimes of drift waves in a laboratory magnetized plasma using
the TDAS method. This method has been recently used successfully in controlling the
chaotic regime of ionization waves in a discharge tube. The control of the chaotic state
was achieved using the TDAS, i.e., the chaotic signal of single probe is digitized, delayed
by a variable delay circuit (analog to digital conversion and propagation in FIFO mem-
ories) and is applied to the control parameter. Along Pyragas method, the appropriate
adjustment of the delay time, close to the period duration of the most unstable frequency,
leads to a significant reduction of the broad band component in the power spectrum while
selecting the targeted frequency. A careful analysis of the efficiency of this method has
been recently published {13] based on the topological characteristics of the attractor. The
same method is used here in the case of this extended system : one probe gives a real-
time signal which is delayed of the period of the targeted frequency and subtracted to the
real—time signal. This control signal is applayed to the biasing supply of the source anode
allowing to obtain a fast influence inside the magnetized column through the injected fast
electron beam. Adjusting the level of the control signal, a significant reduction of the
broad band component in the spectrum is obtained. Figure 2 depicts the transient signal
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obtained just before and after switching on the control system. Clearly, a mode with lower
erratic fluctuations is obtain after control, but the existence of a non-vanishing control

signal indicate that the efficiency is far to be optimum. Nevertheless, such a reduction
in the dimensionality of the chaotic system obtained using TDAS will require further
investigations on the efficiency of the theoretical and numerical point of view.

FIG. 2. Time series of the probe signal {up
per trace) before and after switching on the con-

_ trot process using TDAS. With a difi‘erent verti-
"I '3‘“: 2' ' ;.- J“: 9 -.; ‘ cal scale, the applied control signal is the lower

trace, exhibiting non-vanishing mean value.

IV. SPATIAL CONTROL OF THE CHAOTICREGIME-S
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FIG. 3. Frequency (tap raw) and mode number (bottom row) spectre of a destabilized m = 1
mode. Left side: without emce‘ter, middle: with ca~circulaténg external field, right side: with

counter—circulating field.

Improved efficiency of the dynamical control is expected from the application of spa-
tially structured control signals [11]. The high efficiency of this approach has been demon-
strated numerically for the nonlinear drift—wave equation [14]. In the experimental ap-
proach, the synchronization of drift waves is achieved using an azimuthally segmented
hexapole electrode. By applying an appropriately phase-shifted signal with the frequency
of the drift mode, an azimuthal electric field is produced that synchronizes spatially the
corresponding drift mode. In fig. 3 the frequency and mode number spectra for a desta-
bilized m = l mode are shown. In fig. 3 (a) the frequency spectrum of a destabilized
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m =2 1 mode is shown. There is still a remaining (but broadened) peak corresponding
to the prior mode. The situation is similar in the mode number spectrum (fig. 3 (d)).
There is also a remaining dominant peak at m = 1 with contributions from higher mode
numbers. For the case of the covcirculating external wave field there is a strong increase
of the m = 1 mode in the frequency and mode number spectrum, either (figures 3 (b),
(e)). This yields to an increase in the radial anomalous transport [15]. In contrast, for the
counter—circulating external field (figures 3 (c), (f)), the energy of the mode is reduced
yielding also in a reduced transport.

V. CONCLUSION

The experimental study of the spatiotemporal chaotic regimes of collisionnal drift
waves has been performed using a probe array. These chaotic regimes have been partially
controlled using a timedelay autosynchronizaticn method, using only one probe. The
control information is obtained locally, but the action is distributed along the column
through the fast electron beam. Until now, such a situation has not been studied ex-
perimentally, and this new result will have to be be comforted using a theoretical or a
numerical investigation. However, it was also the first time that turbulent drift waves were
synchronized by a spatiotemporai travelling field pattern. The influence on the turbulent
transport is in this way that the (Jo—circulating wave increases and the counter—circulating
field decreases the radial transport.
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1. Introduction

Recent experiments on pi/a (ion gyrouradius/minor machine radius) scaling,
together with experimental results on plasma turbulence, show gyro—Bohrn—
(GB~-) like plasma transport in tokamaks [1, 2].

Dominant turbulence, determining thermal diffusivity and energy
confinement time, contains sufficient power in electromagnetic fluctuations
and/or coherent structures) with correlation lengths of the order of pi. To proceed
the way of better confinement of future tokamaks, the knowledge of the nature and

origin of this turbulence is of great importance.

In the present paper we consider the non—linear spectral energy transfer in the
turbulence of kinetic Alfven waves (KAWS), a very feasible candidate to produce
GB transport in tokamaks.

2. Kinetic Alfven Turbulence
Depending on the values of the perpendicular wave-numbers, kt, the Alfven
spectrum in tokamaks can take on two distinct forms. The waves with long
wavelengths, kipi<<l, are toroidicity—induced AlfVen eigenmodes (TAEs), and the

waves with kipi~l, are finite Lannor radius—induced kinetic Alfvcn wavas (KAW),
which are only weakly affected by the geometry of the magnetic field and by non-
zero resistivity. The fmite ion gyroradius and electron inertia effects produce E1 in
KAWs, which brings about collisionless wave—particle resonant interaction, resulting
in the enhanced plasma heating and anomalous transport.

As linear kinetic theory shows, KAWs can be easily excited in tokamaks by various
destabilising factors, including field~aligned currents, parallel electric fields,
particles beams, and unstable particles velocity distributions. Although each of these
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mechanisms gives rise to wave growth in its own kl-domain, often lying far from

kfipi", the wave energy is transferred in wave—number space via non—linear

wave-wave interaction. Contrary to MHD Alfven waves, three KAWs can effectively

interact among themselves. Three-wave resonant interaction among KAWs have

been studied in the past by a number of authors (see, e.g. [3]), but the common

approach so far was two-fluid MHD-type theory in the limit of weak wave

dispersion, i.e., kipi<<L In fact, even linear dispersion of kipi<<l Alfven waves,
known from the kinetic theory, cannot be obtained from two-fluid MHD.
Therefore, the results of the non~linear theory cannota be considered as exact
even in kipi<<l limit. Moreover, KAWs with kiZl are often excited, for which
previous results are not applicable. To study non—linear KAWs interaction in that

case V one should turn to kinetic plasma theory using Maxwell-Vlasov set of
equations. In the present paper the kinetic Vlasov equations are used to derive

coupling coefficients (matrix elements) of the three-wave resonant interaction of
KAWs with arbitrary dispersion. Our consideration is restricted to the plasma is lying

in the range mc/mi<13<1, typical for many cases of laboratory and space plasma. I

Some implications regarding parametric decay instability of pump KAW and weak

KAW turbulence are also discussed

2.1. Coupling coefficients of the three-wave resonant interaction. Let us analyse

three-wave resonant (TWRu) interaction, lowest in order of wave amplitudes.
Contrary to the MHD Alfven Waves, KAWs undergoes strong TWR-interaction,

which in many cases is a most efficient mechanism of the non-linear saturation of

plasma instabilities and non-linear wave spectrum modification.
We calculate coupling coefficients of the ”I‘WR-interaction by use of kinetic

equations for all plasma components. Canonical equations for wave amplitudes are
derived from the quasineutrality equation and Ampere's law in the z-direction, with
second~order current density and particles number density calculated by use of
second—order particles velocity distribution functions. The equation for Fourier

amplitudes Z, of the KAWs magnetic potential, describing three-mode couplings,

reads as

. (9 ~ N N
{3'71i = §5(l-2_3)UIMA1A3' (1)
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Here subscripts 3, 2, 1 mean wave-vectors k3 , k2 , k1= k3+k2 correspondingly, and

matrix elements of three-wave interaction (x =kipi)

Um =17:(Kz—K1g§)[ 211’: +2 wright; “‘31:. .(2)

Linear growth/damping rate, y , and dispersion function, K , are given elsewhere [4]

2.2. Inverse energy cascade and spectra of KAW turbulence. The coupling

coefficients and linear dispersion of KAWs have such mathematical

structure that TWR—interaction of KAWs leads to inverse turbulent cascade,
transporting energy towards lower ki. Indeed, from above equations one can get

increment of parametric decay instability as (B is wave magnetic field):mt:)1wwime (we(I

Since K is monotonous function of k, the wave-numbers of decay products kl and

k2 should satisfy the following instability condition: k1<k<k2 . In this case, the

conservation of energy and enstrophy throughout consequent decay processes should

lead to the formation of the inverse cascade like in two-dimensional Navier-Stokes

turbulence [5]. The rate of TWR non-linear interaction and wave-numbers of decay

products growing faster may be found by maximizing equation (3):

7“ any? (k2 ~1.4k, k1 e0.64k) for x<1, and
0

7m, e 0.7938 '35, (k2 ~1.46k, k1 ear/n) for x>1. (4)

By use of expression (2) for coupling coefficients we found Kolmogorov—type
spectra of the weak KAW turbulence, one for energy cascade,

W): = WokIWkI5 , (ki<p") and Wt =Wokimkf (kr>p‘l), (5)
and another for cnstrophy cascade:

in = Wile-“2k: . (kiwi) and m = Woe-"2e“ (km!) (6)
3. Condensation of KAW turbulence

In small-kr-domain, the ion Compton scattering of weakly dispersing KAWs comes

into play. Since ion Compton scattering transports energy towards larger k; [6], it
can balance inverse TWR-induced energy cascade. Therefore, independently on
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the source positions in wave-number space, the energy of KAW turbulence is

caught near klpi~1 by the co-operative action of oppositely directed TWR— I

interaction and ion Compton scattering of KAWS. The inverse/direct cascade

turning point kf, where condensation of KAWs spectra happens, may be found by

equating TWR rate and ion Compton scattering rate. The result is: .

k1,;I = c,(R / (1)2 fl(pi m)", (7)
where CS is constant determined by the source of turbulence. Typical values for C8

are 0.1 - 0.01, resulting with lTER-like parameters in the following values for that

point: 1:: = (0.24 —2.4)p;' .

4. Conclusion

The growth of coherent vortex structures with typical tiansversal sizes of the order of

pi is quite possible, provided sufficient amount of energy is supplied by sources.

In any case, we expect that despite the action of various KAW sources, a universal

character of the turbulent energy condensation due to counter~directed TWR-

interaction and ion Compton scatteiing of KAWs should result in enhanced

fluctuations around k4 close to p'l. As a diagnostic tool to determine dominant

instability, the spectra of broad-band turbulence may be used, with cut-offs

indicating sources positions in wave-number space.
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Composite TranSport Coefficients for Well Confined Plasmas
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1 Introduction

A confinement scaling and associated transport coefficient originally proposed for ohmic and

ICRF heated L—n1ode discharges in Alcator C—Mod [1] has been generalized for the observed
confinement in other machines. The thermal tranSport coefficient involves the diiference of two
terms. One term represents the normal outward diffusion of thermal energy while the other

corresponds to a process which reduces the outward flux, This reduction term degrades as the

the heating power increases above the characteristic ohmic level. There are in fact theoretical
arguments [2] in support of a composite transport coefficient based on the symmetry properties

of a transport matrix. The coefficient includes the constraint of profile consistency and is inapired

by the properties of the socalled “ubiquitous” modes [3]. The confinement scaling consistent

with the composite transport coefficient is not a simple power law, but is also composed of two

terms. The experimental database assembled for the ITER project is used to compare D313,

JET, JTSO, PDX, TFTR, FTU and Alcator C—Mod with this analysis. The comparison is quite

favorable

2 L—Mode Scaling for Alcator C-Mod

The proposed scaling was originally developed from observations of ohmic and ICRF heated

discharges in Alcator 0-Mod {1} For ohmic discharges. it was observed that [iv/q};3 is roughly
constant where (1;; = 21'1'11.21t11971,r’((RnDIp ). Drawing inepiration from this observation 3. more

general dimensionless relationship for auxiliary heated plasmas was developed in terms of the

relevant dimensionless parameters. Since one expects {37p to increases with the heating power, a.

natural dimensionless parameter to consider is the ratio of the total heating power P3 to some

characteristic power scale. An obvious choice for this is the product of the plasma current I1)

and a characteristic voltage scale Va. For ohmic plasmas, the loop voltage is a reasonable choice

for this scale since the ohmic loop voltage does not vary greatly between different discharges and

between different machines. For auxiliary heated plasmas. the loop voltage can vary significantly

and one must look for another appropriate voltage scale. One possible choice for this scale is in

terms of a dimensionless parameter introduced originally in connection with the CMG diEusi011

sisT c2 1/
Va 2 an“; (wpi—773’) a (1)2

w ”the

coefficient for ohmic plasmas [4]

where a1, is a dimensionless constant chosen such that M, m 1 for typical tokamak parameters.

Notice that Va or 111/5 is a. weakly increasing function of density
Examining data from Alcator 0-Mod it was found that the relationship between fip/qy

and lap/11,1}l7 is well represented by a linear function of the form

p Hw— e 71— + 722/9- 1v ’
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where 71 and 72 are numerical constants For ohmic plasmas, the two contributions to ,6], are
roughly equal.

3 Extension to Other Experiments

To extend this idea to other machines a more general form was proposed

n27§~f1I—‘|7Pg+f2’ (3)

where f1 and f2 are functions of other dimensionless parameters involving geometry and weaker
dependences on other plasma parameters. For any particular machine, f1 and f2 vary weakly.
Thus, it is only possible to determine f1 and f2 from examining data from a range of machines.

Using the L-mode database assembled for the ITER project, possible forms for the functions
f1 and f2 where identified. A primary purpose of transport scalings is to extrapolate the con-
finement characteristic of machines envisioned to operate at or near ignition conditions. Thus,
relatively clean thermal plasmas close to equilibrium are the most relevant. Ohmic and LwMode
discharges where selected based on the following criteria : ZEN < 2.0, 0.7 < 'Wg/We < 1.3 and
[dW/dtUPH < 0.1. Discharges from D3D, JET, JT60, PDX, TFTR, FTU and Alcator C—mod
where considered.

In performing the analysis, a weak density dependence was found which is convenient to
group with the density dependence already present in Eq. (1) by defining a modified 12};

T c2 1/ 2/5 1/ 71" Va.9 R: e e at _‘2
Va au—8 (‘Upiwze Vt—he) 1+1“ “l" ( n) I (4)

where a” z 0.18 and a<Mwer< 6— Is71. V2 47W,“ m},

with 01 m 0.24 corresponding to ng m 0,7 x 1020 III—,3. Thus V3 decreases weakly with density
when vie << 1.

A power law form for f1 and f2 was identified in terms of dimensionless parameters involving
geometry and other weakly varying quantities. As shown in Fig. 1, the selected discharges are
Well described by Eq. (3) using f1 and 1’; of the form

we di)1/3 1/4 (Wye)1/3 1/2 (wpe)1/3f1~0.11(a Al. on j2>=s015§a¢A a“ , (a)
where A,» is the average mass number and di E c/up; evaluated with the line average electron
density.

An important result of this work is that the confinement scaling for the stored energy is not

a simple power law. The scaling in Eq. (3) can be re-written in terms of the stored energy as
V 0 1/2 1/3

W e 0.ll:£;/;:01pqz/3PH (1+f3I—1:—P°)(%) (5;) A3“, (7)
R 1/2 R l/2 1/4

f3 ~ “(El (@647) A" 1
where fl is the poloidel length around the outermost flux surface and 1/2, is the plasma volume.
In simplified form, the energy confinement time T5 = W/Pg from Eq. (7) is

I a d' 1/2 1/3
7,,— ~ 0031392/3IPI(1+f3—”—v";) (—) (2%) A3“: (8‘)

a ”as
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with R in meters, I,, in MA, P3 in MW and T3 in seconds. In the thermal diffusion coefficient
consistent with this scaling, the second term is related to a process which reduces the outward
flux of energy. The degradation in confinement observed with increased heating power is at-

tributed to the decreased importance of this term. In contrast with a. typical L-mode power law

scaling, this analysis indicates that the confinement time will saturate for large heating power.
As shown in Fig. 1, this scaling compares quite favorably with the selected discharges.

4 Associated Diffusion Coefficient

Consider a. toroidal geometry where 5 is the square root of the normalized toroidal flux and 45,

6 are the toroidal and poloidsl angles. We assume that the electron thermal conductivity is the

main form of power loss and write the surface averaged electron energy equation as

(V - fie) = (33). (9)

where q; is the heat flux and SH is the heating power per unit volume and () represent a flux
surface average.

Assuming that the electron thermal transport coefficient Dfih is a function of the flux surface

variable, the heat flux can be written as

.. 8T9<q. - V€)= —nD;”—fig (we?) (10)
Combining Eq. (9) and (10) and integrating from the magnetic axis to a given flux surface gives
DE” of the form,

'PH
n%v'<lvrl?>

where 73'}; is the heating power within a flux surface 5. Although the heating profile can

vary dramatically in a tokamak plasma, the resulting temperature profile is usually of a well
defined canonical form. Therefore it is assumed the temperature profile is represented by

T2 = Teo exp[—a(§)V(£)/Va] where T80 is a constantt Va is the total plasma volume and a
is a. weak function of 5 to allow greater flexibility in the canonical form. Using this form for T8

Eq. (11) becomes

133» = a i=1. a [oh/isms, (11)

th 1 Va 73Ha z mwe? " ‘12)
In order to derive a transport coefficient which is dependent only the plasma parameters7 it

is desirable to relate the heating power to the local and global plasma parameters. Referring

to the the dimensionless scaling in Eq. (3) we assume ’PH lo: cc 1(5) where 1(5) is the plasma.
current within flux surface 5 and write, on the basis of Eq. (12),

a no Va {3 1
pm“ asam)(IVVIZ)>lgg713’f2lii' (13)

Motivated by the properties of the “ubiquitous” modes [3] it is assumed that the underlying
collective modes responsible for the energy transport are driven by the electron pressure gradient.

Therefore, instead of A, we have introduced

_ 87m“
fipw = (—5?)- v a: (14)

man
where p..=a %-“<1ve>

Maw—Planck-instltui for Plasmaohvsik
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and a is the half width of the flux surface with maximum ripe [015. The form we adopt then is

Vth ~ 10 _(—IE) 1/11D.(o~vonmmmWP)”WA $13, (15)
1/3 10 ' 1/3 ' 1/31 - as> [Cars (3.2:) a-l wt (3:) #—DN $ I

0.250;] (%)1/3 otherwise,

where V3 is given by Eq. (4) and 03"~ 1. 7, Cgay'“~ 0.02 are dimensionless numerical coefficients
Note that, 1n practice. there are only two numerical coefficients to be fitted since for nearly all
discharges considered 11., << 1.

The function f3 contains two terms. The first corresponds to the standard diffusive outflow
of thermal energy while the second represents a process which reduces this outward flux. For
discharges with 31... below the minimum criteria stated in Eq. (15) (typically in the range ,6}, ~
0.1 ~ 0.15), we take an alternate form for FD obtained by selecting out ohmic discharges from
a number of machines and assuming that the minimum transport corresponds to the typical
level of ohmic confinement observed. For typical tokamak parameters, the minimum ,8}, is in the
range

A series of numerical simulations for plasmas from Alcator C-Mod have been carried out using
the difl'usion coefficient in Eq. (15) for the electron thermal diffusivity and neoclassical diffusion
for the ions. Good agreement has been obtained between the simulated and experimentally
measured electron temperature profiles in nearly two dozen ohmic and ICRF heated discharges.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the Alcator C—Mod group and the ITER. group for pro-
viding transport data. This work was supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy.
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Abstract
Magnetic fields play a fundamental role in the dynamics of laboratory and astrophysical plasmas.
In most cases, the understanding of the mechanism able to build up magnetic energy in a natural
plasma is a very difficult and unresolved problem. Here we present an efiicient mechanism of
magnetic field generation which comes into play when two (relativistic) compenetrating counter—
streaming electron beams are present into the plasma. This process, known as the Weibel instability,
is capable to convert part of the initial anisotropic kinetic energy into magnetic energy. In an
inhomogeneous plasma, we show, both analytically and numerically, that, due to the occurrence
of a spatial "resonant”—type singularity, the magnetic field generated by this instability is strongly
non uniform with opposite polarities around the singularity.

1 Introduction

Magnetic fields can be generated in plasmas with temperature anisotropy by an instability
known as the Weibel instability {1]. The same physical mechanism can produce magnetic
fields also in cold plasmas where the initial anisotropy is given by two beams of electrons
streaming in the opposite direction. These electron beams, which can be symmetric or non-
symmetric, are initially compenetrating such that the total current is zero everywhere. In
this system, the free kinetic energy stored into the electron Streams can be partly transferred
into magnetic energy as follows. Let us assume that the initial electron beams, directed along
the z—axis, are perturbed by a transverse] infinitesimal disturbance along the axis y. Then,
since two opposite directed currents repulse each other, the initial transversal displacement
is reinforced and a magnetic field, perpendicular to the plane of the streams and of the
perturbation, grows exponentially in time.

2 The two—fluid relativistic equations
The physical mechanism which drives the evolution of the Weibel instability is an high
frequency process which develops at the electron (fast) time scale. Therefore, at least to
a first approximation, the ions can be taken to be at rest, simply providing a uniform
neutralizing background.

To study the W'eibel instability in the linear phase, i.e, before non—linear interactions gen—
erate scales comparable to the kinetic relevant scales, we use the (relativistic) two—electron-
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fluid equations Using, as characteristic quantities, the density n, the speed of the light 0
and the electron plasma frequency, the equations, in dimensionless form, read:

am am.W——va-Vpa—(E+VEXB), 8t =V jg, (1)

§§=—VXE, —:—E}=VxB—Zja, {2)

Va = p“ ja = wnava, la. = 1, 2. (3)

Notice that in dimensionless units, the electron skin depth is equal to one.
We consider an homogeneous plasma with initial velocities “0,1: of the beams of the two

electron populations parallel to the z-axis with zero net current density, no’lvoy + nogvulz =
0. This is the only preferred axis at the initial time and, without loss of generality, we
chose the y—axis such that the wavevector of the initial perturbation lies in the plane (15,11).
We linearize the system of Eqs. (1)-(2) using small amplitude perturbations of the form
ezp[t(k$m + kyy w ml] with the velocity and electric field laying in the plane (30,111) and the
magnetic field directed along the z—axis. This is the most general case where the Weibel
instability (limit for k2 —+ 0) is coupled, for wavevectors forming an arbitrary angle with the
stream direction, with the two—streams instability (limit for Icy —) O). The dispersion relation
was given in [2]. Here we limit ourselves to the 1D limit, hr = 0, [3] in order to focus the
discussion on the Weibel instability alone. In this case, by defining Pa = (1 — earl/2, the
dispersion relation is given by:

we — 95% — 9:2) — k3[(1—n;2)<1+n;2)+9;4] = o, (4)
no.2 _ mi

14:21} aazzzg’l‘gjei

77,0 ave”710 110zzr,0“Fags? :Z'~“—‘_Fawn.

By defining 7 = Im(w) the growth rate of the instability, the main results contained in Eq.
(4) can be summarized as follows.

The Weibel mode is a non-propagating mode with zero frequency, Real(w) = 0, both
in the symmetric (n1 2 ng) and non-symmetric (111 at n2) case as well as in the relativistic
limit. The growth rate increases both in the symmetric and non-symmetric case with the
intensity of the stream velocities and increases linearly with the wavenumber Icy in the range
0 < Icy < 1. Saturation occurs at wavenumbers k” = 0(1) corresponding to wavelengths
comparable to the electron skin depth. In the relativistic limit, clue to the relativistic increase
of the effective electron skin depth, the instability saturates at lower and lower values of
wavenumber {Icy m (Furl/2).

Finally, in the linear homogeneous approximation, the electrostatic component Ey of the
electric field is zero.
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3 Non-homogeneous plasma
When the initial electron streams are inhomogeneons‘ for example when the transversal
width of the beams is comparable to or smaller than the wavelength of the perturbation, the
equations become singular and the magnetic field is strongly localized around the singularity,
regardless the spatial scale of the initial perturbation To show the appearance of this
singularity analytically, we limit ourselves to the case of an equal and homogeneous mean
electron density distributions 710,; = 710,2 = 1. We assume that the inhomogeneity can be
described as one-dimensional along the y-axis in the symmetric limit of two equal opposite
”equilibrium" velocity streams novfiy) = ~v312(y). Under these conditions, at the initial time
the total net current is zero in any point y. Assuming all perturbed quantities in the form
F(y, t) 2 f (y)e1‘, in the non-relativistic limit the linearized‘system of Eqs. {1)—(2) can be
cast in a second order differential equation [2] for the inductive electric field E5:

5% { may) we] gE} +1117? + 2) E. = . (s)
where vgfiy) = vo,l(y),

Eq. (5) shows that for non—propagating mode, the second order derivative term vanishes
at the point 5; where 2vo(g)2 = 72. In this point, a local Frobenius analysis [4] of Eq. (5)
shows that the solution is singular with the following behaviour for the electric and magnetic
field:

E2; NIIIIVHgli B: N (ll—glfil- (6)

This logarithmic singularity in Ex is a standard one encountered for general oscillations in
inhomogeneous flows, [5]. Eq. (6) indicates that the magnetic field B, is strongly inhomoge-
neous and localized in the neighborhood of the resonant point. Around this point the field
reverses its polarity which corresponds to the formation of a Current sheet.

In Fig. 1 we show, as an example, the evolution of the Weibel “resonance" in a nonuniform
plasma by plotting the magnetic field at four different time instants. The results showed in
this figure are obtained by integrating numerically Eqs. (l)-(2) (for details on the numerical
algorithm, see [2], [6]) with the following initial conditions:

6
V0.1(1/l = Uoo + E l1 "l” tanh(y)] ex, V0.2 = “V0.1,

Bz(y, t = O) 2 ~10“Ge:cp[—y2/cr]cos(koy), k0 = 0.01,

where 6 = 0.25, a = 80 and 63/81; = 0 for all the variables at y = :tLy.
A detailed investigation of the ”resonant” Weibel mode can be found in [2]. The main

results can be summarized as follows.
First of all, the formation of a strong peak of the magnetic field in the central inhomoge—

neous region develops on a characteristic time independent from the initial wavenumber kg
and much shorter than the inverse of the homogeneous growth rate at wavenumbers of the
order of k0. Eventually the typical scale length of the perturbation becomes comparable to
the electron skin depth and the resonant process rapidly slows down. Then, the exponential
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Figure 1: The evolution of the magnetic field in a inhomogeneous plasma.

growth of the magnetic field is independent on the initial conditions. No significant propa-
gation of this mode is observed. In the relativistic regime the qualitative behaviour of the
” resonant” mode remains the same.

The development of the resonance is observed also in the 2D case, leading to the formation
of a chain of oppositely polarized magnetic domains and to current density vortices. In
this case, we expect that magnetic reconnection induced by electron inertia [7] may play a
fundamental role in the evolution of the X—points produced by the 2D "resonant" instability.
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Introduction

Expanding plasmas with dust particles have been intensely investigated in recent
years [1-7] including investigations of relaxation phenomena in such plasmas [5—7].
However these investigations have been carried out under an assumption of an
equilibrium initial state although non—equilibrium plasmas can be realized in many
cases, for example, by an interaction of laser radiation with solid state surfaces, in
particular in laser fusion.

The aim of this work is the computer modeling of an expansion of bounded
plasma layers with dust particles and with two groups of electrons with different
temperatures which can be realized by an interaction of laser radiation with solid
state surfaces.

Model

Uniform quasi—neutrai plasma layers with the initial size L and sharp boundaries
consist of twogroups (cold and hot) of electrons with initial densities n; and n;
as well as with different initial temperatures 7:, and I“: , respectively, as well as
ions with density 1150 and temperature I; . The quasi-neutrality condition gives the
following relation between densities of electrons and ions: um = nw = 12:9 +32: .

This plasma layer can expand into a vacuum due to the self—consistent electric
field. Non-charged dust particles with radius R, and density "a appear in this
plasma layer at the initial time. Therefore the plasma relaxation takes place both by
this plasma expansion and by the collection of electrons and ions from the plasma
on dust particies. The plasma is considered to be collisionless because the plasma
relaxation time is much less than the electron-ion collision time due to a choice of
plasma parameters and non—changed dust particles.

Various parameters of this relaxing plasma have been numerically simulated
using the PIC method and taking into account the dynamics of the dust particle
charge in the framework of the orbit—limited—prohe theory without the assumption
about equilibrium of electrons and ions. Coulomb collisions of electrons and ions
with dust particles are taken into account in the framework of the method of
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stochastic differential equations. In some cases, the electron and ion collection by
dust particles and the Coulomb collisions have been also simulated by the Monte
Carlo method.

3. Results

Typical results of the computer modeling are plotted in Fig. 1 — 3 for different
numbers N, = nd I; of dust particles in the Debye cube at R, = 0.32, (7:: /T,‘f, ) =
10, 7; = T” and m, /m, = 256 which last value is taken to obtain higher simulation‘0

precision. Here Rd and the spatial coordinates X are divided by the initial Debye
length I1F of the cold electrons, the time Its multiplied by the initial ion plasma
frequency (170,-.

Without dus1.0 U
2Li

C

0.5-

0.0
1.0 —-~—

55 With dusty
3-n,,La —pn O1

Fig. 1 . Fig. 2

The influence of dust particles on the plasma expansion is clearly seen from Fig.
l in which the spatial distributions of the ion density 11,. divided by the initial ion
density nia are shown for various times after the start of the plasma expansion in
case of the plasma expansion without dust particles (upper part) and in case of the
plasma expansion with dust particles (lower part). in the first case, we have the
usual plasma expansion with a rarefaction wave propagating into the central part of
the plasma layer. Therefore the decrease of the ion density in the same layer point
starts only after this point has been reached by the rarefaction wave. In case of
plasma expansion with dust particles (lower part of Fig. l) the decrease of the ion
density starts in all points of the plasma layer simultaneously due to the ion
collection by dust particles. Besides, this decrease is faster than in the case of the
plasma expansion without dust particles.

The influence of dust particles on electrons is clearly seen from Fig. 2 in which
the X-components of the mean (for positive values of the spatial X—axis) electron
velocity distribution function are shown for various cases corresponding to Fig. 1.
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As can be seen from Fig. 2, this function is non-equilibrium initially because the

plasma layers consist of two groups of electrons. In the case of plasma without dust

particles, this function evolves due to a transfer of the electron energy to ions by
the self consistent electric field during the plasma acceleration. All electrons
participate in this energy transfer and therefore the non~equilibrium of this function
as well as the special properties of this non—equilibrium are preserved during the
plasma expansion without dust particles (Fig. 23.). However in the case of plasma
with dust particles, fast electrons can only be collected by dust particles due to

their negative electric charge. Therefore these fast electrons vanish just after the
start of the plasma expansion and the electron velocity distribution function is like
M axwellian.

without dusty F F”

- Without dusty

Fig. 3 ' ‘ Fig. 4

As can be seen from Fig. 3, there is also some difference between the

evolution of the mean ion velocity distribution function during the plasma expansion
for these two cases. In case without dust particles, the ion acceleration takes place

due to the self consistent electric field along the X-axis during the plasma expansion.
Therefore there is some shift of the mean (for positive values of the spatial X—axis)

ion velocity distribution function to the right. In the case of plasma without dust
particles, this shift is smaller because fast electrons are just collected by dust
particles and their contribution to the ion acceleration is smaller than in the case of

plasma without dust particles.
It is of interest to investigate especially the influence of dust particles on

potential structures which are created during the plasma layer expansion. Such
potential structures are plotted in Fig. 4 in the case of plasma without dust particles
as well as in Fig. 5 — 6 for different numbers of dust particles in the Debye cube.

Electric fields E and potentials q) are divided in these figures by characteristic
values k7,: /els and H; /e , respectively.
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‘ With dusty
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Fig. 5 Fig. 6
Comparison of these figures shows that dust particles essentially decrease

electric fields and electric potentials created by the plasma expansion. This change
corresponds to the influence of dust particles on electron and ion velocity
distribution functions during plasma expansions.

4. Conclusion

Computer modeling of expanding non-equilibrium plasma layers with dust particles
show that dust particles can strongly influence different phenomena accompanying
this expansion. This influence is caused by the selective collection of electrons and
ions by dust particles with self-consistent negative electric charge. First of all, these
particles can change the initial energy distribution functions of electrons and ions
due to the selective collection of electrons and ions.
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Introduction
Non-linear sheaths are existing on all cold walls which the plasma is in a
contact. These sheaths determine an interaction of plasmas with wall surfaces
including flows of charged particles from plasmas to these walls. In much
practical important cases, for example at an interaction of a laser radiation
with a pellet, dust particles can be created close to a surface. These particles

can strongly influence various plasma properties, including sheaths, due to a

selective collection of electrons and ions from plasmas.
The aim of this work is to study non—linear sheathes in plasmas with

dust particles in order to investigate an influence of these particles on

sheaths.

Model

An one—dimensional slab plasma consisting of equilibrium electrons and ions

and T. creates an1with densities 7:20:12” :no and temperatures T;

equilibrium sheath in front of an electrode to which a large negative

potential ¢o is applied. According to the Bohm sheath criterion [1], an drift
/1‘ 2 closeion velocity u.” has to satisfy the well known condition no 2 (kT‘ / M)

to a sheath boundary with a plasma. Here M is the ion mass. Dust particles

with a density ad and a radius 1;; appear in this sheath at some initial time

t: 0 and both a collection and scattering starts of electrons and ions by

these dust particles here. These processes cause an evolution of a sheath.

The PIC method is used for computer modelling of sheaths, taking into

account the dynamics of dust particle charge in plasmas with self—consistent

energy distribution functions of electrons and ions [2-4]. The Coulomb

scattering of electrons and ions are taken into account in the framework of

the Monte-Carlo method.
A case of a sheath without dust particles is used as a test of computer

programs created according to these methods. In this case, spatial
distributions of plasma parameters for a usual steady—state sheath [1] are
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used as initial conditions for a computer simulation of their evolution. These
simulations show that initial equilibrium distributions are conserved during
simulation times. In case of some deviations of initial distributions from the
equilibrium case, these non-equilibrium distributions evolve to equilibrium
one during several ion plasma cycles. These results confirm an adequation of
computer programs.

Results
Obtained results show that an influence of dust particles on sheaths strongly

depend from relations between some characteristic times, namely: time 1,, of

an ion penetration through a sheath, an ion collection time Ta, and an ion
scattering time rs. Of course, this influence is very small in the case of
7 << 2'“, r,. In the opposite case of 1", >> In, 2-,, dust particles create somea
barrier between a plasma and an electrode clue to a strong collection and
scattering of electrons and ions by a sharp boundary of dust particles so that
electrons and ions can not reach an electrode at all. In this last case, there is

not a space electric charge close to an electrode and a sheath vanish.

Nu=1.tzdz=1o‘3
1.0 .,

0.8 '

Me
0.6

0.4

17ig. 1 1’ig~ 2
The most interesting phenomena are realized in the case r‘, ~ 1'“ + 1,.

Typical results of computer simulations are shown for this case in Fig. l - 6
where spatial distributions of various plasma parameters are plotted for
various times t after a start of their evolution from initial equilibrium
distributions for 950 =- 10 due to an appearance of dusty particles in a sheath.
In these figures, the spatial coordinate x is divided by the initial Debye



length A, :1 (kTe / 47:75.82)“, a time t is multiplied by the initial ion plasma

frequence a)“ = (42mg: / M), a potential ¢ is divided by a characteristic

value H; / e, Na is the number of dust particles in the Debye cube, Rd is the

radius of a dust particle divided by the initial Debye length Ila.

2.0 ~

01 x

_| D

o 10 20 30md

Fig. 3 Fig. 4

As can be seen from these figures, all plasma parameters evolve

essentially due to an influence of dust particles in a sheath. This influence is

seen especially clear from an evolution of an ion flux 1,. shown in Fig. 1.
Initially, this flux is uniform because it is a case of steady—state sheaths
without dust particles [1}. However dust particles decrease this flux and cause
its essential heterogeneity due to a different collection and scattering of ions
in different places of a sheath . Corresponding changes of an electric current
I take place in an external circuit (Fig. 2).

A sheath evolution is accompanied by a decrease of ion 12,. and

electron n: densities in a sheath (Fig. 3—4) due to their collection and
scattering by dust particles. However some sharp increase of these densities

takes place close to a boundary of a sheath with a plasma. This increase is
caused by a sharp scattering of ions by dust particles due to a sharp

boundary between dust particles and a plasma. This sharp region coordinates

an preliminary ion flux from a non-disturbed plasma [1] with a new sheath

although it is not obviously a necessity to conserve this flux in the case of a

sheath with dust particles.
Of course, distributions of an electric potential ¢(Fig. S) evolve

according to an evolution of electron and ion densities. These distributions
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can be non—monotonous during their evolution times but a final distribution is
monotonous always. Note, the Child—Langmuir law [1] is not valid for
sheathes with dust particles because an ion flux does not conserve in this case

(Fig. 1).

Nd=1. Rd2=10'3

Fig. 5 Fig. 6

Finally, spatial distributions of a dust particle charge qd (Fig. 6) show
a various sign of these charges in various regions of a sheath according to
spatial distributions of electrons and ions. Note that Fig. 6 allows to

determine qd for various cases using C = e-rio / 11d.

4. Conclusion

Computer modeling of sheaths with dust particles show that dust particles
can strongly influence properties of these sheaths. This influence is caused by
a collection and a scattering of electrons and ions by dust particles with self-
consisteut negative electric charge. First of all, these particles can Strongly
change an ion flux in a sheath that causes other change of sheath parameters.
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It is well known that the particle transport phenomenon is the main cause of degeneration of a

confined plasma. The analysis of the anomalous fluxes, Le. fluxes produced by micro-

fluctuations, is of great interest in elucidating the dynamics of such phenomenon. For this

reason it is important to know how such a particle flux is distributed in space and how it

behaves under difi'eren’t plasma conditions. In this work we have measured the local particle

flux produced by electrostatic fluctuations in the toroidal magnetoplasma Thorello. The data

are analysed by using the digital correlation techniques.

The local particle flux is defined by

£(nt)=<n(§,t}V(§,t)> (1)
where neat) is the instantaneous local plasma density, veg) is the instantaneous mean velocity

of the plasma particles and < > is a well suited temporal average.

It is customary to decompose my) and y(7_c,t) into a slow varying part and in a fluctuating part

n(z,t)=no(g,t)+n’(§,t) : XLXJFXuQJFETEt) (2)
where gomt) = < Egg) > and no(§,t) = < My) > so that

[(571) = £009) + fly) (3)
with [o(§,t)=<no(gg,t)yo(§,t)> called normalparticle transportflux and £’(g,t)=<n’(§,t)g’()_t,t)>

called anomalous orfluctuation—inducedparticle transportflux.

Ifwe consider a steady-state plasma the flux is independent of time and we can evaluate the

anomalous part by an average on different intervals oftime:

M 1 m1"(§)_= N300 13% 4!]?- my"; + m' (yam + I) (4)

Since we are interested to the flux induced by the electrostatic fluctuations we identify nigt)

as the fluctuating drift velocity and than it can be written as

E'(3,0XE.108 (5)
r‘ v 21 (3,!) B2

where E is the fluctuating part of the electric field and B is the axial magnetic field.
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The anomalous flux can be written [I]:

1.2 108%
Badman: Mfimaw Ely—“A930lfflwlfix—- Im[n *‘(x, 01):;5. (g m)] (5)

where negro) and M25303) are the Fourier transforms of density and plasma potential

respectively and 5(a)) is the dispersion relation. .

The quantity integrated in frequency can be viewed as the contribution to the anomalous flux

of the fluctuations with frequency comprised between (0/275 and (o+dto)/21t.

It is the radial component of the flux that causes the lost of the particles on the wall so from

now we censider only the radial component ofthe flux.

The measurement is performed by synchronous acquisition on a digital oscilloscope ofthe

signals coming from three pins (that we label 1, 2, 3) such that pins 1 and 2 are disposed along

the poloidal direction and pins 1 and 3 in the a direction. Pins 1 and 2 are floating potential

probes whereas pin 3 is negatively biased to -18V and measures the ion saturation current I".

It is possible to evaluate the fluctuating plasma potential with the fluctuating floating potential

6:) = @f . (7)

and the relative density fluctuations with the relative ion saturation current fluctuations
+

7! =< n > (8)< I >

The direct evaluation of the time average is afi‘ected' by an aliasing in k9(n)) effect. In fact the

electric field of the modes that have a Its value larger than 3”; (where Axmoiécm is the

separation between the pins 1 and 2) will be systematically underestimated, leading to an

overall underestimate of the flux.

The experiment is carried out in the toroidal device Thorello (whose major and minor radii are

R= 40 cm and r; 8 cm respectively) which produces magnetised hydrogen plasma in steady-

state conditions.

Typically obtained plasma parameters for a toroidal magnetic field of “(G are: Teal eV, Ti;

0.3 eV, edge plasma densityElOg cm'3, centre plasma clensityglol1 cm'3, neutral gas pressure
P=10‘4 mbar.
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The data are composed by 32768 samples with a base time of t = 20 psec and each sample

contains the readouts of the three pins. In the analysis we have subdivided the data in N=l28

records each one containing M==256 samples.

——-— Flux [cm'2 s“; ~— Phase angle [7; units]
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Fig.1: Spectral distribution of the Fig.2: The normalised standard deviation of

anomalous flux and averaged phase angleln the flux in figl as a function of the

units of 7: at 3.5 cm from the wall. frequency.

Fig.1 shows a typical flux spectrum together with the averaged phase angle between ¢’(§,t)

and n’(§,t) in units of it measured at a distance from the wall of 2.5cm. The main contribution

to the flux is in the frequency range below 12.5 kHz and is directed outward. It also shows that

in the fi'eguency range where the flux is significant the phase angle ranges between 0.7 1: and

0.9 7:, indicating the presence of dissipative effects (a value of 0.5 is expected when the drift-

type electrostatic fluctuations are collisionless [2]).

In Fig.2 the normalised standard deviation of the flux as a function of the frequency shows that

in the frequency range below 12.5kHz the measurement is statistically meaningfiil. 0n the

contrary, when the fi'equency is above 12.5kHz, $154) and 'n’(g,t) are completely uncorrelated

and the signal has to be considered as statistical noise.

Fig.3 shows the frequency integrated anomalous flux and the frequency averaged phase angle

as a fitnctions of the distance from the wall chamber.
The change in sign of the flux profile around F3561} is in correspondence with the shear ExB

velocity layer and is probably due to the strong variation of the phase velocity fluctuations in a

scale of length comparable to the probe separation.

Such a behaviour in this region will be the argument of a future work.
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Fig.4: Anomalous flux measured as a time
averaged phase angle for different distance average ofthe fluctuations
from the wall.

The data analysed are in substantial agreement with the results of other groups[3 ,4].
HM: compute the anomalous flux simply as a time average of the fluctuations of n and E we
find the result depicted in Fig.4. The difference between the two methods lies on the fact that
in the former case the electric field is found by means ofthe fitted statistical dispersion relation
whereas in the Eatter the “instantaneous" value of ham) is usedor, in other words, in this case

the correlation between ke(0)) and (Mel) is taken into account. This observation may be

relevant for a critical review of the definition of the anomalous flux (eq16).
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This work concerns the characterisation of the low frequency spontaneously excited
electrostatic fluctuations driven by the radial density gradient, in presence of a radial electric

field. The radial electric field produces a macroscopic poloidal rotation of the plasma which

modifies some important aspects of the electrostatic plasma fluctuations. A static radial electric

field in a plasma column can produce cinematic efi‘ects on the fluctuation propagation, for

instance the modification ofthe wave spectra and spatial coherence, as well as dynamic effects,

like generation of wave instabilities [1-4]. In this research we analyse the main cinematic

phenomena induced by the electric field.

The experiment is carried out in the toroidal device Thorello (whose major and minor radii are

R= 40cm and r= 8cm respectively) which produces magnetised hydrogen plasma in steady-

state conditions. In our experiment the electrostatic fluctuations are, in the plasma edge, quasi-

coherent drift modes [I] at low magnetic field but they destabilise and become turbulent when

the magnetic field is increased up to ZkG. The relevant wave spectra and spatial coherence

have been measured by means of double electrostatic probes applying the digital correlation

techniques to the ion saturation current and to the floating potential.

The profile of the radial electric field has been obtained by Langmuir probes and is plotted in

fig.1. It can be seen that in x=3.5 cm the electric field reverses its direction (£50) and in the

plasma edge it is directed outward while in the plasma inner afier the shear (x=3.5 cm) is

inward directed.

Being the poloidal plasma rotation velocity VEKE proportional to the electric field, it also

changes its direction: in the edge has the same versus of the ion diamagnetic velocity while in

the inner has the electron diamagnetic velocity versus. In fig.2 the vorticity obtained fiom the

following formula :

dr (1)

is plotted for diiferent distance from the wall chamber.
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An high value of the vorticity around the shear, indicate a possible presence of an instability

produced by the poioidal plasma rotation. This dynamic effect has been analysed theoretically
in previous works [2,4]. As concerns the cinematic efi‘ects, we analysed the wave parameter

along the plasma radius. 7

The frequency and wave number power spectra of the fluctuations have been measured in the
laboratory reference flame [3].

This means that if m and k,, are respectively the frequency and poloidal wavevector in the

laboratory frame, the same quantities in the plasma frame of, kp’ are correlated by the

following relations:

kp’=k,, (2)
a)’=m'-kp vm

It results that the wave frequency is Doppler-shifted by the Vgxg plasma rotation, while the

Wavenumber is not afi‘ected fi‘om it.
To analyse better the modification of the frequency spectra we have considered measured

frequency 5(0) and wavenumber S(k,,) spectra obtained in the laboratory frame (figs.3,4) and

we have numerically evaluated the same spectra in the plasma frame considering the
experimentally estimated poloidal plasma velocity. As can be Seen in figs.3,4 the wavevector

spectrum does not change with respect to the flame while the frequency autospeetrum is

modified.
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fig.1 Radial electric field profile for B=1kG ; fig.2 Vorticity profile for B=1kG ;
r=0 corresponds to the plasma edge. F0 corresponds to the plasma edge.
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1
In particular the power law S(f) e: F of the frequency autospcctra are modified so that its

spectral index b changes. It turns out that the power laws are mainly dependent on the Doppler

shift efi’ect rather than on the kind of instability.

. S(k)
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fig.3 Antospectra: the spectral index are indicated fig.4 Wavenumber polot'dal spectra:
in figure; (I ) lab. frame, (+) plasma frame. (I ) lab. frame, (+) plasma frame.

Other measurements show that the fiequency spectral index (relevant to the frequency spectra)

depends on the electric field in a way to increase with increasing of the electric field, while the

wave number spectral index (relevant to the wave number spectra) is quite independent on the

electric field. 7

Another cinematic elfect is represented by the modification of the spatial wave coherence.

In general we can observe that if the density fluctuations are quite localised inf- kp space, the

efi‘ect of the Exit poloidal dn'fl on the evaluation of the drifi waves coherence coefficient can

be considered negligible this can be directly seen if we represent the coherent modes as single

plane waves with frequency shified by the Doppler effect (eq.2)

On the contrary, when the fluctuations are delocalised in f- kp space, the 5:8 poloidal rotation

can afl‘ect the spatial drift waves coherence.
The effect of the electric field on the wave coherence can be observed in fig.5 where the total

integrated coherence is shown for the poloidal and parallel wavenumber as a fiinction of the
radial coordinate for a magnetic field value of lkG. It can be noticed that when the ExB drift

velocity and the drifl wave phase velocity have opposite sigls> the coherence is smaller than

the coherence evaluated in the shear; whereas when they have the same sign the electric field

increases the wave coherence.
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In general data show an increase of the spatial coherence coeficient for high ExB plasma
rotation. This means that a radial electric field can be imposed in order to increase the wave
spatial coherence, diminishing the turbulence.
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fig.5 Wave spatial coherence for the poloidal and parallel wavevecmr
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Abstract

Electron Magnetohydrodynamic1 (EMHD) equations provide a convenient
model for studying collisionless magnetic reconnection. In 2—D configure:

, tions, they take the well known form

at19“{b119}:0: atla_{bi:8} = —{1.b,19}, (l)

where 29 : i!) — Ail), ¢(a:, 31,75) is the z-component of the vector potential,
,8 m 6—- Ab, and b the z-component of the magnetic field. We present2
explicit equilibrium solutions of the 2~D EMHD equations with scalelengths
as small as the electron skin depth and with cross field motions. Then we
investigate the time evolution of perturbations imposed from the boundary
of a high conductivity plasma slab. The initial magnetic field has a null
surface. The perturbations cause a change in the topology of the magnetic
field. The plasma and the magnetic field evolve with the time scale of
the linear tearing mode. However, the Hamiltonian nature of the EMHD
equations, where magnetic field reconnection is caused by electron inertia,
changes the long time evolution of the current layer from algebraic, as in
the case of the resistive tearing mode, to exponential.

Introduction

An important similarity between ordinary magnetohydrodynamics, MHD,
and EMHD arises from the fact that in both theories the magnetic flux
is conserved when “nonuidea” effects are neglected. The whistler mode
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in EMHD plays a role that corresponds to that of the Alfvén mode in
MHD. However the basic spatial symmetry of the EMHD equations is not
equivalent to that of the MHD equations. The frequency range of validity of
EMHD is bounded on the low-frequency side by the ion cyclotron frequency
Lag; : ZieB/mgc and, on the high-frequency side, by the electron cyclotron
frequency wBe = cB/mac. Here, m.- and me are the ion and electron masses
and Z.- is the ion charge number. In this frequency range the plasma is
described as a single electron fluid where ions are assumed to be at rest,
and electrons behave in such a way as to keep the plasma quasineutral
under the condition Luge << wpe, where up: is the Langmuir wave frequency.

In the case of two—dimensional configurations, where the magnetic field
depends on two spatial coordinates 2 and y and on time t, Eq.(1) implies
that the topology of 29(2, 31,0 2 const lines cannot change. However the
topology of the lines 1/)(3, y, t) = const can change. This means that, despite
the conservation of the topology of 29(3, y,t), the topolOgy of the magnetic
field lines can change and thus that magnetic reconnection can occur“.

Stationary Solutions

For a r: 0, we obtain from Eqs.(1)

{12,19} = 0, {b,Ab} ={1/2,A¢'}. (2)

The term {1), Ab} arises from electron inertia and is important for stationary
configurations with spatial variations on the d.I scale. For such configura-
tions we obtain

db 2 db w 2b-b(19), 112+G(z9)— [d9] A29+ [2—5] [ch92] (V19). (3)

In the case of solutions that do not vary on the ale scale, the r.h.s. of
the second equation is negligible and we recover the stand relationship
Art = I(it) Here 0 and I are arbitrary functions. In order to describe
a richer class of equilibria that incorporate cross field motions, we intro—
duce an external irrotational and divergence-free electric field and analyze
configurations with ~

146 = "Et + Minty), (4)
Le, 19 : -—Et+i§(:r, y), where the electric field E is directed along the z—axis
and is supposed to be uniform. In this case, instead of the first equation in
(2), we have ~

E + {19,17} : O. (5)

Special solutions that incorporate the efiect of electron inertia can be ob—
tained by an expansion in powers of E assuming that, to lowest order in E,
only 19, or only 5, does not vanish.
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Taylor’s Problem

We consider a slab geometry configuration in the region —a < :c < a with
a neutral plane of the magnetic field at :r = 0. The unperturbed magnetic
field is taken to be a linear function of 2:, i.e., dig : —.'r2/2 and to = 0, which

' gives B0 2 Bgey = meg. Assuming as boundary conditions that both #21
and b1 vanish at :L‘ = in, this configuration is stable against perturbations
which depend on 11:, y and t. We perturb the boundaries of the configuration
as follows: '

:c : :|:a [1 —E(t)/(a cos kw], (6)
where g is the perturbation amplitude and 1:: its wavenumber, and assume
the ratio rE/a to be small, fi/a << 1. We divide the slab into two subregions:
an external region where we can set (9; : 0 and an internal region where we
must take into account electron inertia. The magnetic field perturbation in
the external region is described by .7: (11)” w Md»): 0 The solution In the
external region is the same as in the Hahm and Kulsrud paper.

The dependence of M0) on time 1n the 1!; =const approximation Can be
obtained by matching the solutions in the internal and the external regions.
Following Hahm and Kulsrud, we write the relationship betWeen 1M0, 7),
the amplitude of the perturbation 5, and the function A' which gives the
jump of the logarithmic derivative of 1/) through the internal region, as

2kg
7 (2k cosh ta + A’('}') sinh 1m) ’WOW) = (7)

where 7 is the variable in the Laplace transform with respect to time. The
factor 7 in the denominator of Eq.(_7) is due to the fact that 5 is taken to be
zero for t < 0. In Eq.(7), the function A’(7) is a function of 7, that must
be found matching the solutions in the internal and external regions. In
order to obtain the long time behaviour of the magnetic configuration under
the perturbation imposed from the boundary, We must invert the Laplace
transform. Thus we must first determine the dependence of A’ on 7 all over
the complex 7—p1ane. In the case of oscillatory EMI-ID modes, Re'y = 0,
contrary to the case of standard resistive MHD and to the case of EMHD
instabilities growing exponentially in time, this analysis is complicated by
the mode behavior 1n the short wavelength limit. To desoribe these modes
properly we must take into account the effects that can regularize their
short wavelength limit Spitzer resistivity does not regularize this limit,
while electron viscosity does As a result, close to the negative/positive
real 7—axis we find

(=F'r)”2 27r1‘l3/4lA“) = we “rim“- (8)
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Eq. (8) gives the limiting expressions, respectively along the negative and
the positive real 7 axis, of a. function regular over the complex 7-plane
outside a small viscosity region near the origin which is neglected in the
following. Renormalizing variables, we can write the inverse Laplace trans-
form as 1 ( t) d

‘ 6x13 P pmvncmwewm' ®
where the integration contour C has been chosen such that the form of A’
given by Eq.(8) holds. We have neglected the contribution of the region near
the origin. The integrand has two poles at p = 0 and p z ——1. Calculating
the residues we find

dmfi=fl—wM%H um
Numerical simulations

The equilibrium magnetic configuration is forced at |y| 2 1 withan a:-
dependent perturbation with amplitudes that decay exponentially in time.
The isolines of b, b— Ab, 1!), 1,0 w Art show that it = const curves, reconnect
While z/J —— Act is conserved and its field lines do not reconnect.

In a. Hamiltonian system, the memory of the initial perturbation is pre—
served at all times. This is evident in the evolution of ”(,0 — Ad! which shows
that the effect of the perturbation imposed from the boundary does not
decay with time and develops increasingly small spatial scales. On the con—
trary, the effect of the perturbation on the “integrated” quantity l/J tends
to saturate with time.
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Finite temperature effects on collisionless magnetic reconnection
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Plasmas produced in magnetic fusion experiments such as JET exhibit relaxation
oscillations and self-organisation processes on time scales that are shorter than the average
electron-ion collision time. In collisionless regimes, electron inertia replaces resistivity in
allowing for transition of the magnetic field topology. The first nonlinear simulations [1]
of electron inertia reconnection neglected the electron pressure gradient in the generalized
Ohm law. This term was considered in subsequent contributions [2, 5], which indicated a
further enhancement of the reconnection rate, although the physical interpretation of the
simulation results remain unclear.

A related problem is the role played by the invariants (Casimir) of the collisionless
plasma evolution. It can be shown that collisionlcss models of the type adopted in [6,
5, 3] admit an Hamiltonian structure. Clearly, while magnetic flux is reconnected in the
course of plasma evolution, the invariant fields preserve their initial topology. The nature
of collisionless reconnection under these circumstances is entirely difi'erent form that of
resistive (dissipative) reconnection.

The aim of the present letter is twofold. First we present new numerical results in
the regimes where both electron inertia and the electron pressure tensor are important.
We confirm that the nonlinear growth of magnetic islands is even faster than in the case.
where the electron pressure is neglected, and that this fast growth is accompanied by the
formation of microscales below the electron inertia skin depth, as in the purely inertial
case [6}. A significant finding [7] is the splitting of the current and vorticity sheets,
forming near the neutral line of the sheared component of the equilibrium magnetic field,
in two branches crossing at the stagnation point of the plasma flow. A similar behavior
was also observed in [2] in the. context of resistive reconnection with electron pressure
effects. Secondly, we interpret these results on the basis of the Hamiltonian structure of
the adopted plasma model. In particular, We show that the resulting structure of the
current and vorticity sheets is the consequence of the presence of Casimirs advected by
effective velocity fields.

Our investigation considers an exthension of reduced MHD on a. two dimensional
slab, where electron inertia, proportional to the square of the inertial skin depth, d, 2
c/wpc, with top, the plasma frequency, and the elctron pressure term are retained in the
generalized Ohm law. Diamagnetic effects are neglected here. Thus, the pressure effect
we consider, has to do with electron pressure perturbations, which cause an electron space
charge along the field lines, balanced by ions streaming across the field lines in order to
preserve quasineutrality. This process is associated with the characteristic scale length,
9,, = \lTe/mg/wcg. in addition, we consider the cold ion limit. The equation we solve are

BF/Bt + [a F] = 93w, III] (1)
80,103+ [99, U] = {r qr] (2)
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The quantities appearing in these equations are dimensionless, the normalization being
based on the Alfven time, TA, and Ly. The magnetic field is B = Bgez+VIII x e2, with Bu a
constant component along the ignorable z-direction. The E X B drift on the normal plane
is v; = e, x t, where go is the stream function. U = sp is the vorticity, J = —V2‘Il
is the current density and F = II! + n is the generalized average momentum [6] along .3.
The Poisson brackets are defined as [14,3] = e, ~ VA x VB. Note that [@,A] = v - VA,
thus the l.h.s of Eqs. (1,2) represent the total time derivatives of the scalar field U and
F. This system of equations can be written in a. convective form for the quantities

Gi a Fidegfl _ ‘ (3)
Defining the generalized stream functions

w—w— 9fU2$deesJ ' (4)
we obtain the alternative form for the model equations

sci/a: + [char] =‘ 0 (5)
Thus the quantities Gt, advected by the effective velocity fields vi = e, X ci, are
conserved so their topology remains ”frozen during time evolution.

It can be shown [5, 3] that Eqs. (1,2) can be cast in Hamiltonian from. The Hamilto-
nian is

1£135]d (wiriudffl++(w)2+93U2) (a)
The associated generalized Poisson brackets admit two infinite sets of Casimirs

or = f dining. at 52) = f whims) (7)
with hi arbitrary functions. In the limit of vanishing 9,, upon expanding hi to first order,
we find the Casimirs of the purely inertial case, 01 = fdzzrh1(F) and 02 = fdshg(F).
Thus, for 9,, = 0, the generalized momentum F is conserved and its topological structure
is preserved in time. When 9, aé 0, the fields Gt are topologically invariant, while F can
undergo reconnection.

In this paper, we present the numerical solution of the nonlinear model (1,2) obtained
on the basis of a finite difference scheme with nonuniform grid. We assumed double periodic
boundary conditions at the frontier of a rectangular slab with aspect ratio 6 = LI/Ly and
equilibrium magnetic flux W” = cos 1, gas, = U” = 0 In Figs. 1»? we present the solution
for a case with c «1/2, (is = 0.08 and g, = ale/2. In particular, Figs. 1—4 show the
contour plots at t a 807A of the fields (,9, ‘11, J and U. Figs. 5—7 show the contour plots
Of G+, 90+ and F.

We note that the mode structure develops a microscale rapidly shrinking in time. As in
the case 9,, = U [6}, we attribute this behavior to the presence of the conserved quantities
Gt When 9, ¢ 0, the generaiized momentum F is no longer conserved, indeed F changes
topology , with an 0-point forming at a: = y = 0 and four Y-points forming symmetrically
around the origin, as shown in Fig. 7. On the other hand, the initial topology of the G1
fields is preserved, as expected.

The most striking difference between 9, = D and 9, 9E 0 is the formation, in the latter
case, of cross shaped current density and vorticity layers. This structure is clearly visible
when .9, > (1,, as shown in Figs. 8-9, where contour plots of J and U are presented for a
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case with g, = 3:16, cle and c as in the previous simulation. The contour plots of G3,, (pi
for g, = d, are similar to those in Fig. 4, with the contour lines near the origin following
closely the two branches of the current and vorticity layers.

We can establish a link between the Casimirs and the spatial structures that form
nonlinearly. This link can clarify an important difference between Hamiltonian and dissi-
pative reconnection. Both these processes require the localized violation of the topological
constraints that involve the magnetic flux ‘11. However, electron inertia (and the electron
stress tensor) make field line reconnection possible, but do not eliminate these topological
constraints. Simply they now inVOlve different fields (F, or Gi when 9, 7t 0, instead of
\II). The difference between the newly locally conserved fields and ‘1! consists of a current
density and of a plasma vorticity term. Thus, reconnection of E1 can only proceed unim—
peded by the conservation of F (or of Gi) if current (and vorticity) layers are formed. In
the presence of dissipation there are no fields conserVed locally and thus these layers have
a minimum diffusive width. On the contrary, in Hamiltonian reconnection the presence of
the locally conserved fields makes these layers increasingly sharper and leads to a cascade
towards smaller and smaller microscales. Eventually, this cascade must be limited by
kinetic and dissipative effects. In this sense, the collisionless model is incomplete from a
physics point of View. One can draw an analogy with Landau damping and phase mixing,
where smaller and smaller scale lengths are produced that are eventually wiped out by
collisions. ‘

The cross—shaped structure of the current and vorticity layers can be interpreted on
the basis of the advection of the invariants Gi. At equilibrium, Gi = 649:). As the
instability evolves, 0+ and G- rotate in opposite directions, advected by the efi'ective
velocities vi . Note that these velocities introduce a rotation, as the corresponding
stream functions, (pi, add terms with mixed parity with respect to a: and y (by contrast,
the potential (p($,y) is odd in a: and even in y: indeed, the convection cells in Fig. 1
do not exhibits any rotation). Since the instability evolution is slow, the potentials got
remain largely aligned with Gt. The structure of J, U and F follows that of Gi and 993;,
as 2,9,n = (0+ — tp_. 29,deU = G+ -— Gm and 2F = Q. -i- CL.

In conclusion we have established a link between the topological constraints of the
collisioniess model and the spatial structure that are formed nonlinearly. This link can
clarify important differences between Hamiltonian and dissipative reconnection.
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Debye Length in a Neutral-beam—heated Plasma
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1. Introduction
One of the major auxiliary heating methods for tokamak fusion plasmas is neutral beam
injection (N81). The fast injected neutrals become ionized and slow down to thermal
energy through Coulomb collisions with the background plasma, As a consequence of
the injection, the velocity distribution of the injected ion species consists of a Maxwellian
part and a non—Maxwellian high—energy part. The evolution of the velocity distribution
f of the neutral-beam-injected ions can be described by the following kinetic equation:

3f
6t

where V, and VV are the gradients with respect to coordinate and velocity, respectively,

+v- Vf+—Z-V<I> Vf: C(f)+S—L, (1)

CU“) is the collision operator, S is the fast ion source term and L is a loss term for ions.
Furthermore, eZVQ/m is the acceleration of a particle due to electrostatic collisions in
a quasi-neutral multi—species plasma, where Z and m are the charge and the mass of the
particle and (I) is the resulting potential of the macroscopic field.
If a test charge Q is placed at the origin in the plasma, its effect is to attract particles of
opposite sign and to repel charges of the same sign. The resulting modifications of the
ion and electron velocity distributions are simply positive and negative shifts of energy
ELI, = eZQ. The potential (I) follows from the Poisson equation

V2<I> : —S; l; Ze/filv.‘1’) c131; —ffe(v,¢>) d3o+Q6(r) , (2)

where Z,» and m are the charge and density of the ith ion species and f6 and f1: are the
electron and ion velocity distributions normalized to the density am as f fe,,-(v)d3v = ”85"
The Poisson equation in the general form given above is impracticable to solve analytic-
ally. In deriving the expression for the Debye length in a plasma it is therefore commonly
assumed that the velocity distributions of the plasma ions and electrons are isotropic
Maxwellians with temperatures T.- and Ta, respectively. Thus, effects of plasma heating
due to fast particle injection (and other mechanisms leading to highly non-Maxwellian
velocity distributions) are neglected, The resulting Poisson equation

V2<1>_—- —€—e[z mZ- exp< 61527:?) m exp (:—~:) + 526(7)], (3)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, can be linearized if the perturbation is small, i.e. if

eZ,-(I> << HF,- and 3(1) << kTe. From the spherically symmetric solution of equation (3),
' one obtains for the Debye length: AD : (2,19,? + 1934/2, where 19,2 = eZZEni/cokT; and

k: = (321r1,(,/eultTe are the Debye constants for Maxwellian ions and electrons, respectively.
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2. Debye Length for a Plasma with Neutral-«Beam-Injected Ions
In deriving an expression for the effective Dehye length in a plasma with NBI slowing—
down distributions, it is reasonable to assume that the electron and background ion
velocity distributions are Maxwellians. Since the main effect in the calculation of the
effective Debye length is the existence of a high-energy tail and the result does not
markedly depend on whether the velocity distribution is isotmpic or anisotrornic1 the
non~Maxwellian velocity distribution of the injected ions is assumed to be isotropic.

Furthermore, for simplicity, the effective screening length will bederived for steady—state
conditions. If the Subscript ‘0’ refers to the injected ion species and f0 is the corresponding
isotropic noaaxwellian velocity distribution, the Poisson equation can be written as:

V24): ——“[ZD/fo v (t))d3e+ZniZ exp(— ekZTQ ) neexp(—Q)+Qz§(r)] {4)
29m kT

An appropriate non-thermal velocity distribution of the injected ion species can approxim-

ately be obtained from the steady-state kinetic equation with the Fokker-Planck collision

operator in its high-energy approximation neglecting diffusive terms and 1055 terms [I].

The complete solution for the velocity distribution of the injected ion species (which is
normalized to the density no) is the sum of the Maxweliian homogenious solution ft], of

the kinetic equation and the approximate particular (non—Maxweiiian) solution fb:

50—75:)‘(Uo—v)
47r o3+og ,foe) = the) + to) m :42“ expewvt) + (5)

where the non-thermal density 12., and the slowing—down time 1-5 of ions on electrons are

given by: /
1 v3 3 1,2_me 21:11 3 2= _ n. . _ _ 5

“b 30753105 (1+ t3) ’ T5 27r muC’ me ’ ( )
with Ce 2 Ennezge‘m32 log/i and ya is given by: '

E0 5 3, = 14.81;.1;
2/3

43/2 ”(142,?
— - (7)

e 21: Ai

Furthermore, on and so are the injection velocity and source rate, respectively, om is

the thermal velocity, 0 is the unit step function, log/i is the Coulomb logarithm and A
denotes atomic masses. Again, the effect of the test charge on the velocity distribution

of the injected ion species results in a positive shift of energy Ea, = 620(1) = %mgug:

n], v2 32mg) 507s 0(vn - Us ~ 1))
fu(v, (1)): 7:)3/21} 3h exx—p( 17;) EXP(- 1.7% + 4n (1)2 +'u%)3/2 +vg' (8)

M
ir-

d 3

For small perturbations, (v2 + vi)“2 m U3 + groin and the denominator can be expanded.
One obtains an approximate expression for fa which can be introduced into the Poisson
equation (4). After linearization and integration over the velocity domains one obtains'a
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simplified Poisson equation. Neglecting the term 3"”2 tan‘1 3"”2 in that equation, the
Debye constant 19% which accounts for the fast particle contribution due to NBI heating
can be written as:

e2 Zosor 2Z mung v3 v 112 1 (e +11 )3k2 = _ S __—10g0 '90 U or __ __ 0 a
b '03 + Us + v5 1 —-'"'-‘—+en 2mgvfi 3kT0 '0.) 6 0g 08 + v;

1 _1 2’09 -— QJ-l-la] ‘
— —-— tan -—_ . 9

vs wave ()

The Debye screening length for a neutral~beam heated plasma can, in parallel with the
above, be written as:

—1/2

ANBI = (Z k? + k: — kg) . (10)

This equation is, however, only valid for completely static screening. In reality, the
ions are moving very slowly, Therefore they are completely screened by the fast moving
electrons, but they are only partially screened by surrounding ions. In order to discuss

effects of dynamical screening one can use the results given in [2] for a Maxwellian plasma.
Generalizing the expression for the effective screening length given in [2] to NBI heated
plasmas, one obtains:

+W k e+fl k “”
)‘NBI— [kzexp<;~§—kz——ll Z__k2_e—__s_ 1) , (11)

where the summation is over all ion species. This effective Debye length is inbetween the

total Debye length for static screening in a Maxwellian plasma AD and the one for static
screening of Maxwellian electrons he = 1/ kg.

3. Results and Conclusions
In order to illustrate the effects of a non-Maxweliian NBI slowing-down distribution on

the screening distance, a pure deuterium plasma with temperatures T,: 2 Te ranging from

5 keV to 8 keV and DD-injection with varying source rates and injection velocities is

considered To be independent of the densities, only the ratios of the Debye lengths,
viz Alum/AD and ANflBI/AD, are calculated as functions of the fast particle fraction. The
results are shown in figure 1 for a plasma with 80 keV injection energy and temperatures

of 5 keV and 8 keV, respectively. It can be seen that for reasonable plasma parameters

with fast particle fractions below about 40%, the Debye lengths for completely static
screening differ by up to about 12%. For more extreme plasma parameters differences

by up to 20% can occur. In addition, the effect of dynamical screening is also shown
in figure 1. For the same plasma parameters and fractional fast particle densities below
40%, the differences to the Maxwellian case with static screening are about 17-25% while
for more extreme plasmas differences around 30% can occur. Generally, the differences
are somewhat increasing with increasing temperatures. The dependence on the injec—

tion energy is logarithmically weak and with increasing injection velocity, the ratios of
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the Debye lengths are slightly decreasing. (This is because the fast particle fraction is
kept constant and therefore with increasing injection velocity, the Maxwellian part of the
velocity distribution extends to higher velocities.) As described in [3], the Coulomb log-
arithm for the interaction of a test particle with a background particle is in the classical
limit logA = log AD —~ log pi, where pi is the impact parameter. Therefore, although the
improved Debye length differs by about 20% from the Debye length for static screening
in a Maxwellian plasma, the final effect on the Coulomb logarithm is small. For para:-
meters relevant for fusion plasmas, where the Coulomb logarithm is in the order of 20, the
modifications are only in the order of 1%. In conclusion, the effects of non-Maxwellian
slowing—down velocity distributions on the Debye length and, in particular, on the Con-
lomb logarithm may be neglected in many cases without substantial loss of accuracy.
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Figure 1. Rat-ins of the NB! Debye lengths for completely static (s) and for dynamical screening {at} to
the Maxwellmn Debye lengths (ANBI/An and AfifiBI/AD) as functions of the fractional fast particle density

for a deuterium plasma with 80 kc V deuterium injection and temperatures of 5 kc V (——) and 8 hell
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1. Introduction
Plasma equations and general relativity are usually not considered together. However,

for certain astronomical objects like galactic nuclei or black holes the mean gravitational
field may be strong, and the observation of magnetic fields indicates that a combination
of general relativity and plasma physics at least on the level of a fluid description is
appropriate. A microscopic plasma description on the basis of a classical one—particle
distribution function is then a good starting point; all fluid quantities are then defined
by corresponding averages in velocity space. Here we discuss the basic equations in
two extreme situations: First we consider the plasma to be collisionless and formulate

the Vlasov equation in a manifestly coVariant form. Secondly we derive the covariant

multifluid equations from the corresponding moment equations, assuming an isotropic
distribution function for each species in the corresponding inertial system of a locally co—
moving observer. Then on the basis of Viasov equation we derive the dispersion'relation
for weakly damped Langmuir waves and investigate it.

2. The Covariant Vlasov Equation
Let (1:71.12) denote the Sudimensional phase space, with (3:) 2 ($0,x1,a:2,a:3) the co«
ordinates of an event in space—time (32° E ct, where c is the velocity of light), and
(u) : (u°,u1, “Mg, 113) the four—velocity of a particle, with a. normalization given by

u.“-u,_, : C2, (1)

H we consider a general coordinate transformation, it is Wellvknown that the fouruvelocity
transforms like the differentials of the coordinates, and each of the formal volume elements
die, 11%. transforms by multiplying it with the Jacobian of the transformation. Using
the transformation rule for the metric tensor guy, one can easily obtain the invariant

volume element in (2:, u)—space as the product of the separately invariant volume elements,
namely: ‘/§ (1% = invariant; \/§ d‘u = invariant. Here 9 is the modulus of the
determinant of 9,”. Let us then introduce a scalar function f(:r. u) for each particle
species, denoting formally the number of particles per (invariant) cell in phase space. It is

nonzero only on the hypersurface given by the normalization condition (1). To determine

the number of particles we have then to count the number of world lines crossing a spatial

hypersurface with normal unit vector (21“ / c) at (m, u), as has been observed by Synge [1]

The result is proportional to a 7—dimensional volume element:

0

(m 2 “?f(x,-u) fidsx \/§ (Pu.
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Let Al“)(a‘) be four independent functions of 1:, with a = 0,1,2,73; they define a local
coordinate system (“tetrade”) by their partial derivatives: V901) = 8A(“)/6a:9. Any four—
vector A“(m) may then be represented by four scalar functions Al“)($), the projections
of A“(w) onto the local coordinate system: A(“)(z) = A“(:L)VLS“). Let us then represent
f(:::, u) as a function F of x and a”), the invariant parts of u“: f(:c, u) = F(:z:, um); This
operation has the advantage that the gradient of F in (:c,u)-space, (8F/6c,3F/3u), is
composed of two four—vectors. The vector character of BIT/0:8“ (at constant scalars um)
is obvious since F itself is a scalar; the gradient with respect to u“ (at constant :0) is then

6F out“) 6F 6Fnon, — W __ : ('1)
611.“ — g 61;“ $6M“) 23V“ 0u(¢J’

where the last term is a superposition of the four—vectors V3“) with scatar factors, i.e.,
again a four—vectori Let us now choose Al“3(a:) to be a local inertial coordinate system
c’m with Minkowskian metric at 2:; ui”) is then the corresponding four—velocity u’ in
this system, and the volume element in velocity space is simpiified considerably (since
deal/QM) : (/E in this case), namely: \/§ d‘u = dtu’. Then we can immediately write
down the covariant form of Viasov equation in any coordinate system, using also the
fourvvector (1“(32) of the acceleration:

8F 6F
mpg-tea”??? =0. . (2)

This equation is valid by the equivalence principle: Since Eq. (2) is true in a locally
Minkowskian metric (Lei1 within special relativity), and since it is generally covariant, it
must be true in any coordinate system with or without a gravitational field, We are here
interested in the electromagnetic force on a particle of charge (-2 and rest mass m, therefore
we have:

a“ 2 imply“ ; Fl“, E Aw — AW, (3)

where A“ is the covariant four—vector of the electromagnetic potential, and ( )w denotes
the partial derivative of ( ) with resPect to :5”,

Eq. (2) is particularly convenient to derive the set of moment equations. One can
demonstrate [2] that the following tensor quantity

M9”"“‘”(a:) E fd‘u 9 Ma" - - - u“u”F(:r, um)

obeys the relationship

Mammy ;., : qu (/3 uguv - - - u”u”F,,,, (4)

with the usual formula. for the left—hand side (involving the affine connection or Christoifel
symbol I‘gw):

M‘"’""“’ W MW'”W ,u + 1";,l{“"“W + l“:,,M"""""’
+ ' ‘ ' ‘i’ Ffiuflf‘wma‘” + PguMé‘D'H-ua'
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The covariant moment equations are then as follows:

Mes-«nu w = %(FQQMWW” + F” “Mon-"u + . . . + F“ aM9”“'°‘). (5)

Several other forms of Eq. (2) are possible [2] Here we present only the Vlasov
equation for f(m, u) which reads as follows:

u 6f _ v u a ,3 6f _u fiat-(a —I‘apuu )BuV— . (6)

This is the equation of Walker [3] in the case of a neutral gas (a" = 0).
One can show [21 the validity of Liouville’s theorem for the phase space associated with

the distribution function F(a:,u(“)): (/g' d‘m dtui“) = constant along a particle path.
3. The Covariant Fluid Equations
The covariant form of the fluid equations for a locally isotropic fluid can be derived [2]
from the moment equations (5) We can define a covariant Eulerian four—velocity U”(z)
in any frame of reference, with a norm c”:

(11103); Fulfil/fux/Euyf(xiulw UVUV = 62'

The scalar ng(a:) is the particle density in the local inertial rest frame (Where the Fig
are zero, and gm, = m“, is a Minkowskian metric with (/97 = 1), and ngU" is the particle
flux in space. Its conservation law follows from Eq. (5) for the lowest moment M" E
noU", replacing the right~hand side of Eq (5) by zero: (noUV);,, = 0. The second
moment is related to the energyw-momentnm—stress tensor TW defined as fOIIOWs: T‘” =
mfd‘u \/§ u“u"f(x,u). Its projection to onto the local Eulerian velocity is the total
relativistic energy per volume element in the local inertial rest frame: in = Uu T‘” UV/cz.
It is this quantity that was used by Eckart [4]. The value of to can be related to the mean
internal energy per mass 5 in the local inertial rest frame: w = mnoc2 (1 + E/cz). Another
scalar is defined by the trace of T‘”. This quantity is related to the scalar local pressure
p: p = (w w T:)/3. For a locally isotropic distribution function no other scalars exist, and
we obtain a covariant representation of TM as in the case of a perfect fluid (see, 6.5., [51):

TW = 6 WW — p w, (7)
where a E (w + p)/c2 1': g (1 + Me”) is the total relativistic enthalpy per volume element
in the local inertial rest frame, divided by 02, h a e + p/g is the local enthalpy per mass7
and g E mm; is the rest mass density. Rom Eq. (5) we obtain then, with T‘" = m MW1
the corresponding equation of motion for. the fluid component:

[1 v _ [11/ = L up
(“U U )w PM!) may UuF -

Using the mass conservation, the product rule for the covariant derivative, and the rela-
tionships between h, g, p, and 5, one can obtain from the above equation:

h I, pp UU" v e<><—— >~m
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This is exactly the equation of motion for an adiabatic fluid in special relativity, if the
covariant derivative is again replaced by the partial derivative (compare, e.g., Eq. (18) of
[6] with U“ -a cu”).

A solution of Vlasov equation will in general not be Incally isotropic; this property,
however, may approximately be established if particle collisions lead to a local thermody—
namic equilibrium; then additional (small) terms appear in Eqs. (7) and (8) due to these
“kinetic terms" which are neglected here.

4. Electrostatic Oscillations in a Gravitational Field
The simplest application is to find the dispersion equation describing electrostatic waves
in a gravitational field. For this we have to couple the linearized Vlasov equation with
Maxwell’s equations presented in covariant form [7]. we assume that the wave electric
field is not very strong (so that one can neglect variations of the gravitational field caused
by the wave), the perturbations in the wave are rapid (compared with the variations of
gm,(n:)), and the perturbations in the wave are proportional to exp(#i1,/J), where (1.5),“) E
(kn) E (w/c,—k). The dispersion equation takes the form [2]: e(k,w) = U with the
following expression for the plasma dispersion function (with m E ciao, (k) E —(k.-)):

. (0) .50.— w):_ 1+ (mc, film/fife“ fink 11. fig — kjuog“)%;. (9) I ,

where Luge E 4mmeWm, f(0 is 0the unperturbed distribution function, and the Latin
indices denote the spatial components.

The analysis of the dispersion equation has been carried out in {2}. The frequency of
Langmuir oscillations for long wavelengths (compared to the Debye length) is the invariant
electron plasma frequency Lupe multiplied by two factors. For a cold plasma, the first factor
is M, the redshift factor or “lapse function" [8]; it measures the lapsed time of a clock
in the local inertial rest frame at a during the unit time interval of a clock in the local
“laboratory” rest frame at ac where the gravitational field is present. The second factor
is invariant; its square is the trace of the energyemomentumestress tensor in units of the
invariant rest energy density; it becomes smaller with increasing temperature, and both
factors lead typically to a stronger Landau damping than in the non—relativistic limit.

One of the authors (S. l. Popel) would like to thank the Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation for supporting this work.
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New Theory of Transition from Weak to Strong
Turbulent Plasma State

S. Popel
Institute for Dynamics of Geospheres, Leninsky pr. 38, Building 6,

117979 Moscow, Russia,

1. Introduction
The weak turbulent plasma state is characterized by random wave phases. The arbitrary
wave motion in this state can be represented as a linear superposition of oscillatibn modes,
and the wave amplitudes change slowly in time owing to interaction with other waves and
the particles of a plasma. In the strong turbulent plasma state the regular fields in the
plasma are growing in importance, that results in formation of many coherent structures
(e.g., solitons, filaments, and nonlinearly self-contracting wave packets). Within these
structures, the phases of the modes are strongly correlated, while the structures themselves
interact chaotically with each other. Thus it is the presence of the regular fields in the
plasma that differs the strong turbulent state from the weak turbulent one. Previously
some scenarios of the strong plasma turbulence have been proposed (see, e.g., [1]). The
problem of the validity limits of the theory of weak plasma turbulence was raised in [2].
However, a. theory including a mathematical formalism and demonstrating clearly physical
processes in transition from the weak turbulent plasma state to the strong turbulent
one has not been constructed yet. Here we propose such a theory. The modulational
interaction is the key one in the transition [3]. It is the modulational interaction that
results in the generation of the regular fields. We can use the concept of the transition from
the weak turbulence state to the strong turbulent one only in the case when both these
states can exist separately. This is poasible only if there are thresholds of the modulational
interaction. Otherwise, in a plasma there are both regular fields appearing due to the
modulational interaction and the random ones. Such a state is a strong turbulent one, by
definition. Furthermore, it is useful to apply to the transition the concept of entropy [4]
which allows us to consider the transition as the process of self—organization. Thus the
following items should be included in the theory:
1) development of the general nonlinear formalism for description of the modulational
interaction in a plasma system consisting of random and regular fields;
2) investigation of the modulational instability of wave spectra, study of the thresholds
of the instability;
3) verification of the validity of S~theorem and the principle of minimum entropy pro-
duction [4] in processes of self—organization in application to the transition considered;
demonstration that the plasma system is more ordered in the strong turbulent state and
the transition from the weak turbulent state to the strong turbulent one can be considered
as a nonequilibrium phase transition.

2. General Nonlinear Formalism
The general nonlinear formalism for description of the modulational interaction in a plas-
ma system consisting of random and regular wave fields is developed for the case of a
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plasma without magnetic field in [5] and generalized to the case of a plasma in the pres-
ence of an external magnetic field in [6]. This formalism takes into account the stochastic
properties of the modulational interactions [7, 8].

The main steps of the formalism are the following: We separate random and regular
components of the electric field and the distribution function of plasma particles. Av-
eraging the kinetic equation over a statistical ensemble we obtain separate equations for
the random and regular quantities. \Ve distinguish (see [31) the positive- and negative-r
frequency harmonics of the fields. Taking into account interactions via low—frequency
“virtual" (beat) fields we obtain equations both for these fields and for the highwfrequ-
ency wave fields. The (nonlinear) spectrum of the weak turbulence is the solution of the
corresponding unperturbed (nonlinear) equation. Equations describing the modulational
instability can be written for the correlation functions Gik. = <6’E:k+k.6E:§£0)>, where
k z {u}, k}, the angular brackets () denote the averaging over statistical ensemble, 6’E is
the random field perturbation due to modulational interaction, and 6Eii0) is the initial
random field. For a general case these equations take the form:

when. = —2 / sfiwimhGarret;at,
‘2] Eagle, Merger, Gfik‘ lE-Hol lie dkl

”2|E+(0)I2/Ghi.(k'( “saw.irk.etc; + Elfin-.atkmkuxhiwkl

“ZlE+(OJ ii k1 k’lglk,ik1,k'q=k1 + Eificlfikfi’rkdkll (1)

where‘1“k“k; a. is the eifective third—order (in the wave field) response [3, 9], 5;, is the
dielectric function, <6E+(0)6E;1(0l) — w|E+ Ollilflk + 1:1). The concrete form of these
equations for the case of the Langmuir waves is represented in [5}. Here we represent
these equations for the case of a lower—hybrid (LH) wave spectrum consisting of waves
propagating under the same angle with respect to the magnetic field (this assumption
does not concern the modulational perturbations):

2‘ k, X kL} [k' X kli]c . s” 1 G1 , E+(°) (“5’”) (L99) dicw* ” *( £k+k + :Hc+k) Ic,k i ii (“Be ] i lkllkil

Gk, k, C4,; in Gk],k,
u‘ l M‘— , 2Xi” (|k:|:k’|lk1+k'|+ |k;|:k'l!k1—k'| M“ W“ lkik’llk1$k'| { )

Where a? is the nonlinear dielectric function, rope is the electron plasma frequency, (use is
the electron gyrofrequency,

N 1 Hui/(w2 — kilo?) if lklvgp; < w < Mining (3)
a" “‘ 47mg. are/(Te +12) ifw << may,

no is the electron density, T.E is the electron temperature, and fin“) is the thermal electron
(ion) velocity7 v, is the ion sound velocity, the subscript H denotes the vector component
parallel to the external magnetic field.

3. Modulational Instability
The modulational instability of the Langmuir wave spectra has been investigated in {5,
10, 11], while that of the LH wave spectra in [6] LB waves have been supposed in [6] to
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have the frequency exceeding the frequency of the LH resonance. The main conclusions,
Which are important for the description of the transition considered, are the following:
a.) The “long—scale” modulational instability of the wave spectra (when the length of
the waves in the spectrum is less significantly than the wave length of the modulational
perturbations 27r/Ik’l, and the width in kespace‘of the wave spectrum 6k is larger than
|k’{) is suppressed compared with that of a monochromatic (with fixed frequency and
wave vector) pump wave.
b) The instability thresholds appear only for very broad spectra when their width 619
exceeds the wave vector of any modulational perturbation, i.e. for spectra containing all
possible (for the waves) magnitudes of k (cu/[kl > (2 ~ 3):)“ for the Langmuir waves, and
w/ k“ > (2 -- 3)vye for the LH waves). For example, for sufficiently wide LH wave spectra
in wwspace so that 6w > (Ski), the threshold is determined by the following condition of
the modulational instability development:

by N2 3 2j—Ljdkwm>>—-”(1 + +) (‘33—) .. (4)noTeRZAD mi was wpe

where WLH = f Wf‘qdk is the energy density of the random waves, m,(;) is the electron
(ion) mass, and Age is the electron Debye length. The thresholds of the modulational
instability of the spectra. of the Langmuir waves are given in {10].

We emphasize also the conclusion which concerns the case of the “short-scale” modu-
lational instability of the LH wave spectra (when the length of the waves in the spectrum
exceeds significantly the wave length of the modulational perturbations 21r/lk’i and the
width (in k~space) of the wave spectrum 61: is less than lk’l). As shown in [6}, the in-
stability in this case develops analogously to the case of monochromatic pumping. Since
in most cases, when the “short—scale” modulational instability of the LH waves is im.
portant, the LH waves constitute broad spectra, the above conclusion shOWS the validity
of application of approximation of monochromatic pumping to description of real plasma
phenomena (LH current drive, etc.) [9]. The characteristic feature of this case is the
absence of the instability thresholds [6]. "

Thus we can use the concept of the transition from the weak turbulence state to the
strong turbulent one only in the case b) when both these states can exist separately.
Otherwise, in a plasma there are both regular fields appearing due to the modulational
interaction and the random ones, and from the outset the system is in the strong turbulent
state. Analogously, in the case of a. monochromatic pumping there is no threshold of the
modulational instability (see, e.g., [3, 9]), and the system is in the strong turbulent plasma
state from the outset.

4. The Relative Degree of Order
To recognize whether the transition considered can be treated'as a self—organization pro-
case we have to determine which state is more ordered. In the weak turbulent (“old")
state there are only random fields, while in the strong turbulent (“new”) one there are
both random and regular fields. It is natural to choose the function which depends on
the spectral density of the waves and determines the threshold of the modulations] in-
teraction as the control parameter [4-] which characterizes the transition. We introduce
the notion of the extended “old” state which means a hypothetical situation when the
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system is in the weak turbulent state (the regular fields are absent) but the energy density
of the random waves exceeds the threshold value, Considering only the near-threshold
situation, one can show [12} that the difference in the entropy Sold — Snew of the system in
the extended “old" and “new” states (under the assumptions of the same magnitudes of
the control parameter and of the same values of the mean effective energy in these states)
is positive:

«51V
5., e 5' rd-lcl new Te > 0, (5)

where 6W > 0 denotes the difference between the energy of the random waves in the strong
turbulent state and their energy, corresponding to the threshold. In accordance with 5,
theorem [4], this means that the strong turbulent state is the more ordered one than
the weak turbulent state. This allows us to consider the transition as a self-organization
process. Furthermore, one can demonstrate that under the above assumptions the entroPy
production a 2' dS/dt in the extended “old"1 state is higher than in the “new” state. This
means the validity of the principle of minimum entropy production in processes of self~
organization [4] and gives us the possibility to treat the transition from the weak turbulent
state to the strong turbulent one as a nonequilibrium phase transition.

5. , Conclusions
Thus, the concept of the transition from the Weak turbulence state to the strong turbulent
one can be introduced only in the case when the random wave spectra are very broad, and
the tresholds of the modulational instability of the wave spectra exist. Otherwise, there
is no threshold of the instability, and the system is in the strong turbulent plasma state
from the outset. The transition from the weak turbulent state to the strong turbulent
one can be treated as a nonequilibrium phase transition.

One of the authors (S. I. Popel) would like to thank the Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation for supporting his participation in the Conference.
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Radiative transfer

in anisotropic, weakly inhomogeneous media with internal sources

U, Bellotti’f and M. Bornaticii-T
TINPM Department ofPhysics "A. Volta ", University ofPavia. Pavia 27100, Italy

IDepartment ofPhysics, University ofFerrara, Ferrara 44100, Italy

The transport of radiation in anisotropic, weakly inhomogeneous and spatially dispersive media with

internal sources is investigated on the basis of the reievant geometric optics far-field as a function of

position and frequency. The second rank radiation intensity tensor is obtained directly from the

autocorrelation of the electric far-field in terms of a second rank emissivity tense: Both the Faraday

rotation and the change ofellipticity due to the Cotton-Mouton efi‘ect are discussed in some detail.

Introduction. A full description of the transport of radiation in anisotropic media with sources

requires a second rank radiation intensity tensor for which a few equations have been established

which are valid in the weak anisotropy limit and for incoherent radiation sources [14]. Here an

approach is adopted which consists in obtaining the radiation intensity tensor directly on

evaluating the autocorrelation of the electric field on the basis of the geometric optics far~f1eld

solution of the inhomogeneous wave equation, the result thus obtained applying to media with an

arbitrary degree of anisotropy and to incoherent as well as coherent sources {5].

The radiation intensity tensor. With reference to a given orthonormal basis e1,c2,e3 , such

that one of the axes, cg, e3, is locally along the direction of propagation of the radiation, the

relevant radiation intensity tensor can be expressed in the form

Iafi(r,w) E ERA}.(Eitr,a))E;(r,a))>[ep) , afl: 1,2 , (1)
1'

the dyad occurring within the angle brackets, which denote an ensemble average, being the

(time—averaged, with T the time scale connected with such an average) autocorrelation of the
electric field, taken as a function of position and (positive) frequency, The trace of 10¢, is just

equal, in vacuo, to the modulus of the (time and ensemble~avetaged) Poynting vector, i.e., the

power emitted per unit area and unit frequency. On making use of the geometric optics far-

field solution of the inhomogeneous wave equation, one obtains the radiation intensity tensor

(1) in the form of an integral over the effective volume connected with the radiation source



[5]. As part of the integrand one has an oscillating exponential factor which accounts for the
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relative phase between the X and 0 mode, namely,
€15§[1°(r,p)—1”'{r,p)] E ei—CQRln’hn")

5°03) WP) ]I Awhere 1°(r,p)5~2-[ OJ; 6:5-l- XI ds 12"(s)\7g°(s).k°(s), the integration being along the ray
3 r .r (1-)

paths, r and p denoting, respectively, some generic point where 1,4; is evaluated, cf. Eq. (1),

. (2)

and the source point; also, nEr and it: 4?" denote, respectively, the refractive index and the

cosine of the angle between the group velocity and the direction k of propagation of mode a:
In the weak-anisotropy limit, for which Vg -k§l, and disregarding inhomogeneity, it is

[clap]; Rn", with R5 lit—pl, and approximation (2) then applies. The phase factor (2)

describes polarization changes of the radiation as it propagates from the source point p to
some generic point r, The polarization of the radiation near the source can be taken to be

(approximately) the same as the polarization of the source itself, described by the second rank
polarization tensor psgm) Eiea '<jj‘)~efi)/Tr{ea -(jj*>-ep} , <jj‘) being the (ensemble-

avemged) Fourier transform (in space) of the autocorrelation of the (time Fourier transform of
the) source current density. Let us consider specifically the case of radiation generated by a
linearly polarized source propagating in a magnetoactive medium, such as a magnetized plasma

Faraday rotation. For propagation (observation) along the axis of symmetry, the ambient

magnetic field, say, the two propagating modes, to be labeled + and —, are circularly
polarized, the corresponding polarization vectors being 6+ =(l/J5Xt+i§) and

e‘ :(l/fiXit-Ffi), with t and a mutually orthogonal (to k) vectors. The source
1 0

polarization matrix, equal to pygm)2[ j in a suitable basis (ehez), is0 0

l 1 -i . . .p539“) = 3L 1 J , with a = +,-— , in the basrs (6' ,e"). As the radiation propagates, paw.

varies along the ray due to the fact that the + and — modes get out of phase, according to

Eq. {2), with the result that
2 l” r, —1"‘ r, sourcee’ci (P) (pH/05:94 )

[mitt'I-)]+1iwslar-rt“+3“Jilimiflfi'di (33)
Pay (1‘) =

N
b

..
-
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Note that the diagonal terms of pm. are constant, Re-expressing the polarization matrix (33)

in the basis (e1,e2) yields

cosz[~291«((1+ —1))] sin[g’;(1+ —I_)]cos[2w—c(l+ ~ 1')
PM“) [ mpg (1+ 4—)Mi (w —)1 Map —1") ’ (3")

which describes radiation linearly polarized along the direction at an angle VI : 1200+ — I ')

With respect to e]. Hence, during the propagation, the polarization direction rotates (Faraday

rotation) at a rate given by
dill w A A + A A - ~ 0) + _

trail"(v5.1)) -("(vg'k)) irgln -n )2 (3c)
the approximation being valid in the limit ofweak anisotropy.

Cotton-Mouton effect. Let us consider propagation in the plane perpendicular to the ambient

magnetic field for which the polarization unit vectors ex and e0 of the two natural modes,

X and O-mode are mutually orthogonal. On identifying the basis (131,132) with (LX120), one

can express the source polarization matrix in the form

(source)_ 9052 We Sin We COS We I 4
Par/3 . . 2 , ( )

SUN/lo cos sm 1/1:>
we being the angle between the direction of polarization of the source and ex. On the basis

of Eq. (2), the polarization matrix at the generic point r is

0052 We sin yin cos Mimi? Al) ~isin{%’- A!)
paflov): - a) -‘ a) <2 ’ (5)sm 11/o cos (1/0 [cosh A!) +15 7 NH 5111 1/10

with A! a (l 0 — lxyrp). As lcnown [4], to the polarization matrix (5) can be given a

geometrical representation, namely, the polarization ellipse, characterized by the ellipticity T,

that is, the axial ratio, and the angle y/of orientation. On comparing the general expression of

the polarization matrix in terms of T and wwith expression (5), one obtains

1 — 4A 3
T mT , A a Sim/Io cos wosin(% A1) (6a)

and
1+ T2 sin2 — T2 .

sin2 w =MM. (6b)
1—7‘2
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In particular, Eq. (6b) admits the solution siniu= sing/D, i.e., the angle wis constant during
the propagation, for w = 75/4, independently of the value of the ellipticity. Correspondingly,

from Eq. (63), one has
1~icos(§Al)|

T”, = ”/4) = sin(flA!) (7)

Eq. (7) describes the ray evolution of the ellipticity in the Cotton-Mouton effect [6]. More
specifically, at distances from the source for which sin(-“cl A1) = 0, i.e. for

Ream—L,—than
V = 12/4 , whereas for cos(%’~ A!) = 0, i.e. for R 5(m + %)75

(m is a positive integer), the radiation is linearly polarized at an angle

,(no —cnx)col ’

tum left-hand and right-hand circularly polarized. In general, the radiation is elliptically

the radiation is in

polarized: the polarization ellipse has major axis of constant length at an angle y] = rr/4 and

minor axis of oscillating length with distance. For source polarizations along the two mode
polarization vectors the effect obviously does not occur, while, for intermediate angles, the

I—lc052t1/0!maximum value of the ellipticity is, cf. Eq. (6a), Tm“: and, during the
sin-“lino

propagation, the orientation of the major axis is no longer constant, its evolution being

described by Eq, (6b).
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Role of ion dynamics on magnetic electron drift vortex
modes

Arshad M. Mirza1 and P. K. Shukla
Institut ffir Theoretische Physik IV, Ruhr-Universitit Bochum

D—44780 Bochum, Germany

Abstract— A new dispersion relation for low-frequency magnetic electron drift
modes (MEDV) in a. nonuniform plasma, is derived, by incorporating the ion dynam-
ics. It is shown that the ion dynamics introduces new classes of instabilities when
the wave frequency either lies between the electron and ion plasmas frequencies or
is close to the ion plasma frequency. The modified MEDV modes involving the ion
motion can cause nonthermal particle as well as electron heat transports.

Recently, Yu and StenfloI discovered the magnetic electron drift (MEDV) modes
in an electron plasma, by assuming that the ions form the neutralizing background.

Our objective here is to re-examine the MEDV mode with the ion dynamics in
a. plasma with both the density and electron temperature inhomogeneities. It is
shown that the inclusion of the ion motion renders a. non—zero value for the electron
and ion number density perturbations when the equilibrium density gradient and
the ion flow velocity are finite. Consequently, the dispersion relation of the MEDV
mode is significantly altered. Conditions under which the MEDV mode exists are
presented. Furthermore, we have identified two new instabilities of the MEDV

, mode involving the ion motion in plasmas containing the equilibrium density and
magnetic field inhomogeneities. It is found that, in addition to anomalous electron
energy transport, nonthermai MEDV modes involving ion motion can also cause the
particle transport due to finite density fluctuations.

We consider a. nonuniform electron-ion plasma in the presence of electromagnetic
disturbances. The equilibrium density and temperature inhomogeneities, which are
maintained either by some external sources or by gravitational forces, are along the
w-ams.

1Permanent addras: Department of Physics, Quaid-i~Azam University, lslamabad 45320.
Pakistan



Subtracting the ion momentum equaion from the electron and taking the curl of
the resulting equation, we obtain

(1"- A3V1)62B = 5‘ (VTEI x VII) no + £‘VT30 X V7131) , (1)
U ,

where «\6 = c/wp, is the collisionless electron skin depth, m,e = Mama/me)!” is
the electron plasma frequency, and Tfl(= Te - Tao << Tao), nu = In.= —- n90 << ”:0
and B are the electron temperature and electron number density and magnetic field
perturbations, respectively.

The electron temperature perturbation is obtained from

6,T,1+[(v.~— C VxB)-V]T,o+gTeoV-(v,-— c VxB)=0, (2)
4 41mm;«em; 3

whereas the electron number density perturbation obeys

c
atnel + V ' (nevi “ EV x B) = 0. (3)

Equations (1) to (3) together with V x B = 41ren0/c(v.- — v.), are the desired
equations for the study of the MEDV mode with the ion dynamics. Here n5,v,-,m,
and T,- are the number density, the fluid velocity, the mass, and the temperature of
the particle species j (1' equals 5 for the electrons and i for the ions), respectively.
Furthermore, 1!,- is the adiabatic index. ,

Let us assume that the MEDV mode magnetic field B is of the form 231, where
fl is the unit vector along the zvaxis. Supposing that B] is proportional to exp(iky -—
iwt), where k is the wave number along the y axis and w is the wave frequency, we
Fourier transform our basic system of equations and combine them to obtain2

w? [(w‘ — who“ — we) — ~a (1 + m3) = I—k’c’xauw“ — wt)
><(Ln2 - 3191):) - Mugs} + of {wide}: — 3163113,) +w’wfic}] (7] ~— E—I) 1;”. (4)

Several comments are in order. First, when the wave frequency (wave phase
velocity) is much larger than anew“), then (4) yields Luz = ~k2c’ARD,(17 —~ 2/3)
/L§(1+ ks), which is the dispersion relation of the MEDV mode that has been
obtained in Ref. 1 for a. nonuniform unmagnetized plasma. Here, on a very short
time scale, the ion motion is unimportant as the ions do not have time to respond
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to high-frequency purely magnetic oscillations. When n > 2/3 the MEDV mode he-
comes purely growingl. Second, some new interesting results emerge in two limiting
cases, as described below. '

Consider that the wave frequency is close to the ion plasma frequency and that
the wave phase velocity is much smaller than the electron thermal velocity. In this
case, (4) reduces to

z _&2hei+_°’sl -Z“’ “ (1+ mm: 3 ' (5)
where ADJ: vie/w”) is the electron Debye length. Equation (5) predicts an insta-
bility when 17 > 2/3.

Furthermore, in the hydrodynamic approximation in which the electron inertial
forces dominate over the pressure gradient force, we obtain from (4) {or w < 92,.

2__c2(1+wn( 3)
w ” L3,(1+k2)~§) ” 3 ’ (6)

where A.- = c/wpg is the collisionless ion skin depthquation (6) exhibits a. purely
growing instability provided that 7] > 2/3. '

The electron temperature gradient driven MEDV involving the ion motion can
cause nonthermal particle as well as electron heat transports, because the mode
contains finite density perturbations. The particle flux is given by I‘, = (7111/3) +
compl.conj., where the angular bracket denotes the sum over 7c. The electron density
fluctuations for low-frequency (1cm, < w < tummy.) and for purely growing mode
is given by nu = —inoe7kL;1Bk/m1-wgekc, and consequently I‘, becomes

1 11:0 + hi”) 2—_- .__......— _._._-._.-_.....1_ . 7P9: 27min“); ; ’31)? il ( )

Similarly, a straightforward calculation yields the heat flux

Q: = (T114) + complconj.
(v - 3) (1+ ewe: + kitted) z21rnoLnX? ; 2:17,: “9“ ‘ (8)

It is evident from (8) that the heat flow could be inward or outward direction
depending on the direction of density and temperature gradients. Clearly, for a.
given magnetic field spectrum of the MEDV mode the particle and heat fluxes are
completely determined.
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To summarize, we haVe derived a new dispersion relation for the MEDV mode,
taking into account the ion dynamics. It is found that the role of the latter is
unimportant so long the MEDV mode frequency is much larger than the electron
plasma frequency. On the other hand, we have identified new classes of purely
growing instabilities that occur on the time scale of the ion plasma period. Here,
the ion motion plays a. crucial role. Furthermore, we have presented quasilinear
calculations of nonthermal particle and electron energy transports that are caused
by enhanced MEDV modes involving ion dynamics.

In conclusion, we stress that the results of the present investigation should help
us to a. better understanding of the MEDV modes which plays an important role in
laser produced plasmas as well as in plasma switches”.
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1. The theory of electrical conductivity of dense cold fully-ionized hydrogen plasmas
based on the concept of self~consistent field, and the generalized random—phase approxi-
mation (RPA) [1H2] is applied to the determination of electrical conductivity of model
Coulomb systems [3].

The basic idea. considered in [1},[2] is that each electron (carrier) moves in a self-
consistent field generated by a_ll other free charges in the system. The finite values of
the transport coefficients result from the electron’s scattering on the self-consistent field
fluctuations.

This approach was first outlined and applied in [1] This work was based on the paper
[4} by SF. Edwards, which related the Lorentz-model expression for the fullyeionized
plasma electrical conductivity to the strict quantum-statistical calculation involving the
Green‘s function formalism with the selfeconsistent field potential.

The starting point for the conductivity calculation is thus the Lorentz formula

“3:2mEds“; mans), m
where p(E) : (2m3E)1/2/(27r2fi3)3'15 the density of one-electron states in the energy space.
and w(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution.

Generally speaking? the mean relaxation time 7(E] of Eq. (1) is determined by the
exact pairwise scattering cross~section7 and we express it in terms of the self-consistent
field correlation function,

me2—1 7 Q a °° “« ~,, 2 ,r <E)——~——~—47r(2mE)3,2/0 qdq£m<lWewiI >dw. (2)
Here Q = (Srirtli'li‘izll/‘z7 momentum FLQ being the maximum possible variation of the
electronic momentum as a result of the scattering worms; and

Z 2 it (w) o)Vq",u)
( )= q:(qaw)a=e,

is the field potential operator complete Fourier transform, AUZw) being the a-species
density operator in the (filed-space, and c‘1(q,w) - the plasma dynamic screening func-
tion. The system is presumed to contain electrons (e) and protons (i), the charge number
of electrons and ions are Ze = —1, 2'5 2 1, The field potential correlation function thus
equals

47re
< lV q,w >— (m‘ZaSuaq) (4)

( )I 9W501, M) f;
The dynamic structure factor of the species a and b, Sahara) was determined in [2]

in terms of the system polarization operators:
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(5]
Ml , 47rme“

T (E): [3(277113))3/2/(1

Li” being the system temperature in energy units.
The lwsumrnation in Eq. (5} is spread over the poles 27rl/Bh , (l 2 0,:tl,:l:2, . . l of

coth(flfiz/2) on the imaginary z-axis.
Eq. (5) together with Eq. (1) form a general algorithm of conductivity calculation1 as

soon as specific approximate expressions are used for the densityrresponse functions and
the polarization operators

2. In our computations we evaluated the real part H ((1,1) of the a-species polars
ization operator beyond the standart RPA, using the temperature dependent electronic
static local-field correction Gem) [2] parametrized to satisfy both the compressibility sum
rule (with the electronic subsystem compressibility determined from the one component
plasma (OCP) excess interaction energy determined by the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
[5]), and the long—wavelength limiting condition of Kimball [6]:

GM) = 05(2) = (5 + a/i22)2l_1- (5l
Here in = (1 — 99(0):)", and a was estimated as in {81:

-1
2 v g 2 ~1/3 UOCPirl Uocpirl

‘1 (m) i 121“ + '36 (7)
with

loopill - —-0. 899374931" ~— 0. 2244699 ~ 0 0178746751“— 1/3 +0.517575311”3 (8)

being the MC~si1nulater1 tlassical OCP Coulomb energy normalized to 3‘1 [5]
HerelI" —~,dezil1~rn/3) 1“ measures the rate of Coulomb coupling in the system with

electronic concentration n, z = q/kp, hp = (Sognll/s is the Fermi waveveotor. Notice that
the Brueckner parameter 7:; = F8/O.534, where G = Zm/(fihzkfp) is another dimensionless
parameter measuring the plasma degeneracy rate.

The electronic radial distribution function, 95(r). was determined by a self-consistent
procedure. which is a simple generalization of that proposed and elaborated in [7, 2,
8] [or the calculation of its zero-separation value gem), 1.6., gut/r) was computed via a
simultaneous solution of two integral equations:

1 mm)am=gggrrpflfifiififi' (w
W7"): 1 + —_—/°° zsin(2kprz)(55(z)— 1) dz. (10)

Thus putting

F Ge(z)H2(z.l) _
(1279)”3 67122 ) l

P Gi-(s)
" (”Trap/3 32

1143,!) = H2(z,l)(l -

mon=3mmu )”
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with
aor=ho+emmrmemn+weos,

we obtain a closed expression for the conductivity coefficient.
HEW, w) is the RPA electronic polarization operator real part[9].
In addition, we calculated the excess Coulomb interaction energy normalized to o“:

,mie wngfiifim—Urwa on
with kg, 2 4rme2fi. The results are given in Table 1, where we also provided the corre—
sponding values of Uocp(F).

Both estimates are closer in less degenerate electronic liquids.
3. Fully ionized strongly coupled hydrogen plasmas were simulated using the method

of molecular dynamics (MD) in well—known studies by J.P. Hansen et a1. [3] Quantum
efiects were taken into account in these simulations through the use of effective pair
potentials; at short distances these differed significantly from the bare Coulomb potential.

The "dynamical” results of [3] were successfully considered in [10].
The static conductivity of model plasmas was first obtained in [3] on the basis of the

Nernst~Einstein law in terms of electronic and ionic diffusion coefficients directly estimated
by MD simulations: '

nee2
kBT

In addition. a was determined, at least for F = 2 and r5 = 1, through the electric
current autocorrelatlon function in the relaxation time approximation [3].

We computed the conductivity of strongly coupled hydrogen plasma for all three cases
considered in [3], and using the static local field correction (Eq. (6]) suggested in [7] and
studied in [2, 8]. The results are presented in Table 2 for the dimensionless conductivity
0‘ z: car/Lupe [mp5 being the electronic plasma frequency). Notice that the simulation data
for l‘ = 2 and r3 = 1 were obtained in [3] by MD calculations, in this case the value of;
was calculated as

(D.- + DE) (12)(TD:

3i“ m ‘ *(IE) = E(M)D' + 03‘ (13]

I): and D,’ being the dimensionless diffusion coefficients determined in [3]; other results
were found in [3] by extrapolation, in these cases DE“ was put to be zero (not determined
in [3]). The value of 0;] was obtained in [3] by a limiting procedure over the dynamic
conductivity (diam)

UL 9:. 3303310 Rea(k,w) , (14)
and thus related via the fluctuation—dissipatiou theorem to the dynamic structure factor
”charge-charge". The limiting value of (14) could be found in [3] only by extrapola-
tion of long-wavelength MD data (see Table. IV of [3]). We thus consider 02 = O'L/Lu'pe
(characterized in [3] as the ”true” value) to be less reliable then 0,3.

We conclude that a good level of agreement with plasma-simulation data is achieved
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n (10“ cm“) T (105 K) r (9 U 110CP
0.258 1.715 1.00 1.00 -054 062
1.610 6.315 0.5 1.09 —0.24 -029
1,611 1.579 2.0 0.27 —1.11 «1.38

2579-105 1.715103 0.10 0.10 -0044 -011

Table]. The excess Coulomb interaction energ) (normalised to lemperature) U,
calculaied using the self-consistent model [6] (see Sean?) and the results of the
electronic liquidMC—simulation, U05; [7].

11(10“ cm“) 1‘ (105 K) r r. 6' 06' ch”
1611 1.579 2.0 1.00 0.59 0.60 1.1
1.610 6.315 0.5 1.00 1.00 0.86 2.15

25.170 15.79 0.5 0.40 1.30 1.47 3.6

Table 2. Electrical conductivity ofmodel hydrogen plasmas (normalised (o the plasma
frequency) 0* calculated according to the present algorithm, 1112 values of a); were
calculalea’ in ierms of the diflusion coeflicienls, as explained in Sect, 3; m" are [he
results of the extrapolation procedure according to Eq. (15).
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On the Theory of Microfields and Fusion Rates for Dense Plasmas
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Abstract

The microscopic dynamics and the influence of microfields is studied. New
exprasions for the rates of fusion reactions are obtained, which include the
effect of average forces and of random fields.

The rates of nuclear rections R in plasmas are determined by the Coulomb interaction
between the charged plasma particles [1,2]. Assuming that the decay rates behave ideally,
we get in some approximation [3]

R=RM8XP (£5) (1)
where T is plasma temperature and Au is the potential on mean force. We are interested
here in the investigation of the influence of the microfields on the fusion process. Since fusion
is a process of relative motion of two bodies, we need now relative microfields,

We have to find out, what fields are really acting during the two«body fusion process in
plasmas. The actual force between nucleus 1 with the charge ql, mass m, and a nucleus 2
with (12, mg in a microfielcl 5E(r] is given by

F: + :9:a + We» + 44465701) w (SF-7(a))
where Fm, is the mean force and

on = “(i—‘1 — 51—:q = “(13711 + ~33)
(p is the reduced mass). In spite of the fact that the distances between the two nuclei which
are going to react is very small, it is still finite and therefore the correlation length of the
random field wili play an essential role. The second important effect which we have to study
is the dynamic resolution of the microfield, since the fusion process occurs in a small, but
finite time.

The Fourier decomposition of static Coulomb field is given by [4]:

~: =i_Q. w_ ".«4< n.) mm M (k v11
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Here i is the imaginary unit, 6(x} is the Dirac deltaufunction and 419,1?) is the dielectric
function. In order to receive the total average spectra, we have to take the mean value over
the velocity distribution. For a, Maxwell distributions with v-r = (ZT/m)”2 we get:

iq ' exp(—w2/lc’v%) (2)
(kEkwlu = ‘— 27r—3/1-k- UT—' €(w—,k—) 1

The long wavelengths are (practically) absent in eq (2) if k < (0/2117. This means that
E—(Fi) and EU?) are independent, and their difference is principally non-zero; the sum of
5(F2) and £703) is also the random value which is not equal to twice the field amplitude;
because the thermal electron velocities are much higher than the ion velocities, thesarne
k~values in (2) can be provided for electrons for much more frequencies to than for ions. Thus
we hava a strongly oscillating electron random field during the elementary fusion process
and we can suppose that this field 15 averaged during it: the electron component of the
random field 15 not active in the fusion processes

The normalized field-field correlation function 15 about 1 [5} up to the time T = ,u/4rrnez
[11 is ion density and e is electron charge), which is much more than the time of a barrier
penetration (fusion time). Consequently, we can suppose that the ion component of random
field 13 stationary during the fusion process therefore the values 6E(r1)—JEn) and 55(fl)+
53(72) can be considered as time-independent.

How to determine the distribution of random values Ali}. = 65(1‘3) - E072) and SE =
5137.071) + EOE) 7 At first, we should determine the distribution of projections E,,E,_.,E,,
then the distributions of each difference AE,,AE,,, AEH and then the distributions of the
full vector Ali? and SE.

The natural system of coordinates in the problem under consideration is a spherical one
with the polar axis given by vector r". Thus we should write the distributions of Ali? andEE
in this spherical coordinate system. The distributions with respect to the angles are uniform;
therefore. the angle distribution function Fun; is uniform:

Fangsin Ha'lidgo = Zir—Sin 1911n (3)

here 9 and «p are the polar and azimutal angles respectively.
In case of ideal plasma, the distribution of (SE is the Holtsmark distribution. The distri-

bution of vector random field E is:
7 _. +oo .. .. r.m3) = (2704/ exp(—z KEmurmur,

Let us make the following trick to clarify the (semi—quantitative) shape of the Ag and SE
distributions: we replace F(K) by exp(——fiK). In this case we get

ME) = Wm (E) = 413197032 + 3212,
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and the integral over E from zero to infinity is equal to 1, thus [3 is a good adjustment
parameter. This model distribution provides the correct asymptotics at the point zero: all
distributions are proportional to E“, and the wrong one in the infinity E‘2 (Holtsmaxk’s
distribution gives N E'5/2). The value E = [3 corresponds to the maximum Wmod (E) =
l/wfl. In this case we get‘

Wmod (AE1) = Wmod (ZEJJ) = Wmnd (Ex/2) (4)

Thus the model distributions Wmd (AE), Wmod (BE) coincide with Wmod (dB/2), and we
can suppose that the real distribution of AE and 2E have — at least semi-quantitatively -
the same character as W(6E/2).

The Gamov's formula for the rate of two~body fusion even if has been obtained in the
framework of Schrodinger equations for nonrelativistic inelastic scattering (see, for example
[6]). In presence of weak microfield We get the enhanced fusion probability:

Way 2 expfw3(7r/2)2/a(q3”4/2ph2T)1/3]W‘,W'd = WTW*,W‘.; (5)

The first factor corresponds to the rate obtained by Thompson {2]. Further W',,W‘d are
the static and dynamic enhancement factors respectively. The corresponding formula for
the fusion rate is

R = R;¢{W‘,W'd (6)

The static enhancement is given by the potential of mean force and coincides with (1) (see
also [3]) . The dynamic enhancement factor W‘d averaged over angles and random field
distributions is given by

zflziiaqs/snz/shws, 2A5
W «W = Wsarrz/Sp'/3(T)5/3 = “3* (7)

It is easy to show that the same dynamic enhancement factor for the strong random field
W"dea=

W"dea 1’ WT $14854“) (8)

where

B = Mam/2)(qen‘n‘2’3u‘iJ1’73fi
”1313"“ >> 1. ‘

Let us do now some estimations of the enhancement factors. First, let us estimate the

influence of the proposed effect in solar interior for proton-proton fusion reaction. Here the
density is n a: 3.3- 1025 per cubic cm, the plasma temperature is about T a. 1.3 keV [3]. We
find
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W‘. 11' 0.02; was = exp(2.6- 10*) r: 0.000026

Therefore the dynamic enhancement is about 0.0026% in comparison with the static Cn-
hanceinent which has been obtained already by Ichimaru ( {3}).

For white dwarfs (WD), let us estimate the enhancement for the carbon-carbon reaction
[3}. Here the density is n z 1032 per cubic cm, and the temperature is T 2 4.5 keV. We find:
IHW".139 :— 88.5 (to be compared with the logarithm from the static enhancement factor
= 23.5 given by Ichimaru {3}).

For He—He reactions in white dwarfs we got 17. : 1,47 . 103‘ per cubic cm and T :2 0,9
keV, a >> 1, 1n Wudgg 2 28.6.

We have considered so far only plasmas under astrophysical conditions. Let us now
discuss the question, whether the enhancement of fusion rates due to nonideality may play
a role under the conditions of laboratory plasmas. The deuterium-tritium reaction has
the additional term QC); as for different nuclei. Its influence is comparably less since
here as” = (5,624, : e/5. For deuterium—thritinm plasma. compressed 350-times under
laser driving (e.g. by a. ICF process for deuterinm~tritium reaction), the characteristic

densities are n = 0,7- 1025 per cubic cm and the piasma temperature T t 5 keV and
Wilma = exp(0.38 - 10*5), i.e. the enhancement is about 0,00038‘76 (to be compared with
the static Enhancement factor 0.4% obtained by Ichimaru [3] and by (1)).

Thus, the considered enhancements due to the action of a zero—average microfield are

about three orders less than obtained by the corrected twovbody interaction for plasmas
close to ideal one. The influence of dynamic enhancement on fusion rates is in general
rather weak, except under the conditions of astrophysical objects. For the fusion in the sun
the dynamic enhancement by random fields gives only a small corresction. but for white
dwarfs it gives the main enhancement effect.
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MONTE-CARLO SIMULATIONS
OF STRONGLY COUPLED PLASMAS
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In this work we present the results of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of strongly
coupled asymmetric Coulombic systems. Our interest in this subject is connected, first of
all, with a possibility to explain spatial ordering phenomena (such as existence of liquid
and crystalline phase in colloidal component) in dusty plasmas (DP) recently observed in
experiments [1,2]. Besides, the conclusions obtained may be applicable to charged colloidal
suspensions, which can also form Coulomb lattices or liquids. Numerical simulations of
above phenomena. performed up to date are mostly based on a concept of effective pair
interaction between colloidal particles and seem to be semi—phenomenological. The present
work is an attempt to study the subject microscopically, in particular, focusing on the
effects resulting from the discrete nature of plasma components.

In all the simulations we regarded two-component plasma as a set of two sorts of
hard spheres of opposite charge interacting with Coulombic forces. in the case of infinite
systems, an accurate account of long-range Coulomb forces was possible due to utilization
of Ewald’s summation procedure. MC simulations were carried out for NVT ensemble
using conventional Metropolis algorythm.

Three types of models were investigated:
a). Finite system consisting of several immobile colloidal particles (grains) in neutral

izing plasma background closed in a single box;
b). Infinite systems with periodical boundary conditions with various charge asymi

metry;
c). For the sake of comparison, a series of runs were carried out for one-component

plasma (OCP) consisting of charged hard spheres in uniform background.
Below we use conventional plasma parameters and notations:
Z » relative charge of a. colloidal particle,
z — relative charge of plasma particle (ire. belonging to the second, opposite to colloidal

component),
N, n — numbers of particles of colloidal and plasma component, respectively,
P = (N7ra’3)/(6V) - packing coefficient for colloidal component,
p : (maria/(6V) ~ packing coefficient for plasma component,
q ; (2Zzez)/(k5T(a + 0331)) -coupling constant of one component to the other,
C = G“ = (Z282)/(kBTa) - coupling constant for colloidal component,
a = (4N7r/3VYVa . average distance between grains.
Here T is temperature, a is the diameter of a grain, k3 Boltzmann’s constant, e -

charge of electron. Subscript c denotes colloidal component, and p2 - plasma (second,
opposite to colloidal) component.
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MC simulations in the model a) were performed for parameters P 2 10—3, p 2 10'”,
N = 2, n 2 128, q = 2...64; with the two colloidal particles fixed near the centre of the
box at the distance a = 0.5L; where L - the length of the box.

The results Confirm the conclusions obtained by the authors in the previos work [3]
about a critical behavior of the system near the point q = 8 — 12, which manifests itself,
specifically, as a peak in heat capacity in that region. In addition, a screened force (taking
into account plasma surrounding) of interaction between grains < F > averaged over'the
ensemble of accepted configurations was examined. As can be seen from the Fig.2, the
character of screening changes abruptly near the point q = 6 — 8: the relative amplitude
of force reduces stepwise from 0.65 at q = 6. to zero at q > 8.

MC simulations for the model b) performed for various parameters of plasma indicate
that that sort of critical behavior with the critical value q : 8 — 12 is characteristic of
two«component plasmas. In particular, the simulations for the case of symmetric system
for N = n = 32, P = p = 0.01 evidence in favour of that assumption. Let us note, that
the existence of gas-liquid phase transition with the same critical parameter q = 12 in

- such system was reported before in Ref.[4]. 'The results presented in Figs.1,3,4 indicate
an apparent resemblance of these phenomena in both (symmetric infinite and asymmetric
finite systems) cases. It suggests that the accumulation of particles on the surface of
grains at q > 8 (similarly to formation of clusters in the symmetric case, see Figs. 3,4) may
represent a. condensation of liquid plasma phase, and separate plasma particles distributed
in volume — gas phase being in thermal equilibrium with liquid,

In any event, critical behavior of screened forces betvveen charged colloidal particles
at the point q : 6 _ 8 may have important consequences for a possibility of spatial
ordering phenomena in colloidal component. Namely, to make such phenomena possible,
the potential energy between grains must considerably exceed their kinetic energy, i.e.
the relationship Gcc >> 1 must fulfil. It means that q should not exceed the value 1] = 6,
and that. in turn, imposes a restriction on a charge asymmetry of the system. Really, if
we assume, that for formation of Coulomb lattice some minimal critical value G must be
attained, say, Go : 18E) similarily to OCP, it means that-two conditions, G > 180, and
q < 6 must be simultaneosly satisfied. From it follows immediately, that the relationship

Pl/aZ/z > 30 . (1)

must fulfil, and the value of Z/z should not be less than 30.
The connection between above mentioned phase transition and formation of Coulomb

lattices in colloidal component can be interpreted in the other way. Namely, with the
beginning of condensation on grain surfaces the bulk of plasma is concentrating in the
vicinity of grains. The potential energy plasma-grain considerably exceeds grain—grain
energy in this case, and it disrupts the formation of lattice.

-It is interesting to note, that a similar, but much more severe condition on minimal
asymmetry based on Lindeman criterion was obtained in Reilfil for the case of weak
interaction between colloidal and plasma component (Le. q << 1). Thus, the condition
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(1) may happen to be necessary but not sufficient for possibility of Coulomb lattices.
To observe a liquid phase in colloidal component, MC simulations were performed

in the model b). To make the restriction on the asymmetry less severe, a large value
P = 0.125 was chosen, which is not characteristic of real physical systems. In this case
the asymmetry 40 is sufficient to reach the value G = 100. The numbers of particles was
N : 16, n = 640. The results (radial distribution fuction) are represented in FigAG. For
the sake of comparison, the same distribution function for GOP with hard spheres and
the same packing coefficient P = 0.125 and G = 100 is given in Fig.5.

CONCLUSIONS
1. In two—component plasmas Within the wide range of parameters a critical behavior

with the critical coupling parameter q 2 8 f 12 is observed. Presumably it may be
connected with a liquid-gas phase transition.

2. Critical behavior of screened forces between colloidal particles gives rise to a re-
striction on the minimal charge asymmetry, necessary for formation of Coulomb lattices
in colloidal component.
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